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PREFACE 
by 
Giovanni BERSANI 
Co-Piresident of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 
This third edition of the complete set of resolutions adopted by the 
Parliamentary Assembly which, under different names, has for 25 years served 
as a forum for debates between the European Parliament and the 
representatives of the parliaments and states which have caicluded 
successive five-year cooperation agreemei,ts with the Camunity, has been 
brought out both in response to the many requests received following the 
exhausticn of stcx:ks of the first edition published eight years ago and the 
1985 edition and because the preparatia,s for the Fwrth Lane Cawention 
make some updating necessary. 
In my opinion, the new editia, confirms what I had to say when the previous 
editions came cut: to describe the history of the parliamentary institutions 
of Yaounde and Lone, if only via a certain amount of documentary material 
concerning their activities, is to recount many of the developnents which 
were gradually to create a negotiating fon.Jm, first for 18 A'\SM cOJntries 
and 6 EEC countries and then for 66 PCF countries and 12 EEC countries, that 
represents the most advanced level of intematicnal cooperation. 
The parliamentary institutions have played a decisive role inasnuch as they 
have added a democratic dimension to these developments and have been the 
inspiration and real driving force behind them - a situation withcut 
precedent in the history of intemati01al agreements. 
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The political stinulus provided by these institutions, the steady flo,., of 
constructive and original proposals, the regular cn-the-spot inspectiai of 
projects, the direct dialog maintained with the parliamentary, cultural, 
trade uniai, business and scx:ial representatives of the 66 PCP co.Jntries and 
the Ccrmunity Member States - all these have proved of crucial importance 
for the vitality of the efforts and for the very image of partnership which 
nON encanpasses more than half the countries of the 1«1rld. 
The incorporation of tunan rights into the Cawention and the new pn::minence 
given to the hJman dimensicn - 'man and l«lffiill'l at the centre of development' 
- the fornulation of specific strategies to conbat famine, based primarily 
on emergency relief, rehabilitation and structural measures, the STAEEX and 
SVSMIN proposal and those ccnceming a tectTiical centre for agric:ultural·and 
rural cooperation and the centre for industrial development, the.idea.of 
using the EIB for loan operations at reduced rates of interest, the 
introductia, of micro-projects, the increased benefits obtained frc:m the 
r«>s and the voluntary service organizations, the practice of ca,sulting 
trade unions and the eca,omic agancies, the intrcducticn of cultural 
cooperation, the implementation of specific measures to combat desert-
encroachnent, to pranote the fishing industry and to try to solve the 
intractable energy problems - all these are factors which, with the guidance 
of the Assembly, have profoundly influenced the shaping of the caivantion's 
key structures. 
The Third Lane Convention, signed in the Lapita.l et ,_iyw ui 8 December 1984 
ca,finned - not least as regards the parliamentary structures' capacity for 
independent adjustment - the ca,tinuity of a process that is at aice 
critical and self~ritical, but also creative and purposeful. 
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Because so many PCP countries chose to become parties to the Ccrwention, the 
Joint Conmittee was gradually transformed into an assembly in its <>n right, 
with a resulting duplication of ll«lrk and overlapping of functions that 
called for appropriate corrective action. 
The proposals draw, up by the Caisultative Assembly were all approved by the 
negotiators and included en blcx: in the text of the new agreement. 
As a result, we now have a single assembly with 132 members - 66 PCF 
r-epresentatives and 66 members of the European Parliament - and a 20-member 
management body which guarantees a fair rep~tation of the principal 
African (4), Caribbean (1) and Pacific (1) regions and the 8 political 
gro.Jps of the European Parliament. Experience has show, the reform .to be 
beneficial as a whole. The next Cawentia, will undo.Jbtedly confirm this 
development. 
A further innovatia, is the alrrost institutiaial status that has been 
accorded to the two sides of industry (industrial and agricultural 
management associations, trade unions, cooperatives, etc.), since these are 
no,., required by the Conventio, to represent the vital interests of their 
respective organizations by forming a kind of eccnomic and scx::ial committee 
with its ow, rules of prcx::edure and an appropriate coordinating tx:xly. The 
recent creation of a permanent ad hoe 'contact gn:up' is a significant step 
in ttus direction. 
Apar·t from the improvement made in terms of greater demc:x:racy and 
representativeness, Lane III contains a number of striking innovations, 
which are also very rruch in line with the deliberations and initiatives of 
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the Parliamentary Assembly. These include the incorporation of t'unan·rights 
in cainection with the rights of peoples and the joint ccmnitment to combat 
.apartheid. 
The Assembly has in a short space of time secured recognition by the 
govemments as a canpetent authority. It has equipped itself with rules and 
prcx:edures which make a real contribution tCMards more effective ccncerted 
action in this vital area. 
The consequence of all this is that we now have a precise set of 'rules' on 
development, which ensure that principles, methods and instrurents of action 
are coherently related. Their main strength derives frcm the fact that they 
~re drawi up jointly by the European and PCP representatives by. means c.,f 
genuine collaboration between the Assembly's various organs (working grcups, 
bureau, ad hex: missions, etc.). This canpensates, albeit to a minimal 
extent, for the total inadequacy of the resources available in relaticn to 
the quite exceptional scale of the problems to be tackled. Instead of 
spreading than too thinly, the Cawenticn will new be able systematically to 
direct the greater part of its limited resa.Jrces towards making a sizable 
breach in the formidable barrier which ccntinues to divide l'brth and Sc:uth, 
wtose cohesion is of prime importance in a world that more than ever needs 
to be united. 
This edition is being published whilst the negotiations for the new 
Ccnvention (Lone IV) are underway. The European Parliament has already 
adopted a resoluticn containing guidelines and proposals, whilst the 
Conmission has indicated its intentions to the C.CU,cil of Ministers and is 
awaiting its negotiating brief. Meanwhile, in Lc:ma, the symbolic seat of the 
Cawentia,, the Assembly, meeting from 21 to 26 March, considered· joint! y 
the outlines of the new Convention, further derrcnstrating a capacity for 
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c structive criticism and the generation of ideas worthy of a parliamentary 
+stituticn. 
addition to confirming the naw developments begun with Lone III, by means 
tangible proposals tor updating certain instn.Jments of symbolic value 
eh as STAEEX, SYSMIN, and the EIB, important new strategies are being 
fined with regard to indebtedness, regionalization, health, increased 
ctllaboraticn between the main intematicnal organizaticns, eti::. 
ce again, my special thanks to Lina Vido for preparing the present edition 
w th great care and skill. 
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FfQ'1 YPD...NDE' I TO LO£' IV 
r-elatia,s between the Eur-opean Comunity and former European coloiies 
ve sla'\lly developed fr-on the first associaticn agreement provided for by 
EEC Treaty, through the YaOJnde I, Yaounde II, Lane I and Lane II 
ventia,s and have now reached Lame III, which is c:ne of tre n'CSt wide-
raging attempts to establish fairer internatiaial relaticns and closer 
c~peraticn between the industrialized and third '"°'"Ids, 
Ar~, 131 of the EEC Treaty already provided for preferential r-elaticns with 
ov[rseas countries and territories (OCT) : 
'I he Member States agree to associate with the Comunity the ncn-European 
cr,1"tries and territories which have special relaticns with Belgium, 
France, Italy, the Netherlands and the Lhited Kingdom. 
C 
±;.:. ;:,~ '~~. ;;.: . ~~~~~;~;.:. ~;; . ;.: . ~. :.=~. ;;.,: . ~=~~ . .: ..... . 
ial development of the countries and territories and to establish 
c ose ec:aianic relations between them and the Camunity as a whole •. 
. . ....................................................................... . 
s asscx:iaticn set up a free tr-ade area between the 'Six' and the OCT, a 
external tariff, and the European Develo?1lE!lflt Fund (EDF) which was 
c]i:x>sed of grants for- aid of 580 m units of account for the first five 
ye rs. 
Be wee, 1958 and 1962, most of the asscx:iated cOJntr-ies achieved 
independence. Our-ing this per-iod, ther-efore, the process began of dr-awing up 
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a new assoc:iation agreement basad on Article Z38 of the EEC Treaty·(see 
C hr"'c:no 1 cgy ) • 
Ypa..N[E' I (1963 - 1969) 
Dice independence had been achieved, all the associated African States, with 
the exception of Ci.Jinea, decided to maintain their asscx:iation by signing 
the five-year association agreement of Yaa.ande (20 July·19b3) which Cflfflll 
into force on 1 April 1964. This agreement laid emphasis en free trade 
between the EEC and each of the 18 AASM (Asscx:iatad African States and 
Madagascar) c<11ntries and increased the total amount of the European 
Development Fund (EDF) from 580 m to 730 m u,its of acca..nt to which a 
further 70 m were added fron the European Investment Bank (EIB). 
U,der this agreement, the joint insti tutia,s for iadministering the 
association were set up: 
- the Council of Association, consisting of ministers, assisted by 
ttie Carmittee of Association composed of ambassadors, 
--.the Parliamentary Cc:nference of the Association, prepared by a 
permanent Joint Ccmmittee, 
- the Arbitration Court of the Asscx:iaticn. 
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29 July 1969 aice again at Yao.Jnde, a new cawention between the 'Six' 
· d the ·Eighteen· was signed. It was to remain in force until 31. January 
75 and was closely based a, the previous cawention except for a few 
I • , , 
ificaticns made necessary by the erosion of customs preferences and the 
p oblem of the fluctuatia, in profits o, exports (aid for the marketing of 
products and industrial and regional cooperation). 
T. resources of the EDF rose to 900 m units of account while endcwnents 
f~pm the EIB for the AASM countries increased to 100 m. 
I 
I 
THe Institutia,s of the Association (Council, Carmittee of Associatioi, 
fl+liament.vy Ccnfenance of the Asscx:iatia,, Permanent Joint Ccmmittee and 
t Arbitration Court of the Assoc:iaticn) remained, while the African ·· States 
an organizing themsal ves within the framework of regiaial groupings. · 
1968 the Arusha Cawenticn was caicluded with three Conmcn1ealth 
tries (Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda). This Cawention created an 
iatio, (partial free trade za,e and joint institutions) ·bJt did not 
lude financial and techiical cooperatiai • 
. 'I (1975 - 1900) 
at Britain's Treaty of Accession to the European Ccmrrunity (22 January 
made formal provision for the opening of negotiatia,s between 
~MlC>nweal th countries and the EEC in order to establish special" ntlatiais. 
Fo lowing arduous negotiatiais, on 28 February 1975, the Lema Convention· 
~wee, the 'Nine' and the 'Forty-six' African, Caribbean and Pacific 
ntries, was signed and came into force on 1 April 1976. · · 
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The LD'YE Cawanticn kept the Q::uic:i 1 of Ministers and the Ccmmi ttee of 
"4nbasScldors, abolishad the Co.Jrt of Arbitraticn, which was replaced by a 
procedure of good offices, and also did away with the word 0 associaticn11 • As 
regards the parliamantary institutiais, the Parliamentary Caiference of the 
Assoc:iatia, became the Ccnsultative Assembly and was composed of Membeni of 
the European Parliament and of 'Representatives of the ACP States·. Instead 
of providing for a Joint Canmissiai, the Conventia, enabled the.caisultative 
Assembly to create ad hoe ccnsultative carmittees. 
·rtie main features of the Convanticn were as follows: 
- trade arrangements and trade cc:x;x:,eratia, agreements 
Almost all PCP products could enter the canmai market freely. ~r, the 
principle of reciprocity was not comp.alsory, since the PCP ca..u,tries 
·simply had to guarantee to the EEC the benefit of a RDSt favoured·natia, 
clause, tl"us preventing discriminaticn; 
- tte stabilizatia, of export eaming5 (STAEEX> 
This was the most important innovatia, of the Lane Convention •. It was 
intended to guarantee the PCP countries a specific level of export 
earnings, protecting them against eca,anic catastrophe caused by the 
intematiaial eca,anic situatia, or climactic caiditiais. Accordingly, a 
fu,d of 375 m units of account was set up; 
- industrial cooperatiai 
Schemes of various types were planned to encourage the transfer of 
tectnology to those PCP countries wtu.ch hd.u r ed~1 ~"... d. '--~rtain level of 
developnant. Accordingly, the Conmittee a, Indust~ial Cooperatic:n was· 
· established, assisted by the Centre for Industrial Development (CID); 
- financial and tacmical cgx,eratia, 
The enda,,nent of the EDF increased to 3CXX> m units of account to which 
loans frcmthe EIBof 390 m were added. 
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II (199;) ,_ 1985) 
L II was almost identical to the previoos Lane Caiventicn, althcugh it 
introduced some innovations: 
-. trade and trade cocperaticn 
Free access to the EEC market for 99.5% of PCP e><ports was maintained and 
~ further ccncessia,s for certain products wen, made (rum, beef, etc.); 
- 1stabilizatitr1 cf 1xpprt lli!rTiingp (STABEX and §Y9'1INJ 
TAEEX was maintained with the addition of sane products and an increase 
in its resources. Furthermore, there was the setting up of SY~IN, one of 
the major innovaticns of the Conventiai, whose purpose was to protect 
eamings from mineral e,cports by means of canpensaticn caisisting of 
financing of projects and programmes proposed by the 
- t hi" a and fin cial 
~ aid amounted to t:IXX) m u,its of account (EIF, EIB, EEC budget, flBJ 
~id ' food aid ) ; 
- industrial ccoperaticn 
asures for the promotion and protectia, of investment in PCP countries 
- agricultural cmperation 
Tec:mical Centre for Agricultural and RJral Cooperation was set up under 
the supervisia, of the Comnittee of Ambassadors and was made respcrisible 
for disseminating througho.Jt the PCP countries scientific and tech:lical 
information in the agricultural sector; 
- evelocment of the mineral and energy potential of PCP countries 
he Camm.Jni ty announc,ed that it was ready to supply tech"lical and 
financial aid for the development of mineral and energy resources in PCP 
tates; 
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- fJshing and mari tirre tr-ans.QQrt 
Lastly, two joint declarations fanned the basis for both sides to tackle 
the problems of maritime transport and fishing. 
The joint institutions remained unchanged. 
LO'E' III (198_2. - 1~ 
The agreement n?newinq Lame I I 'for a further five years was signed in Lame 
on 8 December 1984. The new Corwention reaffirms the principles and 
instruments of PCP-EEC cooperation and introouces a number of improvements 
designed to achieve greater efficiency, notably as regards financial and 
tect-nical cooperation, STABEX, SYSMIN, trade and industrial cCXJperation, the 
development of mineral and energy potential, regional cooperation and the 
treatment of the least-developed PCP States. In additi01, cooperaticn is 
extended to new sectors with a number of innovaticns, primarily with regard 
to human rights, agricultur-al and rural cooperatic:n, fisheries, maritime 
transport, social and cultural cooperation and investment. 
The financial allcx::ation has been increased by about 60Y. as ccmpaned with 
Lame II, to 8,500 million ECU, of which 7,400 m EaJ cores from the EDF and 
1,100 m ECU frDm EIB's owi r-escurces. 
At institutional level the Joint Committee and the Consultative Assembly 
have mer-ged to form a new par l.ia.mr·· . ' *'='mbl y, camix,sed 
of equal numbers of Members of the European Parliament on the Camunity 
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!licle, ~ of .. pvliamrantari.,,.. or rwp • .... tativas dfti;natl!ct by· tha 111:P · ... 
St.bis. Thi ,_ CcrMnticn alm lll'avidlls fer IIIDnl Ctiw imlal~t l'N thlt 
. sacial • ..:1· .llal"Dlic IIIICtars. 
UM· IV 
Nrf)Ct Sllptambar MIIQOti•ticns will b9Qin a, .LCJNI iv. which i• dua. to bit si~ 
1989 •.. 
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• 
F~_Tlt PARLlftENTARY CCJ\FEREJ\CE CF 11-£ ASSX:IATIO\I 
lO·Tt-E_Ag=J-EEC JOINT~ 
1 964 ... ::J-5'7~ : YAOJ\IDE' I i:md Yf()..N.)E I I 
The Parliamentary Conference of the Association and its Permanant Joint 
Canmi t tee were set up under the Yaounde I Cowen tion (art. 50) • The 
Conference was made up of equal numbers of members from the European 
Parliament and the Parliaments of the AASM countries, and had the duty of 
examining the activity reports of the Asscx:iation Co.Jncil, meeting a,ce a 
year and approving resolutioos on matters conceming the Associatia,. The 
purpose of the Permanent Joint Ccmmittee was to prepare tte work of the 
Conference. These provisicns were ccnfirmed by Yaounde II. 
Fr-am 1964 to 1975, the Calfer-ence met 11 times (see chraiology) and the 
Joint Comnittee 35 times. Fr-am the political point of view, these t\.CJ 
instituticns were particularly important because public attentia, was 
focused en the work carried out by the Conference and because, at least as 
regar-ds the European States, representatives of parties not in government 
were involved. They not only exercised parliamentary control, but also added 
JX)litical momentum during the negotiations for Yaounde II and Lame I. Their 
role was decisive especially with regard to increasing the resources of the 
EDF, the setting up of STAEEX, and the fcundaticn of the Centre for 
lnd~str-ial Developnent. 
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ffQI. 1975 to th! pre!iS')t : LO€' I I LO£'. I I iOd LO£' I U 
W.ith the signing of Lcrne I the Q:nfenence becama the Caisultative .Assembly, 
cc:rnposed of equal numbers of members of the Eurapaan Parli....,,t and 
representatives of the fJCP States. 
the Y~ Ccnventicn. 
The. Permanent Joint Ccmnittee was abolistwd by tht Ccnvantia,, ~:t. the 
Caisultative Assembly was.anpowanld to create ad hex: ccnsultative.c:DM1ittees 
whose resp:nsibility it was to carry a.at specificmeasuras as cletrminad by 
the Assembly (Art. 8 (5) of the Assembly's int.llmal R.&les of Prcc:&dure). 
It was en the basis of this article that the Ccnsultative Assanbly created 
its Joint Camlittee, which was to meet twice a year to prepare the work of 
the ~c Assembly. It was .canposed of cne represen~tive fran each P£P 
country and an equal number of repntS&ntatives fn:::m the European.Parliament. 
These provisia,s were ccnfirmed under LQIIR II. 
From 1975 to 1982,. the Ccnsul tative Assembly met 7 times and the Joint 
Ccrrrnittee 14 times. 
I~itially, in additiai to e,camining the annual activity r-ep:rt pf:. the .. 
Council, these two bodies encouraged new initiatives for renewing tt-e Lane 
Cawentiai, especially as regards provisicns fer minerals (SYSMIN), which 
were designed to make up for fluctuations in. the prices of minerals, the 
setting up of a Tecmic:al Cantre for Agricultural and A.aral Ccoper-aticn for 
disseminating.scientific and tectTiical·tnformatia, and the ctevelopnant of 
mineral and energy resources. 
Sinc:e 1979, with the representatives of the new, directly elected European 
Parliament, the range of subjects discussed within the Ccrlsultative Assembly 
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and the Joint Comnittee has broadened. Such topics as world eccnanic and 
political order have emerged, strengthening the political tenor of the 
debates, increasing the tendency towards the formation of regional grouping~ 
among the ACP countries and heightening the differences of political opinia, 
between the political gra.ips of the European Parliament. 
With a view to the renewal of Lane II, the Joint Ccmnittee and Consultative 
Assembly planned a series of initiatives, especially regarding cultural 
cooperaticn, representation of social and economic partners, the,fight 
against h.Jnger, the protection of migrant workers and ccx:,peratia, en enttrgy. 
Their proposals \.Ere for the fT'OSt part incor!X)rated in the text of l.OTa III. 
With the signing of L~ III, the Caisultative Assembly and t~,Joint ... 
Convnittee li'Ere replaced by the Joint Assembly "composed of equal.i:,umbers of, 
on the.a one hand, Members of the European Parliament a, the Comnunity side· 
and of, on the other, Members of Parliament, or, failing this, of 
representatives designated by the PCP States" (Article 25 (1) of the 
Cawention) • fYbreover, 11 Tt,e Joint Assembly shall organize regular caitacts 
and consultations with representatives of economic and social sectors in the 
PCP States and in the Cormunity in order to obtain their views a, the 
attainment of the objectives of this Conventia, 11 (Article 25 (2) (b) of the 
Cawention). 
Lhder Article 2 of its Rules of Procedure the Joint Assembly elects a 8.Jreau 
for a period of one year, consistin~~'. . ,.:::, _ ~r{ 1ual status and 
eighteen Vice-Presidents. The 8.Jreau is respcnsible for preparing' ·the work 
of the Assembly, following up ·the resolutions adopted and establishing 
contacts with the Co.Jnc il and the Ccmni t tee of Ambassadors. It· meets, · a,·· the 
in.itiative of the Presidents, at least twice each year, normally prior tc, 
the meetings of the Assembly. 
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The Joint Assembly is current! y composed of 132 members 
- 66 representatives from the PCP States 
- 66 representatives fran the European Parliament 
and its Co-Presidents are Mr. G&bray f£Ff-A'£, Member of the Ethiopian 
National Assembly, and Mr. Giovanni ~I. 
Bet"1\112en 1985 and 1989 the Joint Assembly met 6 times, its &Jreau 12 ti~ 
and its Working Grc:ups 44 times. 
In addition to dealing with a number of sectoral problems (sugar, ccx::oa, 
coffee, deforestation, desertification, etc •. ) the Joint Assembly has not 
c:nly stepped its work in the political, economic and mcnetary fields and on 
issues such as hJnger, apartheid, tunan rights and indebtedness, tut has 
also p..it forward a number of proposals for the Lame IV negotiations. The 
main innovations consist of a specific policy for solving the most seriOJs 
problems of indebtedness, the strengthening of structural measures and 
regional cooperation, closer coon::tination with the other RUltilateral 
institutions operating in the field of developnent, with a view to more 
effective monitoring of problems at the macroeconomic level, special 
measures in the field of health, a more efficient social policy and 
increased participation by the private sector. 
Lina VIDO 
LuxemtxJurg, May 1988 
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1.1.1958 
21.3.1958 
]l.3.1960 
l960 - 1962 
Date 
24-26. 1.1961 
3- 5. 5.1961 
19-24. 6.1961 
8-10. 1.1962 
14-16. 5.1962 
3- 5.10.1962 
20-21. 3.1963 
20. 7.1.96] 
21-22. 2.1964 
l. 6.1964 
Permanent 
Joint 
committee 
ABIDJAN 
ST~ASBOURG 
TANANARIVE 
CHRONOLOGY 
Entry into force of the EEC Treaty 
Article 131 makes provision to 'associate with the Community the 
non-European countries and territories which have special relations 
with (certain EEC Member States).' 
Article 238 states that 'The Community may conclude with a third 
State, a union of States or an international organization 
agreements establishing an association involving reciprocal rights 
and obligations common action and special procedures.' 
Setting up within the European Parliamentary Assembly (EPA) the 
Committee for the Association of the Overseas Countries and 
Territories. 
Resolution by the EPA on the organization of a government conference 
of representatives of European and African governments (OJ No. 27 
of 27 April 1960) 
Granting of independence to mostof the overseas countries and territories. 
EPA Conference 
with the 
Parliaments of 
ltha African Statm 
and Madagascar 
ROME 
preparatory 
meeting 
BONN 
Contact 
committee 
STRASBOURG 
STRASBOURG 
delegates 
meeting 
MESSINA 
preparatory 
meeting 
Acts of the Conference 
Recommendation on political and 
institutional problems 
Recofflltlendation on the action to 
be taken on the Conference's 
recommendations 
Recommendation on economic and 
commercial problems 
Recommendation on problems of 
technical cooperation and cultural 
exchanges 
Recommendation on the Development 
Fund 
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Conventions 
Signing in 
YAOUNDE of the 
Association 
agreement bet-
ween the EEC and 
the African 
States an.d 
Madagascar 
Entry into force 
of the YAOUNDE 
Convention 
.·· 
Date 
8-:-18.12.1964 
1- 4.2.1965 
5 .. 8.7.1965 
29-30. 9.1965 
6- 9.12.1965 
24-27. 5.1966 
24-28. 9.1966 
10..;.14.12.1966 
29-31. 5.1967 
2- 5.10.1967 
4- 7.12.1967 
122-25. 5.1968 
26.7.1968 
.. 14-16.10.1968 
Permanent 
Joint 
Committee 
GISENYI 
BERLIN 
LUXEMBOURG 
ROME 
THE HAGUE 
MOGADISHU 
ABIDJAN 
VENICE 
BAMAKO 
STRASBOURG 
BRUSSELS 
BRAZZAVILLE 
Par11amentary 
Conference 
of the 
EEC-AASM 
Association 
DAKAR 
First meeting 
of the Confe-
rence 
ROME 
ABIDJAN 
STRASBOURG 
Acts of the Conference 
Resolution (on the objectives of 
the Conference) 
Resolution on some amendments to tht 
Rules of Procedure of the ConferencE 
Resolution on the rules on the 
financial regulations of the 
Conference 
Resolution on the revenue and 
expenditure account of the draft 
estimate 
Resolution on the first Annual 
Report of the activities of the 
Association Council 
Resolution on the revenue and ex-
penditure account of the Conference, 
and the draft estimate 
Resolution on an amendment to Rule 6 
of the Rules of Procedure of the 
Conference 
Resolution on the second Annual 
Report of the activities of the 
Association Council 
Resolution on the revenue and ex-
penditure account of the Conference 
and the draft estimate 
Resolution on the solutions appro-
priate for promoting the marketing 
of the products of the Associated 
States within the EEC 
Resolution on the third Annual 
Report of the activities of the 
Associated Countil 
Signing in ARUSHA of the first asso-
~iation agreement between the EEC 
and the countries of East Africa 
(Kcny."!, t:g,1.n~~. ~- ,...,z.,,r-: a). This 
agreement did not enter into force. 
Not all the States concerned imple-
mented the ratification procedure 
Conventions 
'. 
..... ______ .,_ ______ ...., _______ ...... _________________ ,.. _______ "411 
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Date 
10-15. l.1969 
19-22. 5.1969 
29.7.1969 
24~ 9.1969 
20-23.10.1969 
12-14. 1.1970 
20-23. 5.1970 
29-31.10.1970 
l. 1.1971 
9-13. l.1971 
1- )~ 6.197.l 
27-29.10.1971 
Permanent 
Joint 
Committee 
TANANARIVE 
MENTONE 
NIAMEY 
HAMBURG 
FLORENCE 
LIBREVILLE 
YAOUNDE 
MUNICH 
FORT-LAMY 
Par l1ameritary 
Conference 
of the 
EEC-AASM 
Association 
TANANARIVE 
HAMBURG 
YAOUNDE 
Acts of the Conference 
Resolution on the revenue and ex-
penditure account of the Conference 
and the draft estimate 
Resolution on the problems of in~ 
dustrialization and the difficul-
ties of furthering scientific and 
technical progress in the AAMS 
Resolution on the fourth Annual 
Report of the activities of the 
Association Council 
Conventions 
Signing in 
YAOUNDE of the 
second associa-
tion agreement 
between the EEC 
and the African 
States and 
Madagascar 
Signing of the 
second ARUSHA 
agreement bet-
weeh· the EEC and 
the countries of 
East Africa 
(Kenya, Uganda, 
Tanzania). The 
contents of this 
agreement are 
identical to 
• those of the 
Yaounde Conven-
tion, except for 
arrangements re-
garding financial 
and technical 
aid. 
Resolution on the revenue and ex-
penditure account of the Conference 
and the draft estimate 
Resolution on the problems of 
industrialization of the Associated 
States and the means to be used for 
speeding it up 
Resolution on the fifth Annual 
Report of the activities of the 
Association Council 
Resolution on the revenue and ex-
penditure account of the Conference 
and the draft estimate 
Resolution on the sixth Annual 
Report of the activities of the 
Association Council 
l!:ntry into force 
of the second 
YAOUNDE Conven-
tion and these-
cond ARUSHA 
agreement 
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Date 
10-14. 1.1972 
29-]l. 5.1.972 
24-26.10.1972 
26-31. 3.1973 
26-29. 6.197.J 
26-31.10.1973 
28-31.1 to 
1.2.1974 
27-29. 5.1974 
23-25.10.1974 
23-29. l.1975 
28. 2.197'; 
21-23. 5,1975 
26-28.11.1975 
l. 4.1976 
Permanent 
Joint 
Committee 
THE HAGUE 
LUXEMBOURG 
OUAGADOUGOU 
KINSHASA 
BRUGES 
LOME 
ROME 
DINARD 
MAURITIUS 
ABIDJAN 
DUBLIN 
Par l1amentary 
Conference 
of the 
EIC-AASM 
Association 
THE HAGUE 
KINSHASA 
ROME 
~BID,JAN 
~UXEMBOURG 
preparatory 
lneeting 
Acts of the Conference 
Resolution on the revenue and ex-
penditure account of the Conference 
and the draft estimate 
Resolution on the seventh Annual 
Report of the activities of the 
Association Council 
Resolution on the memc,randum of the 
EEC Commission concerning Community 
policy on development cooperation 
Resolution on the management 
accounts of the Conference and the 
draft estimates 
Resolution on the Eighth Annual 
Report on the activities of the 
Association Council 
Resolution on the memorandum of the 
EEC Commission on a Community 
policy for development cooperation 
Resolution on coordination of the 
activities of the 24 partner states 
of the Association in international 
organizations for economic coop~ra-
tion and development 
Resolution on the management 
accounts of the Conference and the. 
draft estimates 
Resolution on the Ninth Annual 
Report on the activities of the 
Association council 
Resolution on the management 
accounts of the Conference and the 
draft estimates 
Resolution on the Tenth Annual 
Report of the Association Council 
Recommendation on the creation of 
the institutional apparatus to be 
provided by the new EEC-ACP conven-
tion 
Declaration on the conclusion of 
the current negotiations between 
the f.EL: and r.;:; 1.1nt1 • e.ci 
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Conventions 
Signing in LOME 
of the Conventio1 
between the EEC 
and the African, 
Caribbean ·. and 
Pacific countriei 
Entry into force 
of the LOME 
Convention 
Date 
31. 5. to 
3.6.1976 
Joint 
Conunittee 
LUXEMBOURG 
I. to 4.12.1976 LOME' 
6-10. (.i.1977 LUXEMBOURG 
28.11/1.12.1977 LESOTHO 
;i9. 5/3. 6. L978 GRENADA 
24. 7.1.978 
25-29. 9.1978 
29.1/1. 2.1979 
l:H2.l0.1979 
]1. to.1979 
25-29. 2.1980 
1. ].1980 
LUXEMBOURG 
BORDEAUX 
!LUXEMBOURG 
17\RUSHA 
ACP-EEC 
consultative 
Assembly 
LUXEMBOURG 
constituent 
sitting 
!LUXEMBOURG 
l.UXEMBOURG 
J.iUXEMBOURG 
Acts of the Assembly 
Resolution adopting the internal 
Rules of Procedure of the ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assembly 
Resolution on activities under the 
Convention of Lame during the inte-
rim period and since its entry into 
force 
Resolution on the resolution of the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
Resolution on cooperation with the 
representatives of the economic and 
social groups in the ACP States and 
the EEC 
Resolution on cooperation with 
representatives of economic and 
social groups in the ACP and EEC" 
countries 
Resolution on the annual report of 
the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
and on the present state of the 
Lome Convention 
Resolution on particular problems 
and difficulties that have arisen 
in connection with the implementa-
tion of certain provisions relating 
to the commercial aspects of the 
Lame Convention 
Resolution on the situation in 
Southern Africa 
Resolution on sugar from the ACP 
States 
General resolution on the conclusio1 
of lhe Joint Committee's proceeding1 
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Conventions 
Opening of nego-
tiations for the 
renewal of t;he 
LOME Convention 
Signing of the 
Second LOME 
Convention 
~ntry into force 
pf the Second 
~OME Convention 
Date Joint 
committee 
ACP-EEC 
Consultative 
Assembly 
, 
Acts of the Assembly · Conventions 
f---=------0,--------+-------~~-----------------~ ... ~-,C·_~,... ----.. 2?.-26. 9.1981 
Ll-26. 1.1981 
2]-26. 9.1981 
l-14.10.1981 
1- 5. 2.1982 
1-~ 6. l.1.1982 
LUXEMBOURG 
FREETOWN 
STRASBOURG 
HARARE 
ROME 
LUXEMBOURG 
LUXEMBOURG 
ROME 
Resolution on the annual report of 
the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
and on an analysis of the results 
obtained under the First Lame Con-
vention in the light of the forth-
coming entry into force of the 
Second Lome Convention 
Resolution on the proposals desig-
ned to ensure respect for and pro-
tection of the rights of migrant 
workers, students and trainees who 
are nationals of one of the con-
tracting parties and regularly 
resident in a Member State or an 
ACP State 
Resolution on ACP-EEC cooperation 
on the development of fishing in 
the ACP States 
Resolution on Zimbabwe 
Resolution on cocoa 
Resolution on the situaiion in 
South Africa 
Resolution on the Annual Report of 
the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers ·· 
and an analysis of the early e·xpe- , 
rience of the Second Lome Conven-
tion with recommendations for the 
optimal implementation 
Resolution on cultural cooperation 
between the ACP States and the 
European Community 
Resolution amending the Rules of 
Procedure of the ACP-EEC Consulta-
tive Assembly · 
Resolution on hunger in the world 
Resolution on Southern Africa 
Resolution on the Annual Report of 
the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
and an analysis of the early expe-
rience of the Second Lame conventioJ 
Resolution on the situation in 
Southern Africa 
Resolution on the fight against 
hunger 
Resoluticm 0: . J... )lementation of 
the resolution of th~ Consultative 
Assembly on cultural cooperation 
between ACF States and the European 
Community 
Resolution on the measures to follo, 
the work carried out at the meeting 
between the representatives of the 
ACP-EEC economic and social partnerE 
and a delegation of the ACP-EEC 
Joint Committee .. 
Resolution on the global negotia-
tions for a new worldwide economic 
and political order 
Resolution on ACP-EEC cooperation 
in the field of energy ,_ ______ _,._ ______ ...,. _________ ._ __________________ ..... ___ ~~,.,-----... 
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Date 
21-25.2.1983 
1.9-21 • 9. 198:i 
21-:.n.9. t98) 
·. 
20-24.2.1984 
17-19.9.1984 
Joint ACP-EEC Consultative -
r 
committee Aaaambly Acts of the Assembly r Conventions 
-+----+------.... ! -
--
KINGSTON 
(Jamaica) 
BERLIN 
BRAZZAVILLE 
(Congo) 
LUXEMBOURG 
BERLIN Resolution taking account of the 
annual report of the ACP-EEC Counci 
of Ministers for 1982, and looking 
towards the imminent negotiations 
for a successor Convention to· 
Lame II 
Resolution on ACP-EEC industrial 
cooperation and the impact of the 
Lome Convention 
Resolution on hunger in the world 
Resolution on cultural cooperation 
between the ACP States and the 
European Economic Community 
Resolution on the situation of ACP 
students and migrant workers resi-
ding in the Member States of the 
European Community 
Resolution on illegal immigration 
Resolution on the parliamentary 
institutional system to be estab-
lished under the new ACP-EEC Con-
vention 
Resolution on the situation in 
southern Africa 
Resolution on world population and 
development 
Resolution on the functioning of 
ACP-EEC cooperation 
Resolution on the needs and inte-
rests of the Caribbean States 
Resolution on sugar 
Resolution on the problems arising 
in the tourist sector 
Resolution on hunger in the world 
and the next ACP-EEC Convention 
Resolution on the preparations for 
the forthcoming ACP-EEC negotiation1 
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... . , 
.. ~.,--.;~c/·':~1 
Joint ACP-EEC Date Conunittee Consultative Acts of the Assembly Coli1.V\\'!1fr iroi:'l.~ ; Assembly ( 
--.·· •:..,,~ .......... 111!"'.:.;~ 
·, 
19-21. 'J.1984 LUXEMBOURG Resolution taking into account the 
Eighth Annual Report of the ACP-
EEC Council of Ministers on the 
state of implementation of the Lome Ii 
Convention and the prospects for 
~1 
the subsequent new Convention I Resolution on the environment and development Resolution on ACP-EEC cooperation ~-for the development of fisheries [! 
in the ACP States 
11 ResoluU on on the results of the r; 
fact-finding mission to those ; States affected by the consequences 
of acts of aggression by South ~ Africa and the situation in souther1 
Africa q 
~: cl
Resolution on the liberation of .. l (~ 
Nelson Mandela I Resolution on the situation in Chad l: \1, 
Resolution on the indebtedness of I the ACP countries ~ Resolution on combating drought and 
desertification 
tl 
Resolution on the consultation of ij ACP-EEC social partners 
~I 8.12.1984 Signing of the j~, Third LOME 
I 
Convention 
, .• 
'i] 
:j 
r! 
I . 
i~ 
ll 
hl 
,ij 
fj 
,.1 
i,\ I I 
fl 
.. 
.- .. ~ 
24 -
--------... -------.... ------.... -------..-----------.i~~. ,...'.'"".1"!111-"J~, ...... j;"JlW'Wi,_ ..... "" 
Date Working·· Group 
Bureau ACP-EEC 
of the Joint Acts of the Assembly Conventions 
Assembly Assembly ... ______ ... _______ .. _______ ..., _______ ._ ______________ rlllllli--""-'"-··' 
22-23. l. llJW, 
22-14.1.19115 
2ti. 1 •. I ()85 
25-16.4. L985 
l l -· l 5 • 'l • L ')8 5 
J. 1- 2 8 • (i • I 9 8 'j 
15-17.7.198, 
23-:0.'1.198S 
. 
NAIROBI 
Environment 
NAIROBI 
The rol,~ of 
wom<'n in the 
dev,:• lopmen L 
process 
BUJUMBURA 
Human Rights 
BRU~~SELS 
Environment 
BRUSSELS 
The role of 
women in the 
development 
process 
BRUSSELS 
Environment 
NAIROBI 
'1'he role of 
women in the 
development 
process 
INVERNESS 
(United 
Kingdom) 
25 -
Resolution on the crisis in 
the north-south dialogue 
Resolution on security and 
cooperation in Africa and 
Europe 
Resolution on aid to 
refugees in the ACP States 
Resolution on the land-
locked ACP countries 
Resolution on the incorpora· 
tion of environmental issueE 
in the Third Lame Conventior 
and on information concer-
ning the Convention's pro-
visions as regards the 
environment 
Resolution on ACP-EEC coope-
ration for the development 
of fisheries in the inland 
lakes and rivers of the ACP 
States 
Resolution on the negotia-
tions with regard to the 
Fourth International Cocoa 
Agreement 
Resolution on the use of 
vegetable fat in the manu-
fa~ture of chocolate 
Resolution on the LDCs 
Resolution on deforestation 
and desertification 
,,,,.. ______ ,.. ______ ..., ______ ""'l' ______ -t,_ ___________ _,_...,,:.1.;:1-:0.•,r:-., ,,, r_ ,-,,..-,;::l'f 
Date 
23-27. 9.1985 
Working 
Group 
2l-22.ll.1985 BRUSSELS 
Women, 
Population 
and Develop-
ment 
25-26.11.1985 BRUSSELS 
Indebtedness 
26--27" 1.1. l 98~ BRUSSELS 
Rural deve-
lopment and 
environmental 
problems 
Bureau 
o·f the 
Assembly 
3- 4. 1 2. l ')8: BRUSSELS 
2 l - 2 3 • l • 1 9 8 t YAOUNDE 
Indebtedness 
71-24. L.l98t EZULWINI 
(Swaziland) 
Women, Popu-
lation and 
Developmenl 
2.1-24. l.198f EZULWINI 
Rural deve-
lopment and 
environmental 
problems 
2 6. 1 • 1 1) 8t EZULWlNI 
ACP-EEC 
Joint 
Assembly 
INVERNESS 
(United 
Kingdom) 
- 26 -
{continuation) 
Resolution on the creatio~ 
of biogenetic reserves and 
the rational management of 
stocks of animal and vege-
table living matter, bot~ 
terrestrial and marine 
Resolution on the role of 
women in the development 
process 
Resolution on human rights 
Resolution on the Third 
ACP-EEC Convention - Pros-
pects and Constraints 
Resolution on southern 
Africa 
I 
I 
Working Bureau ACP-EEC Date Group of the Joint Acts of the Assembly Conventions Assembly Assembly 
' 
27-30.1.1986 EZULWINI Resolution on the implemeh-(Swaziland) tation of the social aspects 
of Lome III and the role of 
the ACP-EEC social partners 
Resolution on the recf:"nt 
meeting of the Heads of 
State of Ethiopia and 
Somalia in Djibouti and on 
the refugee problem in 
Somalia 
Resolution on the creation 
of the Intergovernmental 
I Authority on Drought and 
; Development (!GADD) 
Resolution on financial and 
technical cooperation 
Resolution on the 1985/86 
guaranteed price for ACP 
sugar 
Resolution on the food 
shortages in Sudan 
Resolution on contracts for 
the export of common wheat \ from the Community to 
Western Africa 
Resolution on the situation 
in Chad 
Resolution on the situation 
in Namibia 
Resolution on the activit:es 
of the terrorist organiza-
tion (Rename) in Mozambique 
Resolution on us support 
for UNITA 
Resolution on South Africa 
and southern Africa )4-)'>. l.1986 BRUSSELS 
Rural deve-
1opment and 
environmenta I problems 'f .• J.1986 WA(;EN ING EN 
I (Nether lands) Rural deve-
t; lopment and 
environmenta 
·~ 
µroblems 
l.S.1986 Entry into 
force of the 
Third LOME 
Convention 
----~~-........,·~-··~t.J·~~ 
27 
Working Bureau ACP-EEC Date of the Joint Acts of the Assembly Conventions Group Assembly Assembly 
7.0-21.5.1986 BRUSSELS 
Women, Popu-
lation dnd 
Development 
21-22.5.1986 BRUSSELS j 
H-.17.li.1986 BRUSSELS 
Rural develop 
ment and 
environmental 
problems 
?.(i ·2."l. 6 .1986 BRUSSELS 
Indebtedness 
l8-l'::J.f).198fi VOULIAGMENI 
(Greece) 
Women, Popu-
ldtion and 
Development 
19.9.1986 VOULIAGMENI 
Rural deve-
I lopment and 
environmental 
problems 
20-25.9. [CJHG VOULIAGMENI VOlJLIAGMENI Resolution "Towards 2000 : 
People-Centred Development" 
Resolution on rural develop· 
I 
ment and environmental 
I problems 
; Resolution on the situation I 
I in South Africa and southerr 
Africa 
I 
Resolution on Mandela, can-
didate for the 1987 Nobel 
Peace Prize 
I Resolution on help for 
refugees and displaced 
persons 
Resolution on the implemen- I tation of provisions of Lame III in regard to aid for ACP refugees 
! Resolution on the refugee 
I problem in the Horn of Africa I 
~ j Resolution on the setting UJ 
} of a World Food Conference 
Resolution on appropriation! 
for development aid in the 
1987 draft budget 
Resolution on the Nyos 
disast0r in Cameroon 
Resolution on the natural 
disaster in the Cameroon 
' 
Resolution on terrorism 
: Resolution on international 
terrorism 
Resolution on terrorism 
Resolution on human rights 
28 
Working Bureau ACP-EEC Date Of the Joint Acts of the Assembly Conventions Group Assembly Assembly 
20-25. 9.1986. VOULIAGMENI (Continuation) 
(Greece) Resolution on human rights 
Resolution on humanitarian 
aid for the population of 
Western Sahara 
Resolution on the situation 
in Chad 
Resolution on cocoa 
Resolution on the Negotia-
tion Session of the Inter-
national Coffee Council 
Resolution on the establish 
ment of a nuclear-free zone 
in the South Pacific 
Resolution on the invasion 
of locusts in Africa 
Resolution on the action to 
be taken on the resolution 
on the implementation of 
the social aspects of 
Lome III and the role of 
the social partners 
27.10.1986 BRUSSELS 
18--19.11.1986 BRUSSELS 
Women, Popu-
lation and 
Development 
20-21. Ll. l'H16 BRUSSELS I 
Rural deve-
lopment and 
environment a 
problems 
1- 4. I 2. 1.986 BRUSSELS l 
17-18.12.1986 BRUSSELS 
I ndebtc dnt} s s 
29-30. I . I 987 ARUSHA 
Women, Popu-
lation and 
Development. 
L9-H}. 1.1987 ARUSHA 
Rural deve-
'I 
lopment and 
I! 
environment a 
µroblems 
! i(' I. I. I 'Jill /\RDSHA 
ii Lndebt.NlnPss 
I 
29 
Date 
l-6.2. l987 
Working 
Group 
i 
i 
Bureau 
of the 
Assembly 
ARUSHA 
( •ranzania) 
ACP-EEC 
Joint 
Assembly 
IARUSHA 
30 -
Acts of the Assembly 
Resolution on women and 
population 
Resolution on the problem 
of indebtedness in ACP 
countries 
Resolution on incident 
regarding South African 
seaman 
Resolution on the situation 
of children and the protec-
tion of children and adoles-
cents in southern Africa 
Resolution on the imprison-
ment of Pierre-Andre 
Albertini a French adviser 
in South Africa 
Resolution on the Republic 
of South Africa's policy of 
destabilization and the neec 
to strengthen Community 
cooperation with the Front 
Line States 
Resolution on Namibia 
Resolution on the visit by 
J. Savimbi to the European 
Parliament 
Resolution on the situation 
in South Africa and southerr 
Africa 
Resolution on freedom of 
movement and diplomatic 
immunity for the Members of 
the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 
Resolution on the report of 
the European Court of Audi-
tors on the EDF in 1985 
Resolution on the Member 
States' immigration policie~ 
towards third countries 
Resolution on human rights 
in ACP-EEC cooperation 
Resolution on the partici-
pation of the economic and 
social partners and the re-
presentatives of the NGOs, 
in ACP-EEC cooperation 
Resolution on cultural 
development 
Resolution on sugar 
Conventions 
l 
1 
I 
I 
Working Bureau ACP-EEC Date of the Joint Acts of the Assembly conventions Group Assembly Assembly 
t- 6.2.1987 ARUSHA (continuation) 
Resolution on the Inter-
governmental Authority on 
Drought 
(IGADDJ 
and Development 
Resolution on cocoa 
Resolution on coffee 
18.3.1987 LOME 
Commodities 
23-24.4.1987 BRUSSELS 
Rural deve-
lopment and 
environmental 
problems 
18-19.5.]98i' BRUSSELS 
Commodities 
20.5.1987 BRUSSELS 
21.'i.1987 BRUSSELS 
Refugees 
I ]0-.31.5.1987 BRUSSELS 
I Commodities 2 /:.. 2 J • 6 • l 9 8 7 BRUSSELS 
Rural deve-
lopment and 
environmental I 
problems 
15- l 7. 7. I 'J 8 7 APIA 
(Samoa occ.) 
2<i.9.1987 L1.SB0N 
Commodities 
I 
7.5-2(,.9. lC,S7 LISBON 
' Rural deve-
I lopment and 
environmental 
problems 
/ 6. 9. J 'J 8 7 LISBON 
Refugees 
' 
78.9.l'J87 LISBON 
I 
' j 
- 31 -
Date 
28.9.-2.10.1987 
Working 
Group 
Bureau 
of the 
Assembly 
ACP-EEC 
Joint 
Assembly 
LISBON 
32 
Acts of the Assembly 
Resolution on Regional 
Cooperation in ACP States 
Resolution on rural develop-
ment and environmental 
problems 
Resolution on the situation 
in South Africa and southern 
Africa 
Resolution on EEC aid to 
Mozambique 
Resolution on the situation 
in Mo z amb i qU(~ 
Resolution on the situation 
in Angola 
Resolution on the visit by 
the President of the Peopl~s 
Republic of Angola to Portu-
gal and the current negoti~-
tions concerning Angola and 
Namibia 
Resolution on the results of 
the mission lo Suriname 
Resolution on North/South 
interdependence 
Resolution on coff~e 
Resolution on cocoa 
Resolution on the Portuguese 
market for ACP sugar 
Resolution on ACP sugar 
Resolution against the impo~ 
sition of a levy on molasses 
Resolution on restrictions 
affecting the operation to 
Europe of subsonic jet air-. 
craft of African airlines 
which do not conform to 
noise standards 
Resolution on the situation 
in Chad 
ResolutLon on the recons-
truction of Chad 
Resolution on shelter for 
the homeless especially in 
the ACP States and in the 
European Community 
Resolution on solidarity 
between the Lame Convention 
partners 
Resolution on the situation 
in Chad 
Conventions 
Working Bureau ACP-EEC Date o·f the Joint Acts of the Assembly Conventions Group Assembly Assembly 
28.9.- 2.10.1987 LISBON (continuation) 
Resolution on the situation 
as regards cooperation bet-
ween the ACP States of the 
Pacific and the European 
Community 
Resolution on the illegal 
and illegitimate occupation 
of East Timar by Indonesia 
Resolution on the promotion 
of international labour 
standards and on ACP-EEC-
ILO cooperation 
Resolution on protecting 
farmers' incomes in the 
ACP countries 
Resolution on the problem 
of indebtedness in ACP 
States 
. 
26-27.11.1987 BRUSSELS 
Refugees 
26-27 .11.1987 BRUSSELS 
Commodities 
25-26. 1.1988 BRUSSELS 
25-26. l .1988 BRUSSELS 
Technology 
19. 3 .1988 LOME 
Technology 
19. 3.1988 LOME 
Refugees 
!.U. J.1988 LOME 
L __ -·--·--- ----- ..... 
-
-8 •111• 
·-
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Bureau ACP-EEC 1 
Date Working of the Joint 1',cts of the Assembly Conventions I Group Assembly Assembly 
,.,., .. C....,.,,...,._..'.~ 
21-2:,. 3.1988 LOME Resolution on the fact- I finding mission to Suriname I Resolution on strengthening 
cooperation with Suriname M 
Resolution on the right of 
! 
peoples to information con-
cerning their history and to 
I the return of their national 
archives 
Resolution on the efficient 
dispatching of food aid and 
emergency aid to areas of 
tension in Africa and the 
privileged role of NGOs 
Resolution on the develop-
ment of Equatorial Guinea 
and the return of exiles 
Resolution on strengthening 
socio-cultural cooperation 
in anticipation of L.ome IV 
Resolution on ACP-EEC inter 
communal and intercity 
cooperation 
Resolution on ACP sugar 
Resolution on ACP-EEC 
cooperation in the field of 
health 
Resolution on the accession 
of the 'Republic of Haiti 
; and the Dominican Republic 
to the IVth Convention of 
tome 
Resolution on the pledge 
to grant a minimum percen-
! tage of GNP in official 
development aid I 
Resolution on the renewed I upsurge of racism in Europe ~ 
Resolution on the Manifesto 
r, 
of ACP Heads of States I against extermination by hunger, for the right of 
I life and liberty 
' 
Resolution on the recons-
~ truction of Chad Resolution on t.he situation 
~ in Chad 
Resolution on death sen-
tences in South Africa 
Resolution on the situation 
in South and southern 
Africa 
' 
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Working Bureau ACP-EEC Datr: of the Joint Acts of the Assembly Conventions Group Assembly Assembly 
2- 1. (1. l ')88 BRUXELLES 
'Pechnology 
}>!.J.6.1988 BRUXELLES 
Refugees 
27.6.1988 BRUXELLES 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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A N N E X E S 
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NON EUROPEAN PARTNERS IN THE ASSEMBLY (1964 - 1988) 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
c•,4-•.:_+..c.•+,:•c.+.c.• 4-•-+--• +•-- l l X X X 
X ll ll X 
~ ....!_ L..~-~·4,-=-· .j....'.:·~·:...+.::•....i-:•:...+.::•-i-:•:...+:.:.•+:•:+:c..• +'-·'-+~· 
X X X X X X l X X X X X X 
OUGANOA 
.2.__xxxxxxxxxxxx 
PAPOIJAS1£-NOUVELLE GUIN[[ . . X X X • X X X X x. _I!_ _I!_ 
RIIAN.DA . . X • • X • X • • • X X • X X X X • X X ll • X X X 
-SiiNTCiRffTOP.HER & NEVff-----··-- ~--·-.---,-..... ·- ~- -+--+-+-+-·'-- x I X x x 
1-~AIIH VINCEMT & GRENAOINE_L __________ ..__ X X • X X X X • X 
SAINTE _t __ uc_r_r _________________________ ·- ..__,___ ··-+-'1--+--4--+--4-+---+--+ • • x x x x x x x x 
SALOMON (ties) x x x x K x x K • x 
SAMOA OCCIOENTALES . 1--· ·-t--f--- ·--------~- ·- t-. • X X • • X X X • ~-~~ 
SAO_ TOME & . PRINCE ______ · __ · ____________ ... __ ~--+-4---+- X • X • I X X • ~ X X 
SfN£GAL 
. SEYCHELLES -·---~·. 
!.: !ERRA LEONE~---·-··----· 
~Q~Al IE 
,.....SDUDAN 
SURINAM 
SIIAZILAND --·--···· 
X I X !_.._!_ -·-+-X+-X-+--X+X 
X X xxxxxxxxx 
••••••••••••• 
-+·-'·-~·+-+--f.--lf--+--+-
x X X I X X l X X X.i.....:1-:.+--X~-·-+--•-+--+·-·+·-·-+-1+-X-t-X-+-X-rll-+-X-t-l-t"-X-I 
XXXlXXXXXlllXll 
1----1---4--~--l~+-+ 
_TANZANIE --·-----·--····-··---··--····-·- .. _,_ o----...- __ x • x x ~ ,_x X X • ~~..!.. ~-
,_TCHAO _____ ·-------··-----·. -·· • X •••• X ~ ... ~~ • X X X X ••• X X X •• }( 
TOGO X X • • • •. ,.~ ,_!_ ~- ~ ... ~ ,.2-_ -· • • X • -~- __x_ X X X X • X 
JONGA · ·· · · __ ,__,-•.. __ x .2..~-x x x • x • x x x ~ ,__•,. 
~lRIN{TE & TOBAGO ··-·· . -------- ---1---..--- .......... --·-·· • • • X X X X X X • • ll X 
XXXXXXllllXll TU VAL u ---------·----- ··--·------·+--+---f----l•-
VANUATU 
ZAIRE (untU_ 1976 Cot19~) ... ____ .......,,__ __ ......_ ________ ~- 1----"-t"'- -~-- -- --~ -·· L--~ 
---- ~--~ _!_,_~ _! !._ .. !'. X X l X X_ 
X X ll X ll l( ~-._!. 
!_ -~ ~~ ~!- l-:'- X X X X ,C ~ 
LAMB!( -··-· X X X 
1,..:,l.:,l;,;;MA~A:,::B:.;W,:;.l ____________ ,_....,,...-l~+-+_.-l-+-++-.-i-+...+,,-ii-i-+-,-+,-•+.•+ .. •-,...••t,"'"ix ~~ ,..• 
Total 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19 19 lt6 lt9 53 57 58 60 63 63 64 ~6 166 66 66 
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LIST OF PRESIDENTS (1964 - 1988) 
YEAR I PERMUlNT JOINT COMMITTEE I PARLIAIIENTARV CONFERENCE 
I I OF THE HC-AASII ASSOCIATION 
1964 I THORN (Luxnbourg - Lib,) I GUE YE (Senegal) 
OAIIAS (Gabon) OI.IVIEUSART (8elaiu1 - CD) 
1965 DAMAS LEEMANS (Belgiu1 - CO) 
THORN GUE YE 
1968 THORN GUE VE 
SISSIKO (lhli) I POHER (France - CO) 
1967 SISSIKO I POHER 
THORN I GUE YE 
1968 THORN I 
SISSIKO I 
1969 RAKOTO ZAF!IIAHERY (Madagascar) VACE' (Ivory Coast) 
THORN POHER 
1970 ACHENBACH ( FAG - Lib.) SCELBA (Italy - CO) 
RAK'lTO ZAF IMAHERV VACE' 
1911 NI GOO ( C11eroon) YACE I 
ACHENBACH SCELBA 
1!172 ACHENBACH BEHRENDT (FRG - Soc.) 
N1GOO YACE I 
1973 KASONGO (Zaire) VACE 1 
ACHENBACH BERKHOUVER (Nether lands - Lib.) 
197ii DEIIULF (Belgiu1 - CO) BERKHOUIIER 
KASONGO YACE 1 
1975 KASONGO VACE I 
DESCHAMPS (Beh1iu1 - CD) BERKHOUIIER 
JOINT COMMITTEE ACP - EEC CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY 
lll/11 uui;H1111P:i :il'UALE (France - Soc.) 
KASONGO YACE' 
1977 KASONGO YACE' 
BERSANI (Italy - CO) COLOMBO ( Itah - CD) 
1978 BERSAII COLOIIBO 
KASONGO YACE I 
1979 OUEORAOGO (Upper Volta) MUNA ( C111roon) 
BEASANI ( Itah - EPP) VEIL (France - Lib.) 
19BO BERS AN I VEIL 
OUEDRAOGO NUNA 
1981 BUTAGYRA (Uganda) NUIA 
BERS AN I VEIL 
1982 BERS AN! DANKERT (lletherlands - Soc.) 
BUTAGYRA MUNA 
l983 BUTAGYRA KOLAI[ ( Lnotho) 
BERSAIII DANKERT 
l984 BEASANI PFUIILtN {Fr111ce - EPP) 
GANGA ZANOZOU ( Conao) KOUIE 
ACP - £EC JOINT ASSENBL Y 
1\111!1 IIWUlfUNII lBurundl I 
BERSHI 
1986 B£RSA1l 
NIIOROHA 
1987 BERIIAIE (Ethiopia) 
BEA SAN I 
l988 B£RSA1I 
! BEAHAN[ 
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R E S O L U T I O N S 
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· PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY STATES 
DAKAR, 8 - 10 December 1964 
RE&LUTICN 
The Parliamentary Ccr,ference of the Asscx::iatia,, 
- rreeting in Dakar from 8 to 10 December 1964, pursuant to Article 50 of the 
Ccnvention of Asscx:iation between the European Eccilanic Contrunity·and the 
African and Malagasy States associated with the ccrrillJnity, signed at 
Yaounde on 20 July 1963, 
- recalling the· im,x,rtant role played by the parliaments of the European 
Cc:rmunity and the Asscx:iated States prior to and during the.negotiations 
that led to the conclusion of this Cc:nvention, 
- aware of its duty to ensure democratic control over the implementation of 
the Convention and fix the political aims of the action to be taken, 
I - as regards the Institutions of the Associatio, 
L is satisfied with the cCXJperation achieved at institutional level between 
the European Conm..Jnity and the Stat~ already associated before 1 June 
1964, the date o, which the Convention entered into force; 
2. notes with satisfaction that all the Institutio,s of the Association 
have now been constituted; 
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.3-: notes the imix,rtance of the task of its joint conmittee that will 
Ensure, at parliamentary level, permanent cooperation and a regular 
evaluation of the different positions on problems arising within the 
?~ssoc iatian; 
4. hopes that the problems raised by the application of the provisions of 
the Convention relating to the Council secretariat will be swiftly 
resolved; 
5. recc.mnends that, pursuant to Article 52 of the Ccnvention, the necessary 
contacts be established at the earliest opportunity ~tl.<EB'l the 
representatives of the interests of all the professional groups of the 
Comunity and the Asscx:iated States; 
6. hopes that the Canmission of the EEC will establish a constant pr~ce 
in the Associated African and Malagasy States in the form of information 
ofi'ices; 
II. - as regards economic and social progress 
7. insists on the need for a joint desire on the par-t of the EEC and the 
Associated States to establish a policy that reduces gradually the 
disparities between the living standards of the countries caicerned; 
8. ccnsiders that the impr-ovement of economic and social conditions will 
enable the Associated States tu t·1avl::::' <::A I dJ..1 :.11 Id, ,... .i., 1 ,_1 .e benefits of 
qeneral techlical progress thereby paving the way for a decisive 
narrC11J1.1ing of the gap between the Third World and the industrialized 
countries; 
9. calls for the implementation of a policy to provide prcxtuctive 
investments and infrastructures in the Associated States aUONing 
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d1 versification of their products both in the agricultural and mineral' 
raw materials sector and in the processed products sector, under 
tectnical caiditions that aJlow them to be competitive; 
10. hopes that efforts will be made to draw up regic:nal plans in the 
AsSiOCiated States th.Js guaranteeing a ratiaial distrib.Jtion of jobs and 
production in keeping with the natural resources of each country, 
principally with a view to reducing their trade imbalances and 
increasing reciprocal trade; 
Ill - as regards trade 
11. whereas the Ccnvention aims to strengthen the eca,anic independence of 
the Associated States and, above all, increase their trade wi-th Member 
States, ttus enabling them to participate in the development of 
.mtematicnal trade; 
12. whereas this econcmic independence is broadly dependent on the balance 
of trade and accounts of the Associated States, and this balance is 
dependent on the extemal mar-kets in which they can dispose of their-
pr-oducts and on the conditia,s under which they are sold; 
13. whereas the Eur-opean Cormunity is the main imp::,rter of tropical products 
and the Associated States can satisfy a large par-t of its requirements 
m these products; 
14. whereas the Associated States have sufficient raw materials in their ow, 
territory to be able to increase their outlets to the European Cormunity; 
15. whereas the trade arrangements within the Association are based on 
respective obligations binding the parties concerned, subject to special 
concessions granted to the Associated States to protect their already 
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existing industries and encourage the development of new indust~i~; 
16. considers that the provisicns of the Ccnventicn should be implemented by 
the following practical measures: 
a) as regards the Member States of the EEC 
17. a jointly agreed policy to encourage and increase the purchase of raw 
materials originating from the Asscciated States which guarantees the 
latter development of their resources; 
18. the rejection of the mere application of the forces of supply and demand 
for products wh.Jse prices are subject to wide fluctuations; 
19. the opening of outlets for processed products of tt-e Associated States; 
20. the definition of a joint European Comnunity policy in the agriculture 
and trade sectors to ensure effective opportunities for marketing 
products in the Asscx::iated States; 
b) as r·egards financial and t.ec:tnical cooperaticn 
21. the expansion and diversification of producticn of foodstuffs to reduce 
the burden caused by imports of foodstuffs; 
22. a Joint effort, supported by th2 Lur 1...1,-,:;:d.l I LuMu1 l..t. ... y', Lo organize trade 
and adver·tising 1n order to incr-ease outlets for- their products; 
IV - as regar-ds financial and tec:hiical cooperation 
23. n='<:'.luests that the resources available to the Carmission of the EEC for 
the study, pr-epar-aticn and implementaticn of investment projects for the 
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Associated States be increased so that the pr-oc:edure can b6P speed~ up; 
24. hopes that the Eur-opean Investment Bank can make an effective 
ccntr-ibution to the investments to be made in the Associated States to 
take··account of the difficulties of the financial markets; 
25. r-ec::c:mnends that the actia, of the Eur-opean Development Fund can make a 
major ca,tr-ibutia, to the diversification of the agr-icultural and 
industrial structur-es of the associated countries which is an essential 
caidition for- their eca,onic independence; 
26. requests that br-oa.d support be given to the establistrnent of an 
infrastructure capable of taking full advantage of the natural..pot~tial 
of the associated countries; 
27. caisiders it necessary, with a view to increasing contacts bet.,...., yc:ung 
people, to improve the system governing the alloc:aticn of grants from 
the European Cormunity to citizens of the Associated States and 
facilitate, by means of additia,al funds, the financing of grants for 
citizens of Member States wishing to go to Associated States to 
undertake studies and research; 
28. insists o, the need to ensure, in certain cases, the contributia, of the 
European Comunit.y in order to guar-antee, with measures over and al:x:>ve 
tech"lical cooperation, the effectiveness of investments financed by the 
EEC; 
7--1. underlines the need to harmonize, in the Asscx:iated States and the 
Member States, the guarantees granted for private investments inade in 
the Associated States and ensure they are consistent with the levels of 
ec:cnomic development of these States; 
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30. tnpes that the measures of tectnical assistance provided by the European 
Comunity will be implemented with particular regard to the real needs 
of skilled persais of each Associated State; 
V - as regards the extemal relaticns of the Assoc:iatia, 
31. aware that the strengthening of cooperation bet.een the African States, 
both within the context of the Association and tt-'e whole of Africa, is 
one of the aims of the Asscx:iaticn; 
32. recalls that, pursuant to Article 58 of the Cawentia, and the relevant 
declarations of intent, other African States are offered tha opfX)rtunity 
to sign an associatic:n agreement with the European Ccmrrunity q_r. 
establish with it close relations of another kind, 
YI - as regards the European Coal and Steel Ccmrrunity and the European 
Atomic Energy Ccmrrunity: 
33. confirms the vote taken by the Parliamentary Ccnference of June 1.961 
that the ECSC and the EAEC should participate in full in the nanewed 
Association; 
34 .. requests, with regard to the ECSC, that its activities in respect of 
prospecting, the study of conditions for the working of depo5its and 
the development of plans be ca,tinued and, with regard to the EAEC, that 
it undertake to study ,the poss .. wu .i. ... _ ; ., , .. 2 Associated , 
States, nuclear science with a view to the p~cx:luctfa{·\ir energy, 
biological research and prospecting; 
35. instructs its President to forward this resolutia, to the President of 
the Council of Assoc:iaticn, the Presidents of the European Parliament 
and the Parliaments of the Asscciated States, the President of,the 
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\ 
-~·. 
Council of Ministers of the EEC, the Presidents of the Executives 
ca,cemed and tl-e Governments of the Member States and the Assoc:iated 
States. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY ST A TES 
ROE, 6-9 DECEMEER 1965 
RESCLUTICJ\I 
concerning sane amendments to the Rules of Pr-c:x:ec:lure 
of the Par-liamentary Coifer-ence of the Association ·· 
The Parliamenta1y1 Ca,ference of the Asscx:iation, 
- p..1rsuant to Rule 26 of its Rules of Procedure, 
- having r-egar-d to the repor-t dr-awi up by Mr. Strobel en 
behalf of the Joint Corrmittee, 
- adopting the findings of this report, 
Resolves to amend its Rules of Pr-ocedure as follows: 
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ALLES CF PRO:Ell...RE 
of the Parliamentary Conference of the Association between the European 
Economic Camunity and the African and Malagasy States associated with that 
Comunity 
ln accordance with article 50, third paragraph, of the Ccnvention of 
Association bet1.<11een the European Economic Comrrunity and the African and 
Malagasy States associated with that Comrrunity, the Parliamentary Ccnference 
of the Association between the European Ecoiamic Comrrunity and the African 
and Malagasy States adopted, at a meeting held in Dakar a, 8 December 1964, 
interim Rules of Procedure which ~re amended by a resolution adopted by the 
Canfer-ence in Rome a, 7 December 1965. 
The follo,.,ing is the fully amended text of the Rules of Procedure. 
0-WTER 1 
~I TICJ\I AND r'EET 11\135 CF TI-E ClJ\FER8\CE 
Rule 1 
Members 
The Parliamentary Confer-ence of the Association between the EEC and the 
African and Malagasy States associated with that Cormunity, hereinafter 
called · the Conference', shall consist of Represer,tatives appointed by the 
Parliaments of the Associated States, in accordance with the prcx:::edure laid 
dD'ITl by each of these Parliaments, on the basis of three members from each 
Associated State, and of an equal number of Representatives appointed by the 
European Parliament from among its rne-mbers. 
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Rule 2 
Observers 
1. In the event of the accession of another State to ·the Cawention of 
Association and pending ratification of the Caivention by that State, 
Representatives of the Parliament of the State appointed under the 
conditions set out in Rule 1 may attend the Ccnference provisionally as 
observers, without the r-ight to speak or- vote. 
2. The Ccnf_erence may decide, on a proposal from its a.&reau, to admit as 
an observer, without the right to speak or vote, a Representative of the 
Par-I iament of a State whose;,, ec:onanic structure and production are comparable 
with ttose of the Asscx:iated States and which has established special links 
with the Cormunity. 
Rule 3 
Meetings 
1. The Calference shall meet once a year-. It shall meet either.a, the 
ter-ritor-y of a Member- State of the Comrunity or on that of one of the 
Asscx:.1ated States. The meeting shall be held on the initiative of the Joint 
Committee and shall be convened by the r-etiring President. 
2. If necessary, an extraordinary meeting of the Co,fer-ence may be 
cawened by common accor-d by its President and Vice-President, at the 
r-equest either- of the Association Council or of the Joint Ccmnittee. 
The r-equest from the Joint Conmittee shall be based on a decision taken 
by not less than two-thirds of its members representing an absolute majority 
both of Afr-ican and Malaqasy members and of European member-s. 
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3. Where the request has been unanimously adopted by the Joint Conmittee, 
an extraordinary meeting of the Ccnfererice shall be convened. 
4. The place at which an extraordinary meeting of the Conference is to be 
held shall be decided by the President in agreement with the first Vice-
President. 
DWTER II 
PRESIDEN:Y, El.FEPi..J, D ISCIR-I~ ~ CR>ER 
IN 11-E 0'"'1BER 
Rule 4 
Verification of Credentials 
1. The credentials of members of the Conference shall consist in each case 
of a letter of appointment from the President of the Parliament to which 
each rrember belaigs, and shall specify the term of office. 
2. These appointments shall be notified to the Conference by the retiring 
President, and the list of appointments shall be annexed to the minutes of 
pr-oceedings of the Conference. 
3. During his term of office, any African or Malagasy member of the 
Cc:nference may be represented by another Representative of the Parliament to 
which he belongs, and any European member by another Representative of the 
European Parliament. Such substitutes shall be appointed according to the 
procedure laid do,.n by the various parliaments. They shall have the same 
rights and the same duties as regular members. 
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Rule 5 
Retiring President 
At the beginning of each annual meeting, the retiring President or, in 
his absence, the Vice-President whose name, in accordance with the principle 
of parity, heads the list of Vice-Presidents, shall exercise the duties of 
President until the President has been declared elected. 
It> b.Jsiness unconnected with the appointment of the President shall be 
transacted before the new President is in the chair. 
Rule 6 
Bureau of the Conference 
1. The cc:nference shall appoint its B.Jreau at the beginning of the first 
sitting of each annual meeting. 
2. The bur·eau shall cc:nsist of a President and seven Vice-Presidents. 
3. Four members of the Bureau shall be chosen from among Representatives 
of the European Parliame?11t and four others fran amc:ng Representatives of the 
Parliaments of the Asscx:iated States. 
4. The office of President shall be filled in turns, from a,e annual 
meeting to another, by an African or Madagascan and by a European. 
5. The Repr·esentatives of the European Parliament a, the a,e hand, and the 
Representatives of the Parliaments of tile? Associated States on the other, 
shdll jointly nominate, in accordance with their a,.n procedure, their 
candidates for the office of President and the offices of Vice-Presidents. 
6. The number of candidates shall not exceed the number of seats to be 
filled. 
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7. The lists of candidates shall be passed to the retiring Prssitkant who 
shall subnit them for ratification to the Conference, which shall take its 
decisia, without debate. 
8. Vice-Presidents shall take precedence in the order in which they have 
been apJXJinted, a, the understanding that the list of members of the 8.Jreau 
shall include altemately a,e European member and a,e African or Malagasy 
member. 
Rule 7 
President 
1. The President shall direct proceedings and ensure the main~enance of 
p.Jblic order in the Chamber. 
2. He may propose to the Conference that a member of the Conference be 
excluded from the Chamber. 
3. The President may arrange for a Vice-President to dep..1tize for him. 
Rule 8 
Public order in the Chamber and galleries 
1. No perscn shall enter the Chamber except members of the Conference, 
observers appointed in accordance with Rule 2, members of the Assoc::iaticn 
Cc:uncil and of the Asscx:iaticn Corrmittee and experts who are required to 
give their services. 
2. Oily holders of an admission card duly issued by the Cc:nference 
Secr-etar-iat shall be admitted to the galleries. 
3. Members of the public admitted to the galleries shall remain seated and 
keep silent. Pny persa, expr-essing approval or disapproval shall immediately 
be ejected by the usher-s. 
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Rule 9 
Seating arrangements 
t'lembers of the Conference shall be seated in alphabetical order, 
Representatives of the Parliaments of the Associated States being gro.Jped by 
delegation and by the French name of their country. 
0-WTER III 
CFFICIPL l.AN3lR3ES AND PUB...ICITY CF PRCXEEDIN3S 
Rule 10 
Official languages 
1. The official languages of the Conference shall be Dutch, French, 
German and Italian. 
2. All working dcx::uments shall be printed and distributed in these 
. 1 anguages. 
Rule 11 
Publicity of proceedings 
Debates at the Conference shall be public unless it decides otherwise. 
Rule 12 
Minutes and summary reports of prcx::eeclings 
1. n1e minutes of proceedings of each sitting, containing the decisions of 
tt,e Conference and the names of speakers, shall be distrituted at least 
halt-an-hour before the opening of the next sitting. 
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2 ~ The minutes of pn:x:eedings shal 1 be p..ibl ished by the Eur-opean 
Parliament in the Official Journal of the European Ccmrunities and by tre 
Associated States in whatever form each of them may decide. 
3. Brief surrmaries of the proceedings shall be p..1blisr-ed, in unofficial 
for-m, tor- gener-al information purposes. 
~TER IV 
CCJ\IDLCT CF SITTII\ES 
AND RLLES OOVERNIN3 TI-£ PROCEEDIN3S 
Rule 13 
Preparation of the agenda 
1. The Joint Committee shall be responsible for the general preparation of 
the INDrk of the Conference. It shall draw up pr-oposals for- the agenda of 
each meeting of the Conference. 
2. lhe Bureau of the Cmference may make any amendments to these proposals 
it thinks necessary. The President shall lay these proposals before the 
Conference. 
Rule 14 
Report on the activities of the Association Council 
1. The report on tl"'e activities of the Association Council shall be 
prrnt.ed and distr-ibuted in the four official languages. It shall be examined 
by th? Joint Committee. 
2. The Con·ference shall open a general discussion of the basis of a report 
by the Joint Ccmnittee and, wher-e necessary, shall take a vote en the 
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convnittee·s findings, which shall be submitted in the form of a motion for a 
resolution. 
Rule 15 
Ccnference resolutions 
1. ~Y member of the Conference may table a motia, for a resoluticn on 
matters concerning the Association. 
2. l"bticns for resoluticns shall be printed and distributed. They shall be 
refer-red for examination to the Joint Ccmnittee, which shall pr-epare a 
report including a substantive text to be ~t to the vote. 
3. Discussion and voting at the Confer-ence shall be carried out on the 
basis of the report of the Joint Co1vnittee. 
4. The Conference may, however, decide, on a proposal from the President 
or at the written r-equest of not less than ten of its members, that 
discussion and voting shall take place withcut a r-eport or following anor-al 
repor·t by the Joint Ccmni ttee, en the basis of the initial proposal. 
Rule 16 
Request by the Assc:x:iatio, Council for an opinion 
1. 1 f the Conference is asked to deliver- an opinion en a draft decisia,, a 
resolution, a recommendation or an opinion of the Association Council, the 
request shall be submitted to the Joint Ccmnittee. 
·2. The procedure laid da,..n in Rule 15 shal 1 be applied • 
.S. lhe Joint Ccmnittee may, however, give a final ruling on a matter 
dec:lar-ed to be ur-gent by the Association Council • 
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Rule 17 
~dments 
1. Any member of the Cooference may pr'Opose and speak in support of 
amendments. 
2. Amendments shall relate to the text it is scught to alter. They shall 
be submitted in writing. The President shall decide whether they are 
admissible. 
3. Amendments shall have priority over the text to which they relate and 
shall be i:ut to the vote before that text. The President shall decide the 
order in which amendments are to be put to the vote. 
Rule 28 
Right to speak 
1. No member of the Conference may speak unless called upon to do so by 
the President. 
2. o, a proposal from the President, the Conference may decide to limit 
speaking time. 
3. Members of the Association Council, and rapporteurs appointed by the 
Joint Coomi ttee for the texts under discussioo, shall be heard at their 
request. 
4. A speaker may not be interrupted except with his permission and that of 
the President. 
5. f.\ member of the Conferenr:e who wishes to make a personal statement 
st,a 11 be 1-eard, but only at the end of the sitting. 
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6., 1f a speaker departs fran the subject, the President shall call hirtl to 
order. If the speaker persists in departing from the subject, the President 
may forbid him to speak. 
DWTER V 
\OTIN3 
Rule 19 
Cl.aon.un, right to vote and methods of voting 
1. A quorum shall exist when a majority both of European members and of 
African and Malagasy members is present. The Cc:nference may not validly vote 
a, resolutiais and recommendaticns unless a quorum exists. 
2. However, the Conference may always deliberate, settle its agenda and 
approve the minutes of proc::eedings, whatever the number of members present. 
3. The right to vote is a personal right. Voting by proxy is prohibited. 
4. l\brmally the Ccnference shall vote by show of hands. 
5. If the result of the show of hands is drubtful, a fresh vote shall be 
taken by sitting and standing. 
6. If the result of this second vote is doubtful, or whenever ten or ,rore 
members so desire, the vote shall be taken by roll cal 1. 
7. The roll shall be called in alphabetical order, beginning with a name 
dra""1 by lot. The President shall be the last to vote. Voting shall be by 
wor-d of mouth and shall be expressed by ·Yes· , 'l\b · or · I abstain' • In 
calculab.ng whether a rrotia, has been adopted or rejected, only votes cast 
for and against shall be taken into account. Votes shall be recorded in the 
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minutes of proceedings of the sitting in the alphabetical order of votf!rs' 
names. 
8. The motion put to the vote shall be considered as adopted aily if it 
has secured the votes of a majority both of the Representatives of the 
European Parliament and of the Representatives of the Parliaments of the 
Associated States. In the event of a tie, the motion shall stand rejected. 
9. The President shall establish the result of the count and anna.Jttce it. 
OWTER VI 
JOINT CO't'tITIEE 
Rule 20 
Composition of the Joint Ccmnittee 
and app:>intment of members 
L At each annual meeting and after the 8.Jreau has been elected, the 
Conference shall appoint from among its members a single conmittee, called 
the 'Joint Conmittee·, which, as permanent organ of the Conference, shall be 
responsible for ensuring continuity in the parliarrentary work of the 
Association. 
2. The Joint Cormittee shall c01sist of one Representative frcm each 
Associated State and of an equal number of Representatives from the European 
Parliament. 
3. rhe Representatives of tt,e Eur·opean Parliament, 01 the one hand, and 
the r~epresentatives of the Parliaments of the Associated States, 01 the 
other, shall jointly nominate their candidates, in accordance with their ow, 
procedure. The number of candidates put forward shall not exceed the number 
of seats to be filled. The lists of candidates shall also include candidates 
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for- the off ice of Chairman and of Vice-Chilinnan •. 
4. candidatures for manbar ship of the Joint Canni ttee shal 1 be addressed 
totte'a.areau, which shall lay ttan before the Qnferenc:e. 
5. Aiy nanbar of the Joint Cammi ttee may ar-r.-.ge to be r epnesentecl by 
another_..,. of theCoofat"llnaPbelQnging.to, and.appoin~ by, the same 
P .. rliament. 
Rillt,, :?1 
Appoin:t:nant. of ttw ... Chili"'*1 ... ~.· .Vic::~i~ · 
of . the Joir.tt. Ca.Nni \tJ!e. 
i. FoUcwing tt'lf appc:,ir,t,nat,t. of ~.c:,f. ~he Joint Carmi.ttee, the 
Q:nf~· shall appoiot f~ amcng its mambers the Chairman and.·.theV:ic~ 
Chairman of the ccnaittee. 
2. . If the Pnstdent of tt,e ~fereoce. is Africanpr Mal~y, the Chairman 
.of the Joint .C.anmit• shal.l be, Chosen from ama,g the Represan~ti'IIIS .. of, the 
Eu,ropean Pad i-.,.t,, an.c;f. v~c.• .. · ~· 
3. It the .Ct\ai"""° of the Joint Carm.i,,tt&e is a Re~tative of the 
European f?arliafflll1t, the V,1-~~irman shall be ct'Dsen fran amcng tht 
Representatives of the Parliaments of the Ancx::iated States, and vice 
versa. 
RJle 22 
NE,!et,ings , tJl'lCl ~king prqc:edlJre 
of the Joint Canmittee 
1. The Joint Canmi ttee $hall meet when ca,vened. by its Chilinnan or en the 
.initiative of the President of the Ccnference, 1tither ch.;Jring or.between: 
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sessiais of the Conference. It shall not meet more than ttrae times a year 
between sessions of the Conference. 
The Chairman of the Canmittee may, however, in agreement with the Vic.-
Chair-man, convene an extraordinary meeting of the Joint·Cannittee if 
r-equestecl to do so by the Assoc:iatia, Cculcil U'lder the terms of F\Jle 16 
(3) .. 
2. Meetings of the Joint Corrmi ttee shall be held in private U1less . i.t 
decides otherwise. 
3. The Association O::uncil and the Asscx:iatia, Canmi ttee, and any other 
persoi, may be invited to attend and to speak at a meeting. 
4. The Joint Cannittee may validly deliberate and vote when aie-thin:I of 
the Repr-esentatives of the European Parliament and aie-third oft~ 
:R&Ppr-esentatives of the Parliaments of the Associated States are, pr-esant. 
However-, a motia, for- a reccnmenclaticn or for a resolutia, shall not be .. 
ccnsidered as adopted unless it secures the vote of a majority of the 
members prese,t, lx>th among the Represe,tatives of the·Parliaments of the 
Associated States and among the Representatives of the European Par~iament. 
5. In order to simplify procedure, the Joint Calmittee may depart fran the 
provisions ca,ceming Conference languages, provided that all its~ 
are able to take an effective part in the pnx:eedings. 
6... The minutes of proceedings of each meeting shal 1 be distributad a,ncr,g 
all members of the Joint Ccmni ttee, to which they shall be sut:mittad fOI"' 
·.approval at· the next meeting. 
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DiAPTER VII 
QLESTI0'5 
Rule 23 
Written questiais 
L Q.Jesticns for written answer may be put to the Asscx:iaticn Co.Jncil by 
any member of the Conference. 
2. The questia,s shall be passed in writing to the Chairman of the Joint 
Corrmittee wtD, after ca'lsulting the VicE?'"'"Chainnan, shall decide whether they 
are admissible and, if such is the case, forward them to the Associaticn 
Council, which shall give an answer within three months of receipt. The 
admissibility of a questiai shall be determined by the scope and terms of 
the Conventia, of Assoc:iaticn. 
3. ClJestions to which an answer has been given shall be p..&blished by the 
European Parliament,, together with the answers thereto, in the Official 
Journal of the European Camunities, and by the Associated States in 
whatever form each of them may decide. 
4. D...testicns to which no answer has been given within three months shall 
be p.Jblished in the same manner. 
Rule 24 
Oral ClJestiais 
1. Questions for or-al anS\i\ler- may be J:Ut to the Association by any member 
of the Ccriference. 
2. The questions shall be passed in writing to the Chairman of the Joint 
Committee before or- at the latest during the last ordinary meeting of the 
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Joint Convnittee preceding the plenary meeting of the Ccnference. 
3. The Joint Convnittee shall decide whether oral questions are admissible. 
If their admissibility, determined by the scope and terms of the Ccnventia, 
of Asscx:iatioi, is established, the Chairman of the Joint Conmittee shall 
forward them to the Asscx::iation Council. 
4. Questions shall be brief and relate to specific points, not to problems 
of a general nature. 
5. The Ccnference shal 1 set aside not more than half a day during each 
meeting for dealing with oral questions. 
6. The questicner shall read his question cut. He may speak to it for not 
,rore than ten minutes. Tt--e Association Council· shall then give a brief_ . 
answer. 
7. At the request of ten or more members of tt--e Caiference, the answer of 
the Asscx:iation CaJncil may be followed by a debate. The President of the 
Ccnference may, hoNever, in agreement with the first Vice-President,. fix the 
length of the debate and, if necessary, limit speaking time. 
~TER VII 
MISCE~a.JS PROVISICJ\5 
Rule 25 
Conference Secretariat 
The Secretary-General of the European Parliament and a persa, appointed 
by the African or Malagasy President or Vice-President in office shall 
jointly take all the necessary steps to facilitate the work of the 
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ecnterence a,d of tte Joint Q:llmlittaeo Ttwv shall be .,_-able tD tte 
ecnference &Jre&a• 
A.ale 2b 
Finaicial aYranganents 
, o, a ~l fran tte Joint CD'Mlittee, thR ecnterence shall lav dcN'1 
r11gUiatiais QCMl"rlin9 financial arrang•a,ts a,d ttw mar,agemmnt of fundS, 
R.11£1 27 
· Revisiei'1' of R.llN of . Procll(lur:e, . 
1, AIEl'OflE!l'lts tD tte A.Jle of f'\r"cCE!?C)ure shall be tl!!C:idecl a, t,y tta 
O:n1enan=e'in atCQrda1CeWith the pnxature laid dew, in.A.Jle 1'i, 
2. Pny prapoYl for a,Endil'lg A.Jles of Procedure shall be refen'1!d to tte 
Joint c:am,ittee, tta pnx:acture laid dclwtl in A.Jle 15 <1,2,3) shall be 
applied. 
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RE.SC1..UT I CN 
., ... · ....... . 
on the financial regulations of the C.aiference 
The Par 1 iamentary Ccnference of the Association,. 
- having regard to Rule 25 of its Rules of 'Prcxed!,Jre, which providlr.s that a, 
·, ' 
a pr-oix,sa.l fron the Joint Committee it shall lay. ~;·;':oegulaticns gavaming 
financial arrangements and the management of funds, ,:-:'' 
1._·,-:-
- having l'"'egard to the report submitted on behalf.of the Joint Canmittee 
(Doc. 3), 
Decides that, as regards the operating e>epenses of ·~the ·Parlianantary 
,, ~'~, ~ 
Co,ference and the Joint Ccmnittee, the rules for the applicat:icn of the 
'•',;,_· ... , 
pdnciples contained in Protcx:ol J\b. 6 anne>eed to the C.aiventia:i of 
.. ,,:n 
Associaticn shap be the subject of financial regulatiais, the_,~'?!,><t Of which 
fol 10\IS t 0Rl~,i, resoluticrq ,: ,,. . :/ 
Instr-ucts,.,its Pr-esident to forward this resolution and the,r,eport _t? 
~~(:_; 
which it refers to the Presidents of the European Parliament and_9f the 
Parliaments of the Associated States and to the Assoc:iaticn Co..ricz·il. 
-";, .. , 
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FI.~IPL REBJ..ATID\S 
CF 1l£ PPA..I~MY Cl.J\FEREI\CE CF TI-£ ASSCX:IATICJ.J 
ow;tTER I 
.een.ral provisia,s 
Article 1 
- the ~l• for tt,e i•l~t~Uq, of t~ provi,11ipqs of Articl41 2 of 
Protocol [\b. 6 .,,,,.xect to the Ccnventi.Qn of Assc;c:i.atic:n cCl'lCemin.g the 
operating e~.~'"5 qf :the In,atitutia:is of ~ As!ICC:iaticn, ~r'1tinefter 
called II t'1&,i, Pr;otcxo~ 11 ; 
- the rul~ ca1c•miru; tte .commita.nant and ~ttlement of the .•xpenditure of 
ti1e P~rlj.'1")Eln9ry Ca.if•n:,nc:e qf the t;\sSQC:i;ttiCJn ..-,d its JQint Ccmnitte,e, as 
referred to in thll third paragraph of Article 2 of the Protcxol; 
- the rule$ fpr ~ m~nagenvent of f~_d$. 
Article 2 
The conference .nd the Jqir,t Co.nmi,ttef;! shal 1 "-t, in accorct.,c~ with 
Article 50 of the Ccnventia, of '-~iatia, tJnd Rule 3 of the AJ.les of 
Procedure of the Cclnferen~e, under the ccnditicns laid dc:,,.n in Article 2 of 
the ProtQCol. 
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0-WTER II 
Fixing the estimate at expenditure 
Article 3 
l\bt more than thirty days before the meeting of the Joint Conmittee 
which precedes the annual meeting of the Caiference, the Secretariat of the 
Ccnference, referred to in Rule 25 of the Rules of Prcx:edure of the 
Conference shall establish, on the basis of the prcgramne of meetings for 
the following year, a draft estimate of the expenditure in cainectia, with 
interpretatia, at meetings, translation and reproductia, of documents and 
the material organization of meetings and a plan for financing these 
expenses. 
In the preliminary draft the estimates shall be grouped in two 
categories: 
a. expenditure which, according to where the meeting tak~ place, shall be 
bome by the European Parliament; 
b. expenditure which, according to where the meeting takes place, shall be 
borne by the Parliaments of the Associated States. 
Article 4 
For guidance, estimates of the expenditure referred to in the first and 
seccr,d paragraphs of Artie le 2 of tt-ie? Protocol and for which each of the 
par-ties shall be respcnsible shall be annexed to the preliminary draft 
estimate. Such expenditure shall be committed, discharged and paid by each 
party tor their respective quotas, in accordance with tt"-e provisia,s 
governing their °""'1 management of finance. 
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Article 5 
The pr-eliminar-y draft estimate shall be submitted to the Joint 
Conmittee, which _shall deliberate, make any ma:tifications which might 
subsequently be ccnsidered necessary and establish a draft estimate. 
Article 6 
Th? draft estimate, along with the report of the Joint Ccmnittee, shall 
be included en the agenda of the annual meeting of .the Conference. This 
shal 1 deliberate and establish the estimate of expenditure. The amount and 
apporticnment of the ccntrib.Jtions needed to cover the expenditure to be 
borne by the Parliaments of the Associated States shall be fixed by simple 
majority of the members present of the Parliaments of these States. The 
allocations to cover the expenditure to be bome by the European Parliament 
shall be shcwi in its budget. 
Article 7 
It it is not possible to reach the majority provided for under the 
previous Article, the draft budget and the finance plan shall l::Je referred to 
the Bureau of the Ccnference, which shall deliberate by a majority, 
resp:~~tively, of its African and Malagasy members and its European members. 
If the majority with the Conference Bureau is not reacred, the 
President or Vice-President crncemecl shall decide in the final instance. 
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0-W:,TER I I I 
lmplementaticn·of the estimate 
Article 8 
01 the basis of the estimate established by the Caiference, the 
Ccnference Secretariat shall request funds fran individual Parliaments. 
The funds shall be paid into a bank acccunt opened·for the Caiference. 
Article 9 
The expenses resulting from the implementatio, of the estimate shall be 
incurred: 
a. by the Secretary-General of the European Parliament for the expenses for 
which it is respc:nsible; 
:· ., 
b. by the person nominated by the African or Malagasy President or Vice-
President in office, pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure of the 
Conference, for the expenses for which the Parliaments of the Associated 
States are responsible. 
The expenses th.Js incurred shall be discharged and paid by the General 
Secretariat of the European Parliament. 
0-WTER IV 
Fixing the annual revenue and expenditure account 
Article 10 
Within the three mcr,ths following the end of the calendar year, the 
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Set:netary43eneral of the European Parliament shall draw up a r-evl!!nUa M'1d 
expenditure account which shall st,o,..,: 
a. all the income received by the Caiference Treasury during the previous 
financial year; 
b. the amount and apportionment of the expenditure carried out to implement 
the estimate for the previous financial year; 
c. the atYO.Jnt of funds remaining to the Treasury at the end of the financial 
year. 
Article 11 
The revenue and expenditure account shall be forwarded to the Joint 
Conmittee, which shall ensure its accuracy or have this ensured and sha}J 
propose a discharge to the Caiference at its first meeting. 
At this meeting, the Coiference shall decide on the use to be made of 
the receipts which have not been spent at the end of the financial year or, 
JX)SSibly, on the measures to be taken to cover a Treasury deficit at the end 
of the financial year. 
Article 12 
Amendments to these regulations shall be decided on by the Conference 
on the subnission of a. reix>r-t by tre Joint Cc:mnittee. 
Article 13 
These r-egulations shall come into force on 1 January 1966. 
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AESCLUTICN 
on the revenue and expenditure account for the financial year 1964 and 
the draft estimate for the financial year 1966. 
The Parliarrentary Caiference of the Associaticn, 
- having regard to its financial regulatia,s and in particular to Articles o 
and 11, 
- having regard to the report of its Joint Conmittee·a, the annual revenue 
and expenditure acccunt for the financial year 1966 (Dec. 5) 
~opts the findings of the report; 
l'btes that a, 31 December 1964 the expenditure of the Caiference Treasury 
for- the Asscx:iated States, pursuant to ther··t.hird paragrapt, of Article 2 of 
Protocol l\b. 6 annexed to the Conventia, of the Asscx:iatiai, is Bfrs 
1,016,812 (equivalent to C.F.A.Fr. 5,018,818); 
Discharges the Secretary-General of the European Parliament for the revenue 
and expenditure account for the financial year 1964; 
Decides to carry over the funds remaining at the end of the financial year 
1964 and the payments still to be made for- that same year to the financial 
year 1965; 
.Approves, pursuant to the third paragraph of Article 2 of Protocol J\b. 6, 
the draft estimate for the financial year 1966 of the expenditure to be 
bome by the Asscx:iatf!td States, which is fixed at C.F.A.Fr-. 9,000,000 and 
shared O.Jt at the rate of C.F.A.Fr. 500,000 for each Parliament of the 
Associated States; 
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Df2c:ides that, if en 31 December 1965 the Cc::nference Treasury still has some 
of the funds made available to it for 1965, these will be carried over to 
the draft estimate for 1966; 
Decides that, if the funds entrusted to the Ccnference Treasury for 1964 and 
1965 are insufficient to cover expenditure in 1965, this expenditure will be 
met from the co,trituticns fixed for 1966; 
Asks its Joint Ccmnittee to place before it each year in annex to the draft 
estimate a timetable of the meetings of the parliamentary bodies of the 
Associaticn to be held during the financial year to which the draft refers; 
E><presses it appra:iatia, and thanks to its Secretaries; 
Instructs its President to forward this resolutia, and the report to ·which 
it relates to the Presidents of the Parliaments of the Associated States, 
,the Pn:asident of the Eurof:]ean Parliatfteht and the Association Ca.Jncil. · 
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RESCLUTICI\I 
a, the first Annual .Report of the activities of the Association Ccu,cil 
( 1 June 1964 - 31 May 1965). 
The Parliamentary Conference of the Association, 
- meeting in Rane from 6 to 9 December 1965, 
- having regard to Article 50 of the Conventia, of Associaticn betwaan the 
European Economic Cormunity and the African and Malagasy States, signed at 
Yao..u,de en 20 July 19b3, 
- havj.ng regard to the first ~nual Report of its activities submitted by 
the Association Council, 
- having regard to the points raised in the resolution adopted at Dakar on 
10 December 1964, 
L ~tes that the early results of cooperatic:n between the Institutions of 
the EEC and the Associated States have been encouraging, allowing the hope 
that further progress can be accomplished, particularly in concurrence with 
an improvement in relations between the Institutions of the Association; 
2. 1-bpes especially that suitable measures will be introduced to ensure 
that the timetable of ~rk of the Institutia,s of the Asscx:iatiai takes 
acca.Jnt of the need for smooth functioning; 
3. Stresses the importance of the Ccuncil, the only organ with the pa.er 
to take decisiais, within the institutional framework of the Asscx:ia:ti01; 
4. Invites the Member States and the Asscx::iated States to ensure that the 
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Council can meet whenever matters of policy of the Association so require; 
5. 1-bpes that measures will be taken to implement the aims of Article 52 
of the Caivention within the shortest possible time; 
6. l\btes with satisfaction the beginnings of fruitful cooperation between 
some Associated States in a number of sectors and rec:cmnends the furtherance 
of such cooperation, in particular as regards coordinating the development 
plans of the Associated States on a regional basis; 
7. lAJelcomes the measures taken by the new European Development Fund both 
in the field of investment and tec:mical cCXJperation and in that of aids for 
diversification and production; 
8. Insists that the investments of the Fund and the Bank should be such as 
can contribute, in particular through increased efforts to promote industry, 
to the diversification of the economic structures of the Asscx:iated States, 
without, h:Jwever, neglecting infrastructure projects, and to the continuing 
improvement in the standard of living of the? various Associated States; 
9. Stresses the importance of the links which can exist between tecmical 
cCXJperation and investment; 
10. Hopes that the CO'munity will coordinate the various systems of 
safeguar-ds for pr-ivate investment; 
11. Considers that there should be gr-eater awar-eness of the considerable 
opfX)rtunities, in certain sector-s, for on the spot vocational training, that 
there should be further efforts in this direction and that additional 
al locations should be made to facilitate exchanges between young people; 
12. Recc:mnends that management training schemes sh:uld be dr-aw, up, in 
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keeping especially with the fresh needs arising fran the implementAtiOn of 
economic and social development plans and aiming at the full and total 
enhancement of hJman life in particular thra.1gh eclucaticn and health 
pr-otec tion of the pop.Jlaticn; 
13. l\btes that one of the fundamental aims of the Asscx:iation :is to pranote 
an increase in trade between the Associated States and the Member States in 
accordance with the letter and spirit of the preference scheme laid da.,,n in 
Title I of the Caiventic:n and the provisions of Pnnex VIII; 
14. 1-bpes in this regard that the more favorable development of trade 
apparent within the Asscx:iaticn after tt-e Ccnvention came into force will 
continue in order to meet the real needs of the Associated States more 
closely; 
15. Insists that the concept of 11originating products" should be defined 
speedily, and that the effects of preference schemes should1be integrated 
thrc:ugh measures to ensure that t-erms of trade are operated in a way 
.favo...irable to the Associated States and through the vigorous praroticn of 
t~ade, in particular· by creating a centre to study the harmonized planning 
of pl'"Oduction and marketing of prooucts of the Associated States; 
16. 1-bpes that increased efforts will be made to strengthen the Association 
in tt-e intemational context in that it represents a means of regional 
cooperation as regards development aid, with a vie,.., to the progress which 
results from examining problems of trade and develop,,ent at an international 
level; 
17. Invites the Joint Conmittee to draw up a report en the solutiais which, 
product by product and including products similar to and canpeting with 
European products, would 1avour the marketing at stable and renunerative 
prices within the EEC of the products of the Associated States; 
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18. Stresses the need to maintain and co,solidate a climate of trust 
betlt\eSl the partners by guaranteeing the right of establishnent without 
discriminatic.n, in keeping with the spirit of the Yaounde Conventic.n; 
19. Renews its desire that the ECSC and Euratom should cc.ntinue to increase 
their contribution to the ecc.nomic and social development of the Associated 
States, and notes with satisfactic.n the efforts already made !n this 
directia,; 
20. Stresses the importance it attaches to the provisions of Article 27 of 
the Conventic.n, wrose implementatia, will further allow it to face the 
future problems of the Associatia,; 
21. Requests its President to forward this resolutia, to the Association 
Council, the European Parliament and the Parliaments of the Asscxiated 
States, the govemments of the Member States and of the Associated States, 
the COOlYlission and Council of Ministers of the EEC, the High Autt'Drity of 
the ECSC and the Euratom Cc:mnissicn. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN' ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY STATES 
ABIDJAN, 10 - 14 DECEMEER 1966 
RESC1..UT I CJ\I 
on the annual revenue and expenditur-e account of the Par-liamentary 
Conference of the Asscx:iatia, for the financial year 1965 and the. draft 
estimate for- the financial year- 1967. 
The Parliamentary Caiference of the Association, 
- having regard to its financial regulatiais, and in particular to Articles 
6 and 11, 
- having r-egard to the r-eport o1 its Joint Comlittee a, the annual revenue 
and expenditur-e acca..u,t for the financial year 1965 and the draft estimate 
for- the financial year 1967 (Doc. 11), 
1. Adopts the findings of the report; 
2. f\btes that the expenditur-e of the Ccnference Treasury for the 
Associated States, pursuant to the thir-d paragraph of Article 2 of Pr-ctocol 
l\b. 6 annexed to the Cc:nvention of Associatiai, was Bfr. 622,086 a, 31 
December 1965; 
3. Discharges the Secretary-General of tre European Parliament for the 
reve,ue and expenditure acca..&nt for the financial year 1965; 
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4. Notes the draft estimate for the financial year 1967 of the expenditure 
to be borne by the European Parliament, pursuant to the third paragraph of 
Article 2 of Protocol f\b. 6, which is fixed at Bfr. 2,400,000; 
5. Approves the estimate for the financial year 1967 of the expenditure to 
be borne by the Associated States, pursuant to the third paragraph of 
Article 2 of Protocol l\b. 6, which is fixed at Bfr. 1,350,000; 
6. Decides, however, in view of the increase in expehditure which i~ 
expected for 1968, that tt"-e cont~itution for 1967 of e~ch Associated Jtate 
will r-emain at the 1966 leve,l, equivalent to C.F .A~Fr. 500,000 for each 
I ' I 
Parliament of tt"e Associated States, on the understanding that the 
addi ti.onal income thereby obtained wi 11 be carried over to the following 
financial year; 
7. Decides that, if an 31 December 1966 funds entrusted to the Conference 
Treasury for 1966 are still available, these will be carried over to the 
implementation of the draft estimat~ for 1967; 
I 
8. Decides that, if the funds entrusted to the Ccnference Treasury for 
1965 and 1966 are insufficient to meet total expenditure for 1966, this 
expenditure will be met from the contributions fixed for 1967; 
9. Expresses its appreciation and thanks to its Secretariat; 
10. Instructs its Pr-esident to forward this resolution and its related 
rep;Jrt to the Presidents of the Parliaments of the Associated .. States and of 
the European Parliament and to the Association Council. 
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RESCLUT 10\J 
on an amendment to Rul~ 6 of the Rules of Procedure of the Parliamentary 
Ccnfer-ence of the Association [1]. 
The Parliamentary Conference of the Association, 
- having r-egard to Rule 27 of its Rules of Procedur-e, 
- having r-egar-d to the report draw, up on behalf of the Joint Convnittee by 
Mr. Georges Damas (Doc:. 13), 
Decides to amend Rule 6 (2) and (3) of its Rules of Procedure as follows: 
11 2. The Bureau shall ca,sist of·a President and nine Vice-Presidents. 
3. Five members of the Bureau shall be chosen from among the 
Representatives of the European Parliament and five others from among the 
Representatives of the Parliaments of the Associated States." 
1. J.O. r-«:>. 220, 24.12.1965, pp. 3241-65 
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RESCLUT I CJ\I 
on the second Annual Report of the activities of the Association Council. 
The Padiamentary Confer-ence of the Association, 
- meeting in Abidjan fr-om 10 to 14 December 1966, p.Jrsuant to Ar-ticle 50 
of the Convention of Association bet~ the Eur-opean Economic Comunity and 
the African and Malagasy States signed at Yaounde on 20 July 1963, 
- having regar-d to the second Annual Report of its activities submitted by 
the Association Council (Dex:. 9), 
- having regard to the r-epor-ts submitted by Mr-. Sissoko a, behalf of the 
Joint Comni ttee ( Dcx:s 12 and 14), 
- having heard the statement of the President of the Association Council, 
- having regard to its resolutions of 10 December- 1964 and 8 December- 1965, 
I. The Institutions of the Assoc:iatia, 
L Welcomes the achievements of the Institutions of the Association during 
the period examined by the report and the continuing cooperation which has 
been ensured between the EEC and the Associated States; 
2. Points out the contribution made by caistructive dialogue between the 
institutions to the smooth running of the Associatia, and the need to 
initiate the procedure of written and oral questions from members of the 
Parliamentary Caiference to the Council~ provided for in the Rules of 
Procedure, in order to further this aim; 
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3. Requests that, at all its futur-e meetings, the Council shall give its 
President specific author-ization to submit a r-epor-t of Council proceedings 
to the Cc:nference or the Joint Corrmittee, in addition to the submission of 
the ~nual Report pr-ovided for in Article 50 of the Convention; 
4. Deplores the fact that the Council ·has not yet forwarded to it the 
first Annual Report of the EEC Conmissian en the administration of aid, 
provided for under Ar-ticle 27 of the Convention, and asks that this report 
be forwarded in gocx:i time in future so that the Conference can give its 
cmsidered opinion on guidelines for financial and tecmical cooperation; 
5. Welcomes the measures adopted by the Council to ensure that its 
timetable of work is nore closely related to the need for the machinery of 
the Institutic:ns to run smoothly, and ropes that the Council and the 
Committee will meet often enough for the aims of the Association to be 
achieved; 
6. l>Jelcomes the progress made so far towards a more effective coordination 
of the policies of the Associated States as regards their relations with the 
EEC; 
II. Trade 
7. Expresses its anxiety at the fall in exports in 1965 from the 
Associated States to the EEC and ropes that the improvement of the first few 
months of 1966 will be confirmed; 
8. Insists on the need for all the partners of the Association to work 
together to seek and implement measur-es which will increase trade within the 
Association, in particular thr-ough vigorous action to promote trade, in 
accordance with the provisions of Title I and Annex VIII of the Ccnvention, 
and rerove the obstacles within the EEC to increased markets for prooucts 
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fron the Associated States; 
9. Requests the Member States of the EEC to ca,sider the extent to which a 
reductic:n in some internal taxes on consumption might help sales of tropical 
products; 
10. Considers that the creatic:n by the Council of a joint group of experts 
to work towards this end is a first encouraging step and asks to be informed 
en its findings; 
11. Asks for fir-m action to be taken, first within the Association and then 
at World level, to resolve the crucial problem of rationalization of prices 
which is basic to the essential stabilizing of prices of raw materials; 
12. Stresses the need, particularly as regards oils and fats, for the 
provisions of Article 11 of the Convention and the r-esolutions of the EEC 
Co..Jncil concerning the products of the Associated States which are similar 
to and canpetitive with European agricultural products to be implemented 
swiftly and effectively; 
III. Financial Cooperation 
13. Approves the general guidelines for financial and tecmical cCXJperation 
determined by the Council while deploring the delay in meeting the times set 
out in Article 27 of the Convention; 
14. Proposes, taking into account the factors which delay the actio, of the 
EDF" in aiding developnent in certain countries, that special measures" be 
taken to ensure that allocations from the Fund are fairly distributed in 
order to promote the harmonic and balanced development of all the 
Associated States; 
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15. Welcomes the ener-getic approach of the EEC Commission towards the rate 
of corrrnitments assumed in administering the sec:aid Eur-opean Development 
Fund; 
16. Remains, never-theless, concerned at the considerable and continuing 
time-lapse between the approval and the execution of projects; 
17. Asks for greater- funds to be placed at the disposal of the EEC 
C01VT1issian for- administering the Fund. and ropes that it will be possible to 
speed up the execution of projects by reinforcing the depar-tments 
r-espansible; 
18. Recoomends that encour-agement be given to make use of loans on special 
terms fron the r-esources of the Fund and that, to this end, a reasaiable 
balance between the need for profitability and the essential requirements of 
development be established at the stage when pr-ojects are assessed; 
19. Reconmends that at the same time access to European Investment Bank 
loans be made easier-, in particular- by granting interest r-ebates from Fund 
resources; 
20. Dr-aws attention to the impor-tance of the provisions of Ainex VI to the 
Convention concerning the review of financial aids, whose for-tt-coming 
implementation should enable the Association to reap the maxinum benefit 
fr-am the experience gained during its fir-st years of operation; 
IV. TeclTiical cooper-ation 
21. !Nelcomes the developnent in the assistance connected with the 
preparation and implementation of Fund projects, and the importance of the 
prograrnne of study grants; 
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22. Calls for greater efforts with regard to the advancement and voc:atii:Jnal 
training of management staff in the Associated States, together with new 
initiatives in the field of education; 
23. Str-esses the importance of the Co.Jncil's deliberations as regards 
establishing a close link between the training of management staff and the 
implementation of Fund projects, in or-der to facilitate the r-eplacement of 
European tecmical assistants and ensure sound management of the investments 
involved; 
V. Right of establishment and freedom to provide services 
24. In order to enco.Jrage European private investment in the Associated· 
States, calls for the pr-ovisions of Title III of the Cc:nvention to be 
adopted in full and for- the Council to do its utmost to this end; 
25. Emphasizes once more the need to r-esolve within the Association the 
problem of guaranteeing private investments in the Asscx:iated States; 
VI. Euratom and the ECSC 
26. l\btes with satisfaction that the studies carried o.Jt by the Euratom 
Conmission on the peaceful use of nuclear tecmiques in the Associated 
States have led to the fornulation of extremely imfX)rtant projects; 
27. 1--bpes that the steps taken by the ECSC High Puthority to stinulate 
steel consumption in the developing countries will open up ne:" prospects for 
the Assc:x:iated States in the field of industrial development; 
VIII. The Association's external relations 
28. Insists on the importance of the undertakings given by the par-ties in 
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tt-e Association under pr-otacol l\b. 4, annexed to the Convention., to tak• . 
accc:unt of their recipr-c:x:al and shar-ed interests in the intemational 
sphere; 
29. Draws attention, in this ccnnection, to the disiastr-ous consequences 
which cOJld result from the failure by the partners in the Association to 
establish a coordinated position at the Intematiaial Cc:nference on Trade 
and Deve lopnen t; 
30. Notes with satisfaction that the Yaounde Ccnvention has opened the way 
for close links to be forged bet1Neen the European Economic camunity and the 
Republic of Nigeria; 
31. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Association 
Council, the European Parliament and the Parliaments of the Associated 
States, the Convnission and the Council of Ministers of the EEC, the Euratom 
Cc:mnission and the High Autt-ority of the ECSC. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN' ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY STATES 
STRASBl.R3, 4 - 7 DECE1£R 1967 
RESCLUT ICl\l 
a, the annual revenue and expenditure acca.nt of the Parliamentary 
Caiferance of tt-e Associatia, for the financial year 1966 and the draft 
estimate fer the financial year 1968. 
The Parliamentary Ccnferance of the Associatiai, 
- having n1Qt1rd to its financial regulatia,11, and in particular to Articles 
.6 and 11, 
- having r&Qard to the reJX)rt of its Joint O::mnittae, 
1. Adopts the findings of the report; 
2. Notn that the expendi tun, of the Q:nfaranc:e to be borne by thlt 
Assoc:iatad States, pursuant to the third paragrAph of Art.icle 2 of Protcc:ol 
. 
f'«l. b arTNl>Ctld to the Ccnventicn of Associatip,, is FF 169,517.54 far thlt 
financial )'INlr 1966; 
3. Discharges the Secretary-General of thlt European Parliamant for- the 
revenue and expenditure acc:cu,t for the financial year 1966; 
4. Not.. the draft estimate for the financial year 1968 of the expenditure 
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to oo borne by the Eur-opean Par-liament, pur-suant to the thir-d paragraph of 
Article 2 of Protocol f\b. 6, which is fixed at FF 225,()(X); 
5. Appr-oves the dr-aft estimate for- the financial year 1968 of the 
expenditure to be borne by the Associated States, pur-suant to the thir-d 
paragraph of Ar-ticle 2 of Protocol f\b. 6, which is fixed at FF 180,000; 
6. Decides that for 1968 the ccntrib..Jtions of each Associated State shall 
remain at the 1967 level, that is, C.F.A.Fr-. 500,CXX> for each Parliament of 
the Associated States, on the understanding that any subsequent surplus of 
revenue over expenditure shall be carried over to the following financial 
year; 
7. Instructs its Pr-esident to forward this resoluticn and the report to 
which it r-elates to the Pr-esidents of the Parliaments of the Associated 
States and of the European Parliament and to the Association Council. 
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RESO...UTICJ\J 
on the solutions appropriate for promoting the marketing of the products of 
the Associated States within the EEC at stable and renunerative prices. 
The 1-'ar liamentary Conference of the Association, 
- having regard to Article 1 of the Cawention, under which the Associatia, 
has the objective of increasing trade bet~ the Member States of the EEC 
and the associated African and Malagasy States and of strengthening their 
ec'.:onomic ties, 
- insisting that, given its global and original nature, the Association 
participates in a wider context than that of trade and has at its disposal a 
set of measures which aim, above all, to strengthen the economic 
independence of the Associated States, 
- noting that at the end of the Kennedy ro.ind the intentia, to increase aid 
to the developing countries was confirmed, and hoping that this intention is 
translated into specific proposals at the seca,d Uiited Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development, 
-- concerned at the excessively harmful effects of fluctuations in listings 
for· tropical products for the economies of the Associated States, 
- having regard to the report submitted by Mr. Armengaud on behalf of the 
Joint Committee on the solutions appropriate for pranoting the marketing of 
the pnxtucts of the Associated States within the EEC at stable and 
renunerative prices, 
I. Invites the European Ecanonic: Comrrunity, the Member·States and the 
Associated States to adopt without delay all the provisicns which will: 
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1. Prarote and speed up agreements to organize the markets for tropical 
products in the International Conference on Trade and Development and its 
organs; 
2. Ensure that the provisions of existing intematiaial agreements are 
sc r·upu 1 o..1sl y observed; 
3. Within the framework of the Association, and making use of its 
financial resources, and with a view to the provisiais to be adopted when 
the pr-esent Convention expires if the measures already initiated do not 
swiftly lead to international agreements on individual products, set up 
mechanisms to ensure that, if ther-e is a fall in listings which gives cause 
for ccncem for products whose export constitutes their- main source of 
r·evenue, the Associated States ar-e granted temporary aids which take into 
accaJnt the measures already adopted by the Comunity to assist oleaginous 
products originating in the Associated States, on the basis of which a fair 
and remunerative pr-ice is guaranteed for each prcx:Juct up to the quantities 
fixed annually by the Association Council; trese mechanisms i,.J(JUld represent 
a first step along the way to the international market or-ganization of 
tropical products; 
4.. Consider, having regard to tre new provisions to be adopted when the 
pr·esent Convention expir-es, the creation of a "Fund for stabilizing the 
tr-opical products of the Association", which WCXJld be financed initially by 
funds from all twenty-four States belonging to the Association and from 
various resour-ces to be determined, the administration of which wc:uld be 
undertaken by the Commission of the Ccxmunities according to criteria laid 
dew, by the Association Council; 
5. Invite importers of tropical products to contrib.1te actively to the 
organizatic:n of the market; 
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6. Invite the Member States concerned to reduce the effects of taxes 
imposed by them on the consumption of cer-tain tropical products or at least 
to maintain receipts fr-am such taxes at present levels, since they increase 
the selling price of tropical prcx:lucts and so cc:nstitute an obstacle to the 
consumption of these products; 
7. Insist that the Associated States continue their efforts to 
- cCXJr-dinate tasks and prcxluctian among themselves, sharing them cut by 
COfMlOll agreement, 
·- give pr-iori ty to sales pranotion of some of their prcx1ucts in the EEC, 
- develop on the spot exploitation of their primary products, 
- reduce costs as far as possible, 
- follow in all this the reconmendatia,s of the Joint Group of Experts for 
the d1sp:,sal of products originating in the Af=t15; 
II. Instructs its Pr-esident to forward this resolution to the Association 
Counci.1, the Eur-opean Parliament, the Par-liaments of the Associated States 
and the Conmission and Council of the European Cormunities. 
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RESCLUTICJ\I 
on the third Annual Report of the activities of the Association Council. 
The Parliamentary Ccnference of the Asscx::iatioi, 
--- meeting in Strasbourg from 4 to 7 December 1967, p..arsuant to Article 50 of 
the Canventicn of Association between the European Economic Comunity and 
the Associated African and Malagasy States, signed at Yaounde on 20 July 
1963, 
- having noted the third ~nual Report at 1.ts activities of the Asscx::iation 
Council (Doc. 17) and the Secc:nd Report of the EEC Conmissim to the Council 
on the administration of financial and tec:mical cCXJperation (Doc. 16), 
- having regard to the report submitted by Mr. Troc::let on behalf of the 
Joint Committee (Dex:. 19), 
- having heard the oral report of the President of the Assoc:iatic:n Council, 
- having regard to its resolutions of 10 December 1964, 8 December 1965 and 
14 December 1966, 
I. Institutic:nal provisions 
1. Asks that the necessary measures be taken to avoid any delay in the 
INDrking of the institutional mechanisms of the Association cc:nsidering, in 
particular, that the Association Council, as the only political body with 
the po,..er to take decisicns, sha.Jld meet at least twice a year; 
2. l\btes with satisfaction that relations between the various Institutions 
of the Association have increased and become standardized; 
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3. Considers unsatisfactory the reply of the Council on the procedur~ .for 
written and oral questions laid dowi by the Rules of Procedure of the 
Conference and invites the Council to consider provisions for implementing 
this procedure in the spirit of cCXJperation and trust which has come about 
bet~ the Institutions of the Assoc::iatic:n; 
4. t-bpes that the resolutions of the Parliamentary Conference will be 
discussed by the Council pr-ior to subsequent detailed examinaticn by the 
Asscx:iation Camlittee; 
5. Asks that the ~nual Report of the Council to the Parliamentary 
Conference should be dr~ up in a less formalistic manner, in order to 
allow the problems discussed to be examined; 
6~ Welcomes the wor-k of the Associated States within the Ccx:>rdinating 
c.ommittee ta.vards concerting their relations with the European Camunity and 
especially within the Association Council; 
I I. Trade 
7. Notes the mor-e favourable tr-end st,o,.,, in 1966 in the general 
development of tr-ade within the Association while observing that sales of 
agricultural products from the Associated States did not increase to the 
extent of sales of minerals; 
8. Asks the European Cormunity, its Meimber States and the Asscx:iated 
States to adopt without delay specific measures to implement the unanimous 
findings of the Joint Group of Experts on promoting the marketing of 
products originating in the APl18; 
9. 1-bpes that particular attention will be given to the suggestion of this 
grnup that sane internal taxes on cansumptia, should be la.Erect to relp tre 
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marketing of tr-opical pr-oducts; 
10. Having regar-d to its r-esolutia, of 5 December- 1967 a, the mar-keting of 
p,..-oducts fr-am the Associated States, renews its wish that the member-s of the 
Asscx:iatia, should agree on joint action to resolve the difficulties ar-ising 
from the fluctuation of listings of tr-opical pr-oducts; the pr-oblem of the 
level of these listings and their stabilizatia, should be consider-ed as cne 
of primary importance for- a r-ealistic and cohesive policy of cooperation 
between the signator-ies to the Yaounde Ca,vention; 
11. Insists a, the need to tr-eat the impor-t regulatic:ns for products from 
the Associated States similar- to and competing with European agricultur-al 
prooucts in the same way as imi:ort r-egulaticns within the Camunity, while 
noting with satisfaction the partial measur-es already adopted by the 
Cornmuni ty for- these products; 
12. 1-bpes that the Convrunity will adopt suitable measur-es to prevent the 
implementation of the corrvnon agr-icultural policy from har-ming the legitimate 
interests of the Associated States as regar-ds markets in the EEC for 
pr-oducts processed from agricultural r-aw materials; 
13. Asks the Convrunity, its Member States and the Asscx:iated States, in 
accordance with the letter and spirit of the Convention and especially of 
Pr·otocol ~. 4 annexed to it, to endeavour to ensure effective coordination 
of their- policies, taking into acccunt their- nutual interests in the 
international field, at the Seccnd Session of the Uiited Nations Confer-ence 
on Tr-ade and Development; 
14. Invites the members of the Asscx::iation to act rapidly and decisively to 
conclude swiftly an international agreement on ccx:oa and to renew the 
. inter-national agreement on coffee; 
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15.. Notes the view put forward by the Council on the agreements reached in 
Geneva at the end of the Kennedy round that "these should be beneficial both 
for the Member States of the EEC and for the Associated States 11 , but does 
not, hoAever, consider that these agreements are totally satisfactory for 
all the developing co..intries; 
III. Financial cooperation 
16. Accepts the resolutio, of the Co..incil of Asscx:iation, of 7 June 1967, 
in general guidelines for financial and tecmical cooperation both as 
regards investments and aids for prcx:fuction and diversification and.as 
regards managerial training and vocational training; 
17. Welcc:mes, in particular, the undertaking by the Comnunity to give 
special attention to the study and investment projects cc:ntained in the 
unanimous findings of the Joint Gro..ip pt Experts on the marketing of 
prcx:fucts originating in the AAMS; 
18. Str-esses again the need to ensure that funds from the EDF are 
distria..tted fairly in order to promote the harmc:nious and balanced 
development of all the Associated States as regards laig, medium, and short-
term planning; 
19. Notes with satisfaction that allocations from the Fund to the recipient 
countries have been distributed in a more balanced way than in the past, but 
considers that there sho.Jld be an overall balance for all funds and for the 
wht>le five-year period; 
20 • ..-bpes that the European Investment Bank will, within the fra,ne.,«Jrk of 
,its Statues, examine ways of making its modes of operatic:n less rigorous, 
in order to allON the Asscx:iated States easier access to its resources; 
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21. Hopes that effective use wi 11 be made of the opportunity provided for 
in the Convention for granting inter-est r-ebates, borne by the EDF, on loans 
from the EIB; 
22. Welcomes the way in which the EEC Ccmnissia, has administered the Fund, 
especially as regards the rate of commitments; 
23. Expresses its concern at the ccnsiderable delay which continues to 
exist between the adoption and the implementation of proj~ts, while noting 
the informaticn provided by the EEC Comnission on the reasons for tt-ese 
delays and its intention to reduce them by all possible means; 
24. Rec:amnends that the Comnunity should increase its efforts to coordinate 
the work of the EDF with the aids gr-anted to the Associated States,by the 
1'1ember States of the EEC and by international organizations; 
IV. Tecmical and cultural cooperation 
25. Hopes that the ""°rk of the Fund to assist the pr-eparation and 
implementation of projects will be increased; 
26. Stresses the fundamental importance of making the best use of tlJman 
resources in all phases of econ001ic development and asks for an additional 
effort to be made in the field of vocational training, in particular by 
increasing the number of study grants and drawing up more effective 
progranmes for vocational training, paying special attention to the new 
needs arising from the implementation of ecc:nomic a..,d social development 
plans; 
V. Right of establishnent and freedom to pr-ovide services 
27. Notes with satisfaction that, in spite of the difficulties which may 
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ar-ise, the provisions of Title Ill of the Convention are being ad~red to; 
28. Expresses again the hope that acticn will be taken within the 
Association to resolve the problem of safeguards for investment in the 
Associated States; 
VI. The future of the Association 
29. Recoovnends that the Cormunity, its Member States and the Associated 
States shoUld make provisia, without delay for renewing the Association when 
the Yacunde Convention expires, so that effective negotiations may begin a, 
1 June 1968 and be ccncluded in good time, and any lack of continuity may be 
,civoided; 
30.. Ccnsider-s that among the pr-ovisions to be adopted to this end the 
following, in particular, should be r-e-examined: 
- measures to promote increased trade between the members of the 
Association, taking particular account of the ccncen, of the Associated 
States about market organizatiai, 
- Chteria for the use of financial aids, which should be concentrated on 
priority areas and aim to achieve medium and long-term objectives, 
- the importance of vocational training, which sl"-o.Jld be considered 
essential for the progress of the Asscx:iated States, 
··- the conditions of intervention of the European Bank for investments in the 
Assc~iated States; 
31. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the report to 
which it relates to the Associatian Council, the Eur-opean Parliament and the 
Parliaments of the Asscx:iated States and the Council and Ccmnission of the 
Eur-opean Camnunities. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY ST A TES 
T~IVE, 10 - 15 JPI\I..MY 1969 
FESCLUT Il3\I 
en the revenue and expenditure accc:u,t of the Parliamentary ca,ference of 
the Asscx:iatiai for the financial year 1967 and the draft estimate for the 
financial year 1969. 
The Parliamentary Conference of the Associaticn, 
- having regard to its financial regulations, and in particular to Articles 
6 and 11, 
- having regard to the report of the Joint Conmittae (Dec. 23), 
1. Adopts the findings of the report; 
2.. r«>tes that the expenditure of the Ccnference to be borne by thlt 
Assoc:iated Statn, p..&rsuant to the ·third paragraph of Article 2 of Protocol 
f\b. 6 annexed to the Cawentia, of Associatio,, is FF 98,619.40 for the 
financial year 1967; 
3. Discharges the Secretary-8eneral of the European Parliamant for the 
revenue and expenditure acccu,t for the financial year 1967; 
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4. Notes that the dr-aft estimate for- the financial year- 1969 of the 
expenditur-e to be borne by the Eur-opean Parliament, i:ursuant to the third 
paragr-aph of Ar-ticle No. 2 of Pr-otocol l\lo. 6, is fixed at FF 318,0CX); 
5. Approves the draft estimate for tt~ financial year 1969 of the 
expenditure to be borne by the Associated States, pursuant to the third 
paragraph of Article 2 of Protocol l\lo. 6, which is fixed at FF 150,(X)(); 
6. Decides that for 1969 the contribution of each Associated State shall 
remain at the 1968 level, equivalent to C.F.A.Fr. 500,000 for each 
Par- iiament of the Associated States, a1 the understanding that any 
subsequent sur-plus of revenue over expenditure shall be carried over to the 
tollOA1ing financial year; 
7. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the report of 
the Jornt COTmittee to the Presidents of the Parliaments of the Asscx::iated 
States and of the European Parliament and to the Association Council. 
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RESCLUTIO\I 
fol1CMing up the working document a, the problems of industrialization and 
the difficulties of furthering scientific and techiical progress in the 
AAMS. 
The Parliamentary Conference of the Association, 
- convinced of the need for all parties to the Asscx::iatia, to increase their 
concerted efforts in the field of industrialization of the AAMS, 
·- considering that incr-easing the pace of industrial development nust be one 
of the overriding aims of the new arrangements for the Association to be 
introduced when the Yaounde Coovention expires, 
-~ welcoming the considerable studies carried out by the EEC Conmission into 
the opportunities for industrialization in the AAMS, 
- having r-egard to the discussion on the \.\Orking document of Mr. I>ew.J.lf on 
the problems of industrialization and the difficulties of furthering 
scientific and industr-ial pr-ogress in the M"'S, which has been sut:rnitted to 
it on the ini Uative of its Joint Conmi ttee, 
Instructs the Joint Convnittee to present to it, at its next annual meeting, 
a r-eport a, the industrializatia, of the Associated States and the means to 
speed this up. 
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RESCLUTICN 
on trie fourth Annual Report of the activities of the Assoc:iatia, Council. 
The Par-liamentary Conference of the Association, 
~ meeting in Tananarive from 10 to 15 January 1969, pursuant to Article 50 
of the Cawention of Associatia, bet~ the European Economic Conm.nity and 
the African States and Madagascar signed at Yaa.ande o, 20 July 1963, 
- having regard to the fourth Annual Report of the activities of the 
Asscx::iatiai Council (Doc:. 22-1/II) and the repor-t of the Conmission of the 
European Coom.Jnities to the Council on the administration of financial and 
tectnical cooperation for the financial year 1967 (Dex:. 22-III), 
- having regard to the report subnitted by Mr. Ebagnitchie en behalf of the 
Joint Committee (Dcx:s 24 and 25), 
- having hear-d the statement of the President of the Asscx:iation Council, 
- having regar-d to its resolutions of 10 December 1964, 8 December 1965, 14 
December 1966 and 7 December- 1967, 
I. Institutional provisions 
1. l,A.Jelcomes the number of increasingly fertile exchanges between the 
partners to the Yaounde Conventicn and the positive outcome of the work of 
the Association Council during the year in question; 
2. Regrets, however, that the only meeting held by the Association 
Counc.1.l, which .is lhe only political or-qan with the pcxEr· to take decisions, 
was defe,,-red a numbt-?r of t1.mes during tJ1e year, leading an the cne hand. to 
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ititerference with the ""°rk of the Institutions of the Association and t>n the 
other to a considerable delay in beginning the negotiations provided for 
under Article 60 of the Ccnvention; 
3. Urges the Association Council yet again to take suitable measures to 
avoid any delay in the running of the institutional mechanisms of the 
Association and considers that the Association Council should, in this 
regard, ensu...-e that its annual report ...-eaches the Parliamentary Caiference 
in June; 
'L. Deplores the fact that the resoluticns of the Par-liamentary Conference 
have not been consider-ed in detail by the Associatian Council and Coimittee 
and . insists that these two bcx:Jies should examine these r-esoluticns carefully 
and inform the Ccnference of the outcome of their exam~natia,; 
11. Trade 
5. Expresses its concern at the fall in exports in 1967 from the 
Associated States to the EEC, and in par-ticular at the considerable 
reduction in minerals, while pointing out that during this year the economic 
activities of the Member States of the EEC slackened off to some extent; 
6. ""Points with satisfaction to the increasing diversification of the 
sources of supply of the Associated States in their trade with the six 
Member States of the EEC, which is in line with the aims of the Association; 
7. l,\lelcones the first measures adopted by the EEC under- Decision f\b. 
67/491/EEC, ot 25 July 1967, which makes provisia, for granting financial 
aid to the oleaginous products of the Associated States; 
8. Deplores greatly the long delay in implementing this Decisia,, caused 
by the sla,,..ness of ratificaticn procedures in some Member States of the EEC; 
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9. Expr-esses its gr-eat ccncem at the measur-es taken to restore tt'IE! EEC 
market for- milk and milk prcx:tucts which, as the result of a tax on all 
im~nrts of vegetable fats and oil cake, thr-eaten to have a serious effecl on 
the level of revenue accruing to the developing countries and to the AAMS in 
particular from the sale of these products, which are often a major part of 
their exports; 
10. Regrets that the work undertaken on the basis of _the unanimous findings 
of the Joint Gra.Jp of Experts in Mar-eh 1967 on the marketing of products 
originating in the Asscx::iated States has not given rise to specific results, 
apart from the planning of a progranme for the participation of the AAMS at . 
trade fairs and exhibitions in Europe, and hopes that the study which was 
funded to look at the creation of a coomon organizaticn for exports Will 
have a swift and positive a.Jtcome; 
lI I.. Financial and tec:tnical cooperation 
11. lA.lelcames the high rate of comni tments made by the European Development 
Fund in the form of gr-ants, so that when the present Convention expires al 1 
the r-esources available for grants will probably have been allcx:ated; 
12. l\btes that the seccnd European Development Fund has dir-ected its 
activities towards proouctive sectors, but that the EEC has not made a large 
CCTltribution tQl.t.Jards the creaticn of new industries as most of the economic 
projects have been concerned with agriculture; 
l3. Draws the attention of the Asscx::iation Ca.Jncil to the slow rate at 
which cc:mni tments are made for loans and to the fact that when the 
Cc.:nvention expires ther-e may wel 1 be consider-able sums left unspent; 
14. Regrets the considerable delay which still exists bet\.\leen the approval 
of projects and their implementaticn; 
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15. Consider·s that the decisions taken by the EEC Commissiai within the 
guidelines established by the Association Council constitute an attempt to 
share out funds in a mor-e suitable way so as to prOTOte harmonious and 
balanced development in the Associated States; 
16. Approves the resolution of the Associatic:n Council of 23 July 1968 en 
general quidelines for financial and tecmical cooperation both as regards 
investments and tecmical assistance and as regards managerial training; 
17. Insists, in particular, en the impor-tance of training schemes and on 
the need to increase efforts in this field especially through allocating a 
h1gher number of study grants; 
18. Regr-ets the restrictive and formalistic way in which the six Member 
States of the EEC have inter·preted the provisions of Annex VI of tt--e Final 
Ac:.:.t of the Convention concerning the review of financial aids; 
IV. External relations 
le/. v.Jelcomes the fact that, at the seca,d session of the I.Jlited Nations 
Caiterence on Trade and Development, the partners to the Association 
deterniined and agreed on their position, in accordance w.i ttl Protocol l\b. 4 
. annexed to the Convention; 
20. Hopes for furtrer cooper-ation in the future, especially at the 
negotiations for the implementatic:n of tt--e General Preferences System for 
fintshed and semi-finished products of the developing co.Jntries reconmended 
by l.J\CTAD; 
21. Considers that the Association is not, and should not caistitute, an 
obstacle to the implementation of the General Preferences System, as that 
sho.Jld not in any way call into questi.o, tt--e duty-free system in the EEC for 
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products exp::>rted from the AAMS; the AAMS countries appear on the list t::>f 
least-faVC1Jred cC1Jntries within the terms of resolution 24 (II) of LI\CTAD 
II; 
V. The new Convention of Association 
22. Welcomes the agreement reached within the Council to renew the 
Association and to implement Article 60 of the Cawention; 
23. Insists very firmly on the need for the Association Council to complete 
the negotiations as soon as possible, and rec:anmends that the 24 States 
should proceed swiftly to take all the measures necessary for ratification, 
having r-ecourse to urgent pnx:edures if necessary; 
24. Considers that the new Convention sha.Jld be based on the form and 
principles of the Yaounde Ccnventian; 
25 .. Considers it particularly indispensable to retain Ccmrunity 
prefer-ences, which have not prevented a normal increase in trade bet~ the 
EEC and other developing countries; 
26. Asks that under the new Convention there should be sane adjustme!nts to 
the present system, in order, particularly, to: 
- improve procedures for consultation and the exchange of information, so as 
to establish a dialogue which will allow proper account to be taken of the 
interests of all parties, 
- implement new measures as regards trade which will lead to a substantial 
increase in exports from the Asscx::iated States to the EEC, given that 01e of 
the fundamental objectives of the Associaticn is to increase trade within 
the preferential system, 
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- make available, with these factors in mind and in accordance with the 
proposals submitted by the EEC Commission, mechanisms which will provide 
a. im!X}rt arrangements for products of the Associated States which are 
similar to and competitive with European agricultural products which ensure 
greater economic and commercial advantages than tt"ose resulting from the 
implementation of Article 11 of the Yaounde Convention; 
b. suppor-t for other products which are not the subject of international 
agreements, to allO'J price stabilization and the elimination of short-term 
fluctuation of world prices; 
- recoqnize the notion of a rerunerative pr-ice for- the producers of the. 
Associated States and take account of this notion when applying these 
mec: han isms, 
... examine in detai 1 the mechanisms to be introduced within the Association 
tor stabilizing the rnair, tropical products, 
- provide a more precise definition of the notions of similal""ity and 
competl tiveness as r-egards agricul tur-al products, 
- set up a special regime based on the norms of frontier zone travel for the 
export of agricultural products fr-am Madagascar to Reunion, 
··- ensure that a 11 the processed agr icu l tur a 1 products of the M'1S benefit 
from the intra--ccirnrrunity system, with the pr-ovision that, on t~ model of 
the (4ssociated States, the Member States may introduce safeguard clauses if 
ttiei i r mar-kets are adversely a 1· fee ted , 
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- abolish the differences in the impor-t r-egulations of the Member States of 
the EEC for products from the Associated States, 
- begin to revise taxes on consumption which, in certain Member States of 
the EEC, are detr-imental to tr-opical products as a ceiling is fixed for-
receipts from these taxes and their- rate is progressively reduced, 
- revise the amount of funds made available to the European Development 
Fund, which sh:Juld have at least 1,000,000,000 units of account at its 
disposal for a per-iod of five years, taking into account the increase in the 
gross national pr-oduct of the Member States of the EEC, the increase in 
expor-t pr-ices of Eur-opean products, tt-e incr-eased cost of projects and the 
~nseru.ng in terms of trade and increase in population of the Associated 
States, 
- maintain the present proportions between grants and loans, and pr-ovide for-
any sums remaining for loans to be used in the form of gifts one year before 
the netN Convention expires, 
- maintain the present system for- allocating aids between the recipient 
countries and invite the tx:xjy administering aid to take greater account of 
tt~ factors which delay the administration of aid in certain countries, of 
cj1 tterent levels of developnent and the special position of the most 
isoldtecl countries, in order to ensur-e the harmanio..as and balanced 
developnent of the (4Ssaciated States, 
- furttier diversify the ways in which aid is granted, with a view to 
increasing efforts to assist industrialization and developing parts of the 
economy which are directly productive, 
- reconsider the conditions of intervention of the European Investment Bank, 
which should be granted wider pc:Mers to encourage further investment in the 
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Associated States; when it intervenes the Bank sh:Juld, moreover,, take 
acco.Jnt of the profitability of projects rather than the credit-worthiness 
of the Associated States, 
- examine the various aspects of implementing a rrultilateral price increase 
guarantee to assist private investment from the EEC, so as to find the 
sc:ilutions best adapted to the interests of the Associated States; 
27. Ca-lsiders that the new Convention shaJld give special encouragement to 
development on a regional basis, in particular through: 
-- a joint undertaking by the parties to the Convention to encourage regional 
gr-oupings, especially of an economic or commercial nature, 
- a range of incentives in the field of tecmical and financial cooperation 
to give special encouragement to produc~ive projects implemented on a 
regional basis, especially tt"ose concerned with industry; 
28. Insists on the need for further sustained efforts to promote the 
industrialization of the Asscx:iated States, especially by: 
- referring to industrialization in all the basic provisian of the new 
Conventicn 01 ec01omic development, 
- providing also for a more intensive and varied use of measures, and 
especially, after undertaking the necessary studies, setting up capital and 
reserves for industries, while retaining the political authority of the 
Associatia, Council to ensure similarity of approach and operatiais, 
- o'ffering the Asscx:iated States the opportunity to increase the productian 
of their nBN industries at l:xJth national and regi01al level, 
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- increasing the measures already taken and, possibly, providing new-scope 
for further improvements to infrastructures linked with industrial 
enterprises and for training and settling the INDrkforce and management of 
these enterprises, 
- seeking active cooperation with national and intematia,al bodies which 
operate in the field of industrial development; 
2.9. Asks that, i.f transitional measures prove nec;essary, these should be 
taken in good time so as to ensure continued cooperation particularly in the 
fields of financial and tectnical aid, and that the EEC Ccmnission sh:luld 
be given authority to take advance decisions on the financing of the 
Eur-opean Development Fund and of the continuatio, of the prograrrrnesfor-
study grants and tr-ade fairs and exhibitions; 
30.· . instructs its President to forward this r-esolution and the report to 
which 1 t r·efers to the Association ,Council, the European Parliament and the 
Parliaments of the Assa:iated States and the Council and Commission of the 
European Comnunities. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY STATES 
~' 12 - 14 JPN..Nfff 1970 
FED ltTICN 
a, the revenue and axpanditunt -=:ccu,t of ttw Parliamantary Caif'9'W'ICa of 
• i' 
tre Asscciatiai for the financial year 1968 and the draft estimate fer the 
financial yaar 1970. 
The Parliamantar-y Qlnfaranc:eof ttw Ancciatia,, 
- having ragar.d to its fiNnCial naQUlatia,s, and in particular to Articles 
6 and 11, 
- having nagard to tha naport of its Joint Calrnittat (Dec. 28), 
1. Adopts the findings of the ntpart; 
2. F\btes that the expenditure of the <:a,farence to be bcr'ne by t~ 
Asscx:iated States, p.,.rsuant to the third paragraph of Article 2 of Protcx:ol 
"-b. 6 annexed to the Ccnvantia, of Asscciatiai, is FF 220,443.41, that is, 
FF 40,443.41 more than the e,cpected allcx:atiD"'ltl; 
3. Discharges the Secretary-General of the Eurq:ea, Parliament fer the 
revenue and expenditure acccu,t for the financial year 1968; 
4. Decides to carry over the e,ccess expenditure fer 1968 to the 1969 
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budget, under the title of expenditure incurred in the previous financial 
year; 
5. Decides to supplement the 1969 budget with the following additia,al 
b.Jdget in order to cover these SLUTIS: 
Receipts 
a. unused balance of 
1969 contribution •••• 30,000.00 
b. bank interest •••••••• 10,443.41 
40,443.41 
Expenses (in FF) 
a. Item 6 
(car hire, etc.) •• 16,816.15 
b. Item 7 
(travel and 
living expenses) •• 22,177.34 
c. Itens 9 and 10 
(various 
telecCfM'l.lllicatiais 
expenses) ••••••••• 1,449.92 
40,443.41 
6. Notes the draft estimate for the financial year 1970 of the expenditure 
to be bome by the European Parliament, pursuant to the third paragraph of 
Article 2 of Protocol l\b. 6, which is fixed at FF 286,000; 
7. Approves the draft estimate for the financial year 1970 of the 
expenditure to be bome by the Associated States, pursuant to the third 
para.gr·aph of Article 2 of Protocol f\b. 6, which is fixed at FF 216,000; 
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8. Decides to fix the caitributicns of each Associated State at C.F.A.Fr. 
1::1:X),<XXJ for 1970; 
9. Instructs its President to forward this resolutia, and the reix>rt of 
the Joint Conmittee to the Presidents of the Parliaments of the Associated 
States and of the European Parliament and to the Asscx:iatioo Co.Jncil. 
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RES(J_UT ICI\I 
a, the fifth Annual Repor-t of the activities of the Association Council. 
The Parliamentary Conference of the Association, 
- meeting in Hamb.Jrg from 12 to 14 January 1970, pursuant to Article 50 of 
the Corwentia, of Association between the European Economic Comnunity and 
the African and Malagasy States signed at Yaounde on 20 July 1963, 
- having noted the fi"fth Annual Report of the activities of the Asscx:iatio, 
Counc i 1 (Doc. 27 I I - II ) , the report of the EEC Commi ssio, to the Council on 
the administration of financial and techlical cooperation for 1968 (Dec:. 
27 /III) and tre new Cawentic:n of Association signed at Yaounde on 29 July 
1969. 
- having r-egard to the reports subnitted by Mr. Laudrin a, behalf of the 
Joint Comnittee (Dcx:s 29 and 30), 
- having heard the statement at the Pr-esident of the Asscx:::iaticn Council, 
-- having regard to its r-esolutions of 10 December 1964, 8 December 1965, 14 
December- 1966, 7 December 1967 and 15 January 1969, 
I. The activities of the Association 
l. Welcomes the ccntinuing cooper-ation as regards Institutiais bet1.EB1 the 
par-tners to the Association and the positive results of the activities of 
· the Council during the year under review, tut ~pes, nevertheless, that the 
Member- States of the EEC will play a more active part within the Council; 
2. Notes the climate of fruitful cooperaticn which has characterized 
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relations between the CaJncil and the parliamentary organs of the 
Association; 
3. Deplores yet again the delay in subnitting the Pnnual Report of the 
activities of the Council; 
b. Tr-ade 
4. Welcc:mes the increase in trade within the Association in 1968, which 
contrasts well with trends in previous years, and especially the 
cc:nsiderable increase in European imports coming largely from the Associated 
States and withc.Llt harming relations with other developing countries; 
5,. Str-esses, moreover, that the Assoc:iatioo has enca.1raged the AAMS to 
integrate their ecooomies better within Africa rut has not lessened their 
opportunities in the rest of the world, as during the last few years trade 
has been increasingly directed towards third countries; 
6. Is concerned at the fluctuations in tre prices of raw materials and at 
the worsening terms of trade in some fields of exports of the Associated 
States; 
7. Deplores again the fact that Decision 491/67/EEC, which provides for 
financial aid to be granted to assist the oleagino.Js products of the 
Associated States, has not yet been implemented as it has not yet been 
rati'fied by two Me:.imber States of the EEC; 
c.. Financial and technical ccx,peraticn 
8. Notes with satisfaction that during the year under revie,., the 
ccmnitments of the Sec:01d European Developnent Fund towards grants have 
incni'ased steadily and that when the ·f frst Yaa.inde Convention expired almost 
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all the funds had been used; 
9. Rt-igrets the considerable delay which still exists in implementing some, 
of the pr-ojec:ts of the European Development Fund and hopes that this problem 
will be resolved by greater efforts on the part of the Associated States, 
which as contractor-s are respa,sible for carrying out the projects, and on 
that of the EEC Commission; 
10. INelcomes the steps taken by the EEC Commission to harmc:nize the 
interventions of the European Development Fund with the bilateral and 
multilateral aid given to the Associated States and hopes that the 
operations of the European na,--governmental organizations will be similarly 
hannc::,nized and extended with the help of the Comnunity; 
11. Stresses the impor-tance of training progr-ammes and welcanes the 
increased outlay on them, but regrets that this outlay is sti 11 too small a 
proportion of overall aid; 
d. tr-ansi tional measures 
12. Notes with satisfaction that the provisia,s·adopted for the 
transitional period in force since 1 June 1969 have ensured the continuity 
and normal functioning of the Association; 
13. Hopes that all measures will be taken to aid the preparatory work so 
that the EEC Commission can take decisions abcut financing from the funds of 
the Third European Development Fund from the time of the entry into force of 
the new Cawention of Associatio, and better ensure the c01tinuation of 
tinancial and tecmical aid; 
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11. The new Convention of Asscx:iatic:n 
a. Legal aspects 
14. Welcomes the conclusion of a new Cawention of Association which is 
based 01 the form and principles of-the first Yaounde Cawention, and the 
-fact that increased trade within the framework of a preferential system has 
remained one of the essential tools of the Associatia, in working tONards 
the over-all harmonious development of the AAMS; 
15. Regrets the delay in terminating negotiations which prevented the new 
Convention from caning into force on 1 June 1969, and therefore invites the 
Member States of tte EEC and the Associated States to bring ratification 
pnxedures to a speedy conclusia,; 
b. Financial cooperation 
16. ~tes that total financial aid made available to the Associated States 
has been increased by 25% in absolute terms, even while pointing out that 
the operatia,s of the Third European Development Fund will, in fact, cover 
mor·e than a five-year perioo; 
17. Recommends that a schedule be fixed for the payment of contrib.ltions by 
the 1"1e'nber States of the EEC to the Third European Development Fund so that 
the Fund can eam interest on the sums deposited; 
18. t,Jelcomes the fact that the new pr-ovisic::ns for granting aid wil 1 lead to 
greater efforts to prorrote the development of directly productive parts of 
the ecaiony, and especially the industrialization of the Asscx:iated States, 
taking into account the specific problems facing the poor-est countries; 
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19. Rec:onmends that full advantage should be taken of all the new 
opp::>rtunities provided for- loans (special loans from the European 
Development Fund and normal loans from the European Investment Bank, 
possibly with interest r-ebates) and for contributions; 
20. Asks that a chapter of the Annual Report of the activities of the 
Council should be given up to the operations of the European Investment Bank 
in the light of the important ccntribution made by the Bank to tt-e 
development of the AAMS and the need for close coordination of all forms of 
aid fran the EEC; 
c. Tr·ade 
2L t-bpes that, in accordance with Protocol f'.b. 5, the Member States in 
agreement with the Associated States will act swiftly on the measures 
necessary to conclude international agreements on tropical pn:x:lucts; 
22. Asl<s that, pending these agreements, effective measures sh:Juld be 
implemented within the framework of the new Convention to help the M"5 to 
resolve the problems arising from the considerable fall in world prices for 
their major exports; 
23. Deplores the fact that the new Cowention does not take sufficient 
account of the specific proposals put forward by the Parliamentary 
Association of the Ca,ference in its resolution of 5 December 1967 
concerning the solutions appropriate for praTDting the marketing of the 
products of the Asscx:iated States within the EEC at stable and renunerative 
pr-i cec-,; 
24. Regrets the lowering of preferences resulting fran the reductia, of the 
EEC customs duty tariff for some tropical prooucts which caicem tt-e 
Associated States and hopes for specific measures of sales promotia, to help 
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t~ marketing of these products which will at least offset this; 
25. l\btes that the introduction of general preferences at an intematicnal 
level for the finisred and semi-finished products of the developing 
countries should be accompanied by special measures for the least-favoured 
cOJntnes:, to include, in particular, measures to offset the loss of 
benefits to the AAMS arising from the extension of preferences to all the 
developing co.Jntries; 
d • Gener a 1 policy 
26. ~i:ies that during the negotiations provided for under Article 62 of the 
!'"1ew Cawention consideration will be given to the possibility of making the 
EEC - AAMS Convention of Association an agr-eement of unlimited duration, in 
the spir-it of the Treaty of Rome itself, and whose measures are periodically 
revietNE'd, while noting that the Conventio, of Association is becoming a 
permanent instrument for joint action on the development of the African and 
Malagasy partners; 
27. Instructs its President to forward this r-esolution and the reports to 
which it relates to thet Association Council, the European Par-liament and the 
Parliaments of the Associated States, the EEC Council and Conmission and the 
European Investment Bank. 
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RESCLUTICl\l 
on the problems of industrializaticn of the Asscx:iated States and the means 
for speeding it up. 
The Parliamentary Ccnference of the Association, 
-· meeting in HambJrg from 12 to 14 January 1970, 
- noting once rRJre the vital importance of trade in basic products and in 
particular in tropical products for the economies of the AAMS, which are 
still largely dependent on agriculture, and the urgent need to improve the 
terms of trade thrOJgh measures to stabilize the prices of these products, 
- stressing also the essential contributicn made by the.development of 
agnculture to the accurrulation of the investment capital necessary for the 
economic progress of the AAMS, 
·- recognizing, hc::>INever, the past limits and shortcomings of trade in basic 
products for the purposes of the harmonio.Js econanic development of the 
Associated States, 
aware, therefore, of the urgent need to promote further the diversificaticn 
and balanced development of the economies of the Associated States within 
the framework of the Association, 
- solerrnly reaffirming, as a result, that in its viBN the industrialization 
of the AAMS is one aspect of development which should be given priority, 
- ·noting the report subnitted by Mr. Dewulf to the Joint Conmittee en the 
problems of industrialization of the Associated States and the means to be 
used to speed it up ( Doc • 31 ) , 
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- noting the resolutions adopted at Tananar-ive en 15 Januar-y 1909, Just 
befor-e the new Convention entered into for-ce, 
1. Welcomes the fact that under the new Convention the promotion of 
industr-ialization of the AAMS is a fundamental objective of the cooper-ation 
on developnent policy which it intends to pursue; 
2. Welcomes the presence in the new Conventicn of new and specific 
instruments which should help to achieve this objective; 
3. Consider-s, hoever-, that the use of these new instruments is 
conditional, on the one hand, on a mor-e pr-ecise fornulation of the policy to 
be· fol lOEd on industr-ial ization in futur-e years txJth at r-egicnal. level and 
at that of the individual Associl!:ited States and, on the other, a, the 
applicaticn of the other instruments to promote this industr-ializaticn; 
4. Therefore invites the EEC Carrnission 
- to determine the policy to be follOll'JEICI in this area, in close cooperation 
w1 th the Association Council, 
·- to undertake the necessary studies without delay, par-ticular-1 y of basic 
industr-ies and export industries and the conditions which will further-
regional economic integr-ation, taking into account the natur-al resources of 
the f.W'1S and the interpenetraticn of markets at r-egional and internaticnal 
level; 
5. Invites the EEC Commission to adjust its services responsible for 
financial and tec:h1ical aid to the new requirements of a sustained policy of 
industrialization in the AAMS, and insists, in particular, on the value of 
effective cooper-ation between the European Development Fund and the Eur-opean 
Investment Bank in this field, in accordance with the provisions of the new 
Cowen tit:r-1; 
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6. Is cc:nvinced of the urgent need to improve coordination of cffit:ial 
bilateral and nultilateral aid to industry and, moreover, invites thosE! 
responsible in Africa and Europe to provide guidelines, within their ow, 
areas of competence, for private investment to industry within the framework 
at these concerted measures; 
7. Asks for studies to be made leading, as rapidly as possible, to a 
system of nultilateralized guarantees for private investment within the 
Association; 
8. Reconmends forcefully that the AAMS should increase their efforts 
towards regional consultation, cooperation and collaboratic:n, which are 
essential to the success of industrializatic:n and the harmc:niousand 
balanced development of all these States; 
9. Reccmnends forcefully that the EEC and its Member States shguld rev.j.ew 
some aspects of their commercial and industrial policy and consider all the 
ways in which the M'6 might share in new industrial ventures; 
10. Stresses the need to inform the ~blic abcut the problems of industrial 
development in the Associated States; 
u. Asks that a special chapter of the Report of the activities of the 
Council sn:uld be given up each year to the specific problems of 
industrializatic:n of the AAMS; 
12. Instructs its Joint Ccmnittee to follo,, the evolutia, of problems of 
industrialization overall, by sectors and by regio,, and to report a, them 
to it; 
13. Instructs its President to forward this resoluti01, which it has 
adopted, and the report to which it refers, to the Assoc:iatic:n Council, the 
European Parliament and the Parliaments of the Assoc:iated States, the EEC 
Council and Corrmission, and, for reference, to the European Investment Bank. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY STATES 
YAO..NDE', 11 - 13 J~Y 1971 
RESCLUTICI\J 
O"l the revenue and expenditure account of the Parliamentary Ccnference ~f 
ttie Associatia, for- the financial year- 1969 and the draft estimate for the 
financial year- 1971. 
The Par-liame.ntar-y Confer-ence of the Asscx:iatia,, 
- having regar-d to its financial regulatiais, and in particular to Articles 
6 and 11, 
- having regard to the repor-t of the Joint Ccmnittee (Dex:. 33), 
1. Actopts tt-e findings of the report; 
2. l\btes that the expenditure of the Conference to be borne by the 
Associated States, pursuant to the third paragraph of Article 2 of Protocol 
f\b. 6 annexed to the Conventicn ut h'.-i':E.uC.1.dLi..Ut, .1s 1-r 150,000 for the 
financial year 1969; 
3. Discharges the Secretary-Gener-al of the European Parliament for the 
revenue and expenditure acco..uit for the financial year- 1969; 
4. Decides to carry over the excess expenditure for- 1969 to the 1970 
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budget under the title of expenditure incurred during the previO.Js finahcial 
year; 
5. l\k:Jtes the draft estimate for the financial year 1971 of the expenditure 
to be borne by the European Parliament, pursuant to the third paragraph of 
Art1cle 2 of Protocol l\b. 6, which is fixed at FF 410,CXX); 
6. npproves the draft estimate for the financial year 1971 of the 
expenditure to be bome by the Associated States, pursuant to tre third 
paraqraph of Article 2 of Protocol l\b. 6, which is fixed at FF 216,0CX>; 
7. Decides to fix the contributions of each Associated State for the 
financial year 1971 at C.F.A.Fr. 600,0<X); 
B. Instructs its President to for-war-d this resolutia, and the report of 
t~ ,Joint Conmittee to the Presidents of the Parliaments of the As$0Ciated 
States and of the European Parliament and to the Association Council. 
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RESCLUTICJ\I 
on the sixth A,nual Report of the activities of the Asscciatiai.Ca.ncil~ 
The Parliamentary Caiference of the Associatia,, 
·- meeting in Yaounde fr-am 11 to 13 January 1971, in accordance with· Article 
. 52 of the Cawention of Association between the European Ecaianic b:mluiity 
and the African and Malagasy States, signed at Yacunde o, 'z:I July 1911f:,. ' 
- having regard to the sixth A-lnual Report of the activities,,.of·ttw" 
Associ.atia, Council (Doc. 32/I-II), and the report of the EEC Commissia, to 
the Council on the administratio, of financial and tecmical cooperation for 
1969 (Doc. 32/1 II), 
- having regard to the st~tements of the Presidents of·the Associaticn, 
Council and the EEC Council and of the represent..tiver of the Camiissicn, 
- having regard to the reports of Mr. 6.Jillabert submitted cn behalf ,of 1the 
Joint Ccmnittee (Uocs 34 and 35), 
1. · \.tJelcomes the entry into torce of theseca,d Yacunde·Ccnventiai en 1 
January 1971, the expiry date of the pr-ovisia,al measures which ensunad thlt 
c:aitinuatiai and normal functioning of the As$0Ciatia, during tt,e·: 
t.ransiticnal period; 
2·. l\btes that the Associaticn is the permanent framework for EEC ffllNSU,,_ 
to aid the developnent .of the Associated States,· and is ,based· cn··thit nutual 
·desire of all the partners for cooperation and their feeUn;s of ealid.arity 
·'particularly as regards relations within Africa; 
r, ,.i 
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.J. · ~tes with pleasure that the entry into force of the new Cawaitic:n · 
cdincides with the b&giming of the Seca,d Uiited Natiais Development 
Dl!c:ade, which has the support of all the partners to the Associatia,; 
I • lnsti tutiaial provisia,s 
4. Stresses that, while taking into account the policy guidelines put 
forward by the Parliamentary Ccnference, the Associatia, Ccuncilnust remain 
the decision-making txx:Jy for policy and should meet in the presence of the 
Ministers responsible of the 24 Suates so.that decisia,s can betake, 
after hearing the views of the governments of all the partners to the 
Asscx:iatioi; 
5.: 11:>peS that all the caisultations provided for by the Caiventiai. will 
'· ' 
·tak~ place so that proper acccunt is taken of the interests of tha- .. 
Associated States and that for this same reascn the Member States of the EEC 
""ill not take binding decisia,s which might affect the course of the 
Associatia, before caisulting the Associated States; 
U. Trade 
b. r-.btes with·pleasure that for the sec:cnd ca,sec:utive year expor~s from 
tl-e M'1S to the Cannuiity increased overall by !TI. in 1969, which _is at a 
rate.atx::>ve the average for exports to the Comnu,ity from the Third.'«:r"ld as 
a wl"Dle; 
1_';, · f\btes, hc:Mever, that ·there are appreciable diff.erences in tha·· incl"'fitasa 
.'ir{value of e,cports from the M'1S between individual countries and pn:,ducts; 
.9. l\btes with satisfacticn ·that there is.a 9reater diversificatiai in the 
type·of exports of the AAl'S both to the six Member States and to·ttw Thin:1 
ltb"'ld; 
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9. Notes that there have been improvements in Colm..Jnity import regulations 
for·· ~5Dfll(-? AAMS products similar to and competitive with European products and 
c.:c.""1s .. ider·s that further measures should be taken, in particular for sugar 
from the AAMS; 
10. Dr.>plores the tact that the decision to suspend duties for some 
pnx1uc ts. which has resulted in a lowerinq of tariff preferences for the 
(~'1S, was implemented before the measures for trade prarotion laid dc::J.t11 in 
thP new Convention became operative and before provision was made for a 
pal.icy of pr·ice stabi lizatian for basic products, which might prove an 
ett1:--it": hve remedy for the \.\Orsening in terms of trade which cmtinues in most 
of the developing countries and in the M'1S in particular; 
11. Notes that, if there are cyclical price changes, and especially if 
ttien." is a tall in price of products on which duties have been suspended, 
the Cumnunity will reconsider its decision and will amend the suspension 
measures if necessary to take account of the interests of the M'"'IS; 
1.2. Welcomes the.provisions of the new Convention which are intended to 
strengthen opportunities for- the sales promotion of AAMS products and the 
measur·es already taken by the EEC Commissioo to further this aim, while 
notrng that it will be some time before these measures have r-eal effect; 
13. lnvi tes the M'1S to take vigorn.Js measures within their- countries to 
improve their comrner-cial str-uctures and to train and increase the number of 
hus1_11ess manager-s; 
14. Cnnsider·s, however, that such measur-es of trade pr-omoticn do not 
absolve the Comm.mi ty and the Associated States from the need to act 
tuqether- to pranote a r·eal policy on basic pr-oducts by ensuring the renewal 
at international level of initiatives already taken within U\CTAD and the 
International 1'1bnetary Fund; these aim to deter-mine and implement measures, 
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amonq nt.hers, to equate supply and demand more closely, to establish pr-ic:j5 
which are rerrunerative for producers and fair for consumers, possibly to 
finance stock for market r-egulation and, if necessairy, to implement a 
prn;ir-anvne for the diversification o·f productia,; 
15. Stresses firmly that, on the basis of the Lhited Nations Economic 
Comnnssion tor- Afr-ica, the general preferences proposed by l.l\CTAD for the 
manufactur-ed and semi-finished products of the developing countries risk, 
because at the l°""' level of industrialization of the poor-est countries which 
include two-thirds of the AAMS, caus1.ng further delays in development in 
the<-:c,P rountdes unless the follo,.,ing pr-inciples ar-e strictly observed: 
these general preferences should 
-· be in r·eal accordance with the spirit of resolution 24/11 of New Delhi and 
ther·t1for-e be applied w.i.thout discrimination or desire for reciprocity, 
-· Btt.er into for-ce silll.Jl taneousl y and for the same r-ange of products in all 
_the developed countries which have offered preferences; sinul taneo..Js 
applicaticn is an essential condition if the general preferences ar-e to be 
.implemented an a fair- and equitable basis for everyone, as their 
implementation depends on the outcome ot the consultatians on rever-se 
preferences; 
16. Also considers it essential that the general pr-efer-ences 
-· shc:uld be accompanied by the indispensable guarantees laid dDAn at the 
New Del t1i. Conference for the less·-developed countries and for those 
cauntrif.:?S which benefi.t from regional preferences and ~ld, therefore, be 
har n•~ic t by tl ie imp J anen tat 1on of general preferences, 
- should not in any instance replace the regional preferential system, which 
is fundamental to the Association under the terms of Protcx:ol No. 4 annexed 
to the Ccnvention; 
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III. Financial and tech1ical cooperation 
17. Welcomes the increase in total financial aid to the developing 
cuuntr1es qranted overa.11 by the six Member States of the Camunity, which 
corresponds to mor·e than 1% of their total gross national product and, in 
pad..i.cul.ar, increases the aid gr-anted to the AAMS under the second Yaounde 
r:unvent.ton; 
18. f\btes the gradual improvement in cocw·dination between bilateral and 
Community progr-ammes for financial and techlical cooperation and considers 
that h1rther improvements should be made; 
l(il. lNPlcornes the steps talt.01 by the Asscx:iation Council and the work of the 
EEC Commissicn dur-ing the transitional period to study investment projects 
to be financed by the third European Development Fund so as to forestall, to 
some extent, delays in taking decisions on finance which have r-esulted from 
the. lenqth of time tak01 to ratify the second Yaounde Cawention; 
';.'O. Cc::nsiders it necessary to continue measures to diversify and develop 
the agriculture of the AAMS and to adjust provision for techlical assistance 
to present needs in this field; 
'.it. Considers it important that the Associatia, has been resolute in 
d1tJ(J":d.nq the industrial option, with the active cCXJperatic:n of tt-e European 
fnvE•c:;tment Bank, as an essential if not exclusive contrib.Jticn to 
1 IPv,-::>J or)fnPnt in the AAf1S; 
'.L2. Hopes that, independently of the tecmical measures laid dcwi in the 
Ca-went.ion, the Cc:mnunity will in its coomercial and industr-ial policy 
accept all the consequences ut its respcnsibilities tc:Mards the developing 
countnE:'S, and particularly tCJ11,Jards the AAMS, by adopting a policy of 
industrial transfer alc:ng lines still to be defined; 
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Z3. l-iJelcanes the steps taken by the governments of sane Member States to 
establish price increase guarantees to safeguard those investments of their 
nationals which contr-ibute to increased 1,,,1ealth in the AAMS, as these 
provisions are a useful encouragement to industrialization; 
24. Considers that the problems of industrialization can be overcc:me 
1:1spec.ial ly if the M"6 tremselves succeed in enlarging their markets through 
aonnm.tc groupings and better coordination of their p:Jlicies on 
industrialization; 
IV. llle futur-e of the Asscx:iation 
25. Considers that the IX)Ssible enlar·gement of the Association co.Jld assist 
reqional economic grc:upings and so make a useful contribution to African 
unity; 
26. Notes, however, that enlargement would also involve some risks for the 
Al.ffi. r>spec:ially as reqar-ds trade. hec:ause of increased competition for 
their tJasic agricultural produc. ts; 
:D. Asks, theretor·e, that the AAMS should be able to assert their interests 
within the Council and Committee of Associaticn during the course of parts 
ot nuqotiatLons with applicant states to the Convnunity which concern them 
and n~Jarding the opportunities which an enlarged Comnunity would present 
for· thr.> AAMS especially when receiving the information which the Cormunity 
1.s obl 1 ged to provide in accordance v;_i , .. ,. . 
Ca1v1::.TI lion; 
.... 1.0 l.:. der the Yaounde 
28. Instructs its Pr-esident to forward this resolution and the report to 
which .it refers to the Association Counci 1, the European Par-liament and the 
Parliaments of the Asscx:iated States, the EEC Council and Coomission and, 
for intormatiai, to tt-e Eurnpean Investneit Bank. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY ST ATES 
TI-E 1-ro...E, 12 - 14 JAJ\l.MY 1972 
RESCl...UTICN 
on the revenue and expenditure account of the Parliamentary Ca,ference of 
the Assc:x:iaticn for the financial year 1970 and the draft estimate for the 
financial year 1972. 
The Parliamentary Ccnference of the Associaticn, 
- having regard to its financial regulatia,s, and in particular to Articles 
6 and 11, 
- having regard to the report of its Joint Ccmnittee (Dex:. 37), 
1. Adopts the findings of the report; 
2. r-.btes that the expenditure of the Ccnference to be borne by the 
Associated States, pursuant to the thir-d paragraph of Article 2 of Protcx::ol 
l\b .. 6 annexed to the Ccnventic:n of Associatic:n is FF 215,922.89 for the 
financial year 1970; 
3. Discharges the Secretary-General of the European Parliament for the 
r-evenue and expenditure account for the financial year 1970; 
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4. f\otes that the draft estimate for the financial year 1972 of tt'"le 
expenditure to be borne by the European Parliament, pursuant to the third 
par·agraph of Article 2 of Protocol No. 6 is fixed at FF 350,000; 
5. Approves the draft estimate for the financial year 1972 of the 
expenditure to be borne by the Associated States, pursuant to the third 
paragraph of Article 2 of Protocol No. 6, which is fixed at FF 216,(X)(); 
6. Decides to maintain the contribJtion of each Associated State at 
C.F.A.Fr. 6<X>,O<XJ for the year 1972; 
7. Instructs its Pr-esident to forwar-d this r-esolutiai and the report of 
the Joint Ccmnittee to the Presidents of the Parliaments of the Associated 
States and of the European Parliament and to the Asscx::iation Council. 
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RESU...UTICJ\J 
.on the Seventh Annual Report of the activities of the Assc:x:iatia, Council. 
The Padiamentary Coifer-ence of the Assoc:1atioo, 
·· meeting in The Hague from 12 to 14 January 1972, pursuant to Article 52 of 
the C'..anvention of Association between the Eur-opean Economic Comuni ty and 
the Af r· ican and Ma 1 a.gasy Sta. tes signed at Yacunde on 2.9 Ju 1 y 1969, 
-· having regar-d to the Seventh Annual Repor-t of the activities of the 
nssociatia, Council (Doc. 36/1-11) and the r-epor-t of the EEC Convnissia, to 
the Council on the administr-ation of financial and tectnical ccoper-ation for 
1970 (Doc • 36/ I II ) , 
-- having hear-d the statements of the President of the Assc:x:iatic:n Co.Jncil 
and of the EEC Council and the representative of the EEC Canmissic:n, 
- having r-egard to the report and the supplementary report subnitted by Mr. 
Amiengaud o, behalf of the Joint Comnittee (Dcx:s 38 and 39), 
I. The pr-esent problems of the Asscx:iation 
a. Institutions 
1. Welcanes the activities of the lnsti tutions of the Assc:x:iation since 
the entry into for-ce of the new Convention and the high degr-ee of 
cooperaticn which this has ensured bet~ the EEC and the M'"'IS; 
2. Regrets, hex.Ever-, that meetings of the Association Ca.mcil ar-e 
sc:m-"times too for-mal istic and hopes that appr-opr-iate ways wil 1 be sought to 
e:-ar1able all the partner-s to the Associaticn, whose governments should always 
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be repr·esented before the Co.mcil, actively to pursue the establishment of a 
real political dialogue betlNeell the EEC and the M15; 
b. rrade 
3. f\k"Jtes with regret that while trade has increased within the 
r\sscxi.ation, during 1970 t.h.is increase was not nearly as great as that for-
thP previous two years and that this tr-end has become mor-e mar-ked dur"ing 
1971; 
4. Points out information on the development of trade shows that the 
ex1stE>r1ce of the Association has not in any way harmed trade r-elations 
between the EEC and other developing countr-ies nor- has it pr-evented tr-ade 
between the AAMS and the rest of the "'°r-ld; 
5. Expresses its profound concer-n at the pr-esent difficulties facing 
international trade, especially as reqar-ds, on the one hand, the trends 
towar·ds protectionism which have recen.tly become apparent on the ~r-ld 
scene, ttlE' ef fee ts of which coincide w.i th the beginnings of competi tia, 
LJPtween the developing countries themselves, and, on the other, the 
tluctuation of pr-ices of raw materials and the worsening in the terms of 
tr-ade tor- these countr-ies; 
6. Is also concerned at the present imbalance in the provisic:ns made by 
the 1.nr:tustrialized countr-ies as regar-ds gener-al preferences; 
!. Recommends, within the framework of the renewal of general preferences 
dec:1.ded on by the EEC on 1 January 1972, that the clause under which the EEC 
reserves the right to review its system of preferences by taking the 
riecessar-y measures to r-ec:tify any unfavourable situation should be 
rigorously observed in order to avoid harming the M""IS; 
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8. Calsiders that the EEC sh:uld, in the future, undertake a det~i~t:d 
r-eview of the state of general preferences as regards the ~ since these 
countries have lost their exclusive access to the preferential system of the 
Comunity market and have not been able to benefit from the counter-
concessions which sha.lld have been established by preferential access to the 
markets of other industr-ialized countnes, in particular of the lhited 
States; 
9. Expresses the hope that the consultation mechanisms between the EEC, 
the Member States and the APt'ts for drawing up and defending joint positions 
wi 11 bf.? strengthened at the next L.ni ted Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development at Santiago; 
10. Invites the EEC and the AAMS at this Ca,ference to work together to 
promote effective measures to r-egularize trade in basic products at 
1ntPrnational level, since the success nf such a policy is an essential 
pr·erequisi t.e for the economic progr-ess of the Third Wor-ld; 
11. Invites the EEC Commission and Council to adopt all appropriate 
nieasun:~s to ensure that in all the Member States ther-e is a clear-
distinction bet~1 natural tropical foodstuffs (for example vanilla) and 
their substitutes, so incr-easing co,sumpticri of natur-al pr-oducts, which 
should be valued not only because they ar-e har-mless b..Jt also because of 
their quality and origin; 
r:. Financial and tectTiical cooper-ation 
1'') ~~- II: Expnesses its gr-eat pleasur-e at the r-apidity with which the third 
European Development Fund has been set up, thanks to the effectiveness of 
the measures laid dCJ1A11 by the depar-tments of the EEC Commissim; 
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13. Welcomes the direction taken by the third EIF in concentrating on 
efforts to assist directly prcx::luctive parts of the economy particularly 
through modernizing agricultur-e and professional training not only as 
regards proouctian but also as regards ma..-keting and management; 
14. Considers that the AAMS should use the financial and tecmical aid of 
Lhe EEC to make further efforts to improve the marketing of their products 
and effectively to promote sales on the European ma..-ket; 
15. Considers that such efforts to promote trade could also help, in part, 
to resolve the pr-oblems arising from the manufacture in the AAMS of 
products intended for the markets of developing countries, as 
industnalization in the AAMS sho..Jld not seek just to satisfy lcx:al markets; 
16. Cmsiders it essential for the industrial development of the M'1S that 
the African countries themselves should make greater efforts tDoJards 
reciprocal C(X.)rdination in areas which are economically valid; 
17. Stresses vigorously the need for- the ave..-all interventions of the 
[urupean Development Fund not to be affected by changes within the 
inb2..-national monetary system and for the Member States of the EEC to adopt 
any special measur-es which might prove necessary; 
d. The accessicn of the island of Mauritius 
18. Notes the application tar- accession to the Yaounde Convention subnitted 
by the island of Mauritius and invites the EEC to act swiftly to conclude 
negotiations with this country, in accor-dance with the provisions of Article 
60 of the Convention, to allow the association agreement to enter into force 
w:ithin the present Convention; 
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e. The enlargement of the Camunity 
19. Points out that the AAMS have been reqularly informed of tt-ose aspects 
of the negotiations with the candidate states which concern them and of the 
oppnr-tunities which an enlarged Comrruni ty would provide for the Asscx::iated 
Statc,s; 
'2.0 f\btes with ~leasure the agreements concluded bet1Nee11 tt-e Conmunity.and 
I : I 
the candidate states on the guide~ ines :to b!f fol lowed after 'the secaiq 
I ' ' 
Yaounde Ccnventic;Tl expires by the,future enlarged Cormunity regardingfthe 
APMS and the dev~loping countries of the Commcnwealth; 
'.21. Welcomes the commitment made by the Camuni ty, which wi 11 be included 
in the Accession Treaty, on a possible extension of the policy of 
assou ation, which means that on the one hand a 11 that the Conmuni ty has 
gained in terms of relations with thf- initial associates will be 
safequdrded and, on the the other, account will be taken of the interests of 
the associated countries and of the Lieveloping countries of the 
Commoni,,..ealth, "whose economy depends in considerable measure on the export 
ot basic products and of sugar in pa'rt.icular"; 
_11.. The future nf the Association 
Z~. Cansider·s that in future the Asscx:iation and its mechanisms for 
n1npPr ati m should bP fr:unr1P.d on a whn l P ser i.es of rn I tua l cnmn I tments which 
qo l:Jf:yond the fields uf financial aid and tariff prefer-ences so as to cre;1te 
a wj_de cOOYfUnity of interests bet1NE?en the partner-s an the basis ot rrutual 
development; 
23. Considers that, with this aim in mind, the policy guidelines of the 
Association should be as follows: 
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a. in the field of eccnanic cooperation, the coordination of the econanic 
policies of the partners and the adjustment of tasks as regards production 
st"lould aim to encourage some of the aqricultural and industrial products of 
the AAl'1S, while the European co...antries, in vie,.,, of the increasing 
respnnsibil.ities of Europe as ,..-ega,..-ds aid to the Third World, should accept 
that their economic structures must adapt not only to the requirements of 
improved rrutual coordinaticn hut also to ttose of increasing and speeding up 
the participation ot the developing count,..-ies in economic proc;iress; 
b. ds regards tr-ade, the str-engtheninq of tr-ade of the Asscx:iation should 
be based above all a, a ser-ies of structural measur-es and aids which is as 
complete as possible so as to develop and diversify pr-oductic::n and improve 
marketing; 
These measures should include: 
- market organization, 
,- recourse to international agreements and, if this is not possible, the 
conclusion between the enlarged Cormunity and the Associated States of 
regional agreements to which other partners concerned may accede, 
··· the conclusion for same pn:x.1ucts of agreements similar to those which the 
L-:nlarged Comrrunity is committed to implement for sugar, 
- Conm..mity aids to help the activities of the organizations of the 
individual States as regards price stabilization, p,oductivity and 
d1vers1fication. These aids should be adjusted to market developments and to 
U1E.• value ol' the products in question for the economy of. the state ca,cemed 
and should aim to improve the position of producers; 
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c. as regar-ds financial cooper-ation. the EDF and the EIB should prt)Vide 
finance which is not less in amount and is applied in the same way as the 
cCXJperationgiven so far to the M"IS and which enables the new asscx:iates 
similarly to r-ecei.ve a proper- caitribution fr-om the enlarged Conm.Jnity; 
d. as r-egards tecmical cooper-ation, tl,ere should, in par-ticular, be a 
wider- di"ffusian of science and modem tecmology, appropr-iate for the 
envir"onment in which they will be used, as they ar-e essential for the 
cultural and econom.ic development of young countr-ies and of the AAMS in 
par·ticu lar; 
e. as regards institutions, in order to pursue and strengthen the dialogue 
betwpen the pal'"'tner·s it is nec~.ssar-y for the Association to provide, in 
particular, for an effective policy on trade, to ensure and safeguard a real 
commun i. ty nf eca10mic 1.nter-ests; 
24. Instructs its President to for-ward this resolution and the report to 
which it r·efers to the Association Counc1l, the European Parliament and the 
Par-11.aments of the Associated States, the EEC Council and Convnission, and, 
for reference, to the European Investment Bank. 
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fES(]_UTICJ\I 
a, the memor-andum of the EEC Conrnissioo concerning Cormunity p:,licy on 
development cCXJperaticn. 
lhe fJar-liamentary Conference of the Associatio,, 
-havinq regard to the importance which the memorandum of the EEC Corrnissicn 
concerning Cc:mrunity policy on development aid might hold for the future of 
tt-e Association, 
f JnJpc>~:iPs to examine this document, on the basis of the r-eport of the Joint 
Com11.ttee during the next session. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY ST A TES 
KINSHASA, 29 - 31 MARCH l.973 
RESOLUTION 
on the managemenl :iccounts of the Parliament:iry Conference of the Association for the 1971 
financial year and the draft estimates for the 1973 financial year 
TIU! Parliamentary Conference of the Associatio,r, 
- having .regard to its Financial Rcgubtions (') and in particular to Articles 6 and 11 thereof; 
- having regard . ro the report of its Joint Committee (Doc 43); 
1. Endorses the views comaincd in the report; 
2. Notes dut the cxpcndirutc of the Conference, 10 be charged to the Associated States under Article 2 (3) 
of Protocol No 10 annexed ro the Convention of Association, amounts to FF 160 312·56 for the 1971 finan· 
cial year; 
3. Gives discharge to the Secretary-General of the European Parliament in respect of the management 
ac,ounts for the 1971 financial ye:ir; 
4. Takes note of the draft estimates for the 1973 financial year of expenditure chargeable to the European 
Parliament pursuant ro Article 2 (3) of Protocol No 10, the amount of which. bas been. fixed at FF 390 OOO; 
S. Approves the drafr estimates for the 1973 financial year of cxpcndirure chargeable ro the Associated 
Stores pursuonc ro Article 2 (3) of Protocol No 10, the amounc of which bas been fixed ar FF 216 OOO; 
6. Decides co maintain the contriburion of each Associated State at 600 OOO CF A francs for the 1973 
fin;incial year; 
7. Instructs its President co forword this Resolution a rtd che report of the Joint Committee 10 the Presidents 
of ,he Porlioments of the Associated Stotts and of the European Parliamenc and 10 the Association Council. 
t') OJ 220, 24. 12. 1965, p. 3232/65. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the eighth annual report on the activities of the Association Council 
The Parliamentary Conference of the Association, 
- meeting at Kinshasa from 29 to 31 March 1973, pursuant to Article 52 ·of the Com·ention of Association 
between the European Economic Community and the Afric3n · and Malagasy States associated with that 
Community, signed at Yaounde on 29 July 1969; 
having noted the eighth annual report on the activities of the Association Council {Doc 42-1/11) and the 
report of the Commission of the European Communities to the Council on the administration of financial 
and technical cooperation in 1971 (Doc 42/lll); 
having heard statements by the Presidents of the Association Council and Council of the Communities and 
hy the representative of the Commission of the Europe:in Communities; 
ha.ving regard to the report and supplementarr report submitted by Mr Perret on beh.1.If of the Joint 
Committee (Doc 45 and 46), 
I. Present problem!> of the Association 
(l) Enlnrgement of tbe Community 
I. Wdcomes rhe enl:irgement of the European Community which will enable Community development aid ro 
be consolidated and expanded to match Europe's growing responsibilities throughout the world; 
2. Notes thar the present Association ~urangcml!nts will remain unchanged until Januuy 1975; 
1. Notes wirh satisfaction that the Treaty of Accession confirmed once again that the aim of the cnbrgcd 
Community in its As.soci:Hion policy rcm:iins ro pre5crvc the achievements and basic principles of the 
:\s\ociarion and recognii.cd thar :inv cxrension of this policy must nor be allowed to weaken relations between 
tht Community and the A.-\S~[; 
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L r~ well satisfied with the commitments entered inm hy the P:uis Summit Conference, 
ctJ11firming the ,·iral importance which the cnlar~rd Community :maches ro the :issociation policy,.· 
inviting the institutions of the enlarged Communitr and the Member States to progressively adopt. an 
o\'erall policy of de\·elopmcnt cooperation on a worldwide scale; 
5. Hopes that the enlarged Community, as the third world's largest trading partner, will take resolute steps ro 
implehlent solutions capable of giving a more satisfactory and better balanced structure to international economic 
rd.nions, in particular by regulating and impro•;ing the export revenue of the developing countries and giving 
incre:ised support for the di"ersification of the economics of these countries, especially the le:ist advanced among 
them; 
(b) Accession of Mauritius 
6. Recommends that all necessary steps be taken to ensure the entry into force at the earliest possible date of 
the agreement on the Accession of Mauritius to the Yaounde Convention which emphasizes the out\vard-looking 
and dynamic character of the Association; 
{c) Activities of the institutions 
7. DrJws attention to its attachment to the joint institutions of rhe Association and notes that their activities 
hJ,~e continued to be fruitful; 
8. Welcomes the fact that, as a result of the enlargement, the three new Member States of the Community, ·while 
not h::iving the same terms of reference as the six Member States which arc partners in the present association 
rnm·enrion, will in future be represenred in the institutions of rhe Association; 
(J) Trade 
9. Notes with regret that while total European imports from all the developing countries increased, imports 
from the associated States showed a sharp decline in value in 19il; 
10. Accepts that these results are essentially due on the one hand to the rise in price of petroleum products 
which rhe AASM do not supply in substantial quantities, and on the other ro a fall in the price of cocoa ·and 
~opper; 
11. Expresses its serious concern over the present interna.tional trade difficulties, stemming in particular from 
fluctuations in primary commodity prices; 
E. Deplores the repercussions of the prolonged closure of the Suez. Canal on the economies of certain 
:issociaced Sr1tes, in particular on banana exports from Somalia, and hopes that a peaceful settlement will soon 
.dlow the reopening of this waterway which is of world interest; 
lJ. Is also disturbed b)· the negative consequences of recent monetary events for the international economy; 
14. Hopes that the forthcoming worldwide multilateral negotiations in CATT and the IMF .....:...1ti which the 
developing countries will all be participating for the first time - will result in a more equitable organization 
of world trade and inrcrnational monetary relations and thar concertation between the partners of the Association 
will be: continued and intenc;ified during these negotiations; 
I i'. Ex peers the European Community to· play an active part in the inter:governmencal consultations which the 
S~cretary-General of UNCTAD has begun pursu:int to Resolution 73 (X), and to contribute to the search for 
:md implementation of effective solutions for the products in respect of which consultations could be envisaged 
wirh a view to :1n international agreement or a.rrangement; 
16. Notes with satisfaction th1t the multilateral negotiations with a view to the c.onclusion of an international 
cocoa agreement haYe finally been completed, while regretting that the largest consumer country has nQt become 
a party to it, and recommends that the necessary steps he taken to ensure that the agreement comes into force 
.1s scheduled on 1 July 1973; 
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17. Hoprs rh::1t ~ill necessary steps will be taken to brc:.1k the present de:1dlock on the International Co Hee 
Agrccmt~nt and enable ir to be renegotiated in the near future; 
18. Urges the Community to p::micip:i.rc actively in the renegotiation of chc lnternarional Sug:ir Agreement; 
\ 
19. Srres.ses rhe import:i.nce to the AASM of an inrernation:11 agreement or arrangement on oleaginous products 
:llld nccorJini:;ly expects the European Community to give priority to the search for solutions in this area; 
20. Notes with concern that under the EEC's system of generalized preferences which has been extended from 
1 January 1973, the AASM, after forfeiting their exclusive right of preferential access to the Community market, 
have not obtained in return preferential access to the markets of other industrialized countries, particularly 
the United Stares; 
21. Regrets that the Council of the European Communities has departed from the principle of duty-free imports 
of fruir and vegetables from the AASM, while noting that the latest interim decisions of the EEC allow a satis-
factory ourlet on the European market for the products of the· associated States in the off-season; 
. 
22. Asks for the duty exemption to be restored when this matter is next considered by the Council of the 
Europe::rn Communities; 
23. Recommends that appropriate measures be taken at an early date by the EEC to facilitate, through 
harmonization of legislation on health protection, plant health controls and protection of natural food products, 
the marketing in Europe of certain agricultural products (such as beef and veal, fresh pineapples, vanilla, oil 
cakes ... ) which are of particular interest to the associ:ited States; · 
24. Invites the EEC to pursue and intensify efforts to promote the sale of exports from the associated Stiltes 
and improve the commercial structures of these States; 
(e) Financial and technical cooperation 
25. Welcomes the fruirful activities of the Third European Development Fund; 
26. Endorsts che guidelines adopted by the Association Council on the objectives of financial and technicJ.1 
cooper:1rion, with particular reference to the training of supervisory staff to handle development operations and 
also of tr:ide officials; 
27. Again recommends that sreps be taken to ensure chat parity changes do noc affect the overall capacity of rhc 
Fund to provide assistance; 
28. Hopes that, in rhe spirit of Article 23 of the Yaounde Convention, the guidelines approved at the Third 
Session of UNCT AD in Santiago on the treatment to be accorded to the le:isr advanced countries will be borne 
in mind when the Fund's resources are allocated; 
29. Stresses the need for effective coordin:uion between the African countries at the level of viable economic 
areas as an essential prerequisite for the industrial Je velopment of the A.ASM; 
JO. Hopes chat in the concexc of the financial assistant.:e provided by the EEC, gre:ner efforts will be made t~ 
develop rhe tourist potential of the associared Srates, bearing in mind at all· times the need for the States 
concerned to safeguard rhe qu:1licy of the environment and of che tourist centres; 
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II. The future of the Association 
J 1. Is opposed to any move to deprive the Associationof ics p:trtnership conrenr and rr:msform ir into a mere 
aid :i.greemenr; · 
32 .. ~oi1m ouc due the Heads of State or Government of the EEC Member States have formally stilted thuir 
pohtic:11 resolve to maincain special links between the enlarged Community and chc African :ind Malag:tsy 
Scates; 
JJ. Norcs wich satisfaction d1;1c with a view to the renewal and extension of che Associadon, the African 
Stares h:ivc ;1lrc:1dy begun efforts to seek common positions vis-a-vis the enlarged Community; 
34. Points our that the results achieved by the Third Session of UNCT AD in Santiago, which appear modest 
i1\ comparison with the pr:tctical achievements of the Yaounde Convention, confirm the need for the efforts 
undertaken in the Association to be continued, until comp:1.rable results can be obtained on a woddwide 
scale; 
.15. Notes char rhe Yaounde Association alone is based on an :mangement which simultaneously mobilizes 
three insrruments of cooperation in the legal framework of free trade areas and therefore strongly emphasizes 
the net'd to lea,·e the present structures and bases of the Association unimpaired; 
36. Recalls, in regard ro the future content of the Association policy, the position it adopted in its Resolu-
rion of 13 January 1972 on the seventh annual report on the activities of the Association Council (1);, 
37. Welcomes in this connection the fact that under Protocol No 22 annexed to the Association Treacy, the 
Communiry has undertaken to safeguard the interests of those countries whose economies depend substantially 
on expom of primary commodities and that, by analogy with the existing arrangements for Commonwealth 
sugar, the principle of regional agreements on raw materials has accordingly been adopted; 
38. Calls for resolute action by the European Community on regional agreements of this kind; in the 
spirir of the so~utions proposed for several years by the Parliamentary Conference of the Association; 
39. Recommends that the negotiations provided for in Article 62 of the Yaounde Convention should be 
opened as scheduled on 1 August 1973 and brought to a conclusion early enough for the ratification pro-
cedures to be completed in time for the future association arrangements to enter into force on 1 February 
1975, when the present agreement expires; 
40. Accordingly im•iccs all rhe parties concerned ro take timely measures to ensure strict compliance with 
rhose deadlines; 
41. Inscructs irs President to forward this Resolution and the accompanying report to the Association 
Council, the European Parliament and the Parliaments of the associated States, the Council and Commission 
of the European Communities and, for information, to the European Investment Bank and to the Govern· 
ments of the countries referred to in Article 109 of the Treaty on rhe enlargement of the Communities. 
(1) OJ No C 11, 7. 2. 1972, p. 9, par::i.. 13. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the memorandum by the Commission of the European Communities on a Commuriit)' 
policy for development cooperation 
Thi: I'arlidmentary Conference of the Association, 
meeting :1c Kinshasa from 29 to 31 March 1973, pursuant to Article 52 of the Convention of Association 
berwcc:n rhe European Economic Community and the African and Malag:1.sy States associated with that 
Communit~·, signed ac Yaounde on 29 July 1969, 
having regard to the Commission's memorandum on a Community policy for development cooperation 
and to rhe programme for a first series of measures att:1.ched thereto, 
--- h~wing regard to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc 47); 
I. Wekomcs the initiative taken by the Commission of the European Communities and signifies its agrce-
mcnr to the structural review of the Community policy for development, :1.s proposed in the memorandum; 
2. Expe<.:cs the Community and the Member Sc:1.tcs to be accordingly hetter able than in the pa.:'it to meet 
rhcir r,rowini~ responsibilities to all the developing countries; 
3. Dr:nvs :ttCcnrion to the constant responsibility which the European Community and the associ:tred African 
Scares ::i.nd Madagascar have for the success of the EEC/ AASM Association; 
4. Stresses in pa.rticubr that the EEC/ AASM Association is demonstrably an original form of cooperation 
between the developed and less developed countries which h:1s proved justified from the commercial, financial, 
technic::i.l and institutional as well as political angles; 
5. Considers therefore that the new dimension which the Community intends to give to its. devi:lopmenr 
policy must nor be substituted for the Association with the AASM but could be a most welcome addition 
to the larrer; 
6. Hopes that the forthcoming negotiations on a new Association Convention will lead to the enlargement 
and strengthening of the Association, not only in terms of the number of States which are associated but 
also in respect of the content of the Convention; 
7. Requests the parties involved in the negotiations to give particular attention to the social requirements 
;1nd culcur3J structures of che countries concerned; 
8. Hdicves that the Community will only be able to fully implement its development policy ro the extent 
that it succeeds in adapting its own economic aims accordingly; 
9. Considers ic necessary for this to be done in concertation · with the other important commercial powers, 
since the Community cannot on its own support the consequences of such a policy; 
I 0. Considers that the developing countries must, to a greater extent than in the pasc, move beyond the 
11.1cional framework to achieve regional coopcr:>.tion; 
11. Stresses once again the value of international agreements on primary commodities for the improved 
functioning of the world markets and a more equitable distribution of earnings between the industrialized 
councries and the less developed counuies, and emphasizes the responsibility of the Community and its 
Member States in respect of the international agreements which have still not been concluded; 
12. Urgec; rhe Commission - in working out ics concepts on the expansion of trade with the developing 
countries - to take inco account the experience it has acquired in rhis area in irs relations with the AASM, 
and if necessary to broaden the existing programme with this end in view; 
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JJ. Believes rhac the Member Scares must gradually harmonize e::mse duties on tropical products; 
14-. Urges the European Commission co make proposals for the protection of designations and indications 
of orig;i1i of tropical food products and to give technical assistance to the countries concerned which so 
~equest to enable them co guarantee the authenticity of such products; 
.15. Shares the European Commission's view of the need for a concinuous flow of funds to enable the 
mtern_al. <levelop~ent of the developing countries to be progr:immed, Jnd stresses specifically in this context 
that 1r 1s essential for the technical and financial :iid given by the Community under the Association with 
the AA.SM to be increased; 
16. Considc~s that the coordination of bilateral aid given by the Member States and the Community must 
not be confined to an exchange of information but muse graduallv be extended to the instruments used and 
aims pursued; · 
'!. In~rrucrs its Pr~sident to forward this Resolution and the Joint Committee's report co the Association 
~ounc1l, rhe Council and Commission of the European Communities and to the Parliaments of the associated 
Sr;ltc'i and European Parliament. 
RESOLUTION 
on coordination of the activities of the 24 partner States of the Association in international . 
oq~anizations for economic cooperation and development, pursuant in particular to Protocol 
No S to the Second Yaounde Convention 
The Parliamentary Conference of the Association, 
nu.:etiug :u Kinshasa from 29 w 31 March 1973, pursuant co Article 52 of che Convention of Association 
berween the European Economic Community and the African and Malagasy States, signed at Yaounde 
on 29 July 1969, 
recalling ics Resolution of 13 January 1972, and in particular section 2 (1) thereof, 
having regard co the report presented br :tv1r Glinne on behalf of the Joint Committee (Doc 41), . 
1. Believes that more energetic effom shoulds be made by the partners in the Association in order to 
work actively towards a constructive political dialogue between the EEC and AASM; 
.!.. Invites the Council of the Communities to cake all necessary steps to prevent the consultation of the 
AASM, for which provision is made in Protocol No 5, from becoming purely formal, in particular by 
organizing a constructive dialogue between the partners, involving derailed examination of relevant issues; 
3. Belic\·es chat closer consultation between the partners in the Association - especially after the enlarge-
ment of che EEC - should result in common international action with a view to the conclusion of world 
:1greements on primary commodities; 
4. Stresses the importance of the procedure for consultation and information on commercial policy and 
tails upon the Council of Association to devote greater space in its activity report to the implementation 
of Decision No 35/71 on this procedure; 
5. Invites its President to forward this Resolution and the accompanying report to the Council of Asso-
ciation, the European Parliament and the Parliaments of the Associated States and also to the Council and 
Commission of the European Communities. 
( 1) OJ No C 11, 7. 2. 1972, p. 7. 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALAGASY STATES 
ROME, 30 JANUARY - 1 FEBRUARY 1974 
RESOLUTION 
on the management accounts of the Parliamentary Conference of the Assod:.tion for the 1972 
financial year and the estimates for the 1974 financial year 
Tl,e l'arliamentary Conference of the Association, 
-- having regard to its Financial Regulation and in particular Articles 6 and 11 thereof; 
- having regard co the Joint Committee's Report (Doc. 49); 
- havin~ regard to the level of expenditure incurred or still likely to be incurred for the 1973 financial year; 
- l!avin~ regard ro the foreseeable effects of the current international situation on expendirnre for the 1974 
l111anc1al year; 
-· considering rh:ic, given the present level of reserves, it seems possible to meet this additional expenditure, as 
reg:m.Js the Associated States as a whole, without raising contributions, 
l. enJorses the c )Osider:itions contained in the report; 
1. norcs that the expenditure of the Conference clurge:ible to the Associated Sr.:t.tes :is a whole, in pur~ 
s11.1ncc of Article 2 (3) of Protocol No 10 ;rnncxed to the Associ:ition Convention :imounrs to FF 112 295·4 
for rhe financial year 1972; 
3. givt!s J discharge to the Secretary-General of the European Parli:imenc in respect of the revenue :1nd 
l·~pL'ndirure account for the fin:rncial year 1972 as submitted; 
4. notes the draft estimates for the financial year 1974 of expenditur:! ch.ugeablc to rhe Europe:m P:irliamem 
in pursuance of Article 2 (3) of Protocol No 10, totalling FF 450 OOO; 
S. appro\'l.".S rhe estim:ncs for the fin:mcial ye:ir 1974 of expenditure ch:irgeable to che Associated Stares :ts J 
whole in pursuance of Article 2 (3) of Protornl No 10, totalling FF 355 OOO; 
o. n~i:olves to maintain the contribution of each Associ:ued Stare for the ye:ir 1974 :it 600 OOO CFA 
tr:HKS; 
7. instrucrs its Presi<lenc to forward this Resolution and the report of the Joint Committee r.o rhe President 
of rhc P:irliamenrs of rhe Associated Sc:ues and of the European P:irliamenr, and :ilso co the Council of the 
Association. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the Ninth Annual Report on the activities of the ,.Association Council 
Tin: Piirliamentary Conference of the Association, 
meeting in Rome from 30 January to 1 February 197 4, pursuant to Article 52 of the Convention of 
Association· berween the EEC and the African countries and Madagascar, signed in Yaounde on 29 July 
1%9; 
having regard to the Ninth Annual Report on the activities of the Association Council (Doc. 48/1-11} and 
rhe report from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council on the m:magemenc of 
financial and technical cooperation in the financial yc:ir 1972 (Doc. 48'/Ill); 
noting the statemenrs made br the President of the Association Council, the Presidenr: of the Council of the 
Europe:1.n Communities and the representative of the Commission of the European Communities; 
having regard to the report and supplcmenrary report, submitted by Mr Bersani on behalf of the Joint 
Committee (Docs 50 and 51); 
T. Problems of the present Association 
(a) Activities of the i11stitutio11s 
J. Norcs with satisfaction the activity engaged in by the joint institutions of the Association, which is called 
upon to giYe r::tpid proof of its effccti\'eness and capacity for ch:mgc in the face of new international re:.1liries 
and the needs of its present and future partners; 
.!. Is gr:aificd by the p:.trticiparion in the work of rhr P.1r)i3mcnt:.1ry Conference :md the Jqim Commirttc of 
n..·1.m.•scntacivcs of the ~,ssociable countries; 
3. Notes thac the institutions of the European Community arc seeking to lay down an initial scrr~ of 
guiddincs for the progressive impl~mcnr.uion of a policy of development cooperation on a world .. widt basis; 
{b) Tmde 
4. Notes that in 1972, largely as the result of increases in raw material prices, the tr:iding position of some 
Associated Scares vis~a•vis ·the EEC improved, pau.llc:I with a further substantial increase in Europc:in rr:idc with 
othC"r developing countries; 
5. Notes th:it rhe traditional rules of free m1dc prevailing in the relations between indusuialized and 
Jc:\'eloping countries, which ensured that rhe former obtained primary products at optimum prices, h:ive 
rc..:ei,·ed :1 sc,·erc setback in recent months. 
6. Deplores the fact th:lt chc extension of the EEC's syscem of gener:ilized preferences h:is so · far me:im 
rh:H rhe AAS~{ have not received in rightful return for the loss of their exclusive access, the guarantee of free 
:i·.:c"ss ro the m.:irkets of ocher industrialized coumries and notnbly th.::&t of the United States; 
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7. Undcrlints the urgent need for :m improvement of the present procedures for consultJtion and information 
on rr:ide poli(~·; 
S. Deplores the fact th:ic cert:1.in suggestions m:1de by the AASM to promote their exports to Europe h:ive 
nor been :idopred by the Community; 
9. Insists on rhe need for measures to facilit:ite the s;ile within the EEC, through h:1rmoniz:1tion of legis .. 
lation on he:ilth :md pl:int he::1lrh prorecrion 1nd the s:1fegu:1rding of n:itur:il products, of certain 1griculcur1l 
products of parti1.:ul:ir importance to the Associ:ited States; 
10. Once Jgain draws :mention ta the negati\'e repercussions of the prolonged closure of the Suez c1n1l on 
che economies of ccrt:iin Associated St:ucs :md :ig::iin expresses the hope that a pc:iceful solution co the prob-
!c:'m will leJd J.S soon as possible co chc: reopening of this intemarionally import:inc w:icerwar; 
11. Nores \\;th keen concern, in this connection, the serious effects which this siruacion has long h:1d on ex-
ports of bJnJn:i.s from Som::ili:i. to the Europc:in m:ukct, stresses the urgent need for special me:i.sures, :ilso out· 
side the EDF, co resolve the problem :md regrets that none h:ive so far been t:iken to allay the prejudice ,vhich 
rhis country h:is suffered :ind ro cope with those which it continues to suffer. 
k) \Vorldwide cooper.itio,i between tl,e parw~rs 
12. Nores wirh sacisfacrion the emry into force of the international cocoa agreement and urges the EEC 
ro make. :1 posiri\'e conrribution ro currcnr int~rnation:il inici.lcives for the conclusion of other world :igrecmcncs 
on primary commodicics (sugar, coffee); 
lJ. Expresses it$ deep (onccrn :.ic the pr~scnt inrc:rnational economic difficulties :ind hopes th::it close 
l.'.oopt:ra.tion berwccn the Associ:uion p:mncrs will concributc to the definition of new policies aimed :it :i more 
l!quit.1ble! and babnced org:i.niz.ation of world trade; 
l4. Notes the commirm"~t of che industri:ilized coumrics to t:ikc into account che inccrcscs uf the develop-
ing countries during the next round of mulril:iceral t:ilks in GA TI and rcconimcnds ch.:t.c spcci:il considcr:icion 
be given 1co rhe sicu:icion of the le:isc :idvanccd countries; 
(t.lt Fi,,.mci.il ,md tcdmital cooprratio,r 
15. Notes :h:u effrcri,·e mc~l!-Urcs h:1\'c been t:iken b)· the Europc:in Dc,·clopment Fund in :iccord:mcc 
wi[h rhc guidelines provided by the developing countries, to provide grc:iter hacking for immedi:icclr producci,·c 
acti\'itics. :md inrer-Afric:in regiC\nal projects and hopes th:u its :icrh·itics will be dc\'cloped in c,•cn closer 
:i~""Ord with its n:iture :i.nd objccti,·cs; 
16. Hopes th:ic more intense measures will. be undcrrilken to foster the de,·clopnienr of industr); :md cr;i.fts 
in the AssociJtcd Sures by m:ikins use of all rrpcs of finance :iv:iil:ible under the resources of •the Fund 
.1nd of :i.ll forms of pri,·:ite in\'esrmcnt :ind of existing or future gu:irantecs designed to promote such invest-
ment; 
17. Nores with s:itisfoccion the new training and insrruction policies now being followed; co :illow the 
1mrlcmen::aion of multi-:i.Mual programmes; 
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tc) Ai.I to t/.ic dro112,IJt-!(rikc11 cott11tries of the Sabel 
18. h deep I}· concerned ::a rhe extremely serious si ru:uion which conr:nues to ::iffect the drought•striken 
countries of rhc SJ.hel re.;:ion, where the period before the new harvest in 1974 seem likely in many cases to 
lie srill mure difficult thon l.lsc yelr; 
19. [1:p!'csscs its keen apprcciJ.tion for the help gi ,·en br the EEC and its Members, by the :issociared ::md 
J.s.soc::1ble sr:ites and by non-go,·ernmenral organiz::icions to these countries, both in the form of urgent financial 
assist:rnc: and the supply and transportation of food aid; 
:!.O. Is ~nrified by the recent EEC decision to allocate to the 1974 Community budget a supplementary appro-
priation ot 35 million units of account for structural measures and of 5 million units of account for supplc-
menr:iry food :1id in the countries affected by drought, including Ethiopia; 
!1. Strongly hopes char consideration will also be gi,·cn to pre,·enrivc measures to help the are:is bordering 
on the S:ihc:I region which are especially threil<ened. 
22. Addresses :m urgent appeal to the intc:m:ition;il community ;ind p~blic opinion ro full)' undeat:ind the 
gr:n·ity of the problem and ro give all possible support to cffoi:cs aimed :ir allevi:Lting the consequences of the 
presenc :r:igcdy· and preventing the repetition of similar catastrophes; 
II. The future of the Association 
23. Notes char, :ifcer strenuous :md fruitful prc:par:itions, the negotiations for the renew.ii :md enl:i.rgemcnr 
of the Associ:1tion have opened in n.ccord:incc with· the deadlines laid down in the Yaounde Convention :1nd 
the ,:\cc of Accession; 
14. Recommends that the talks be rapidly concluded so that the ratification procedure may be completed in 
time for rhe new Associ:irion arrangement to enter into force on 1 February 1975, as envisaged in the Yaounde 
Con\'ention :ind Arusha Agreement, and, in the c:ise of the Commonwc:ihh counuies, in Article 115 of the Act 
of Accession; 
25. WJrmly welcomes the fact th:it almost ;ill the African countries whose economic suucrure and production 
re!.emble those of che Associ;.ited States are t:iking p:1rt in the negotiations :md h::i.ve adopted a common st:ind, 
pursu:im ro rhe recommcndacions of the Org:1niz:1cion of African Unity; · 
26. Dr.nvs :ictention to the: exceptional importance of these major ncgoti:uions for :in overall agreement of 
cooperation between :i. large sroup of developing countries and the Europe of Nine, given that the latter is the 
Third World's principal tr:i.ding partner, the main international importer of primary commodities J.nd, both on 
., Community and bib1teral level, the main source of aid to development, p:.trticul:.uly since they follow the recent 
..:hangi:s in the i-ntern:itional economic situation and co me on the eve of the new intern;1tional negotiations in 
CATT; 
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2 ;·. Co11~idcrs chat rhe process of chJngc now taking pbcc in rhe world's e~onomy calls for a fairer organi-
1:11 iuu of ir1ternacion3l rr:ide :in<l.monetJry rehtions and the establishment of economic cooperation between the 
i111porters and exporters of primary commodities ,rho.t takes gre:1ter account of rhe problems of the developing . 
. 1rL·:1s :111d e,pe~:i:.11ly of the difficult posi,cion of the less aJvanc~d countries. 
18. In regard to the revision and improvement of the Association policy, reolls cthe position ado~ted ih its 
Resolutions of 13 January 1972 and 31 March 1973, pointing out in particular that 
-··· the A .. sociation;s trade arr::ingements must rest on a stable contractu:11 basis which cannot be a;ttacked by 
third parties, parricularly in relation to GA TT; 
·- rhe options for trading preferences between the fucu re partners must be carefully considered so that all the 
Jegll, economic and commercill implicltions for the countries concerned may be evaluated; 
· - subsranrial qu.:intities of products which are particu brly important to the economy of some associated and 
asso<.:iahle countries must enjoy permanent accrss to the Community market at profitable prices; spe,cial 
me:ms of safeguarding the interests of countries whose economies are crucially dependent on sugar exports 
must be found; 
- EEC financial and technical .iid should guarantee ::it least the present value of that received by the Associated 
stares, so that the new Associated stares will be :1ssured of equivalent advantages; in allocating this aid. 
~1ccounr should be taken of the level of development and che specific siruarion of each of the beneficiary 
countries; 
J') from 1975, EEC aid should be financed out of the Community's own resources. thus enst1:ring that aid 
always remains in proportion to Communiry resources. 
~9. Urges the Community to take a prompt det.;sion on the terms of referen,e for negori:irion on the still 
oursrandin~~ problem of the Associated Srates' export revenue. 
10. On the basis of p:1st experience, expresses its conviction th:it the Association's •institutions, and the 
P:irliamenrary Conference in particular, provide a forum for a highly useful dialogue and should be maincained; 
3 I. Sm:sscd the decisive importance in rhe present international concext of a balanced, stable and l:isting 
ovcr:ill cooperation agreement between ,rhe Europe of the Nine, the present Assocfared States and the '.:1ssoci::1ble' 
States that wish to participate. 
32. Instructs its President co forward chis Resolution and rhe accompanying explanatory stacement to the 
Association Council, the Europe:111 Parliament and the parli:iments of the Associated States,. the Council and 
Co~mission of the European Communities and, for information, to the governments of the countries t:iking part 
in the negotiations for the renewal and enlargement of rhe Association. · 
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PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BET\VEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND MALGASY ST ATES 
ABIDJAN, 27 - 29 JANUARY 1975 
RESOLUTION 
on che tench annual report on the activities of the Association Council 
The par!i,mientary conference of the association, 
-- mcerin~ in Abidjan from 27 co 29 J.:mu:iry 1975 pursuant to Article 52 of the convention of association between 
rhc EEC and the Associated African countries, Madagascar and Mauritius, signed at Yaounde on 29 July 1969, 
-- h:iving rcglrd to the tenth annual report on rhc activities of the Association Council (Doc. 52-I/II) and the report 
from the Commission of rhe Europe~m Communities ro the Council on the man::igement of fin:mcial and technical 
(oopcr:Hion in the finam.:ial year 1973 (Do,. 52-lll), 
--" having rc~:ud to the scarcmcms maJc by the President of the Associ:icion Council, the President of th\! Council 
of the Europe:in Communities and rhe represem:icive of the Commission of the Europe:in Communities, 
- having regard to the report and supp!emem:iry report submitted by Ne Booldl on behalf of the Joint Committee 
(Doc. 54 and Doc. 55), 
I. The working of the present association 
(a) Acti11itics of the i11Stitutions 
l, Notes th:it there h:1s been useful and successful concerted :tction between the different bodies of the :issoci::ttion; 
!. ls gratified by the improvcmem in consulration procedure at the level of the Association Committee, in parti-
cular as regards problems relating to preferential tr:idc arrangements; 
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3. Regrets, however, th:it the Association Council has not met since 15 June 1973, contrary to the provisions of 
Arridc 44 of chc convention; · 
4. C:tlls on the Association Council to adopt as soon as possible such transitional measures as will be necessary 
from 1 February 1975; 
5. Deplores the excessive delay in forwarding the tenth annual report to the conference and the fact that full 
and detailed data on the breakdown of EEC/ AASM trade in 1973 were not av:iilable to the Joint Committee and 
its rapporteur; 
(h) Trade 
6. Considers that the improvement of trade terms as a result of the increase in prices of certain raw materials, 
partkul3rly agricultural produce, and the consequent rise in the expon revenue of a number of Associated States, 
will have a positive effect at world lc,·cl; 
7. Noces with satisfaction the development of acti\'ities to encourage trade in AASM produas; 
. . . , 
8. . \vckomes the fa.\'ourable response, to a certain degree, of the Community to the difficulties encountered by 
c~rtain · Associ3ted States in securing supplies of cereals in that the Community has reduced the level of eXpon 
taxes on such products for the benefit of those States; 
9. Is gratified that the Community has finally been able to work out specific measures for Somalia - under the 
aid arrangements provided for in Article .?1 of the convention - in the form of aid which should make it possible 
r.o r(org:mizc the production and marketing network for bananas; 
(c) Food aid and supplementary measmes for tl,e Sahel countries a11d Somalia 
10. · Appreciates the increasing efforts made by the European Economic Community to provide food aid under the 
general phased programme of supplies to the Sabel countries and the Decision taken on 17 December 1974 by the 
Council on a substantial supplementary interim programme for the Sabel States and for Somalia; 
11. Also appreciates the special mesaurcs adQptcd in favour of the countries and recommends their prolongation; 
(J) Finmicial and technical cooperatiou 
12. Takes nore of chc effort made by the Community to encourage integrated regional development projects 
:rnd methods of implementation which are better adapted to the economic and social conditions prevailing in chc 
As<sociatcd SrltCs; 
13. Noccs, as shown in the report on the m:inagement of :iid £or 1973, that efforts to provide supporting services 
co agriculcurc can only lc:id to real benefits to formers - whose productivity is thereby incre:iscd. - j£ it is ~c-
companied b~· equitable c::i.rnings £or producers; 
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1-1. Empb,;izes the importance of a policy of self-sufricicncy in foodstuffs implemented by the Assod:ncd Scares 
:rnd is nlso gr~1tific:d th~u the Europc:m Development Fund h::is given still greater encouragi:m:ent to :Igriculturc 
~rnd ;~grirnltur~,I. industrial <lcvclopmcnt projects; 
15. Notes rhnt che divcrsific:nion of the financing instruments employed by the Europc:m Development Fund 
and thc Europcnn Investment Bank (including the contribution to the form:uion of risk capical) allows the 
Associated Scares mc:ms of fin:mcing which arc better :tdnptcd to their development projects· 
II. Negotiations on the renewal and enlargement of the associ:ition 
16. Emphasises the constructive politic:11 spirit in which the negotiations have been broached and pursued by 
:ill p:irtics and consenquently hopes thlt they will be brought to :i successful conclusion; 
17. Welcomes the face that ACP countries have decided in fa,·our of cor,cluding :i single global agreement with 
the Com.munity covering trade in rhe widest sense and financiJ.l, technical and industrial cooper:uion, ar the same 
time ensuring the safegu:irding of the economies and interests of chc Associ.ucd StatCSi 
1S. Recalls its hope that the partners' continued desire for cooperation will be expressed in the new convention 
while: :1.llowing for possible periodical review or condicions; 
(a) The institutio,rs 
19. Rc:iifirms its atuchmcnt to the institution.ii provisions of the association which provided it with :i completely 
original strucrure and made a continuing dialogue between the panners .possible on a footing of complete cqu:iliry, 
and fcds chat rhc institutions must be maintained, subject to adaptation to the new realities for the association; 
20. Feds, in p:irticular, that alongside a decision-making and administrative institution at ministcri.ll and ambas• 
sadori:il levcl, there should also be an institution representing the peoples of the .issociarion which shoC1ld be of a 
joint char::tctcr and whose work should be prepared by a sm:iller ad /,oc committee; 
(b) Trade 
21. Poinrs with the gre:ucst s:1tisfaction to the decision taken at the Kingston 'ministerill conference on the stabiliz· 
:nion of export earnings for the ma.in ACP products; this decision ctc:1tes an exemplary precedent which should 
open the way co genuine world-wide agreement on a product by product b:isis; 
'
1 Ft"ds that under an innovarive policy for the srabiliz:uion of ACP export earnings, rhc Community should 
..:ommit ir::;clf co bying down special ::irrangcmcms for imports of sugar from the ACP countries, with provision 
nor only for ;1 long-t\!rm guarantee to purchase 1 400 OOO metric cons of sug:ir, but also for fair prices t0 the producer 
countncs, on the undcrstanJing that these prices should be revised ::mnual!y, taking into account production costs, 
prices paid ro Europl!:m producers and r~ucs prevailing on the worlci sugar m:irkct, it should also be underscood that 
·chc ACP counrries will undertake to deliver chc agreed quantities; 
,., 
.:.J. ConsiJcrs it vic:illy important for che Contracting Parties to grant each other most favoured nation trc:itmcnr; 
:A. Expr-c-;:..cs support for the reqw.::st m~1Jc by numerous succs of the 'Third World' that all ;cneralizc:d prdcrc:ncc 
~ystl'.IH'> \houlJ be ~,mcnJcd in respect of discrimination ai;ainst Ji:,·cloping councries cn<lc:i vouring to protect the 
v~duc of tlu:ir cxporcs, :mJ asscrrs ch:it thl! principles of :icrivc: coopl!r:ition b::iscd on nation:il independence, on the 
right of every ~ouncry co dispose freely of its own resources and on mucualicy should be univcmi.lly upheld; 
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2.5. l lnpc:. that a system will also be formulated a·nd implemented which, while respecting the relations already 
1.·xic,ring between certain ACP countries and certain EEC 1v\cmbcr St:ttcs, will gu:mmtee the development of banana 
cxpo1'ts from the ACP countries ar remunerative prices in all the Member States of the Community; 
(c) Fim111cit1/ am/ teclmic.d coopcr.1tio,1 
26. Feels that the volume of aid granted by the European Economic Community should correspond to the 
increased si1.e of the enlarged association and to the real development needs of the ACP countries while also gu:i.rantee-
in~ retention of the benefits, in updated terms, accorded to the present Associated States and treatment on an equal 
footinv; for the new Associated St::ates; 
27. Considers it desirable to fix the total amount of ::iid which the ACP countries can expect throughout the 
period of applicalion of the future convention, while emphasizing che advantages of financing the European Develop-
ment Fund from the Community's own resources; 
28. Notes particularly the new list agreed b}' common accord between the Community and the 46 ACP countries 
of chc least developed countries which, faced with particular difficulties, will have the benefit of appropriate measures 
provided for under the new agreement; 
19. WelcomC"s the increasing participation of a number of states in the search for a solution to the problems 
of developing countries as a result of the ch::angc in the world situation regarding raw materials; 
expects thac this support will increase and improve in line with the responsibility of such states; 
would consider it deplorable if certain countries whose world position and political responsibilities indicate that 
they should be able to contribute, were to shrink, to a substantial degree, from providing such support; 
(d) Industrial cooperatio11 
30. Regards as fundamental the decisions on industrial cooperation between the European Economic Community 
and ACP countries to enable the latter to benefit from industrial know-how, adaptation of technology to ACP 
needs, improved international division oflabour and the conclusion of agreements which will encourage inYcstments 
~mJ reconcile che incerests of in\"cstors with the policy of control of industrial structures pursued by the Governments 
of the Associated States; 
(e) Transitional measures 
3 l. Hopes that in an initial transitional phase, and in order to prevent a legal vacuum arising between the old 
assoc.:iation convcncions and the new convention, suitable provision~ will ;:ap;Jly be rn:iJe to preserve the status 
quo after 31 January 1975; 
31. Further, fa\"ours the rapid conclusion of an interim agreement between the ACP and the European Economic 
Community to make possible - in a second transitional phase - the .advance introduction of the provisions 
relating to trade, in particular, and preparation for the implementation of the provisions laid down in the fourth 
European Development Fund; 
33. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the r~port of its committee to the Council and che Com• 
mission of the Europe.1.n Communities and, for information, to che Assod.1.cion Council, the competent authorities 
of the Am>eiated and Associable States and the members of the parliamentary conference of the association. 
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DECLARATION 
on the conclusion of the current negotiations between che EEC and the ACP countries 
The p.1r/i,1ment,rry conference of the association, 
- b~aring in mind the importance of the new convention between the Community and the ACP col.lntri!S for :ill 
their peoples, 
- emphasizing that this convention - put into effect and administered in the framework of joint institutions and 
covering in one global agreement the fields of economy and trade and financial, technic:il and industrial cooper-
ation - will constitute an example of international cooperation and an important contribution to the economic 
and social <;ievelopment of peoples in peace, independence and freedom, 
1. Solemnly appeals to all the Contracting Parties to contribute to the successful conclusions of the negotiations 
at the earliest possible opportunity in response to unanimo·usly expressed hopes and expectations; 
2. lnsn-ucrs irs President to forward this declaration to the Council and Commission of the European Com· 
muniries and, for information, to the Association Council and the competent authorities of the Associated and Asso-
ciable States. 
RESOLUTION 
011 the revenue and expenditure account of the parliamentai,· conference of the association 
for the financial year 1973, the supplcmentarr draft estim~tes for the financial year 1974. and 
the draft estimates for the financial year 1!J7S 
The parli,:m1e11tary con/erenu of th~ association, 
- haYirig regard ro its Financial Regulation , and in particular Aniclcs 6 and 11,thcreof, 
- haYing regard to the Joint Committee's report (Doc. S3), 
1. Endorses the considerations containi!d in the report; 
2. Noces that che expenditure of rhe conference chargeable to the Associated States as a whole, pursuant to Article 
2 (3) of Protocol 10 annexed to the Association Convention amounts to FF 279 675·16 for the financial year 1973, · 
which is FF 63 675·16 in excess of the budgetary appropriations; 
3. Gives :1 disch.irge to the Secretary-General of the Europe3n Parliament in respect of the revenue and cxpcndi· 
ture lccount for the fin:mcial year 1973 as submitted; 
.,, Resolves to carry forward to the 1974 budget as 'expenditure incurred in the last financial year' excess expen-
diture incurred in 1973; 
5. Rc~'Oh·es ch:1r, in order to cover the carrying-forward of these credits, the following supplemcnt:a.ry budget 
should be added to the 1974 budget: 
Revenue 
Non<1.lloc:ued balance of previous contributions 
..•.... FF 63 675·16 
Expenditure 
He::i.ding 6 (hire of cars, etc.) 
He3ding 8 (reception costs} . • 
Hc:iding 9 (other :1.dminism1tive costs) 
42 886·68 
14 463·47 
6 325·01 
FF 63 61S·16; 
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6. Dci.:i..-l!!s mon:on:r ro add to this supplcmcnt~uy buJgcc a further supplcment~ry budget to take account of 
;Hldicion~11 expenditure still to be.: met.for the 1974 fin:mcial year which c:mnot be covered by the norm:1f budget for 
th:H finan..:ial yc:ir: 
Reve1111c E."l:pe11dit11re 
Non-31io..:ated b~1lance of previous contributions .... 
FF 92 OOO. 
1. Interpreting at meetings ..•.••. FF. 45 OOO 
3. Renting, clc:ming, lighting 3nd fitting out 
p_rcmiscs ....••.....••... FF 15 OOO 
8. Reception costs of Presidents and Ch:iirmen of the 
conference and Joint Committee •. FF 6 OOO 
9. Other oper:iting costs (including tclecommuni• 
cations) • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • FF 6 OOO 
FF 92 OOO; 
7. Nqtes the draft cstim3tcs for the financial year 1975 of expenditure chargeable to the European.Parliament 
in accordance with Article 2 (3) of Protocol 10, totalling FF 450 OOO; · 
8. Approves the transitional estimates for the financial year 1975 of expenditure ch:irgeable to the Associated 
Scates as :i whole, in pursuance of Article 2 (3) of Protocol 10, totalling FF 228 OOO; 
9. Rcsoh-cs to maint:iin the contribution of each Associated State for the year 19iS at 600 OOO CFA francs; 
10. lnmucts its President to forward this resolution and the report of the Joint Committee to the Presidents of 
the Parliaments of the Assocjaced States and of the European Parliament, and also ro ~e Council of the-Association. 
RECOMMENDATION 
on the creation of the instirutional apparatus to be provided for by the new EEC/AC, 
convention 
The parliamentary conference of the association, 
- anxious to facilitate, beyond the present EEC/ AAS.M association con\'ention the creation of the new institutional 
apparatus to be provided for by the new EEC/ ACP convention, ' 
1.. Hopes that the President~ of the parliamentary conference of the association .lnd of the European Parliament 
wall by ~ommon _accord establish all ~he ~eccssary cont:iccs for the practical application of the provisions of the new 
con\'enuon rchu_mg to the organ which 1s to represent the peoples of the signatory States :ind propose the requisite 
me:1sures for this purposes; 
2. Requests, meanwhile that its Joint Commiaee should continue its activities. 
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CONSULTATIVE ASSb'vlBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BET\VEEN THE AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES ANO THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG, 1 - .3 JUNE 1976 
RESOLUTION 
adopting the internal financial regulation of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembiy 
The A CP --EEC Consultatii,e Assembly, 
-- havi11:,: regard co Article 2 of Prm:oco! 4 annexed r.o the Convention of Lome i:iin che operating expendirnre 
of the institutions i 
having re!,!;:i.rd to the need to lay down the procedures for implementing the provis.ions of that protncoi; 
havin~ reµ:ard t0 Article 23 of its Rules of Procedute; 
atlopt.., rhc following internal Financial Regulation: 
Internal Finandal Regulation of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
Artie.le 1 
The A Cl' Scares and the Europe1n Parliament shall be severally responsible for expendimre resulting from their 
pa.nic1p:ninn in the activities of the institutions provided for in Article 80 of the Convention, pursuant 
to Artide 2 of Procotol 4. 
Article 2 
E:ich party shall establish imemal guidelines laying down procedures for implementing the provmons of 
Protocol-!, wirh particular reference to the charging of expenditure according to place of meeting, its commitment 
and s~trl('mem1 and to the provision of the funds required to cover such expenditure. 
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RESOLUTION 
on .1crivitics unJer tltc Convention of lome durini~ the interim period and since its entry 
imo foccc 
The ACI'/FJ:C Consultative Assembly, 
-- havint~ he:ird the speeches by the represematives of the ACP/EEC Council of Ministers and of the Council 
and the Commission of rhe Europe::m Communities, 
rcc:1lling che fin:il ded:..rarion adopted at the preparatory meering and reaffirming its resolve to maintain the 
,;pirir ot solidaricy and opcn-mindeJncss evinced during the negotiations on the Convention in order to create~ 
gc·nuinc model of cooperation based on equality between the partners, respect for their sovereignty and 
mutual interests, with a view to pursuing effective action, both within the organs of the Convention and 
tow,1nh rhe outside world, leading co the construction of a new, more equitable and more balanced intemationa! 
economic order more in :iccordance wirh the aspir:icions of the international community; 
'irressing that the Convention of Lomc and the spirit which has infused it can and should provide a positive 
indiG1tion for other negotiations between industrialized and developing countries; 
l. Welcomes the entry imo force 0£ the ACP/EEC Convention of Lome on 1 April 1976; 
1.. Nntt':'i chat, thanks to the work of the Interim Committee, p:ut of the provisions of the Convention of 
Lumc have been satisfactorily applied in adv1.ncc; 
3. Fmpi1 .. 1sizcs its support for the provisions of the Com·enrion setting up a system for stabilizing the export 
earnin~s of the ACP countries, and notes that it h:ts been ~1greed that these provisions will be applied from the 
pcrind be~Iinning on 1 Janu:iry 1975 which will allow fin;mcial transfers to be made in the near future to the 
ACP; expresses the hope, moreover, that the number of products covered by the Stabex system will soon be 
increased; 
4. Wdrnmes the fact rh:1t Protocol 3 on sugar has been applied since 1 M:irch 197j, while regretting th:n: 
nc~ou:.uions concerning the guaranteed price for ACP sug.:1.r. which h.is ro be fixed for 1976, have not yet been 
complcrcd; 
.5. !\fakes an urE?cnr appc:il to the p:1rticipants in these negotiacions to find a satisfocrory and equitable solution 
:is soon as possibli: within the framework of Protocol 3 on sugar; 
Ii. I )1 a w:. the: :mention of the Coum.:il of the European Comnm111t1es. to the concern of those ACP States rh:u 
cxpmr lwd and ve:tl over the difficulties encountered on the Community market; welcomes the fact that an interim 
agrectnt'llr has b~en concluded and c.:lll!> for its consolidation; 
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, . \X1drn111e~ thc- fact chat, thanks to the programming missions to the ACP States in the interim period, the 
Commission of the European Communities was able to adopt the initial decisions on financing under the fourth 
European Oe\dopment Fund on 11 May 1976; ... 
8. Notes that the policy for European Development Fund financing permits great flexibility in chat it includes 
both hon-rep;,vable aid, loans on speci:il terms and ordinary loans from the European Investment Bank and that 
it r<:'COJ.mi,.es the priorities chosen by the ACP States themselves; · 
9 Supports the practical measures co be undertaken within the framework of the European Developmenc 
Fund in farnur of the least-de,·clopcd countries referred to in Article 48 of the Convention and of che regional 
anJ inter-regional cooperation projects between the ACP States; 
10. --· Noce1, wirh regret thar although the institutional arrang.emenrs concerning .the Consultative Assen1bly 
have been completed in the best possible conditions, the date for the inaugural meeting of the ACP/EEC 
Council of Ministers has nor yet been set; 
srresi;<.:s rhac this is seriously detrimental to the smooth operation of the Convention, especially in the 
fidd of inJuscrial cooperation; 
thereiore urges the Council ro meet as soon as possible; 
11. Insists th::ir in all matters aifecting the parties to the Convention the fullest possible consultation should take 
place as provided for in the Com·ention; 
12. Welcomes in this context the political good sense shown by the Commission of the European Communities 
in propo<;m~ the opening of negotiations with Sao Tome and Principe and with the Cape Verde Islands without 
w:1iring for formal acceptance of their applic.itions for accession ro the Com·ention of Lome; notes at the same 
umc: with pleasure the applicanons made by Surinam, the Comoro Islands and Papua-New Guinea; invites the 
Council to gi,·c a fa,·ourable response to their applications for accession and urges that aid and assistance be 
~ranted as soon as possible to enable these countries to cope with a difficult and often tragic economic Situation 
due, 111 some cases, ro rhe special circumstances under which they achie,·cd independence, 
U. lw,truus its Joim: Committee to submit to it J.S soon as possible proposals for consulting org:aniza6orics 
represemaci,·e of the economic and social sectors, pursuanr to .Ar tide SO (5) of 1:hc Com,em:ion of Lorne; hopes 
that the ACP.'EEC Council of ~linisters will adopt at the earliest opporrnr.iry the p:ocedurts for th,e in.1plemen~ 
ration of Amcle 74 (6) of the Convenrion; 
14. Instructs its Presidents rn forward this resolution to the Council and Commission of the European 
Communities, and to the competent authorities in the Afric.in, Caribbean and Pacific Scates. 
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CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BEn'vt:EN THE AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG, 7 - 10 JUNE 1977 
RESOLUTION 
on ,he Annu:il Report of the ACP~EEC Council o( i\1.inistcr5 and on current problems conntcted with 
the Lomt: Co1wcnrion 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly meeting from 8 to 10 Jrme 1977 in Luxembourg. 
-· h:1ving heJrd the stat('ffiCntS of rhe President of the ACP-EEC Council of ~linisters, the Presidcnc of th~ ACP 
CtH1111:il of ;i...Jinisters and the representatives of the Council and Commission of the European Communitiei, 
- h:.1.ving t.:tken nore of the ·Annu.:il Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Minisrers (Doc 5/77), 
- wdcommg the accession of the Comoro St:ite, the Republic of Seychelles and the Republic of Surinam as well as 
eh~ sig:1ing of accession :igrecmenrs with the Republic of Cape Verde, Papu:i :-:cw Guinea and the Republic of Sao 
Tome and I>rincipe, all of which be:irs witness to che attraction of the Com·cnrion, which remains op.::n, under cer-
r:1in cnndirions. m other nacions wishing to accede. and cxpresiing the .hopte 1tl"rJ:1:<r rhe ilitCfSS .. ii."'f r:,.dfitacion pro~ 
cedures will be: completed as soon as possible. 
I. Srr<:"~~e-; rhe generally s:u"isfoaory appliarion of the provisions of the Convention of lomc: such as rliose concern~ 
1r1g the c:xemprion from duty of almost all exports from r.he ACP States, and me smooth functioning of financial and 
cechnic:il cooperation~ 
1. Nott's \,i,h s,3.risfo.1.i:ion that che work of the ACP·EEC Council of Ministers. md the Interim Committee which was 
oper:mvc before rhc full entry inm fr>rce of che Convcmion, made possible the csublishmcnr oi most of r:.he prO\•isions 
of the Com·enrioni as wdl as the necessary institutions, before the end of the fim: full ye:J.r of :ipp!ic;irion of rh,"; Cot~-
venrion; 
3. Nmcs th<: po<£icive results already a~hieved wir.h r,spect to the applic.1rion. for the first year, of the prm·isions of the 
Convcnrion rellrin~ co the :sym:m for stabihz.ing export earnings. and welcome<.s rhe recent e::nensi,;:,n of the SY$i:Cm to 
orher products J.nd rhe extension of the derogJtion provided for in ,r\rtjde 17 (4) et the Convenrid11 to cen::1iri other 
ACP Sures. while drawing attention to the need ro extend this systcrn furth1::r lnd to srreng,hen and improve it as :i 
conrribucion of d1e ACP~EEC Group to chc search for and establishment of a new inrcmational economic: order, which 
is essenn:il and urgent; 
4. Wekomcs chc fact that at the recent mi:eting of the ACP-EEC Co1incil of .Ministers in Fiji on 13/14 April 1977~ it 
w.Js possible to d.1rify a number of problems char had a:isen in the tr.1.de sccror, thus undcriining chc politic.:d will b7 
.ll! pames co Jchievc: the goah ~er by the Convention; 
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5. c~mmt.·:1J~ che Cornmurnry on irs Jedared willingness to examine pracric11 proposals for faciiiraring the export a'i: 
,,r:'!t'.':,nr:.1i rri~s oi Sl:q,lus Jgn(ulmr::1.I prodw .. ,:s from rhc: Community to tl:e :\CP Scares; and urges the Communir-, 
10 dl'Vl\t' J m~dh)J of PJfm<'.rH for chose and other exports to the ACP St:m~s such as would pbce rhe !cast possioi~ 
forr1gn ~xchJn~e burden on rhose Sc;ires; 
ii. Urge., char information Jnd consultation procedures provided for in the Con\"enrion be strengthened and exprt'!Sscs 
~he ea_rncsr desire that rhey should be: effcc.:tive, i.e. applied boch by ACP Sc::ites .ind by the Community prior co the tak~ 
mg or Jc:l.'.1.,10n~; 
?· :,..lores wich ~.uisfocrion rhac all the nec.:ess:iry steps have been taken to set up the institutional framework relating to 
· 111JusmJl rnop~r:mon, anJ hopes that implcmeming action will now r:ike p!J.,ie: 
8. Bdit:vcs thJ.t rhc provisions of the Convention relating to micro-projeas .irce of grc:it importance in responding ro 
the net!'Js of loc:il communicits, anJ hopc:s that the method of unplc:mcnc:ins these projects c:in be simplified and 
sp .. "t"dt.-d up; 
9. \Vdcorncs the Cornmuniry\ recent decision ro rcinsrarc chc quot:1s of certain counrril·s which had not delivered 
their ai;rcrd q•1anritics of sugar during thr 197 5/76 niarkcring year :mJ urges the Com mu my to cmcr into uirgcm corn-
sult;nion with the ACP in order that such a decision can be smoothlr implemented; 
10. Nott:'> with satisfaction that the positions of the ACP and the EEC have moved closer in respect of the application 
of Article 5 ('lJ of the Protocol on Sugar, but having regard ro the unsatisfactory results of the hi.test negoriatiom on 
rhe gu:trancced price for 1977178, calls upon the Community and the ACP to explore fully all possible avenues of con~ 
..,ulrarion in order thar a common understanding he reached on the inrerpret:ition of the provisions of the Protocol on 
SugJr sn thar subsequent talks on prices leave real scope for negotiations as claimed b)' the ACP; 
11. Considers that the special treatment accorded to those ACP Srates which are ,xporters of b,~f and veal pmduct-r, 
musr be ma.imained after 1977 because of the urgent needs of these countries whose economies a!"e largc!y. <dtpr.>nd~1r1f 
on those products and who need tO plan their production in advance; 
l l.. Urges the Community in the context of rhe Joint Banana Group to make a rapid and constructive response i::o iht 
proposals p111 forward by the ACP States in connection with the implementaion of Protocol No 6 of the Convention on 
banan:1s; and expresses the hope that the Community's response will give priority to the imerests of the ACP States; 
13. Again underlines the importance it attaches to the provisions of the Convenrion on region.al .and frater~regional 
cooperarion, welcomes the first indicative programme recently proposed by thr. Commission and calls forth~ draifting 
at {he earliest opporruniry of a second indicative programme to promote the reg1onal :md inter-regiond devdopmem: 
of the other ACP States, and in particular the le:isr developed countries in the other regions; 
14. Considers chat the setting up, recommended by the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers in Fiji, of an ACP-EEC sub-
conuninee with special responsihiliry for investigating the specific problems focing the least developed, landlocked or 
1sl:md coumrics is entirely consistem with the spirit of the Convention of Lome; 
1 5" Expresses the hope chat the Community generalized preference scheme for 1978 will take account of the legi-
timare concern of the ACP countries; and therefore welcomes the agreement of the ACP-EEC Council to set up a 
Working Parry ro study this question; 
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16. Calls on the ACP States and rhe Member States of the EEC. in the light of the disappointing results of the work of 
the latest major international meetings, for example the UNCT AD Conferences in Nairobi and Geneva and the North-
South dialogue, to ensure rhat the spirit of solidarity of the Convention of Lome which has prevailed over recem: dif. 
ficulries governs forthcoming meetings of the inrernarional community; 
17. Stresses that the economic situation of the member countries of rhe Convention of Lome engttged in liouthcrn 
Africj in the joint struggle of the African peoples for independence and against racialism is part of a policicttl ~risis in 
which the EEC must concern itself, necessitaring the use of special measures within the framework of the Convention; 
wekomes, in this connecrion, che use made of the provisions of the Con\'ention relating to exceptional aid, and recog· 
nizes thac in view of the worsening of the crisis further and more urgent help will be needed; 
18. Urges the need, in this connection, for careful consideration of the economic activities of investors from the 
Member Stares of the EEC in the region; 
19. R<'quests all signatory Stares of the Convention to observe with the utmost strictness the resolutions adopted by 
the Uniu·d Nations, the OAU .tnd the recent Maputo Conference in support of the peoples of Zimbabwe, Namibia and 
1he Rt'.puhlit. of South Africa for indepen<lence, the unequivocal affirmation of the principle of majority rule and the 
equ;lliry of all p<·oples in this area; 
20. Urges the: Council of Ministers to pursue appropriate action at du: level of the Committee of ACP-EEC Am-
b:issadors to ensure ways of establishing, within the menning of Title 3 of rhc Con\'ention, effective conr:1cts, consul· 
r:nions anJ cooperation between the economic and social sectors of the Member St;Hcs and the ACP Stines; 
2 I. Consi<lcrs char cooperation in the ;1g;rkulcur.1l produce sector is of nujor importance for all the com1tries that 
h.m• acl'.cded rn the Convenrion ;im.l that it is necessary to provide in this fidd institutions and instruments similar to 
those 11rovidt'd for in rhe Convenrion of Lame for industrial cooperation; feels, therefore, that prqvision shimki b~; 
m;1dc, lm the b.1sis of Article 80 (5) of the Convention, for representative organizations of the economic and,social sec-
tors, espcci.dly agriculture, to be effocrivcly consulted; 
22. Notes the resolution adopted by rhe ACP-EEC Council of Ministers in Fiji recommending thJ.t the Committee of 
AmbassaJors study the viabiliry of a Joint Centre to promote agriculture in the ACP countries; 
23. Iustnll:tS irs Presidents to forward this resolution and the report by Lord Rray to the ACP~EEC Council of Minfa-
ters ;rnd to rhl! Commission of the European Communiries. 
RESOLUTION 
on cooperation with the rq:,resC11ucives of the economic 3.lld social groups in the ACP Sutcs and die 
EEC 
The t\CP-EEC Consultative Assembly meeting from 8 to 10 June 1977 in Luxembourg, 
having heard the statement by the ChJirman of rhe Joint Committee on 8 June 1977, 
h:iving regard tu rhe positive results of the first meeting of 9 June 1977, 
realizing the need co organize regubr meerings between the members of the Joint Committee and represtntarives of 
rhe c:t.:onomic :rnd social groups of che .-\CP ..:ountries and the EEC, 
requests it:, Joint Committee to continue ro in•.:estig:1te rhe possibilities of closer cooperation with rhe representarivt:s of 
chc: ernnomir.; and sot.:ial groups in the .-\CP St:>.tes .md rhe EEC as. part of the implementation of the ACP-EEC G:mven· 
mm uf Lome, and co report to tt. 
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CONSULTATlVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AFRICAN , 
CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG, 25 - 29 SEPTEMBER 1978 
RESOLUTION 
on coop,ra1ion with rcpresemarives of economic and social groups in the ACP and EEC countries 
The ACP-EEC Comultath1e Asscmbl)', meeting from 25 to 29 September 1978 iu Luxembourg, 
-- having heard the statement by the Chairman of the Joint Committee on 8 June 1977, 
- ha\'ing rc:gJrd in this connection to the posith·e results of the first meeting of 9 June 1977, 
realizing the need to organize meetings between the members of the Joint Committee and representatives of the 
economic and social groups of the ACP countries and che EEC, 
requests the Joinc Committee to organize informal meetings with representarh·es of the economic and social groups in the 
ACP and EEC Srates on an ad l,oc basis and whenever necessary. 
RESOLUTION 
on the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers and on the present st:ite of the Convenrion of 
Lom~ 
Tiu· ACP.~EEC Co11sulldtit•c Ass£•111bly, meeting in L1txl•111bourg /mm 27 to 29 Scpt<.·mber 1978, 
- ha~·ing rcgnrd co the starcmcms by the Pn:sidcm of rhc ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the President of the ACP 
Council of :-.linisrers anJ the rcpn:scmativcs of the Council and Commission of the European Communities, 
·- h;1ving taken nott.: of the annual rqmrt of rhc ACP-EEC Council of Ministers (Doc. ACP-EEC 8/78}, 
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h:1\'i11g reg;m.i to rhc report of its Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 10i78}, 
,,·t:ku1,11ing ~h,.: :i.cccssil>n of tlw Rcpubli'-' of Jihuri to rhc Convcnrion :i.nJ the steps currently being ta.ken .for the 
Jcccs:.1011 ot rhc Solomon Isbnds Jnd Tuvalu, 
wcknming th1.• .:i,ccssion to thl.' Convention of Cape Verde, Sao Tome and Principe and Papua New Guinea, while 
n-:grt·.mng rh:i_r 1t was undulr ddayl·d because of the slowness of rhe ratific~uion prm:edurcs in the l\-kmbcr States 0 ( th1.• Commumry, 
scrcssi1'.g once :1g:1in thot the Convention is still open, under the provisions bid down, ro other free and independent 
rnunrncs and rhost: who will be so in the future, . 
rt·cilling the will of ~he _p.mners to the Lome Con\'cntion to maintain and de,•elop the fricndly relations e~isring 
between their countrit'S m accordance with the prindples of the United N::itions Cha.rter, 
consi,lc:"ring ~h:i.r the L~me Convention remains a unique example of mulril • .ueral cooperation between industrialized 
and developing counrnes, . 
emphasizing the need, through improved implemcnr:nion of the Lomc; Convencion ro promote the economk 
devdopment of the ACP States and the Member Stares of the Communitv ' 
.. 
hopi~g th:it the :ichievemenrs of ~om~ ~,·ill provid~ .a foundation for the ne~otiations on rhe new Convention, and so 
.11low further progress ro be achieved m cooperanon between the ACP St.aces and the Communirv · 
,t 
(.i) 011 tbt! implementation of the Lame Com.!ention 
l. Expres\t."~i irs ..:001.:ern rhar rht: trading position of the ACP Stares with respect to the Community is still 
unsacisr'::t(tory; stresses, therefore. the= urgent need for further measures to strengthen the position of the ACP States on 
rht!' Communiry marker; 
2. :--:mes rh:ir che Community's generalizc:d preferences scheme, one clement in the liberalization of inccm:niCJnal ma.de. 
is le:1Jing ro a progressive reduction in the advantages whkh the Convention provides for ACP Scaccs, and consequently 
calls for mc:isures to be taken to sJfeguard rhese interests in keeping with the Unctad IV resolu6on. 
3. CJlls for the necessary measures to be taken to safeguard·the interests of the ACP Stares on the basis of the results of 
rht· working parry set up, and hopes that mher industrialized ,ounrries will grant preferenri31 benefits to rhe developing 
...:ouncrics e4ual ro those granted by rhe Community; 
..J. Considers that the Cummuniry decisions on the import treatment for bed and ,·c::al .and tomatoes originating in ACP 
Sr.m:s Jo represcnr progress. bur 
(a) urges the Community to consolidate the preferenrial regime for beef and veal currently in force taking full account of 
all ..:ondiuons and factors within rhc terms and the spirit of the Lomc Convenrion; 
(b) ..:.ills for an incre:.1se in rhe quota for mmatocs, taking accounr of the production facilitil.-s of the ACP Sr:m:s and the 
alnliry nt the European marker ro absorb this production: 
5. Fc:cl-; thJr .1 spirit of solidarity :md mumal undemanding should make it possible to overcome rhc present difficultit!s 
,:onnct:tc<l with rhc impol"t inm rhc Communiry of rum originating in the ACP Sr;ites; 
6. '.'lores chc Jccision of thL· banana-1:xporting ACP St:ircs to csrnblish :t ,ommon org3nization to promocc :md 
s::tfc~11.1rJ rhctr inrercsts. and the supporr whic.:h the Commission is giving to these States for this iniri:iti,·e; urgl-S rhc 
l .on1111ur11cy ;tnc.J rhe ACP ro make every effort to Jcvclop the nurkcting of ACP ban:1nas in the v:uious Member Sratl.-sof 
rhc Community; 
7. Con<lemn,; rhe b~k of genuine ncgori.1t1ons on the fixin~ of the guaranteed price for ACP sugar for rhc l 97?./79 
marl..cr11114 yl':tr am! 1hc failure! to 1.:omply with rhc spirit of rhc provisions of Artidc 5 (4) of the sugar Prorm.:ol which. 
an;orJini; to rhc Convention, should ensure :.1 just and remunerative price for the ACP Sr:ucs; 
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X. \\J~·lrnml·s the fo..:r rk1t the rnih·ept of /orct' ma/cur(' h:is fin:tll}' hel'l1 ddinctl, thus focilir:1ring the implcmcmarion of 
d1t· ~ugar Prnro.:ol: 
9. Invite<. rl1l' Coun..:il co suhmit new proposals wirhout dcLiy on the supply of suijr.lus :igriculrurnl products to the ACP 
St;Ul':,, and rhl· aid ro be granted ro rhcm in respect .of transport and storai;1.· in ordl•f to ensure rhc carriage, conscn·:1tio11 
aiHl di,rri bmion of r ht·sc produ(ts; 
I 0. lnt-itr'.'> rhc :\CP Scarc:s and rhl· C:ommunit>· to work om tog~thcr solutions to thl' difficulti<.·s arising ir\ _tht o~c:rncilir, 
ot the ~r:1hc:,,: sprt'm. in p:micubr as rcg::irds the transfers to which ccrtlin ACP counrrics can legitimately lay d:tini; 
11. Nort·-; rhr resolution aJoptc:d hr rhc ACP-EEC Council of lvtin-istcrs :tr its m1..·cring of 13 and 14 ~farch 197,8 on the 
implt:menr;nion of common objccti\'eS in rcprd co thL· export of basic produces; 
12. Calls ior !>peedier rc:ilization of objecti\'cs in the field of industrial cooperation; 
13. Reque~rs the Joint Committee to organize, whenever necessary, informal ad lmc meetings wirh the representarin:-s 
of the economic and social groups of the ACP States and the Member St:nes of the Community; 
14. Deplores rhe ddays in payments in connection with financial and technical cooperation and delays in appraisal and 
implementJrion of 'projects notably aifecring certain Pacific States; · 
I 5. Reminds the Council and Commission of the Communities of the serious situation of the least de,•eloped, 
l:.rnulo(kcd or island ACP $rates and. urges that speci.11 measures and specific action in their favour should be 
implemented or intensified; believes chat encouragemenr of regional cooperation among ACP States may~- m 
collabo:acion wich the EEC or indi,·idual Community countries, contribute to solutions to these difficulties; 
(hi As regards tht; 11egori.1tio11 of the Agrecmcm u·hicb might follo1t• the Co,wc11tio11 of Lame 
16. Nores rhe farnur3ble dimare in which the negotiations for a new ACP-EEC Convention opened on 24 July 19iS: 
17. Feds rhat che future Convenrion should pro\!idc an opporrunity for strengthening the pattern of relations 
established between developed and developing States by the Lomc ConYention in the perspective of a new international 
ernnomi..: order. raking into account in parricular the changes which have occurred since the signing of the existing 
Agreement and the principal claims pm forward by the developing countries, in particular in connection with the 
rnmmon fond forming part of the inregrared programme for raw materials and the debt burden, especially as regards the 
I 1·;1q-fa H)ltred ..:ouncries; 
18. Suggem th .. tt the new Convention should be ,·alid for a longer period and that it should contain the revision clauses 
ne~·d,·d to pro\·ide the ACP States and the Community with greater guarantees, a formula which would also stress the 
perrn;.inent nanm: of ACP-EEC cooperation; 
19. R1:..:ognizes that the prospccti\'c enlargement of the Communiry from nine to 12 Member States provides the' 
possibility of ad,·amagl.'s. as well as ot problems, for the ACP States, which are themselves likely to be increased in 
numbt·r in rhc ye:1rs immediately aheaJ; and calls on thosc who will·be engaged in the negotiation of a new Agreement ro 
rakt" rhme factors fully inro acl.·ounc in rheir deliberations; -
20. Hl>pes rh.u the negotiations will provide an opportunity to extend, innovate anJ reinforce all the instrumems of 
coopcr.uion contained in the Convention; 
11. Sm:sscs rh.1t the rn:w Convention shou!J take suffi..:ienr account of the focr thar 19 ACP Stares number among the 
29 potHest, landlocked :md island Sr:ues in the world .md that therefore particularly favourable arrangements arc 
nc(c~,.,ry ro hdp rhcm o\"ercome th1..·ir sp,xific difficultil's; 
12. C.dls for ch1..• successor Convcnrion ro rhe Lomc Convention to make special provisions for aiding the ACP States to 
rl'sol\'c che problem of marketing mining prodw.:rs (p~trricul:irly copper :md phosphates) and rubber, at stable and 
rcmut1l·r:uivc pri~l's, at:rnrding to the Srnbcx method, or by other :ippropriatc means; 
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1.1. Considers rhJt chc question of a rcfrrcncc to hum:111 righrs in the future Convcnrion should, whc.:n the time! i.:omes. 
!,t• ;tpproai.:hed with grl'ar cue and :i high st·nse of n:sponsibiliry; there muse be no compl:1ec1h:y or prcjudicc1 nor musr 
1 his rn.11tcr be used :is :i vcill·d pretext for interfering in the in_cernal affairs of the Member Sr:itcs of the Com·cntiuh; 
24. Ht,~ll'S char the possibility of including, in the future Con\'cntion, prO\·isiqns on the promotion and prorc,rion of 
hm·ign im'l'Stmcnr will be carefully studi1.:J, due account being t:ik,:n of the provisions of ACP inYestmcnt codes and the 
inrl·:-.tml'llt guarantee polidcs of the .Member States of tht Community; 
2.t Emphasizes th:u :1 bn::1k in continuity between rhe present and future Convt:ntions would be disastrou.s for the 
p.1rrnl·rs to rhe Agreement, :m<l urges that the negotiJrions be conduded ini time to a!lm"' r.uifncarioiru to be t:ompleted 
b1:forc the prcscnr Convention rxpires; and that after the new Agreements h:ive been concluded the ratification 
procedures he simplified and speeded up; 
(d 011 th,• politict1! situ,1ticm i•, southern Afric,1 
26. R1'.lalb rhe rt'solurion on the situation in sourhcrn Afric:i adopted by its Joint Committee in Maseru, Lesotho 01n 
l Dc(cmbcr l 9i7 .md paragraph 17 of rhc resolution of the ACP-EEC Consulr:uive Assembly meeting in Luxembourg 
111 June 1977; 
27. Condemns rhe r:icialist policy of aparrheid pursued by South Africa., pays tribute to the courage of the peoples and 
gorw1menrs of Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland and Zambi:i and reaffirms its solidarity with them; . 
!8. Urges rhar the special measures already taken for their benefit be stepped up and in particular that a special action 
programme be instituted urgently for them; · 
29, Smmgly condemns the violation of rhe embargo on Rhodesia by irhree m:ijor Europe~m oil compaltlli~ .ilit1ld !r(~tqm:'§lt'ii 
rh:1t \·igorous action be taken by rhe Community with a view to purcing ::m end to the coHaborarion of these comp.mies 
,\·Hh the r:icialisr regimts in Prerori:1 and Salisbury, and thar effc\.'ti,:e s:mcrions be r~pidly tipplied in rhe e\'em c,f 
\l~obnons; 
30. Srrongl~· condemns the decision by Sourh Africa to organize ele<.i:ions in Namibi:i unil:m:r:illy and c:11ls for rhe 
1mmedi.1rc holding of free dccrions under UN supervision, to be prepared in dose colbbor:1.tiori with 2U the 
n•prcsenranve forcts of tht' Namibian people; 
3 l. \Vckomcs the: Communiry's efforts to influence rhe conduct of mliJ~tin.uiona! companiteS in South Africa, in 
p:1rricular through the establishment of a code of conduct for companies operaring in thac country; 
3 l.. Urges furthtr speedy :iccion co end the coll.tborarion of these comp:mies with the Government of South .\frica: 
1 t Instructs its President to forward rhi$ resolution anJ dw report of thit: Joim Commirre-e m the ACP=EEC Coundl of 
Mimsrers and rhe Commission of the Europe:in Commi..;nitiL'S. 
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CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BET\VEEN THE AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG, 10 - 12 OCTOBER 1979 
RESOLUTION 
on particular problems and difficulties that ha,·c arisen in connection with the implementation of 
cmain provisions relating to the commercial aspects of the Convention of Lome 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly. meeting in Luxembourg from 10 to 12 October 
1979. 
- h.,xing regard to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 11n9), 
(a) Generali::ed preferences 
1. Considers it absolutely essential for the Community to provide the ACP States with full 
and above all prompt inform4tion on the preferences system to be applied the following 
year; 
2. Is deeply concerned at the w;.1y in which the special t:iriff advantages gr.meed to the ACP 
States ha,·e hitherto been eroded and therefore calls for a system for conciliation and for 
assessing the effects of the gcner.1Iiz.ed preferences system, and also for :my adverse 
effects est.1hlishcJ joinrly by both p:uties to be adequately compensated; 
3. Urges the Community, in view of the continuous decline in competitive advantages, ro 
hdp the ACP States to nike corre..:tive measures, in particular by improving trade 
srrucrures and establishing :m effective marketing policy; 
4. C,lls for the continuation and strengthening of close cont.ic.ts between the ACP 
countries ;l!ld the Community before and during the negotiations in the conte.xt of ;1ll 
mulrilater::i.l trade t:ilks; 
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5. Takes the view that the Community should ensure that it dots not harm the interests of 
the poorest dc\'doping countries in extending thc gener:,lized preferences srstc:m; 
6. Calls for adequate compens.uion for ACP Stares whid1 suffer erosion of rhcir tariff 
ad\'anrages granted under the Convenrion of Lame; 
fbl Beef a11d veal 
7. Considers that the time and quanritati\•e limits on the arrangements under the present 
system :ire not in the interests of cerr:iin ACP countries because of the importance of their 
beef and veal exports and therefore c:ills for a satisfactory long-term arrangement in the new 
Convention; ' · 
"1 Rum 
8. ls not satisfied with the implemenr:uion of Proco..:ol 7, particularly as regards the 
..:onsulrarions for which it provides, and hopes chat the procedure for obtaining the 
necessary import licences will be impro\·ed: considers it necessary for the Community to 
consult with the ACP States to formulate a precise definition of rum and calls for 
improvements in the areas of st:mdardization of rum import statistics and explanation of the 
procedure used co determine quotas; 
9. Calls on the Community co consult the ACP counrries before fin:i.lly adopring the 
regubrion on the common organization of the market in ethyl :i.lcohol of :i.griculrural origin 
J.nd recommends that special arrnngemenrs be made for the ACP countries in the proposed 
regulation: · 
( dJ Bananas 
10. Deplores the fact that the Community has not yet fulfilled all its oblig:irions arising 
from the banana protocol and therefore urges the Community to review its position; 
11. Considers it important for a kind of ·preliminary agreement' on the common 
org:miz:icion of rhe marker in b::ui:mas ro be concluded between the Communiry :md the 
ACP Scares, to e!lsure thar the ACP States, and Somalia in p:irricular, enjoy conc~sions in 
the matter of access to their tradirion.il m:irkets and are gr:».nted preferential treatment 
t•is-.i-vis third counrries with respect: to bananas; 
l.2. ls convinced char Proco..:ul 6 implies an obligation co grant investment aid co the 
bananJ sedor, rhus providing the ban:ina-produdng .\Cf countries with additional 
resources, which could be used not only to aid individu:11 banana-producing countries but 
· also for specifi..: projet.-rs in the ban:m.1 sector of joint interest co the ACP countries; 
13. C;.ills on the Communiry actively to support the 'common org:inization' of the banana 
producing ACP coumries, particularly as reg:.uds adaptation of the market .ind trade 
promotion, am.i in this ..:onncction re!_!~1rds dire,t conrat."ts bem·een ACP exporters and EEC 
importers as essential; 
l 4. Rcqutsr'i' chac the Community ,;hould use those leg~tl remedies avaiLtble to ic for Jealing 
wirh .1ny cascs ot' unt~1ir ..:ompctition c:,,pcci.111~· on rhc p.1rt of mulrinaciunal compa,nies, t.o 
,.ifogu:mJ tht legitimate rights of rhc ACP rnumries; 
15. Asks the Community ro examine rhe propos.11 made hy rhe fvory Coast's reprc.'Sentarive 
Jt rhe Joinc Committee's meeting in .\.f aseru, chat when rhe new Convention is being 
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ncgoriarc<l. an arrangement for h.mana1, simil:u to the prorcn.:ol on su~ar, :rnd in any case 
µi,·ing tht.· ACP St:itcs viral !!uarantee:- in re1,pccr of price~ :rnd quanrirics, should be 
included: 
(c) Sup..zr 
16. Rcg:rcrs th:n the i.uf!ar protocol h.?s not so far lir.:en properly implemented and hopes 
that iuturc Sl!!?,:lT negotiations will take pb ... ·e in a sririr of trust and genuine ,,,.,ilJin!!ness to 
cooperate, ro the satisfaction of :ill tn~ partners concerned, p:irricularly since the sugar 
. protocol is a cornerstone of the Lome Con\·l'mion; 
17. Cannor :iccept that the Communiry should comidcr itself empowered hy the protocol 
m amend price structure!:. unilareraliy. to iix a new intervention price and to present, as a 
kind of fair accnmpli, the resulting ii~..:rt· ro the ACP countries as its final offer of a 
~uaranteed price; 
18. Asks that the guaranteed price for .-\CP sugar should be properly negotiated in future, 
raking account of all major economic factors in order to ensure economic stability and 
growth in the A CP countries; 
19. Recommends that the culri"arion o. sugar beet m the Community be kept at a 
reasonable level; 
20. Urges the Communiry, pursuant ro Annex 13 of rhe Lame Convention, to reconsider 
its decision on Zambia's application for a.:~ession to the sugar protocol; 
21. lJr~es the Community to sign the lmemarional Sugar Agreement as soon as possible; 
(f} Fruit and vegct.1blcs 
2'.?.. Hopes rhar the Community will continue to gin~ the ACP St:1tes preferential treatment 
in respect of fruit and vegetables, even airer the enlargement of the EEC; 
23. Asks that the preferences granced to the A CP for agricultural producrs should in no 
case be lower rh:m preferences which ,,ill be accorded to third countries or under other 
agreements; 
(g) Tr.Jdc promotion 
24. Dr:iws attention to the fundamenul import:mce of trade promotion as a crucial 
starring point for the impro\'ement of th( economies of the ACP States and insists that the 
ACP States should be able to rake full a,.h-amage of the trade facilities provided under the 
Lome Co1wention; 
25. Asks the Commission to investigate. before conclusion of the new Convention, to wha.t 
cxrenr Arricles 12 ro 15 of the Lame Con\'enrion relating to trade promotion have been 
implemented; 
26. Emphasizes that the objective of fin~rncial :ind trade cooperation should be to imprO\'C 
horh production, in terms of quality and quantity, and trade promotion; 
27: Regards the creation of a trade promotion centre and marketing offices, an adequate 
knowledge of markets, and the organiz.uion of exhibitions and trade fairs as essential 
requirements for trade promotion; rcqucsrs the Commission to make ,l\'ail:ible ro the ACP 
countries in a simplified form all nece~:-;1ry documentation :tnd information on producrs, 
nurkcts. pricing, channels of distribution. advcrrising, etc.; 
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28. Considers it impnrr:111t to m::1ke every possible effort ro facilitate and promote 
marketing coordirurion .,mong the ACP St;1tc,; and ro this end requests the Communirr ro 
:1ssist ACP Sraccs in every possible way; 
29. Further rcqudts th.,r consiJcr:1tion be gi\·,m to the: Jctive promotion of tourism ih ACP 
Sr:1tes bc:1ring in mind rhac this 'i1wisible i:xporr' h.,s the s:imc effo.::t as the: promotion of 
produce i:xports; 
30. Bdievcs th:u. bearing in mind che importance: of trade promotion and the need for 
adcqu,\Ce fina.nci:11 resoun:es, the question of a spec.::L1l fund, or some other spc:cific scheme to 
further these :icriviries, should be:: studied. 
RESOLUTION 
on the sicu.Hion in Southern Africa 
ihe ACI'-EEC Cuusult.ztive ,.\ssembly. meeting in Li,xembourg from lO to 12 October 
[979, 
rcc.::alling the ri:solucion adopted by rhc Consulra.tivc Assembly on .!8 September 1978 in 
Luxembourg JnJ the resolution of the Joint Committee adopted in B0rde:1Ux M 
I Fc.:hru;:iry I 979, 
I. ConJcmn~ South Africa. for irs ap.mhciJ polii.:~· ;md its present :1cciviri1..'S in Namibia :1nJ 
Zimbahwc-RhoJcsia which :trc racti1.:s ;1ime<l at dd:1yin1; indcpcndcnce co rhe pcoplt' of thi."Sc 
two 1.:oumrics .md for pursuing other :1ctivicics which nm ..:oumer to human rights -1:rnd 
fun<lamcnral frc:cJoms as laiJ ~lown in rhc Charter of the United ~ations; ' 
:?.. Condemns also certain mulrinational companies and other undertakings in the EEC 
which concinue. by the manner of their acti,·ities, to give active support and encoura~emcnt 
ro the .1parchcid regime in Somh Africa. and • .1sks th;u the principles defined and the 
decisions taken by the United Nations should he respccrcd .md particularly that these 
comp:rnil!s shoulJ discontinue their rel:uiom with the Government of South Afric.i • 
3. Repeats iti. formal condcmn:uion of thl' various form~ of economic :md military support 
afforded by certain Europc~m coumrie~ ro rhc !tparthcid regime, in breach of the United 
'.':atiom · ri:~olut10n!, ; 
4. lnvires rhe Council of the European Communities to report as soon as possible on the 
result ... obtained as regards the application of the code of conduct for European comp:inies 
opcrann!! in Souch Africa ; 
S. P:iys tribute to the courage of the peoples and Governments of Botswana, Lesotho, 
Tanzania. Swaziland and Zambia and urges that the special measures already taken for their 
benefit he srepped up and in particular that a special action programme be instituted for 
them; 
6. Condemns the recent sanguinary acts of aggression carried out against sovereign States, 
particularly Angob, Mozambique and Zambia ; 
7. Hopes th:it the Conference currently taking place in London on the future of 
Zimbal1we-Rhodesia will achie\'t a peaceful and truly independent future for that country 
and pro\'ide protection for all the population groups. 
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GENERAL RESOLUTION 
on the: conclusion 0£ the Joinc Comminec's proceedings 
T!,e ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, meeting iu Luxembourg from 10 to 12 October 
1979, 
having heard the statements by the President of the ACP-EEC Coundl of .\.linisters~ the 
President ot the ACP Council of Ministers and the representatives of the Council· and 
Commission of the Europe:m Communities, 
having deliberated thereon, 
welcoming the a~cession to the Co1wcncion of Dominica, the Solomon Isl.mds. St Lu..:ia 
and Tuvalu, and the steps being taken for the accession of the Republic of Kiribaci, a 
development which demonstrates the vitality of the Convenrion, which remains open, 
pursuanno the provisions laid down, co other free and independent countries and those 
chat are about ro become so, 
stressing the commitment of the peoples and governments of the ACP countries and the 
Community Member States to forge an evergrowing and stronger link based on equal 
partnership for mutual benefit,· 
ree1lling its commitment ro the establishment as a m:1tter of urgency oi :1 new and more 
equitable world economic order, and regretting, therefore the delays :ind disappointing 
outcome achieved at the Fifth Unc..-rad Conference in Manila, , 
paying tribute to the effectiveness of many provisions of the first Com·enrion of Lome, 
which, despite some disappointment, formed the basis on which a new Convention 
could be built, 
raking nore that the following problems are still pending before the responsible 
Juthorities : 
how the ACP Sr;1res arc to <lc~d with investments originating in the: EEC fvlember 
States ; 
the extension of the ficlJ of .tpplii.:arion of the provisions of Artkh: 18 of eh~ Sc:uure 
of the ElB ; 
the list ot ;1grii.:ulrural products gr:rnrcd free ;1i.:ccss to che Community markers, 
parckularly rice i 
rhe Jrawing up of J. policy for promoting investments in rhc lt..-sHie\"doped ..:ouncrics 
and making compensation for the loss of commcrci:il outlets suffered by thc.-se 
countries; 
the Jdinicion of the 1.:rircri~1 for enrl!ring countric..'S on the lisr of l:rndlockcd 
..:ounrrics; 
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1. Stres!les the need to O\'crcomc.- the speci:i1 difficulric~ at prescm cxistin~. ~o that the new 
ConYention can he !iigm:~i as soon as possihle. thus dt'monsmain~ tht' politi.:~11 willin~nes!> of 
the p:mncrs tn extend ~tnd strengthen this iniri:11 a~recmcm ro tne l"cnefit ol all the 
intcrcsted p:mit'i-. : 
1. \'Cclcomes tht· fact ch:u tht.· new drafr Convenrion has taken into con:-iderarion certain 
suggestions made: by the C.onsulrntivt Assembly and its Joint Commirrt'~. such as the 
esr:ihlishmcnt cl an A~nculrural Centre, an aid programme ro ACP wuntries producini; 
ccrrain miner:ils and soci:.11 measures in fovour of ACP workers in the Community, and 
hopt"s rhat these measures will \le implemented and will prove effr·crin: : 
3. Hopes th:a the system put into oper.:ition for mineral products with a ,·i~w ro countering 
the decline in production capacities and in the export of these products re, rhe Commtmiry 
will prove more successful, thus meeting the concern voiced by the ACP countries that a 
system comparable to the Stahcx system should be established; 
4. Regrets, howe,·er. rh:ir ::he ,·olume of the EDF in the new· Com·emion has hardly been 
increased in real te:ms. notes that it is insufficient to meet the substantial needs of the ACP 
countries and the hea,·y hurden of their debts and appeals, therefore. to the Communiry 
6\-lember Stares to increase ior the future the \'olume of aid granted by them so as to meet 
these needs; 
5. Notes the specific mention made in the new Con\'cntion of the work of the Joint 
Committee and beiic,·es that the effectiveness of the Con\'enrion's parliamem:ary bodies 
musr be impro\'ed: 
6. \X'ekomes rhe formal recognition given to consultations which han t.1ken pbce between 
the Joint Committee and the social and economic seetors and urges ::h:it the joint dedararion 
on the importance of inrrodui;,ing, a direct and effective dialogue ,,;m the social parmers, 
in\'oh·ing. the Council and these groups, be implemented; 
7. Hopes finally rhar the p;:irli.:imenrs of the Community Memher Stares ";n soon proceed 
ro rari~ rhc Convention so :hat ir can enter into force cm 1 March l 980~ rhu~ a'"oiding the 
delays :md difficulties emailed by ha\'ing to apply transitional measures. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the sug:ir of the ACP Scates 
The ACP·EEC Consult.1tir:e Assembly, meeting in Luxembourg from 10 to 11 October 
1979, 
Conscious of the gre:it and continuing importance to the economies of the ACP 
countries concerned of the guaranteed access for their sug:ir to the EEC m:irket under 
the terms and conditions sec out in rhe Sugar Protocol :J.nnexed to the Lame Convention. 
Noring char, apart from certain problems relating to the adoption of force majeure 
decisions and the annu:11 negotiation of the guaranreed price for ACP sugar, che 
arrangements under the Protocol for suppl)' of ACP sugar to the EEC market ha\'e 
worked satisfaetorily, 
Hoping: chat the review conducted since ~fay 1979 by the EEC Commission of force 
mdjt!ttre decisions relacing ro certain ACP Scates will. in the light of the additional 
inform • .uion alre::u.Jr fully supplied by those Scates, lead co a decision in accordance with 
the criteria jointly ;1greed by the ACP Staces and che Community, 
Co.ncemed co ensure that the review of the EECs inccrn:il iUgnr ::m:angements, due to he 
implemented In July 1980, will in no way ;1Jverscly affect the inten .. 'Sts of the ACP 
Scates. 
l. Recatls che need for the EEC ro take into consideration in approaching the quescion of 
its domesri..: production of sugar irs hisrorical and leg:illy binding commitments to the ACP 
Sures .md urges rhe Communiry co sign the lntemacion~11 Sugar Agreement as soon as 
possible; 
1. :--:ores wirh concern prcssurts ro Jcny ACP sug:1r pro..-iJed for under rhe Protocol ics 
h1:.rori~:.1I ..:nmmcrcial pbcc in the mark~rs of the Cummunity: 
.3. Welcomes rhe ;1ssur:rnce ot the EEC Commission to the ACP :;ugar supplying St:m:s co 
rhc dfccr rh~u the review of thc EECs internal sugar. re~ime woulJ in no way a<lvcr$ciy 
affect the ri{!hts now c·njoycc.l by the ACP Scare:- under the Sugar Prorocol, and that the ACP 
sui;ar supplied under the Protocol is part of the Community tr:ide .md nor its ;1id 
arrang:emenrs; 
4. T akc~ not<.' .:ind cxprc~scs its appm:iation for the spirit dispby,.:1.i by the EEC Commis· 
.,ion in m commitment ro rhe ACP sug:u supplying St:ncs, tu consult them fully bdore 
.. uhmming its fin:tl rcr.:ommentbtionc; on rhe new internal sug::::- :urnngemcms; 
5. Cills upon rhe Community to ensure that this review in no w.:ty erodes the position of 
the ACP -,ug:u supplying )cares from thnr provided for in the Prom,ol on sugar. 
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CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG, 24 - 26 SEPTEMBER 1980 
RESOLUTION· 
on the new institutional provisions of the Lomc U Convenoon 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assenibl)', 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 24 to 26 September 1980, 
- having regard to the new institutional provisions of the Lomc Il Convention, 
- having regard to the rcpon of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC/17 /80), 
- ha,ing discussed this report, 
1. Is pleased that the institutional provisions of the Lome ll Convention were formulated 
on the basis of murual consultation betWccn the two institutions concerned; 
2. Stresses that consultation of this kind is in tune with the Assembly's repeated wish ~r 
closer relations leading to genuine cooperation between the institutions of the Convention; 
3. Notes the improvement in institutional provisions in relation to the previous 
Convention, mainly as regards: 
- recognition of the role played by the Committee of Ambassadors., which is dcsaibcd as 
the third insrirution of the Convention, thus formalizing a de facto siruation, 
·- expansion of the role of the Consultative Assembly and strengthening of links between 
the latter and the ACP-EEC Council, 
- recognition of the existence and duties · of the Joint Committee as an organ of the 
Assembly, 
- recognition of the possibility of the Consultative Assembly establishing the necessary 
contacts with economic and social circles; 
4. Hopes that as a result of these provisions the institutions will be better equipped to 
achieve the aims of the Convention; 
5. Deplores the fact that the new Convention makes no mention of the possibility of 
members of the Consult:icive Assembly putting written and oral questions to the ACP-EEC 
Council, wirh the result that the provisions of Articles 17 and 18 of the Rules of Procedure 
remain a dead letter; · 
6. Instructs its Hurt·.1u to (onrinu(' ne~oti:rnon" with thr ACP-E!C Councll with a view to 
rnnduJin~ ;111 agrccment on me.1!.ures for 11nplcmt.:nting .t system of written and oral 
que'itions. 
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RESOLUTION 
amending the Rules of Procedure of the Consulr:1civc Assembly 
The ACP-EEC Cons11ltative Assembly, 
- h:1ving rcg.1rd co the report of its Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC/17/80), 
- h.1ving discussed this report, 
- noting that the Rules of Procedure will have co be :idiusted having regard to the entry into 
force of the Lomc II Convention and co, its institutional provisions, 
- considering that it would be appropriate at this time to draw on recent experience in 
adjusting the: Rules of Procedure, 
Decides co amend its Rules of Procedure 
RESOLUTION 
on the annual rq,ort of the ACP-EEC Council of Minisccrs and on an analysis of the results obt3.incd 
under the Finr i.ome Convmrion in me 'lighr of the fonhcoming may in,o fon:c of me Second Lomi 
Convention 
The ACP-EEC Cons11ltati11e Assembly, 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 24 co 26 September 1980, 
- having reg:ird to che st.atcmcnts by the President of the ACP·EEC Council of Ministers. 
the President of the ACP Council of ~liniscers and the representatives of the Council and 
Commission of the European Communities, 
- h:1ving reg::ird to the report of the ACP-EEC Council of ~linisten dr:iwn up pursu3nt to 
Articles 74 and SO of the Fine Lomc Convention, 
- h3ving reg:ird ro the report of in Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC'l9/80), 
- welcoming che accession· of the Republic of Kiribati and Sc. Vincent-and-the-Grenadines 
to rhe First Lomc Convention, · 
- stressing the parricul.ar value and the great poliric:il significance: of the first, imminent 
cnlargemc:u of the Second Lomc Convention co include the Republic of Zimbabwe, and 
hoping ch:ic this will come inro effect as soon :is possible; 
1. \Vdcomes the conclusion of :1 new Convention between the ACP States and the 
Community, and stresses the poliric:al signific:1nce of rhis new incemacional cooperation 
conrr:i,r between equal p:mncrs, whi,h is vit:il for the economic 3nd social dc,·clopmcnt or 
the ACP countries and is consistent with the sicu:1rion of ~conomic incerdepcndence between 
the developing countries and the indumializcd countries: 
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, C.ills on che M~mber So.rcs of the Community ro r:icify the new Convcncion as soon :is 
possible; requests chat to :1ttenu:1cc rhc cffecrs of the bre:ik in ,ancinuicy between rhe m·o 
Conventions. the tr:insirional mc:isurcs should include :JII che provisions of Lome II with no 
fin:inci:il implic:i.tions dependent on the r:itifiation of the Convention; 
3. Stresses chJ.t in the implc.:mcnt:irion of the new Convention the lessons le:1.mt uncicr Lomc 
l should be ukcn into account so :is to ::avoid rcpc::icing nc:garivc experiences and to preserve 
achievements so far: 
(a) Trade coaptrtion and promotion 
4. Stresses th:it the opening of the Community market is not sufficient in itself to ensure the 
Jcvclopmcnc of ACP expora to chc Community; 
5. Requests th:it under Lome II tr:idc cooperation and promotion should he integrnwd 
more fully into the various cooperation policies, and expects, in accordance with the spirit 
and provisions of Lome, the obstacles (quantitative. administrative and other restriaions) to 
ACP exports to the Community, especially rextilt.."S and milled rice, to be lifted; 
6. Notes the individual improvements to the trade arr:mgements in Lome Il; 
7. Considers that the results of trade promotion prove th:it the resources and methods 
deployed were not adapted to the requirements of the ACP States; 
8. Emphasiz.ed the advantages of the new approach under Lomc II to trade promotion, 
which will henceforth be extended to the various stages of production and to all markets; 
stresses the need fo,~praaical promotion schemes such as the holding of specialized fairs and 
the training of marketing experts; 
9. Requests the Community and itt Member States to refrain from having recourse to the 
safeguard clause by making the hcst possible use of the consultation procedures; considers 
that the case of ACP textile exports which is illustrative of the enormous difficulties of ACP 
States in embarking upon the indusrrializarion process and taking ad\'antage of the free 
access rule, provide a test of the readiness of the Community and its Member States to 
honour their commitments in this area; 
10. Warns the Community and the Member States against protectionist practices and 
tendencies, the adoption of which have disastrous effects not only for the ACP countries but 
also for the Community itself; 
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(b) Sugar 
11.· Remains convinced of the great and continuing importance to the econo.mies of the 
ACP countries concerned of guaranteed access for their sugar to the EEC market under the 
terms and conditions set out in the Sugar Protocol annexed to the Lome Convention; 
12. Deplores the fact that the Commission proposals on revised quotas for EEC sugar 
producers for the 1980 to 1985 period have received neither the consent of the European 
Parliament nor the approval of the Council of the European Communities; 
13. Is persuaded that, in so doing, the Community has merely avoided the problem, which 
must again ~ put before the European Parliament and the Council of the European 
Communities by the Commission; considers in fact that, despite the economic fluctuations 
in the world sugar market, the reduction of surpluses of beet sugar in the EEC is essential in 
view of the Community's historical obligations towards the ACP countries; 
14. Affirms that the quantity of ACP sugar supplied to Member Sates of the Community 
has not increased over the last 15 years and hence h:is in no way contributed to the sugar 
surpluses to be exported from the EEC; 
15. Notes the decision of the ACP-EEC Council of 1vlinistcrs to in\'oke the good offices 
procedure co settle the dispute over the application of the notion of '(orce ni.1jeurc', and 
expresses the hope th:it the use of that procedure will srrengthen the affirm.:irion of the 
Communiry's resol\'e, as set out in Protocol 22 of the Treacy of Accession, to safeguard the 
interests of all the countries referred to in th:it Protocol, whose economies depend to a 
considerable extent on the export of commodities, and particularly sugar; 
16. Emph:tsizes the irre\·~~,ble nanarc of the undertakings m:ide in the context of rhe Sugar 
Protoi.:ol; 
17. Rc: .. 1u(sts th~ ACP-EEC Council of Minist(rs :mJ the Community: 
- to respect fully the m1dition:1l position of ACP sugar on the Community market, 
- to participate immediately in the lntem:irional Sug:ir Agreement as a supplement:iry 
mc:isure ro ensure the stability of world prices of this product, 
- to look for w.:iys ,of funhcr incre:ising ACP sugar quot:lS and encouraging EEC sug:ir 
beet farmers to produce crops which will nor compete wirh ACP produaion; 
(c} St.ibex and Sysnrin 
18. While recognizing the existence of cert:iin difficulties rel.ued, in panicul:i.r, to transfers, 
considers that as a whole St:ibcx has been applied satisfactorily; 
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19. Wdcomes the decision of the ACP-EEC Council of ~liniscers to allocate to the St:ibex 
appropriation under the Sc:cond Convention the balance remaining from the Lome I Srabex 
fund; 
20. RequestS the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to convert into grants the transfers made 
under Lame I ::and due to be replenished, taking into consideration, c.:ise by c:isc, ~c 
particular situation of the countries concerned as provided in Article 44 of the Second Lome 
Convention; 
21. Notes the new fe.:irures of StJbcx, including the list of products, the conditions of 
intervention and the increase in the appropriations allocated to the system, and notes with 
satisfaction that henceforth the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers will be able, on a 
c:ise-by,:isc basis~ co e."'Ctend the benefits of Scabex to inter-ACP trade, a measure which is-
likely to promote inrer-ACP mide cooperation; · 
2.2. Requests the ACP-EEC Council to C."<.:imine, case by ase, rcqucscs to extend the list of 
Stabe."C produas, particularly chose relating to r::aw tobacco and sisal products? 
!3. Requests the Commission of the Europ~n Communities to present a report assessing 
the impact ot Sr:ibcx un· chc Jcvdopmcnc of the economies of the ACP ~ountries an~ given 
the importance oi this 3sscssment, urges rh:it this d.::t3iled study should be c:irricd out by 
extem:il consuitants selei:ted wich the approval of the ACP countries; 
24. Emph,:isizes the value of Sysmin, the implementation of which may help to nuinciin 
2nJ develop the mining industry in the ACP States; stresses diat it will not be possible to 
:i,hie\·e this objtcri\'e unless suitable preparatory mc:isura :ire taken immediately, in 
p.irtiail:ir by che c~mmission of the European Communities; 
(d) lndustri • .zl coopt!r.Jtia,r 
'l.S. Ocplort:s the fo"''t unJ.::r Lom~ I inJu!iicrial c:oopc:r:irion produced only limited results; 
.!6. Nocc:s chat chc ncgmi:uors ot chi: new Convc:nrion ha\'C :u:knowl~Jgi.:J chc na:d to 
intensify inJuscrial coopc:racion, in parth.:ular by extcnJing its scope co chc mining :ind 
cnc:rgy sc"'"tors and by laying down non-Jiscrimin:itory Nies rqprding investments in ACP 
,uuntrics from )..lemb..:r Sera; 
27. Welcomes the particular str~s laid on energy in Lomc II and n~affirm!i that the 
availability on encrg:y resources :it rcason:ihle price!- constitutes a condition for the 
dc.-,·elopment of the ACP countries~ requests chat tht· ACP St:ncs should receive: aid tB 
dewlop other energy sources so as to anenu:ite the effect!', of th~· increase in the rrice!> r,f 
pcrrolcum products and their h:irmiul repercussions on the dcvelopmcnr effort of thcst 
countries and places special impommcc.- on the urgent need for the Community to fmancc.· 
sun•eys for oil and exrcnsi,·e exploration drilling; 
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28. Stresses that covering the: de\'cloping countries' energy deficit (US S 20 OOO million for 
de,·elopmenr aid in 1979, US S JO OOO million for energy supplies~ is one of the mosr 
important tasks of development policy, the Community, the: oil-producing countries and the 
Easrern bloc must assume their collective responsibility in this respect; 
29. Hopes that the procedures in the industrial sphere set up by Lome II will induce the 
Community~ after consulting the economic and social groups. to take gre:ner account of the 
needs of the J\CP economies in determining its imcm:il restructuring me:isures; 
30. Stresses the nlue of the new pro\'isions of Lame II on ea.financing. a system which has 
already produced appreciable results under Lome l; 
31. Expresses its interest. gi\'en the inadequacy of public aid, in the pro\'isions of Lame II 
designed to encourage the inflow of private capital in the industrial dC\·clopment process of 
the ACP countries, particularly in respect of small and medium-sized undertakings; 
32. Stresses the need to encourage the establishment and promotion of small and 
medium-sized undertakings in ACP countries as they are the basic and indispensable means 
of de\'eloping both rhe industrial sector and agriculture and trade; considers that sm:ill and 
medium sized undertakings constitute an appropriate framework for trai·ning programmes 
and transfers of technology; 
33. Considers that one of the preconditions of any industrial cooperation must be to assist 
the ACP Sr:ires in the definition of an industrial de\'elopment strategy capable of producing 
suitable projects; 
34. Calls in particular for the establishment of a Business Management College for the 
Lome Convention, funded by the Community, to train large numbers of competent 
managers from the ACP States in techniques and technologies appropriate to their economic 
environments. 
35. Recognizes the gap in the flow of requisite financial resources for the industrial 
de,•elopment of the ACP States and the urgent need for complementary financing for the 
implementation of industrial programmes under Lomc II in order to achie,•e more posith·e 
results than obtained under Lomc I; 
(e) Regional cooperatio11 
36. Stresses the fundamental role of regional cooperation in the de,·elopment process of the 
developing countries, and hence the. ACP countries, and regrets that the opportunities 
offered by Lome I have not been more fully exploited; 
37. Ur~es that the implementation of lome II be used to lay the foundations of real 
region~1l cooperation, thanks in particular to increased financial resources and a better 
identification of objectives; 
3 8. Urges that the support .;md aid schemes for specific bodies and projects implemented by 
ACP countries wirhin a regional or sub-region~l framework, particularly in the field of 
infrastructures, should be reinforced; 
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39. T.tkes nocc in the s.:1mc conrext of tht! Lagos Action Plan; strongly urges the 
Community to pro\·iJc the appropri:ite politic.11 support for this Plan and to take account oE 
the impli,.1cions of its implementation in formul:icing ics cooper.1tion and development 3id 
policy: lays particufo.r stress on the need for and advisability of :1n increase and 
con~(nrr~rion of che Community's fin:mcial :md te,hnical :Jid on strengthening or crearing 
scru,nir(s for scc.:ror:il or sub-regional coopc:r:ition. especially the constru,tion of d.ams, 
schemes ro comb:it the en,roachmcnt of the dcsen:, communications, etc. 
(f) • .\gric11/ti,ral coopt!Tatio11 . 
40. Notes th.u under Lome I more th.in one third of the EDF appropriations was allocated 
to the development of the rural sector, and in particular to integrated projeas, but notes 
th:n. far from moving towards self-sufficiency, the food sicuation of the majority of ACP 
countries. cspecfolly the Africm countries, h:as deteriorated; 
41. Considers th3t in order to cope with the siru:ition in the future in the countries 
coni:emcd: 
- L0m~ II should be implemented in such a w:iy as to enable the ACP States concerned to 
de\·clop :i food str3tcgy, 
- .in even gre:iter proportion of EDF resources should be set aside for agricultural projeas, 
- (ooJ :iid should be integrated into development programmes for the rural scaor and 
food-work schemes should be experimented; 
42. Stresses the value of developing fisheries, which may help to improve the security of 
ACP food supplies: 
43. Asks rhc Community, in line with previous ACP requests, to investigate r:ipid)y with 
the ACP Smcs ways in which it might contribute. on special terms, to the food security of 
the Jc,·cloping countries by providing itself with appropriate resources under the Common 
Agrk.dcur:il Policy; · 
44. ConsiJcrs that. in the longer term, an ::adequate solution to this problem and co :all the 
anomalies in the J.griculrural trade rcbtions benvcen the Community and the developing 
~ounrries c:1n be found only if: 
- the Community finally adopcs an agricultural tr:Jde policy compatible with its 
.dc\·clopmcnt :aid policy, 
- Jnd .:it the same rime guar:mcees priority :1cccss to the Community market for 
Jgrkultur:il products ::md processed .1.griculrur:11 products from the poorest ;issociated 
:ind non-a.ssot-;:ited Jeveloping countries; 
- the Community reduces its airrent srruaur:il sur:pluses of certain ::agricultur::il produccs; 
4f, R,equ~scs ch:it sp~d:il :ittention :ind im:re:ised ;issistance bt gr:intcd to ACP ~ounrrics hit 
by droughr. p:ircicularly those in the Sahcl and the: Horn of Afric:1 which :ire thre:irened, .ind 
Urfes the introduction as :1 matter of urgency Q( i1 spccfa[ Jction progr;imme to cn:ib(c che 
stricken ,ountri~s ro curb, by mt:ms of warer control. the h:irmful effects of drought, 
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4'- Nocc:s wirh sarisfo.1..1:ion the prompr acrion taken by the Community. to furnish 
fin.101.i:1.l Jnw:f othc:r :.1ssisr.1ncc to countri1..-s which have r~cently suffered serious loss of life 
~utJ ;:,ropcrry Js a result of hurric:.m"-s; :mJ urgc:s rhi: introduction by the Community oi 3 
c ... ,nnnuini; programme of assistance aimeJ :it ..:nJbling rhe P'-"Ople of those ,ouncric:s co 
rrc?J.re rh~msclvcs .i~aim;t, :inJ ro aJlcvi:rn: the: cff~cts ot. rhc perennial haurJs to which 
rhr.•y lrc l!xposcd by the occurrence of su~h hurrican~; 
47. Requests the Commission to enter in the Communiry's 1981 l,ud~ct special 
supplcm<.·nrary appror,ri:niun Q( 250 million EU:\ :mJ :1n arrropri:nion for th~· r,urch.1i.c of 
~00 million tonnes of cereals for war refugees or those made homeless by n:uural di5.·utcrs 
in the ACP countries; c:ills. in panicular, on the Commission and the Council to draw up. as 
soon a!i possible. an emergency food-aid and trchnical :issistance pro~rammc for refu~c.-c, in 
the ACP countries who arc facing de3thi 
4S. Hopes that the setting up of the Technical Centre for Ai:riculrural and Rural 
Cooperation will meet the needs of the ACP countries; requests that the prcp:m1tory 
measures necessary for its establishment be taken rapidly and that adequate resources be 
placed at its disposal; 
49. Condemns anr attempt to use food as a weapon :igainst any country on any pretext 
whatever, 
(g) Fi,zancial a,id technical cooperation 
50. Notes that, on the expiry of the First Lome Convention, one quarter of the 
programmable funds had still not been committed and that payments amounted to 43 % of 
total EDF comminncnts, 28 °lo of which were for indiarive programmes; 
51. Warns against prolonging this situation. which might weaken confidC"ncc in ACP-EEC 
cooperation; once the quality and ,·alue of projccu has been recognized. funds must be 
utilized spccdilr; 
52. Considers it essential therefore that the experience acquired from the application of 
lome l should be full>· exploited in the implemenraron of lomc II and in particular that: 
- de,·elopmcnt prof:rammes for the ACP countries should be drawn up, specifiying the 
rrrc of aid desirable, 
- the self-development c:apacities of projects should be taken into account, 
- sufficient vocational training for each project should accompany its implementation, and 
more generally that the cost thereof and also the cost of the subsequent mainrenance of 
projecrs should be included in the financing plan, 
- the maintenance and operatjon of the inst31l3tions should be ensured; 
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.B. Recognizes the ,•cry great nlue of the work of the non-governmental org:miz.ations 
concerned with de,·elopment and emphasizes the role these organizations might play in 
connection with micro-projects in the ACP countries; 
54. Calls upon Community institutions to gi,·c higher priority to the encouragement of 
non-go\'crnmemal financial institutions to invest in capital projects, and to do so by 
underwriting such investment in whole or in pan; 
55. Considers that voluntary aid to de\'C~lopmcnt should be cncour:tE?eJ and requests the 
Commission of the European Communities to m~1kc rclc=,·ant propos.lls with a view to 
adopting a Europe.in st.3tute for technical cooperation assist:tnts; 
56. Srresscs the need to make nil those concerned ~,ware of the ad\'ant.:ii;cs of reducing to a 
minimum the period between the apprnisnl and rhe implcmenta~ion of a project; 
57. Emphasizing the ,·ery re:11 problems encountered by the Commission of the Europe:m 
Communities, demands that it should at last be provided with the st.:iff necessary ro 
implement the Conwntion of Lome; 
(h) Least-developed, l.md/ocki:d and island countries 
5S. Requests th:it, on che basis of the provisions of Loml! II, solutions be found to the 
problems encountered by the least-developed, landlocked and isl.:ind ACP Scates in the fields 
of investment, tr:msporc and communic.:itions and as regards che application of the rules of 
origin; 
59. Urges that specfal measures be t.:iken to mobilize more resources for agricultur.:il and 
rurJI deYclopment in the least-developed, landlocked and island ACP States in order to raise 
agricultural production substantially; 
60. Requests that the provisions of the joint decl:iration on the special siru:irion of Zaire be 
implemented; 
61. Calls·upon the EEC countries co t.:ike :ill necess:.1ry·me:isurcs to ensure the success of the 
Un ired Nations Conference on the Le:isc-Devclopcd Countries scheduled for 1981; 
(i) Institutional provisions 
61. Rcquescs rhc ACP-EEC Council of 1-.linisrers carefully to ensure that the economic and 
social groups are involved in the life of the new Convention, pursu:int ro Article 168 (6), 
and to begin the essential consult:irions concerning trade :ind industrial cooperation and the 
full application of chc joint declaration on migr:int workers contained in Annex XV to the 
Convention: 
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63. ~c:grers that the negori~rions for an adaprarion and transition protocol for Lome 11, 
following the enlargement ot the Community ro include Greece from 1 Januarv 1981 have 
opened so lace in the day; · ' 
64. Notes the concern s~own by many ACP Stares at the prospeL"t of a possible 
cnl.:irge~enc of the EEC to mdude chree new countries and requests that the ACP State be 
Ju1y nonfied; 
65. Notes rhe improvement in Lome II as reg::irds instirutional provisions and hopes that as 
a result of these provisiorls the institutions will be better equipped to achieve the aims of the 
Convention; 
66. Stresses rhe need co atr:iin as soon :is possible the aim of allocating 0·7 % of the GNP 
of the developed countries co public development aid; urges that developed countries which 
have:: not yet reached chis rarget of 0·7 % of GNP in public development aid in 1981 should 
make rheir best cfforrs to re~1ch it by l 985, and in any c:ise not later than in the second half 
\)t the decade: the c~ugec of 1 % shoulJ be reached as soon as possible thereafter; 
67. Ri.!quescs. in rhe light 0f rhc very serious implications of rhe burden of foreign Jebt for 
rhc ::conomics of rhe dcvch>ping ,ounrries, the JJoprion of mc:1surcs to proviJe immeJiatc 
;issi~r.uKc. relief or the writing off of tl'll.! debts of chose developing countries which :ire 
i.:xpcricncing particular Jiffii;ulties .,s is rhc case for most ACP countrk-s; 
68. Also sm .. asscs th:u ,;t·rious progress tow:irJs Jisarm:11nenc would release subst:im:ial 
tunJs for Jcvclopnu:nt; 
69. Points out th:it, while in other respects the Lomc Conventions are exemplary. they c;:in 
become fully effective only if they form part of 3 world-wide system of North-South 
rcl:uions; regrets rh:it it was not possible to decide on the agenda and procedures for ~lobal 
negotiations at the Xlth UN Excraordin:iry Gcncr:il Assembly in New York; urges the 
Communiry and the ACP St:ites to make every effort to ensure that the North-South 
dialogue achieves some concrete results; hopes chat the Community and the ACP States will 
endeavour to achieve re:il results and attaches particular importance to the establishment of 
a world-wide system ~o assist the leasc-devdoped countries; 
70. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution and the report of the Joint Committee 
co the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, to the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors and to 
the Council of Ministers and Commission of the European Communirics. and also asks chat 
seeps be taken to give the report and the resolution wide publicity. 
RESOLUTION 
on the proposals designed to ensure respect for and protection of the rights of migrant workcn, 
srudents and trainees who arc nationals of one of the Contracting Parries and regularly resident in a 
Member State or 31l ACP State 
The ACP-EEC Comultative Assembly. 
meeting in Luxembourg from 24 to 26 September 1980, 
referring expressly to the declaracion adopred in Bordeaux on 31 January 1979 by its 
Joint Committee, 
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- h;:i"·ing regard to the provisions of Annex XV of th~ Second Lomc Convention, rcl:iting 
to workers who are n;:itionals of one of the Contr::1ccing P.1rties and arc residing lcg:1lly 
in :1 Member State or an ACP St.:1te, 
- h:iving reg:1rd to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC/18/SOr, 
1. Welcomes the fact that the new Convention takes account of the situation of migrant 
workers from the ACP countries residing in the countri(S of the Community with a view to 
ensuring respect for and protection of the fundamcnc:il human rights, and also of the 
situ:icion of work~rs from the Community residing in ACP countries; 
2. Stresses the political signific:ince of this step by which the negotiators have recognized 
that the two Parries could not confine themselves to an economic and commercial 
agreement, and chat che bonds which unite them were such that the situation of certain 
social groups could no longer be ignored by the Convention; 
3. Deplores, however, the un~mbitious narure of the provisions adopted which are 
confined to gu:ir:mteeing non-discrimination with regard to working conditions, pay and 
social security; 
4. Notes th:u these provisions are far from adequate in view of the difficulties encountered 
by ACP migrant workers; 
5. Considers that the proposals and guarantees contained in this resolution must be 
implemented as 3 matter of priority to assist ACP migrant workers, whose social siruatian 
and problems with integr:uion into their host country :ire particularly acute; 
6. Desires non·discriminarion to apply fully to all workers' rights, irrespective of whether 
their families are living with them or have remained in their own country, but considers :at 
the same rime chat the re-uniting of families must be encour3ged; 
7. Takes the view chat it is responsible for ensuring that these provisions are enforced and, 
for this purpose, insrruas the ACP .. EEC Council to report co it annually on their 
implementation; 
8. Considers chat, on che basis of undertakings conr3incd in the Second Lome Convention; 
the: Communiry and ics ~1ember Smcs should embark upon a policy of coordination and 
harmonization of the various ~tional policies relating to the rights of ACP migr3.nt 
workers; 
9. Requests char the ACP-EEC Council reconsid~r the matter of ACP migrant workers with 
a view to e.'<tending the: present provisions; 
10. (nvites the ACP-EEC Council to involve, through its ad hoe committees, the social 
p~mners, both of the ACP and of the EEC, in the consideration of the matter of migrant 
workers; 
11. Recalls ch:u, in line with rhe ded:ir:ition :adopted in Bordeaux, the objeaive to be 
.1~hicved in this regard is to guar:intce co ACP misr:int workers resident in the Member 
Scates of the Communi[)I: 
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rcco~nicion of their economic. social :ind cr:1Jc union rishts, 
recognition of their individuJI rights and of eh":.~ of their families, 
improved living ~onJirions. 
- the: :14."Nal c:xcrdsc of their recognized rights; 
12. Ri:quests the Council of the European Communities to adopt the proposal for a 
Directive on clandestine immigration which. while laying down preventive and restrictive 
measures to combat illegal mi~ration and employment, safeguards the rights of workers 
arising out of the work they perform; 
13. Underlines the need for the Member Scates of the Community t0 undert:ike. in 
agreement with the parties concerned and their organizations, a detailed study of the 
situation of ACP students and tr:iinecs. in order to be in a position at last to define a 
coherent and comprehensive policy in this rcg:ird; this policy should include, in p:micular, 
vocational training and grant, study and tr:iining programmes and facilitate the 
reintegration of those concerned at the end of their studies in their country of origin; 
14. Recalls that in order for ACP students and trainees to be properly integrated into their 
new environment, they must be briefed in advance on the situation that awaits them and in 
particular on the reception and temporary care facilities provided; 
15. Invites the Member States of the Community to take account in their legislation on 
aliens of the special status of ACP students and trainees, by putting an end to discretionary 
powers as regards expulsion and by guaranteeing to trainees and students receiving grants 
the right of appeal against arbitrary administrative decisions; 
16. ls of the opinion that it is the responsibility of the Community to promote the 
coordination and harmonization of the various national policies on the subject so as to give 
more weight.to the concept of ACP student/trainee; 
17. Stresses that there is work to be done in informing and educating Community public 
opinion with regard to the problems of Third World citizens and particularly those from the 
ACP countries; 
18. Considers that, in order for such an information and education policy to be effective, it 
should be backed up by the competent non-governmental organizations, which should be 
given moral and financial support; 
19. Invites chose Member States which do not as yet possess legislation enabling racism to 
be combated, to adopt such legislation as soon as possible. 
RESOLtmON 
on ACP-EEC cooperation on t:hc development of 6shins in t:hc ACP States 
The ACP-EEC consultative Assembly. 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 24 to 26 September 1980, 
- recalling the Joint Declaration on sea fishing annexed' to the Convention signed b! ~e 
ACP States and the European Community in Lome on 31 October 1979 and recogmzmg 
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the contribution thar the dc,·el"pmem of fishery resources in waters within the 
jurisdiction of the ACP States can make to the ovcr:ill development process of these 
Srates. 
- rec~111ing also the Joint Declar:icion on the ongm of fishery produces :mnexed to 
Protocol 1 to the Convention, which m:ognizes that ch:inges in the existing rules of 
origin concerning: fishery products may have to be made to enhance the development of 
the fishery sector, 
1. Considers th:it there is :in urgenc need for intensified ACP·EEC cooper:uion to en:ible 
each ACP Sr:ite to maximize the benefits of its fishery resources ::ind ret:iin full control of 
these vic:il rcsour,es to ensure a balanced system of fishing :md conservation of fish stocks in 
the ACP Stares; 
2. Notes the interest expressed by many ACP States in developing their fishing industries; 
3. Urges the Community and the ACP Stares ro carry our without delay an examination of 
the problems posed by the c:ntry into Community markets of fishery products from catches 
m:1de in zones within the jurisdiction of the ACP States; 
4. lnstruc:ts itJ Joint Committee to continue its examination of the problem of ACP-EEC 
cooper::uion on fishing and to submit :i report to it in due coune. 
The ACP·££C Consultativ, Assembl}·, 
woumoN 
on Zimbabwe 
- meeting in Luxembourg from .!4 to 26 September 1980, 
- welcoming the decision of the ACP-EEC Council in Nairobi to agree to Zimbabwe's 
applic.irion for .1,cccssion to che Second Lomc Convention, 
noting th:it the negotiations on the terms of accession for Zimbabwe arc making 
progress. 
- stressing the p:micul:u v:ilue and the grc:it politic:>.l signifionc.:e of the imminent 
;1ccession of the Republic of Zimb:ibwe to the SeconJ Lome Convention, 
- aw:ire of the import:mce of sug:>.r. beef ::and veal and cobacco to the economy of 
Zimb:ibwe and of their impact on the pro\pcriry of irs people. 
1. Urges ch:it the negotiations on Zimb:J.bwe's accession to the Convention be concluded 
r:ipidly and, in chis ..:onnc:ction, urs.es the Community :1nd its Member Scares to provide 
subsr;1nti:1l :iid for Zimbabwe, t:1l<lng a~count of the n .. -ed for Zimb:1bwc to rebuild its 
economy as r:ipidly ~ possible; 
2. Requests the Community to grJ.nt Zimhahwe, on ir~ acces!.ion. !,ug::ir and b::cf and veal 
quotas over and above those pro\·ided for under the St'tond Lomi· Convention. 
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RESOLUTIO~ 
on cocoa 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 24 ro 26 September 1980, 
seriously concerned at the fall in rhe prices of commodities, particularly cocoa. 
regretting the failure ro reach a Community de.:ision on a minimum price for cocoa 
during the recent Gene,·a consultatiom,, which would have made possible the 
resumption of negotiations on the conclusion of a new international agreement, 
having regard to the vital imponancc of cocoa for the economies of many ACP states 
and, in particular, the political and social consequences of a fall in the price of cocoa, 
1. Requests the Community, as the world's major consumer of cocoa, to assume its full. 
responsibilities so that negotiations on the conclusion of a new International Cocoa 
Agreement can be resumed and completed; 
2. Calls on the Community: 
(a) to agree ro the fixing of a minimum price for cocoa, taking account of the overriding 
need to guarantee a fair le,·cl of remuneration to and protect rhe interests of the ACP 
producer states; 
(b) to agree to the fixing of a guaranreed seasonal price for cocoa and to accept the principle 
of a periodic re\'iew of cocoa prices; 
3. Consequently requests the Council of the European Communities to rake all the 
necessary steps to enable the Community to assume in full its special responsibilities in this 
field in accordance with the spirit and letter of the Lome 11 Com·ention. 
RESOLUTIO~ 
on the siruarion in southern AfriC3 
The ACP-EEC Consult.1trve Assembly, 
meeting in Luxembourg from 2.4 to 26 September 19SO. 
ha.ving reglrd ro the resolutions adoorcd b\· the Consulr.uh-e Assemblv on 28 Seotember 
1978 and 12 October 19i9 in Luxe~bou;g and by the Joint Committee on 1 February 
1979 in Bordeaux, 
l. Re:iffirms its condemn:irion of South Africa for its apartheid poliq and its present 
acti\'ities in Namibia, which are intended to delay the larter·s independence and undermine 
fundamental liberties as defined in the United Nations Chancr; 
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:!.. Strongly urges the South Afric::m authonoes to free all prisoners of conscience and 
guarantee. without discrimination, rhe righr to legal defeni:c, and to safeguard fundamental 
liberties in respect oi persons and society as a whole; expresses its solidarity with all victims 
of the regime and urges. in particulJr. that militancs :ind leading figures of the Afrlc3n 
National Congress who have been unjustly imprisoned and sentenced should be freed; 
3. Considers that the me:isures adopted by the apartheid regime following the compulsory 
embargo on arms decreed by the United Nations mean that foreign companies operating in 
Somh Africa may become involved in the apartheid regime·s military programme: these 
Western companiL"S provide virrually all South Afrids oil. i:omputers and adv:inced 
technology; anything short of total withdrawal on their pa.rt would therefore have no effect; 
4. Considers. more particuh1rly, rhat the so-t:.1lled fair ~mpioymmt me:isures, such as the 
Community co<lc: of conduct and the Suiliv:m principles jeopardize the struggle for freedom, 
despite the argumc:nr that these measures may be intended to help promote foreign 
invescmenc in Sourh Africa~ 
5. Condemns. forrhc:rmore. the st:ites :ind multinacion:.11 ..:ompanic:s and other undert:ikings 
in the Communiry which ..:ontinue. by virruc: of rheir oper.irions. to give :icrive support and 
encour:1gcment co the ap:mheid regime: in South Afric:i • .1nd urges chat the principles and 
decisions adoptc:d by rhe United N.ttions ~houlJ be respe"-r"°d and • .1bove :ill, chat these st2res 
and ,ompanics should scop investint: .md opt=rating in Sl,uth .\.fric;i in circumst:mces which 
cncour.,gc the 1.:oumry's r:idst ~ovcrnmcnt; , 
6. Requests the Council of the European Communities to provide details of the activiti~ of 
the multinationals and to inform the Joim Committee: of the measures it intends to cake to 
ensure that they do not continue to violate che commitments given at the United Nations; 
7. Reiterates its formal condemnation of the ,·arious forms of economic and military 
support given to the apartheid regime in flagrant ,·iolation of United Nations resolutions; 
8. Notes, however, the fact that a number of cultural :igreements between Community 
countries and the Pretoria Governl!lent have been suspended; 
9. Pays homagr to the courage of the people ~md Go\'ernments of Botswana, Lesotho, 
Tanzania, Swaziland. Zambia and Zimbabwe. and strongly urges that the special measures 
which have already been taken to help them should be intensified; regrets that, despite its 
earlier requests, a special action programme has not yet been initiated for them; 
10. Condemns the recent bloody acts of' aggression perpetrated against sovereign States, 
notably Angola, Mozambique and Zambia. 
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LUXEMBOURG, 28 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1981 
RESOLUTION 
on the Fifth Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministen and an analysis of the early experience 
of the Second Lomc Convention with recommendations for its optimal implancntation 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
- me~ting in Luxembourg from 28 to 30 September 1981, 
- having examined the general report submitted by Mr S. R. lnsanally on behalf of the Joint 
Committee {Doc. ACP-EEC 29/81 )1 
1. Welcomes the entry into force of the new Convention between the ACP States and the 
Community as an international cooperation contract between equal partners reflecting the 
situJtion of economic interdependence between the developing and the industrialized 
countrit·s; 
2. Notes with approval that programming missions under the new Convention have been 
a(complished; · 
3. Regrets that, despite the effort made to ensure early submission on this occasion, the Fifth 
Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers was not available to members of the 
Consultative Assembly in sufficient time to allow detailed examination before the annual 
meeting; 
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(a) With regard to the enlargement of the ACP and of the EEC 
4. Is parti'-1.1larly ple;tseJ to wekome the accession to the Convention of Vanuatu arid 
Zimbabwe, .:md hopes chat the Zimbabwe Accession Agreement will be ratified by all the 
Community Member States with the least possible delay; 
S. Warmly wekomes the indication given by the new Caribbean State of Belize of its desire 
to a,xede to the Convention of Lome and looks forward to its taking its place in the Joint 
Committee and the Consultative Assembly; 
6. \X'ekomes the imminent signarure by Greece of the Second Lome Convention but regrets 
the inadequate nature of consultation with the ACP partners concerning the accession of 
Grcecc.·; 
7. T ahs note of the.· Joint Dcdaration of 1 'J June 1981 pursu.mt ro which certain 
outstanding differences bcrwccn the ACP and the EEC regarding the effects of the accession of 
Greece to the Community on ACP trade will be dealt with and particularly the provision 
whereby all the procedures for information and consultation would be put into practice · 
should difficulties arise for the ACP States in matters of trade cooperation; 
8. Is pleased to nore that in the Declaration of 19 June 1981 the Community, within the 
framework of consultation procedures provided for by rhe Convention, has underrakcn to 
keep the ACP States apprupriatel)· informed of Jevelopmenrs in the negotiations for: the 
accession of Spain and Portugal and shall proceed in good time to any necessary discussion ef 
the possible effects for the ACP States of the enlargement of the Community; 
9. Calls on the Community to honour these undertakings and to commence, in good time, 
real negotiations with the ACP for appropriate measures of adaptation and transition; 
(h) With regard to trade ~ooperation 
10. Notes with concern that while the nominal value of trade between the ACP and the 
Community increased during the period under review, and that while the trade balance was in 
favour of the ACP, 
(a) the pattern of trade between the ACP and EEC has remained unchanged since the signing 
of the First Lome Convention and 
(b) the decline of exports of raw materials in total ACP exports to the Community was not 
compensated by a corresponding increase in exports of manufactured goods; 
11. Stresses that the opening of the Community market!i to ACP products is not in itself 
sufficient to ensure the development of ACP trade with the Community; 
12. Emphasizes the principle of free access to the Community market for ACP industrial 
products, induding textiles, and urges the Community to take account of this principle in all 
international agreements; 
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13. Notes that the ACP States account for only 1 · 8 % of total EEC textile impons, and 
consequently maintains that the ACP should not be held responsible for the general crisis 
affecting the European textile industry; 
14. Urges the Community and its Member States not to adopt prote<.."1:ionist measures which 
would have disastrous effe<..-rs on the ACP countries, and would not be in the long•term 
inrercst of the Community; 
15. Calls on the Community and its Memher States to make full and timely use of the 
consultation procedurt"s in order to avoid the need to have recourse to the safeguard clause; 
16. Urges the Commission of the EEC to encourage and grant adequate financial support to 
initiatives of the ACP States in export promotion of manufactured products, particularly of 
small and medium-sized industries, from ACP States in the EEC market through financing of 
trade fairs and other related export promotion activities; 
17. Emphasizes the importance of trade promotion and calls for the flexible interpretation 
and full implementation of the provisions governing trade promotion in the Convention; 
l R. Considers th.1t ,ompli.mce with the letter and spirit of the Lome agreements requires the 
( 'ommunity to uphold the trade advantages obtained by the ACP States and to protect them 
against any erosion as a result of othc.r agreements signed by the EEC; 
19. Requests the Commission of the European Communities to revoke the rule by which it 
limits an ACP State's trade fair exhibition space ro 60 square metres, and furthermore urges 
the continuation of the system under which EEC Member States have so far made free space 
available for ACP participation in fairs taking place in their territories; 
20. Calls on the trade partners, in the light of the difficulties encountered in this most 
important area, to undertake as quickly and seriously as possible a detailed study of the root 
causes of the meagre results obtained so far in the ACP-EEC trade cooperation, and to take 
appropriate remedial action; 
(c) With regard to agricultural products 
21. EmphasiZl.'S the importan,e of ACP agricultural produi;rs being granted the greatest 
possible access to Community markers especially given the possibilities now offered by the 
new chapter on Agricultural Cooperation in the Second Lome Convention; 
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22. Notes that thL· European Community is an imp<1rcant exporter of agricultural products 
anJ rl'I.JUC~ts l:ur thL· prL·sent reorganization of the Common Agrkultural Policy take account 
of thL· intL'rcsts of the ACP; 
23. Requests the Coun,il and Commission to undertake an examination of the means 
whm:hy the Community ,ould supply available agricultural products to the ACP on a regular 
basis :rnJ on preferential terms; 
24. Rc,ognizes .that such a s,heme is by no means inconsistent with the effons of the ACP 
StMcs ro foster greJter agricultural development; · 
25. Is therefore of thl' opinion that such supplies as well as food aid should take place in the 
framework of national food security programmes, aiming at self-sufficiency in food; 
( d) U' ith regard to food aid 
26. Calls on the Community institutions when regulating the Community agricultural 
markL·t also to rake particular account of those Community agricultural products which are 
suitable for use as food aid. in particular, cereals; 
27. Demands that Community food aid should be increased and diversified to a larger range 
of products, including products not produced in the EEC, taking more account of the food 
needs and habits of the recipient countries, and increasing also food aid in sugar which is at 
'present limited to the 6 086 tonnes allocated to UNR WA; 
(e) With regard to the system of generalized tariff preferences 
28. Recognizes the potential value of the system of generalized tariff preferences to 
developing rnuntries hut ur~es that great care be taken to ensure that is expansion in no way 
jeopardi1.es the position accorded by the Convention to the ACP Group, among which are to 
be found most of the poorest developing countries; 
29. Set·s the nel'd for a systematic exchange of information between the parties on matters 
rL·laring to the GSP and thl'reforc calls for the early a,tivation of the Joint Working Party; in 
J.JJirion requl'sts the Commission to submit its annual GSP proposals in time to allow for 
stuJy and evenrual suggestions for modification by the ACP States before approval by the 
EEC Council of Ministers; 
(f) With regard to Stabex and Sysmin 
JO. Re,ognizes that Stabex, as an instrument designed to reduce the effect of price 
fluctuJtions, serves to allow ACP countries to plan ahead with a certain degree of SC"-"Urity 
regarding the income they can dl'rive from the exports of products covered by the system; 
31. Notes that the need for coverage of a wider range of products has been admitted by the 
provisions of the new Convention and that there is scope for further expansion of the list; 
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32. Is gravely concerned, however, that the resources made available for Stabex under the 
new Convention have proved to be quite inadequate; 
33. Calls therefore for the prompt provision of additional resources, which is necessary if the 
system is to adequately fulfil the purpose for which it was designed; 
34. Reiterates its request to the Commission to present a report assessing the impaci of 
Stahcx on the development of the economies of the ACP countries and, given the importahcc 
of this assessment, urges that this detailed study should be carried out by external consultants 
sdectcd with the approval of the ACP countries; 
35. Insists on the necessity for the conclusion of world commodity agreements in order to 
assure remunerative and stable prices in order to alleviate too rapid a depletion of Stabex; 
36. Requests the Community to expedite the entry into force of Sysmin and to this end, to 
work out in consultation with the ACP States the mechanics for the effective operation of.this 
new system; 
3 7. Observes, however, that there is already apparent danger of the resources provided being 
quickly depleted; further calls for a fundamental examination of the problem that' this 
presents; 
(g) With regard to sugar 
38. Notes that despite the disquiet previously expressed by ACP cane sugar producers at the 
increasing level of European beet sugar production the Community has adopted quotas for 
1981/82 - 1985/86 which are not significantly reduced from previous levels; 
39. Further notes that the level of Community sugar production forecast for 1981/82 is 
over 2 million tonnes higher than in previous years; · · 
40. Notes also that the world market price for sugar has recently fallen below the bottom 
end of the range prcs,rihcd in the International Sugar Agreement; 
41. Additionally notes that following the closure of a major cane sugar refinery at Liverpool 
some ACP sugar will have to be diverted from its traditional market in the Community to· 
markets elsewhere in the Community; 
42. Notes with surprise chat the Community has offered a price increase of only 7 · 5 % for 
unrefineJ sug:tr {in which form almost all ACP sugar is supplied) even though the Community 
intervention prices for white sugar (in whkh form most beet sugar is manufactured} has been 
increased by 8 · 5 c:,o and that in the price negotiations with the ACP suppliers the Community 
has so far failed to remove this discrimination; 
4.~. Calls upon the Council of Ministers ro recognize that because cane sugar production is· 
hased upon a i:yde of seven years and because rhe margin of profit for its producer countries 
can he greatl)· reduced by the surplus prodw.:tion of competing beet sugar it is necessary that 
the long-term production levels of beet sugar must be based upon a realistic assessment of the 
likely long-term world demand and supply for sugar; 
44. Further urges rhe Community to revise its sugar production quotas at the earliest 
practicable opportuniry in order to reduce the surplus on the world market and in order for 
the Community ro accept ACP sugar in accordance with its contractual obligations under the 
Sugar Protocol; 
45. Continues to emphasize the importance of the Community maintaining its contractual 
obligations under the Sugar Protocol to accept the full quantity of ACP sugar; 
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46. While hL·in~ conscious of the desirability for some ACP States to process locally their 
own raw m;uerials, notes that the transfer of cane sugar refining capacity to some ACP 
countries ;1nd the marketing of such refined sugar on Community markets cannot be effected 
for the time being; 
4 7. Expresses the hope that. European cane sugar refining capacity will continue in the 
. medium term to be suffident to meet the needs of the ACP sugar exports to the Community; 
48. Recognizes that the discrimination against the ACP in the guaranteed price offered for 
their unrefined sugar in 1981/82 is unacceptable and calls upon the Community to agree to 
consultations at the hight"St political level so that an acceptable price increase can be 
negotiated for the current year; 
49. Calls for provision to be made in future ye.us as well as in respect of 1981/82 for real 
joint negotiations with regard to the guaranteed price for ACP sugar; 
.SO. [)raws attention to the negative effects of shipping freight costs on the profitability of 
ACP sugar exports and to the need to find ways of providing compensation for these costs; 
51. Calls for an enlightened approach by the Community to the interpretation of the force 
majeure provisions of the Sugar Protocol, and calls also for an early positive response by the 
Community to the specific requests for reallocations of quotas already made to it by the ACP 
sugar exporting States; 
52. Urges the Community and the ACP sugar producing States, in view of the many 
diffo:ulties encountered in the implementation of the Protocol, to formulate a joint 
interpretation of the Protocol; 
53. Urges the Community to contribute towards future stability of world sugar prices by 
early and full participation in the International Sugar Agreement; 
(h) With regard to industrial cooperation 
54. Notes the failure so far to achieve any significant results in ACP-EEC industrial 
cooperation, and hopes that means will be found whereby additional impetus, particularly 
capital, including bank and private and public capital, can be mobilized for industrial. 
development in the ACP States; 
55. Requests the joint Committee to set up the Working Group on the impact of the Chapter 
on Industrial Cooperation under Lome I and prospects under Lome II; 
56; Propost.'S on-the-!.pot processing of natural resources as one of the priority objectives of 
ACP industrialization~ 
57. Seeks the assurance that the procedures in the industrial sphere set up by Lome II will 
induce the Community, after consulting the economic and social groups. to take greater 
account of the needs of the ACP economies in determining its internal restructuring measures; 
58. Stresses the importance in the ACP countries of the training of large cadres of 
management staff, an activity which should be given financial support from the EDF; · 
59. Calls on the Centre for Industrial Development, the Commission and the EIB to 
vigorously encourage the setting up of industrial projects in the ACP and the transfer of 
suitable technology; 
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60. Considers it vital therefore that every effort be made, both by the ACP and the EEC, to 
adopt adequate measures which would generate the additional capital required for ACP 
industrial development and calls for the taking of immediate steps whereby this can be 
ac.::hieved; 
(i) wzth regard to energy cooperation 
61. Views with great coru:ern the acute cri!,is in the energy sector which in catastrophic for 
nearly every ACP Srate, and particularly the poorest of them, and therefore awaits the report 
of its working party on ACP-EEC cooperation in the field of energy; 
62. In recognition of the finding by the Nairobi Conferei:1ce ~n new and renewable sources of 
energy that developing countries need to be urgently assisted in financing the development of 
alternatives, urges both the ACP and the Community to make the fullest possible use of all 
relevant provisions of the Convention, in particular Articles 57 to 59 and 76, in order to 
develop the energy potential of the ACP Stares; 
(j) With regiird to agricultural cooperation and the alleviation of hunger 
63. Notes the European Parliament's resolution of 18 September · 1980 on hunger in the 
world (Ft.•rrero RcportJ · and awaits the results of the work of the ad hoe group created in 
the Joint Committee; 
64. Notes that und,r Lome I, even though more than a third of the appropriations of the 
EDF were allocated to the development of the rural sector, the food situation in the majority 
of ACP countries, particularly in Africa, deteriorated; 
65. Stresses that priority should be given to increasing agricultural and food production in 
the ACP States; 
66. In view of the in~-rcasingly tragic situation of refugt.·cs in the ACP countries, calls for the 
mt':tsurt.·s taken by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly of 26 September 1980 to be 
dfe,tively implemented; 
Demands that rcgion .. 1l aid programmes for ACP refugees be worked out and implemented 
without delay anJ that to this end the fullest use be made of all the instruments and financial 
possibilities available under the Lome Agreement and the additional funds required be 
spe,ificd; calls on the Commission to submit plans for such programmes at the next meeting 
of the Joint Committee; 
67. Recalls the request made by the Consultative Assembly for particular attention and 
increaseJ assistance to be given to ACP countries afflicted by drought, in particular those of 
the Sahcl n:gion and the Horn of Africa which are especially endangered; 
68. Also re..:alls the request made by the Com,ultative Assembly for the urgent institution of 
an emergency ac.::tion programme to allow rhe countries affec.::ted to use their water resources .in 
su,h a way as to cut down the tragic.: effects of the drought; in this ,onnecrion, hopes that 
urgent practical measun.•s will be taken to launch this emergenq programme; 
69. Recognizes the importance of the development of ACP sea and inland fishery resources, 
anJ strongly encourages the condusion of further bilateral fishery agreements between the 
Community and interested ACP coastal States or groups of States under mutually satisfactory 
..:onditions as provided for in the Joint Declaration on Sea Fishing annexed to the Convention 
of Lome II; 
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m.:ognizt'S the importance of encouraging small-scale coastal fisheries in the ;\CP States, 
and of providing as,;istance in training instructors and fishermen, in resource research, 
and in small vessel design, supply, and building, to enable these States to fully exploittheir 
coastal fisheries resources; 
rerngnizes the importance of developing fish-farming in the ACP States, and recommends 
that high priority be given to this activity in research, development, and resource 
allocation, to enable these States to fully exploit their inland fisheries potential; 
70. Regrets the failure of the Member States of the European Community to conclude an 
interrul Community fishery agreement and calls on them to intensify their efforts so that such 
an .igreement can be concluded in the very near future so as to provide the necessary 
impetus for ACP-EEC fishery cooperation; 
71. Emphasizes the importance of the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural 
Cooperation as a mu..:h needed catalyst for agricultural development in the ACP States and 
stresses the consequent need for its becoming operational with the least possible delay; 
(k) With regard to financial and technical cooperation 
72. Notes that full implementation ofthc Convention requires that all the funds available be 
utilized, and hopes that appropriations under the Fifth EDF will be more quickly committed 
and dishurscJ than w.is the case under its predecessor; 
73. Rec.:ognizing that the net beneficial value of aid can be increased by the introduction of 
more efficient administrative procedures, calls for a joint study which, as part of the 
continuing evaluation of EDF aid, may be aimed at improving procedures for the proper 
control and management of aid funds; 
74. Emphasizes in this regard the important role which should be played by the Joint 
Ministeri..11 Committee as a high-level policy instrument for devising ways and means of 
a,,dcrating and streamlining methods of implementing overall finandal and technical 
cooperation; 
75. Welcomes the Convention's improved provisions on co-financing with their recognition 
of the need for harmonization and flexibility of procedures adopted and reaffirms the crucial 
role to be played by the Community in en..:ouraging and facilitating the participation of other 
donors; 
76. Warns against the risk of allowing considerations alien to the spirit and letter of the 
ACP-EEC Convention to determine the granting of appropriate financing to requesting ACP 
Stares; · 
(I) With regard to regional cooperation 
77. Emphasizes the importan,e of regional cooperation and acknowledges the increased 
funding made available in the new Lome Convention for this purpose; 
78. Stresses the need for these resources to be fully and rapidly allocated with respect for the 
priorities set by the ACP regions themselves in order to maximize the benefits obtainable and 
to fully explore the possibilities of intra·ACP cooperation; 
79. Urges that the support and aid schemes for specific bodies and projects implemented by 
ACP countries within a regional or subregional framework, particularly in the field of 
infrastructures, should be reinforced; 
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80. Asks the European Community, in agreement with the ACP countries concerned, to 
drJw up JnJ c:irry our a programme of specific practical activities for rhc Sahcl territories to 
put an end to the rragi, and unai:ceptable ,on<litions in which the people there live, with the 
aim of developing agriculture, particularly the animal breeding areas, and trade in this region 
of Africa. This plan should be established by the European Community over and above,the 
appropriations already allocated for the implementation of agreements resulting from 
Lome II; 
(m) With regard to the least-developed, landlocked and island ACP States 
81. Reaffirms its concern at the growing difficulties and specific obstacles encountered by the 
least-developed countries, notably certain ACP StateSi 
82. Welcomes the political will shown by the signatories of the Lome II Convention to assist 
,hese States in solving their problems by means of specific measures (Title VIII of the Lome II 
Convention); 
83. Takes note of the results of the United Nations Conference on the least-developed 
countries held in Paris from 1 to 14 September 1981 and of the positive role played by the 
EEC and its Member States at the conference; 
84. Calls on the Community and its Member States to devise and implement effective and 
immediate measures to put into effect the substantial New Programme of Action and the 
Immediate Programme of Action adopted by the Paris Conference; 
85. Strongly urges the EEC and irs Member States to use all possible means to secure the 
active participation of all other industrialized countries in implementing these programmes; 
86. Calls on the Community and its Member States to take all possible steps to promote 
these efforts at international level, notably at the forthcoming Cancun (Mexico) North-South 
Conference; 
87. Requests the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers and all the institutions of the EEC and its 
Member States to ensure chat rapid and full use is made of the specific measures provided for 
in the Lome II Convention to assist the least-developed countries, notably those contained in 
Article 82 of the Convention; 
88. Stresses the ne~d to activate the ACP-EEC Subcommittee on least-developed, landlocked .. 
and island countries which was set up in 1977; 
(n) With regard to institutional aspects of the Convention 
89. Welcomes the attempt to expedite and facilitate the work of the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers by providing for consultations and regular exchanges of view by the Co-Presidents 
in between the Council's annual sessions; 
90. Reminds, however, that this new mechanism should be auxiliary to and not in 
substirutiQn of the main meetings of Council; 
91. Sees the need for greater political effort to be undertaken in all ACP-EEC institutions 
toward the solution of outstanding problems; 
92. Firmly believes that the operation of the ConventiQn can be significantly improved by a 
readiness to take and implement bold and timely decisions; 
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9]. Calls on the parties to display at all times an active, open and constructive participation 
in rhe implementation of the Convention and, within its several institutions, to be guided 
continuously by political goodwill; 
(o) With regard to global development policy - situation and trends 
"14, Is (onvini:ed that multilateral cooperation between developing and developed countries 
is pai;ticularly indispensable for the necessary strengthening of the socio-economic position of 
the developing countries in the context of efforts to create a new world economic order; 
Y 5. Expresses its concern at the lack of progress made under the agreements negotiated to 
launch the construction of a new international order; 
96. Stresses the importance of an early resumption and successful conclusion to the global 
North-South negotiations; 
97. Considers, moreover, that in view of the present world economic crisis and in the 
common interest of the Community countries and the ACP countries, far-reaching and 
imaginative solutions are necessary at the global level in order to make the Lome Convention 
a truly coherent and viable agreement; 
98. Expects that the imminent conference in Cancun will provide the necessary impetus for 
such a resumption; 
99. Underlines, in this context, the responsibility of the worldwide community towards the 
poorest countries and, in particular, that which rests upon the shoulders of the members of the 
European Community; · 
100. Stresses the incredible wastage of material and human resources involved in the arms 
race and the constant growth of military expenditure which will swallow up SSO OOO· million 
dollars this year although there is a lack of funds to check the scourge of hunger; 
101. Recalls the proposal drawn up by the non-aligned countries and the Group of 77 for the 
creation of a development fund made up of resources from the reduction and transfer of arms 
expenditure on the part of all countries; 
102. Notes the .ispirations expressed at the Paris and Nairobi Conferences, but urges the 
i:ontinuous necessity ro pursue the measures required to bring the results of these Conferences 
to fulfilment and dl·mands rhar the European Community and its Member States specifically 
develop concrete policies and mechanisms both for individual least-developed countries as . 
well as for its global programmes; 
J If l. Reitn atl'S t hl· lll't'd tc I a rt.1in as s, >on as possihlc the respl'Ctive aims of O · 7 % and 1 % of 
the GSP of the ,.kvdopc:J countries ro puhlil'. Jcvdopment aid, and at the same time highlights 
the minimum aim of providing immedi.udy O · 1.5 1X, of the GNP for the lcast-<.ievcloped 
,ountrics, all of which rl'l}uircs more l'quitahlc participation by the developing countries in the 
managl·mcnt of intl'rnational economic bodies. especially the World Bank, the International 
Mont•tary fund and GA"IT, and not only reliance on the present inadequate transfer of goods 
and finan,i:11 resources from North to South; 
104. In this context, notes with concern the threat of certain major industrialized countries . 
to reduce commitments as regards development aid, representing a renewed threat to 
implementation of UN Resolution No 2626 of 24 October 1970; 
I 0.'i. Appeals to all the industrialized countries to guarantee the volume of their aid to the 
developing countries, particularly the least~developed countries, and to respect their previous 
commitments by rejecting any reduction in this aid; • 
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106. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution and the report drawn up by H. E, 
Mr Insanally to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, to the ACP-EEC Committee of 
Ambassadors and to the Council and Commission of the European Communities; 
107. Calls on the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to give due attention to this resolution of 
the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembl.y. 
RESOLUTION 
01'! cul,ural cooperation between rhe ACP States and the European Economic Community 
The ACP-EF.C Consultative Assembly 
meeting in Luxembourg from 28 to 30 September 1981, 
having rl'gard to the report of its Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 27/81), 
- having rl'gard to the various speeches and the contributions made by the European 
parliam"·ntarians and the ACP parliamentarians and other representatives in the 
dis«:U'ision on the report, 
- whereas the cultural aspect is increasingly recognized as essential in cooperation and 
development and whereas the aim of development must be human self.fulfilment, 
recalling the Declaration on the principles of international cultural cooperation adopted 
hy the UNESCO General Conferc:n(e at its fourteenth session, which proclaims the 
'value', the 'dignity', and the 'originJliry' of all rnlrures, 
...- where.is the right to culture, knowledge and scientific information constitutes a 
recognin·J inalil'nahle right of all peoples, 
rei:alling the intergovernmental confcn:ncc on cultural policy held in Accra in 1975 and 
organized by UNESCO in cooperation with the OAU, 
n:calling the intergovernmental conference on cultural policy held in Helsinki in 1972, 
which recommends the European States, including the Member States of the Community, 
which took part to take measures jointly with the developing countries to preserve and 
promote the cultural heritage and popular traditions of these countries, 
aware of the efforts which the ACP countries are making to assert their cultural identity 
both at national and regional level arid at international level and to restore their national 
cultural heritage, and desirous of supporting the action they are taking towards intra-ACP 
cultural cooperation, 
- noting that cultural exchanges between the Member States of the Community and the 
ACP States are too one-sided and that it is necessary to redress the balance in the interests 
of equality and reciprocity, 
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t. Strl'SSl'S the consiJcrnhlc importance that n1ltural exchanges have hoth for the ACP Statcli 
Jnd for thl· Memhcr States of the Community and therefore welcomes the face that cultural 
coopcr.1tion is being given dose attention for the first time within the framwork of ACP-EEC 
cooperation; 
2. Feels that the development of the ACP countries cannot be fully realized unless 
~oopl·rarion herwccn them and the EEC, which is recognized as a positive step towards the 
setting up of a new international economi«.: order, rakes in the cultural aspect, which 
presupposes the recognition by the Community of the contribution made by the cultures of 
the ACP rmintrics and their peoples to the cultural heritage of all mankind; 
J. Rc.·cogni1.cs the.· k~itimare view of the developing countries which, while acknowledging 
the cxistl·nce of intcrdt'pcndt"lt1cc at international level, maintains that political independen~e 
must he consolidated by economic and cultural independence; 
4. Is rnnvinccd that the industrialized countries and the developing countries can only 
,oopcrate effe1.."tively if cultural relations are regarded as a source of mutual enrichment and 
are not imposed from a position of domination but proposed to a full partner with a view to 
dialogue and exchange; 
5. Considers that cultural cooperation between the ACP and the EEC based on mutual 
respe,t for each other's identity and on the principles of respect for national sovereignty and 
indc.·pendcnce, non-interference in internal affairs, equality and mutual interest would 
promote and ac4.:elerate the development of the ACP. countries and the socio-economic 
progress of their peoples; · 
6. Considers that increased cultural cooperation hetween the ACP States, the Community 
and its Members Stares, in addition ro existing multilateral and bilateral cooperation: 
would enable cooperation schemes to be better coordinated and integrated into planning 
and the development process; 
would be more neutral than bilateral cultural cooperation; 
would encourage a more efficient and dynamic system of exchanges; 
wou Id enahle the ACP rnunrries as a whole to take advantage of the Community's aid and 
support; 
woulJ c.·n.ihle ,ertain cultural events and arrangements to reach a wider public; 
7. Notes that certain provisions of the Lome Convention are directly or indirectly concerned 
with rhe que!'lrion of cultural cooperation, particularly in the sectors of industrial cooperation, 
agrkultur.11 cooperation, financial and techni~al .cooperation and regional cooperation; 
8. Notes that a rational and coordinated programme of cultural cooperation capable of 
boosring the development of the ACP was not incorporated into the various sections of the 
present Convention; 
9. Requests that as part of the implementation of the provisions of Lome II greater attention 
should be paid to rhe l·ulrural aspect of development and that, in particular, in carrying out 
financial projects under the EDF, the cultural identities and socio-cultural environment of the 
ACP countries should be taken into consideration; · 
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I. Socio-cultural sphere 
Immediate ob;ectives 
10. Feels that joint research on the impact of development programmes on the physical as 
well as the socio-cultural environment of the recipient countries might be very useful, as might 
joint research into the impact of local cultures on certain development programmes; 
11. Calls to this end for the joint work of assessment co be strengthened and stepped up, 
especially in the fields of health, water and rural development; 
12. Calls tm the Community to respond to the· needs of the ACP States in the field of 
education anJ research and thereby help them to step up their efforts to devise development 
models in keeping with their own genius which meet the aspirations of their peoples; 
13. Stresses that if the ACP countries are to be helped to strike a balance between tradition 
and modernism, it is essential that training and information schemes be jointly undertaken 
with the aim of encouraging innovation and facilitating the development of native 
technologies. the assessment, selection and adaptation of technologies imported from the 
industrialized countries and their harmonious integration into the socio-economic pattern of 
the ACP countries; 
14. Stresses the important role of NGOs in the field of development and takes the view that 
these organizations could play a more effective role in cultural cooperation if they were 
endowed with increased funds in the next Community budget; 
ll. Training 
Immediate ob;ectives 
15. Rcwmml·nds that the ACP States and the EEC step up their training efforts to enable the 
ACP to takl· maximum aJvantagl•:of the opportunities afforJcJ by the Lome Convention, and 
a,.::ordingly requests that a larger share of the aiJ granted under the EDF be devoted. to 
training; 
16. Re,ommends that the Community and the Member States grant aid to universities and 
institutes in Europe or in the ACP countries which arc interested in providing specializ~d 
study courses on the ACP and other developing countries, to enable the history, geography 
and culture of the ACP and other developing countries to be taught in schools; 
17. Recommends th:lt rhc Member States -and the national institutions responsible 
reorientate thl'ir rea..:hing programmes so as to em.:ouragc a better understanding of the ACP 
and other devdoping countries; 
18. Recommends that the Community; 
provide appropriate orientation and better training suitable to conditions obtaining in 
ACP St;ltl-s for .ls)>i,tants anJ experts Sl'nt to AC.:P 1.:ountries; 
in\'olvc ACP representatives and l'Xperts in the planning and running of seminars and 
introductory courses for ACP officials and students; 
- arrange European universiry study periods in the ACP countries to enable students to 
familiarize themselves with realities in those countries; 
- encourage and make arrangements for inter-university· student exchange programmes 
between the Community and the ACP Scates; 
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19. Appeals to the Member States of the Community to review their policies on the granting 
of suhsidies to universities and ,omparable institutions and continue financial support to 
student!! from ACP ,:ounrries so that students from the ACP countries can attend them, and to 
readjust study grants to a reasonable level; · 
20. Asks the EEC and the Member Stares to take appropriate measures to support the ACP 
Stares• efforts to encourage students and trainees to return to their country of origin once they 
have finished their training; 
21. Draws the ~mention of the Community and the Member Stares to the social and cultural 
situation of ACP immigrant workers and students and calls on them to do their utmost to 
provide them with appropriate personal and cultural suppon; recalls in this connection the 
study by the Commission of the European Communities on the situation of ACP students in 
the Community and trusts that it will rapidly lead to practical results, panicularly as regards 
the recognition of diplomas and the material situation of those concerned; 
22. Calls on the Community to help finance literacy programmes in t~c ACP countries; 
Ill. Information 
(a) Immediate objectives 
23. Hopes that culrural cooperation between the ACP and the Community will include 
(oopl'r,uion in rhc area of information, which is a vital aspect of culture and development, 
with th'" primary aim of corn~cring the imbalance in the flow of information between the ACP 
and the EEC; 
24. Appeals to the press and the· other media and to all institutions concerned with culture, 
to universities and government organizations to help with the realization of the ACP-EEC 
cultural cooperation project; 
(b) M,dium-term obiectives 
25. Feds that exchanges in the field of scientific and technical information are of great 
importance and that the Community could make a substantial contribution to the 
Jevelopmenr of the ACP by placing scientific and technical knowledge at the disposal of the 
research workers and the economic and political leaders of the ACP; 
26. Calls in this regard for the Euroncr system to be extended to ACP counrries which so 
dc1.irc, anJ for ACP a(ce~s to rhc data bank networks of the Member States to be considered 
by the institutions of 1he Community and the ACP States; 
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lV. Cultural exchanges 
Medium and long-term ob;ectives 
27. Deplores the imbalance in the tradt· in products of a cultural nature and calJs on ·the 
Community to help the ACP States to develop their cultural industry; . 
28. Rcl·ommen<ll, the creation of a cultural data hank establishing in one place the archives 
on tht.· ACP countries, which are at present scattered throughout the Member States, and 
particularly those of value for the reconstruction of the history of the ACP peoples; 
29. Calls on the Community to encourage mutual cultural enrichment through better 
knowledge and appreciation of the cultures of the ACP peoples, to make the cultures of the 
ACP countries more widely known to Europeans and to develop in the Member States a more 
opc"n attitude towards ACP cultural values in order to improve the balance of cultural 
exchanges which have so far taken place almost entirely in one direction; 
30. Proposes the setting up of a foundation for the promotion and popularization of ACP 
cultures on the basis of contribudons by Member Stares of the Community and of voluntary 
contributions by the ACP States, to be administered on a joint basis by ACP and EEC citizens 
free from any political influences; 
V. Cultural works 
Mediumpterm ob;ectives 
31. Calls the attcnrion of the Mcmhcr St;Hes and of the Community to Resolution No 529, 
~lllnptl..'J on 18 O('t~hcr 1979 :u thl' 34th UN General Assembly, and to Resolution 
No 4/7/6.4, a<ltlJ')tl..'d hy UNESCO at its 20th General Assembly, concerning the return of 
(ultural works to tht· (ountries of origin; 
.E. lnvitl'S in this rnnne(tion the Member States of the Community to consider favourably, 
in a spirit of soli ... L.irity and mutual understanding, the requests by the ACP States concerned 
for the ,cmrn or restitution of cultural works which, under the criteria defined by UNESCO, 
;ue of fundamental spiritual and cultural :value and enable representative collections of their 
cultural heritage to he established; 
3.1. Recommends to concerned international organizations the establishment of a fund or 
fund" ro rcrnVL·r anJ return indigenous artcfac."ts of spiritual and cultural value to their 
,ountrics of origin; 
J4. further rernmmends that in the interim the UN should consider declaring such cultural 
artcfa(ts universal property or the common heritage of man; 
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.H. :\l,o 11wirc, rlw ( ommunity: 
to draw up a complete inventory of all items in museums, libraries and other institutions 
of rhe !\kmbt·r Stat<."S, thus providing the ACP countries with information on all their 
i.:ulturJI works whi1..·h arc in Europe; 
- to participate in the setting up of museums and similar institutions in the ACP States; 
ro give effective assistance with the conservation or restoration of the cultural heritage of 
the ACP; 
to award a certain number of grants to ACP students and to redesign certain courses to· 
takt.· :11.:wunt of the specific needs of the ACP countries; 
- to make every effort to provide ACP citizens at the earliest juncture with the widest 
possible opportunities for access to works of art originating in the ACP States and held in 
the EEC; 
VJ. Tourism 
Immediate and medium-term objectives 
36. Stresses the importance of the tourist trade in the economy, culture and social evolution 
of the ACP, referring in this connection to the conclusions of the World Conference on 
Tourism held in Manila in 1980, and therefore requests: 
- greater support for the efforts by the ACP countries to develop their human and material 
resources and the training of ACP experts in the tourist trade, 
- the development of a cultural and human tourism based on a sincere desire to understand 
others and their way of life so as to avoid 'ghetto tourism', 
- the setting-up of a permanent discussion body to study ways and means of attaining these 
objectivt-s and of promoting greater European awareness of the cultural riches and the 
tourist potential of the ACP countries, 
- the incorporation of these considerations in the present studies on the development of 
tourism in the ACP countries, 
- consideration by the appropriate committee of the European Parliament of the relevant 
problems of the tourist trade in the ACP countries; 
VII. lntra-ACP action 
Immediate objectives 
37. Recommends the ACP States and the Community jointly to examine ways and means of 
providing assistance under Lomc II for the intra-ACP action programme in the area of cultural 
cooperation; 
38. Stresses that ACP-EEC cultural cooperation should in no way hamper intra-ACP 
cooperation, but should enhance it; 
39. Recommends the provision of funds to encourage the development of cultural skills and 
local technical skills; 
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Vlll. Continuation of activities 
40. C.m~iJ,·rs rhar cultural cooperation will bi! unlikely to succeed unless the ACP States and 
~he EEC firs.t carry our preparatory work, before joining forces in a second phase for the 
1rnplcmcntanon of ACP-EEC cultural cooperation; 
41. Recommends that the ACP and the Community set up a joint high-level working party to 
undertake this task; 
42: R~q~ests that this grou~ of ex~erts be given the task of examining in depth the report on 
ACP-EEC cultural cooperation whtch would be considered jointly by the ACP and the EEC 
during negotiations on any agreement to succeed the present Lome Convention; 
43._ Str~sses that this new philosophy of cultural cooperation, based on a genuine sense of 
reuproc1ty, would represent a turning point in the process development, encourage a 
rapprochement between the peoples of the Community and those of the ACP States, and thus 
mark a new and decisive step towards the introduction of a new international order; 
44. Requests that this resolution and the report on ACP-EEC cultural cooperation be given 
careful and thorough consideration by rhe other ACP-EEC institutions with the immediate 
aim of translating the objectives and principles of this resolution and its explanatory 
statement into concrete, binding criteria inter alia for the programming, commitment and 
utilization of the funds of the Fifth EDF in the context of Lomc II; 
45. Requests that this rcpon be widely distributed in ihc Member States and the ACP States; 
46. Recommends that the working group of the Joint Committee should be entrusted with 
the mandate permanently to monitor the realization by the joint institutions of the ACP and 
the EEC and other bodies and institutions of these proposals and to bring forward some 
concrete measures for the next meeting of the Joint Committee in Zimbabwe; 
47. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution and the relevant report to the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, to the ACP-EEC Committee. of Ambassadon and to the 
C()uncil and Commi&1ion of the European Communities. 
RE.SOLUTION 
amending 1hc Rules of Procedure of the Consulcadve Alscmbly 
Tbt! ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- having regard to the rr:port of its Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 28/81), 
- having regard to the proposals made by its Bureau punuant to Artide 24 of its Rules of 
Procedure, 
- having dicus.scd these proposalst 
Decides to amend ia Rules of Procedure 
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RESOLUTION 
on hunpr in the. world 
Tht ACP-EEC Consultativt Assnnbly 
- having heard the statement of the rapponeur on progress in the Working Group on 
Hunger, 
- noting the following motions for resolutions tabled on this subject, 
- · on the reform and extension of Stabex in order more effectively to help the ACP 
countries to become self-sufficient in food (CA/CP/238) 
- on hunger and disarmament (CA/CP/241) 
- on improving standards of public health in the ACP States (CA/CP/243) 
- on the immediate implementation of a plan to combat. hunger and malnutrition 
(CA/CP/248) 
- on the Italian Government's initiative in the struggle against hunger and 
under-devdopment (CA/CP/249) 
- on hunger ·and malnutrition, tabled by the ACP Group (CA/CP/252) 
- aware of the critical deterioration of the world food situation, panicularly in several 
African countries which arc signatories to the Lame II Convention; 
1. Supports the iniri3tivcs for emergency and strucrural aid to combat hunger and 
malnutrition; stresses in this context the willingness of the EEC to contribute to the 
formulation and implementation of the plan proposed by the Italian Government for an 
extraordinary campaign against hunger; 
2. Encourages the Working Group to continue its effons to complete its mandate before die 
next meeting of the Joint Committee and asks it to examine and take account of the motions 
for resolutions submitted to the Joint Committee and to documents from the EEC and ACP 
States; 
3. Inmucts its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministcr1, 
and to the governments of the Member States. 
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RE.SOLUllON 
on sourhcm Africa 
THE ACP-EEC Consultativ~ Assembly, 
- recalling past resolutions adopted by the Consultative Assembly and Joint Committee on 
Southern Africa, 
1. Reaffirms the inalienable right of the people of Namibia to self-determination, freedom , 
and national independence in a united Namibia in accordance with the Charter of the United 
Nations; 
2. Condemns the repeated· and pcnistcnt iiicts of war carried out in flagrant violation of the 
UN Charter by South Africa, particularly from Namibian territory, contravening the 
soverC"ignty a~d integrity of the •front-line' States; 
3. Deplores the fac..'t that most of the national governments of the EEC have not drawn up 
,oorJ111ated reports on the results of the applica,tion of the Code of Conduct for companies 
operating in South Africa; requests such national governments to take necessary and 
adequate measures to prevent the multinationals from punuing activities in breach of the 
undertakings made at the UN; 
4. Notes the effective suspension of several cultural agreements between certain EEC States 
and the Government of Pretoria, and while expressing its appreciation to these countries, calls 
upon the remaining EEC States that have not taken action to do so without funher delay; 
5. Asks the EEC and its Member States to give a favourable response to all appeals for 
material aid for the people. of Angola who have recently suffc.rcd from South African 
in,ursions and to observe strictly the embargo on arms and oil for South Africa imposed by · 
· UN resolution 418 i 
6. Demands the rapid and full implementation of all sections of resolution 43S and 
pankularly apreals in this respea to the 'contact group' of the five western countries and the 
Politkal Cooperation of the Ten; 
7. Decides to send out as soon as possible a fact-finding mission to obtain information in the 
countries affected by the consequences of South African acts of aggression, and instruas it to 
draw up a report thereon for the next Joint Committee meeting; 
8. Pays tribute to the sacrifices made by the peoples . of Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe\ Swaziland, Mozambique and Angola and urges that the 
spc.:ial measures already taken for their benefit be stepped up; congratulates the Community 
on the positive role it played at the recent Maputo Conference by pledging support for 
rcgion3.1 programmes for collaboration between these countries; 
9. lnstru~"CS its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers and to the governments of the Member States. 
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CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE. AFRICAN 
' CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
ROME, 3 - 5 NOVEMBER 1982 
RESOLUTION 
on the Sixth Annual Report of the ACP- EEC Council of Mini1cen for the period from 1 April to 
31 December 1981 and an analysis of the early experience of the second Lomc· Convention 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Rome from 3 to 5 November 1982, 
having regard to the Annual Report by the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers, 
having regard to the repon submitted by Mr Vergeer on behalf of the Joint Committee 
(Doc. ACP-EEC 38/82), 
having regard to its resolution on ACP-EEC cooperation in the energy field, 
havi,1g regard to its resolution on the fight against hunger, 
(a) as to the form of the report of tht ACP-EEC Coundl of Ministers 
1. Welcomes the fact that the Sixth Annual Repon of the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers 
was submitted in good time; 
2. Regrets, however, that the report contains only vague comments and gives hardly any 
specific indication as to possible solutions to current problems; 
3. Therefore hopes that the next Annual Repon of the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers will 
contain a critical stocktaking that reports on successes, failures and difficulties and establishes 
priorities for future cooperation; considers it essential for the Annual Repon to assume a 
political dimension; 
(b) as to cooper.ztimt on trade policy 
4. Notes with great concern that ACP exports to the Community have shrunk considerably 
both in absolute value and in percentage terms, and are still fast declining, whereas the exports 
of other developing countries to the Community have remained stable and are fast increasing, 
relatively;. 
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5. Notes that the ACP countries cannot achieve economic growth without developing an 
export trade in finished products in the industrial, commercial and even agricultural sector to 
complement the trade in raw materials; 
6. Considers it even more disturbing that ACP-EEC trade structures have remained 
substantially unchanged, even under Lome II, bec~use ACP exports to the EEC consist 
overwhelmingly of raw materials; 
7. Draws attention to the fall in commodity prices on the international markets and to the 
resulting decline in the value, in terms of purchasing power, of ACP exports; considers thafthe 
objectives of trade cooperation cannot be achieved without an increase in the price of these 
products; 
8. Stresses that free access of most ACP products to the EEC market has not led to an increase 
in ACP exports;- therefore considers it essential to provide every possible suppon for the 
development of ACP trade by combining and implementing jointly such important instruments 
of trade policy as suic;1ble rules of origin, marketing policy, investment promotion, industrial 
cooperation and agricultural policy; · 
9. Stres~es in this connection rhe principle of free access for industrial products, including 
textiles, from the ACP to the Community, and calls on the EEC to take full account of this 
principle in the context of the Lome Agreements; 
10. Calls on the Community, taking account of the recent Regulation (August 1982) raising· 
the levy on imports of certain manufactured agricultural products from all countries, incl_uding 
ACP States, to pursue a policy on trade in agricultural products compatible with its 
development policy· in general and with its commitments under the Lome Conve.qtion in 
particular; recalls in this connection paragraphs 45 and 46 of the motion for a resolution 
contained in the Ferrero Report on the fight against hunger 
11. Urges the Community to consider favourably, and without further delay1 the request by 
the ACP Group for free access of strawberries originating from ACP q>untries to the 
Community marker, du.ring the off-season periods, in view of the efforts the ACP States are 
making to expand their agricultural production and to diversify their export base; 
12. Further urges the Community to apply, liberally, the. provisions of the Convention 
governing importation of horticultural products, including flowers, from ACP countries into 
the EEC and to desist from calling upon ACP States tO exercise self-restraint on exportation of 
such products in order to. boost the share of the ACP exports in the Community market; 
13. Considers it absolutely essential to abolish continuing administrative and non-tariff 
barriers that are a hindrance both to ACP- EEC trade and in the intra-ACP. trade; 
14. Takes the view that improvements to local economics, and consequently the food-supply 
situation, can only be achieved if opportunities for the ACP countries to trade with the EEC are 
even more intensively promoted than hitherto, which involves in particular increasing the 
prices of their commodities expons; 
1 S. Points out that the Lome agreements provide for genuinely preferential treatment for the 
ACP countries; notes, however, that major concessions have been granted to some 
indu!>trialized countries, in particular the United States, which may jeopardize the 
implementation of the objectives of ACP- EEC trade cooperation; therefore requests the EEC 
to take due account of its commitments under Lome on the occasion of the forthcoming 
renegotiation of GA TT; 
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16. Hopes rhar the Sub-Commitree on Trade set up by the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers 
will, as soon as possihlc, produce proposals on the enlargement, improvement and, above all, 
str1;1crural reform of ACP trade; expresses the need for the Sub-Committee to pinpoint the 
factors that have hitherto had a negative impact on ACP- EEC trade; 
17. Regrets that the possibilities provided for under Lome II tb promote trade have hitherto 
been inadequately used for various reasons; consequently requests the Commission to apply a 
less restrictive interpretation of Article 22 of the Lome II Conv~ntion so as to allow the ACl> 
States to truly benefit from the provisions of this article; · 
18. Therefore calls on the r~ponsible ACP - EEC bodies to provide a forum for the 
attainment of the objectives set out in Article 21; recalls that trade promotion must cover alJ 
exports from ACP countries, i.e. to the Community, to third countries, and to other ACP 
Scates; 
19. Views the generalized preferences scheme as significant for the Jeveloping countries as a 
whole, but reminds the Community of the undertaking it gave as long ago as 1976 to ensure 
that, in applying the scheme, the legitimate interests of the ACP countries are respected so that 
they can continue to benefit from the preferences resulting from the Lomc Convention; 
20. Notes with satisfaction that the information and consultation procedure with the ACP 
countries has improved'under the GSP but stresses the need for reasonable deadlines to be 
allowed for the consultative procedure; 
21. Asks to be informed as to the extent to which application of the GSP has had a negative 
impact on the ACP countries, and in what areas; hopes chat the joim working pany set up un.der 
Lome I will shortly submit the relevant data; 
22. Recalls the importance of persevering with the efforts to achieve satisfaaory ACP - EEC 
cooperation in the field of rules of origin, and hopes that an acceptable solution will also shonly 
be found for fisheries products; 
23. Notes that although exports of ACP bananas to the Community have fallen since 1980 as 
a result of natural disasters, action has been taken by the Community to assist the affected 
States to restore their production and exports to their former' levels; 
24. Ca1ls on the Community to overcome all continuing difficulties affecting implementation 
of Protocol 5 (Rum); 
25. Urges the Community to take a definite stand on the implementation of the consultation 
procedur~ which have already been the object of discussions between the ACP and the EEC 
and which arc intended to avoid as far as possible recourse to the safeguard clause; 
(c) as to available agricultural products in the Community 
26. Notes with deep regret that the food-supply situation in many African States, in 
particular in the sub-Saharan region, has deteriorated significantly, and points to th.e 
Community's major responsibility to help improve food-stuffs supplies in the ACP States, in 
particular under the chapter on agricultural cooperation; 
27. Calls on the ACP - EEC working party finally to complete its study into whether and 
how available EEC agricultural products could be supplied on more favourable terms; this 
study shQUld also take account of the latest information on the questionable value of the 
previous regular supplies of food aid (other than in the event of emergencies or disasters); 
practical food strategies, to be agreed on, should be talc.en as the basis for any proposals; 
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28. Deplores in this connection the fact that recently the Council of Agriculture Ministers of 
the EEC. having been consulted ~y one of the Member States, did not Sit fit to endorse the 
proposal for the implementation of long-term agreements; 
(d) as lo the consequerzas of tht Community's enlargement lo th, south 
29. Appreciates the political imponance of the enlargement of the Community to include 
Spain and P.ortugal; urges in panicular that the Community shouldc:xtcnsi¥cly consult the ACP 
States in good time prior to its second enlargement to the sowh; 
30. Urges that the applicant countries should, prior to their final accession, confirm that they , 
accept the fundamental principles of the ACP - EEC Convention, a question of fundamental 
importance as regards the fonhcoming negotiations on the Lame H follow-up programme; 
(e) as to Stabex and Sysmin 
31. Expresses deep concern that the appropriations earmarlm!· for the Stabex fund have 
again proved totally inadequate in the 1981 operational yn.r; 
1,,. <,1, 
32. Stresses in this connection its view that the real proWcm rs posed not l,y· conjunctural 
difficulties but by structural inadequacy combined with a lack of fuillk to meet the: ab;ecdves 
set out in the Convention.· Affirms that the Stabex crisis nrusr· be resolved by political 
means; 
33. Takes the view that the existing financial gapcanonfy beclosedbyasabstantial iru:rease 
in appropriations; therefore urges that every possible· action mould: be: takat through the 
Community's financial instruments to, enable the Community to meet the ACI' States' rights to 
Srabex transfer; 
34. Is utterly astonished at the repeated djfficulties affecting the method of calculation; 
considers it essential. for this problem to be resolved on flexible and equitable terms as soon as 
. possible; 
35. Calls upons the extraordinary meeting of the ACP- EEC Councif of M'ininers scheduled 
for December 1982 in Brussels to se.ek long-lasting solutions that would guarancee fin,ancing, 
and overcome structural inadequacies, thereby ensuring that Sta&cx continues to be a major 
and indispensable component of ACP- EEC cooperation and remains capable of attaining its 
objectives; 
36. Considers the enlargement of the Stabex list of products - in the context of ACP- EEC 
trade cooperation - as essential to the economic development of cenain ACP c:ountries; calls 
upon the EEC to decide on the requests for the inclusion of new ACP products on the Stabcx 
list; 
37. Urges, subject to a favourable cost-effectiveness repon, that Stabex should be extended 
co differertt levels of product processing as a contribution to the basic industrialization of the 
ACP countries; 
3 8. Stresses the need for Stabex to serve as a model for stabilizing resources in world-wide 
raw materials agreements; calls upon the EEC to ensure that Stabex is viable in the context of 
international raw materials agreements which should be expanded within the framework of the 
integrated programme; 
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39. Takes the view that Stahcx has proved itself a useful and effective instrumeQt of 
development policy in diff errnt arc.ls; at the same time, however, points to certain critical 
remarks contained in che study by the Overse,ts Development Institute; 
40. Believes chat further control measures need to be introduced to ensure that Stabex funds 
actually benefit as for as possible the specific producers of the commodity concerned and the 
general export potential of the recipient country; 
41. Therefore calls upon the Commission to consider the conclusions of this report 
thoroughly, in particular as regards the shaping of the Lome II follow-up agreement; considers 
it particularly important to determine the extent to which the original objectives have been 
achieved and whether undesirable side-effects have arisen on implementation; calls also for a 
cost-effectiveness study to be carried uut; 
42. Welcomes the fact that Sysmin was first implemented during the period under review; 
calls on the Commission, having regard to the economic importance of assistance to the mining 
sector, to consider current applications from the ACP States on a rapid and flexible basis; 
43. Considers it important to create an effective instrument for the operation of Sysmin, and 
to do so in close cooperation with the ACP States; 
44. Takes the view that any Community contribution to the ·Carajas' project in Brazil must 
have no negative effect on the implementation of Sysmin, especially on the financial side; 
(f) as to sugar 
45. Reaffirms the resolution with regard to ACP sugar adopted by the Joint Committee in 
Harare, Zimbabwe, in February 1982; 
46. Acknowledges that the Sugar Protocol imposes legal obligations for an indefinite period 
on the contracting parties, which obligations must be respected and honoured, both in letter 
and in spirit; 
47. Emphasizes that, in view of the great economic importance of the sugar industries to the 
ACP States concerned, it is essential that, in order for these to maintain and improve the 
efficient running of the sugar industries, which are so vital to the social advancement of their 
populations, a fair and remunerative level of prices should be received for their sugar marketed 
in the Community; 
48. Observes that despite the various sugar regulations which have been adopted by the 
Community the ACP States have failed since the inception of the Protocol to secure such a level 
of prices; 
49. Is mindful of the fact that the ACP States have no share of responsibility in the situation of 
beet sugar surplus within the Community and that the entry of their sugar on the Community. 
markets docs not entail any financial liability on the part of the Community; 
50. Realizes that because of the traditional patterns of production and .trade, cane sugar has 
long been a major source of income for most of the ACP States signatories to the Protocol but 
that such income is being increasingly affected by the continuing decline in world sugar 
prices; 
51. Realizes further that because of serious economic, social and geo-climatic constraints, 
the process of diversification in most ACP sugar-producing countries can only complement and 
not replace cane sugar production; 
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52. Requests the Community to honour in full ics commitments under the Protocol 
particularly with regard to the need for effective negotiations for the ACP .guaranteed 
price by: 
(a) t:1king into account all the relevant economic factors in the formulation of its 
proposals; 
(b) having genuine consultations with the ACP States at all stages of .tht price Ji.xing 
process; 
(c) providing scope for effective participation by the ACP States in the joint'.determination of 
the gu.1ranrced ACP sugar price; 
S3. Stresses ·rhe importance of the rapid conclusion of the re..examination ·.process· .by -the 
Parties concerned and especially the need thereafter for the Community to take the·nec;essary 
corrective measures to ensure full compliance with the terms ohhc Sugar Protocol as·from the 
next delivery period; · 
54. Urges the parties to the Protocol to review the machinery presently utilized under 
Artkle 8 ( 1) of the Protocol and consider the adoption ,of more appropriate .and ,effective 
machinery within the framework of the Prorocol and of the Convention which could 0ensurcthe 
proper implementation of all the provisions of the Protocol; 
5 5. Requests the Community to take steps in the context of its comnH:>n,cgriculnrr.al:policy·to 
adopt the necessary measures to ensure improved ·terms· of access·,for•dre '.agr.eed quantities', 
which, subject to Article 7, are irreductible; 
56. Calls on the Community to review without delay its sugar1 1 policy in .the interests of· 
improved ACP - EEC cooperation, ro limit its production in the light .of its domestic 
consumption. the content of the Sugar Proto.col and the world -market trend, and to accede .to 
the Internacional Sugar Agreement so as to remedy the surplus-situation obtaining on the·world 
market and to put an end to the resultant unstable price situation on ·the world ·market; 
57. Calls on the Commission, while appreciating its decision to re-allocate '.pennanently a 
certain quantity of sugar to Kenya, to re-allocate to the People's Republic of'Congo a quantity 
of sugar for which the Commission has acknowledged the Congo remains ·eligible under the 
terms of the Sugar Protocol; 
58. Insists that the Commission respond favourably and wirhout.delay·to theap.plication of 
the Ivory Coast for accession to the Protocol on sugar; 
5'1". Exhorts the Commission to respond without further ;delay :to .the ACP's :long-standiQg 
request for the permanent re-allocation under Article 7 (4) of801 tonnes ofsugar.andtoagree 
in principle to the prompt re-allocation, ·among ACP States signatories .to the Protecol, of any 
shortfalls available for reallocation under' Arti,cle 7; 
(g) as to industrial cooperation 
60. Regrets that where ACP - EEC industrial cooperation under Lome 11 is concerned, no 
significant results have hcen recorded so far, because a balanced rndustrial policy.geared to the 
specific needs of the ACP States is still in the initial stages, and also because many ACP States 
scilJ lack any effective industrialization policy; 
61. Stresses the positive role that public undertakings in the EEC countries. could play in 
industrial cooperation with the ACP States; 
62. Refrains from further listing the numerous measures necessary for industrialization, 
since a Joint Committee working party is curre1.1tly .. engaged on a sc.udy of the impact of the 
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chapter on industrial cooperation (Lome I) and will draw up projections for Lome II; hopes, 
however, that the working party will submit concrete proposals as soon as possible so that they 
can be taken into consideration on the opening of negotiations on the Lome II follow-up 
agreement; 
{h) as to cooperation in the energy field 
63. Regrets that the report of the Council of Ministers does not adequately reflect the 
problems of the energy sector, although prospecting of alternative and inexpensive energy 
sources is of fundamental importance to the industrialization of the ACP countries; 
64. Regrets the absen.ce of joint guidelines for the energy field, despite the fact that these are 
covered by the agreement; is moreover astonished at the absence of any reference to the Nairobi 
energy conf~rence, even although !;Ome very significant proposals were submitted to it; 
65. Considers specific and systematic activities in the energy field as urgently necessary; 
refers in this connection to the concrete demands contained in its resolution on ACP - EEC 
cooperation in the field of energy; 
(i) as to training 
66. Stresses that the quality of training has a bearing on all sectors of the agreement; takes the 
view that the measures taken under Lome I and II t~ promote training in the ACP countries 
were highly significant, but can only be termed inadequate by comparison with the task in 
hand; asks the Community to draw up concrete proposals for implementation of these 
demands; 
67. Regrets that the policy of many Community Member States in regard to fees and other 
access conditions to their universities by ACP students, discriminate against such students and 
thus vitiates the efforts of the Convention; 
68. Insists that each project should include adequate vocational training for both men and 
women and that, in general, the cost of this training should be incorporated in the financing 
schedule; 
69. Insists that the existing Working Party on Cultural Cooperation should, with a view to· 
the next Consultative Assembly and taking account of the forthcoming negotiations, draw up 
concrete proposals designed to establish training as an essential part of the Lome agreements, as 
was recently urged in Uncsco by the President of the French Republic;. 
70. Emphasizes that all forms of ba\ic education, vocational education and adult education 
must be accessible for women as well as for men; 
71. Recalls that teaching more women co read and write and providing them with specific 
education in health and nutritional matters benefits society as a whole as well as future 
generations; 
72. Considers it alarming that a high number of ACP nationals who have to come to study in 
the EEC member countries owing to inadequate internal educational infrastructures do not 
return to their home countries; therefore calls for measures to be taken under current training 
programme~ to ensure that these students are encouraged to return to their home countries; 
a,ks for training to be given to students from the ACP States in keeping with the needs of their 
home countries that will afford thr-m the opportunity to become integrated into university life 
and, on conclusion of their studies, to return co their home countries and to make available to 
their peoples the knowledge and proficiencie~ that they have acquired; 
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7 3. Regrets that thr training of those engaged in simple trades has been neglected io the past; 
therefore urges th.n mass educJtion of both men and women should be pursued with the same 
energy as is devoted to the inccllectua) profcssio.ns; 
74. Calls once again for the establishment by the EEC of a Management Training College, i:o 
be sited in a Lome Member State, for the express purpose of training Lome citizens for th• 
management of their industrial projects and for the: greater effectiveness of public administra .. · 
rion; 
(j) as to cooperation in the agricultural field and the fight against hunger 
75. Reiterates that ~,gricultural and rural development is an absolute precondition for 
progress in the economies of the ACP countries as a whole; 
76. Welcomes ihe fact that the major part of appropriations under the Fifth EDF is 
earmarked for proje~ts in the agricultural field; urges, in view of the continuing tension in the 
food-supply situation, that all instruments of the agreement be implemented in ful) complexity 
and under optimal conditions in this field; 
77. Welcome~ the Community's willingness to help implement genuine food strategies with a 
view to enabling those countries currently in deficit to achieve greater self-sufficiency and to 
facilitating the gradual transfer of food-aid resources to aid for the 4fYt,lopment of local food 
~rops; 
78. Rcfcu to its resolution on the fight against hunger and cal.ls on the aurhoritiell responsible 
in the Community .1nd the ACP countries to make every effort to put irs recommendations into 
effect as speedily as possible; 
79. Is disturbed that the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cool)C:ration provided 
for in Anicle 88 of the Convention has still not begun to function, · and insists that the 
preparatory stage must now be succeeded by the implementing stage; 
(k) as to financial and technical cooperation 
80. Regards the smooth · operation of the prov1s1ons of Tide Vil of the ACP - EEC 
Convention as fundamental to the success of the agreement; since the implementation of all 
areas of Lome· policy is subject to the provisions for financial and technical cooperation; 
' . 
81. Regrets that procedures for everything from aid programming to project design and 
implementJtion arc still too complicated; therefore concurs with the .statement by the 
ACP- EEC. Council of Mini!>ters to the effect that procedures must be simplified and speeded 
up; hopes moreover that the time-lag between commitment and payment of appropriations will 
be shortened~ 
82. Emphasizes the need for truly joint management of financial cooperation from the 
el.1.borarion of projects until their realization; 
83. Apprecia~es the importance of consultation in the European Development Fund 
Committee, but strcssi.-s that it should not he allowed to cause significant delays; 
84. lm,ists that the cost of technical consultants should be kept within reasonable limits; 
urgt•s that all consult.111ts .rnJ experts, some of which should be from ACP States, should be 
carefully selected and thoroughly briefed on the technical, social and cultural characteristics of 
the project and country concerned; 
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85. Points out that supervision and continuation of projects that have been started up, as well 
as continuing support from experts until final completion, must be guaranteed; 
86. Stresses that economic results will depend overwhelmingly on the care with which the 
Community and the ACP States embark on project monitoring, provision of the necessary 
infrascructures, staff selection and training, and on the involvement of the people concerned in 
the planning and implementation of these projects; 
87. Welcomes the fact that the ACP - EEC Committee provided for under Article 108 is now 
operational and has held its first meeting in Libreville; hopes that the political weight of this 
committee will help to give a new impetus to financial and technical cooperation; 
88. Regrets that it has not yet been possible within the framework of financial and technical 
cooperation to resolve such macro-economic problems as the balance of payments difficulties 
of ACP States; therefore calls on the negotiating partners to take this aspect into consideration 
in shaping the follow-up agreement and to propose mechanisms that will enable this problem to 
be resolved; 
89. Considers this matter to be important for two reasons: 
international institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank make their aid conditional 
upon the implementation of measures that are freqently incompatible with the interests of 
the people of the ACP countries, 
the success of long-rerm EDF projects depends not only on the mode of implementation but 
also on the overall economic situation of the recipie~t country; 
90. Requests the governments of the member countries of the Lome Convention to intercede· 
with the IMF and the World Bank with a view to: 
ensuring that the solutions being sought to the problem of the developing countries' 
indebtedness do not jeopardize their investment capacity, 
achieving a substantial reduction in interest rates to the mutual benefit of the ACP and the 
EEC countries; 
{I) as to regional cooperation 
91. Stresses the major importance of regional cooperation; therefore considers it essential for 
the Community and the ACP States to improve the standard of integrated development projects 
at regional and interregional level, in particular in the areas of trade promotion, agricultural 
development, industrial growth and infrastructures; 
9 2. Considers the promotion of regional science and technology institutes and organizations 
111 the ACP countries as absolutely vital to the economic and technological potential of the ACP 
countries, as specifically requested in the Lagos action plan; 
93. Supports the efforts of the Southern African Development Coordination Conference 
(SADCC) with a view to achieving economic independence from South Africa, and therefore 
calls for this regional association to be given active support; 
(m) as ta institutional problems 
94. Takes the view that, in the context of the negotiations for a new Convention, the existing 
parliamentary institutional instrument should be reviewed so. as to guarantee the smooth 
functioning of the Convention; 
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9 5. Stresses that the importance of the working parties set up by the Joint Committee in ·the 
past has increased comtantly, and particularly wdcomes the fact that they have given a 
considerable impetus to the work of this body; therefore calls for specific rules to be drawn up 
concerning the setting up and operation of these working p;1rties; 
96. Considers it equally import.mt for the. regular, meetings held annually be.tween th.c 
economic and .social partners to be set in a more formal framework; in particular a decis1oi1 
must be take11: as to the form in which the results of these meetings should be presented and how 
they should be forwarded to the other bodies of the Convention; · 
97. Urges that institutional proposals should be submitted for scrutiny to the bureaux of the 
Consultative Assembly, the Committee of Ambassadors and the Joint Committee and that an 
ad hoe working party should be set up to carry out this scrutiny so that specific proposals on the 
institutional problems can be· submitted before negotiations are opened on the Lome II 
follow·up agreement; 
98. Decides to h·old a debate .n the beginning of each session of the Com.ultative Assembly to 
nudy the implementation of the resolutions adopted at the previous Assembly; 
(n) as to maintaining the quality of the environmt-nt 
99. Notes that the overwhelming majority of development projects have up to now been 
governed by purely quantitative objectives; stresses cha't to pursue these objectives rigidly 
without taking scarcit}' of resources and environmental impact into account could actua,ly 
reduce productive potential and thereby jeopardize the original objcaives; 
100. W ams the industrialized countries against centring their owo produaion around 
environmentally benign methods while exporting capital in the form of transfers of technology 
to countries where production costs are lower because there is no premium on cnvironm~nt 
protection; 
l O 1. Urges that in the Lome II follow-up ~t should be generally recognized that conformity 
with ecological criteria must be an essential .component of development policy strategies; 
102. Proposes in this connection that each country draw up a national conservation strategy 
in .the same way as the UNEP, Unesco, WHO and IUCN/WNF drew up a new world 
conservation strategy in 1980; 
103. Welcomes in this connection the fact that the Commission has announced initial 
measures in the campaign against hunger in the world and that specific measures .on 
environmental policy and the careful use of natural raw materials are provided for in the 
chapter on Lome policy of its memorandum of 29 September 1982 'on Community 
development policy (Doc. COM(82) 640 final); 
104. In t.:ondusion points ouc that the EEC budget contains an Article 946 'environmental 
management in the developing countries'. which could make a contribution towards the 
financing of these national conservation strategies and other ecological projects and urges the 
governments of the ACP countries to submit to the EEC proposals for joint financing in this 
field; 
{o) as to the social i1spects and cultural cooperation 
J- · 105. ConsiJers it essential for the parties co the ACP - EEC Convention to ensure that 
provision is made during implemcmation for the legitimate interests of differenc social groups; 
hopes thcrt'fore that a cultural cooperation chapter which will cake full account of 
socio-cultural considerations will be incorporated in the new Convention; 
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106. Calls on the Commission ro draw up proposals, well ahead of the negotiations and in 
close cooperation with the economic and social partners, for qualitative improvements in the 
social aspects of the new Convention caking into account rhe recommendations and agreements 
of the International Labour Organization; 
107. Welcomes the conclusions contained in the reports on cultural cooperation; points out 
that a strengthening of ACP- EEC cultural cooperation can lead to improved coordination o( 
coop<.·ration measures and their incorporation in the planning and development process as a 
whole; 
108. Stresses the imporc~mce of the quality of development programmes for the natural· 
environment and the !-.ocio-cuhural dimace in the ACP States; therefore asks for the cultural 
aspc..:ts to be taken into consideration in drawing up the new Convention, since a strengthening 
of cooperation in this area could not lead only to improved understanding berween the partners 
but also to fundamental improvements in social development; 
(p) as to the least-dt'L'c!/op('d, land-locked and isl.md countries 
109. Insists, in view of the growing difficulties of the world economy, that aid to the 
least-developed ACP States should be stepped up in all areas, having regard in particular to the 
decisions of the Paris Conference of September 1981; 
110. Invites the European Parliament to propose in this spirit a financial contribution by the 
EEC as such, which would indicate its considerable interest in the achievement of the objectives 
set out by the Paris Conference in respect or the least-develQped countries; · 
111. Calls the Community to rake vigorous steps to ensure that aid to the hardest-hit 
countries is activ.1tcd within the framework of international deve!opment organizations and 
the North-South dialogue; 
112. Would welcome the submission in the near future of concrete proposals on these 
matters by the sub-committee provided for under the Convention; 
(g) as to the enlargm1ent of the group of ACP countries 
113. Notes with satisfaction that Zimbabwe became a full member of the Convention on 
l March 1982, · and char Belize, Vanuatu and Antigua and Barbuda have acceded to the 
Convention; 
114. Welcomes the fact that Angola and Mozambique envisage accession to the Convention 
under certain conditions, and calls on the Community actively to promote this move; 
115. Hopes to be able co welcome an independent Namibia as a full member of the 
Convention as soon as possible; 
(r) couclusiotzs 
116. Notes that implementation of the Convention has led to a number of positive results, 
but that a number of negative points must be noted; 
117. Stresses that 1hc implementation of l.omc II rook place in an extremely difficult 
ei.:onomic context 1hac has made itself felt in virtu;illy all .treas of the Convention; 
118. Stresses that the Convention can only operate as intended if progress is also made in the 
North-South dialogue; therefore calJs for the global negotiations projected at the 1981 Cancun 
Conference to begin forthwith, and for the Community to take every step to persuade its 
imemational partners - in particular the United States - to agree to these negotiations; 
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119. Decide~ to hold a dehate at the next meeting or rhe Consultative A~sembly, on rhe basis 
of a report submitted ro the r.ew Joi~t Commirtee, on the major guidelines to be adopted in the 
new ACP- EEC cooperation agreement; in this connection requesn the special wortUng 
p.mies to forward practical proposals relating to their respective areas of activity; 
120. Is ..:onvinced that the objectives of the Lomc Convention can only be achieved if they are 
thoroughly understood by all sections of the population in Europe and the ACP States; 
therefore calls for public opinion to be more fully informrd than hitheno; 
121. Is delighted that the European Parliament has, in the 1983 EEC budget, given clear 
priority to development cooprration and to the Lome Convention; 
122. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution together with the report to tht· 
ACP- EEC Council of Ministers, the Committee of Ambassadon and the Council and 
Coanmission of the European Communities; 
123. Calls on the institutions of the ACP - EEC Convention responsible to give due attention 
to this resolution. 
RESOLUTION 
on the ,iruarion ia touthffll Africa 
The ACP-EEC Consultatiale Assembly, 
Rrcalling irs previous resolutions al)d those. adopted by ,he A~~ - EEC Joint Committee., 
the UN General Assembly and the Security Council on southern Africa which recognize the 
special economic difficulties confronting the countries of southern Africa as a result of 
diverting funds from current and planned de¥elopment projects to ,make effective 
arungcments for ~curity against aas· of aggreHibn,. subversion and dntabilization by 
South Africa; · 
Recalling the events which have occurred· in the region ;during recent months, in 
panicular; 
rhe acts of aggression perpetrated by South African forces against Angola since August 
19RJ. 
rhe attempted coup to overthrow the elcctc-d leaders· of the Seychelles in November 
1981. 
the current imp.H~c in rhi: negotiations of the Contact Group in an effort ro secure the 
indcpcndcncc of Namibia, on rhe basis of UN Resolution 435; 
Taking note of thr findings of the interim repon submitted by the delegation sent by the 
Consulr.uive A!isemhly to the countries of southern Africa affected by the consequences of 
South Afric;1n acts of .:a~gression. notahly: 
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the st.itc of w~tr prevailing in southern Angola where South African troops repeau:dJy 
pcnetr~ttc deep into Angolan territory, destroying towns and roads and causing a severe 
rcfu~ce problem in the area, 
the magnitude of the problems faced by Zambia arising from the Zimbabwean war ol 
independence, especially with regard to the reconstruction of roads and bridges, the 
resettlement 0£ rrfugees and the clearing of landmines from various pans of the 
councry, 
the economic anJ political pressures exened by South Africa on Zimbabwe, and its 
suhvcrsivc activities in that country, as part of a systematic policy of destabilization and 
economic strangul:uion; 
Reaffirming that the apartheid system, based on racial discrimination, is a crime .against 
humanity and a threat to international peace and &ec:Uriry and is therefore unaccq,t&blc and 
mua be vigorously foupc and rocally eliminated, 
Reaffirming that the apartheid regime is responsible for precipitating violent conflict 
through its policy of apartheid and inhuman repression; 
Noting with deep concern the loss of life and wanton destruction of such essential 
infrastructures as roads, railways, bridges, petroleum facilities, electricity supply, schools 
and hospitals, 
1. Condemns unreservedly the policy of apanheid which is unquestionably the root cause of 
the diverse problems in che region of southern Africa; 
2. Condemns the occupation of Namibia and the constant acts of aggression, subversion and 
destabilization perpetrated by South Africa against the countries of southern Africa in flagrant 
violation of the UN Charter; 
3. Condemns the apartheid regime for its repeated acts of aggression, subversion and 
terrorism against independent African States, designed to destabilize the whole of southern 
Africa; 
4. Denounces the further institutionalization of the policy of apanheid by· the creation of 
'bantustans', and the rnncentration there of the citizens of South Africa, depriving them in 
effect of their rights of citizenship in their own country; 
S. Expresses appreciation for the assistance provided thus far to the countries of southern 
Africa hy the Europl·an Community and other countries; 
6. Demands the liberation of Namibia at the earliest possible date in order to ensure the 
removal of one of the major causes of tension and conflict in the region; 
7. Demands full respect by the international community of the embargoes against South 
Africa called for in various UN resolutions with regard to the following: 
supplies of arms and related material of all types, including the sale or transfer of weapons 
and ammi.mition, military vehicles arid equipment, paramilitary police .equipment and 
spa.re parts, 
cooperation with South Africa in the manufacture and development of nuclear 
weapons, 
oil supplies; 
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8. Considers that the embargo on the export of advanced technology for potential military 
use particularly in the nuclear field should be seen in the context of the UN resolution cited 
ahove; · 
9. Is convinced char economic sanctions have co be incorporated into a programme .of 
increasing pressure on South Africa; 
10. (a) calls for an end to rhc expansion of economic contacts with South Africa and their 
subsequent reduction, 
(b) calls on all European firms to refrain from funher economic investments in South 
Africa, 
(c) demands strict adherence by aH European companies, including their subsidiaries 
operating in South Africa, to the UN Code of Conduct; 
11. Asks rhe Commission of the European Communities together with the ACP Secretariat to 
establis~ a detailed repon on the implementation of the EEC Code of Condua by European 
compames; · 
12. Calls for measures to prevent South Africa from hiring mercenaries in other 
countries; 
13. Affirms that the call for sa~ctions as well as the call for aid ar{~a1dressed to all nations, 
particulary the industrialized countries, and that the European Cohilriunity should lead the 
way in this regard; 
14. Believes that a State which on account of major difficulties cannot apply such sanctions 
fully should at least agree to rne '1gradual implementation of the saiJ·lrfteasures, ··· . 
15. Decides to set up a special committee to follow up the policies pursued by the EEC 
Member States vis-a-vis South Africa and to consider concrete proposals to take additional 
steps to increase the pressure on South Africa with the objective of eliminating apartheid; 
\ I 
16. Asks the Commission of the;,European Communities tog~ther with the ACP Secretariat to 
submit a report analyzing the. effects . of economic sanctions against South Afric:a on" the 
economies of the EEC and ACP icounrrics; 
17. Invites ·.111 governments, inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations and 
institutions to participate eHectivcly in the observance of this International Year of 
Mobilization for Sarn:riom :ig:iinst South Afric.1 in rnoper.nion with; the United Nations;· 
18. Requests that special bodies be set up within the United Nations,theOECD and the EEC 
to ensure that the measures called for in this resolution are applied;. 
19. Advocates increased economic assistance to all signatories of the Lome Convention in 
southern Afrka and to all Scates cooperating within the framework of SADCC, with the aim of 
reducing their economic depende.nce on South Africa and of encouraging regional cooperation 
among rhe countries of southern Africa, particularly in the following areas: 
humanitarian aid to refugees, 
aid for reconstructuring and developing infrastructures such as in the fie"ld of transport and 
communications; 
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20. Recoi.:.nizes the role being played by SW APO and the ANC org~mizations fighting 
respectively in Namibia and South Africa for the creation of a non-racial society committed to 
satisfying ~-;1sic. humJn rights, 
21. Expresses its encouragement of the work carried out by all groups and individuals 
working rnwards the elimination of apartheid and the creation of a free non-racial and 
democratic soc.:iety in South Africa; 
22. ~tresses the neC"d to cre.1te ., pool of technical and managerial skills to pave the way for 
m.,jonty rule in N.,mihia and South Africa and proposes that the European Communi~y 
promote further assistance in this field; 
13. Is convinced of the need to hold elections in Namibia based on a system of 
one-man-one-vote i 
24. Recalls paragraph 7 of its rt'solution of 30 September 1981, which decided to send a 
fact-finding delegation to the countries affected by the consequences of South African acts of 
aggression and urges that the delegation should complete its work as soon as possible by going 
to those countries not yet visited; 
25. Calls on the European Community Foreign Ministers meeting within the framework of 
European Political Cooperation to develop a clear policy on South Africa, based on the 
recommendations in this resnJmfoo· 
26. lnstruets its Presidents to forward, and where possible to per'SOnally present, this 
resolution to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, the ACP- EEC Council of 
Ministers, the Commission of the European Communities, the European Foreign Ministers 
meeting in Political Cooperation, the European Parliament and the parliaments and 
governments of all .the signatories to the Lomc Convention. 
RESOLUTION 
on me 6ghr apinst hunger 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
having regard to the repon of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC JS/82), 
having regard to its resolution of 30 September 1981, 
aware that the fight against hunger is an essential form of respect for the right to life, a 
fundamental right of mankind; also aware that the other human rights, namely economic, 
social, cultural, civil and political rights, have their origin in the right to life, 
1. Expresses its profound alarm at the growing deterioration of the food situation 
throughout the world and especially in many ACP States; 
. 2. Declares that the fight against hunger and its causes must become a top priority for 
cooperation between the industrialized nations and the developing countries and demonstrate 
the credibility of the association between the EEC and ACP States; 
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J. Requests, as a matter of the utmost urgency, that the EEC and the ACP States direct their 
efforts towards this priority, both through the Convention of Lome and their development 
policies; 
The food problem and the North-South Dialogue 
4. Firmly believes that chronic malnutrition of vast sections of the poor population is a 
drnmatic manifestation of the more general problem of underdevelopment and a faaor in, as 
well as a symptom of, the existing and deepening social and economic imbalance both in the 
developing countries and between these and the industrialized countries; 
5. Considers that the scourge of hunger can be more cffectiyely tackled within the framework 
of the esublishm~nt of a DC"W international economic order; 
6. Stresses, therefore, the need to increase efforts to set up a new and more equitable system 
of international relations without which the Convention of Lome will possibly lose much of its 
thrust and emphasizes that this implies in particular that: 
on the one hand, a growing share of the money at present being spent on armaments 
throughout the world must be diverted to peaceful and development purposes, 
on the other, sufficient financial and technological resources must be transferred towards 
tht' developing countries, while a radical change must come about in the production 
structures and living .patterns in the industrialized nations;· 'i, · 1 
7. Appeals to this end to the European Community and the Member States, the ACP States 
and the organizations concerned with EEC - ACP cooperation to do their utmost in every form 
and in the most effective way possible to bring about an early iand successful conclusion to 
dis~ussions at present being held with a view to the opening of the global negotiations within 
the framework of the United Nations; stresses ,that this is particularly urgent because the 
discussions on the opening ofthe global negotiations have been held up for nearly two years and 
not even recent international meetings, such as the Cancun and Yersailles summits, despite the 
hopes they might have engendered, have managed to secure thtir resumption; 
! 
8. Considers that 'until the global ~egotiations are completed, cenain practical measures 
should be adopted as a matter of priority, including in particular the need to: 
implement forthwith the conclusions of the Paris Conference bn least-developed countries, 
initially by !>etting deadlines for the countries of the EEC t6 reach the 0·15 % target, 
I 
implement the proposal cont.lined in the 'Plan of action to tombat hunger in the world' 
submitted hy the Commission of the Eurepean Communities romake an annual increase in 
the Community's glohal contribution ro aid to the least·developed countries by 0·01 % of 
the GDP of the 10 Member Scates, · 
adopt deadlines so that all the Member States of the EEC (each the 0•7 °lo target the set 
themselves at the earliest possible moment, 
tackle urgently the problem of the indebtedness of the developing countries by re·scheduling 
it and reducing it, priority being given to the least-developed countries, 
improve and strengthen the system of short-term facilities in connection with the IMFs 
offset financing arrangements for food, and establish a proper system of facilities, again in 
the context of the IMF, to help developing countries deal wath their balance of payments 
difficulties, particularly those concerning energy, 
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ratify at an early date the agreement on the Common Fund for Raw Materials and resume 
the suspended negotiations on primary products as quickly as possible and speed up those 
designed to reach new agreements on individual commodities; 
9. Regrets that at the last lMF Assembly meeting, the fundamental problems of ics own 
reform were yet again not clealt with and hopes that the planned quota increases can be decided 
satisfactorily by next spring at the latest; welcomes the agreements on the re-establishment of 
the resources of the IDA (International Development Association) and of the If AD 
(International Fund for Agricultural Development) and hopes that these bodies can begin 
implementing appropriate programmes as soon as possible; 
The food situation in the ACP States 
l 0. Notes ·with concern that the food situation in many ACP States is deteriorating, 
particularly on the African continent where there is a risk of increasingly serious famines; 
11. Emphasizes the particular situation of some ACP State, in the Caribbean and Pacific 
which are subject to extreme climatic conditions; 
12. Shares the view of the OAU that the food crisis in Africa has been brought about by the 
gradual destruction of the balance between several factors - the physical environment, 
population, technology, social structures and systems - and. that the situation has been 
aggravated in m.my cases by political instability and armed conflict; 
13. Approves the guidelines of the Lagos Plan to boost economic development in Africa and 
endorses in particular the objectives and measures put forward in this Plan as top priorities to 
increase the level of food self-sufficiency in African countries by 1985; · 
14. Considers that the Lagos Plan should be regarded as an essential frame of reference for 
the African countries and the EEC and therefore requests that projects under the Convention of 
Lome be closely coordinated with the programmes for which the Plan provides; naturally, this 
coordination should complement other existing regional programmes in the ACP States; 
Agricultural and rural development and food strategies 
15. Considers that the development of the a~ricultural and rural sectors should be given high 
priority within overall development programmes in every country and region so as to meet the 
increasing food requirements of the ACP States; 
16. Sm~sscs that, under these circumstances, th<"re is a pressing need for individual countries 
to adopt appropriate national food strategies; considers that such strategies, which constitute · 
firm evidence of the political will of each country concerned, should provide a sound basis for 
close cooperation between these countries and the various so~rces of external aid; 
17. Stresses that the strategies drawn up at national level are designed in such a way that the 
various aspects of the food problem (production, processing and marketing of agricultural 
products, food security, price-fixing) may be tackled in an organized and consistent manner; 
stresses the need for an adequate assessment of the impact of individual national strategies at 
regional level; . 
18. ls fully aware that decisions relating to agricultural and rural development and food 
strategies should be taken by the ACP States themselves and that the achievement of these 
objectives is to a large extent dependent on the prevailing system of economic relations and 
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intcrn;uional trade~ the t·~onomic policies of industrialized nations and the technical and,· 
finJ.ncial resources .11locarcd by the hmer counrries for development cooperation, particular,ly 
in the agri-foodstuffs sector; 
19. Calls urgently in this connection upon rhe individual countries of the EEC and the 
Community institutions to give adequate financial and technical support to theACP States. irt 
drawing up and implementing. national food strategies; hopes that the Commission of the 
European Communities will not only give,direct support in certain cases and make every effort 
to expedite procedures but also c~ordinate the supporting measures taken by individual 
Member States through systematic checks and constant pooling of experience; 
20. Considers that cooperation between the ACP State.sand the EEC in this sector should 
involve, in particular: 
supporting efforts to introduce development models which will not adversely affect the 
structural cohesion of the rural environment, 
seeking a balance between food production for internal requirements and agricultural 
production destined for export; this requires in particular an equitable prices policy; 
fostering .the development of rural areas by means of integrated programmes which are 
designed to expand craft trades and agricultural processing industries as well as improve 
services and infrastructures with a view to preventing th:e:migration of the population from 
the rural zones and the balanced growth of agriculture and in1r~frP' throughout the whole 
area; 
21. Requests that the EDF and other financial instruments set up by the Convention of Lome 
will take account of these fundamental guidelines when funds are allocated for agricultural and 
rural projects by making a more thorough appraisal than in the past of the impact of the 
programmes and agricultural and rural projects on the, immtdiate economic ·and social 
environment, reducing to a minimum the delays between their formulation and 
implementation and ensuring that follow-up action is better planned; 
22. Invites the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers to consider the resources available with a 
view to increasing the appropriations allocated to and improving the efficiency of the 
intervention mechanisms set up in thr context of food security; and in this connection to 
consider the desirability of establishing a special food security Fund for urg~t programmes and 
operations; 
2.'l. Is convinced that there is considerable scope for regional cooperation between the ACP 
States in the coordination of national agricultural prices policies, infrastructures, major 
puhlic-works programmes, certain services which could be pooled, the use of certain resources 
and, in general, all those projects which would be beyond the means of the countries 
individually; 
24. Takes the ·view that in certain cases the water problem must be solved before any 
worthwhile measures can be taken to assist rural development and guarantee food 
self•sutficiency and therefore invites the appropriate Community bodies to give priority to the 
consideration· of all projects designed to overcome this problem; 
25. Considers that in certain cases agrarian reform that is tailored to the needs of individual 
countries is an essential pre•requisite for cur.al development and an increase in production; 
emphasizes that it would be beneficial to organize a system of credits for agriculture that is 
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geared to small-scale farmers in developing countries; hopes that there will be an overall 
improvement in the structures between the production and consumption stages; 
26. Considers that the mobilization of rural populations, and the promotion and 
transformation of farming by farmers themselves can be achieved only on the basis of the 
internal stimulus of structures maintained and kept alive by the village communities 
themselves; 
27. Stresses that rural populations and producers must be directly involved in drawing up 
and implcmencing developmmt programmes. due respect being paid to the socio-cultural 
environment; points out that agricultural workers' organizations and cooperatives have played' 
a cruci;1J role in bringing the different sectors together; emphasizes further that NGOs have 
bt"cn prominent in devisin~ and implementing rural development projects 'at grass roots level' 
and hopes that they will be better equipped and given more funds to enable them to cut through 
red-tape and extend the sphere of co-financing; 
28. Recalls the paramount importance of research and of trammg, education and 
information projects so that the population of the ACP States may utilize scientific findings 
more efficiently and the ACP States use local techniques and make a judicious selection of 
appropriate technologies; calls on the Community to step up· its efforts to promote special 
programmes which must be carried out as far as possible in the ACP States, and to take stock of 
research undertaken in the field of human and social sciences in the universities and similar 
institutions within the EEC Member States, in particular research with which ACP research 
staff have been associated and which has a direct or indirect impact on the problem of 
malnutrition, to ensure that the results of such research are distributed and turned to the 
maximum advAntage of all ACP States; · , · 
29. Emphasizes that research and training must, in the first instance, be carried out on the 
spot and must take better account of different local communities and their individual 
development needs so as to ensure in particular that agronomic research is always gear~ 
towards practical applications; 
30. Regrets that it has not yet been possible to create the 'Technical Centre for Agricultural 
and Rural Cooperation' as provided for under Anicle 88 of the Lomc Convention; most 
strongly requests that it be established as soon as possible; and hopes that by liberally 
interpreting Article 88, the Centre will contribute to the promotion of agronomic research in 
the ACP States and the Community and to the effective cooperation between these bodies and 
research institutes; 
31. Calls upon both the ACP and the EEC authorities to ensure that this Technical Centre for 
Agricultural and Rural Cooperation, initially based on a 'transmission antenna', in Brussels, 
should be located in the ACP countries and ensure the practical application of agronomic 
research on-the-spot; 
32. Regrets the fact that in 1981, for the second successive year, che mechanisms of the Lome 
Convention were unable to ensure cover for the appropriations required by the Stabex system 
and that it was necessary to look for a compromise solution as a result of which the ACP 
countries saw their transfers under this heading reduced by 50 % , calls on the aforementioned 
bodies to carry out a careful check to discover whether there are any structural causes to which 
these serious malfunctions can be attributed and, if need be. to prepare a careful study for the 
necessary reform; 
33. Notes with satisfaction that the Commission has drawn up a specific, integrated plan of 
action again!>t hunger and has begun co determine certain operational guidelines for its 
implementation; 
34. Expresses its support in particular for the effons made to implement suitable national 
food programmes by the ACP countries; hopes that the initial schemes now underway will 
prove successful and can be progressively extended; 
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3 5. Also emphasius the importance of the specific measures to, which the Commission 
attaches priority (the fight against desertification, the rational utilization of firewood, vill.age 
irrig~ttion schemes, etc.) and insists that work be started without delay to carry out major 
schemes in these key areas; 
36. Finally, believes that the implementation of the Commission's plan requires a lasting, 
regular and increasing commitment of financial resources and therefore: calls on the 
Community institutions to rake appropriate and consistent account of this when drawing up 
future budgets, beginning with the 1983 budget; 
3 7. Points out that in the sphere of technical and financial aid there is a pressing need for 
closer cooperation between, on the ·one hand, the EEC, the Member States and the ACP States 
and, l>n the other, the organizations and funds that have. a specialized knowledge of the 
agricultural and rural sector; 
Security of food supplies and food aid 
38. Stresses that the ACP States themselves should be involved in implementing plans to 
guarantee security of food supplies by setting up national reserves, rapidly constructing storage 
facilities, improving reserve stock management and providing better forecasting and warning 
S)'Stems; 
39. Notes with satisfaction that debares within the EuropeaA" Parliament and in the 
ACP - EEC context have resulted in new criteria for Community food aid and, in particular, a 
recommendation that food aid must be linked to specific rural dcvdopment projects and 
programmes and must help the ACP States to increase the level of -rheir self-sufficiency. in , 
food; 
40. Notes that the Council of Ministers of the EEC has agreed in principle to·establishing a 
multiannual food-aid programme that could be used to set up reserve stocks and calls for early 
action to be taken on these recommendations; 
41. Notes that the cereals sector of the Community food-aid programmes for 1981 and 1982 
has been increased; considers that insufficient progress has been made in widening the range of 
products provided as food aid and hopes that more frequent use will be made of 'three-way 
er ansactions'; 
42. Calls upon the Commission of the EEC to ensure that non-governmental organizations 
can participate directly in these diversified food-aid programmes; 
43. Approves the EEC Decision - taken in the context of the special food-aid .programme to 
be used first and foremost for the least-deveh:,ped countries, including a number of ACP States 
- to e.irmark 100 OOO tonnes of cereals for the emergency food reserve which means that the 
targets sec in 1977 can at long last he achieved; 
44. Hopes that the world emergency food reserve will be maintained and, if possible, 
increased; calls funher for the various emergency measures to be coordinated as effectively as 
possible; 
45. Calls for a special initiative co be taken in order to provide aid to those countries obliged 
rn bear the burden of accommodating large numbers of refugees, to help then to cope with the 
immediate food requirements and enable them to carry out rehabilitation projects; 
46. Condemns the failure of negotiations for a new international wheat agreement; calls on 
the Community and the Member States to do what they can so that negotiations are resumed as 
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soon as possible and hopes that there will be a clear political will to bring them to a successful 
conclusion; 
47. Calls upon the EEC ro take a more active part in the'Various multilateral negotiations in 
the different fora and stresses once more the need for the Community to accede to the 
International Sugar Agreement; 
48. Calls upon the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers to speed up the study of ways of meeting 
the ACP States' request that available agricultural products be made available on a regular basis 
and on preferential terms; 
49. Stresses the need to take account. of the increasing significance of freight rates and 
insurance charges in the cost of food imports; 
50. Hopes that the present reform of the common agricultural policy will be completed, 
account being taken o( the objectives of Community development cooperation policy, and that 
as a result the revised common agricultural policy will mean tighter control of Community 
produl.:tion in individual product sectors, taking account of the trends in world demand and the 
agricultural situation in all the developing countries, and in panicular in the ACP States; 
51. Demands that the Community market be kept open for agricultural expons from the 
ACP States and that the EEC draws up appropriate mechanisms and strategies with a view to 
stabilizing supplies of agricultural products to the ACP States; 
52. Stresses that food aid must not be determined by political factors and condemns the idea 
that it might be used to discriminate against particular countries or to apply political 
pressure; 
53. Hopes that the contacts and preparatory negouauons for the new ACP-EEC 
Convention can begin as soon as possible and that, whlle they arc proceeding, due account will 
be taken of the guideline_s, objectives and priorities contained in this resolution; 
54. In the light of the positive experience of the ad hoe working party and the need to take 
immediate and practical action on its analyses and proposals, decides to maintain the working 
party and instructs it to define, in Haison with the Bureau of the Joint Committee, the most 
effective ways and means of reviewing the application of the recommendations contained in the 
resolution and, at the same time, to pursue consideration and action in this priority sector of 
ACP - EEC cooperation; 
55. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution and the report to the ACP - EEC 
Council of Ministers, the Committee of Amba~sadors and the Council and Commission of the 
European Communities. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the implementation of the resolution of the Consultative Assembly on cultural cooperation between 
ACP States and the European Economic Community 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in Rome from 3 to 5 Nover .ber 1982, 
- h.wing regard co the resolutions on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the 
European Economic Cbmmunity adopted by the ACP - EEC Consultative Assembly on 
30 September 1981 in Luxembourg ( 1) and by the ACP - EEC Joint Committee on 
3 Fehruary i 982 in Harare (2), 
- v. hereas negotiations between the ACP States and the European Economic Community 
with a view to establishing a new Convention to succeed Lome II will begin on l September 
1983, 
- whereas the next ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly is not due to meet until after this 
dace, 
- having regard to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP - EEC 37 / 8.2), 
l. Notes with satisfaaion the interest shown by the various institutions and individuals in ~he 
report and the resolution adopted by the ACP - EEC Consultative Assembly on 30 September 
1981 in Luxembourg and litrcsses in this connection that, if widely distributed, the repon 
would undoubtedly attract more support from active groups in society and greatly increase 
public awareness of the'.issues involved; urgently reiterates, therefere, its demand for wide 
distribution; 
2. Notes with equal satisfaction the specific activities undenaken or abouno be undenaken 
by the Commission of the European Communities.and urges the Commission, to the extent of 
its powers, to step up its activities, taking the fullest account of the socio~cultural identities of · 
the peoples of the ACP countries; 
3. Calls, in particular, on the Community to give its full support to the effons of the ACP 
countries to embark on mutual cqopcration in . the ,fields o.f education, research and 
training; 
4. Notes with the greatest interest the new positive assessment of the cultural aspects of 
development in the memorandum of the Commi'ssion ,-f the European Communities on the 
Community's development policy; 
5. Notes, however, that the report and the resolution adopted by the ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assembly on 30 September 1981 in Luxembourg have not yet been considered.by 
the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers and urgently requests that they be examined in depth at 
its next meeting; 
6. Regrets also that its recommendation that the ACP States and the Community set up a joint 
high-level group of experts has still not been implemented; 
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7. Emphatically reaffirms the condusions of last year's ACP - EEC Consultative Assembly 
met.>ting in Luxembourg, reg.uding the import:mce of the cultural dimension in cooperation 
and development, the aspirations and endeavours of the ACP States and the obstacles they face 
and the fundamental importance both of intra-ACP cooperation in this field and of broader 
cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic Community; 
8. Invites all those concerned to implement promptly and realistically the shon-ternt 
measures recommended in the Luxembourg resolution and specified in this repon; 
9. C.1lh, more particularly on the ACP States and the European Economic Community, when 
implementing the present Lome Convention, to consider all proposals which could help to 
ensure wider and more effective utilization of the instruments provided for in the 
Convention; 
10. Rtgrets that the appeals made to the Member States of the Community concerning the 
incn.:asingly difficult situation of ACP students have gone unanswered; emphasizes most 
strongly that the discriminatory measures taken against these students run counter to the aim~ 
of the pre-sent Lomc Convention, calls for the appropriate measures specified in the 
Luxembourg resolution to be taken as a matter of urgency and insists on the abolition of the 
discriminatory measures affecting ACP students and their children, panicularJy as regards 
enrolment fees for primary, secondary, technical and university education; 
11. Calls also on the ACP - EEC institutions, the ACP States and the Member States of the 
Community to examine carefully the proposals in this repon designed to assist the social and 
cultural integration of ACP students and migrant workers in their places of study and work in 
the Community; 
12. Endorses the opinion, expressed by the ACP- EEC Joint Committee meeting in Harare, 
that the Convention to succeed Lomc II must take account of the cultural aspect of 
development, in accordance with the Luxembourg resolution, by including, where 
appropriate, specific provisions in the various chapters of the Convention and by providing a 
separate chapter dealing with cultural cooperation; 
13. Recommends, to this end, that the panics negotiating the third Convention jointly 
examine in detail the report adopted by the ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly meeting in 
Luxembourg and the present report and cake into conr.ideration the practical proposals 
cont,1ined in chem on v:1rious specific cultural sectors, especially the socio-cultural sphere, in 
p.miculJ.r the role of women in development, education, training, research, the acquisition of 
technological skills, the promotion of crah industries, information and communication, 
cultural exchanges, cultural industries, the development of tourism, the social and cultural 
position of ACP students and migrant workers in the Member States of the EEC and intra-ACP 
cooperation; 
14. Instructs the working party of the Joint Committee to continue to ensure that the 
institutions implement these proposals; 
15. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution and the report to the ACP - EEC 
institutions, the Community institutions and the governments and parliaments of the ACP 
States and the Member States of the European Community. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the measures ,o follow the work carried out at the meeting between the representatives of the 
ACP - EEC economic and social partners and a delegation of the ACP - EEC Joint Committee 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
Having regard to the work carried out by the Economic and Social partners at their meeting 
in Geneva on 4 and 5 June ,1982; 
- Stressing once again che. importance che Joint Committee attaches to these meetings which 
allow the involvement of the representatives of the Economic and Social partners in the 
implementation of the instruments laid down i.n the Lomc Convention; 
1. Requests the economic and social circles to continue their work on the problem of greater 
protection for the rights of and guarantees for ACP migrant workers and their families resident 
in rhe Community; furthermore requests them to study the means, in the context of the 
Convention, of promoting occupational training; 
2. Notes with satisfaction that these meetings are growing in importance and expresses the 
wish that under the present Convention their formal nature be reinforced and the structure of 
their organization be strengthened; 
3. Believes in particular that these meetings' should end with the 1a4option of operational 
conclusions to be submitted to the Joint Committee; · 
4. Urges that the representatives of the Economic and Social pannen be associated with the 
negotiations for the future Convention which shall have to widen its scope to include the social 
aspects of ACP - EEC cooperation; 
5. Demands equally that in the future Convention, the role of the economic and social 
partners be defined in an institutional f~amework; 
6. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to th~ ACP - EEC institutions .and to the 
Council and Commission of the European Communities·. 
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RESOLUTION 
oa chc global n~oriationa for • aew worldwide economic and policical order 
The ACP- EEC Consultativ, Assrmbly, 
- meeting in Rome from 3 to S November 1982, 
recalling :md confirming earlier resolutions and, in particular, that adopted on 4 February 
1982 in Harare by the Joint Committee, 
- recalling notably that it welcomed in the abovcmentioncd resolution the Cancun meeting as 
a useful contribution to the reactivation of the Nonh-South dialogue, 
1. Deplores the blocking of global negotiations provided for within the framework of the 
United Nations; 
2. Considers the U nitcd States to be primarily responsible for this but regrets nevertheless the 
insufficiently firm attitude adopted by the EEC countries; 
3. Recalls that the full realization of the Lome Convention's objectives cannot be achieved if 
North-South relations have not been thus transformed; 
4. Considers that the attitude of the EEC and of its Member States in the negotiations on 
commodity a~recmcnts is not only not in line with the objectives of the Lomi Convention bu~ 
may also gravely ieopardizc their realization; 
S. Urgently renews its appeal to the signatory countries to the Lomt Convention to take 
action as soon as possible to remove the obstacles to the opening of global negotiations within 
the framework of the United Nations; 
6. Emphasizes the special responsibility of the EEC Member States; 
7. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP - EEC institutions and to the 
Council and Commission of the European Communitia. 
R.ESOLtmON 
on ACP- EEC cooperation ia die &eW of --., 
Tb, A CP - E.EC Consultativ• Ass~mbly, 
having rtgard to the report of Ambassador Siddig drawn up on behalf of the Joint 
Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 34/81): 
1. Is seriously concerned by the precarious energy situation of the great majority of· ACP 
nations, panicularly their dangerously high level of dependence on imported oil which imposes 
an intolerable burden on the economies of the importing States; 
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2. Notes: 
rh:it energ}• consumption per capita in the ACr is some 40 times less than in the EEC, 
- thJt Cl.'(momic de\"elopment will inevit.thly lead to higher e·nergy consumption, thereby 
imposing concomitant strain~ on the halance of payments situation of those tollhttie& 
concerned, unless the most vigourous remedial measures arc taken, 
th.11 while the very close link that had hitherto existed between economic growth and 
increased energy consumption has, in certain cases, been broken, this has been made 
possible only by a level of capital investment in research and equipment that would be 
beyond the unassi'itcd reach of almost all energy-importing ACP States, 
- that, ;tr prei.ent, l.tck of readily available energy resources at reasonable cost is one ofthe 
prinicipal factors inhibiting economic development in most ACP States, and panicularly in 
the poorest among them; 
3. Is aware of the fact that available statistics of energy use in the ACP countries refer only to 
the commercial energy sector, while in some of these States non-commercial energy sources can 
account for well in excess of 50. % of energy needs; 
4. Nores that increased population pressure and depletion of forestry resources have reduced 
the ~vail:thility of non....:ommercia.1 fuels in many ACP countries, thereby leading to further 
demand for imported commercial energy sour~es; 
$. Sh;m.·s the preoccup.1tion expressed hy the UN <;:onference on New and Renewable 
Sources of Energy {Nairobi, Augl1st 1981) reg.-rding the disastrous effects of cutting down 
forest~, which gives rise to soil erosion and desertification; 
6. , feels that, despite some positive achievements, the. level of funding for ACP -Ei:.'C 
cooperation in the energy sector to date has been inadequate, and maintains that greater 
emphasis on energy cooperation, and e~hanced funding, is called fop. by th~ current world 
energy situation; · 
7. Welcomes the inclusion of a specific sector devoted to energy cooperation in the 
Convention of Lome JI, and notes that this agreeirient provides for wide-ranging assistance for 
energy and related projects both through EDF grants, s~cial loahs and EIB loans; · 
8. Recognius, however, that the finance available under the EDF is limited, and that if funds 
are US:ed for energy projects, then less is available for other imponanc sectors; 
9. I nsiscs, nevertheless, that the energy provisions of the Convention be fuJly implemented, 
and notes rh.n their ucilizarion depends on the priority accorded to energy projects by ACP 
governments and the encouragement given by the C~mmission of the European Communities 
t6 such projectsi 
I 0. Cills on rhe Commission of the European Communities, international bodies such as the 
World Jtm k and OPEC and rhe governments concerned, to conrribute to the preparation of up 
to dace st.1tisti"·s of current enert;y con!l.umprio11 and levels of dependence on external sources of 
supply, for all the ACP Sr.ues; 
11. Draws attention to the need for energy information cen'tres in developing countries, and 
for the estahlishmem of an international energy data bank; 
12. Call!i upon the Community and its Member States to contribut~ effeaively. to the 
extension of an appropriate information network on alternative sources of energy in order to 
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increase public opinion awareness of potential economic and other risks in the use of cenain 
techniques and types of equipment available to developing countries; 
13. Sees, as a pre-requisite for harmonious economic development, the need to elaborate 
energy strategies based on accurate estimates of energy supply and demand, and maintdins that 
the European Community should, upon request from ACP States, provide assistance with the 
drawing up of energy inventories; 
14. Welcomes the fact that appropriations have been entered against Article 706 of the 
general budget of the European Communities for 1983 to finance the drawing up of energy 
inventories; hopes that the European Community will continue its efforts in this direction; 
15. Calls on the governments of the ACP States to specify the energy projec~s required by 
their respective countries for the next decade with particular attention to the possibility of 
r«'gional cooperation in harnessing different forms of power; 
16. N<.>tes wirlt inrcrcst the statement in chc Programme of Action of the Belgian presidency 
presented on 21 January 1982 to the European Parliament in Strasbourg to the effect that the 
Community will need to pursue during the first half of 1982 the examination undenaken after 
the UN Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy of problems posed by 
cooperation in the field of energy with developing countries and in view of the World Energy 
Conference due to be held in New Delhi in 1983; 
17. Insists on a positive Community response to the UN Conference on New and Renewable 
Sources of Energy, and recognizes that this would require the granting of Jarger appropriations 
in the framework of the general budget of the European Communities; 
18. Feels that the underlying principle behind ACP- EEC energy cooperation should be the 
reduction of dependence on external sources of supply through the optimal exploitation of the 
ACP's own energy resources; 
19. Insists on the energy component being included for consideration in every project 
submitted under Lome II, as such a measure would make programme designers conscious of 
both energy production and energy saving potential, and enable them to provide for 
corresponding measures in the context of the programme; 
20. Stresses rhe importance of energy production potential being fully utilized, wherever 
possible, in all projects assisted by the EDF; 
21. Believes that the highest priority should be given to the full utilization of new and 
renewable energy sources; hydroelectricity and the exploration .and exploitation of 
energy-producing mineral resources; 
22. With regard to new and renewable energy sources: 
(a) endorses the Programme of Action adopted at the Nairobi Conference, 
(b) maim:1ins that the problem of me<.'ting energy needs in rural areas is of great urgency, and 
feels that small-scale projects using sol.tr energy, biomass, wind power and peat, as well as 
micro-hydroelectricity. can play a particularly useful role in this respect, 
(c) calls on non-governmental organizations to make full use of the energy sources referred to 
in (b) above in their projects, 
(d) sm:s,es the importance of decentralizing, to the greatest possible extent, energy 
production, with the emphasis being given to rural energy requirements and the 
development of appropriate technologies, 
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(e) sees the need to develop large-scale reforestation programmes with selected fast-growing 
tree v:irieties, 
(f) hdievcs that certain new and renewable energy techniques, notably solar energy, biomass, 
geothermal ener~y and peat, can also be used in large-scale projects where these would be 
appropriate, particularly in urban areas and for heavier industrial use, 
(g) notes and welcomes the fact that, at the first reading of the budget, the European 
P.1rli.1ment approved by a massive vote the creation of a new Article 947 'energy aid to the 
developing countries' in the general budget of the European Communities for 19B3; 
23. With regard to hydroelectricity: 
(a) stresses the value of small-scale projects, situated where possible near the points of 
consumption, which could he integrated with agricultural, stock-raising, piscicultural, 
forestry or drinkin~-water projects, · 
(b) recognizes the import:mt contribution of large-scale hydroelectric projects while being 
;1w;m: of the possible economic and ecological repercussions of such schemes; insists, 
therefore, on detailed studies being carried out, before taking the final decision, on the 
effecrs of major dams on all aspects of the environment, and on adequate measures being 
taken to deal with negative socio-economic or environmental effects; 
24. With regard to energy-producing minerals, acknowledges that many ACP countries have 
not been subject to intensive geological surveys, and calls for full use to be made of the relevant 
provisions of the Convention of Lome II; 
25. Sees the need, whde large-sc,:ale energy production sch~mes are envisaged, for regional 
cooperation on the widest possible scale; 
26. Recommends, in order that energy be utilized in the most effective, rational and 
economic. manner, that energy-saving campaigns 'be car.-if!d OUt both in EEC and ACP 
countri('s, and in this connection stresses the need to adopt life styles and policies less wasteful 
of energy; · 
27. Stresses the importance of using energy to maximum efficiency at all levels, and in this 
respect draws attention to the possible contribution to domestic energy efficiency that can be 
made by well.designed domestic appliances and equipment, including appropriate solid-fuel 
roo~n; · 
28. Conscious of the fact that the transfer of certain types of technology involving extensive 
w,e of energy has in certain cases caused extensive damage both to the industrial and 
agricultural sector of ACP countries, recommends that appropriate technologies more 
adaptable to the needs of ACP countries be adopted; · 
29. Calls for Community assistance with the development of suitable technology for both 
production and utilization of energy in developing countries, particularly in research centres in 
ACP States; in this respect believes chat a Community contribution could be made: 
- throu~h the provision of assistance for research and development being undertaken in the 
ACP St.ires, 
- through the Joint Rcsea rch Centre, 
- rhrough appropriate indirect action research programmes, 
- through Community cooperation with other bodies, including for example the 
International Energy Agency and non-governmental organizations, on·R &: D projects of 
use to ACP countries; 
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30. Calls for more efficienc use to be m.1de of draught animal power which would involve rhe 
te;1ching of impron:d techniques at local level; 
31. Bdicves rh;it thl' Convention of Lome can prove a useful vehicle for the transfer of 
suitable technology provided the will exists; calls on the Community institutions, its Member 
S!.1tes, its ~·Juc.1tional hodies and European industries to cooperate with regard to the transfer 
of suitable technology through joint ventures and other forms of industrial cooperation 
lict.....,t'cn the EEC and the ACP; 
.12. Emj')hasizes the importance of training ar all levels, management, operative and 
consl.imer. and recognizes that the Community can fulfil a useful function in this respect, 
repeats the demand for the establishment, as a matter of urgency, of a management training 
college to be sited in an ACP State with courses specially structured to meet the vital needs of the 
e..:onomies of the developing world, and calls upon the Commission to present a detailed 
proposal with a programme for action to the next ACP - EEC Consultative Assembly; 
.U. Calls for even greater use to be made of co-financing in the future, believing that the 
Community can thereby act as a caralyst for abtaining greatly increased financial assistance for 
energy-related projects in ACP States; 
34. Feels that a problem so vast as that posed by the energy crisis must be faced at world level, 
and hopes for the rapid opening of ftlobal negotiations that would include inter a/ia 
discussions on energy issues; 
35. Sees the need for a well-bndowed fund, managed at intemati\fifjf;level, be it in the form of 
an Energy Affiliate of the World Bank or a Special Fund for Energy~ to assist the developing 
rountrics to face the problems resulting from the world energy situation; calls on the European 
Community to strive, at the highest international level, for the creation of such a fund, and to 
subscribe generously to it in the event of its being set up: 
I 
36. Believes that the oil exporting countries can play a greater role in ass1st1ng 
energy-importing developing countries through the provision both of additional funds and of 
petroleum products ar concessional rates; in this regard pays tribute to the exemplary action of 
certain oil producing countries; 
37. Recogniies the particular diffkulties facing the least-devclopecl countries, and hopes that 
the special provisions of the Convention designed to as~ist them be fully utilized and that their 
specific difficulties, notably lack of capital resources, be taken into account when approving 
cncrgy-rel.1ted projects from these countries, calls for special me~sures to be implemented and 
additional finance to be provided .,s a follow-up to the Paris Cbnference (I); 
JS. Rcqucsts the Commission of the Europl',in Communities to prepare concrete proposals 
rdl.:ctin~ tht' view,; expressed in this resolution in time for the meetingofthe ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assernbl~· inSeprember or October 1982; 
39. Requests that considerations be giv~n in the context of the future negotiations of any 
successor agrcemenr to the ACP - EEC Lomc II Convention to more extensive and closer 
coop~ration between the ACP and EEC in the field of energy; 
40. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution and th~ repon to the ACP- EEC 
Council of Minister, the Committee of Ambassadors and the Council and Commission of the 
European Communities. 
( 1 ) UN Conference on the least-developed countries, Paris, September i981. 
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CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AFRICAN 
' CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
BERLIN,21-23 SEPTEMBER 1983 
RESOLlITION 
taking account of the annual rcpon of the ACP - EEC Council of Minisren for 1982, and looking towuds 
the imminent negotiations for a successor Convention to Lame II ·· · 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly. 
meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 .September 1983, 
- having regard to the annual repon of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for 1982, 
- having regard to the repon submitted by Ambassador Cavalevu on behalf of the Joint 
Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 57/83), 
I . W cl comes the fact that the seventh annual report of the ACP - EEC Council of Minis~rs 
has been published earlier than in previous years, but reiterates the aiticism that a more 
analytical repon would be of greater value; 
2. Believes that, at this juncture, half~way through the Convention of Lomt II and just as 
negotiations for its successor are beginning, the time is opponune to review the implementation 
of the Convention and its effects on the some 600 million people living in the signatory 
States; 
3. Notes the serious nature of the current world economic, political and security crisis; calls 
consequently on the EEC and ACP leaders to take positive action for the mutual benefit of their 
peoples; 
4. Is convinced that the historical relationship between Europe and the ACP countries can 
further evolve in such a way as to transform Nonh/South relations from domination and 
exploitation into relations of real interdependence based on mutual benefit, equality and 
solidarity; 
5. Notes that the evolution of trade between the ACP States and the Community is far from 
satisfactory, and that despite the greatly increased number of ACP States the ACP group is now 
relatively less important to the EEC bot~ as a supplier and as a market than it was in 1975; 
insists, therefore, that imaginative steps be taken ro remedy this; 
6. Notes with concern that the number of ACP Stares classified as least-developed has 
increased since Lame I, and draws attention to the desperate situation of most of these 
countries; 
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7. Calls on the Community to translate its support for the outcome of the Paris Cortfetetttt 
and the priority it has decided to accord to the least-advanced countries into considerable 
financial aid; 
8. Reaffirms the strong belief tbat there is a need to pay special attention to the ACP Island 
Developing Countries, whose economic, transport, communication, etc., problems are unique 
and pressing; 
9. Recognizes the potential value of Stabex, while being fully aware ofits limitations due 
mainly to the .small number and ineffectiveness of agreements to . regulate the price of 
commodities and its weaknesses, due among other things to 'inadequate funding; calls for an 
integrated approach to be adopted which includes the introduction of procedures to ensure 
productive use of the funds transferred and the provision of realistic financial resources; 
10. Expresses concern over issues relating co sugar and Stabcx unresolved at the eve of the 
formal opening of the negotiations of the successor agreement; 
11. Insists that on that solemn occasion the Community should pronounce itself positively on 
these matters, thus giving a measure of the spirit in which it intends to embark· on the 
negotiations; 
12. Acknowledges the overwhelming importance of agriculture and ~ated .gual 
development in the ACP States and emphasizes the need to gife'lhe highest level of priority to 
the development of the rural areas; 
13. Deplores that the problem of hunger in the world has worsened and regretS that no retlly 
drastic or efficient stc~ has been taken in this regard; 
14. Proposes that special attention be granted to drought-stricken ACP countries togeth~ 
with increased assistance to combat deforestation and the enaoachment of the desert; 
15. Believes that it is ncctSsary to review the sector of ACP - EEC cooperation dealing with 
industry in the light of the repon drawn up by the joint working group chaired by His 
Excellency Chief Afolabi with Mr Fuchs as rapponeur; 
16. Regrets that. in real terms, the financial resources per capita per annum provided under 
Lome II are some 20 % less than under Lome I.· at a time when many ACP economies are 
experiencing crushing financial difficulties which seriously endanger development; 
17. Believes it is essential to strengthen the aspect of parity in the ACP- EEC Convention and 
calls, therefore, on those negotiating the new Lomi Convention to seek to ensure better ACP 
panicipation in the implementation of cooperation; 
18. Hopes that the next Convention will tackle the urgent problem of relieving the debts of 
the ACP countries which now amount to some USS SO OOO million. and that the EEC and the 
ACP States will be consulted on the international negotiations to reform the world monetary 
system and reduce rhe level of indebtedness that upsets the balance of the system; 
19. Reiterates the view that the Joint Committee and Consultative Assembly duplicate effort 
and that they could be replaced in the new Convention by a single parliamentary organ with 
adequate independent budgetary resources; 
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20. Recognizes the need to strengthen the ACP's administrative institutions so as to enable 
them to assist the ACP States more effectively; 
21. Firmly believes that man himself must be the subject of development and that all 
development activities must be centred around his welfare and fundamental rights; 
22. Feds that it is necessary for the future Convention to take full account of the social and 
cultural values, preferences and priorities of the people for whom that Convention was 
designed; pays tribute to the several documents emanating from the Working Group chaired by 
Mr Turner with His Excellency Mr Chasle as rapponeur; 
23. Feds that the next Convention should link the ACP States' own obicctives of self-reliant 
development and South-South Cooperation with the specific policies chosen by the ACP States 
in such a way as to avoid the instruments of cooperation operating in isolation from each other 
or becoming ends in themselves; 
24. Emphasizes the need for the· successor Convention realistically to provide adequate 
means for the attainment of the objectives mutually agreed upon; 
25. Encourages both the ACP and the EEC to initiate, at this stage, a process of consultation 
at all levels so as to identify clearly the priority areas for the next Convention and reach political 
agreement on key issues; calls on the appropriate authorities to engage in serious discussions at 
the opening of negotiations with the aim of reaching consensus on as many aspects as 
possible; 
26. Agrees that the main objective of development should be the achievement of self-reliant, 
autonomous and self~sustaining development at national and regional level, and acknowledges 
the valuable contribution of the European Parliament in furthering this concept; · · 
27. Supports all effons aimed at achieving a more just and balanced economic order and the 
cultivation of mutual understanding between the peoples of the ACP States and of the 
European Community; 
28. Emphasizes that the Convention must fully respect the sovereignty of each signatory 
State, while recognizing the reality an~ desirability of interdependence; 
29. Is convinced that with goodwill, political courage and respect for human rights and 
dignny. cooperation between· the ACP · and the EEC can fulfil the high aspirations· of the 
signatories of the First Lome Convention; in this context underlines the importance of 
resolutions 48/83 and 43/83 adopted with widespread consensus in Kingston; 
30. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and the report drawn up by His 
Excellency Mr Cavalevu to the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP- EEC Committee 
of Ambassadors and the C:oun,il and Commission of the European Communities. 
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RESOLUTION 
on ACP - EEC indusrrial coopcrarion and rhc impact of the Lomc Convenrion 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting on 21 to 23 September 1983 in Berlin, 
- having regard to the report drawn up by Mr G. Fuchs on behalf of the ad hoe Working 
Group on Ind use rial Cooperation (Doc. ACP - EEC SS 183 }, 
(a) having regard to the fundamentaJ objective of development, which is to look beyond mere 
survival. to meet the legitimate needs of peoples; 
( h) having regard to the general objective of making ACP- EEC relations a model for 
North-South relations by seeking mechanisms for cooperation which serve social justice, 
human dignity and peac~; f;i'iif· 
(c) whereas the effect of this cooperation should be to reduce the dependence of the ACP 
countries, .thereby leaving them free to choose an appropriate form of development; 
(d) having regard to the mutual advantages of industrial cooperation for: 
the ACP countries, ~hich · can thereby hope to speed up the development of their 
industries and hence to satisfy their basic needs, including food requirements, 
the EEC, which can thereby hope to take better account in future industrial policies of 
the industrial progress of its panners, 
all partners concerned, who can expect it to bring the revival in their economies which is 
a vital ingredient for any lasting solution to the world crisis; ' 
{e) whereas the ACP countries' share in world industrial produa,on is today very small and, 
despite real potential, will remain so unless funher considerable efforts are made to 
improve both quantity and quality at hom.e and abroad, within the framework of effective 
strategies; 
(f) whereas the differences between the ACP countries, together with the special difficulties 
facing certain land-locked or island States, caJI for a diversified approach to industrial 
cooperation; 
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(g) having regard to the external difficulties, mentioned in the report, affecting the 
industrialization of the ACP countries, in particular: 
the deterioration and unpredictability of revenue from their exports of basic 
products, 
the continuing lack of balance in their relations with certain rich countries and certain 
multinational companies based in them, 
the magnitude of their debt problem; 
(h) whereas these difficulties have been aggravated by the recessionary impact of the world 
crisis and the protectionist reaetions it has aroused, in the EEC as elsewhere, although the 
balance of ACP - EEC trade in manufactured products is extremely favourable to the latter · 
and hence to its employment situation; 
{ i) having regard to the internal difficulties affecting the industria!ization of the ACP countries, 
in particular: 
the after-effects of colonization, 
inadequate distribution of a satisfaetory level of purchasing power, especially in rural 
areas, 
the small size of the potential market in certain States which necessitates regional 
cooperation, 
shortcomings in existing training systems and difficulties in using technology devised 
elsewhere; 
(j) having regard to the proposals and objectives set out in: 
the Lagos plan and the Programme of the Industrial Development Decade for 
Africa, 
the CARICOM plan, 
the programmes for the Pacific area; 
(k) having regard to the cext of the Lame Conventions and, in particular, Title V of Lome II 
concerning ACP - EEC industrial cooperation and the instruments and means for 
achieving it; 
(I) whereas the Consultative Assembly in Rome insisted on: 'the need for truly joint 
management of financial cooperation from the elaboration of projeets until their 
realization'; 
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The achievements of Lome 
1. Notes that operations contributing to the industrialization of the ACP countries -
including energy and mines - have accounted for a considerable share of the finance 
committed under the Lome Conventions (28,3 % under Lome I and 37,6 % for the first 30 
months of Lome II, in 415 and 175 operations respectively); 
2. Regrets, however, in this connection that the finance committed under the Lome 
Convention for industrialization in the strict sense (excluding energy and mines) represents less 
than half of the amounts quoted in paragraph 1 ; 
3. Regrets also chat a great many of these operations are concentrated in too small a number 
of countries, generally speaking those that are more advanced, and that this tendency is 
growing; 
4. Welcomes the fact that a large ( aJmost 15 % ) and growing proponion of the expenditure 
committed is in the form of global loans to the Development Banks which are subsequently used 
to assist small and medium-sized undertakings; 
5. Welcomes also the fact that the funds allocated by the Community institutions have often 
enabled co-financing operations to be carried out (two-thirds of the sums allocated have been 
used in this way, making it possible, roughly, to sextuple the initial outlay); 
6. Considers, nevertheless, chat the results obtained in terms of added value or the balance of 
payments are inadequare measured against the aims pursued and, despite the ambiguity of this 
criterion, regards the.drop in EEC imports of manufactured goods from the ACP countries as a 
disturbing development; I I ,in 
7. Deplores the fact tha~ o~e of the commitments undenaken in Lome II - the study of 'the 
means of tapping additional resources' provided for in Annex X - has not yet produced any 
concrete results; 
8. Considers, however, 
1
that the problem of identifying a sufficient number of high-quality 
industrial projects suitable for promoting the development of. the. ACP countries is no less 
important than the financial problem, as a key element· in strengthening industrial 
cooperation; 
9. Considers, therefore, that the only way of putting an end to the often fruitless debate about 
'lack of money' or 'lack of proj.ects' is to associate the ACP countries more closely with the 
management of those of the EIB's activities which concern the_m; · 
10. Considers in the same connection that the successful role played by the CID in promoting 
cooperation among ACP and EEC economic operators througft information campaigns and 
the offer of expertise and technical assistance, should be consolidated; 
The strategies for industrialization 
11. Reaffirms its full support for the option preferred by the ACP countries - the strategy of 
self-sufficient and self-reliant development - not meaning autarky - which, while respecting 
the individual situation of each country, is principally aimed at satisfying the genuine local 
needs of the whole population of a country by making the best possible use of locally available 
human and material resources for this purpose; 
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I 2. Supports III this ~onnection the strengthemng ot regional or subregional cooperation, 
which for reasons of technology or markets, is often essential ·for the implementation of 
self-reliant development~ 
13. Reaffirms its support, however, for the additional demand for more remunerative prices 
for basic products and fairer representation for the countries of the South in the international 
organizations directly or indirectly concerned with development; 
14. Also views as positive all domestic efforts by ACP countries to enhance the value of their 
local mineral or agricultural resources, in order to increase the added value of products which 
are exponed, which could lead to the implementation of various major projects; 
15. Believes, however, that the internal purchasing power and added value necessary for 
structured industrialization can also be achieved above all by fixing farm prices at a 
remunerative level and by creating a network of small and medium.sized undertakings, craft 
associations and cooperatives manufacturing useful products; 
16. Believes that these are the foundations upon which a comprehensive and coherent 
industrial network can be built, based on clearly defined sectoral priorities, inaeasing 
intersecroral contacts, regional planning and infrastructural objectives and energy and training 
policies; 
17. Considers it necessary for the EEC to step up its contribution to the drawing up of 
national, and even regional development plans, a contribution which is vital for the technical 
and chronological coherence of the decisions aimed at establishing gradually this industrial 
network; 
18. In view of the current state of private investment in many of the ACP countries, considers 
that a dynamic public sector or mixed economy has an essential role to play in the realization. of 
these plans; 
19. Believes too that public undertakings in the EEC could offer a panicularly positive 
contribution in this context; 
20. Believes that private investment, both national and foreign, can, however, contribute to 
ACP development; 
21. Maintains that the EEC for its pan must accept the concept of a new international 
division of labour as a result of the industrialization of the ACP countries and considers that 
unilateral protectionist measures offend against the spirit of the ACP - EEC Conventions; 
22. Considers therefore that future industrial cooperation should also seek to strengthen 
those instruments and bodies capable of resolving, to the benefit of all concerned, the 
contradictions which may exist between the requirements of the national development of each 
partner and the need for a minimum of coherence and compatibility between the plans of each 
individual country; 
The means for implementation 
ZJ. Considers, in the light of the attached report and the remarks made above, that the 
following suggestions and proposals should be implemented, either during the last pan of the 
period covered by the present Lome Convention, or when drawing up the Convention to 
succeed it; 
24. Considers it absolutely essential that in the new ACP-EEC Convention free access for 
processed ACP products, including sensitive products, should be stepped up; urges the 
Community to liberalize its market for processed agricultural products from the ACP 
countries, even when these compete with Community agricultural products; 
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Considers that: 
25. The current definition of 'rules of origin' should be revised and relaxed in respect.of the 
least-developed, landlocked and island States; 
26. The list of products covered by the Stabex system should be extended to include certain 
processed agricultural products and the system of guarantees expanded to take in the whole 
spectrum of intra-ACP trade; 
27. Encouragement should be given to the setting up, between the ACP countries, of 
monetary compensation zones. and even of forms of monetary union, as these are vital if 
regional cooperation .is to function properly; 
28. There should be a considerable increase in the volume of resources for industrial 
cooperation - particularly in the form of in~erest rate subsidies (which help to offset the 
current increase in interest rates that are slowing down the rate of investment) and in the form 
of risk capital (which is particularly well-suited to industrial development) - while ensuring 
that the less-developed ACP countries receive their fair share; 
29. Particular attention should be paid to development assistance for SMUs-SMis and the 
craft industry by maintaining the growth in global loans and creating a credit line to which 
firms being advised by the Centre for Industrial Development (CID) would have direct 
access; 
30. Provision should be made for i.ndustrial operations in the ACP countries to be eligible for 
loans from the New Community Instrument, which has as one of its priorities industrial 
investment in Europe; 
31. Information concerning all the possibilities provided by the ACP - EEC Conventions 
should be more widely disseminated to private and public investors in search of partners; 
t: 
32. Reciprocal commitments should be entered into in respect of investment (including for 
example guarantees andJ,rovision for repatriation of profits ori the one hand but also a certain 
obligation to reinvrst and provide training in the host country); there should be a protection 
mechanism guaranteed by funds specifically earmarked for this purpose limiting the risks 
covered to non-commercial risks; 
I 
33. Contacts and links should be fostered at EEC instituti:onal level with countries with a 
balance of payments surplus, with a view to interesting them in new co-financing operations in 
the ACP countries; 
34. Backing should · be given to financial support · for opcirations designed to rehabilitate 
existing production capacity and, in the case of certain projects, certain recurrent expenditure 
should be accepted which, while often low, is sometimes enough to ensure that a satisfactory 
level of real production is maintained; 
JS. Technology transfers should be improved by: 
strengthening the action already taken in this field by the CID, by providing, amongst other 
things, the necessary financial resources and manpower, · 
encouraging the devdopmenr . of cons.ultancy and engineering firms in the ACP 
t:ountries, 
encouraging joint ventures. between ACP and EEC consultants in order to achieve this 
aim; 
3o. Research and development in the field oftechnologies adapted to the specific situations 
and needs of the ACP countries should he stepped up by. on .the one hand, implementing 
industrial R & D programmes with the joint participation of the EEC and any ACP States 
intl'rc:stcd in the subject C<>ncerned and, on the other, by encouraging the growth of 
independent research in rhe ACP ,.:ountries; 
37. A..,..,istance ,hould be provided for the training of scientific and technical staff and 
induo.;trial man.1ger,, through direct local action, the development of specialized schools and 
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institutes (possibly at regional level) and by means of major grant programmes and training 
courses compulsorily linked to the realization of any industrial project; 
.l8. It should he made easier for ACP students and workers currently in the EEC to return to 
their country of origin, if they so desire, by giving them an opportunity to adapt their training to 
the situation and needs of their own country; 
3 9. The responsibilities and role of the present Committee on Industrial Cooperation should 
he strengthened to enable it to keep in touch with all the problems and measures described here 
over and above simple control of the operation of the ClD; 
40. The possibility should be studied of creating an 'ACP-EEC Development Bank', based 
on the model of the World Bank, which could group together all the activities of the European 
Investment Bank in the ACP countries; the Ministers of Development as well as the Ministers of 
Finance should be associated with the management of this institution; 
41. Socio-professional, employers' and trade union organizations should be involved in the 
management of industrial cooperation, by setting up some form of ACP - EEC Economic and 
Social Committee; 
42. Parallel social and industrial development should be ensured by recognition on the part of 
the ACP States and the EEC of social and trade union rights as laid down in the major ILO 
Conventions; 
43. Considers in conclusion: 
having regard to increased world interdependence, the seriousness of the crisis and the need 
to establish a new world economic order to free the third world from hunger and 
underdevelopment, 
having regard to scientific and technical progress, which opens up greater possibilities for 
production to take place on a broader scale and for the requirements of environmental 
protection to be met, 
that ACP - EEC relations in the field of industrial cooperation should be based both on genuine 
medium~term joint planning and on joint revitalization, in other words on a new approach 
involving 'co-development', which, if successful, would make ACP-EEC relations a true 
model for the management of the resources of our planet for the benefit of all mankind; 
44. Requests the services of the European Parliament to ensure that this resolution, "together 
with the report on ACP - EEC industrial cooperation and the impaet of the Lomc Convention, 
is printed and widely circulated; 
45. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and the report drawn up by Mt G. 
Fuchs to the ACP - EEC bodies, co the Community institutions and to the Governments and 
parliaments of the ACP States and the Member States of the European Community. 
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RESOLUTION 
on hunger in the world 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 September 1983, 
in accordance with the mandate given by the last Consultative Assembly to the specialized 
working parties, instructingthem to forward to the Joint Committee concrete proposals in their 
respective sectors on the main guidelines to be followed for the new ACP - EEC cooperation 
agreement, 
A. Draws attention to the gravity and continual deterioration of the food situation of 
numerous ACP countries; 
B. Stresses that hunger and chronic malnutrition are one aspect of the mote general problem of 
poverty and underdevelopment and need to be dealt with as such; 
C. Stresses once again thatthdight against hunger must be an urgenundpriority objective of 
the cooperation between industrialized and developing countries and, in particular, of the 
association between theACP States and the EEC; 
D. Reaffirms the-validity ofdie·guiddines contained in the resolution on the campaign against 
hunger in the worl4 adopted· by. the Consultative Asseinl>lyi! on S November 1982 ·; 
i 
E. Calls for greater account to be taken ohhcse guidelines in the forthcoming negotiations on 
the renewal of the Lome Convention; 
F. Considers in parricylar. that the new ACP - EEC Conv~tion must take ac.count of the 
following main poants as regards the fight against hunger and measures to. promote 
a;gricultural · and· rural development: · · · 
1. Agriculture and rural development arc one of the central and . priority axes of the 
self-reliant.development which must be the principal and fundamental objective of the new 
Convention; · 
2. The development ofagricultural produas, which will en~ure that the basic needs of rural 
and urban populations tan be met, will make it possible to combat hunger at its source and, at 
the same time1 contrib~te decisively to the overall development of the economy;. 
! I 
.3. Some of the facto~ which tend to encourage the food dependency of a great many ACP 
countries are connected with international economic, monetary and trade relations; the 
removal of these negative influences will require an extensive reorganization of the 
international order and one which takes account of the legitimate interests and requests of the 
developing countries; 
4. In this connection, 'and in the context of the association between the ACP and EEC, the 
adaptation and strengthening of the Stabex system are of particular importance, not least in the 
interests of agricultural and rural development; 
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5. With regard co public development aid, it should be strongly emphasized that the target of 
0,7 % of gross national product, and 0, 15 % for less-developed countries, must not only be 
maintained and respected by 1985, but should also serve as a vital point of reference for 
determining the financial resources of the new Convention; 
6. The essential instrument for achieving self-sufficiency in food should be the adoption of a 
coherent strategy, or at least a set of consistent measures in the agricultural and rural 
sectors; 
7. It is up to each ACP country or group of countries to define, totally independently, 
development priorities and sectoral policies, and thus their own specific and original food 
strategy or policy; 
8. It is on the basis of these priorities that a dialogue should be initiated between the ACP 
Statt"s, the Community and other partners with a view to realizing the aims of the 
agri-foodstuffs poliq by achieving consistency between internal policies and external aid 
1.:ontributions; 
9. The EEC's support for food strategies or policies requires a long-term commitment and 
calls in particular for: 
an adequate increase is human and material resources, 
the revision and adaptation of the forms and procedures for administering and controlling 
financial and technical aid, 
regular consultation between the ACP States, the Community and other panners, to make 
it possible to assess jointly and periodically the results obtained and, if necessary, to redirect 
the at.:tions undertaken jointly; 
I 0. The above principles should, as far as possible, be applied even where there is no food 
strategy in the strict sense; 
11. The quest for self~sufficiency in food, within the framework of autonomous 
development, must take account of long-term factors and those which act beyond national 
frontiers; in particular: 
the fight against desertification and the deterioration of the ecosystem, 
the management of land, water and natural resources, 
the development of an indigenous scientific and technical research capability in the field of 
food production, the environment and health, require the implementation of specific 
support measures for which the Community must give a long-term commitment if it is to be 
effective; · 
I 2. The future ·Convention must make prov1s1on both for the funds and for the 
decision-making and management procedures which will make it possible to carry out these 
'thematic measures' aimed at restoring the biological, ecolocical, scientific and human 
conditions for development; 
13. In this c6mext notes with regret that, pursuant to the Regulation on special measures to 
combat hunger in the world (Article 958 of the EEC budget) adopted by the Council of 
Ministers un 12 July 1983, the Commission has not yet stated how it intends to implement the 
Regulation or which projects of those proposed have already been defined in order to permit the 
whole sum to be committed hy tht· end of the 198] financial year; 
14. Even more alarming are the cuts the Council of Ministers intends to make in the 1984 
development aid budget, which dearly show that despite its verbal commitments, it is not 
willing to take dkctive action; 
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15. If the ACP councri-es are to progress towards collective autonomy, the regional dimension 
will become increasingly essential and :the efforts devoted to regional cooper.arion (regional 
measures, placing of national measures in a regional context) must be stepped up 
considerably; 
It,, The human factor is viral in the construction of self-reliant, long-term development, 
b.isit: education, on-the-spot training and participation and involvement of the economi( ahd 
social forces in the rural world; 
17. In this connection the new Convention must take panicular account of the imponant 
activities .of the NGOs; 
18. The Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation, which should already 
begin to operate under Lome II, could·play an important role in encouraging the research 
capability of the A CP countries, and its activities should therefore be maintained and developed 
under the new Convention, panicularly in the .context of the interaction between food 
production, the environment and health referred to in paragraph 11; 
19. Among the financial instruments to be provided, the possibility should be considered of 
creating a specific.instrument in the field of agricultural loans; 
20. From many points of view, there is one specific sector of great importance foe the 
development .of the agri,Joodstuffs .. sector which must be .given proper consideration in the 
wntcxt of ACP- EECrclations, and that is fisheries; 
21. EEC food aid must be.an integral pan of development policy proper and an instrument 
for the:development·of the·agri-foodstuffs sector; 
rtrilr /,i•I 
22. Thete should be 
Community food a.id 
particular: 
I 
an extensive revision of the present lsy~m in order to include 
in ·agricultural ad rmal .development. programmes, with in 
'
multiannual :planning .. involving :contracts and, i.n .particular'. ldoser association of the 
recipient countries. with the various .stages of. aid ,planning.~ administration, 
• I ., 
wider use of 'triangular operations' (utilization of regional .,.,.ucts), . 
rationalizing and improving the efficiency of aid administration,/beginning with transport, 
storage and distribution; ·: I 
i 
23. An imponant .aspect of.the Jood question which the l1e'Y Q,nvenrion should seek to 
resolve is food security in the stria .sense, involving in p*1iqular the building up of 
decentralized strategic Tcserves at national and regional level; ; I 
I 
24. Appropriate ways must bCi found of meeting ACP requestf for regular supplies on 
preferential terms of agricultural products available in the EEG; · / 
I I 
' 
' ; i 
25. Deeply perturbed by the terrible drought affecting all the Saheli countries and threatening 
millions of ,people, caJls on the EEC to release special emerten,cy aid; al~ calls on the 
Commission to draw up an emergency plan and. submit this to the ACP - r£CCouncil of 
Ministers; 1 • 
! ' ' ' 
26. Of great importance in guarenteeing effective suppon f6r the agricultural and rural 
development policies of the ACP countries is the need for ~oh;erent use of the various 
instruments and concerted action by rhe EEC, the Member S(at~s and other bilateral and 
multilateral partners; i 
. i : 
27. In particular, it is necessary to seek greater coordinatiC:,n between the policies and 
on-the-spot activities of the Member States and those of the' C9mmunity to ensure that 
cooperation measures are genuinely complementary and based 1!on guidelines drawn up 
joiutly. 
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28. ln'>truct~ It\ Co-Prcsidt·nh to forward rhis resolution to the ACP- EEC bodies, m the 
Cornmumty insmutiuns and to the Governmenls and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of che European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic Community . 
The A (: P - F. EC Consultatit1t! Assembly 
- meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 September 1983, 
(a) having regard co the report on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the 
European Economic Community (Doc. ACP- EEC/ 27 / 81) drawn up by the rapporteur 
His Excellency Mr Raymond Chasle (Mauritius) on behalf of the Joint Committee of the 
Consultative Assembly and the resolution on this report adopted by the Consultative 
Assembly at Luxembourg on 30 September 1981 
(b) having regard to the report on the implementation of the resolution ·of the Consultative 
Assembly on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic 
Community (Doc. ACP- EEC/ 37 /82) and the resolution adopted by the Consultative 
Assembly al Rome in November 1982 
( c) recalling the resolution on ACP - EEC cultural cooperation adopted by the Joint 
Committee at Kingston, Jamaica on 24 February 1983; 
( d) noting that the question of ACP - EEC cultural cooperation was raised for the first time at 
the meeting of the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers at Brussels on 19 May 1983, but that 
no decision was taken by the Council on that occasion; 
(e) noting, firstly, that the ACP Council of Ministers has decided that in addition to 
incorporating the cultural dimension of development in the next Convention there should 
be a special ch:!pter on cultural cooperation; 
(f) noting, secondly, that the Commission of the European Communities, within the 
framework of the programmes and project!> financed under the Fifth European 
Development Fund, has continued its efforts co take into account the relevant 
recommendations of the reports on cultural cooperation adopted at Luxembourg and 
Rome; 
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(g} noting, furthermore, that the European Parliament adopted the report drawn up. by 
Mr Narducci on ACP - EEC cultural cooperation at its sitting of 8 July 1983 
{h) noting with satisfaction the convergence of views expressed by the ACP _:, EEC 
Consultative Assembly, the Commission of the European Communities , the. ACP 
Council of Ministers and the European Parliamemon the need to incorporate the cultural 
dimension in the Convention which will govern future ACP- EEC relations; 
( i) stressing that the proposals contained in the current report on ACP - EEC cultural 
cooperation and its .integration in che future ACP - EEC Convention (Doc. 
CA/ CP / 384 /B) are intended to assist the negotiators of the third ACP - EEC Convention 
in drawing up rhe text of this Convention, taking into account: 
(:a) the recommendations contained in the previous reports on cultural cooperation and 
the accompanying··resolutions; 
(b) the resolutions· adopted: by the Consultative Assembly on the fight against hunger in the 
world , on ACP- EEC ceopcr,ation in the-field of energy ·, on the .sixth annual 
report ot the AGP-EEC CouncilofMinisters,,particularly:with regard to maintaining 
the quality of ·me -environment, ·social aspects :and .cultural . cooperation , · on . the 
:pTotection of the ·rights .of ACP migrant -workers, .students .and.tcunees and the 
resolution ,on the environment and.:dev.elopment:adopted ·by ·the Joint Committee.'at 
,Kingston; 
(c) ·the positions·--adopted by-the OAU ( Lagos·plan),::the Caribbean .and the Bacific St,tes-in 
the context of ii!gional cooperation; 
(d) the positions adopted by·the ACP·St,ates--with-in the Group.of 77 at international 
meetings on the problems, of culture ·and development; ' 
(j) .whereas the·right to culture is a ba-sic,human right of both individuals and nations; 
1. Notes that cultural cooperation as envisaged in this drah: 
(a) is. based on the concept of the culturll aspects and aims of ~evclopment which call for the 
recognition of th.e equal worth and of the diversity of culntres, as well as the preservation 
and enrichment of cultural identities; · · 
( b) constitutes th-e essential-springboard for development centred on man and whose aim is to 
enable human beings and communities to flourish; 
(c) aims to reinforce the political, cultural.and economic independence of the ACP States by 
encouraging development of the particular abilities and potential of the individuals and 
A.<>mmunities of the ACP, and by avoiding all forms of .cultural domination and 
alienation; 
(d) embraces not only support for cultural activities but also taking into account ofspecific 
socio-cultural characteristics, aspecrs and implications iq the drafting a.nd implementation 
of development strategies, programmes and projects; 
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(e) ..:onsututes a radical transformation of ACP - EEC relations, for which it sets new 
objectives; 
2. Emphasizes in this respect that the draft: 
(a) links the relevant cultural and economic elements in a systematic and indissociable manner 
in an overall and unified conception; 
(b) calls for a dialogue based on the respect of national sovereignty and the rights of individuals 
and communities; 
(c) aims to further the national and collective autonomy of the ACP countries in the fields of 
food produ<.·tion, indusrriali1ation, science and technology, energy, education, training 
and research, and health; 
3. Emphasizes strongly that the justification for the special chapter on cultural cooperation as 
here presented resides in its illumination of the guiding principles which should invest the whole 
of the next Convention with a social, cultural and human dimension, as weJI as in its more 
specific treatment of cultural copies and in its new socio-cultural approach; 
4. Considers that this special chapter on cultural cooperation should: 
{a) encompass the traditional instruments of culture such as education, training, research, 
science and technology, and extend the field of cultural activity to information and 
communication, which are cultural factors of development; 
(b} tackle the use of these instruments and of cultural measures from a social, cultural and 
economic standpoint; 
(c) lay special emphasis on the expansion and upgrading of the role of women and of their 
cultural and economic status in the process of production and of community 
development; 
(d) make for more balanced cultural exchanges which will contribute towards the mutual 
enrichment of the ACP countries and the Member States, and will promote a form of 
cooperation likely to improve understanding between the ACP countries and the EEC; 
(e) deal with the socio-cultural aspects of tourism in order to develop a humane cultural 
tourism and to guarantee profitable economic returns for the tourist industry; 
( f) provide for special measures to ensure that the rights of ACP students and migrant workers 
in the Member States of the EEC are recognized and duly exercised and to facilitate their 
social and cultural integration into their new environment and their social and cultural 
reintegration should they return to their countries of origin; 
(g} propose in the domain of the environment, an acknowledged factor in social and cultural 
development, integrated measures encompassing the various socio-cultural aspects; 
(h) provide for procedures within the ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly for monitoring the 
implementation of the spe<.·ial chapter on cultural cooperation and the related provisions in 
the different sections of the Convention; 
(1) commit rhe Community to support the activities of ACP and EEC non-governmental 
organizations within the framework of the projects approved by the ACP States in order to 
assist the populations of the ACP countries and panicularly the rural communities in their 
efforts towards self-advancement; 
5. Emphasizes that the ACP - EEC cultural cooperation programme should foster cultural 
cooperation between the ACP countries by encouraging exchanges between them and resorting 
to appropriate measures in the sectors of cultural activity; 
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h. Calls tor ')oc10-1.·ult11ral activiues m the lidd ut rnra:I Ji:velopment for controlling the 
harmonious growth ofrural corrimuntties robe pr~vided for in a specific chapter on integrated 
rural development; 
7. ~•resses the need to integrate within cooperation on industrial development the 
socio-cultural elements essential for the promotion of an endogenous industrialization strategy 
centred on the upgrading of traditional technologies and the control and adaptation of 
rechnologyi · 
8. Calls for trade cooperation to provide for measures of a social and cultural nature Hkeiy to 
influence the growth of trade to the benefit of the ACP States; 
9. Insists that economic, financial and technical cooperation: 
(a) be redefined as to its objectives in order to provide effective support for the efforts of the 
ACP countries towards self-suffident and self-sustained integrated socio-cultural and 
economic development; 
( b) take account of socio-cultural factors in all development programmes and projects in order 
co avoid the set-backs which result from aid intended exclusively for economic ends; 
(c) allow for special measures to assist small and medium-sized enterprises in the sphere of 
training and technical assistance; 
l 0. Declares its conviction that ACP - EEC cultural cooperation can contribute towards a 
radical transformation of cooperation in the development of the ACP States and that while 
encouraging the emergence of development strategies and models better suited to the 
characteristics and aspirations of the ACP peoples, paritcularly by encouraging greater 
participation by them in their own development, it will also be to the considerable advantage of 
. the Community and the Member States and will provide a source of enrichment for their 
peoples; 
11. Reaffirms that ACP - EEC cultural cooperation would represent a turning point in the 
history of development and would have a considerable impact on North-South relations; whilst 
making a major contribution to the establishment of a newiWofld order and to peace in the 
world; 
12. Instructs its Co-Presidents, in view of the forthcoming opening of negotiations on the 
third ACP- EEC Convention, to forward this resolution and the accompanying report to the 
ACP - EEC Council of Ministers, recommending that the political and diplomatic 
representatives responsible for negotiating the text of the future Convention take it into the 
dosest possible account. 
RESOLUTION 
on the siruarion of ACP students and migrant workers residing in the Member States of dac European 
· Community · 
i 
The ACP-EEC Cons111tative Assemblv. 
i • 
meeting in Berlin fr6m 21 to 23 September. 1983, 
i 
A. recalling,.the resoluti~ns on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European 
Economic Commu:nity adopted unanimously by the Consultative Assembly in 
Luxembo'Org (30 Se~tember 1981) and Rome (3 November 1982) 
! 
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B. recall111g m pamcular recommend,ttion No 9 ot the Kingston resolution on the situation of 
ACP students and migrant workers in the European Community which calls on the 
Community to ensure that the EEC Member States lift all discriminating measures against 
'itudents who are nationals of ACP countries, 
C. recalling the following resolutions of the ACP Council of Ministers: No 7 (XXVIII), 
adopted in Maseru in December 1981, No 8 (XXIX ), adopted in Libreville in May 1982, 
No 9 (XXX), adopted in Brussdsin December 1982 and No 7 (XXXI), adopted in Brussels 
in May 1983, 
D. recalling also the Joint Declaration on workers who are nationals of one of the Contracting 
Parties to the l.ome Convention and are residing legally in the territory of a Member State or 
an ACP State (Annex XV to the Convention of Lome II), 
F. having regard to the resolution of the Consultative Assembly of 26 September 1980 
concerning the report on proposals designed to ensure respect for and protect the rights of 
migrant workers, students and trainees who are nationals of one of the Contracting Parries 
and are residing legally in the territory of a Member State or an ACP State 
F. having regard to the discussions and recommendations of the meetings of the economic and 
social partners in 1982 and 1983, 
J • Considers that since the Community institutions and the Member States have not 
succeeded in solving the problem of the situation of ACP students and migrant workers, despite 
repeated appeals to the Community and the Member States, particular attention should be 
devoted ro this specific problem in the context of the chapter on cultural cooperation to be 
included in the text of the Agreement which will succeed the present Convention; 
2.. Draws,attention ro the increasingly serious financial, administrative and social problems 
facing ACP students, which affect their studies at institutions in the Community; 
J. Emphasizes that the Community and the Member States are under an obligation to adopt 
urgent measures to improve the situation of ACP students, migrant workers and their families 
residing in the Community and to put an end to all forms of discrimination suffered by 
them; · 
4. Urges the Community and the Member States to establish an effective dialogue with the 
ACP States with a view to adopting special measures to help ACP students who, because of 
increases in tuition fees, have great difficulty in continuing their studies and in acquiring the 
skills necessary for the development of their countries of origin; 
5. Calls on the ACP States, che Community and the Member States to cooperate closely in 
order to make effective use of the training opportunities in the Member States; 
6. Appeals to the Community and the Member States to provide funds for reception, 
information and guidance services for ACP smdems and trainees; 
7. Call!. on the Community and the Member States to give encouragement and increased 
financial support co non-governmental organizarion!i and other bodies providing social and 
cultural services for ACP students and migrant workers during their stay in the Member 
Sr ates; 
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8. Invites the Community and the Member States to announce at the beginning of the 
negotiations on .the third ACP - EEC Convention specific measures which will bring about an 
immediate improvement in the situation of ACP students, migrant workers and their families in 
the Member States of the Community. 
9. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP - EEC bodies, the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member St.ates of che. European Community. 
RESOLU110N 
on illegal immigration 
The ACP :--EEC Consultative·As'Sembly. 
meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 September 1983, 
A. drawing attention to the serious situation of ACP nationals residing illegally in the Member 
States of the EEC, 
B. having regard to the discussions on this si.abjtct during the last meeting of the economic and 
social partners in Geneva on 4 June 1983, 
I . Calls on the Community, the Member States and the ACP countries to consult one another 
on a regular basis with a view to preventing and eliminating illegal immigration; 
2. Hopes that the policies adopted by the Community Member States to deal with illegal 
immigration and employment will e.nsure that employers safeguard the rights which workers 
have acquired by virtue of fulfilling their mutual obligations and guarantee humanitarian 
treatment for students and immigrants found to be in an illegal situation; 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP - EEC bodies, the 
Commun~ty institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the pirliamentary institucional synem to be established under the new ACP - EEC Convention 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
A. meeting in Berlin from 2 J to 23 Septemher 1983, 
R. ha"Ving regard to paragraph 97 of the resolution on the sixth annual report of the 
ACP- EEC Council of Ministers adopted in Rome on 4 November 1982 
( :. having regard to the resolution adopted by the Joint Committee in Kingston (Jamaica) on 
24 February 1983 on the functioninK of the Parliamentary institutions under the two 
Lome Conventions, with particular reference 'co paragraph 4 thereof; 
D. having regard to the resolution on action to he taken on the work done at the meeting 
between representatives of ACP - EEC economic and social interests and a delegation from 
the ACP- EEC Joint Committee, adopted in Rome on S November 1982 
I. The future P,ir/iamentary institution 
1. considers, in the light of experieni..:e, that the existing Parliamentary institutional system 
should be reviewed in order to achieve greater efficiency by in panicular avoiding duplication 
of work between the Joint Committee and Consultative Assembly; 
l.. requests, therefore, that the future Convention should provide for the creation of a single 
Parliamentary body: 
known as the 'ACP - EEC Joint Assembly', 
consisting of one representative of each ACP state and an equal number of representatives 
of the European Parliament, 
with responsibilities agreed upon by the Bureau of the Consultative Assembly, 
meeting at least twice each year alternately in the ACP countries and in the 
Community, 
administered by a joint steering body (the 'Bureau'); in addition to its role of initiative and 
coordination, the Bureau will in panicular be responsible for: 
ensuring the continued functioning of the institution between its actual meetings, 
preparing the meetings of the Joint Assembly, supervising action taken on its 
deliberations and establishing the necessary contacts with the other institutions of the 
Convention; 
3. underlines the need to ensure strict application of the principle of parity at every level of 
operation of the Parliamentary institution; 
4. points out chat the creation of working parties has proved particularly beneficial for the 
quality of the work done by the parliamentary organs of the Convention; 
5. asks for the existing provisions of the Convention to the effect that the Assembly may set 
up working parties co carry out such specific preparatory work as it may determine to be 
taken over in the future Convention; · 
6. decide!> at this stage that the functioning of these working parties will be governed by the 
following rules: 
the number, composition and duration of the ad hoe working parties shall be determined 
individually by the parliamentary org:tn on the basis of an assessment of the importance and 
urgency of the topics with which thc:y .m· required to deal, 
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- the ad hoe working parties shall dissolve themselves on completion of their mandate, 
- having regard to the essential and crucial role of women in the development process, the 
Joint Committee recommends that a working party on this question be set up 
immediately; 
7. points out that, as a Parliamentary institution established by a Convention, the Joint 
Assembly must have its own budget to guarantee its independence; 
II. Association of the economic and social partners in the implementation of the future 
Convention 
8. criticizes the failure of the ACP-EEC Council to take account of the provisions of the 
existing Convention to the effect that it may take aJJ appropriate measures to ensure effective 
contacts, consultations and cooperation between the economic and social· in~ts of the 
Member States, and the ACP States (1 ); 
9. welcomes the developmem and increase in the scope of the annual meetings between a 
delegation from the Joint Committee and representatives of the economic and social interests of 
the ACP States and Community Member States; 
I O. reiterates its support for a clear definition in the institutional provisions of the future 
Convention · of the role of the economic and social partners; 
11. considers that the future Convention must require the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers 
and the Joint Assembly to organize reguJar contacts with the representatives of economic and 
social interests in ocdcr to obtain their opinion on the creatKffii 1Qd. functioning of the various 
cooperation instruments. 
12. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC bodies, the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
( 1 ) Ari:ide 168 ( 6) of the Second Lome Convention. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the situation in southern Africa 
/hi• ACP - EE(: Consult.1tit1e Assemh/y, 
--·- meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 Seprt·mber, 1983, 
aware of the deteriorating situation in southern Africa as a result of the acts of aggression 
and harassment committed by the racist regime of South Africa against the independent 
sovereign States in the region, 
1. Reaffirms and reconfirms entirely its previous resolutions on southern Africa and the 
resolution adopted by rhe Joint Committee on 24 February 1983 in Kingston; 
2. Strongly condemns the persiscent attacks by South Africa against its neighbouring States, 
c,pecially Angola and Lesotho, and calls for the immediate withdrawal of the South African 
forces from Angol.m territory; 
.J. Urges therefore the implementation as soon as possible of those measures called for in the 
resolution adopted by che Consultative Assembly on 4 November 1982 in Rome , especially 
those regarding: 
economic and humanitarian support for the front line States, 
concrete measures putting pressure on the South African regime; 
4. Deplore!> that some EEC Member States, whilst condemning the policy of apartheid, still 
continue to give tacit support to the policy by admitting the nationals of the apartheid regime, 
including t~e Bantuscans, to take part in organized social and economic aaivities in their 
countries; 
S. Urges the EEC Member States and their nationals to refrain from explicitly and implicitly 
encouraging the oppressing elements in southern Africa by giving them their tacit support; 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP- EEC Council of 
Ministers, the Commission of the European Communities and the Governments and 
parliaments of all the signatories to the Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION 
on world population and development 
The ACP- EEC < :onsult.illl't> Assnnhly, 
met•ring in lkrl1n from 2.1 10 23 Septemhcr l'JHl, 
A. aware that in the 25 year, up to 1975 the total world population increased from just under 
2. SOO million to over 4 OOO million and that by mid-198 J it had reached approximately 
4 .500 million, 
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B. aware that currt'ntly world popul.nion is growing at an average rate of 1,7 % a year which, 
if it continued, would mean that world population would reach over 6 OOO million by the 
year 2000 and would double co 9 OOO million approximately by the year 2020, 
C. aware that nine-tenths of this increase ( 1) will take place in the less-developed world; thus, 
in the words of the Brandt Report: 
'compounding the task of providing food, jobs, shelter, education and health services, of 
mitigating ahsolure poverty and of meeting the colossal financial and administrative needs 
of rapid urbanization·, 
l>. rec11ling the principles and objectives of the World Population Plan of Action, adopted by 
rhc Unitc.·d Nations World Population Conference held in Bucharest in 1974, where the 
interrel',ttion,ship of popul.rrion and development is recognized ('population variables 
influence development variables and are also influenced by them'), 
E. noting that this issue has received considerable attention in many international fora, 
including the International Conference of Parliamentarians on Population and 
Development held at Colombo, Sri Lanka in August/September 1979 and at the Ottawa 
Summit of July 1981 and the World Economic Summit of Cancun in October 1981, 
1. Decides that the ACP- EEC Joint Committee should study the relationship of population 
with development policies; 
2. Instructs the Joint Committee to draw up a repon to enable it to examine suitable means of 
taking steps with regard to population and development in the context of the successor 
Convention to l.ome II. 
I 1 ) See Annex. 
ANNEX 
TABLE .l 
Population of dtt world and major areas, 1950 and 1975, and 'medium' proiections,. 1980 and 2000 
. ··--·------·-----------~·--------.--------.--------
1 Population (million\) 
f--
Percentage 
increase 
Percentage 
distribution 
1975 2000 A,e, I 1'50 11975 1980 2000 I~!~;" I~~· 
World t 5 U 4 OJJ 4 4 IS 6 199 60,5 53,7 100,0 100,0 
Afrn:a I 219 .
1 
406 469 828 85,3 104,0 10,1 13,4 
Lum Amc:ri~a I 164 .ll'l J6k 608 97,1 88,5 8,0 9,8 
Northern Anll'ric1 / 166 I l.36 246 290 42,3 22,5 5,9 4,7 
l..1M As1.1 , 67.1 1 I 063 I IJ6 I 406 58,0 32,2 26,4 22,7 
\outh Asi.1 
1 
7116 I ~Hu I 422 2 205 77,7 75,7 31,1 35,6 
Europe i l9.~ 4i4 484 520 21,0 9,7 11,8 8,4 
<ke;mia i I l 21 lJ / 30 67,3 40,0 0,5 0,5 
ussR ________ j_ _~~~ L 254 --~~1. __ .11_2 _ __.__4_1._J___.__22_._6__._ __ 6_,J__._ __ s_.o_ 
Sour,,•: World Popul.1rion Trend ... md Prospects by Counrr>·, 1950- 2000: Summary Report of the 1978 
,h.,e ... i,ment ( United N.mom, Publi..:.uion, ST I ESA !SER.Rt .B). 
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RESOl.UTION 
on the functioning of ACP - EEC cooperation 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 September 1983, 
A. noting the deliherations·on the achievements of the Lome Conventions, 
B. with an eye to the opening of negotiations for the next ACP- EEC Convention in 
September 1983, 
C. bearing in mind that social progress and socio-economic development must remain the 
principal objective of ACP- EEC cooperation, 
D. mindful of the fact that ACP- EEC cooperation can only be meaningful and fruitful if it is 
based on the renlgnition of the diversity of the political and economic systems freely 
adopted by the individual member countries, 
1. Considers that the respect and application of human rights are closely connected with the 
improvement of social and economic conditions; 
2. Considers that a frank dialogue on the mutual respect of human rights may well enhance 
relations between partners co the Lome Convention; 
3. Is convinced that iris desirable to examine to what extent the question of human rights 
may be discussed in the context of the negotiations for the next Convention and of the 
functioning of future institutions of cooperation; 
4. Believes, however, that such a question should not in any way be linked to the 
commencement, enhancement and/ or continuation of economic cooperation between the ACP 
and EEC; 
5. Instructs its Co~Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP - EEC bodies. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the needs and interests of the Caribbean Slates 
Tht! ACP-EEC ConsultatilN• Assrmhly, 
meeting in. Berlin. from 21 to 2J September 1983, 
A. mindful of the long his.torical ties existing between the Caribbean and Europe and of the 
resultant structures imposed on rhe Caribbean economies as well as on the pattern of 
Caribbean/ Eunlpc.111 relations, 
B. conscious of the m·ed to transform this strunure and pattern towards the greater unity and 
self-reliarn.:e of tht· cntire Caribbe.m region, 
C. recognizing the significant role the Lome Convention is designed to play in this process to 
the mutual advantage of its Contracting Parties, 
D. aware of the importance of the organic relationship forged between the Caribbean and the 
African and P.u.-ific States, 
E. determined tha, the relationship with the European Eco~~f~Community should foster 
this cooperation be.tween the Caribbean, Africa and the 'Pacific without impairing the 
special character of the respective Caribbean States and the region as a whole, 
I . Calls on the signatories to the Con vencion to implement in all earnestness the provisions of 
the secondl.ome Convention· in accordance with the spirit and the letter of the agreement; 
2. Urges the European Community to: 
recognize that growing unemployment and a serious lack of foreign exchange earnings 
represent two of the gravest possible threats to economic ~velopment and social stability in 
the Caribbean·region and to acknowledge the crucial role played by the sugar industry and 
tourism in the region in this regard, that is, in maintaining employment and contributing to 
foreign exchange earnings, 
record that it is of the most vital imponance to the region that all the resolutions on sugar 
adopted by the Consultative Assembly should be pursued and implemented as a matter of 
the greatest urgency, 
recognize the importance to the economies of the predominantly island,developing States of 
the Caribbean of granting unrestricted access of non-traditional as well as traditional 
exports, particularly bananas, to the EEC markets; of reforming the rules of origin 
requirements in respect of fisheries, 
acknowledge the need to stabilize as for .,s possihle the earnings deriving from the tourism 
sector, in the light of its crucial role in the Caribbean and other ACP economies, 
make Title III of the Lome Convention responsive to the mining needs of the Caribbean 
economies, 
assist in the further expansion of both intra- and extra-Caribbean transport capability, 
pay particular regard to ensuring that students of rhe Caribbean, like those of other.ACP 
countries, enjoy the most preferential treatment in EEC Member States in pursuing the 
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acquisition of their knowledge and skills which are indispensable to the development of the 
Carihbean and other ACP States, 
ensure that regional L.ooperation can take place between islands of ~iff~ring administrative 
status particularly in the fields of fisheries, transport and commumc~t~o_n, _as urged at th~ 
i.:onference held at Pointe-a-Pitre in February 1981 and as a means of m1t1atmg a process o 
economic development; 
l Affirms the inadmissibility of the use of economic coercion to influence or subven the 
p~ocess of economi(; development of the Caribbean States; 
4. Recognizes thl' Caribbean region as a wne ot peace; 
5 Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP- EEC bodies, the 
(;~mmunity institutions and the Govern~ents and parHaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on sugar 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 September 1983, 
A. recalling the resolution adopted by the Consult.1tive Assembly in Rome in November 1982, 
in particular paragraphs 45 - 49 relating to sugar which recognized inter alia the 
importance of the guarantees of access and price to the sugar industries and economies of 
rhe ACP States · 
B. reaffirming aJI other resolutions on sugar adopted by the Consultative Assembly and its 
Joint Committee, especially the resolution adopted in Luxembourg in September 1980 
which requested interalia the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers and the Community to look 
for ways and means of increasing ACP sugar quotas 
C. noting with satisfaction the resolution on the medium and long-term problems of the 
Community's sugar policy in relation to the ACP- EEC Sugar Protocol adopted by the 
E·,ropean Parliament in Strasbourg on 8 July 1983 
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D. realizing ch.n the increased surplus production of Community beet sugar is the consequence 
of high returns to Community producers of beet sugar resulting from past Community 
agricultural funding and that the disposal of large surpluses on· the world market was 
depressed world prices, 
1. Expresses its appreciation that the European Parliament has given detailed consideration 
to the sugar problem and asserts that the recommendations of the Parliament embodied in the 
Sable report on sugar represent an effective contribution to the solution of the problem of ACP 
sugar; 
2. Emphasizes that the price offered for ACP sugar should not automatically be equated to 
the lowest point in the range of EEC prices especially when such point does not represent an 
adequate level of remuneration for ACP suppliers; 
3. Expresses concern over the factthat such equation coupled with an inadequate level of 
increase in the ACP guaranteed price offer for the current delivery period has resulted in the 
ACP's rejection of that price; 
4. Reiterates the viewpoint expressed in paragraph 14 of the resolution accompanying the 
Sable repon and calls upon the Community in formulating its prices proposals to refrain from 
applying automatically to the ACP the levels of price applied to Community farmers which 
results from policie~ designed to curb beet production; 
5. Urges the Community to consider the repercussions which could follow the legal vacuum 
now existing with regard to the ACP - EEC sugar trade arrangements and the economic 
hardship which is imposed on the populations of those ACP States by the lack of an effective 
guaranr.eed price negotiated in the light of the relevant economic factors which should influence 
such price; 
6. Insists that there should be free, effective and genuine negotiation of the ACP guaranteed 
price for the forthcoming delivery period and subsequent years; 
7. Call~ on the Community to take appropriate measures which will contribute to the speedy 
conclusion of the re-examination process required by Article 2 (2), in order to facilitate the 
improved implementation of the Sugar Protocol; 
8. While noting that, as in the case of Kenya, Congo has been reallocated only part of the 
quantity of sugar to which it is eligible, insists that both countries should be further reallocated 
at the earliest opportunity quantities which would bring their supply commitments to the level 
of their original agreed quantities; 
9. Insists similarly that Surinam and Uganda should; as and when they could resume 
deliveries to the Community, receive reallocations taking into account their original agreed 
quantities; 
10. Deplores the undue delay by . the Community in granting the Ivory Coast a quota 
commensurate with its production and expon capabilities and insists that the Community 
decide favourably in this regard without further delay; 
11. Urges the Community to give Zimbabwe's request for an increase in its basic quota under 
the Protocol on Sugar its urgent and serious consideration in the light of the unique political 
circumstances surrounding that country's accession to the ACP - EEC Convention and to the 
Protocol on Sugar; 
12. Urges the Commission to take a prompt and positive decision with regard to .the 
long-standing ACP request for permanent reallocation of a quantity of 801 tonnes (white value) 
of sugar short-delivered during the first five years of the application of the Protocol; 
1J. Insists that the Community should adopt a more appropriate and more realistic sugar 
regime, the consequential effects of which could enhance the ACP guaranteed price prospects 
under the Sugar l'rnwcol :1nd thus reinfon:e the economic viability of ACP sugar; 
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I 4. Stresses that with more realistic world sugar prices which can be attained if Community 
beet sugar surpluses are not permitted to undermine the world market, ACP cane sugar could ' 
continue to provide a firm and economically viable basis for the development and strengthening 
of the ACP sugar States; 
15. Stresses also that reduction of placements of Community beet sugar on the world market 
would directly and effectively improve the situation of ACP cane sugar on the world 
market; 
16. Renews its appe,11 to the Community and to its Member States to adopt appropriate 
policies which will fadlitate accession co the International Sugar Agreement and thus 
rnntribute ro the safeguard of the interests of the ACP sugar producing countries both on the 
Community and the world markets; 
17. Urges the Community to provide assistance with the diversification of production in 
those ACP countries which are especially dependent upon the production of sugar; 
18. Exhorts the Community and the ACP States ro alert the international community in all 
appropriate fora to the increasingly alarming situation resulting from the development of 
substitute sweeteners and co the need for appropriate measures to be taken in order to safeguard 
the interests of traditional sugar producers; 
1 9. Calls on the Community in view of its pending enlargement to take the necessary 
measures to bring within the framework of rhe Sugar Protocol the existing exports of ACP 
... ugar into Portugal in addition to the quantities specified in the Protocol when that country 
eventually accedes ro the European Community and to the ACP- EEC Convention; 
20. Resolves that its members will ensure that the positions adopted in the relevant 
resolutions on the Sugar Protocol, which is a contractual trade agreement, are forcefully 
projected in other appropriate fora. 
21. Instructs its Co.Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP - EEC bodies, the . 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on the problems arising in the tourist sector 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 September 1983, 
A. Aware of the fact that many ACP States depend co a considerable degree on tourism for 
their major source of foreign exchange, 
B. Noting in panicular that in this reiard, the Republic of Seychelles, for example, depended 
in 1982 for some 7S % of its foreign exchange earnings and .10 % of its GNP on 
tourism, 
C. Conscious of the fact that the entire objective of the system for stabilizing export earnings is 
to remedy Lhc harmful effect., of the i11!'.>t.thili1y of such earnings and to help overcome one of 
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the main obstacles to the stability, profitability and sustained growth of ACP States' 
economies; 
I. Believes that the Joint Committee should study the problems of tourism in developing 
countries and examine possible mechanisms co safeguard the income earned by individual 
countries from tourism; 
2. Requests, having regard co the specific situation of the Republic of Seychelles, that the 
Community consider granting necessary resources to relieve the difficulties with which the 
Seychelles are confronted; 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution co the ACP- EEC bodies, the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on hunger in rhc world and the next ACP - EEC Convention 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 September 1983, 
A. Whereas the policies prevailing in this third decade of development have resulted in 
increased international and social disorder, famine and malnutrition, destitution an~ 
violence, 
B. Whereas, in the ACP countries, this trend has .not been reversed by the Convention of Lomc, 
despite its many positive aspects, and whereas most of the less-developed countries lie 
within the area covered by this Convention, 
C. Whereas the right to life is thus increasingly being denied to whole peoples, falling victim to 
total impoverishment, and whereas the right to development seems set aside in advance for 
those who are already most favourably placed in social, economic and cultural terms, 
D. Whereas.this process also rules out any policy of global negotiations between North and 
South, any political action recommended by the Brandt Commission report on 
North-South relations, and any policy complying with the international agreements freely 
entered into by the Member States of the Convention, · 
I. Reaffirms the historical importance which the Association of European Community and 
ACP countries can and must assume, hy gi"ing these peoples an immediate prospect oflife and 
development in interdependence and by undertaking today as a matter of urgency to bring 
about new legislation, new budgets, new international and national regulations and a genuine 
choice of investment for peaceful r.:.th"r than warlike purposes; 
2. Hopes therefore that the new Convention will be based on a prior undertaking by the 
ACP- EEC States and the Community institutions to provide the appropriate means required 
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to gu.trantee the right to life, which ranks before the other rights - human, economic:, social 
and cultural - also to be covered by the Convention; invites CM institutions of Lomc II as of 
nowt within their terms of reference and by virtue of the resolutions adopted by the Assembly 
and the Committee, to ensure observance of these priorities. 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP- EEC bodies, the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLtmON 
on dac preparations for the fordlmnillg A;CP - QC ,,....dona 
The A CP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Berlin from 21 to 23 September 1983, 
A. Having heard the statement by Mr Cavalevu. the general rapporteur, 
8. Aware of the fast•approaching ACP-EEC negotiations scheduled to begin this 
September, 
C. Recognizing the innovative character and the considerable merits of the Conventions of 
Lome land II, but acknowledging that they have not measured up to all the hopes they 
inspired, and that their implementation has shown limitations and weaknesses with the 
result that cooperation has not adequately met development needs, 
D. Recognizing also that the E~ropean Community is determined to make a significant 
contribution to the ACP States' development efforts, 
E. Noting that cooperation sh~uld (iOntinuously adapt to international developments, and in 
particular adjust to the increasingly difficult problems faced by the ACP States, in the very 
unfavourable economic climate in which the negotiations wiJl be opening, 
F. Convinced therefore that the two sides must fundamentally rethink the aims and methods 
of cooperation, and must approach the negotiations in that, spirit, 
G. Emphasizing that cooperation must devote very special attention to certain crucial 
problems in many ACP States, such as food, energy, the problems of urbanization, the 
conservation of natural resources, and the development of human resources, all of which 
are made more difficult to resolve in view of the desperate financial situation faced by ACP 
States. 
H. Acknowledging that the Commission's memorandum on the Community's development 
policy has the merit within the general context of relations between Europe and the 
developing countries of raising certain fundamencal questions.concerning the future of such 
cooperation, 
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I. Hoping that the Community will succeed in translating these guidelines which are still at a 
general stage into open, dear and specific positions with regard to the ACP/EEC 
negotiations, 
J. Acknowledging that the work of reflection and review can be of greatest value if undertaken 
on both sides; 
K. Conscious of the necessity for strong and confident communication between the ACP 
countries and the Community and disturbed by the present shortcomings in this regard, 
particularly in the functioning of the Convention's institutional mechanisms, 
L. Recognizing that the report on ACP - EEC cultural cooperation proposes a new model of 
cooperation centred on the development and fulfilment of man based on his liberation from 
all forms of alienation, economic and cultural, · 
1. Urges the ACP and the EEC to examine jointly, before the start of the negotiations, the 
resolutions adopted by the Consultative Assembly in Luxembourg and Rome on the cultural 
rnoperation report and the recommendation in the report; 
2. Insists that tlie ne~ ACP- EEC Convention should better serve to link the ACP States' 
own development objectives of self-reliant development and South-South cooperation with the 
specific polides chosen by the ACP Scates in such a way as to avoid the instruments of 
cooperation operating in isolation of each other or becoming ends in themselves; 
.3. Underlines the crucial importance which the ACP countries attach to regional cooperation 
among themselves and stresses the need co accord this factor due priority in the forthcoming 
Convention; 
I 
4. Reaffirms the need for the Convention realistically to, provide adequate means for the 
attainment of the objectives mutually agreed upon; 
5. Urges the ACP and EEC authorities to devote the remaining period before the negotiations 
to a fundamental political preparation so as to obtain the dC$fee. of political consensus needed, 
not on the provisions of the fonhcoming Convention, but on the objectives and scope of 
ACP - EEC cooperation, and on the identification of the crucial aspects likely to determine the 
success or failure of the negotiations. 
6. Instruct'> its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP- EEC bodies,· the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliamencs of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
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CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
CO.MM UNITY 
LUXEMBOURG, 19-21 SEPTEMBER 1984 
RESOLUTION 
taking into account the Eighth Annual Report of the ACP- EEC Council of Mioisaen on the state of 
implementation of the Lomc Convention and the prospccu for the subsequent new Convention 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly. 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
having regard to the annual report of the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers for 1983, 
having regard to the report submitted by Mr Trivelli on behalf of the Joint Committee, 
welcoming the accession of St Christopher and Nevis to the Convention, 
1. Points to the state of international tension resulting in lack of progress in the field of 
Nonh-South relations, particularly the continued deadlock in the global negotiations arranged 
under the auspices of the United Nations; 
2. Draws attention to the serious deterioration in the economic and social situation in many 
ACP States and stresses the need to provide the association's new Convention with effective 
instruments and adequate financial mean~; · 
3. Draws attention to the inaedible wastage of material and human resources caused by the 
anns race on which 650 OOO million dollars have been spent in a single y~ar - an amoun~ equal 
co the debts of the developing countries - whilst the finandal.raources available to combat 
hunger and underdevelopment.arc inadequate and calls for the promotion of disarmament 
measures with the resources made available as a result being allocated to the development of the 
developing countries; 
4. Stresses once again. the link between the Lome Convention and the international 
economic situation; points out that the achievement of all the objectives contained in the 
Convention could make an effective contribution to transforming Nonh-South relations and 
establishing a new world order; notes the total deadlock of the North-South dialogue at 
international level, the failure of the UNIDO Conference in Vienna and the recent reports by 
the IMF and the World Bank which testify to the worsening of the public debt of the Third 
World countries and confirm that the gap between the economies of these countries and the 
industrialized countries is steadily widening; notes that even in the current period of economic 
growth in the industrialized countries the flow of aid to the developing countries has been 
decreasing recently rather than increasing; calls on the EEC countries, ·therefore, to correct this 
tendency with an appropriate financial contribution in the context of the Lome 
Convention; 
(a) as regards the objectives, areas and methods of ACP-EEC cooperation 
5. Considers that the negotiations on the new Convention should be brought to an end in 
1984 and rhat it shouJd be rapidly ratified so as to ensure the perfect continuity of the 
ACP- EEC Association; 
6. Regrets, once again, that the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers does 
not contain any detailed information and puts forward very few practical solutions to the 
current problem; 
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7. Repeats its request that the next annual report should contain a critical assessment of 
progress, failures and difficulties, should fix priorities for future cooperation and should at 
Jong last acquire a political dimension; 
8. Reaffirms strongly that man must be the agent and beneficiary of development; it is 
therefore imperative that development should be directed towards the satisfaction of the basic 
needs of individuals and populations, panicularly those of the poorest sectors, and the 
enjoyment of their fundamental rights, primarily the right to life, in order to create conditions 
conducive to their full and effective panicipation in political, economic, social and cultural 
life; 
9. Expresses once again its view that the objective is the independent and self-reliant 
development of the ACP countries, based on agricultural development and self-sufficiency in 
food, on the expansion of the internal market and the harmonious development of the various 
production sectors and on regional cooperation; 
10. Stresses the crucial tole of women in development, notably in the fields of agriculture 
and nutrition, and in population growth, health programmes and education, and urges that 
they be given a role in all actions and decisions; 
11. Demands that the new Convention be given a real social dimension so as to: 
provide for the participation of the social partners, notably of voluntary workers' 
organizations, in the various forms of cooperation, 
increase the protection of migrant workers, 
promote development projects aimed at improving working conditions and securing 
progress in social and trade union rights in line with the Conventions of the lntcmational 
Labour Organization, · 
allow a common position to be adopted with regard to multinational companies, in 
panicular those established in free zones and which do not respect the international norms 
on working conditions; 
12. Also recommends that the ACP - EEC cooperation shouJd be an effective instrument in 
creating favourable conditions for the elimination of obstacles on the way to the enjoyment of 
fundamental rights by individuals and peoples, and in this connection invites the negotiatol'I of 
the future Convention to define iointly, having regard to the international obligations they have 
contracted, and on the basis of the internationally acknowledged concept of indivisibility and 
interdependence of fundamental rights of individuals and peoples, provisions giving a conaetc: 
expression to the right to development; 
13. Stresses that past experience shows that ACP- EEC cooperation must go beyond the 
framework of relations between ACP and EEC countries and deal with international economic 
cooperation; 
14. Stresses in panicular, with regard to the international level, the need to promote joint 
ACP - EEC action designed primarily to help relaunch the global negotiations, hasten the 
implementation of the Common Fund for commodities, bring to a conclusion the current 
negotiations on individual products and deal with the debt problem facing the developing 
countries and suggests in this connection that the governments of the EEC and ACP States take 
an initiative of this kind when the negotiations on the new Convention are concluded; 
15. Emphasizes also that the Community and its Member States must not have recourse to 
policies which may be incompatible with the objectives of the Lomt Convention and that where 
these policies are likely to have unfavourable implications for the development of the ACP 
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countries they should form the subject of talks to be held at the appropriate time with those 
countries; discussions of this kind should be the normal method of solving all problems of joint 
interest in relations between the EEC, the Member States and the ACP; 
16. Considers that ACP - EEC cooperation must be implemented on the basis of systematic 
recourse to a dialogue between the partners on an equal footing on all aspects of cooperation in 
the institutional framework; in order to ensure the maximum efficiency for the instruments of 
the Convention, the parties concerned should endeavour to seek jointly agreed ways and means 
of attaining more completely the objectives of the cooperation projects to be undertaken within 
the framework of the development strategies defined in sovereign independence by each ACP 
State or by a group of ACP States; 
17. Urges that the ACP States be able to voice their concerns and interests in connection 
with the EEC's current negotiations with Spain and Portugal so as to maintain their preferential 
situation as far as possible and enable them to derive the maximum advantage from the 
possibilities offered by the new enlargement of the Community; 
18. Stresses the importance of the renewal of the Lame Convention and recalls that the 
European Parliament has a duty and a right to give its opinion on the conditions governing the 
renewal; calls on the Council of Ministers of the EEC to refer this matter to the European 
Parliament and to request Parliament's opinion before ratifying the new Convention; 
19. Notes that cooperation is the more successful when and where the local populations are 
involved directly; stresses in this respect the imponance of the work of non-governmental 
organizations; 
20. Awaits with the keenest interest the proposals to be put forward by the ACP- EEC 
Working Party on Women on the integration of women in development and progress; 
(b) as regards financial and technical cooperation 
21. Emphasizes that European Community aid represents only a small proportion of the 
total aid received by the ACP countries and considers, therefore, that to increase its 
effectiveness there must be greater coordination between Community aid and other donon, in 
the first instance the EEC Member States, and calls in particular on the governments of the 
Member States of the EEC actively to suppon the initiative of the World Bank to set up an 
emergency fund in favour of the poorest countries in Africa; 
22. Requests that the next ACP - EEC Convention should halt the decline in the real value 
of aid transferred since Lome I and II and that financial resources should be substantially 
increased, taking account of factors such as monetary depreciation, population growth, the 
deterioration of the environment, the increase in the number of ACP States and the need to 
pursue effective policies; 
23. Stresses the need, whatever the difficulties facing the Community and the Member 
States, to step up Community spending on development aid significantly so as to ensure that the 
Lomc Convention remains an effective instrument; 
24. Reaffirms the need, first recognized in its resolution of 26 September 1980 , to 
achieve the objective of allocating O, 70 % of the GDP of the developed countries to public 
development aid as soon as possible; urges those developed countries which itave not yet 
achieved this objective to make every effon to do so before 198 5 or during the second half of the 
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decade at the latest; repeats the call it made in its resolution of 30 September 1981 for at least 
0,15 % of the GDP to be allocated to public aid. to the least-developed countries; 
25. Calls for extremely careful study of the proposals from the EEC Commission to ·use the 
Community's borrowing capacity to make financial resources available to the ACP States under 
more favourable conditions and feels that the Consultative Assembly's proposal for setting up 
an ACP - EEC development bank should be given careful consideration with a view to defining 
and making use of new instruments to improve the present situation; 
26. Deplores the unsatisfactory rate of commitment and payment of appropriations 
provided for in Article 108 of the Convention and regrets that the Committee responsible for 
studying suitable ways of enhancing the functioning of fmancial and technical cooperation has 
not yet put forward any proposals; points out in this context that the Consultative Assembly, 
like the Parliamentary Conference before it, has always deplored these delays and yet no 
effective measures have been taken; 
27. Notes the importance of ex post evaluation of projects and programmes for increasing 
the effectiveness of cooperation; and strongly recommends that the ACP - EEC investigate the 
desirability of setting up regional centres to concentrate local expertise for ex post evaluation. 
and asks that funds should be made available for that purpose in the new Conventi~n; 
(c) as regards trade cooperation 
28. Emphasizes the importance for the ACP countries of trade and exports as a source of 
revenue; notes in this connection that 5 % of their expons to the EEC is equivalent to more th8II 
the total annual aid they receive from the European Community and asks that the next 
Convention establish a clearer definition of roles with regard to financial advantages·and trade 
operations; deplores the steady deterioration in the balance of payments of the ACP countries 
in their dealings with the Community, and the gradual decline of the volume of ACP exports 
purchased by the Community; 
29. Notes once again that trade cooperation has so far failed to bring about either an 
appreciable increase in trade or a diversification in its structure; 
JO. Regrets that the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers has not caniecl out a detailed study of 
the present situation and its causes; considers a study i>f this kind toget:ber with the adoption of 
. a series of practical measures to be of the greatest importance and urgency, especially with 
regard to rum, beef, bananas, strawberries, cut flowers, plants, vegetables and ground 
nuts; 
J 1. Reaffirms its view that the development of trade calls not only for the adoption of 
measures related to trade policy but also for recourse to a whole range off actors relating to the 
promotion of investment and to cooperation, particularly in the industrial and agricultural 
sectors; 
32. Urges the EEC to make an effective contribution to extending trade between the ACP 
and EEC countries by adopting the following measures: 
(a) free access for all agricultural and industrial products, 
( b) changes in rules of origin to enable a larger number of products processed in the ACP 
States to gain access to EEC markets, 
( c) changes in rules of origin relating to fisheries products bearing in mind the mutual interests 
of the parties to the Convention and ·the intemationally recognized 200-mile exclusive 
economic zone and taking account of the sovereignty of the coastal States over the , 
resources within this limit, 
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(d) adoption of provisions designed to minimize recourse to the safeguard clause as far as 
possible; 
33. Recognizes chat while further liberalization of trade is of great importance to the ACP, it 
has ~een prevented by problems, sometimes of minor importance, affecting only a small 
number of Community Member States; believes that the EEC must find means of removing 
these obstacles to freer trade and accordingly requests the Community to investigate the 
possibiJity of providing, through its budget, specific funds to assist diversification or 
restructuring for EEC regions or industries damaged by trade concessions, thus encouraging 
agreement on greater freedom of access for ACP products; 
(d) as regards agricultural and food cooperation 
34. Stresses that the extremely serious agricultural and food situation facing the majority of° 
the ACP countries increases still further the priority to be accorded to agricultural development 
and food seJf-sufficiency, and insists on the need to implement without delay the resolutions on 
the fight against hunger and on hunger in the world adopted by the Consultative Assembly in 
Rome and Berlin; 
t 
JS. Recalls that fishing in ACP countries offers enormous potential for the struggle against 
hunger and insists that the development of fishing should be one of the priorities; 
36. Stresses, in relation to the existing state of drought, the dose link between the 
agricultural and food sector and environmental conservation; 
37. Considers that any policy aimed at achieving self-sufficiency in food JQUSt be based on 
the rational and systematic use of water power in agriculture, including the promotion of 
equipment for the pumping, transportation and stocking of water and of cheap irrigation 
equipment so as to allow water to be sold at a reasonable cost price; 
38. Believes that security of food supplies .for the population-of all ACP countries is a 
fundamental aim, and that food self-sufficiency should be sought on a regional basis so that 
areas with high productive capacity can produce for other areas; to this end gives high priority 
to measures to encourage regional cooperation and trade; 
39. Is taking the greatest interest in the Community's activities in the field of food strategies; 
caJls on the Community to provide greater suppon for the strategies formulated by the ACP 
States which are aimed at self-sufficiency and the security of food supplies; also calls for an 
evaluation of cooperation on strategies in favour of the ACP States concerned; 
40. Welcomes the fact that the European Community has finally agreed to envisage 
multiannual planning of its food aid and to finance alternative operations in place of this aid; 
points out again that decentralized strategic stocks must be established at national and regional 
level; 
41. Calls on the Community to comply with the long-standing request of the ACP countries 
that agricultural products for long-term use be made available to them under preferential 
conditions given that an arrangement of this type could be an important factor in the 
implementation of food strategies; 
42. Calls for pursuit of efforts to reduce EEC over-production of agricultural products 
which when dumped on the world market damages ACP exports; 
43. Welcomes the implementation within the Community budget of the special programme 
to combat hunger in the world and stresses that this must be a sustained effon based on 
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appropriate financial resources from the budget and demands that this programme should be 
given greater priority in future budgets; 
44. Calls on the EEC to make a substantial increase in the funds allocated to measures 
connected with the policy on world hunger given that the funds currently allocated to these 
measures are extremely meagre; 
45. Welcomes the fact that the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation 
has at last been established and that it will very shortly become operational; 
46. Calls on the Commission of the European Communities to promote the immediate 
launch of a large new Community-initiated fund to take urgent action on the countries of the 
Sahel; 
(e) as regards raw materials, Stabex and Sysmin 
4 7. Emphasizes the predominant share of raw materials in ACP exports and hence their 
importance as a source of revenue; points out at the same time that the imponance of export 
and monocultures should be systematically reduced in favour of production for indigenous 
basic t¥eds; 
48. Stresses the importance of the early implementation of the Common Fund for 
commodities; calls on those Member States which have not already done so to ratify the 
creation of a Common Fund for commodities without delay; the c:oodusion of international 
agreements on individual products should ensure effective control at international level of the 
principal commodity markets and prices; 
49. Calls on the Community and its Member States to do everything within their power to 
adopt a common strategy, in conjunction with the cocoa-producing counaies, indudinga price 
intervention, protection and suppon system based on buffer stocks and quous or other 
measures; invites the Community and its Member States and the ACP States to adopt aD 
necessary measures to ensure that the second stage in the negotiations concerning the 
international agreement on cocoa is resumed next October; 
50. Emphasizes in this respect the importance of the current negotiations for the renewal of 
the international cocoa agreement; kopes that these negotiations will prove to be a positive test 
of closer cooperation between the European Community and the ACP oountries; 
51. Is concerned at the European Community'$ observation that the ACP countries are 
losing ground to their competitors in the third world; stresses that the only way to reverse this 
trend is to step up the application of all the inStrUments provided for in the context of 
agricultural and industrial cooperation; 
52. Expresses its support for Stabex which, in the absence of market control and price fixing 
mechanisms at international level, continues to play a major role for ACP States; calls on the 
Commumty as a matter of urgency to support the ACP States in establishing production and 
marketing structures in order to reduce their dependence on the Stabex system; 
5 3. Renews its demand for the inclusion of new produets and derived products in th·e Stabex 
system and calls on the Community, as a matter of urgency, to increase the volume of resources 
to be allocated for the strengthening of the system; 
54. Reiterates its view that one of t~e priority objectives of ACP- EEC cooperation should 
be to increase the share of locally processed products; 
5 5. Feels that the low rate of utilization of the appropriations provided for under Sysmin 
proves that its objectives are not wholly adapted to the mining problems in the ACP States and 
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considers that the funding criteria should be relaxed to enable more ACP States to 
participate; 
(f) as regards industrial cooperation 
56. Refers to its resolution of 23 September 1983 on ACP- EEC industrial cooperation and 
the impact of the Lome Convention and calls for its practical implementation; 
57. Points out that, in the context of a strategy of independent and self-reliant development 
of the ACP countries, industrial cooperation must be based as a priority on the optimum use of 
local resources; 
58. Stresses that theindu· rialization of the ACP councries must be designed both to meet 
internal requirements - in this connection it must run parallel to and strengthen agricultural 
development - and to increase exports - in this connection it is dependent on guaranteed 
freedom of access for ACP products to the Community market; 
59. Stresses the need for the ACP States to define, with EEC assistance, industrial 
development plans which exploit to the full the potential for regional cooperation; 
60. Hopes that the next Convention will encourage investment and urges, in panicular, 
formal provisions for and the introduction of· a practical system of guarantees for private 
investment, involving a joint commitment by the European Community, its Member States and 
the ACP States; 
61. Hopes that the EEC will provide greater support for joint investment projects between 
undertakings in the EEC and the ACP countries by contributing to the formation of venture 
capital; 
62. Urges that adequate attention be given to aspects of environmental preservation in the 
context of industrial cooperation; 
(g) as regards energy 
63. Emphasizes once ;igain the serious dependence of the ACP countries on imported 
energy; 
64. Refers to its resolution of 5 November 1982 on ACP- EEC cooperation in the fie.Id of 
energy and calls for its ·practical implementation; 
65. Considers that the agricultural and industrial development of the ACP States should go 
hand in hand with a reduction in their dependence on imported energy through systematic 
exploitation of their own energy potential, particularly new and renewable sources of energy 
and hydroelectricity; 
66. Points out that in the case of hydroelectric projects the implications for the environment 
in this field (including the construction of dams) must be studied in detail and in good 
time; 
67. Stresses once again the need for the European Community to help establish energy 
inventories for each ACP government; 
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68. Emphasizes that each project must comprise an energy component so as to identify 
solutions which are the most economic in terms of energy or can make use of local energy 
sources; 
69. Stresses the gravity of the crisis in the non-commercial energy sector and also the 
excessive use of firewood which has serious consequences for the environment and for 
agricultural development; 
70. Requests that in the next Convention, commercial and non-commercial energy sectors 
become a priority area of ACP - EEC cooperation; 
(h) as regards the environment 
71. Points out that the currenc incidence of drought and desen encroachment reveals the 
fragility of the environment in many ACP countries and clearly shows the links between 
environmental conservation and the rational encouragement of agriculture and food sectors; 
this fragility of the environment and the links between the environment, agriculture and food 
are equally present in the great tropical or equatorial forests and in maritime coastal, fluvial or 
lake zones; 
72. Expresses concern over the new potential danger arising from the export of poisonous 
and dangerous waste and products from the Community to ACP countries whether they are to 
be dumped, processed or stored; 
7 3. W clcomcs the fact that a series of measures to protect the environment have been 
decided in the context of the implementation of the special programme to combat hunger in the 
~~; . 
7 4. Stresses, however, that a more global and long-term approach should be adopted tq the 
environment, which should in future constitute a priority sector of ACP-EEC cooperation; 
calls for the implementation of environmental strategies at nationahnd regional level and of 
projects relating to the natural environment and environmental preservation to run beyond the 
duration of the new agreement; · 
7 5. Awaits with the greatest interest the detailed proposals to be put forward in this field by 
the ACP - EEC Working Party on the Environment; 
(i) as regards cultural and social cooperation 
76. Stresses the need to make better use of human resources in ACP countries by taking 
measures in the field of education and training, research, science, technology,-information and 
communication, taking into account the individual characteristics of ACP countries; 
underlines the importance of maintaining and stimulating indigenous culture, technology and 
lifestyles, as well as social development in terms of greater social equality and 
cooperation; 
77. Stresses in panicular the close direct link between the dissemination of education and 
improved industrial and agricultural production as well as the capacity for technological 
innovation, adaptation and transformation; 
78. Urges, therefore, that eac~ sector of ACP- EEC cooperation and each project should 
incorporate measures relating to training; 
79. Considers that the European Community should: 
' (a) help the ACP countries to develop their education systems, 
(b) help them to establish their own research capacity, 
( c) promote transfers of technology, 
(d) together with its Member States and the ACP countries, jointly consider ways and means 
to discourage the emigration of academics; 
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80. Stresses that access for ACP students to universities and training centres in the European 
Community represents an important contribution to the development of the human potential in 
the ACP countries, and that it should be extended and made easier by enabling ACP students to 
enjoy the same study conditions as European students, and that the EEC should provide 
scholarships for ACP students; 
81. Having regard to the Mexico Declaration on Population and Development, considers 
that development programmes should reflect the inextricable link between population, 
resources, environment and development, and attaches considerable imponance to improving 
the status and education of women and enhancing their role in the development process; 
82. Hopes that the new Convention recognizes that socioooeultural questions must be fully 
taken into account in all projects and emphasizes that practical success in this area must be 
achieved in future; 
83. Insists, in view of its previous resolutions on the elimination of discriminatory measures 
with regard to ACP students and migrants, that within the framework of future ACP - EEC 
relations, special attention should be given to ACP citizens legally resident in the territory of 
Member States; 
84. Emphasizes that ACP-EEC socio<ultural cooperation should in future play a 
particularly important role in this field by taking account of cultural identities and the social 
and cultural environment; 
85. In this connection calls on the Community and the Member States to sign a declaration 
of intent indicating their willingness to take a sympathetic view of demands for the restitution 
of cultural objects of special significance to ACP countries and indispensable to the 
reconstitution of their national heritage; 
86. Stresses once more the need to include provisions on cultural and social cooperation in a 
special chapter in the future Convention; 
87. Considers it imponant to encourage the role of the voluntary social services in the 
development sector, as stressed by the recent European Council in Fountaincbleau; calls on the 
Commission, as already requested in the aforementioned resolution of 26 September 1980, to 
submit - this time within 60 days of the adoption of this resolution - relevant proposals for 
the adoption of a European statute for those engaged in the field of technical cooperation; 
(j) as regards regional cooperation 
88. Points out once again that to achieve the objective of independent and self-celiant 
development of the ACP States, it is essential to strengthen regional cooperation, which should 
become one of the cornerstones of such development; 
8 9. Requests, therefore, a significant increase in the financial resources allocated to regional 
cooperation in the next Conve!}tion, particularly in the case of southern Africa; 
90. Insists that the strengthening of regional cooperation should be seen as an opportunity 
to increase cooperation not only between the ACP countries but also between the various 
partners involved in a particular region or project, and between ACP countries and non-ACP 
developing countries whether or not they be neighbours; 
91. Stresses that regional cooperation should give priority to: 
(a) the use of dynamic complementarity between ACP States, 
(b) maximum use of human resources and optimum use of natural resources in ACP 
countries, 
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( c) food security, 
(d) the development of trade between ACP States by the elimination of tariff, monetary or 
other barriers; 
92. Hopes that the new Lome Convention will refer, as a priority, to aid to refugees, which 
is a problem whose scope has increased in the continent of Africa and whose consequences may 
well destabilize entire regions; 
93. Requests that such aid to refugees be provided for within the context of regional 
cooperation, the funds for which should be increased and granted in priority to those ACP 
countries which take in refugees and help to settle them permanently; 
(k) as regards sugar 
94. Points out that the sugar protocol, concluded for an indefinite period, binds all 
partners, whose numbers are increasing both in the ACP countries and the EEC Member 
States, and imposes commitments ori them which must not be called into question;. 
9 S. Reaffirms that despite the repeated concerns expressed in its previous resolutions and 
the critical situation highlighted in the resolution of the Joint Committee in February 1984 in 
respect of the adverse effects of the Community's restrictive pricing policy on the ACP sugar 
supplying States, no steps have yet been taken to alleviate their situation which has further been 
aggravated as a result of the maintenance of the status quo in the level of the guaranteed price 
offered to them for the current deliv.ery period; · 
96. Supports the request made by Portugal in the context of its accession to the EEC, to 
bring within the ambit of the Sugar Protocol the full quantity of 300 OOO tonneS of raw cane 
sugar presently imported by that country to meet its domestic requirements, as well as the 
request made by the ACP to supply this additional quantity; 
97. Exhorts, in consequence, the Coqimunity to demonstrate its political goodwill by 
acceding to this request which would preserve the interests of the ACP traditional suppliers on 
the market of Portugal and at the same time contribute to the alleviation of the ecoaomic 
difficulties of the ACP States dependent upon sugar; 
(I) as r~gards the institutions 
98. Requests that the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers should to a greater extent become a 
political body to give impetus to the Convention and to consider all matters which afkct die 
North-South dialogue, both as regards international economic cooperation and the various 
policies of the ACP States, the European Community and its Member States; 
99. Recommends that under the next Convention the terms of reference of the Committee 
be extended and its nature amended in accordance with Article 108 of the current Convention 
so that it can become a body for joint management based on parity; 
100. Repeats rhe call it made on 26 September 1980 for the next Convention to include 
provisions designed to clarify the parameters of the right to table written and oral questions to 
the Council to prevent Articles 17 and 18 of the Rules of Procedure from becoming a dead 
letter; 
101. Considers that the Consultative Assembly's relations with the Council of Ministers 
and the Committee of Ambassadors should be strengthened, in particular through 
consultations with representatives of the Consultative Assembly prior to certain Council 
meetings and on cenain specific subjects; 
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102. Calls for the implementation in the next Convention of its resolution of 23 September 
1983 on the parliamentary institutional system to be established under the new ACP- EEC 
Convention (1 ), in panicular as regards the Joint Assembly, its three working parties and the 
dialogue with the economic and social representatives; emphasizes that the Joint Assembly. 
must have its own budget as a guarantee of its independence; 
(m) as regards the progress of negotiations for a new Convention 
103. Notes with very great satisfaction the fact that the African, Caribbean, European and 
Pacific States which are signatories of the Lomc II Convention and those which have 
subsequently acceded to it have unanimously confirmed their intention to join in a new 
Association enabling them to affirm and consolidate in the international community the ideals 
and interests of development in peace, justice and libeny for their countries and peoples; 
104. Notes that therefore - and with the probably imminent accession of Angola, Spain, 
Mozambique and Ponugai - the Association will comprise on its own some 700 million 
people and half the Member States of the UN; 
105. Notes therefore the very serious responsibility and the immense tasks which manifestly 
should fall to it; 
106. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and the report of the J~int 
Committee to the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP - EEC Committee of 
Ambassadors and the Council and Commission of rhe European Communities. 
{ 1) OJ No C 300, 7. 11. 1983, p. 31. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the eovironmenr and development 
The A CP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
A. having regard to the resolution on ecology and development adopted by the Joint 
Committee on 24 February 1983 in Kingston, Jamaica, 
B. mindful of the provisions on the environment contained in the Lomc II Convention, 
C. aware of the need to conserve the natural, cultural and social environment in the interests of 
existing and future generations, 
D. having ·regard to the need to reconcile the economic development of the ACP States with the 
rational managemenc of the environment, · 
E. whereas flora and fauna are under threat and extensive damage is being done to the natural 
environment, which might ultimately lead to a world shortage of food, dothing and the 
means to build shelter, 
F. having regard to the major changes to, and destruction of, forest ecosystems by extensive 
agriculture, tree-felling for firewood, land clearance by nomadic agriculture and forestry on 
an industrial scale, giving rise to the danger of desertification, 
G. alarmed by the fact that the ecological consequences of this situation, such as soil 
degradation and erosion, disturbances in the hydrogeological cycle and climatic alteration, 
result in declining levels of agricultural productivity and food supplies, the effect of which is 
to aggravate the hardships of the rural communities co~, 
H. conscious that the world's fish stocks are dwindling rapidly as a result of Oftl'-fishing and 
pollution, adversely affecting protein supplies for large numbers of people, 
I. conscious that States are responsible to all mankind for the proteetion of the environment 
and the rational management of natural resources, 
J. aware of the interaction between environment and development and of the faa that any 
development aid to the ACP States must take into account the rational management of the 
environment, 
K. whereas in 1980 four imponant international institutions, the United Nations Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (Unesco), the World Wildlife Fund and the United Nations Environment 
Programme, launched a world-wide appeal under the name of the World Conservation 
Strategy (WCS) calling upon all countries to base their policies on the following 
objectives: 
1. maintaining essential ecological processes, 
2. preserving genetic diversity, 
3. ensuring rational utilization of species and ecosystems, 
L. whereas the European Parliament and the European Community have officially endorsed 
this World Conservation Strategy, and a start has been made on implementing it in various 
fields, which has also been reflected in the EEC budget, 
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M. mindful of the face that the destruction of ecosystems and the resulting extinction of plant 
and animal species severely diminishes the genetic diversity which is the basis of natural 
processes, including those exploited for agriculture, 
N. having regard to the important project of the Institute for Natural Resources in Africa 
(INRA) drawn up by the University of the United Nations, 
0. whereas the objectives of this project are fully in line with the efforts undertaken by thi 
Community and its Member States, the ACP States and the international institutions to deal 
with environment and development problems by an improved management of water 
resources, of soil, forests and woods and to increase the level of scientific knowledge in ACP 
countries, • 
1. Requests that the future ACP - EEC Convention should oblige the ACP- EEC Council 
of Ministers and the Joint Committee to include environmental considerations in the projectS 
financed by the European Community by assessing the impact of such projects on the 
environment, and to make the planning of ~casures to prevent or repair environmental damage 
and the formulation of environmentally acceptable alternatives compulsory in respect of such 
projects; 
2. CalJs on the Member States of the Community which are panics to the Washington 
Convention to review their national implementing measures so that it becomes effectively 
impossible to deal in products which threaten the survival of cenain species of animal; 
3. Considers that micro-projects and pro;ects relating to specific activities to protect the 
environment ( combating desertification and deforestation, supplying water, research and 
utilization of appropriate technology, creation of machinery for the analysis and control of 
pollution), and the rational management of natural resources must receive the necessary 
financial support from the European Investment Bank (EIB), the European Development Fund 
(EDF) and other sources of funds; also draws attention to the danger of monocultures in this 
connection and to the need to eliminate these gradually; 
4. Hopes therefore that the European Parliament will be able to include in the Community 
budget the use in practice of some of these technologies such as, for example, the use of 
photovoltaic solar energy pumps for obtaining water; 
S. Recommends that the ACP States should introduce at national level: 
administrative machinery for the protection of the environment, 
- appropriate rules to protect and safeguard the environment, 
- training, research and education programmes in respect of the environment, 
and calls for funds to be earmarked for this purpose under the future ACP - EEC 
Convention; 
6. Considers that the rational utilization.of regional resources such as fish stocks in zones 
where deep-sea or inshore fishing is practised, rivers and forests of international importance, 
requires cross-sectoral regional planning; calls, in this context, for provision to be made in the 
future ACP - EEC Convention for the financing of regional and national ecological 
stritegies; 
7. Considers that in order to safeguard genetic diversity and prevent the final extinction of 
plant and animal species it is necessary to take preventive action and to establish a network of 
biogenetic reserves throughout the world; requests the Commission of the European 
Communities to make funds available to the ACP States for this purpose by means of special 
arrangements; 
8. Recommends that the Community and its Member States set up, in conjunction with the 
ACP States, an information and surveillance system for toxic products, particularly 
pharmaceutical products and those relating to plant health, and for those forms of toxic waste 
subject to special rules in the Community for reasons of public health or safety and/ or the 
protection of the environment; favours priority being given to a natural and ecologically 
responsible method of production based on independent, domestic technology; 
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9. Hopes that a new chapter on environment cooperation will be included in the new 
ACP - EEC Convention and that the other chapters of the convention, panicularly that 
concerning financial and technical cooperation, will take environment problems into 
account; 
10. Requests the Working Group on the Environment to consider, and eventually to submit 
to the Joint Committee and the Consultative Assembly, specific proposals with r~atd to: 
impact assessment studies, 
deforestation and desertification, 
creation of biogenetic reserves, 
the rational management of stocks of living matter, both animal and vegetable and 
terrestrial and marine, 
expQrt to ACP States of chemicals (such as pesticides) which arc prohibited or subjca to 
strict' legal controls in the Community, 
education, training and research in the field of the environment; 
11. Considers that women and voluntary women's organizations should panicipate in the 
implementation of most of the measures mentioned above concerning the environment·~ th,c 
development programmes and projects, since they play an essential role at all levels and 
particularly in the rural environment; 
12. Recommends that the Community and its Member States and the ACP support the· 
INRA project and pay particular attention to the meeting of the fund raising committee due to 
be held in October in Paris; 
13. Instructs its Co-,Presidents to forward this resolution and the rcpon of the Joint 
Committee to the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers and the Council and Commission of the 
European Communities. 
RESOLU110N 
on ACP - EEC cooperation for the devdopment of fisheries in the ACP States 
The A CP- EEC Consultative Assembly. 
meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
having regard w the report drawn up by Ambassadors Sidiya and Malingur (Doc. 
ACP-EEC 62/84), 
having regard to the resolution adopted by the participants in the Conference on Maritime 
Cooperation in the Caribbean held in Maninique from 19 to 22 December 1983, 
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1 . Is seriously concerned: 
that no definite chapter has been assigned to the proper development of ACP fisheries in the 
text of the second Lome Convention apart from Annexes XVIII and XXI which 
unfonunately do not provide a satisfactory framework for drawing up workable 
agreements, 
that one of the major obstacles to the development of the ACP fisheries is the restrictive rules 
of origin, 
that this valuable source of protein can be seriously depleted due to overfishing by non-ACP 
States, unless urgent action is taken to develop the fisheries sector in ACP waters and 
control fishing a~tivity; 
2. Is conscious that an accelerated development of fisheries will contribute substantially to 
the solution to the problem of the world's food supply, especially of protein; 
3. Notes with satisfaction that the United Nations World Conference on the Law of the Sea 
has finally recognized the concept of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ} to extend to 
200 nautical miles; 
4. Praises the activities of the Community and its Member States which have contributed to 
the development of ACP marine fisheries through bilateral arrangements; 
5. Regrets that bilateral cooperation has so far placed linle emphasis on inland and anisanal 
fisheries and fish fanning which can be of great imponance to the · nutrition of the local 
population; 
6. Is aware of the fact that available statistics of fisheries potential in the ACP waters are 
incomplete and that together the ACP and the EEC could undenake stock evaluation for more 
meaningful planning of the development of fisheries; 
7. Acknowledges FAQ figures showing that at least 25 of the world's most valuable fishing 
grounds are seriously depleted, which means that the potential catch has dwindled by 
approximately one-quaner; 
8. Calls for a review of the legal framework so as to facilitate the drawing up of joint 
ventures between ACP States and EEC Member States; 
9. Calls on the negotiators of the future Convention to incorporate into the Convention the 
reciprocal undertaking to negotiate fisheries agreements that are mutually beneficial, 9n a 
non-discriminatory basis and without prejudice to agreements existing between developing 
countries in the same area; 
10. Urges the Community to: 
continue the examination of the ACP document on the rules of origin already begun, with a 
.view to greater liberalization, and to make proposals to this effect, 
- change the existing rules of origin in order to recognize the ACP's sovereign rights over all 
fish and fishery resources in the waters within their national jurisdiction and to allow all 
catches within the internationally acknowledged 200-mile exclusive economic zone which 
are landed in ACP States for processing and export to the EEC markets to enjoy originating 
status, 
promote investment in both marine and inland fisheries development with due regard to 
economic as well as social benefits, 
encourage the transfer of appropriate technology necessary for the exploitation of the 
fisheries potential of both marine and inland waters, 
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- provide vocational training assistance so as to enable ACP States to man their vessels and 
fisheries industries with the appropriate staff; 
11. Calls upon ACP States to promote consumption of fish and fish products through 
educational campaigns with a view to providing more balanced diets especially where the lack 
of protein is felt; 
1 2. Stresses the need for closer cooperation among adjacent ACP States and between ACP 
States and neighbouring non-ACP States in the conservation, management and exploitation of 
fish stocks and urges the Community to provide increased assistance towards that end; 
13. Welcomes the initiative taken by the Conference on Maritime Cooperation in the 
. Caribbean towards the development of regional cooperation in the fisheries sector and hopes 
that this type of cooperation can be envisaged with regard to other geographical areas; 
14. · Urges the European Economic Community to provide technical and financial assistance 
for the protection of fisheries of the ACP waters within their Exdusive Economic Zones 
(EEZs); 
15. Urges the EEC to provide technical and financial assistance induding the dcsign·and 
construction of fishing vessels in the ACP States; 
16. Notes with satisfaction that Anicles 69 and 70 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea 
allow landlocked and geographically disadvantaged States the right to participate on an 
equitable basis in the exploitation of an appropriate part of the surplus living resources of the 
EEZs of coastal States in the same region or sub-region provided the coastal State's economy is 
not overwhelmingly dependent on the exploitation of fishery resources; 
17. Emphasizes the imponance of healthy sea and river ecosystems maintaining a natural 
reciprocal balance; 
18. Whilst recognizing the validity of other theoretical approaches toresource exploitation, 
voices its preference for an ecologically responsible multi-species approach to tropical fisheries 
policy, based on a responsible catch policy and avoiding over fishing; 
19. Recognizes the vital imponance of protecting fish stocks and controlling fiming in the. 
waters of ACP States, and accordingly feels strongly that the European Community should 
provide assistance for fishery proteaion; 
20. Requests the signatories of the Convention to take account of the points raised in this 
resolution in the negotiations for the successor arrangement to the present Convention; 
t 
21. Instructs its Co-Presidents to foiward this resolution to the ACP- EEC Council of 
Ministers, the ACP - EEC Committee of Ambassadors, the Centre for industrial Cooperation, 
the T cchnical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation and the Council and Commission 
of the European Communities. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the results of the fact-finding mission to most States affccccd by the comequeaces of acn of agrcssioa 
by South Africa and the situation in soutbcm Africa 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly. 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
l. as regards the results of the fact-finding mission 
A. Noting that the fact-finding mission to those States affected by the consequences of actl of 
aggression, set up by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on 30 September 1981, 
has fulfilled its mission by visiting Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Swaziland, 
Lesotho, Botswana and Mozambique, 
B. Referring specifically to the conclusions drawn by the members of the fact-finding mission 
in Doc. CA/CP/481, 
C. Aware of all the economic, social and human consequences observed and reported by the 
fact-finding mission which are the result of South African policy, 
D. Reaffirming the primacy of the principle of the territorial integrity and inviolability of all 
sovereign- States, 
1. Denounces all use by South Africa of its dominant position as a 'regional superpower' to 
pursue a policy of military aggression and political and economic destabilization towards other 
counuies in the southern African region; 
2. Notes that this South African policy has contributed to: 
.......: the creation of tension and instabiHty in southern Africa, 
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the weakening of the authority of certain governments in the region, 
the fomenting of internal dissent and conflict, 
- certain countries being obliged to devote funds to armaments that could otherwise be used 
for deveJopment, 
and, as its final consequence, the increase in certain countries' economic dependence on South 
Africa; 
3. Considers that the South African apartheid regime constitutes a fundamental cause of the 
tensions existing in southern Africa; 
4. Believes that, given the situation facing the front-line States, the principal function of the 
Community and its Member States should be to help these countries, wherever possible, to 
reduce their dependence on South Africa 
- by increasing humanitarian, economic and financial aid and technical assistance, 
by encouraging regional cooperation between these countries through financial and 
technical support for SADCC; 
5. Calls on the Community and its Member States to exert effective pressure on the South 
African regime to cease its actS of aggression and destabilization; 
6. Reiterates its hope that regional tension will be eliminated as far as possible by peaceful 
means; 
7. Calls on the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers, the Foreign Ministers of the Community 
meeting in political cooperation and the governments of all the Member States of the Lom~ 
Convention to reaffirm their support for the above objectives and to do everything in their 
power to ensure that they are achieved; 
II. as regards recent developments of the situation in soutllern Africa, after the conclusion of 
the fact-finding mission 
A. considering its past resolutions and in particular that of 4 November 1982 , which 
condemns totally apartheid and all forms of racial discrimination, declaring it to be a 
threat to peace and international security, 
B. recalling Resolution 554 ( 1984) of the UN Security Council, which declares void the new 
Constitution adopted by South Africa, the latter being contrary to the United Nations 
Charter, 
C. recalling, furthermore, the declaration made by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the 
European Communities on 11 September 1984, which underlines that the present 
situation of violence and riots in South Africa reflects among other things the frustration of· 
the black community because of its deliberate exclusion from the political scene in South 
Africa and of the impossibility at political level to express its opinions and demands, 
D. strongly reaffirming the necessity to put an end to apartheid and to allow all South A&icans · 
to be equal and complete citizens and underlining to this effect the necessity to reinforce 
and render. more effective the pressures against South Africa, 
1 . Condemns vigorously the recent events in South Africa and underlines that every delay in 
the sense indicated, will be a cause for new conflicts and represents a serious obstacle in the 
development of positive relations between South Africa and its neighbours; 
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2. Expresses its total solidarity for all victims of this situation, underlines its preoccupation 
with the arrests and mistreatment of leaders of black resistance organizations, and demands, in , 
particular, that the leaders of the 'Patriotic front', of the 'Ayanian people's organization' and of 
rhe UDF be liberated; 
3. Underlines the determination shown by the member countries of SADCC .and in 
particular the efforts made against the destabilization acts of which they are victims and invites 
the European Community to back by more adequate measures its programme aiming at 
reducing irs dependence on South Africa; 
4. Wishes, as far as possible, that tensions be peacefully eliminated in this area; 
5. Believes in this regard that discussions already undertaken are a first positive step if they 
lead to the independence of Namibia, on the basis of Resolution 435 and the Lusaka 
Agreement, and co the end of external military interventions, direct or indirect, from South 
Africa, thereby creating grounds for the withdrawal of foreign troops in this area; 
6. Invites again the EEC and its Member States to dissuade their private and multinational 
companies from providing economic support for the South African regime; 
7. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers of the 
ACP-EEC Association, to the Commission of the European Communities and to the 
parliaments and governments of the signatory countries of the Lomc Convention. 
RESOLUTION 
on the liberation of Nelson Mandela 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
perturbed at the way in which the conditions under which Nelson Mandela has been 
detained in prison for more than 20 years have deteriorated, 
welcoming the fact that the Simon Bolivar prize has been awarded to Nelson Mandela, who · 
is the symbol of an entire people's fight for human rights in South Africa, 
1. Calls for the immediate liberation of the oldest political prisoner in the world and the 
removal of all measures against his family; 
2. Calls on the EEC -ACP Council of Ministers to make special representations for the 
release of Nelson Mandela; 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP- EEC Council of 
Ministers, the Commission of the European Communities and the governments of the Member 
States of the European Community. · 
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RESOLI.ITION 
on the situation in Chad 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
A. having regard to the resolution of the European Parliament adopted on 15 September 1983 
on the situation in Chad, 
B. noting the occupation, now acknowledged, of a pan of Chad territory by the Libyan 
force,, 
C. noting the illegal occupation of the Aouzou region for more than a decade and concemcd at 
the threat of annexation by Libya of this pan of Chad, 
D. concerned about the respea of the territorial integrity of the ACP States, 
E. concerned about the s?.1fferings of the civil population caused by the war, . 
1. Welcomes the faa that talks have bqun on the principle of a withdrawal of French and 
Libyan troops from Chad; 
2. Expresses its misgivings as to the method of implementing this withdrawal and the lack of 
any real guarantees to the legal government of Chad as regards the territorial integrity of that 
country; 
3. Condemns any policy of destabilization conduaed in ACP countties by foreign 
forces; 
4. Expresses its support of the legal government of Chad; 
5. lnstruas its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to. the ACP- EEC Council of 
Ministers. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the indebtedness of the ACP countries 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
A. recalling its resolution adopted at its meeting in Luxembourg from 24 to 26 September 
1980 requesting: 
'in the hght of the very serious implications of the burden of foreign debt for the economies 
of the dcvloping countries, the adoption of measures to provide immediate assistance, 
relief or the writing-off of the debts of those developing countries which arc experiencing 
panicular difficulties - as is the case for most ACP countries', 
B. noting that the situation as regards the indebtedness of the developing countries has 
considerably worsened since then as, according to a rcpon drawn up by the World Bank; 
'the percentage of cxpon earnings which the developing countries as a whole have had to 
devote to debt servicing has increased from 13,6% in 1980_ to 20,7% in 1982', 
C. noting the continual rise in interest rates and the inaease in the debt caused by the 
appreciation of the dollar, 
D. noting that in the same period, from 1980 to 1982, the export prices of the chief basic 
products of the developing countries fell by 25 % , 
E. aware that the indebtedness of the ACP countries may undermine all the ACP-EEC 
cooperation projects, 
1. Decides to draw up a repon for the next meeting of the Consultative Assembly on the 
situation with regard to, and the causes of, the·indebtedness, the solutions which might be 
found for this at world level, and the ways in which EEC cooperation could, within the scope of 
its powers, help to reduce the debt; 
2. Formally appeals to the negotiators of the future ACP - EEC Convention not to 
disregard this problem; 
3. Deel arcs chat it is in favour of a reform of the international monetary system, the first step 
towards which might be to convene an international monetary conference; 
4. Instructs irs Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council and Commission of 
the European Communities, the ACP States and the Member States of the European 
Community. 
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RESOLUTION 
on combating drought and desertification 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
A. having regard to the relevant provisions of the resolution of the European Parliament on 
hunger in the world adopted on 16 November 19791 
B. having regard also to the resolution of the European Parliament on the special plan to 
combat the drought in the Sahel adopted on 17 November 19831 
C. having regard, in addition, to its resolutions on combating hunger adopted on 5 November 
1982 in Rome , and on 23 September 1983 in Berlin, 
D. whereas the physical, economic and political existence of the continent of Africa. and in 
particular the Sabel region, is threatened by the drought which is becoming inaeasingly 
endemic, 
E. having regard to the fresh alarm raised by the FAO. which states char despite the aid 
received, 1,6 million tonnes of cereals are still required immediately, and co the urgent 
appeal which has just been made by the Secretary·General of the United Nations, Mr Perez 
de Cuellar, 
F. aware that this drought will lead to rapid degradation of the soil, the advance of the desert 
and the risk of great upheavals in the countries which it affects if existing trends 
continue, 
G. whereas at present the survival of tens of millions of men, women and children is threatened 
as a result of low levels of rainfall and the f ailurc of rivers to rise, · 
H. whereas hundreds of miJlions of head of cattle are doomed to certain death owing to lack of 
water and pasture, 
I. deeply concerned by the fact that Africa will never before have been in such a critical 
situation as regards food despite the efforts made by the States of that continent with the 
support of the international community, 
J. whereas the serious damage to the environment caused by the severity of the drought is 
destroying the efforts towards economic, social and cultural development and jeopardizes 
the future of those nations, 
K. convinced that self.sufficiency and availability of food supplies, which arc priorities of the 
African countries, seem to be increasingly difficult to attain owing to the continual fall in the 
level of agricultural production and the combined effects of the deterioration in the terms of 
trade and the world recession which seriously restrict the ability of those countries to meet 
the food requirements of their peoples, 
L. convinced also that the mobilization of all national and regional resources must be strongly 
supported by the international community in order to rectify the situation and ensure the 
stable development of the African countries, 
M.convinced in addition of the need to implement urgently specific measures to save tens of 
millions of human beings from starvation and death, 
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I . Draws the attention of the Community and the Member States to the seriousness of the 
situation created by the continuing drought and the increase in desertification and calls upon 
them to face up to their responsibilities and the part they have to play in combating _these 
phenomena; 
2. Requests the Community to draw up and implement a special programme to combat 
drought and desertification; 
3. CaJls upon the Commission to implement as rapidly as possible the emergency plan called 
for by the European Parliament in its resolution of 17 November 1983; 
4. Makes a formal appeal to aJI the Member Stares of the EEC to help, for their part, to 
combat this drought which has now lasted for years; 
5. Requests the Commission to report back to the Consultative Assembly; 
..t 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council and Commission of 
the European Communities and the governments of the Contracting States to the second Lome 
Convention. 
RESOLtmON 
on the consultation of ACP - EEC social pannen 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Luxembourg from 19 to 21 September 1984, 
A. noting the meeting of the representatives of economic and social interests of the ACP 
countries and of the European Community in Brussels in the headquarters of the Economic 
and Social Committee of the European Communities on 15 September 1984 at the 
initiative of the ACP- EEC Joint Committee, 
1. Notes that all the institutions of the Lomc Convention, as well as the public bodies 
responsible for the implementation of the Convention and those negotiating the next 
Convention regard consultation with ACP- EEC social panners, and their active contribution 
to development cooperation, as accepted and highly positive facts; 
2. Pays tribute to the ACP- EEC Joint Committee, which has patiently and resolutely 
contributed to the creation of this state of mind; 
3. Welcomes the fact that the draft text of the Convention of Lome Ill specifically provides 
for regular consultation with representatives of economic and social interests both by the Joint 
Council and by the Joint Assembly, and recognizes the utility of their being associated with the 
work of cooperation; 
4. 'Notes that each year the number of participants in the consultation meetings has 
increased, resulting in 1984 in a large representation of very varied socio-vocational interests 
working on the basis of carefully drawn up preparatory documents; 
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5. Believes that the basis of participation by socio-vocational interests in cooperation is thus 
fully realized, but that it is important to continue and widen this form of consultation and to 
coordinate it, so that such consultation results in concrete involvement by social partners and 
representative groupings of people in ACP- EEC cooperation; 
6. Insists therefore that the institutions of the Convention put the new provisions regarding 
consultation with ACP - EEC economic and social forces fully into effect . and ensure in 
particular that the ncccssary funds be made available; 
7. Insists also that the authorities of the ACP States and of the Community give due regard 
to development activities initiated by representative groupings, of thOIC concerned, in 
accordance with the objectives of the Convention and the current rules; 
8. Believes, in this regard, that these groupings should be able to panicipate in a practical 
way in drawing up cooperation programmes, particularly in the case of programmes in support 
of sectoral policies in the ACP States (such as food strategics); 
9. Requests that, generally, the Convention should define, whenever necasary, the role of 
socio-vocational forces in the work of development and the means whereby their cooperatiorl 
could be organized; 
10. lnstruas its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers and the Commission of the European Communities. 
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JOINT ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BET~'EEN THE AFRICAN, CARIBEAN 
AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
Eden Court - Inverness 
Scotland (United Kingdom) 
23 - 27 September 1985 
RESOLUTION 
on the' .:risi .. in the nof'th-south dialogu~ 
Th,, AC/>-f.EC Joint ASS£,mbly. 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from B to 27 September 1985, 
A. recalling and affirming the pn:vious resolutions of the Consultative Assembly, in particular the 
resolution adopted in Novcmhcr 1982 in Rome, 
H. deploring that, instead of increasing, north-south cooperation at international level is 
stagnating: 
no overall negotiations planm:J within the UNO, 
failure of the last UNCTAD anJ UNIDO meetings, 
no regeneration of IFAD and IDA funds, 
the withdrnwal of the United Stah:s from lJNESCO .md d1t• threat m:1de hy some other 
niuntrics to withdraw, 
( :. requesting that the intcrcMs of rhc Jevdopinv. coumrics will he taken into accoum in rhe 
negotiations on the libcraiization of rradt: in services in the framework of GATT, 
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D. deploring the continued growth of expenditure on arms, which is to the detriment of aid to 
developing countries and of action against world hunger, 
E. whereas in virtually all Community countries development aid has not reached the objectivt= of 
0,7 % of GNP and whereas it is in fact showing a tendency to fall, 
r. whereas certain economically powerful countries should increase significantly their 
development aid, in particular the USA, which devotes only some 0,27 % of GNP to aid to the 
developing countries, Japan, with some 0,3 %, and the Soviet Union, with only some 0,19 %. 
I. Calls on those Member States of the Community which have not yet ratified the Common 
Fund on Commodities to do so as soon as possihli:; 
2.. Calls on the Community to take positive steps to revitalize the north-south dialogue in all the 
relevant fora and to work towards a conference on the reform of the international monetary 
!-iystcm; 
.t Calls on the Commission to study the possibilities for using the EClJ to assist the developing 
countries to deal with the effects of the increasing value of the dollar and rising interest rates; 
4. Calls on the Commission to submit to the Council a proposal for the establishment of a Lome 
Bank to operate in the interests of development and not financial profitabilility and to be managed 
jointly hy the ACP and the EEC; 
5. Calls on the Community, more genernlly, to :1dvocate clearly greater participation by ~he 
· dcvdoping countries in the management of the international organizations to which they belong; 
6. Calls on the Commission to report to the new joint body on the action taken on the requests 
made in this resolution and the results ohtained; 
7. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the Commission; the Council, the 
Member States and all the ACP States. 
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RESOLUTION 
on security and cooperation in Africa and Europe 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. deeply i.:onccrm:d at the growth of international tension and the i.:ontinued existence of trouble 
spots in several regions of Afrka, 
B. al.umeJ at the serious prcdil.'.ament of the refugees, whose numbers and needs are ceaselessly 
increasing, 
C. a ware that any thrc.tt to peace hampers the free development of these countries, compelling 
them to spend enormous amounts for military purposes to the detriment of economic and 
social progress and the well-hcing of their peoples, 
D. attaching great importance to endeavours to achieve unification and integration and to 
regional anJ inter-regional initiatives to promote cooperation, which are typical of the African 
and European continents and draw them closer together, 
I. Reaffirms its dekrmination to e1burc that international relations are inspired primarily by the 
concept upon which African unity, European integration and all genuine regional cooperation arc 
founded, that ii. to say the common sean:h for universally equitable solutions as opposed to the 
rrnditional pattern of relations hctwcl'n nations hased on strength; 
2.. Condemns all policies designed to exp;.nJ areas of influence and any attempts to take 
advantage of cast-west tension to the detriment of the priority aim of renewed north-south dialogue 
and rhc development of international i.:oopl·ration . 
. 3. Stresses the fact that ACP-EEC cooperation, in so far as it is characterized by an open 
approach, ensuring that the political choices of the si~natory states of the Lomc Conventions are 
respected, and i:-. din·ctl'd towards common Lkvclopmcnt objectives and ht:nce rowards active 
promotion of human rights, enables a constructive dialogue co be held; 
4. Emphasizes the fact that, in hoth Africa and Europe, charters on the respect of human dghts 
continue to provide pointers for future endeavours and enhance the dialogue between equal 
partners, p,1rticularly in the matter of the priority to he given to the right to life, to development and 
to the protection of migrant workers, the respect of the culture of those nations belonging to the 
Convention and the right to equal treatment in a world in which the scandal of poverty, hunger and 
racial discrimination still persists; 
.5. Acknowledges that the non-,1lignmcnt of Afric.1, th,~ Caribbean and the Pacific States is 
hcncficial to world peact anJ should therefore he preserved; 
6. Supports the OAU in its attempt'> to st.·ttlc pt:al't•fully the various crn1flirts rnkin~ place thereby 
lorcst:tlling any future furc1v;n military 1ntcrvl'ntion; 
, Stresses that the ever-increasing production of and trade in wet•.pons, in p.uticular in and from 
EEC Member States, threatens the stability and security of African countries and adversely affects 
their economic situation; 
8. For this purpose, calls on the EEC Member Stares to i.upport the OAU initiatives and 
programmes of action; 
lJ. Instructs its prcsidl·nts to forw:ml this resolution to thl· ACP-FFC Couni.:il of l\fo1istcrs, the 
signatory states of the Lomc.: Convention, the Secretary-General of the OAll, th1: Commission of tht.: 
European Communities and the Scc.:rctary-Gcncral of the UN. 
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RESOLUTION 
on aid to refugees in the ACP States 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. concerned at the growing number of refugees and displaced persons in the African continent, 
B. conscious that, if no lasting solutions are found, the problem of refugees is likely to destabilize 
entire regions and create tension between states, jeopardizing the development efforts of all 
concerned, 
C. anxious that the major objectives of ACP-EEC cooperation, in particular the well-being of 
populations, satisfaction of fundamental needs, development of human capacities and respect 
for human dignity, should he guaranteed for those sectors of population most threatened, 
1. Welcomes the fact that the Third Lome Convention responds to one of its principle demands, 
namely that aid should be provided for refugees and repatriated persons which goes beyond 
emergency aid and permits the implementation of programmes and piojects aimed at self-
sufficiency and integration or re-integration of the refugees; 
l.. Notes with regret, however, the modest nature of the sum allocated for aid to the refugees, 
namely 80 million ECU for the entire duration of the new Convention; 
3. Calls on the Commission of the European Communities to assess without delay, with the 
assistance of the States concerned, the needs of the refugee populations so that programmes and 
projet.·ts permitting genuine integration or reintegration of the refugees can be set in motion as soon 
as the new Convention enters into force; 
4. Considers that these programmes and projects must not be simply a continuation of 
emergency aid, despite' the fact that the refugee populations are severely hit by famine, but must 
offer lasting solutions which are acceptahle to the refugees; 
5. Considers that, because these programmes and projects must, of necessity, be large scale, 
provision must be made for transfers of appropriations from other items, and that certain 
rcinstallation programmes must culminate in genuine regional cooperation measures with long~ 
term advantages for the various ACP States rnnn·rned; 
6. Emphasizes the importance and validity of appropriate vocational training programmes and 
projects, provided these are directed towards the goal of integration or re-integration; 
7. Urges the Commission of the European Communities to ensure that its aid to refu.gees &s 
coordinated with rhe aid gramed by the specialized agencies of the United Nations and by non-
governmental organizations, in particular through the pursuit of cofinanced and complementary 
projects; 
8. Requests the partners to the new Convention to regard certain imtmrrant provisions relating 
to agricultural cooperation and security of food supplies as applying particularly to the regions and 
areas with a high concentration of refugees; 
9. Appeals urgently to the states affected l-,y the: problem of refugees to strengthen their 
cooperation and thereby ensure the effectiveness of tlu· ahovementioned integration and re-
integration programmes and projects; 
10; Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to tht.> Commission, the Council, the 
· Member States of the Community and all the ACP States. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the landlocked ACP countries 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. conscious that the state of being landlocked represents a sedous handicap in the ecm1,omic 
development of the ACP countries, 
B. noting that three-quarters of the least-developed African com,tries are landlocked, 
C. recalling the objectives adopted by the United Nations in the context of the decade of transport 
in Africa {1978 to 1988) with a view to opening up the continent, namely: 
promotion of the integration o( transport an<l communication infrastructures in order to 
increase intra-African trade, 
coordination of the different systems of transport in order to increase their effectiveness, 
harmonization of national regulations and reduction to a minimum of physical and non-
physical barriers to facilitate the movement of persons and goods, 
promotion of the i\.asc of local human and material resoun:cs, standardization of networks 
and equipment, research and popularization of appropriate techniques, 
provision during the decade of the neccss;try technical and financial means to promote rch.e 
development and mo<lcrnization of transport and communication infrastructures, 
D. observing that these goals have not heen attained because of inadequate technical and financial 
resources, 
E. pointing out that considerable; financial assistance must be provided to enable some of these 
goals to be rcalascJ and thereby assist the recovery of the African t:conomics, 
F. recognizing the efforts made by the ACP j,;Ountrics within regional organizations to overcome 
the problems of landlocked countries, 
1. Proposes to study closely the econmnic and financial situation of landlocked ~ountries and m 
make recommendations for measures to be taken b)' the mte:rrutt'\OZ'l.l\i coi!1ffi:mity, in panjci~!.auc 
financing institutions, to resolve the problems of landlocked cr;untrics; 
2. Calls for the immediate implementation, as soon as rhe Third Lome Convention enters into 
force, of special measures in favour of landlocked counrr,es, :nduding: 
the organization of a storage .rnd food !iUpply system to avoid the danger of interruptions ifl 
supply, 
a joint ACP~EEC study to identify the specifi..: measures to bt.! taken on behalf ot the landlocked 
countries to improve thcit' .;:apa~1ty to attract investment; 
3. Recommends that the donor countries and financing institutions should consider whether a 
country is landlocked when assessing projects and rake 3ccount of this wh,~n granting financial ai<d; 
4. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP~EEC Council of Ministers, the 
Commission and the governments of the Me.mbcr States. · 
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RESOLUTION 
on the incorporation of environmental issues in the Third Lome Convention and on information 
concerning the Convention's provisions as regards the environment 
Tiu, ACP-El!.C Joint Assembly, 
meetin~ in Tnvenwss (United Kin~Jom) from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. having regard to the resolutions on the environment and development adopted in Kingston 
(Jamaica) on 24 February 198.3 and in Luxembourv; on 19 September 1984, 
B. noting the resolutions of the ACP~EEC Consultative Assembly: 
on the fight against hunger adopted in Rome on 5 November 1982 and in Berlin on 23 
September 1983, and 
on the fight against drought and desertification in the Sahei adopted in Brazzaville on 23 
Fehruary 1984, 
C having regard to the European Parliament's resolution on the special plan to combat drought in 
the Sahe! adoptc<l on 17 November 1983, 
D. having regard to the resolution of the Council of the European Communities and of the 
Governments of the Member States on development and the environment, 
E. having regard to the concern expressed by Afrkan H,~ads of State as regards the protection and 
ration.11 management of the environment in connection with the economic and social 
dcvclopmt·nt of Africa through the Lagos Action Programme, 
F. having regard to the provisions of the world soil policy and of the programme to combat 
dcscrti fk:ation, 
(;. whereas, in 1980, thn:c international hodies, namely the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, the World Wildlife Fund and the United 
Nations Environment Prov;rammc, launched a worldwide appeal under the title 'Wodd 
Conservation Strategy' (WSC), which c.1lls on all countries to base their policies on the 
following objectives: · 
I. safe~uarding essential ecological processes and life-support systems, 
2. preserving gcncti, diversity, 
.1. ensuring the sustainahlc utilization of species and ecosystems, 
H. noting the Stockholm Declaration on the environment, which stresses the following points: 
(a) Man has the fundamt:·ntal right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an 
environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and wcii-bcing, and he bears a solemn 
responsibility to protect and improve the environment for present and future generations, 
(h) The natural resources of the earth, incluJing the air, water, land, flora and fauna and 
especially rt:·prest·nt.nivc samples of natural ecosystems; must be safeguarded for the 
hcncfit of present and future generations through carefo! planning or management, as 
appropriate, 
(c.:) Tht· 11011-renewahlc resources of the earth must be employed in su<:h a way as to guard 
against the dan~cr of their future exhaustion and to ensure· that benefits from SllCh 
employment arc shared hy all mankind, 
(d) The dischaq~t· of toxic suhstam.:cs or of other suhsta1Kcs ;ind the release of heat, in such 
llllantirit·s or co11n·1irrations a, to exccnl the capacity of rl1t~ environmcnr to render them 
hi.1rmlcss, must he h.1h,·d in order to ensun..• tha1 st·rious or irrc.:vl·rsihle Jama~c is not 
inflicted upon c,:osyst{'lll'i. · 1 ·Jw 111st stru~V,lt• of the: peoples of all l.:ot111Lrics a~ainsl pollution 
!-thould he supported, 
{c) States shall takt· .,11 possible steps to prevent pollution of the seas by suhstan~cs that arc 
liable to crcatt· li.wu-ds to human health, to harm living resources and marine life, to 
<.Ltmagc amenities or to interfere with legitimate uses of the sea, 
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(f) The environmental policies of all Stares should enhance and not adversely affect the 
present or future development potenti,1 I of dcvelopin~ countricst nor should they hamper 
the attainment of better living conditions for all, 
(g) Resources s.hould be made available to preserve and improve the environment, ta,king into 
account the circumstances and particular requirements of developing countries and any 
costs which may emanate from their incorporating environmental safeguards inta their 
development planning and the need for making available to them, upon their tequcst, 
additional international t<!chnical and financial assistance for this purpose, 
(h) In order to achieve a more rational management of resources and thus to improve the 
· environment, States should adopt an integrated and coordinated approach to their 
development plaiming so as to l·nsure that development is compatible with the need to 
protect and improve the environment for the benefit of d1eir population, 
(i) Scientific research and dcVt'lopment in rhe context of environmental problems, both 
national and mulrination:11, must be promoted in all countries, especially the developing 
countries. In this connection, the free flow uf up-to··d~1tc scientific information and transfer 
of experience must be supporteJ and assisted to facilitate rhe solution of environmental 
problems; environmental technologies should be made available to developing countnes 
on terms which would encourage their wide dissemination without constituth1g an 
economic burden on the developing countries, 
L having regard to the Nairobi Dcdarariori adopted on 18 May 1982 by 105 governments during 
the special session to mark the 10th anniversary of the United Nations Conference on the 
Environment, in which the world community solemnly reaffirmed its support for the 
Stockholm Declaration and A,tion Plan, together with the need to step up national measures 
and to extend international cooperation as re~ards the protection of the environment,' · 
J. convinced that then! is interaction between the environment and development and rhat any 
dcvdopment aid to the A.C:P States must take the rational management of their environmer:u 
into account, 
1. Draws the ,mention of the signatory States to the Third Lome Convention to the sermus 
situation as n.:gards the environment in most ACP States, even if the picture is incomµ1ete owing to 
a lack of rdiahle information; 
2. Calls on the Presidents of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly to inform the ACP States of the 
provisions of the Third Lomc Convention relating to the environment, so that the goverm:m.::nrn 
wrn:crned prepare cnvironmenti1I projects before the program,ming missions arc drawn up; 
.3. Calls on the Commission to cx;1mine the impicmentation of cnvircnmemal policy in the 
context of ACP-EEC cooperation, on the hasis of the following principlej: 
la) Fnvironnwntal aspl:cts must be an inrc~ral parr of dt·velopmcn! operations. The ~uthoritics of 
the ACP St.itt's, tog1.·thcr with du: ( :ommission, m11s1 tht.:rcfort· h,: ,,hi,· 10 arrnlyzc, as early as 
possible, the cffe(t on the c11vironml"ilt of spcl.'.ifi(.'. deve!upmcnl programme!! for which 
Community support is sought. 
This analysis must be carried out in relation to strategy as well as prng;r:Jmmes -,,,nd projects, 
Ai.:cordingiy, the Community and every ACP State which wishes it will examine the b,est 
genc.:nl approach with 1 view to the long-term preservation and improvement of the 
environment. 
(h) lt w1il be nccco;sary to chc,k suhseqt:entiy that the measures envisaged using Cotnmunity aid 
are compatible with the n:quirt:ments of con.snvation or restoration of th<~ environment.in the 
ACP States. . 
(4.:) runding proposals and agnxmcnts must include cffei:tive rdcn:nccs to the environmental 
aspeds of projects, and allow for realisti~ and effective solutions .. 
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(d) It will be necessary to carry out an assessment of the environmental impact while projects are 
being implemented and later on, when Comm~nity funding is no longer involved; 
4. Calls on the Commission to take special measures in close collaboration with the ACP States, 
to increase awareness of and improve knowledge about the environmental aspects of development 
operations aimed at national and external decision-makers (those providi~g funds), the technical 
services and inhabitants of the ACP States. 
5. Recommends, in view of the importance of environmental questions and the need to ensure 
compatibility between economic development and the protection of the environment, the 
introduction of a system whereby the Joinr Assembly is regularly informed about the serious 
environmental problems of the ACP States and the extent to which environmental concerns are 
incorporated in development aid to these States; 
6. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP Council of Ministers and the 
Commission of the European Communities. 
1 I 
i 
RESOLUTION 
on ACP-El::C cooperation for the development of fisheries 
in·the inland lakes and rivers of the ACP States 
having regard to the report CA/CP/412 on ACP-EEC .:ooperation for rhe development of fisheries in the 
ACP States, 
A. having regard to the resolution of the ConsultatiVl' Assemblv en ACP-F.F.C cooperation for the 
development of fisheries in the ACP States, 
B. having regard w the serious lack of food, the m:tlnutrition and famine affecting the ACP States, 
C. having regard to the urgent need to ensure self-suffo:icm.:y and security of food supplies in the ACP States. ire 
particular through optimal exploitation of the fohery n:soun:cs of the inland lakes and rivers of the ACP 
States, 
D. aware of the situation in certain parts of Africa where the fishery products from lakes and rivers proyide the 
main source of animal protein in the food supply, 
E. deeply concerned by the lack of importance given to inland fisheries and aquaculture in the ACP States :md 
hy the stagnation and, in some cases, drop in fish production in these States, 
I. Welcomes the fact that the Third Lnme Convention recognize~ the u.rgent need to promote the 
development of rhc ACP States' fishery resources; 
2. Encourages greater and more effective cooperation between ACP and EF.C States·with regard to fisheries 
and in particular the training and equipping of fishermen, limnological research, careful evaluation and 
continual supervision of fi;;h stocks and the transfer of fishing technology, processing, conservation and 
marketing of fish ; 
3. Encourages and supports regional cooperation between ACP States in the field of fisheries and 
aquaculture and in the protection of rhe aquatic flora and fauna of the lakes and waterways of the ACP States; 
4. Calls on all the ACP States to set up permanent monitoring committees to ensure that the waters of 
African rivers and lakes are always protected against industrial or other forms of pollution; 
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5. Hopes that joint ventures between undertakings of the EEC and ACP countries will be set up in the ACP 
States wirh a view to facilitating the acquisition by ACP fishermen of appropriate equipment and technology for 
lake and river fishing,; 
6. Calls on the ACP States and the Community to give to lake and river fisheries in the ACP States and to 
aquaculture a priority commensurate with the great potential which the peoples of the ACP see in these 
activities with regard to their self-sufficiency in and security of food supplies; 
7. Decides to study further the problem of the lake anJ river fisheries and aquaculture in the ACP coui1tries 
and to make, on the hasi,; of this study, proposals for ways and means to achieve greater cooperation between 
the EEC .rnd the ACP States in these areas; 
8. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Commission 
of the European Communities ,rnd the Governments of the States parry to the Third Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION 
on the negotiations with regard w the Fourth Internatio!ll!al Cocoa Agreement 
The ACPI t,;EC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom} from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. having regard to rhe Final Dectlration adopted by the ACP/EEC joint Committee in February 
1984 in Brazzaville, 
B. having regard to the: need to improve: the arrangcml'lltS for internatim1al cooperation in respect 
of (ommoditic~ in order to cncoura~t· the economic and social development of the dcvelopinf5 
countries, 
C. whereas the rcvt~nuc from cocoa exports ,s vii:al w th.t: economies of th::: ACP pro,lh1cer 
countries, 
D. noting with concern that fluctuations in export revenues for commodities from ACP countries 
jeopardizes the balance of their puhlic finances and devdopment, 
E. welcoming the opening m May 1984 of the lnternatmnal Conference on Cocoa held in Gel!1ei·a 
under the auspices of the United Nations, 
F. noting with regret that the scrnnd round of negotiations held in Ge'neva from 8 October to 2 
Novcmhcr 1984 cmli:d without ai.trccmcnt on price levels and associated measures~ 
l. Calls on the Community and its Memher States to do aH in their power, together with the 
ACP ..:ocoa-producing countries, to adopt a common straregy includin~ an intervention and safe.-
~uard medrnnism and pri1.:e !iUppmt mcrhanism based on buffer stock~ anJ ;.iuotas; 
2. Call,; urj!;ently on the Community to approach the next round of negotiations with greater 
tfrxibility and political goodwill so that an internarional agreement may be i..:oncluded. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the use of vegetable fat in the manufacture of chocolate 
The ACP-EEC Joint Ass<•mbly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) frQm B to 27 September 1985, 
A. whereas the economics of a large number of ACP countries are heavily dependent on basic 
products. such as cocoa and whereas the revenue from exports of these products plays a 
determining role for these economies, 
B. welcoming the new provisions of the Third ACP-EEC Convention, Lome III, concerning a 
system for monitoring and management of basic products, 
C. having learnt with concern of the changes which could be made to EEC Directive No 73/241 of 
24 July 1973 specifying that only products derived from cocoa may be used in the manufacture 
of products described as 'chocolate', 
D. conscious of the effects which a measure authorizing the use of vegetable fat, up to a maximum 
of 5 % of the total weight of the finished chocolate product, would have on the general 
economics of the ACP producer countries, who export 535 OOO tonnes to the Community, out 
of a total export volume of 640 OOO tonnes, 
1. Regrets that the Community has not respected the provisions of Article 7 of the Second Lome 
Convention establishing an ACP-EEC consultation procedure; 
·2. Takes note of the decision adopted by the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors at its 
meeting of 18 January to the effoct that there should be further detailed discussion, within an ACP-
EEC ad-hoe committee, of the effects of such a change on the economies of the ACP producer 
countries; 
3. Requests, in a continuing spirit of dialogue and cooperation, that the Community and its 
Member States maintain the original form and content of Directive 73/247 of 24 July 1973. 
RESOLUTION 
on the LDCs 
The ACP-Ef.C Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (Unit~d Kingd<,m) from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. having regard to the recommendations adop"ted at the Conference on the least-developed 
countries held in Paris in September 198 t, 
B. whereas of the 31 countries designated as 'least-developed', 22 belong to the ACP group, 
C. whereas 280 million people have an annual income less than US$ 200 and.a life expectancy of 
45 years, 
D. noting that their economic gn~wth-rate is inadequate to cope with the increase in the birth rat~, 
E. whereas agriculture, the basic element for any permanent improvement, is stagnating and 
lagging seriously behind requirements. thcrchy creating an intolerable food situation, 
F. whereas the pric.:t·s they rcc.:civc for their a~ricultural rrodw.:r... solJ at world market prices have 
ht·en decreasing in value for several years now, 
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G. whereas this situation increases the LDCs' dcpendeni.:c on other countries, the need to import 
food and increasing recourse to pubhc aid, the only form of external financing available to 
those countries, · 
H. whereas according to the latest UNCT AD report, the objective of aid to the LDCs equivalent to 
0.15 % of the GNP of the donor countries remains the absolute minimum which would enable 
them to double their revenue during the next decade, 
1. Notes the conclusions of the UNCTAD report, according to which the percentage of"ald 
granted to the LDCs has constantly decreased since 1980; 
2. Takes the view that under the circumstances, the Community must make a particular effort to 
help the LDCs so that they do not suffer from all the effects of the crisis and invites those Member 
States which have not yet attained the objective of 0, 15 °/co of their GNP to take the requisite 
measures as a matter of urgency ; 
3. Noting that the debt of the LDCs represents only 2 % of the total debt of the developing 
countries and therefore calls on the EEC to come out in favour of cancellation of LDC debts by 
international bodies as recommended in the UNCT AD report; 
4. Calls on the budgetary authority of the EEC to enter a separate budget line for the LDCs in the 
forthcoming draft bu<lget for 1986; 
S. Appeals to the C(:,mmission and the Council to seize the unique opportunity afforded by the 
Joint Assembly to extend measures to benefit the LDCs, in particular by supporting the 
t.:stahlishmcnt of the Common Fund and measures to stabilize commodity prices; 
6. Calls on the Commi~:sion to draw up a report for the next meeting of the Joint Assembly on 
the action taken by the Community and the Member States on behalf of the LDCs, in particular 
when it reviews at the half-way stage rhc application of the action programme to benefit the LDCs 
and of the measures it intends to take between now and the dat:~ when that programme expires; 
7. lnstrm:ts its President to forward this resolution to the Council and Commission of du; 
European Communities. 
RESOLUTION 
on deforcstt.timi and de"crtificati.;,li1 
The Jomt Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (Unired KingJom). from 23 to 27 September 1985 1 
A. having rev;ard to the resolutions on the environment and de'ldopme~t adopted on 2.'l FeLniary 
1983 in Kingston (Jamaica) and 19 September 1984 i:1 l,uxembourg, 
H. havin~ regard m th:.: pruvisiom on rhe environment t:on-trAim:d in the Lomc m Convention, 
C. recalling the rcsuluriom, of rhc ACP-EEC Con:~uhativc Assembly on measures to comhac 
hunger adopted on 5 r·..Jovember 1982 in Rome and B September 1983 in Berlin, 
D. rccal!ing also the resolution on mt:asur.cs to combat drought and desertification adopted on 23 
f cbruary 1984 in Brazza villc, 
F recalling the European Parliament's resolution on the special plan to combat the drought llll the:: 
Sahel .. uloptcd on 17 November 1983, 
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f. recalling the resolution on the relationship between the environment and development adopted 
by the EEC Council of Ministers on 3 October 1984, and the Council resolution on new forms 
of cooperation with regard to water also adopted on 3 October 1984, 
G. whereas the physical, economic and political existence of the ACP countries and the s·ahel 
region in particular is threatened by drought, which is steadily becoming endemic, 
H. aware of the fact that deforestation is closely linked to the combined effects of population 
growth~ widespread rural poverty and the energy crisis, 
I. conscious of the need to achieve a balance between the industrial production of crops for 
export and the production of food crops for local consumption, 
J. whereas the destruction of vegetation by bush fires, the dangerous practice of itinerant farming 
on burnt land, the felling of trees and shrubs, deforestation without reafforestation, soil 
erosion and overgrazing give rise to desertification, in particular the advance of the desert in the 
Sahel region, 
K. convinced that the disruption of tropical forest ecosystems causes: 
(a) increased soil erosion, disturbances in the water cycle and soil degeneration, 
(b) a dedine in genetic resources, 
(c) the disappearance of certain forms of fauna and flora, 
(d) a reduction in forest and agricultural output, 
(e) climatic changes at local, regional or world level, 
(f) migration and destabilization of populations, 
L. anxious to preserve the ecological balance of tropical forest ecosystems and maintain genetic 
diversity, 
M. aware of the danger that the tropical forests may disappear in the coming decades, 
N. aware of the fact that deforestation and soil and water degradation are closely linked to the 
threat of desertification, 
0. alarmed by the fact that the ecological effects of this situation, such as soil degradation and 
erosion, disturbances in the water cycle, climatic trouhlcs and desertification, are going to 
bring about a reduction in agricultural production from sto~kwraising and in food su.pplies, 
thereby exacerbating the problems facing the rural and urban communities concerned, 
P. concerned at the accelerating process of desertification in the Sahel region and at the fact that 
over half of Africa'a territory is threatened by different rates of desertification and the lives of 
tens of millions of men, woman and children are therefore threatened by the worsening famine, 
1. Draws the attention of the European Community, the Member States of the Lomc 
Convention and international public opinion to the dangers and the gravity of the situation created 
by deforestation, persistent drought and the fact that desertification is occurring in an increasing 
number of places and calls upon them to acknowledge their responsibilities and the part they 
should play in counteracting these phenomena, together with the financial and technical 
consequences thereof, and also che importance of environmental matters within development 
policy generally; 
2. Points out that the Community would be failing to meet its international political obligations 
if it did not continue to combat desertification and promote environmental protection as a matter 
of first priority; · 
J. ( :alls on the Commission to report in due course lO the JointAssembly on the implementation 
of the provisions of Lome Ill conccrnin~ Jeforestat1011 anJ desertification and on the measures 
taken With .a view to tacklin~ these problems j 
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4. Recommends the ACP States, cooperating as closely as pas~ible with one another, to take the 
necessary measures to combat deforestation, soil erosion, the degradation of forest resources and 
desertification, especially hy: 
taking adequate and appropriate legal and financial measures, 
allowing the population of each country and each family to decide for itself whether it is 
justifiably able and wishes to implement a family planning policy. without thereby endangering 
the security of their existence, and providing appropriate methods to this end, 
encouraging the development, marketing and use of alternative energy sources including new 
technologies in order to reduce the risk of the disappearance of whole areas of forest in view of 
the shortage of wood fuel in many ACP countrie:;., 
implementing programmes, plans. projects and micro-projects, 
prohibiting industries that have an unjustifiable impact on woods and forests and the 
environment as a whole, 
coordinating with relevant industries to address specific environmental and pollution 
problems, 
l'ttgaging local populations in measures to combat desertification, 
stimulating the awareness of local populations and providing them with more information, 
making use for this purpose of appropriate public and private organizations, 
taking part in studies on the climatic causes of drought and desertification; 
S. Calls on the Commission, in accordance with the provisions of Lome Ill, to put into cffe~t the 
following recommendations: 
A. Aims ,md guidelines o( the present Convention in the mai"f. areas of cooperation 
With regard to Article 11 relating to efforts to protect the environment and restore natiilh'.'.lill 
h~1lances, to draw ·up a list of projects needed to cover the specific measures provided for by thit 
artidc and to make availahlc the necessary financial support: 
rl:search into appropriate tcd111ologies an<l altL·rnativc energy ~.mm:es, their marketin~ and use, 
in order to reduce pressure on forests, 
educational programmes and pro~rammrs to make popularions aware of the problems of 
deforestation, soil erosion and desertifa:arion, · 
research and training programmes on forestry and the rational management of naturn1 
resources, 
assistance with regard co forest legislation, 
hydro-agricultural planning projects utilizing availahie water resources with particular 
reference to micro-hydraulic techniques, 
research into the causes of drought and desc~rification; 
B. Measures to combat drought and desertification 
to ensure that; 
(a) a suffidcnt share of the availahlc rL•sources is deµloyed to t:\cklc 1:he problems encountered in 
comhatinv; drought and dcsertificttion; 
(h) the problem of deforestation. which is directly linked to tht, problem of ,fosertification, is 
included under the provisions of the ch.ipter on measures to combat drought and 
Jcscrtification and therefore receives the necessary material a,ld financial support; 
(c) efforts and funds ;m: concentrated also on .those geographical areas recently expose~ to the 
danger of dcst·rtifi(.Hion; 
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C. Agricultural coopnation and food security 
To contribute, by means of the various forms of financial and technical cooperation, to: 
(a) tht' implementation of specific projects geared towards environmental protection, particularly 
those concerned with deforestation and desertification by seeking alternative solutions to the 
problems of: · 
wood supplies by planting fast-growing tree varieties to protect the natural forest, 
forestry conservation by reafforestation following industrial exploitation, 
the management of water resources by implementing hydro-agricultural projects utilizing 
available water resources, particularly micro-hydraulic techniques in villages, and suitable 
technologies drawing on existing local knowledge and encouraging participation by local 
people, · 
the development of appropriate technologies to permit the use of new sources of energy and 
corresponding machinery as soon as possible; 
(h} the inclusion at tht.· planning staAe of projects, partirnlarly agricultural projects, of impact 
studies where these appear necessary. These studies coulJ set out: 
an analysis of the initial state of the site and its environment with particular reference to the 
natural resources and the natural agricultural and forest environment or recreational areas 
affected by the plans, · 
an analysis of the effects on the environment, in other words the countryside, fauna and 
flora, the natural and human environments and factors affecting the biological balance, 
the reasons, cspeci'ally from the environmental point of view, for choosing the project 
presented from among those put forward, 
the measures envisaged to eliminate, rcdm.:e and, if possible, offset the project's damaging 
effects on the environment, 
possibly, an alternative project; 
D. Regional coup,•ration 
To promote particul.1r efforts to stimulate awareness anJ provide information and training to 
ensure that ht·ttcr account is taken of the cnvironml.'ntal dimension of rural development policy by 
national and outside decision makers and by technical services and the people of the ACP countries. 
These efforts rnul<l be rendered effective hy specific training and information measures and 
programmes, hy the incorporation in all (agricultural) projects likely to have an import:mt impact 
on the environment of an environmental training clemt·nt making provision for such measures in 
the framework of the project, by circulating information on the experiences of different ACP States 
and by organizing colloquies, seminars and other scientific meetings on activities connected with 
the projects under way in regions or subregions; 
E. NnancitJI and technical coo{wrilticm 
(a} To provide for those ACP States who request it, its financial and tc,.:hni;.;al assistance on: 
formulating projects, 
training, information and research, 
programm1.:s to simulate..• the awarellC''-S of populations anJ provide them with information i 
(h) To extend financial and tc..·chnical cooperation to local and other non-governmental 
orgauizations participating in devdopmcnt in the countries concerned; 
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(c) to ohtain ·the inclusion of training courses in the education programmes developed and 
implemented by international organizations such as UNEP; 
(d)° To implement the provisions of the ac.:tion projects and programmes giving priority to: 
the management of natural forest resources, 
the implementation of micro-projects: measures to combat deforestation, erosion, to 
promote village hydratdics, the search for alternative energy sources, etc.; 
(c) to include finance for impact studies within the pre-established budget for each project; 
F. J>lanning, evalu,ltion, implementation and .issessment 
To ensure rhat the projects take environmq1tal considerations into account at the planning, 
evaluation, implementation and assessment stages; 
6. Calls on the ACP States with the appropriate assistance of the Commission to endeavour: 
(a) to strengthen the institutional powers of forestry management services so as to encourage the 
rational exploitation of wood resources with a view to maintaining the ecological balance and 
long-term viability; 
(b) to draw up anJ implement at national and regional level natural resource management 
strategics, especially in the Sahe! countries; 
(t.:} to draw up jointly a strategy for energy saving and substitution and, in particular, to design, 
popularize and make available to households, particularly in rural areas, inexpensive domestic 
equipment which is suited to local conditions and t.:<msumes little or no wood; 
7. Rcwmmcnds that a means be instituted by the Bureau of the Joint Assembly to monitor and 
report upon the implementation of this and the following resolutions of the Working Group on 
Environment and Development; · 
8. Hxquests that this resolution, together with the report on deforestation and desertification, bt~ 
forwarJcd to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Presidents of the Parliaments of the Member 
States of the Lome ( :onvcntion, the PrcsiJent of the European Parliament, the Secretary-General of 
the ACP Secretariat, the Commission of the European Communities and the Secretary-General of 
lJNEP. 
RESOLUTION 
on the creation of biogenctic reserves and the rational management of stocks of animal and vegetable 
living matter, both terrestrial and marine 
Thl' Joint Am•mb/y, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kinµdom) from 2..3 to 27 September 1985, 
A. having rej.!.arJ to: 
the resolutions on the environment and development, adopted on 24 February 1983 in 
Kingston an<l l 9 September 1984 in Luxembourg, CA/CP/370/ Annex 9 and O j No C 282, 
22.10.1984), 
the resolution on ddorcstation and drscrtification, adopted on 3 t January 1985 in 
Bujumbura, (AP/ I/ A/final), 
the n:solution on the incorporation of l'H vironmcntal issues in the Third Lome Convention, 
adopted on 31 Janu,Hy 1985 in Bujumhura, (AP/7/Resolution), 
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B. having regard to the resolutions of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly: 
on hunger in the world, adopted on 5 November 1982 in· Rome and 23 September 1983 in 
Berlin, (OJ No C 39, 10.12.1983 and OJ No C 300, 7.11.1983), 
on combating drought and desertification in the Sabel, adopted on 23 February 1984 in 
Brazzaville, (CA/CP/480), 
C. conscious of the efforts made at international level to ensure the preservation and rational 
management of natural resources, both animals and plants, through the adoption of various 
provisions, in particular: 
the Convention on the Conservation of Fauna and Flora in their Natural State, 
the Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 
the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas, 
the Convention on Plant Health for sub-Saharan Africa, 
the African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, 
the Convention for the Protection of the Flora, Fauna and Natural Panoramic Beauties of , 
the Countries of America, 
the World Conservation Strategy (conservation of living resources in the interests of lasting 
development), 
D. having regard to the concern already expressed by the European Community through its 
different institutions and in particular to: 
the resolution of the European Parliament on the special plan to combat the drought in the 
Sahcl (Novemhcr 1983), 
the resolution of the Council of the European Communities and the Governments of the 
Member States on the environment and development (October 1984), 
the adoption by the European Parliament and the European Economic Community of the 
World Conservation Strategy, 
E. convinced that disruption of ecosystems leads to, among other things: 
the depletion of genetic resources, 
the disappearance of certain forms of animal and plant life, 
a <lcdine in forestry and a reduction in agricultural productivity, stock-farming and food 
supplies, which imposes greater hardship on the-rural and urban communities concerned, 
the depletion of fishery resources, which reduces the quality and quantity of animal 
proteins availahle to consumers, · 
F. wishing ro ensure rhe preservation of the ecological halance of ecosystems, the maintenance of 
g,cnetic diversity and the achievement of the required balance between the production of 
mJ11strial export crops and local food production; 
( ;, .~ware that the dcstrui.:tion of t·cosystems and tht· resulting disappearance of animal and plant 
spt·dcs st·riously rL"dun· thl' genetic diversity on which the functioning of naturnl systems and 
crops dl'1wnds; 
11. havin~ regard to the provisions of the Third Lome Convention concerning the environment; 
I. drawing attention to the ohjcctives of the World Conservation Strategy, which may be 
summarized as follows: 
the maintenance of essential ecological processes 
the preservation of genetic diversity 
the rational use of spcdes and ecosystems, 
J. rnnvinced that the preservation and ratiof!al management of terrestrial and marine animal and 
pi.111t stocks arc inseparably linked to the maintenance and re-establishment of local, national 
and international food supplies, 
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K. convinced a!so that lo:..:al, in many cases sm.ill, farming comrmmities as a group can safeguard 
plant and animal stocks only if they have access to the technical and economic production and 
sale of food, 
L urging all those responsible to maintain the inseparable link between preserving and renewing 
plant and animal stocks and producing sufficient food, taking into account all economic; 
social, cultural and ecological needs and interests. · 
1. Requests that a particularly critical and c«utious approach should be adopted with regard to 
the new opportunities offered by biotechnology and that these should be used only when they will 
dearly serve and strengthen the maintena.nce of animal and plant stocks; hopes that the ACP-EEC 
Joint Assembly will pay particular attention to preserving essential plant and animal stocks and the 
environment as a whole; 
2. Emphasizes the importance of developing local seed banks and improvement centres in the 
ACP States and calls on the Community to provide technical and financial support for such 
developments ; 
3. Urges the Community and the ACP States to encourage information programmes concerning 
rhc problems of the decline in genetic diversity, the growing dependence on agricultural chemicals 
nnd the financial implications thereof. In such information programmes, an important role should 
he played by NGOs and farmers' organizations as regards village and rural development; 
4. Calls on the ACP States and the Member States of the Community to adopt the International 
Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources drawn up by the FAO, to negotiate on that basis and 
ultimately to work towards a hindini International Convention on Plant Genetic Resources laying 
down inta i1lia that: 
l'xisting collections c:>f plant genetic material are brought together in a network supervised by 
the f'AO, to which all Member States have free access, 
the free exchange of plant genetic material is guaranteed; 
5. Recommends to the ACP States that the authorities responsible for protected arc;:as should: 
(a) implement a policy for the rnnscrvarion of wild yarieti::cs of cultivated plants and, in particularj 
decide if and where additional reserves should be set up to protect the maximum number of 
genotypes of ~s many ·wilJ vari.ctics of cultivated ~pccics as possible, · 
ensure that the regulations governing protected areas sr;:1te explicitly that the wHection of 
germ plasm may be permitted (under conditions which do not render it difficult) for the 
purposes of selection ~tnd improvement of cuhivatcd species, 
arrange to cooperate with a national research ct~ntrc or gene bank to facilitate the study and 
storage of genetic material collected from the protected areas; 
(h) take the following measurt's: 
carry out a census of all the plant species in the protecteJ areas, 
identify tlu· wild vancrn:s of ..:ultivatcd spl·des m tlw prote1.:tcd .~\rcas and m.,p the 
distribution of varieties and e..:otypes, 
illentify the conditions requin:d hy cad, ~\wt·ics, vari~ty ,wd en.Hype ;1ml m.ikc :my 
improvements nec.:c~sary to ensure rhc prcsl·rvati,jn of spcdts, varieties .tnd ci.:'.otypcs; 
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6. Recommends that the ACP States should draw up and implement policies which cover the 
following areas: 
legal protection of wild animals, 
creation of national parks and other protected areas, 
cstab!,ishment of appropriate administrative structures, 
use of wild anim.11 habitats, 
national and regional measures to prevent poaching, 
programmes and funds for research, 
ratification or membership of international and regional conventions; 
7. Recommends that the EEC should provide technical and material assistance for ACP States 
wishing to implement a national policy for the conservation of genetic resources and the protection 
of endangered species of wild animals and plants; 
8. Recommends the European Community, with regard to the implementation of the Third 
Lome Convention, to: 
(a) encourage regional coopc!ration on research into the conservation of natural resources by 
promoting and consolidating relations and technical cooperation agreements between ACP 
countries; in particular as regards research, training, the exchange of information and research 
findings and consultative services; 
(b) ensure that a suhstantial component dealing with conservation and the management of 
protected areas is included in all training programmes arranged within the framework of 
forestry projcns; 
(c.:) reinforce or set up prm:edures for assessing the environmental impact of all development 
projects, particularly in the area of agricultural cooperation; 
(J) apply, in the implementation of financial and technical cooperation, the provisions of the 
Third Lomc Convention specifying that use should be made first and foremost of appropriate 
technology, defined as being technology which is compatible with the natural environment and 
adapted to the local so1.:ilH:conomic wnditions; 
(c) encourage implementation of projects calling for the use of new and renewable sources.of 
energy that are within the means of local authorities and technologies which ensure the 
protection of the environment; 
9. Calls on the Commission of the European Communities and the European Parliament to 
increase substantially the appropriations entered against Article 946 of the Community budget; 
to. Recommends that the ACP States should study with UNESCO/MAB and the other 
international organizations rnnccrncd (IUCN, UNEP) the possibilities of establishing biosphere 
reserves, implementing the World Conservation Strategy at national level and increasing 
substantially the funds made available for conservation by reviewing their priorities and stepping 
up their efforts to oht:tin addition:11 funding (hoth within the United Nations and elsewhere)~ 
11. Calls on rhc ACP States to take measures to permit the collection of information which is 
essential for the conservation of wild varieties of cultivated plants, in particular by: 
(a) recognizing the need to introduce or continue the preparation of inventories of the wild 
varieties of c:ultivatcd plants; 
(h) establishing a data hank for information on the genetic resources of cultivated plants in 
protected areas to provide users of such genetic material with the name and location of each 
protected area, Jctails of the species (and, where appropriate, the varieties and ecotypes) to be 
found in the protected area, the adJress to which they should apply for authorization to collect 
material, the address of the nearest research centre and the address and details of the nearest 
centre for the storage of genetic.: reserves; 
12. Lastly, l'xpn•sse"i its conviction that preservinJ! the plant and animal stocks of all continents 
and oceans and of ,111 lm:al districts, riv<.·rs, l11kcs, etc. is a common need for thl· mc<lium- and long-
tnm future of thl' population of tht· whole wodd; 
I .l. Instructs its Co-rresidents to forward rhis resolution to rhe ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the: Commission anJ the Parliaments and Governments of the Mcmher States of the Third Lome 
Convl:ntion. 
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RESOLUTION 
on the role of women in the development process 
The EEC-ACP Joint Assembly 
meeting from 23 to 27 September 1985 in Inverness (United Kingdom), 
A. having regard to the report of the role of women in the devdopmcnr process (Doc. ACP-EEC/ 
/85), drawn up by Mrs Rose Waruhiu on hchalf of the Joint Committee and the resolution 
contained in this report, 
B. having regard td the preparatory work c-arricd out by the working party on the role of women 
in the development process, 
C. having regard to the resolution adopted by the Consultative Assembly on 23 September 1983 in 
Berlin on the institutional system of a new ACP-EEC convention and in particular the third 
indent of paragraph 6 
D. on the basis of the Resolution adopted by the Joint Committee on 31 Jar.i1ary 1985 in 
Bujumhurn (Burundi) on the role of women in the development process in view of the 1985 
World Conference on the Decade for Women 
E. having regard to the three reports drawn up by HE JV1r Chasle {Mauritius) on behalf of rhe Joint 
Committee on the EEC-ACP Consultative Assembly on cultural cooperation between the EEC 
and the ACP and the resolutions adopted thereon by the Consultative Ass.::mbly in 
Luxembourg, Rome and Berlin . 
F. having regard to the rc!;olutions of the European Padiamenc of 11 February 1981, 17 
January 1984 and in particular rhat of 10 May 198S on the conference to be held in July 
1985 in Nairobi to mark the end of the Decade for Women, "''ith special reference to pani.grnp·i"l 
22, 
G. having regard to the recommendation of the Council of the European Community on 
promoting positive action for women 
H. having regard ro the 1982 Commission mcr.10randum on the development policy of the 
European Community 
I. having regard to the report from the Commission to the Council on women and 
development 
J. having regard and with special reference to the 1975 action plan by Mexico on the themes of 
equality, dcvdopmem and peace; the sub-areas of this programme, education, health and 
employment which wcn! adopted in 1980 m Copenhagen at th,~ Conference to mark half-time 
in the Decade for Women, 
K. having regard to the action plannt'd by Lagos (Chapter XII) for the economic development cf 
Africa, the Carihhe;m :md Pacific Dcvdopment Plan and the Dedaration of the Inter-American 
Women's Commission for the year .2000, 
I.. having regard to the prt'parations for the 1985 World Conference on the Decade for Women, in 
particular rhe rct:ommendationo; of the various rcgiona.l preparatory conferences, 
M. having regard and with special reference to the recommendations and strategies adopted at the 
conclusion of the World Conference on the UN Decade for Women, 
N. having regard ro the t1N Convention on the elimination of all forms of Jiscrimir.ation against 
women, 
0. whereas the formulation and implementation of strategies, programmes and devdopment 
projects should include support for cultural activities and ~ccount of special sodo-rnltural 
circumstances, components a.nd con .. equence.s, 
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P. recognizing that the expansion and improvement of hot'1 the cultural and economic role of 
women in the production process and a'.i part of community development must be given 
l.'.onsiderable attention, · 
Q. rnnvinccd .. that a genuine start on development can only be made if it focuses on people and that 
the aim is the development of individuals and the advancement of communities, 
R. recognizing that in the past social and economic transformations have often had harmful side-
effects on women and that failure to take account of such social and cultural, historical and 
local background conditions when implementing development projects has often been to 
women's disadvantage, as well as to the development process, 
S. aware that it is difficult to achieve development of agriculture, and self~sufficiency against 
famine, without the vital contribution of women, 
T. convinced that the problem of equal treatment is a question of achieving equal rights, i.e. that it 
hdon~s to the field of human rights in general, 
U. convinced that development is only possible by mobilizing all human resources, with special 
rcforence to women, and recognizing the important role played by women in the various socio• 
economic sectors in the ACP countries,· in particular in farming, food, health and family 
education, 
V. regretting that the aid provided during the periods of earlier ACP-EEC Conventions (Lome I 
and II) did not normally provide for integrated development and generally took no account of 
the social and cultural development of the majority of the population, in particular wome~, 
1. Welcomes the actions by the international community for the integration of women into the 
development process as part of the UN Decade for Women and calls on all those responsible for 
A CP-EEC cooperation to take account in future economic and social planning at all levels the main 
findings and conclusions reached at the final conference in Nairobi; 
2. Welcomes the fact that the Third ACP-EEC Convention contains in Title VIII on cultural and 
social cooperation Article 123 on the role of women; emphasizes however that practical action is 
necessary if the requirements set out here are to be reali1.ed in practice; 
3. Notes expressly that an integrated approach to development is n~eded and that it is not a 
question of isolated prov;rammes for women but of considering all projects and programmes in 
tc~hnical and financial cooperation from the point of view of their influence on the situation of 
women, firstly to prevent such measures working to the disadvantage of women and secondly to 
improve directly living conditions for women, particularly in the fields of education, health and 
food. employment, in the framework of rural development programmes, in industrialization and 
technology; 
4. lJ rges therefore as· far as possible that no <.icvclopment project should in future be formulated, 
implemented or concluded under Lome without the effects on the female population being taken 
into account at each phase and cor1siders the participation of experts on women's affairs or possibly 
women in the planning, formulation and implementation of development projects absolutely 
essential; urges moreover that women should be represented in all the institutions concerned with 
ACP-EEC cooperation and that awarenes'> of the needs and concerns of women should be 
hci~htened among those responsible for planning and implementing development projects; 
S. Urges all governments to adopt special policies with. regard to women; 
6. Calls in particular on the Governments of the Member States of the Community to reconsider 
their development policy planning to take greater account of women's problems; 
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7. T akcs the view that the integration of women into the <levdopmcnt process and the economic 
and social improvement of their situation under Lome m can only itm.:ceed if the foJlowing spedfic 
ohjectives of development policy are adhered to and calls on the Commission to formulate an 
appropriate action plan: 
(a) Women counsellors 
In the planning of projects special arrangements must be made for the areas of activity which 
affect women for example collate information, observe ai.:tivities, consult women and train and 
make available female staff, 
Women must be appointed to leading positions at nationai, regional and local level; 
(h) Education 
The education and training of women must he intensified at all levels. As regards equality of 
opportunity in the education sector special attention must he given to ensuring that the number 
of qualified women who can help develop the educational sector grows. Access to information, 
documentation and research institutions must be made easier, 
Women must be trained as local specialist staff (project leaders; agricultural expert~, health 
counsellors) and ir must be ensured that they can work effectively even in remote vdlages, 
given th,c limited txtcnt of th,e formal school system in vadous rural areas, when the formal 
school system does not reach such areas, an informal education service must be provided for 
the populations concerned and attention must be given to ensuring that the method of 
education does not force women into predetermined social roles, 
it is important that training schemes do not assume women will pursue peripheral forms of 
employment, 
training schemes should not divide social roles according tc sex, 
literacy campaigns must be reformed in the light of the concept of 'fun,.:tional literacy', i.e. be 
practically applicable and relate to the essential areas of village life; 
(c) Agricultural pro;ects and food strategy projects 
Women who are responsible for cultivation, harvesting, storin!,l;, preserving a11d processing 
agricultural produce should participate at local village and r,roic.:t level on rhi.: apprnpriatenesE 
and implementation of proiects and should play a full part in pi oici.:t training, education and 
demonstration, 
When projects for mechanization of agricultural operations :m:· instituted which may replace 
women's lahour by tnt:n's, the women concerned should partkip;.1te Jt loc.1.l lcvd to ensure that 
alrernative acccptahlc a..:tivities are provided for them, 
Partit:ular account should be taken in this sector of social and cultural rules; 
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(d) Siting of rural industries and micro-projects 
The siting of industrial projects and micro-projects shoulJ be designed to take into account the 
need to provide employment for people closer to their families and homes in order to reduce the 
number of men who arc induced to migrate to cities to find work, leaving their wives to run the 
family household and agriculture alone; 
(e) Housing and rural infrastructure 
Projects concerning improvements in housing must be considered by women familiar with local 
conditions and needs, 
Women resident in villages and areas where rural infrastructure of developmen~ programmes 
arc being planned or implemented must be closely involved at all stages; 
(f) Credit 
Women who arc the effective operators of production from property or land should have the 
capacity to obtain credit for their operations regardless of land and property tenure laws, 
Women who: arc active in trade or handicra&s should have the same possibilities as men to 
obtain business and bank loans and tec.:hnical assistance, 
(g) Projects affecting markets, wholesale, retail distribution and handicrafts 
Women with experience in local marketing, distrihution and handicrafts operations should 
participate in all stages of marketing and distribution of projects affecting local trade patterns 
which .1re important to women's trading activities; and the local women involved must be 
familiarized with projects and arrangements made to ensure that they can take full advantages of 
such projects; 
(h) Health and nutrition 
()nly a multidimensional approach can lead to a long-term improvement in the pattern of health 
among women, men and children, because a large number of causal factors affect the state of 
psychological and physical disorders; the following are important: 
greater efforts to create a basic health service including the provision of ·maternity, family 
planning, health clinics and primary health care within the range of remote villages, 
women must be given greater help to learn about hygiene, nutrition, preventive medicine and in 
particular how to combat transmissihlc diseases with such serious consequences as infertility, 
infant mortality and congenital illnesses, 
appropriate steps should be taken hy the EEC ,1nd its Member States to ensure that companies 
operating in the ACP countries rcspct.:1 the Wf 10 code on the marketing of suhstitutc products 
for hreast milk; 
(i) Adequate provision of water 
Improvements to the water supply mu~r be encouraged both hy independent projects and as 
part of rural regional development programmes, the success of which will mainly depend on 
respect for socio-cultural background drcumstanccs, 
Women who bear the chief burden for obtaining water for household use must participate in 
projects for local water supply and must be trained in the care and repair of pumps and 
apparatus. Women should also be trained in relevant aspects of water purity, and learn how to 
purify water; 
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(j) bwironment and meeting ba$ic domestic energy de1'nands 
Women can only contribute to projection of the natural environment if they are made aware of the 
issues at the proper time; the following aspects :.1rc crucial: 
increasing the supply of firewood by appropriate management and protection of existing 
forests and the dcvdopment of a social forestry sysrcm adapted to the needs of the people, 
the gathering of fud is a great burden for women and therefore women as the main users and 
suppliers of domestic energy in rural areas muse be fully involved in the planning, development 
and implementation of new cooking facilities, energy technologies and strategies; 
(k) Appropriate technology 
By increasing training facilities and technological research: 
women must have greater access to appropriate technology, 
measures arc needed to help women take a full part in and benefit from the process of 
technological change, 
technology should be geared to ensure that women play a full part in the economy, 
technologies which offer a simplification, and a reduction in daily, unpaid work should be 
encouraged; 
(I) Data on women needed in development decisicm-mak.ing, 
Practical steps should be taken to ensure thti.t economic, social and culrnral data used for dedsion~ 
making in dcvdopment is hrokcn down into male/female, family unit and age categories so that 
planning can hr.! based on rcliahlc estimates of the position of women involved in or affected by 
development projects, 
(m) Monitoring of tht' e/(e(t., of development on 11,omt'ti and of th,~ degree to which women 
enhanc:e dei,dopmem; 
Within the ACP-EEC cooperative efforts steps shoi.Jd he t:-iken to t'r1courage narion..11 
;trrangemcnts, sm.:h as v;ovemmt.·nt departments for women's affairs, wornen's bureaux and 
i..:ommissions with dircl:t ao.:ess to ~overnment to ensure ,..:ontinual monitoring of the effects of 
Jevclopmcnt projects on women, the adequate orientation of prnjects to the well-being of women 
and the extent to which women :ue encouraged to enhance development themselves and tz.ke part 
in projt'cts. Alongside this, in the Member States of the Community we should set up commissions 
within the Ministry or Government department~ dealing with development and cooperation in 
order ro ensure that women's problems arc taken account· of in the financing of development 
projects; 
(n) Participation ol women and womt.'n's interests in d<·(isim1-nMkit1g 
Women affected hy lkvelopmr.:nt prnjeds and their organizations must participate continually at 
.. di levels of decision-making and implementation to l'nsure that wom1..·n's activities, occupations, 
wdl-hcinj?. .md riv;hts arc fully takt·n into account. The active participation of women is the desired 
aim ; 
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(o) Ability of women to enhance self-help and communal joint-ventures and the need to encourage 
this 
Women's cooperation in self-help and communal joint-ventures can greatly enhance the value of 
these, and their cooperation must be encouraged; 
(p) Aid geared to production 
Support for women's activities must also be gcJred to production because an improvement in the 
economic status of women would improve markedly their social position, as well as that of the 
Community as a whole;. 
(q) Women's ability to generate income 
Projects designed to raise the qualifications of women for employment should be encouraged at 
rural and urban levels in order to provide greater choice of employment for them and capacity to 
l'arn; 
(r) Women in urban industry 
The planning and implementation of urban industrial projects where women are employed must be 
based on advice and participation with the women concerned; 
(s) Recognition of unpaid work by women 
Women who run households and also those who play a vital part in agricultural and other 
production activities should be entitled to benefit from a fair share of the family income. Men and 
women should be encouraged to recognize the right of women to the benefit of a fair share of the 
family resources; 
(t) l.egaJ advice and citizens' aid 
Priority should be given in development plans for the encouragement of legal aid and citizens' 
advice bureaux within practical reach of villages with special emphasis being given to the needs of 
women's welfare and rights. Legal aid for women in their pursuit of their welfare and rights should 
be encouraged; 
(u) Media for women 
Encourav;cment should he given to the disst:mination of bulletins and newsletters informing 
women and women's organtzations of matters relevant to their activities, occupations, and 
rights, not only in thdr own locality but in neighbouring countries and regions, 
Aid should be given for exhibitions and demonstrations of the role of women in development 
and economic and social life at fairs and other suitable events, 
ACP-EEC projects should be launched hy seminars and demonstrations to explain the role of 
women in development and t•conomic :rnd social life, 
The media should be encouraged to portray women as active participants in development and 
not as sex symbols; 
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(v) Women's organizi1ffons 
Women's organizations should be encouraged and their activities encouraged especially with 
the help of NGOs within the framework of ACP-EEC cooperation, not only with regard to the 
role of women in development and economic and social affairs but also with regard to women's 
political and legal status, 
The projects of wonu:n's organizations must be such as to allow int:egration in national plans if 
they arc to he sul'l'Cssful, 
The Commission should provide the women's organizations in the ACP countries with the 
necessary financing to enable them to carry out projects and facilitate meetings between 
European and ACP women's associations; 
(w) Population tmlicy - family pla,ming 
Measures arc needed to facilitate a rcsponsihle and effective population policy and family 
planning with emphasis being placed on the training of women and their full integration into 
rhc Jcvclopment process as presented at the 1984 Mexico Conference on population issues, 
Appenls tu the ACP States to recognize their responsibility in this field and calls on the 
European Community to take positive measures in helping those ACP States who ask for 
support; 
(x) Measures forth,• most di.,advant.1ged groHps of women: refugees 
The infrastructures in rhc refugee reception camps must be improved without delay, decent living 
conditions created, and measures undertaken to ensure a Jefinitive solution to the problem of 
refugee families; 
(y) Me,1sure (or women suffering from the effects of thl' i.1f>.1rtheid regime 
Special aiJ measures must be provided for the women victims of apartheid, who suffer a double 
discrimination; 
(1.) Migrant wonwn workers 
The Community and its Member States are urged to take meaj,.:.res immediately to improve the 
sirnation of migrant women from ACP States resident in the Com.munity and to bring to an end 
all forms of incqua lir~ :,v.ainst these peopk, anJ c:nahle fam.ilies to be united, 
c;rt-.ltcr financial support !-:hould he given to non-governmi.:ntal organizations and the 
appropriate associations which provide social and cultural assistance to migrant women from 
ACP countries during their period of residence in. the Memher States; 
8. Emphasizes that projects to improw the siwntion of women can only be carried out if 
significrntly mon: fin.1111:ing is made av:1ilahlt· from the EDF of the new Lome Conventim1 and the 
Ell\; ur~•.:s in this context the formulaiion of critt:ria reco~11i1.cd by hoth sides for assessing projects 
to receive fin.rn~ial aiJ from FIW, FIB and CID; 
9. Rt.·cornnh:nJ!-. that joint evaluation teams to ev.~luatc EDF - financed projects within the 
framework of finant:ial and rc,Jrnical ~ooperation - should include women and that the 
assessment critl.'ria should t,tkc ,Kcount of the impa1.:t of the projects on the situation of women; 
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10, Calls on the Commission when implementing the Third Lome Convention to carry our at 
regular intervals careful evaluation, scrutiny and benefit analysis of the effects of development 
measures on women; takes the view that the studies should show whether the measures and 
programmes carried out in the Member States of the Community and ACP States have contributed 
to achieving equality of opportun_ity for women. The Commission shall report back regularly to the 
Joint Assembly, and the Working Group on the Role of Women in the De~elopment Process shall 
monitor the application of the specific objectives of paragraph 7; 
11. Instructs its Co-President to forward this resolution and the accompanying report to the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Council and Commission of the European Communities, the 
Governments of the Member States and the ACP States, the United Nations and the non-
governmental organizations particularly active in this field. 
RESOLUTION 
on human righh 
Tin• ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
mt·etinp; in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. having regard to the report of the ACP-EEC ad-hoe Working Group on Human Rights 
presented by Mrs Flesch, rapporteur (CA/CP/528), in which the members of the ad-hoe 
Working Group were able to discuss on the basis of parity between representatives from the 
African, Caribbean anJ Pacific ·countries and memhcrs of the European Parliament such a 
delicate yet fundamental policital issue, 
B. considers that fundamenti1l human rights, whether they he political, social, economic or other, 
constitute a legitimate subject of concern for all ACP-EEC countries, 
C. considers that mankind, male and female, must be the essential henefidary of development 
policy, and must be able to find satisfaction and wcll-hcing in his everyd.1y life withoudear of 
aggression, unwarranted arrest or Jcrention or ;1ny other political menace or coercion and 
maintains that man cannot live with dignity under the ,urrcnt world economic system, 
D. notes the contents of the Universal Declaration of Hum.m Rights, the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights, the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Right, rhe European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 
E. considers that all signatories of the Third Lome Convention h.1ve confirmed their international 
obligation to ensure the preservation and improvement of human rights, and have therefore 
underlined the positive link between the promotion of human rights and efforts towards 
development, 
F. wnsiders that each individual citizen should be granted the right and opportunity by his 
country to take action aF;ainst any infringement of his human ri~hts, i11 accordam:c with the 
Joint Declaration ad Article 4 of the Conveurion, 
G. expressing the hope that the signatories of the Third Lomc Convention will play an active part 
in eliminating the ohsrades preventing individuals and peoples from actually enjoying to the 
full their economic, social and cultura:l rights, as sratcd in paragraph 2 of the Joinr Dedaration 
ad Artirh: 4 on 1-fuman Rights annexed to the Third Lome Convention, 
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H. ronsidcrs that the worsening economic phght of many devckiping countries may well condemr1 
more people to starv:1tio11, malnutrition and mHkrJevelvpment, 
I. 1.:011siders that continued dialogue is essential between European and ACP States in order to 
assure constructive and humane devclopmcm within all of societies so that our governments 
may work in the interests of all our peoples irrrspcctive of their political opinion, ethnic group, 
cultural or religious helief or their class, 
J. considers that wherever people arc ruled hy unrepresentative and elitist minorities using 
coercion and repression, human rights are grossly violated, 
K. considers that the apartheid regime in South Africa, which constitutes a violation of human 
rights, is an affront .to human dignity as the overwhelming majority of the population is 
~ovcrncd hy a repressive, unrepresentative and racist minority and ia denied its basic freedom 
and fundamental rights, 
L. aware that it is not yet possible to mention structural and individual violations of human rights 
in this resolution or to investigate them, 
M. concerned by the dramatic plight of many refugees who often face the problem.s of insecurity, 
hunger and sickness, 
N. notes with approval that the Third Lome Convention provides for aid to projects and 
programmes aimed at self-sufficiency and the integration or rc:nregration of refugees, 
0. considering the serious difficulties facing migrant workers and students in their .countries of 
residence, 
P. stresses that t·vcry person when arrested is entitled t0 a democratic and public trial, legal 
assistance and humane trt:atment during detention, 
<i. draws ,Htt.·ntion to the f:14:t that all peoples in J. rnumry are entitled to their own cultural and 
sm:1:11 Jcvclopnu:nt, 
I. Wekomcs the fo,_:t dut tht" cont meting p:1rt1t·s to thl· Third i .ome Convention agreed upon the 
need to indude rl'fcrcm:t:s to human rights in the prcamhle to the Convention and in a Jofr1t 
I kclaration annexed to Article 4 of the Convention; 
2. Hopes that the ACP Memher Stares of the OAU ratify the African Charter cm Haman and 
Peoples' Rights in order that it may be put into effect at the earliest opportunity and that all the 
Member Stares of the European Community ratify the European Convention on Human Rights; 
3. Proposes, tlK·refore, 
(i) th .. tt tht· Member Statrs undertake, in accordance with the resolution adopted by the 
Consultarivl~ Assembly in Rome, to break off all cconomib- financial and military relations 
with South Afrii:a and to do all in their power to bring to an end a situation which brings 
disgran· on mai1kind; 
(ii) that mc.m: aJequatt: t·conomk resourc.:cs he dl·votcd to rl'solving the problems which undermine 
the possihility for the peoples of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific to enioy their 
fundamental human rights as ddincJ hy Artidc 25 of the Universal Declaration of Hurnan 
Rights, and that more pmitivc political effort he.: maJe in this same direction; 
(iii) that more he done financially, lov;istkally and politicaHy to sllpport all organizations working 
in favour of refugees, including partirnlarly the United Nations High Commission for 
Rcfugccs, and, where possible in cooperauon with NGO's, to ensure that the status of refugees 
is assurcJ and that their needs arc catered for, including their fundamental human rights; 
(iv) that immigrant workers, students and their families should receive adequate and proper 
tn:atmcm in their host country and that more should be done through closer culturml 
rnoperation to ensure their proper assimilation into the societies within which they choose to 
live, having foll regard to their rights anJ wdl-bcing; · 
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(v) that, having regard to the findings of the report of the ad-hoe Working Party, the Bureau of the 
Joint Assembly should monitor human rights developments both in Europe and the ACP 
States, make appropriate recommendations and, when necessary, call for the convening of a 
working party; 
(vi) expresses the hope that the new provisions in paragraph 3 (v) will lead to speedier resolution of 
human rights prohlcms in ACP and EEC States than in the past; 
(vii) that this motion for a resolution and the accompanying report be forwarded to the Council of 
Ministers and to the Commission of the European Community, to the Committee of 
Ambassadors and the ACP Council, and to the National Assemblies and Parliaments of all the 
Member States signatory to the Third Lome Convention and to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations Organization. 
RESOLUTION 
on the Third ACP-1:::EC Convention - Prospects and Constraints 
'/'he ACP-1:EC Joint Assembly. 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. having regard to the report on the Third ACP-EEC Convention - Prospects and Constraints 
(Doc. ACP-EEC/0015/ A/85) - drnwn up by Mr Chas le on beh.1lf of the Joint Assembly, and 
to the motion for a resolution incorporated in that report, 
B. having regard to the text of the Third Convention of Lome, 
(:. having regarJ to the conclusions and <lt·<:isions of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers of 21 June 
1985, 
D. having regard to the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for 1984, 
E. taking account of the outcome of the Conference of tht'. Heads of State or Government held in 
Addis Ababa in July 1985, 
F. having regard to the Annual Ri:ports of the Court of Auditors of the European Communities, 
especially its statements i;oncerning the EDF, and to tht· Annual Report of the European 
Investment Bank for 1984, 
c;. having regard to the work rnrrcntly heing undcrt.lkl'll hy its working partic.s, especially the 
report hy Mrs Flesch on human ri~hts, the report hy Mrs Waruhiu on the role of womt·n in the 
development process and the report by Mr Mm1t·lc on the creation of biogcncric reserves and 
the rational management of srocb of animal .mJ w~ctablc living matt~r. both terrestrial and 
marine, 
11. taking account of the Fina·! Declaration adopted by the Joint Committet· on 31 January 1985 in 
Bujumbura (BurunJi)1 
I. taking account of the most signifo:ant resolutions adopted by the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assembly with regard to the renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention and. in particular, those 
taking account of the annual report of tht· ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for 1982 and 
looking towards the immint·1lt negotiations for a ~ucccssor Convention to Lome H.,., 
taking into account the Eighth Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers on the· 
state of implementation of the Lome Convention and prospects for the subsequent new 
Convention, 
on the three reports on cultural cooperation hc:twccn the ACP Statt'!'> .md the EEC 
on the fight against hunger, 
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on ACP-EEC cooperation in the field of energ11 
on ACP-EEC industrial cooperation, 
on the parliamentary institutional system to he established under the new ACP-EEC 
Convention 1 
on the environment and devclopmen~ 
- on the preparations for the forthcoming ACP-EEC negotiations, 
J. having regard to the following resolution,.s .,doptcd by the European Parliament: 
0111 the European Community's policy towards developing countries (the memorandum of 
the Commission of the European Communities on the European Community's 
development poli,y - COM(82) 640 final), 
on the context of the future ACP-EEC Convention to follow Lome 11, 
on the conclusion of the Third Lome Convention, 
on the propoi.al from rhe Commission of tht· European Communities to the Council for a 
dcdsion on the adopi:ion of a pmv;rammc: of assistanc.:e for the development of indigenous 
scientific and tcchaical reiican::h tapacitil:~; in the Jevdoping countries 1984 to 1987, 
IC having regard to the serious lack of food, to the malnutrition and famine in many ACP State£, 
and referring ro the urgent n!!ed to improve self"sufficiency in food and seciLJrity of food suppini1;1~ 
in the ACP States as rapidly as possible, 
L. having n:gard to the 1:onrnrnnication from the Commission to the Council concerning the 
European Community ancl Africa (COM{H4) .UO final). 
M. having regard to the wor~ening economic and financial situation of a large number of ACP 
States, principally in Africa, in an internationally unfavourable climate, 
N. noting that cooperation between cht· ACP States an<l tht· European Economic Community 
under Lome II did not succeed in hringing about significant ;mprovement~ in the economic and 
social conditions obtaining in most ACP States, 
0. referring to the Lagos action progr.1mme for the economic development of Africa and to the 
objectives laid dow~1 hy the ACP States in the: Caribbean and the Pacific, 
P. heartily wdcominp; the acccss10n to the new Convention ti1f Moz:~.mbiqm: and Angola~ 
Q. whereas the right to culture is.an inalienable right of aH pcopk:i,, and whereas the anm oi 
devdopmeiu must be the full devclopraem: of the individual and of th1; various communities in 
the world, 
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A. PRINCIPLES OF AND INNOVATIONS IN LOME Ill 
1. Welcomes the conclusion of the Third Convention of Lome and, in particular, the fact that 
when the text was drafted, account was taken of important suggestions put forward by the 
parliamentary bodies of the..· Second Convention of Lomc and of the European Parliament, 
2. Notes with satisfaction that compared with Lomc II, the new ACP-EEC Convention contains 
specific strw.:tural improvements and defines new areas of cooperation, in particular: 
general provisions, which specify and redefine the basis for ACP-EEC relations and the aims of 
cooperation and lay down the major guidelines thereof, 
the inclusion of the basic principle of self-reliant development designed to meet basic human 
rcq uirements, 
respect for human dignity, 
the status and the role of women in the development process, 
attention to the cultural and social dimension of development, 
the improvement of development woperation on the basis of the human and natural resources 
of the ACP States themselves, 
greater participation hy grass-roots communities in development programmes, 
support for food strategies, with a view to attaining self-sufficiency and security of food 
supplies, 
intensive rnoperation in the fisheries sector, 
campaign ag.tinst desertification and deforestation, 
investment, 
trnnsport and communications, 
respect for human rights, 
strengthening of the institutions and improvements in the working methods of the bodies set up 
by rhc Convt·ntion; 
.3. Takes the view that the new Convention is equipped with the necessary instruments for 
development policy required to improve the economic and social situation of the populations of the 
ACP States; acknowled~es at the same time that Lomc Ill offers an exemplary model of north-south 
rdations with its comprehensive mechanisms and the numher of countries involved; 
4. Considers that in the context of the Community's support for self-reliant and sc..·if-sustaining 
devdopment of tin· ACP Sratcs, which 1s the principal ohjective of Lorne Ill, particular attention 
must he given to the fight a~ainst hunger, poverty, disease and social injustice so that the 
inhahitants of the ACP States may satisfy their basic needs and lead decent livl'S; 
B. FOOD AND THE FIGHT AGAINST HUNGER 
S. Urges the ACP States to devote the hulk of their efforts and a substantial share of EDF 
resources to developing agriculture an<l rural areas; 
6. Calls on the European Community, when embarking on the process for reforming the CAP, 
also to consult the ACP Stares anJ to introduce in the new common agricultural policy criteria and 
measures that will hdp the developing countries to achieve agricultural and food sdf-sufficicirncy; 
7. Takes the view that food strategies will he neither functional nor efficient unless they are part 
of :rn overall Jevelopmcm strategy at n.·v;ional, national .rnd intcrn:uional level designed to 
eliminate poverty anJ cconomit· and social disparities hy a substantial increase in and better 
distrihurion of inconw,;; 
8. R,:commends to th(' ACP States, aci.:or'-1ingly, that they implement a <.:oordinated series of 
measures in the agricultural, rural anJ industrial sectors desi~ned to maximise human resources, 
tht' environment, water rcsouri.:t·s, health and to improve..· 1hc situation of women, and recommends 
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to the Community that it :1Ctivdy pursues and f!l.te11&-. its 
ACP States affected by famine, especially in the S1hd; 
9. Welcomes the role played by the Enropcan Parli.i:mcnti the European Community and its 
Member States and the international community in general in tackling the famine currently 
affecting Africa; 
10. Believes that a lasting solution to this problem lies in the development of national food 
proJucrion and, sim:c that is the priority aim and ohjective of the JFA:O, caHs on the Cound] and 
Commission of the EEC to provide for a Community contribution to enable the lFAD to survive, 
and on the Member States to increase their national contributions to the IFAD in the framework of 
the OECD or to make an additional voluntary contrib~tion to its special action programme for the 
Sahcl; 
l 1. Calls for aid granted by the Community, the Member States and other donors to be better 
<.:oordinated so that it will be more effective and more efficiently distributed; 
12. Calls, in addition to food aid, for a series of measures covering health, technical and 
structural aid designed to improve the lives of the people and to help towards the complete 
rehabilitation of communities and the reorganization of production systems; 
U. Notes the vital importance of transport infrastructure in distributing food, and calls for 
urgent attention ro this in the context of Lomc m programmes; 
14. Calls for ways to be sought of improvi~g the effectiveness of rural devdopmi:m programmes 
in the best interc~ts of the rural population by encournging the implementation of small~&!:a1B." 
projects; 
IS. Calls for the immcdiati.: implementation of the Joint Dcdaration (Annex 3) which provipes 
for the setting up of a group of experts instructed to carry out a detaaed study into the access of the 
ACP States to availahlt: agricultural products; 
I 6. Considers it necessary and urgent to introduce or conso)idate an early warning system to 
trigger emergency aiJ measures in th1.: case of fooJ crises in the ACP States, especially in the Sahel; 
17. Calls for the daborationt as part of ACP-EEC cooperas:ion, of practical prnposals for the 
creation of a decentralized systern of stockpiling in order to ensure that in emergencies, foodstuffa 
arc available i.e. a balanced supply is guaranteed between hiuves.ts; 
18. Cails on the ACP States to make full use of the provi::;ions on reg~onal cooperation with a 
view to consolidating their sclfwsuffidency in food, 
19. Considers that it is essential to provide the peasant farming sector with improved productimt 
l\:,JrniquL·s, advisory services anJ oth(!r incL·11tivt·s in order to incrc:1sc agricultural production; 
20. Welcomes the Je~ision taken at the OAU C .. mferencc hdd in Ju!y 1985 in Addis Ab.Jbii to 
int-reasc public investment in the agriculmral secror and to takt specific measures to improve the 
fooJ situation in Africa; in this connection, explicitly invites the European Community and the 
Member States to support those measures,; 
21. Wckomcs the Community's initiative to indude in the action programme in the field of 
biotcchrwiogy research 1985/86, designed to attain some of its own obj..:ctives in fidds such a! 
:1gricultme and health care, measures designed to promote the development of self-sufficiency in 
food in the Third World, hut i.:aHs for specific rneasun.:.·s to promote priority in research and 
development of bion~chm)logy in tropical crops and Hvesto'"k; 
22. Calls for 1.:ommon standards for safety in biological processes and products in developed and 
developing countries; 
B. Notes with satisfaction that the T,:dmirai Ccmre for Agriculture ha.s finally got off t};:' 
ground; hopes that it will ber.:01m· fully operational as early as possible; calls on the ACP States. the 
European Community and its Member States to Jo their utmost to institute a scientific and 
technical informatiou network and ur~cs tht' ACP States tll hcncfit from the assistance offored hy 
the Crntrc with rc11,ard to pLrnnin~ ar;ricultmal and rural development, preparing and assessing 
projct.:ts and Jra winµ up polii:it·s for training tc1..:hnit.:al mana~crs; 
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24. Proposes that the Community's Member States should finance the education and training of 
up to 500 agricultural scientists in existing European and African centres of excellence in order to 
attract able African youngsters into the agricultural sector and to provide the necessary personnel 
to set up and staff indigenous research and development and training facilities in Africa; 
C. CULTURAL AND SOCIAL COOPERATION 
25. Notes with satisfaction that the new Convention embodies for the first time precise 
commitments in the field of rnltural and social cooperation on three levels: 
in the preambles and the articles of the Convention whereby cooperation, which hitherto was 
solely of an economic nature, is extended to cover the cultural sector, 
in a separate chapter on cultural and social cooperation, in which the guidelines for and the 
instruments of that cooperation are set out, 
in the various tides and chapters of the Convention and in various annexes to the Final Act of 
the Convention; 
26. Welcomes the fact that the negotiators took broad account of the recommendations made by 
the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly and that for the first time in the history of cooperation 
between industrialized nations and developing countries, genuine importance is attached to the 
cultural and social dimension; 
27. Welcomes in particular the recognition of the important role of women in the development 
process; and calls for the effective implementation of the important provisions set out in Article 
123,; 
28. Considl'rs that the development of local .tnd regional craft industries may play an essential 
role in safcgu~trding the value and expression of indi)?,cnous cultures, in maintaining pluralism and 
cultural autonomy, in the campaign to preserve cultures from being overwhelmed by foreign 
wltures and in the consolidation'of the potential of cultural production which is indispensable to 
the development of individuals and communities anJ to the image projected abroad of the countries 
concerned; 
29. Draws the attention of the ACP States in particular to the interest for them of drawing up 
and implementing integrated and coordinated programmes in the various fields referred to and to 
the positive · economic spin-offs of developing their cultural products, in particular cinema, 
television, publishing and cultural data banks; 
.lO. Recommends that the appropriate multidisciplinary studies be undertaken to ensure that 
proper account is taken of specific socio-cultural characteristics, elements and implications when 
strategies, programmes and development projects '.1re planned, drawn up and implemented; 
3 t. Emphasizes that rhc productive development and the development of the individual in the 
ACP States will only he possihlc if sustained attention is paid to education, training and research 
and to those dements heing geared to socio-economic requirements and cultural realities; 
ll. Considers it absolutely cs,cntial, with a view to satisfying fundamental needs. that structunJ 
reforms of educational institutions and systems undertaken by the A CP States and supported by the 
Community should aim primarily at making literacy programmes more efficient and the non-
formal eduL:ation of individuals, especially in rural· areas, more effective; 
JJ. Hopes that the Community will take an early and positive decision on the aid programme to 
develop indigenous scientific researc..:h potential in the developing countries, especially in the ACP 
States, and hopes that the possibilities of cofinancing with the new budget line created accordingly 
will he fully exploited; 
34. Welcomes the provisions, set out in Annex IX, on migrant workers and students from the 
ACP States in the Member States of the Community and calls on the latter to apply the letter of 
those provisions so as to achieve a fundamental improvement in their social situation and that of 
their families, as well as in thc.:ir conditions of study; · 
.H. Takes the view that it is the duty of ACP and EEC Member States to bring their national 
lcg1-.latio11 into line with acknowlcJgcd internatior:tal obligations relating to the fundamental rights 
of migrants and equality of treatment with nationals; 
36. Calls for the provision of financial aid also from the ESF for the socio-econornic 
reintegration of migrant workers returning to their countries of origin; 
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37. Calls for specific intervention and action by tht! EEC and the Member States-· as requested 
by the European Parliament in its resolution of 9 May 1985 on new guiddines concerning migrant 
workers - to comb;tt the resurgence of racism and xenophobia in the Community countries; 
38. Urges the European Community to grant aid to the ACP States for the conservation and 
maintenance of their own cultural heritage. The return of cultural a.sgets may form pan of an aid 
programme of this nature; 
39. Supports, in this connection, increased cooperation between the Museums and Archive 
Services of the Member States and corresponding institutions in the ACP States, with a view to 
facilitating access to ACP cultures in Europe and European cultures in the ACP States; 
40. Calls for close consultations between the ACP States and the EEC in order to promote the 
application of new technologies emerging in genetics and biotechnology which may have a 
substantial positive impact on the development of the ACP States; 
41. Recommends that within the framework of technologicaJ cooperation between the 
Community and the ACP States, pertinent information hie supplied to the ACP States on the 
implications of the new technologies, in particular their impact on living and working conditions, 
employment, health and the prospects for the development of new assets and services based on 
essential requirements and human problems; 
D. fiNANClAL AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION 
42. Hopes that the provisions governing financial and technical cooperation, in particular those 
in ·1hc field of programming, will now enable the two sides to exchange views on objectives, will 
have a positive influence on the decision-making process, simplify administration, enable financial 
resources to be rapidly released and lead to a more efficient utilization of EDF funds; 
43. Welcomes with s1tisfaction the new provisions providing for the cofinancing of micro~ 
projects by the EDF and local communities without the ACP States concerned being obliged to 
contribute either in cash or in kind; 
44. Recommends that when the Convention is implemented, a genuine synergy is established 
between the provisions of Article 122 concerning the dose and com:iiullous involvement or grass~ 
roots communities and those of Arridcs 101 and 102 so that a significant and rapid contribution 
will be made to raising the standard of living in grass-roots communities and, principally, to 
restoring dignity to the mo'it umlcrprivilegcd classes; 
4S. Recalls th~u the ACP-EEC Consuk.u:ivc Assembly and the Ei.1ropr;1.n Parliament have again 
pronoum:cd themselves in favour of granting an amount of financial aid which corresponds to the 
incn:ased numhcr of ACP States signatory u.) Lome HI and crnphasizcs, in this con11ection1 that the 
appropriations allocated will be im,ufficient to atrain ail th-e rJ;;rcthres set out i:11 the new 
Convention; 
46. Calls, therefore, on the Community .md its Member State:S to consider the pos~ability of 
increasing the appropriations allocated to the EDF during the life of the Convention; 
47. Invites the Community and the ACP States to consider without fonher Jday the evaluation 
reports made in the fields of education and training, rural Jevdopmem, \Vcttcr resources, health and 
financial and technical cooperation so as to henefit from experience acquired; 
48. Calls for a joint study to be undc::rtakcn to assess the impac.:t of the EIB's contribution, in 
particular risk capital, to the development of the ACP States and, Similarly, for an in-depth study to 
be carried out into the reasons why the appropriatiors ~1llocated to the ACP States under the first 
two Conventions of Lome wert.~ not fully utilized; 
49. Calls for a joint study to he unJcrtaken lo assess why the funds provided under Lomc Lmd ll 
haVl' not had a greater positivt: imp.u.:t on the quality d life of the people in thL' ACP St;ltc.•s; 
50. Calls on the Commission to investigate the possibility of making better utilization in the 
future of the opportunities for co-financing with other providers of ,.::apital; 
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E. LEAST-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, LANDLOCKED COUNTRIES AND ISLANDS 
51. Deplores the fact that the commitments undertaken by the industrialized countries at the 
Paris Conference in September 1981 on the least-developed countries, namely the target of 0, 15 % 
of their GNP as the development aid to the least developed countries, has not been achieved by most 
of the industrialized countries, including most members of the European Economic Community; 
.52. Calls upon the members of the European Economic Community who have not achieved the 
target of 0,15 % to do so without further delay in accordance with the substantial new programme 
of action for the least-developed countries; 
53. Acknowledges that the provisions and specific measures designed to eliminate or alleviate 
the problems and obstacles adversely affecting the development of the least-developed, landlocked 
and island countries have been improved and decides to set up a a working party to ensure that 
action is taken to implement those provisions; 
54. Demands that the joint study designed to improve the capacity of the ACP States of this 
category to attract investment, which has never been undertaken despite the commitments entered 
into under Annex XI to the Second Convention of Lome, and which is now the subject of a specific 
commitment under Article 246 of the new Convention, be given priority attention as soon as the 
Convention enters into force; 
F. INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION AND PRIVATE INVESTMENT 
55. Attaches particular importance to the establishment of an efficient industrial sector, with 
specific account being taken of small and· medium-sized undertakings and the craft trades, 
individual industrial projects as well as the creation of industrial structures in certain countries or 
regions; 
56. Welcomes the provisions not only for new construction projects but also for industrial 
reorganization projects in the ACP States which aim to give new life to existing industrial plants 
that are no longer competitive by restructuring, renovation and modernization; 
57. Emphasizes, nevertheless, that the implementation of restructuring projects requires in-
depth studies into the causes of unsatisfactory development and existing anomalies; 
58. Expresses specifically the hope that the following guidelines will be respected in the context 
of industrial development: 
meet the basic requirements of the population, 
tie in with rural development projects, 
lead to more raw materials being processed locally, 
rake account of the impact on the environment, 
meet requirements in connection with development in the technology and energy sectors, 
lead to greater coordination between the Commission, the EIB and the Centre for Industrial 
Development ; 
59. Welcomes the fact that Lome II( recognizes the importance of private investment and calls 
on the Contracting Parties, to this end, to review, pursuant to Article 2.41 (2) the economic, 
technical, legal or institutional obstacles which currently hamper an inaease in the flow of private 
. capital to the ACP States; 
60. Is aware of the difficulties faced by small and medium-sized undertakings in the European 
Community he('ausc of the lack of easily available financial guarantees and risk capital; calls, 
therefore; for the establishment of a special guarantee fund of 50 million ECU and welcomes the 
renewed progress with the World Bank's 'Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency', but should 
agreement not he reached on this, calls for a joint ACP-EEC fund to be set up; 
G. ENERGY SECTOR 
61. Recommends in the 1..omext of mutual interests and interdependence and with a view to 
puhlicizing the direct link hctwcl'n development of the ACP States and cm1iloymcnt in Member 
States, the setting up hy the Community, in consultation with the ACP States, of a clearing house 
whf.!re equipment rcl)uircmcnts unavailable within the ACP States could be matched with supply 
capacity of the Member States; · 
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62. Considers that th~ following measures ~hould be taken in the- ~n<::rgy sector as a matter of 
extreme urgency: 
identification anti development at regional and national levei of cost-saving energy resources 
indigenous to the ACP States, with specific account being taken of the natural environment" 
diversification of energy sources, with the appropriate new and rer.ewabie energy somces being 
exploited, 
establishment of training and research structures, 
links between energy policy and measures to set up efficient industrial and agricultural 
structures ; 
H. FJSllFRIFS 
6.3. Hopes that the new provisions on fishenes coopt.:ration will be fully utilized in order to 
improve the food situation in those countries where sea or lake fishing is possible so as to ensure 
that small-scale fishing complements industrial fishinµ. and to facilitate assistance from socio-
professionai circles, particularly hy the creation of joint enterprises; 
64. Considers that the great experience and technical ability whh::h an enlarged Community has 
in the field of fisheries can be used to advantage to help the ACP Srnies to combat unauthorized 
exploitation and overexploitation of the fishery resources in waters under d1,eir jurisdiction; 
65. Calls on the EEC, under and beyond the fisheries agreements signed, to assist the ACP States 
concerned to administer their exclusive economic zones more efficiently, to control access thereto 
and to ensure that they are administaed in line with the need to conserve fish stocks; 
66, Calls on the EEC to conduct intensive research into sea and freshwater fishing and 
;u;uaculture and to make the findings available to the ACP countries; 
67. Calls on the EEC to use this research as a means of training fisheries specialists in the ACP 
countries; 
68. Recommends that training of ACP national:, in r.hc fisheriet sector be intensified, notably 
through multiannual training programmes integrating research findings; 
69. Considers that the EEC should, in order to increase coopecHjon with the AClP States in the 
fisheries sector, take over and extend existing bilateral agreemems concluded by Spain z.nd 
Portugal; 
70. Enc..:ouragcs fishing organizations and companies to propose programmes of cooperation 
through joint ventures, 
I. TRADE AND SERVICES 
71. Notes with regret that there has be('n little change in i:he provisions governing the trade 
sector, apart from the consuhJtion procedures concerning the safeguard clause, and that in 
particular, no new measures are included to increase trade; 
72. Regrets that once again, the Community has not opened its markets fully to processed and 
unprocessed agricultural products which compete with Community products; 
73. Considers it particularly importam that the ACP States shouid receive remunerative pricies 
for exports of their raw materials, and calls on the Contractmg ?arties, therefore, to take immediate 
measures for the conclusion of new world commodity agreements; 
74. Takes the view that everything must be done to ini.:rcase the percentage of finisL~d products 
in the torci~n trade of the ACP Slatl'S; 
75. Notes the con1.:crn exprcsscJ hy the ACP States with respect ro the Commi;sion proposal 
aimed at reducing the amount of nflatoxin in products imported into the Community and cails for 
tlu.· meticulous implementation of the dt·cision taken hy the ACP-EEC Counc.:il of Ministers on 21 
June 1985 that consultations should take place within the Subcommittee on Trade Cooperation 
bt'forc the Council of Ministers of dw FEC takes a decision on the Commission proposal, 
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76. Urges' the Community to adopt a common agricultural policy compatible with the 
development objectives and principles embodied in the Third Convention of Lome; recommends, 
further, that on third country markets, the Commun1ty should pursue an agricultural export policy · 
which takes account of the legitimate interests of the ACP States; 
77. Recommends that in view of the increased importance of services in .international trade and 
of the provisions governing the development of trade and services in the Third Conventioh of 
Lome, the ACP States and the EEC adopt adequate and efficient measures designed to strengthen 
the capacity of the ACP States to deyelop their servi1..:e industries and, in particular, to ensure their 
effective participation in trade in services in general; 
78. Reaffirms, bearing in mind the concern of the ACP States at the impact on the economies of 
the ACP States involved of the utilization of animal and vegetable oils and fats in chocolate 
products the need for an in-depth joint study to be undertaken before the Community takes a final 
Jc~ision; 
79. Calls for the close and regular consultation between the ACP States and the Community in 
Geneva as part of the negotiations for the conclusion of a new International Cocoa Agreement to be 
continued so that the interests of the ACP producer countries are fully safeguarded; 
80. · Appeals to the Community and its Member States to do their utmost to adopt, together with 
the ACP States, a joint strategy so that the negotiations for the renewal of the International Cocoa 
Agreement, based on a defensive intervention mechanism and price support with buffer stocks and 
quota arrangements, may resume on the scheduled date; 
J. SUGAR 
81 . Reaffirms the past resolutions on sugar adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and 
Consultative Assembly, which inter alia highlighted the importance of sugar in the economies of 
the ACP States and called for genuine negotiations on the ACP guaranteed price which should take 
account of all economic factors relevant to the ACP States; 
82. Calls on the Community to reaffirm its commitments to the letter and spirit of the Sugar 
Protocol as an effective trade instrument in ACP-EEC cooperation; 
83. Calls on the Commission to maintain a dialogue with the ACP on potential new markets.of 
benefit to cane sugar in biotechnological developments and on the demand of new markets for 
biotechnology feed stocks hased on cane sugar products; 
84. Takes rhe view thar the restoration of halath.:e on the world sug.u market is only attainable if 
the European Community and other sugar-producing industrialized nations reduce the volume of 
their production; calls on the European Community, therefore, to reduce the quota substantially 
when it shortly renews its sugar market organization; 
8.5. Takes the view, further, that the Community must grant aid to those countries which are 
largely dependent on sugar production for their export revenue so that they may diversify their 
production; 
86. Views with concern the hardship caused to the ACP States by the non-settlement of the ACP 
v..u,uantccJ price for the 1985/86 marketing year and, to enable an early resumption of the 
m·gotiations, calls upon the Community to revise its price offer, taking into account ACP concerns, 
particularly those pertaining to the unjustifiable discrimination in the price increases beween raw 
and white sugar; 
87. Insists on the need for close and effective consultations between the ACP and the 
Commission on matters com:t:rning the joint implementation of the protocol in order to avoid 
det·isions which could advcrsdy affect ACP interests; 
88. ConsiJcrs that the accession of Portugal provides and ideal opportunity to accommodate the 
lc~itimatc demands of trnditional ACP suppliers and to redress the situation of those ACP sugar 
suppliers which have heen adversely affected; 
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89. Welcomes the imprnvements in the opera.tion·of the Stabex sysn~m. especially the increase in 
resources, the extension - albeit limited -- of the list. of pmdu,.~i:§ covered by the system, the 
lowering of the dependence threshold for fluctuations, an improved information system on the 
utilization of transfers and corrective measures for the method of calculation; 
90. Deplores, however, the fact that the requests made by sever-al ACP States for the system to be 
.tpplied to exports of products whatever their destination were reje,:ted,, all the more so since those 
States belong to the category of least-developed countries, landlocked countries and islands; 
91. Recalls, while acknowledging the usefulness of Stabex in the current economic climate, that 
the system is only designed to alleviate fluctuations in the price of raw materials and in exchange 
rates on the money markets which characteriz.e the disorder in the world economy and that the true 
solution to these problems lies in the establishment of international commodity .agreements; 
92. Notes, in the light of experience acquired, that the appropriations allocated (925 million 
ECU) may not cover effectively all the losses in real terms suffered by the ACP States during the life 
of the Convention; 
93. Hopes that the new provisions of Sysmin ,wm lead ro a larger number of ACP States 
exploiting and managing their mining resources and to the appropriations available under Sysmhri 
heing fully utilized; 
L. REGIONAL COOPERATION 
94. Welcomes 
the strengthened collective capacity of the ACP States in the social, cultural and economic 
fields, 
enlargement of the scope of regional cooperation, 
the scope for cooperation suhject to certain conditions with neighbouring and non-
neighbouring ACP developing countries, 
the improved criteria for defining regional projects1 
the procedures for submitting financing applications, 
rhc enhanced role of regional cooperation bodics; 
9S. Calls on the ACP States, with the assistance of international and regional organizations and! 
regional cooperation bodies, to take the appropriate steps as :1 m.u-ter of urgency towards regionaR 
integration and the reinforcement nf a network of relations between individual countries or groupt;; 
of countries with similar charanerisrics and common prohlems with a view to resolving them; 
96. Strongly recommends that the ACP States make full ar,d diligent use of the nf!w possibilities 
for integrating the ACP markers hy liberalizing intrn-ACP m,.dc and eliminating tariff, monetary 
and administrative barriers,; 
97. Welcomes the recem decision of OAU Heads of State or Gov,~rn:nem to include the cultural 
dimension in the Lagos Plan; believes chat the proposed implementation of 2ppropri.ate measures in 
the fields of scientific research, education, cultural industries, craft industries, cultural excha.nges, 
tourism and cultural cooperation in general will provide a dynamic impetus to intraMAfrican and 
imra-ACP cooperation; 
98. Hopes that the resources pro\'ided for regional cooperation will now make it po:;sihle to 
implement the intra-ACP cuitural cooperation projects it was not possible to implement under 
Lome II; 
99. Calls, in the context of the implementation of the Joint Dedara6on on i.'ooperation between 
the ACP States on the one hand and the Overseas Countries and Territories.and French Overseas 
Departments on the other, for priority to be given to eliminating aH obstacles t,.) such extended 
cooperation and to all initiatives capable of strengthening cooperatdon between the countries 
concerned; 
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M. ENVIRONMENT 
100. Reaffirms the need to devote increased attention to the interaction between the 
environment and dt!velopment and consequently calls for all development aid to be based on 
rational use of the environment of the ACP States and in compliance with environmental guidelines 
adopted; 
101. Urges the ACP States and the CQmmunity to take account of the environmental facfor 
when devising, implementing and evaluating programmes and projects; 
102. Also urges that priority be given to preserving and restoring the environment and to this 
end calls for the release of adequate financial resources, in addition to EDF resources, in order 
effectively and diligently to combat deforestation, soil erosion and desertification, giving priority to 
ACP countries already affected by these problems; 
l()J, Recommends that regular exchanges be held among the ACP States and between them and 
the Community of information and findings on environmental protection and preservation; 
N. AID TO REHJGEF.S 
104. Welcomes the fact that Lome 1B provides for aid to facilitate the settlement or resettlement 
of refugees and returnees but deplores the fact that, given the scale of the problem, the 80 million 
ECU allocated under the EDF for the duration of the agreement is totally inadequate; 
105. Calls on the Commission to assess immcJiatdy in consultation with the countries 
concerned, the requirements of the refugees and returnees and, in conjunction with UN specialized 
agencies and non-governmental organizations, to develop appropriate measures and programmes; 
0. WORK OF NGOs IN ACP COUNTRIES 
106. Urges that particular attention be paid to rhe flexibility of project selection criteria and 
improvement in administrative procedures so as to make Community cofinancing more accessible 
to NGOs, particularly the smaller ones; 
107. Calls for v;reater access for NGOs from ACP States to the Community's aid funds and 
suggests that this might be encouraged by closer cooperation between Community and ACP 
NGOs; 
108. Calls on ACP governments to encourage greater participation by NGOs in micro-projects 
and agricultural projects, particularly those relevant to the fight againt hunger; 
P. INSTITUTIONS 
109. Welcomes the fact that under Lomc Ill the parliamentary bodies are combined in a joint 
institution, the • ACP-EEC Joint Assembly'; 
110. Underlines the role of the working parties which carry out valuable work in preparation for 
meetings of the Asscmhly and considers it a matter of particular urgency to draw up specific rules to 
ensure that those working parties operate in an orderly and rational manner; 
111. Acknowledges the important contribution made by socio-professional circles in both the 
EEC and the ACP States to development in the ACP States, and encourages them to pursue their 
varied efforts and contacts to this end; regards the annual meeting of the social and economic 
partners as extremely important and calls for their close and regular involvement in the work of the 
various institutions (Joint Assembly and Council), bodies and mechanisms provided for .in the 
Convention in order to guarantee attainment of its objectives; 
112. Calls for the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers not only to be submitted 
in good time in the future but also to contain political declarations on matters relating to ACP-EEC 
relations; 
J 1.3. Hopes that the improved pr<Kcdurcs r:dating to the function in~ of the Council of Ministers 
and rhe Committee of Ambassadors will permit ~enuim: .tnd effective dialo~ue that will make it 
easier to find satisfactory solutions to problems of ACP-EEC cooperation; 
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Q. INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT Of THF. Nf.W AGREEMENT 
114. Believes that the success or failure of Lomc In depend&. largely on contirm .• uion of the north~ 
south dialogue and on the international economic situation, and calls on the Community, with the 
support of the ACP States, to take all appropriate measures to relaunch the north-south dialogue; 
I LS. · Stresses that it is imperative to support Africa in the Jynamk struggle against the series of 
scourges which have afflicted that continent and which, in an already- unfavourable international 
economic situation, increasingly prevent it from making use of its major assets and human and 
material potential to trigger off an integral development process; 
116. To this end calls on the Contracting Parties to take account of the following key points: 
development financing as a whole, reconstitution of international funds such as the IDA and the 
If AD, implementation of the commodity agr,~~emem and the creation of a joint fund~ liberalization 
of international trade and solutions ro the problem of indebtedness; 
117. Stresses the need to safeguard the interests of the ACP countries in the rnew round of GATT 
multilateral negotiations and to this end calls for dose and regular consuitition between the ACJ? 
and the Community with a view to harmonizing their positions; 
118. Reiterates its concern at the need for authentic and rapid progress towards disarmament so 
that additional resomoes can be released for development cooperation fri generad and, as a matter of 
priority, for the sake of the most endangered populations; 
119. Stresses the importance of reviving the process of detente to guarantee the world a period of 
peace; hopes that the next USA-µSSR meeting will have a favourable outcome and lead not only to 
improved cast··wt·st relations but also usher in a new phase in international relations in which a.U 
countries and the different continents can pby an effective and constructive role; 
i 20. Recalls that peace is essential to the success of development efforts and well-being of the 
populations afflicted l,y famine; 
121. Calls on the Mt:mber State;; to step up their efforts to combat hunger and their development 
aid so that the objectiv,~ of 0,7 °1,.., of the GNP can rapidly be attained, en accordance with 
Resolution 2626 of the UN General Ass;em,hly of October 1970; 
122. Deplores the low level of involvement of ~ertain cc,moniicaHy powerful countdes such .ai1& 
the USA, Japan and the Sm1iet Union, which devote only 0,27 °/o, {l,3 °/o and 0.,19 '% of theiir GNI?-' 
respectively; 
R. HUMAN DIGNITY AND THE FIGHT AGA,NST APARTHEID 
123. With reference to the Joh.t Declarntion on Artide 4 of the new Conve::mion, caHs on all the 
contracting partie:s to strive towards eliminating; al! forms of discdminati.on based on ethnic group, 
origin, race, nationality, colour, sex, language or religion i 
124. Reaffirms that every individual h~.s the right., in hi'.,; own country or a host country 1 to 
respect for his dignity and rn protection hy the law; 
l 25. Be!iev1..·s that the devdopment effort, man's rolt.:: therein and the prnmotion of all aspects of 
human dignity constitute a whole, the components of which cannot be dissociated from c:.u:h other; 
126. Emphasi:,.es rhat all polici'-'s, practice, or relations that have the effect of directly or 
indirectly tolerating, supporting ur cncouragmg the Pretoria r,H.:ist regime are incompatible with 
the undertakings given in the Declaration on Article 4 of Lome m and thus violate Lome ill; 
127. In view of the tragic situation in South Africi whi..:h has led ro loss of life, arrest and 
detention on a vast scale, human suffering caused by the oppressive apartheid regime and the risk of 
destabilization throughout the region, calls on the contracting panies to comply strictly wnth the 
Declaration and to take the most spe1.~ifi~ political ::md economic measures, including the 
imposition of sanctions, to erndic:.tte the system of ap,lrtheid and facilitate respect for humar, 
dignity withdut discrimination, as wdl a.s dcmm.:ratic Jcvdopm<:nt; 
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128. To this end calls on the Foreign Ministers of the European Community to meet with their 
southern African colleagues without delay in accordance with the wishes expressed and 
undertakings given at the meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers on 21 June 1985; 
129. Pays tribute to the heroic action of the black South African people and in particular to the 
admirable courage of Nelson Mandela and his family who are willing to sacrifice everything for the 
sake of the ideals of equality and social justice; · 
130. Commits the contracting parties to strengthen regional cooperation with ACP countries 
bordering on South Africa in order to increase their economic independence and guarantee 
humanitarian and social aid to circles involved in the struggle against the apartheid regime; 
S. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
131. Wekomes the transitional measures adopted by the contracting parties which include 
extension of the provisions of Lome II and advance implementation of the provisions of Lome III on 
the institutions, the consultation procedure on the accession negotiations, the negotiations on the 
Protocol of Accession of the new Member States, the procedure for requesting derogations from the 
rules of origin, the creation of an agricultural commodities committee, the new method for 
calculating Stabex transfers, the Joint Declaration on Article 4 and the Joint . Declaration on 
migrant workers and ACP students in the Community; 
132. Welcomes the enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Portugal but points out 
that the acquired rights of the ACP countries should not be compromised; therefore calls for the 
planned negotiations to indude thorough examination and solution of the problems created by 
enlargement; 
133. Recommends that meetings and seminars be organized in the ACP States and in the 
Member States of the EEC to publicize the provisions of the new Convention, inform the public in 
greater detail of the new objectives and prospects in the various fie <ls of cooperation, especially 
new fields such as cultural and social cooperation, measures to combat desertification, the 
promotion of investments, fisheries and shipping in order to prompt initiatives tha could 
encourage greater use of the possibili ties afforded by the Convention; 
134. Stresses the importance of the speedy entry into force of the new Convention and therefore 
calls on the Member States of the Community and the ACP States to conclude the ratifcation 
procedures as soon as possible; 
I J5. I structs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and the corresponding report to the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors and the Council and 
Commission of the European Communities. 
RESOLUTION 
on southern Africa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985, 
A. indignant at the mcreasin~ repression in South Africa where, as the authorities themselves 
admit, confrontations hcrw~en the:: public anJ the police have led to the death of more than 700 
civilians since the last Consultative Assemhly meeting in Luxembourg; 
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B. aware that black South Africans have renewed thcar fight against aH forms of apartheid, and 
expressing its support for the ANC and the UDF for their courageous opposition to the 
apartheid system in South Africa, 
C. aware also that this deterioration has now spilled over in many forms into the neighbouring 
SA DCC States through acts of aggression as a result of economic measures now being exerted 
on the South African regime by the international commmunity, · 
D. desiring the earliest possible end of apartheid and the granting of political rights to all the 
people of South Africa, 
E. welcoming the initiative taken by leading business men to meet representatives of the black 
opposition, 
1. Again condemns the South-African apartheid regime for its crimes and for the repeated 
violations of human rights of which it is guilty; 
2. Stresses the need to find a peaceful solution to South Africa's problems through negotiations 
involving all major political leaders; 
3. Calls upon the South African Government to create the conditions for such negotiations by 
ending the state of emergency, with its associated special powers and restrictions; 
4, In the circumstances, considers the sole aim of the •reforms' announced by Pieter Botha to be 
to uphold the underlying principles of apartheid; 
5. Notes that South Africa has not ceased iis attempts to destabilize its neighbours and refuses to 
comply with the non~aggression pacts concluded with them; 
6. Calls on the Community to insist more firmly on the application of United Nations 
Resolution 435 calling for the independence of Namibia; 
7. Condemns in the strongest terms the installation of a puppet government in Windhoek by the 
Botha regime and calls upon the international community to give it no recognition; 
· 8. Calls upon the South African Government: 
(i) to end the state of c-mergency i 
(ii) to open as a matter of urgency a dialogue with representatives of ali the people of South Africa, 
without distinction of race or colour, with a view of provliding them with Soudl Afrkan 
cit,zcriship and thdr share in the government of the country, 
(iii) to abolish the discricninatory legislation. 
(iv) to end detention without trial; 
9. Urges the South African Govcrnnwnt to listen to the views of the business community (on 
which the economic development of all South Africans ultimately depends) and welcomes the 
recent meeting of prominent South African businessmen wirh representatives of the opposition as a 
step towards a fruitful dialogue; 
10. Notes the first measures taken against South Africa by certain countries; considers, 
however, that the measures finaily adopted hy the Council of Ministers of the Ten on 10 September 
are very inadequate as a response either to the aggravation of the situation in South Africa or to the 
legitimate demands of the black South African people and organizations representing them; 
11. Demands that unless the South African Government, no later than the next meeting of this 
Assembly, 
(a) introduces a programme of measures to dismantle apartheid, 
(b) enters into negotiation with black lcad,:rs. leadin~ to hlack partiripation in government, 
The Member States of the European Community and the institutions of the EEC urgently consider, 
(i) an end to all new foreign investment in South Africa, 
(ii) hringing an end to State-guaranteed bank loans for exports to South Africa, 
· (iii) step-by-step reduction of commercial contacts; 
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12. Further demands from the European Community and its institutions ; 
(i) adherence to the UN arms embargo and an end to all forms of military and nuclear cooperation 
with South Africa, as well as an end to the supply of o il products, 
(ii ) suspension of sporting and cultural links with South Africa, 
(iii) the strengthening of the Code of Conduct adopted in September 19'77 for European companies 
with subsidi,aries, branches or representatives in South Africa, while the application of the 
Code should be the object of a thorough report both to the Europeart Parliament and to the 
Joint Assembly; 
(i v) the granting of means to the Southern African Development Coordination Conference 
(SADCC) which would enable it to fulfil its mission in the areas of regional cooperation, 
transport and communications infrastructures, energy, etc., in such a way as to reduce rapidly 
the involuntary dependence of the States of the region on South Africa; 
13. Congratulates those racing drivers and teams that have already announced their refusal to 
participate in the Kyalami Grand Prix; calls on the Council of M inisters of the T en to come out 
against participation hy drivers and team, from the Member States in the South African Grand Prix 
scheduled for 19 October; 
14. Recognizes that the Member States of the European Community have now taken their first 
joint measures against the Government of South Africa anJ hopes that such a significant political 
step will convey to the government and people of South Africa that the international community is 
no longer prepared to stand apart from their situation and that external pressures will steadily 
increase; 
15. Further calls on the Council of Foreign Ministers to: 
(a) bring to an end all cooperation involving advanced technology ; 
(h) impose more restrictive export controls than hitherto on products purporting to be for non-
mili'tary uses, but capable of mil itary use; 
16. Supports all opponents of apartheid, both insi<le and outside the country, especially those 
detained in the past and those now detained under the present state of emergency; 
17. Urges the Presidency of the EEC Foreign Ministers meeting in politica l cooperation and the 
Commission of the European Communities to prepare the way for further measures to be taken, if 
possihle jointly with the United States and o ther leading rta tions, so that they can be introduced 
speedily if there is no appropriate response from the Government of South Africa; 
18. Calls on the Member Statt!s in particu lar to make strong~r representations fo r the immediate 
and unconditional release of Nelson Mandela, as re,1ucsted expressly and unanimously by the last 
Consultative Assembly, and of all polit ical prisoners; 
I 9. Requests the Commission to provide an annual repo rt on trade flows between the 
Community an<l South Africa, and to facilitate the gathering of the necessary informat ion, to 
inrro<lw.:e a system of statistical supervision by rnstoms authorities; 
20. Co mmends the act ions o f SAOCC Stat~s in their effort to lihcratc themsdvcs from eco nomic 
ties with South Africa and their determination to forge greater cooperation among themselves; 
21. Commends mem bers of the EEC who have categorically supported some measure of 
sanctions against South Africa; 
22. Welcomes the invitation from Swaziland to the Joint Assembly to meet there, thanks that 
co unt ry warmly, and takes this opportuni ty to invite all those involved in the problems of southern 
Africa to come and speak to it at the next meeting; 
23. Welcomes the fact that the Nobel Peac~ Prize has been awarded to the South African Bishop 
Desmond Tutu for his fight against apartheid and decides to renew its rnvitation to him to add ress 
the next meeting of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly ; 
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24. Calls on the Commission and the EEC Economic and Social Committee to start 
consultations with representatives of all South African social and economic organizations, in order 
to assess accurately needs and requirements; · 
25. Condemns the policy and practice of state terrorism being perpetrated by the racist regime of 
Pretoria against the neighhouring states in t~e region through acts of sabotage and the training and 
financing of armed groups and mercenaries in the territories of these states in a bid to overthrow 
their governments i 
26. Condemns South Africa's recent invasion of AnF;ola which was aimed at lendiAg support to 
the armed group of Unita, and considers this invasion an act of flagrant violation of international 
norms; 
27. Condemns further South Africa for its continued violation of the Nkomati Accord; 
28. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP~EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission, the EEC Economic and Social Committee and the Governments of all the 
signatories of the Lome Convention. 
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JOINT ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE AFRICAN, CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (ACP/EEC) 
Royal Swazi Conference Centre 
Ezulwini (Swaziland) 
27 - 30 JANUARI 1986 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the implemenlation of the social aspectS of Lome Ill and the role of the ACP-EEC social partners 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly. 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Approving the recommendations set out in the Final Declaration adopted unanimously in Brussels 
on 20 September 1985 following a meeting between a delegation from the Joint Assembly and 
representatives of the ACP-EEC socio-professional groups; 
B. Having regard to the resolution on Africa adopted unanimously by the International Labour 
Conference in Geneva on 25 June 1985, 
(1) Adopted by the ACP-EECJoint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
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1. Welcomes the fact that the new ACP-EEC cooperation agreement known as Lome III includes 
a significant social section and that both in the objectives of cooperation and the action programmes it 
expresses a desire to achieve social progress and ensure the well-being of the people and their 
involvement in the development process; 
2. ls convinced that the implementation of the new guidelines for cooperation and the innovative 
aspects embodied in Title VIII on cultural and social cooperation, in panicular the social dimension of 
projects and operations to enhance the value of human resources, provides the best answer to the 
concern to see social progress shared by the Contracting Patties to the International Labour 
Organization (ILO) to which they are affiliated; 
3. Considers it essential that the social content of Lome III be fully implemented at a time when 
many ACP States are faced by demands from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and problems of 
managing their external debt which could well lead to the plans for reorganization and economic 
recovery being applied at the expense of social progress and severely affecting the already low standard 
of living, employment and fundamental social requirements (in education, health, etc.); 
4. Considers that the practice of consulting the social partners followed for several years by the 
former Joint Committee of the Assembly, far from being restricted to annual meetings, should be 
extended to the various levels of cooperation, the devising, implementation and assessment of 
development projects, in the case of both social projects and econo'rhic projects which have social 
implications; 
5. Invites the ACP-EEC Council to put into effect the procedure for consulting the social partners 
which was provided for in the first two Conventions but never implemented; 
6. Calls in this connection, on the Commission of the European Communities, which is 
responsible for management, and on the ACP States to ensure the regular supply of information to the 
social partners at national and, above all, local level, in panicular through local community 
representatives, and to support training programmes devised by them; 
7. Reminds all those concerned of the democratic obligation to ensure proponional and fair 
representation of women in all aspects of social and economic deliberations; 
8. Encourages, accordingly, the implementation of training programmes devised and run by the 
social panners in a specific region by means of regional cooperation; 
9. Calls, further, for a guarantee of regular consultation of rhe social partners in the various sectors 
of industrial cooperation, in the application of the ST ABEX system, which must aim at safeguarding 
the purchasing power of the countries affected by fluctuations in their export revenue, and, finally, in 
certain provisions relating to trade cooperation, in panicular with a view to preventing the 
implementation of the safeguard clause; 
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10. Requests, in addition, that when the provlSlons concerning agricultural and rural 
development, food security and the campaign against drought and desertification are implemented, 
the national authorities in the ACP States and the Commission of the European Communities pay 
greater attention to grass-roots initiatives and to voluntary organizations of rural workers; 
11. Invites the directors of the Centre for the Development of Industry and the Technical Centre 
for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation to involve the social partners more closely in these two bodies 
of the Convention; 
12. Point to the need to apply the same criteria in both the ACP and EEC countries as regards the 
safety and health of workers and the impact of industrial activity on the environment, to prevent the 
ACP States from becoming a dumping ground for dangerous industrial processes and products; 
13. Recommends that those involved in the practical implementation of technical and financial 
cooperation arrange more systematic collaboration between the ACP States and the EEC on the one 
hand and the International Labour Office (ILO) on the other and to this end promote joint financing in 
order to facilitate implementation of the social provisions of Lome III through appropriate methods, 
particularly the tripartite proced~res of the International Labour Organization; 
14. Calls for the Ministers of Employment of the ACP States to be made more aware of the new 
social dimension of Lome Ill and thus of the part they can play in implementing the Convention, for 
instance by promoting certain social projects or certain social aspects of economic projects in 
cooperation with the social partners and the ILO; 
15. Decides to follow the implementation of the social content of the new Convention through 
close and regular contact with the social partners and with ILO assistance, and insrructs and ad hoe 
working party consisting of members of the Joint Assembly and representatives of both sides of 
industry in ACP and EEC countries to study the specific problems and difficulties involved irt due 
course; 
16. To this end calls for the fund set up in Annex XXXI to the Convention and administered by its 
Secretariat for the ACP side to be used as a matter of priority to enable the ACP social partners to 
participate· fully in the ad hoe working party; 
1 7. Calls on the European Parliament to consider the possibility of supplementing the proposed 
contributions when adopting its own budget~ · 
18. Decides to study in greater depth the problems encountered by ACP migrant workers in EEC 
countries and in other countries so that it can make useful proposals in the framework of this 
Convention and in preparation for its renewal; 
19: Supports the social partners who, in South Africa I are fighting for the abolition of . 
discrimination at the work-place and, in the framework of aid for SADCC countries, calls for the 
adoption of social and training measures on behalf of workers' organizations that have been hard hit 
by the apartheid policy; 
20. Draws the attention of the Commission and the Economic and Social Comittee once again to 
paragraph 24 of the resolution on South Africa adopted on 26 September 1985 and urges that the 
provisions of that paragraph be implemented immediately; 
21. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council, the 
Commission of the European Communities, the European Parliament and the International Labour 
Office (ILO). 
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RESOLUTION (I) 
on the recent meeting of the Heads of State of Ethiopia and Somalia in Djibouti and on the refugee problem in 
Somalia 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Expressing its satisfaction at the recent meeting of the Heads of State of Ethiopia and Somalia 
aimed at ensuring a more peaceful co-existence in the Horn of Africa; 
B. Whereas Somalia has the second largest number of refugees in the world (roughly one million); 
810 OOO have been registered and 120 OOO tonnes of food aid were needed to feed them in 1984 
and only 59,73 % of their requirements were covered by various external sources; 
C. Whereas the number of refugees has been growing rapidly from day to day since the end of 
November 1985, particularly in North-West Somalia; 
D. Whereas Somalia, with 3 200 kilometres of coastline along the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean, 
has the second largest and richest fishing ground of the whole of Africa but fisheries account for less 
than 1 % of Somalia's gross national product as Somalia has insufficient funds and know-how to 
exploit these riches; 
E. Whereas the food aid for refugees granted by the EEC in 1985 arrived very late or not at all: 
Promised for 1985 
4 500 tonnes maize flour 
4 200 tonnes maize 
400 tonnes oil 
950 tonnes beans 
SOO tonnes sugar 
100 tonnes fruit 
(new refugees) 
(new refugees) 
(new refugees) 
( new refugees) 
(new refugees) 
Arrival in Somalia 
June/July 1985 
not arrived by 15 January 1986 
not arrived by 15 January 1986 
not arrived by 15 January 1986 
not arrived by 15 January 1986 
not arrived by 15 January 1986 
1. Welcomes the recent initiative of the countries concerned to find a peaceful solution to the 
conflicts in the Horn of Africa; 
2 . Requests the EEC Commission to provide refugees in Somalia with food aid and to abide strictly 
by the food aid timetable (Lome III - Article 8); 
3. Requests the EEC Commission to carry out a study on the real causes of the current refugee 
problem; 
4. Asks the Commission and the Somali government to promote appropriate structures for 
agriculture and fisheries so as to develop and exploit these resources; 
5. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council, the Organization 
of African Unity and the governments of Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Sudan and Somalia. 
( 1 ) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on the creation of the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development ((GADD) 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Having regard to the creation of the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development 
on the basis of a resolution adopted by the UN General Assembly in October 1980; 
B. Bearing in mind the Lagos plan of action and final act inviting Member States to cooperate jointly 
to combat the negative effects of drought and desertification; 
C. Taking note of the meeting of the Heads of State and ~f the governments of Djibouti, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, Somalia, Sudan and Uganda, held in Djibouti from 15 to 16 January 1986, and the final 
communique adopted at the dose of that meeting; 
D. Bearing in mind the serious climatic and economic conditions prevailing in the East African region 
and the efforts exerted by the countries concerned both individually and collectively to fight 
drought and desertification; 
E. Being convinced that the fight against drought and desertification can be conducted effectively only 
if the countries concerned.join hands to combine their resources and harmonize their activities for 
the benefit of its members, 
1. Welcomes the creation of IGADD and congratulates the countries which took this important · 
initiative; 
2. Recommends the prompt implementation of the decision to set up this regional organization so 
that the objectives can be attained without delay; 
3. Calls on the Community, the Member States and international organizations to give full 
support, encouragement and assistance to IGADD. 
( 1 ) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
RESOLUTION (1 ) 
on financial and t~nical cooperation 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Having regard to the provisions contained in the Lome Convention(s) concerning financial and 
technical cooperation; · 
B. Whereas, in general terms, the programming of financial and technical assistance within the 
framework of the Lome Convention calls for coordination between bilateral and multilateral 
aid; 
( 1 ) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. · 
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C. Whereas this has not been done in the case of Suriname where the effects of multilateral 
development cooperation have been marginalized as a result of the discontinuance of a major part 
of bilateral development cooperation; 
D. Whereas balanced socio-economic development is needed to ensure political stability in the longer 
term; 
E. Whereas the Community and the Member States have special responsibilities towards Suriname in 
the context of the Lome Convention, 
1. Calls on the Bureau of the Joint Assembly working in collaboration with the most affected 
countries to do everything possible to promote economic and political stability in Suriname and 
thereby also the democratization of that country; 
2. Calls, in this connection, for everything to be done to ensure that the provisions laid down in the 
Convention in respect of programming are exploited to full. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the 1985/86 guaranteed price for ACP sugar 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Re.affirming the resolution adopted in Inverness, Scotland during its meeting from 23 to 27 
September 1985 and, in particular, the section dealing with ACP sugar; 
B. Recalling the resolution in this regard adopted by the Council of ACP Ministers during their 34th 
session in Harare, Zimbabwe on 21 to 23 October 1985; 
C. Welcoming the revised proposals of the Commission aimed at the removal of the discrimination 
between the levels of increase in price offered for ACP raw and white sugar; 
D. Remaining gravely concerned at the non-adoption by the EEC Agricultural Council of these 
proposals, a situation which has led the ACP to call for a special session of the Council of 
ACP-EEC Ministers, . 
1. Draws the attention of the Community to the extremely grave consequences on the economies of 
the ACP sugar-exporting States which in the absence of a 1985 / 86 guaranteed price are receiving the 
prices which were agreed for the 1984/ 85 delivery period and which provided no increase over 
1983/84; 
2. Calls upon the Community to bring the negotiations for the current delivery period to a speedy 
and satisfactory conclusion. 
( 1 ) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
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RESOLUTION (11 
on the food shortages in Sudan 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Concerned by the continuing famine in parts of southern and western Sudan where the lives of over 
four million people are said to be at risk; 
B. Aware that, despite a dramatic improvement in the December harvest compared to the previous 
year, serious food shortages exist in some parts of the country; 
C. Conscious of the obligation of the Community Member States to act now to ensure that 
preparations are made so that the famine which occurred in 1985 is not repeated in 1986, 
1. Notes that current estimates indicate that 400 OOO tonnes of food aid need to be transported to 
w~stern Sudan before the onset of the rainy season in May disrupts food and rail links, as happened in 
1985; 
2. Calls on the Commission to ensure that all necessary steps are taken with the full cooperation of 
other international agencies and aid charities, to protect the lives of those who are again being 
threatened by starvation in the Sudan; 
3. Proposes that, where possible, the necessary food be purchased from local producers in Sudan, 
and calls on the Commission to finance the purchase and transport of locally purchased products to 
the food deficit areas; 
4. Reminds the Commission and the Council of Ministers of the existence of sufficient funds in the 
1986 Community budget to finance the purchase of over 500 OOO tonnes of emergency food aid either 
from Community surpluses or from stocks available in the African countries themselves; 
5. Calls on the Commission to provide the Joint Assembly at once with details of its plans for the 
famine relief operation in 1986; 
6. Calls on the Co.Presidents to forward this resolution to the Commission, the ACP-EEC 
Council of Ministers, and all Community and ACP Member States. 
( 1) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on conrracts for the expon of common wheat from the Community to Western Africa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Having regard to the food supply problems faced by Africa; 
B. Whereas priority in terms of food aid must be given to triangular operations between _the EEC and 
the ACP countries for the supply of food products; 
( 1) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on .10 January 1986. 
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C. Having regard to rraditional trade in cereals exported from the EEC to the countrie~ of western 
Africa; 
D. Having regard to the Community's desire to offer the countries of western Africa favourable terms 
for imports of Community wheat; 
F Having regard to the fixing of a refund each marketing year at a level corresponding to world 
market trends and their foreseeable development, 
l . Notes that the refund of 42 ECU per tonne of common wheat which was fixed for the marketing 
year from July 1985 to July 1986 is proving inadequate because of trends on the Community and 
world markets; 
2. Notes that the level of refunds for normal operations is currently between 70 and 75 ECU per 
tonne, a situation which is seriously penalizing importing countries in western Africa such as Senegal, 
Ci\te d'Ivoire, Gabon, Cameroon, Burkina Faso and Zaire; 
3. Stresses that our African all ies, who are faced with the serious problem of food security, can 
under no circumstances be treated less favourably than speculative buyers such as the Soviet Union, 
which currently enjoys refunds of about 77 ECU per tonne; 
4. Calls therefore on the Council of Ministers and the Commission to decide on a readjustment of 
refund levels for the year 1985 / 86 for those African countries which have signed wheat import 
contracts with the EEC, taking account of current conditions on the internal Community and world 
markets; 
5. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission and the Governments of the Member States. I', 
RESOLUTION (1 ) 
on the situation in Chad 
.The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Having regard to the resolution adopted by the European Parliament on 15 September 1983 on the 
situation in Chad (Doc. 1-667 /83); 
B. Having regard to the resolution adopted by the ACP-:--EEC Joint Committee on 23 February 1984 
in Brazzaville on the situation in Chad; 
C. Having regard to the resolution adopted by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on 21 
September 1984 in Luxembourg; 
D. Having regard to the Agreement of 17 September 1984 concerning the simultaneous withdrawal of 
French and Libyan troops from Chad; 
E. Having regard to the need to respect the territorial integrity of the African, Caribbean and Pacific 
States; 
F. Having regard to the efforts of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) to create the conditions 
for a lasting peace in Chad, 
( 1 ) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
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1. Calls for the withdrawal of foreign troops from Chad; 
2. Supports the efforts of President Sassou Nguesso of the People's Republic of the Congo, who has 
received a mandate from the OAU, and other Heads of State, notably President Oumar Bongo of 
Gabon, to seek to reconcile the people of Chad and restore a lasting peace to the country; 
3. Condemns the partition of Chad which has occurred; 
4. Calls on all parties who signed the Agreement of 17 September 1984 to abide by it; 
5. Reaffirms its support for the Government of Chad; 
6. Calls on the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to make all the necessary representations to the 
appropriate bodies so as to foster the restoration of a lasting peace and the unity of Chad; 
7. (nstructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Governments of the Member States of the Community and the Governments of the ACP countries 
which are members of the Lame Convention. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the situation in Namibia 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Whereas the South African Government has continued its military occupation of Namibia despite 
Resolution 2145 which was adopted in 1966 by the United Nations {UN) General Assembly and 
approved by the Security Council in 1969; 
B. Whereas in 1971, the International Court of Justice declared the South African occupation to be 
illegal and confirmed Resolution 2145; 
C. Whereas in 1976, the Security Council unap.imously adopted Resolution 385 condemning South 
Africa's illegal occupation of Namibia, the oppressive nature of the regime imposed on the· people 
of Namibia and military incursions by the South African army from Namibian territory into 
neighbouring countries; · 
D. Whereas pending the free elections provided for in Security Council Resolution 435 (1978), the 
only. legal authority in the area is the UN Council for Namibia; 
E. Deploring the constant postponement of implementation of Resolution 435, negotiations by the 
Contact Group created by five Western powers having enabled Pretoria to gain time and, in the 
end, to appoint a non-representative puppet government on 17 June 1985; 
F. Rejecting the linkage of Namibia's independence in this context to the irrelevant and extraneous 
issue of the withdrawal of Cuban forces from Angola, 
1. Considers that the Security Council must without delay assume responsibility for the 
implementation of Resolution 435 under which, following a controlled cessation of hostilities, 
elections held in democratic conditions and under UN supervision would lead to the instalment of a 
Constituent Assembly; 
(1) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
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2. Invites the Member States of the Convention of Lome and, in particular, the Foreign Ministers 
of the European Community meeting in political cooperation to take the appropriate steps at the 
General Assembly, since any continuation of the South African occupation of Namibia would result in 
rhe destabilization of all of southern Africa and jeopardize peace so that the application of sanctions 
under Chapter VII of the UN Charter would be justified; 
J. Draws the attention of the Governments of the Member States and of European economic 
operators to the obligations deriving from Decree No 1 adopted by the UN Council for Namibia and 
approved by the General Assembly with a view to affording proper protection t.o the natural resources 
of which the Namibian people are the legitimate owners; 
4. Emphasizes that the Security Council's Resolutions 385 (1976), 435 (1978) and 566 (1985) are 
the only internationally accepted basis for a settlement of the Namibian problem and provide the only 
hope for Namibia's peaceful progress towards independence, provided the international community is 
politically determined to act and overcome its inhibitions; 
.5. Calls upon the UN council for Namibia: 
(a) to reaffirm that Walvisbay and the offshore islands are an integral part,of the sovereign territory 
of Namibia, 
(h) to assert that Namibia's southern border along the Orange River is in accordance with the 
principles of international fluvial law; 
6. Confirms its desire to support a decision whereby an independent Namibia would wish to 
accede to the Convention of Lome and to the regional cooperation measures taken within the 
framework of SADCC; 
7. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution· to the Commission, the Council of 
Ministers, the Ministers of Foreign Affairs meeting in political cooperation, the President of the ACP 
Council of ,Ministers, the President of the Organization of African Unity, the President of the UN 
Council for Namibia, the Governments of the Member States of the UN Security Council and the 
Government of the Republic of South Africa. 
RESOLUTION (1 ) 
on the activities of the terrorist organization (Renamo) in Mozambique 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Whereas the National Resistance Movement of Mozambique (Renamo) was set up in 1974, 
equipped, financed and directed by the Secret Service of the white minority Government of 
Rhodesia with the aid of collaborators from Mozambique and members of the former Portuguese 
colonial authorities, with the aim of forcing the Frelimo Government of Mozambique to withdraw 
its support for the Zanu liberation movement led by Robert Mugabe, who was later to become the 
head of the Zimbabwe Government; 
B. Whereas at the end of the white minority regime in Rhodesia in 1980, South Africa took over the 
task of forcing Mozambique to withdraw its support for the African National Congress (ANC) 
which is fighting against white minority rule and apartheid in South Africa; 
( 1 ) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
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C. Whereas Renamo does not represent any of the ethnic groups in Mozambique but is made up of 
mercenaries who are maintained, equipped and directed by South Africa; 
D. Whereas Renamo has been receiving constant supplies of military equipment by land, sea and air 
from South Africa although under the N'Komati Agreement of March 1984, South Africa is under 
an obligation to Mozambique ~ot co provide any further support for Renamo; 
E. Deeply concerned at the famine affecting large sections of Mozambique and at the deaths of 
thousands of people caused by a policy of fire and destruction pursued by Rena.mo as reflected 
in: 
the burning of fields and villages, 
the murder and abduction of inhabitants, particularly of villagers, 
attacks on supply convoys and the mining of roads and railways, 
- the destruction of health centres, clinics and hospitals; 
F. Denouncing the fact that Renamo has repeatedly disrupted development projects, particularly 
projects relating to the transport system as part of the SADCC programme, murdered project 
leaders and destroyed installations, 
1. Condemns the duplidty of governments and politicians who claim to be acting to assist those 
starving in Africa whilst at the same time helping a foreign terrorist organization, which has been 
acting against the civilian population with extreme brutality for many years, to establish a political 
reputation; 
2. Calls on the Governments of the Member States of the Community to ban all. Renamo 
representatives and activities on their territory; 
3. Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council, the Governments and 
Parliaments of the Member Scates and the Government of South Africa. 
RESOLUTION (1 ) 
on US support for UNIT A 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
A. Whereas Anicle 2 of the Third Lome Convention stresses the need to respect the sovereignty of the 
ACP States, including the right of each State to determine freely its own political, social, cultural 
and economic policy options; 
B. Having regard to the particular responsibilities of the ACP-EEC States this respect as regards the 
defence of the freedom and national sovereignty of each Member State in the face of external 
interference; 
C. Having regard to recent stances adopted by the United States Administration as reflected in public 
support for UNIT A in political, financial and military sectors; 
D. Whereas the organization referred to as UNIT A is carrying out subversive operations and acts of 
war against the legitimate Government of Angola; 
( 1 ) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986. 
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E. Whereas the measures taken by the US ·Administration are contrary to international law and 
constitute one of che chief causes of the political and military destabilization of Angola and the 
whole of southern Africa, 
1. Condemns most strongly the US Administration's interference with the national sovereignty and 
the free and peaceful development of Angola; 
2. Expresses its solidarity with the legitimate Government of Angola; 
3. Invites the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to urge the US Administration to call an immediate 
halt to the acts of interference and aggression against Angola caused by its support for UNIT A; 
4. Calls on the Council and Commission of the European Communities and all the Governments of 
the Member States of the EEC and the ACP States to take similar steps; 
S. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Council and Commission of the European Communities and all the Governments of the Member 
States of the EEC and of the ACP States. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on South Africa and southern Africa 
The A CP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 30 January 1986, 
recalling its resolution on southern Africa adopted at Inverness, 
I . 
recalling also that the resolution was adopted with only one abstention and no votes against, 
indicating a common will to bring an end to apartheid, 
I . Rer ets that the South African Government has not since then: 
(a) introduced a programme a measures to dismantle apartheid, or 
· (b) entered into negotiations with black leaders, leading to black participation in government; 
2. Notes, on the contrary, that it has continued to restrict the basic rights of black people, such as 
that of free assembly, freedom of expression of peaceful demonstration, to restrict che freedom of the 
press, and to impose its will by force; 
3. Expresses its sympathy with the families of those killed at Mamelodi and elsewhere and all other 
victims of apartheid and their families; 
4. Condemns the South African Government's military aggression against neighbouring States and 
the ruthless way in which it has continued to use its power over the economy and transport system of 
the southern African region; 
5. Reaffirms, nevertheless, the commitment of this Assembly to contribute to a peaceful solution 
through negotiations involving the authentic representatives of the majority black population; 
( 1 ) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986, 
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6. Calls again upon the Government of South Africa to create the conditions for such negotiations 
by ending the state of emergency, with its associated special powers and restrictions, and by the 
unconditional release of Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners; 
7. Takes the view that the Community and its Member States must make more dynamic efforts 
than ever before to secure the speedy and peaceful abolition of apartheid; 
8. Request that, in the same spirit, the European Community and its Member States should abstain 
from ~upplying weapons or other equipment which could be utilized against the black population and 
neighbouring States; 
9. Calls upon the Foreign Ministers of the Twelve meeting in political cooperation to consider 
urgently, in the light of the above developments and any concrete steps which may have been 
announced and on the basis of paragraphs 11 and 12 of the Inverness resolution, further positive and 
restrictive measures; 
10. Calls upon the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation to review the 
implementation of the measures agreed on 10 September 1985 and urges all EEC Member States to 
make them fully effective and to take such stronger measures as appropriate; 
11. Notes that these and stronger measures are fully supported by the majority of the South African 
black population; 
12. Stresses the importance of common action, particularly by the Twelve, the United States and 
Japan; therefore calls upon the President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers meeting in political 
cooperation to consult with these governments to coordinate action; 
13. Calls upon the European Community and its institutions to increase its aid to SADCC to 
enable it to fulfil its tasks of strenthening the economic infrastructure of its Member States and reduce 
their dependence on South Africa; 
14. Urges the meeting of EEC and SADCC Ministers in Harare, and the meeting of the EEC and 
the front-line States in Lusaka, to achieve positive results; 
15. Instructs its Bureau to pursue its examination of paragraph 22 of the Inverness resolution and 
to explore alternative ways and means to encourage immediately, and before the next meeting of the 
Assembly, a process of dialogue within South Africa involving all the authentic representatives of the 
majority black population and the authorities of Pretoria; 
16. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the governments of all the signatories of the Lame Convention. 
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JOINT ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE AFRICAN, CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (ACP/EEC) 
Astir Palace N afsika 
Vouliagmeni Beach (Greece) 
22 - 25 SEPTEMBER 1986 
RESOLUTION (1) 
Towards 2000: People-Centred Development 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 25 September 1986, 
- having regard to the 1986 General Report 'To~ards 2000, People-centred development' (2), 
- having regard to the introductory statement (3) by the General Rapporteur to the Joint 
Assembly meeting at Ezulwini (Swaziland) from 27 to 31 January 1986, 
- having regard to the work of the Working Groups on 
- The problem of indebtedness in the ACP countries; 
- Rural development and environmental problems; and 
- Women and population in the ACP countries, 
- having regard to the final act of the UN General Assembly's Special Session on Africa held in 
New York from 27 to 31 May 1986, 
( 1) Adopted unanimously with 27 abstentions. 
(2) Doc. ACP-EEC-88/86/B. 
(l) AP/96. 
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- having regard to its previous resolutions, to the resolutions of the European Parliament and to 
the documents and studies listed in the Annex, 
- having regard to the 4th paragr_aph of the preamble to the Lome Convention which reaffirms the 
signatories' adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter and their faith in 
fundamental human rights, 
- having examined, pursuant to Article 7 of°the Rules of Procedure though belatedly, owing to its 
late submission, the Annual Report of the ACP/EEC Council of Ministers, 
A. Profoundly concerned by the decline in GNP per capita in some ACP states, which has 
particularly affected the poorest countries and the poorest sections of the community, during 
the past ten years; 
B. Whereas hunger and malnutrition are still and by far the main danger threatening the ~ajority 
of most African ACP countries; 
C. Desirous of maximising the benefits to the ACP countries and to the European Community of 
their mutual cooperation; 
D. Is convinced that the efforts made in the framework of ACP-EEC cooperation must lose much 
of their efficacy unless a number of structural factors which historically and still today 
determine the developing countries' state of dependence can be acted upon and modified: 
(a} continuing deterioration o'f the terms of trade; 
(b) tariff and non-tariff barriers which hamper the developing countries' exports, especially to 
areas outside the EEC; · 
(c) the unbearable burden of an indebtedness which to a large extent is due to the aggressive 
tactics of the world banking system; 
(d) capital transfers to the developing countries which are linked to projects . that are not 
always appropriate but are carried out by undertakings based in the donor countries; 
(e) the stalling of the comprehensive North-South talks which represent an indispensable 
framework for moving towards the solution of development problems; 
E. ls aware that the economic take-off of the ACP States cannot proceed in the same way as the 
development of the European countries did in its time because the necessary conditions do not 
exist in the current world situation ; 
F. Believing that the Third Lome Convention, precisely because it gives expression to this 
awareness, represents a step forward, laying down new and more suitable guidelines for 
positive cooperation, especially where it recognizes the aim of self-reliant development, .the 
necessary primacy of agriculture in the pursuance of the aim of self-sufficiency in food, and the 
need to make the most of all the human and cultural resources of the ACP countries; 
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G. Is of the opinion that expansion of health, educational and training services as well as 
combatting environmental degradation are of critical importance for making the most of the 
ACP States' human and natural resources, and hence believes that it is essential to avoid 
situations where conditions imposed by the IMF oblige the debtor countries to make cuts in 
expenditure on health, schools, training and environmental conservation; 
H. Noting that the European Community and its Member States are by far the most significant 
source of concessional flows to the ACP States, accounting for over 50 % {1) and the largest 
trading partner, accounting for 40 °lo of ACP external trade; 
I. Wishing that all possible efforts be made to bridge the gap between the ACP States' 
development aims and their current situation, following the basic guidelines set up by the Third 
Lome Convention; 
People-Centred Development 
1. Reaffirms that the human being is at the centre and at the end of development and. thus 
considers that all endeavours of autonomous and self-sustained development should aim at 
enhancing the education, training, skills and aptitude of the whole of a country's population; 
2. Is convinced that complete elimination of hunger is vital to real developmendor the ACP 
countries; 
3. Believes that the evidence of the last forty years shows the necessity for a change in approach, 
as in many countries despite their efforts and the expenditure of billions of dollars in aid, the 
numbers of those in absolute poverty and hunger has continued to rise; 
4. Recognises however that for many countries the international environment determines to a 
large extent what progress can be made; prices of raw materials, and level of interest rates are thus 
important factors in their development; · 
5. Believes that all national and development policies should reflect the fundamental aim of 
encouraging development of human resources, involving rapid evolution of appropriate skills and 
attitudes throughout society, and that this central concept of 'people-centred development', 
without requiring a huge expansion of formal education and training beyond the available 
resources of ACP states, requires: 
a) skills training as part of the fabric of daily life in town and countryside; 
b) a broad advance of skill, knowledge and attitudes over the whole society, leading to better 
farming, more productive factories, more appropriate technology, more efficient civil servants; 
c) wherever possible, giving local people a central role in initiating, defining, implementing and 
maintaining development programmes, and in sharing the benefits which accrue from them; 
d) preference to using local labour, skills and materials; 
(l) EEC Commission figure. 
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e) full participation by men and women of all sections of the community in the development 
process; 
6. Therefore welcomes the emphasis placed by African States at the UN Special Session on 
Africa on a new approach and congratulates ACP governments that are implementing this along 
the lines of the OAU Submission to the United Nations, involving, in particular, development of 
human resources; 
7. Notes that the policy changes consequent on this new approach can give rise, in the short 
term, to transitional problems, and calls on the European Community and its Member States to 
provide special aid where appropriate, including direct provision of foreign exchange, in parallel 
with the World Bank and other donors; 
Aims for the year 2000 
8. Accepts as benchmarks for the year 2000 the fo lowing general aims for the ACP States, while 
recognising that certain ACP States have already reached or exceeded some of them, and urges the 
!:::EC to contribute actively to the attainment of these aims: 
a) a significant improvement in minimum life-expectancy and in the rate of infant mortality, 
b) the satisfaction of basic needs through the optimum utilisation of human and material 
resources at national and regional levels, 
c) primary education available to all children of both sexes, and universal literacy among the 
young, as well as a considerable number of young people with secondary education and/or 
basic skills training, 
d) development of rural areas so that they participate in the formal economy, and achievement of 
regional self-sufficiency in staple foods, given that in some countries national self-sufficiency 
would be an unrealistic goal, 
e) better balance between, population growth and growth in resources, 
f) implementation of natural resources management/ conservation strategies, including reduction 
of deforestation by a predetermined target and setting in motion large-scale reforestation 
programmes, 
g) a significant improvement in international relations in the political and economic spheres 1n 
order that international, regional and national tensions may be eased, thus leading inter alia to 
a substantial reduction in the number of refugees, 
h) the preservation and enrichment of ACP cultural heritage with the consolidation of ACP 
cultural identities in line with the requirements of their co~ntry's development, 
i) improved economic growth rates in harmony with specific national · requirements, and 
improvement in the employment situation, encouraged by incentives to invest for relevant 
indigenous and foreign investors, 
j) substantially increased exports, in particular through implementation of regional ACP 
commercial arrangements involving various sectors of the economy, 
k) reduction of indebtedness to a level commensurate with normal debt servicing capacity, 
l) growth in the share of trade of ACP manufactured products on the markets of the Community 
with a view to increasing rapidly and substantially-from the present level of 4.5 % (to at least 
10%); 
A. HEALTH AND LIFE EXPECTANCY 
9. Welcomes the achievements of several ACP States in the field of primary health care facilities, 
and of health infrastructure, which include local health workers, asks for further general 
improvements; stresses the need for an expansion of primary health care programmes and facilities 
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with particular emphasis on preventative medicine, vaccination, inoculation and provision of the 
necessary health infrastructure including local health workers; 
10. Asks that, where appropriate, EDF aid projects should contain a 'health/population' 
element, and stresses the need for attention to health and sanitation in urban areas as well as in rural 
areas; 
11. Reaffirms the importance of stepping up the programme for clean water, by involving 
people in the construction and maintenance of their wells, pumps, or boreholes; 
12. Underlines the need for priority to be given to the basic drugs recommended by the WHO, 
and stresses the need for the integration of proven traditional medicines and approaches into 
national health programmes; draws attention to the dangers of some pharmaceutical products 
whose sale and distribution in the EEC is forbidden, or severely restricted, but that may 
nevertheless be released on to the ACP markets; 
13. In response to views expressed by certain ACP States, the Commission asks to re-examine 
the pros and cons of the use of DDT in small and controlled quantities. in campaigns against 
mosquitoes and tsetse flies; 
14. Calls for increased support through research programmes funded under the European 
Community Budget for research into the means of combatting parasitic diseases such as malaria; 
trypanosomiasis, river blindness and bilharzia ; 
15. Calls on the European Community and its Member States, both through the implementation 
of the Third Lome Convention and its successor arrangements, and through bilateral programmes, 
to provide technical assistance to ACP States in order to assist them to carry out the actions referred 
to in this section ; 
B. EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
16. Reemphasises the importance of training in the development process, in particular training 
in technical and administrative skills, including the training of middle and lower level personnel, 
and therefore requests that henceforth as a general rule EDF-assisted projects should have a 
training component, and that training should form an integral part of all technical assistance 
operations ; 
17. In particular, calls for the use of EDF funds specific.ally to create or support local skills for 
the operation, repair and maintenance of equipment and the rehabilitation of existing machinery 
and structures ; 
18. Believes that education should be structured so as to be relevant to the requirements of 
everyday life; this would give high priority to functional literacy, and, for example, to agriculture in 
rural areas; 
19. Requests the European Commissionato initiate a feasibility study into the practicality of a 
satellite-based communications system to provide distance teaching and training to villages; 
20. Suggests that in the context of rural development EDF funds should be used to co-finance a 
system of extension services to artisans and tradesmen analogous to the agricultural extension 
system:; 
21. Considers that mobility between the private and public sectors, whenever possible, can be 
mutually beneficial and should therefore be encouraged; 
22. Stresses that all possibilities of training available at national and regional levels be 
strengthened with a view to enabling training operations to be undertaken as a matter of priority in 
the ACP States, while all impediments to the training of ACP nationals in Europe should be 
removed; 
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23. Urges the European Community and its Memher States to expand the number of fee-reduced 
or scholarship-aiJed places at academic and technical institut ions in order to maximise transfer of 
skills; 
24. Notes the strain on public administration in many ACP states and consequently calls on the 
Commission , in collaboration with the ACP States, to investigate the possibility of supporting and 
fully utilising regional institutes of public administration where these are deemed useful by the 
countries concerned; 
25. Requests the Community and the Member States to involve themselves, in response to 
specific requests from the ACP States, in the training of officials from ACP States with a view to 
strengthening the administrative structures, amongst others in the judiciary; 
C. RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY 
26. Welcomes the top priority accorded to agricultural and rural development by many ACP 
_ governments in their indicative programmes for Lome III; regards increased food production and 
the improvement of living conditions in the rural areas as vital for almost all ACP countries; 
27. T akes the view that agricultural policies, in both industrial and developing countries, have 
not led to the best uses of resources, and in view of the urgent need to overcome the food crisis 
facing Africa, calls for the convening of a world Food Conference in 1987 to initiate the process of 
negotiations with the object of regulating agricultural trade and bringing about greater balance in 
world food production ; 
28 . Urges that full use be made of available Lome III funds in support of extension services 
which increase the skills and thus the output of local farmers; 
29. Draws attention to a study by the FAO publish.ed on 9 September last, according to which, if 
current trends persist, Africa's cereals deficit will have quintupled by the year 2010, and in order to 
mai ntain the present, inadequate, level of consumption, external food aid will have to be increased 
ten-fold; 
30. Stresses however the need for agricultural producers to be given greater incentives to 
prod uce for the market, including the internal market, and calls for the expansion of rural credit 
schemes, basic agricultural extension services and regional input availability, for more effective 
marketing, storage and food distribution procedures ; 
31. Draws attention to the conclusions of the interim report on Women's Role in Development, 
by Mrs Waruhiu, which concludes that the full cooperation of all women in agricultural 
communities is vital if rural development is to succeed; 
32. Emphasizes that this enhancement of the role of women also requires for its success 
provision for them, on equal terms, of access to credit and financial and technical assistance; 
33. Believes that one of the lessons learned from the recent tragic Afican famines is the 
importance of organising food security on a regional, multi-country basis; this could involve 
common or complementary food strategies, the o rganisation of integrated markets and the creation 
of permanent regional food reserve stocks, together with additional financial reserves for buying 
stocks to meet emergencies; feels that such regional or sub-regional groupings should be 
encouraged within the overall ACP framework, and asks that an ACP-EEC action programme to 
achieve this be initiated; 
34. Welcomes the Commission's proposals to improve emergency food aid mechanisms, and 
hopes for further imprm :ments in both early warning and delivery procedures; 
35. Recognises the importance of establishing better communications and encouraging trade 
between towns and rural areas ; underlines in this respect the key role which could be played by 
local centres of economic development and trade in reducing rural exodus; 
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36. Expresses concern over the decline in seed stocks and genetic diversity which has occurred as 
a result of the increasing use of modern seed varieties in developed countries and asks that measures 
be taken by the international seed merchants to reserve this trend; 
37. Stresses the need to assist the development of indigenous applied research capacity and to 
promote the dissemination of research findings, particularly on a regional or sub-regional basis; 
and in this respect emphasises the need for the development of improved varieties of grains and 
vegetables suitable for semi·arid regions and for peasant farming; this should also be assisted 
through the research programme financed through the European Community budget; 
38. Believes that in the coming decade, satellite remote sensing will offer a number of 
opportunities (some of which are already operational) for ACP countries including: 
a) land use studies allowing the monitoring of problems like drought, desertification, crop disease 
and pest infestation, as well as charting progress of projects and assessing crop yields, 
b) geological studies for oil and mineral exploration and hydrogeological studies to indicate water 
availability, 
c) marine studies and oceanography as an aid to the fishing industry; 
39. In view of the success of the first programme of research in agriculture and tropical medicine 
for developing countries, calls on the European Community to provide the necessary funds for the 
second phase without delay; 
D. POPULATION GROWTH 
40. Notes the work currently being undertaken by the ACP-EEC Working Group on Women 
and Population in the ACP countries, and the proposals which are contained in the Group's 
Working Document which will be further elaborated upon and submitted to the Joint Assembly in 
Fehruary 1987; 
41. Is concerned about the inadequacy of food resources and services in many ACP countries in 
relation to the rapidly increas: ·1g rate of population growth, and demands that these problems .be 
kept under constant review with a view to relieving pressure on economic and social structures; 
42. Draws attention to the importance of increasing education, training and employement 
opportunities for women and to enhance their social and ec
1
onomic stakls which could be 
conducive to the development of the will of the populations to reduce birth rates; 
43. Believes that population policies should remain voluntary, taking full account of local 
conditions and traditions ; 
44. Believes that all policies of population control and planning should take full account of the 
mentality, culture, values, educational level and specific circumstances of the population groups 
concerned and that such policies should be implemented with the broadest possible cooperation of 
the people at whom they are directed, rather than imposed from outside; 
45. Welcomes the conclusions of the Second African Population Conference and calls on the 
ACP States where population growth is high to avail themselves of the Community's willingness to 
provide technical and financial support, possibly on a regional basis, for studies and programmes 
with a view to elaborating effective population policies; 
46. Expresses its conviction that population policies by themselves cannot resolve the ACP 
countries' problems unless they are backed by adequate development programmes; 
47. Calls o~ th.e Community to provide financial assistance to projects for the dissemination of 
information in order that ACP States with rapid population growth and related problems may learn 
from the practical experience of other countries; 
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E. CUL TLJRAL HERITAGE 
48. Calls on the Commission and the ACP States to implement fully the provisions of the Third 
Lome Convention regarding cultural cooperation and the recommendations contained in the 
Chasle reports on this subject, notably the taking into account of the cultural and social factors ·in 
development programmes and projects; 
49. Stresses the importance: of local policies and aid programmes making maximum use of each 
country's own resources of manpower, materials, local skills and traditions so that all projects ahd 
programmes are fully integrated into their cultural, ecological and economic environment; 
50. Requests that implementation of Lome III Projects should allow for greater attention to the 
preserv.ltion of local culture and traditional techniques; that the social partners in the ACP States 
should be involved in the planning and implementation of projects; and that the same should apply 
to European and ACP NGO's operating in ACP States; 
F. STABILITY 
5 1. Stresses that continuing strife resulting from factors beyond the control of ACP States, and 
especially acts of aggression and destabilisation perpetrated by South Africa against the countries 
of southern Africa, has inevitably severe effects on the development of entire regions or countries; 
52. Believes that the Community and its Member States can contribute to internal stability by 
providing assistance for projects and programmes leading to faster development of disadvantaged 
regions; 
53. Hopes that the result of this can be a reduction of the funds required for defence or arms and 
their re-allocation to development; 
54. Believes that stability will be impossible to achieve in any part of the world without due 
respect being paid by governments to human rights as set out in the Universal Declaration adopted 
by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 10 December 1948; 
55. While the long term aim must be to reduce the flow of refugees and secure their repatriation 
or resettlement, stresses the need for special attention to be given to the promotion of some degree 
of self-sufficiency in refugee settlements and for the implementation of measures to limit the impact 
of the refugee population on the local inhabitants; in these respects calls for full use to be made of 
Article 204 of the Third Lome Convention; 
G. MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
56. Is gravely concerned by increasing ecological degradation affecting many ACP states; 
believes the problem of deforestation and desertification in Africa is of such magnitude that it 
requires coordinated international action by the states affected and all major donors; meanwhile 
welcomes the Commission's proposal for an integrated programme to combat desertification and 
requests that this programme be implemented without delay; 
57. Believes that the objectives of the world Conservation Strategy should be included in the 
guidelines for environmentally sound development, namely: 
- maintenance of essential ecological processes, 
- preservation of genetic diversity, 
- maintenance of spccic:s anJ ecosystems; 
58. Emphasises the importance of Regional and National Conservation Strategies; recommends 
the development of such strategies in ACP countries and requests that the Community give both 
financial and technical support, such support should include the provision of modern preservation 
technologies; 
59. Stresses that all development activities should be assessed for their direct and indirect 
environmental impact in both the long and short term, and that possible depletion of natural 
resources should be specifically considered during the approval of projects; 
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hO. Considers it important that development should not lead to the destruction of rare 
ecosystems and the extinction of endangered species, stresses that the protection of such ecosystems 
;rnd species is a common and international responsibility of concern to hoth the ACP countries and 
the European Community; 
6 I. Calls for measures to halt the continuing destruction of tropical rainforests, in particular: 
--- restrictions on felling of trees to extend the area of land under cultivation, whilst existing 
agrirnltural land is not put to optimum use, 
·- <.:ommcrcial varieties of trees to he felled only on a planned basis and subject to substantial 
numhcrs of similar species heing replanted, 
--- estahlishment alongside tropical rainforests of buffer 1.ones which could have an agro-forestry 
function and thus help to provide firewood and timber; 
6.~. Recalls the importance of fish as a source of high-protein food and the dangers to fish stocks 
crnsed hy overfishing, while noting that many ACP States are currently not in a position to protect 
thl'ir fishery resources from overexploitation by foreign - mainly Far Eastern and East European 
lrawll'rs; 
63. Calls, accordingly, on the Community to assist the ACP states concerned to assess their fish-
stm:ks 111 order to assess optimal fishing levels; notes in addition that the migratory nature of many 
fish species calls for a regional approach to stock assessment and, ideally, to fishery protection; 
:tsks for a more constructive attitude by the EEC, especially in the renewal of bilateral fishing 
a~reements with ACP countries; 
64. Is concerned to note that a policy of minimum aid pursued vis-a-vis Pacific member 
countries of the Lomc Convention, such as Vanuatu or Kiribati, has enabled the Soviet Union to 
conclude advantageous cconomico-strategic agreements with these countries; condemns therefore 
the absence of real impact in the Convention as regards these countries and calls on .. the 
Commission to reconsider its poliq towards this part of the world; 
65. Believes that if nuclear testing in the Pacific continues it should be carried out with full 
rq.',ard to the effects on neighbouring states, subject to the highest safety standards and with all 
rell'vant environmental and public health information passed to states adjacent to the testing area; 
H. INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE 
66. Corn,i<lcrs that small and medium sized enterprises, whose vital role is universally 
acknowledged, should be the ohject of more dynamic support measures and be given, as a matter of 
priority, assistance in appropriate skills-training and technology acquisition, and that there should 
he direct measures to promote cooperative enterprises; 
67. Hdieves it is vital that the new emphasis on rural development should result in the 
concomitant growth of rural markets, cooperatives and small businesses, and asks that a significant 
proportion of the EDF funds earmarked for rural development should be allocated to the necessary 
training and infrastructure; 
68. Emphasisi..·s the critical necessity of developing other areas of economic activity alongside 
agriwlture, and stresses the benefit in terms of ernnomies of scale and industrial efficiency that can 
he ohrnined throu~h rej!.ional cooperation; 
69. Asks for greater support to be given to the Centre for the Development of Industry which has 
the potential to contribute much more to industrial development in ACP countries through 
t'tKouraging joint ventures; 
70. Recalls the importance given in Lome III to the encouragement of private investment both 
from internal and external sources and calls for early and full implementation of the provisions of 
the Convention; 
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71 . Calls for specific consideration to be given to the promotion of employment opportunities in 
both rural and urban areas to reduce poverty and deprivation and provide work for the expanded 
labour force resulting from rapid popubtion growth; 
72. In this context stresses the relevance of labour intensive production techniques, as 
appropriate, as both agriculture and industry develop and therefore calls for greater efforts to 
provide and utilise technology appropriate to the country concerned ; 
73. Recommends that for those countries whose situation so allows, capital-intensive projects 
be supported; 
74. Is convinced that the stimulus of local economies is of fundamental importance, and that 
encouragement of entrepreneurial initiative whether in towns or villages is a particularly effective 
way of increasing long term employment; 
75. Stresses the importance of encouraging the development of decentralised regional growth 
centres which would, through providing employment and amenities in the provinces, stem the flow 
of migration to major cities; 
I. TRADE 
76. Notes that the state of world markets, the high dependence of ACP states on raw materials 
exports, and the constraints weighing on market and export-led internal policies, has resulted in the 
failure of most ACP States to share in the increased level of South-North and South-South trade 
that has developed in recent years, and calls for an effective abolition of protectionism and all short-
sighted practices which hinder the development of the trade of developing countries with 
industrialized countries, and among themselves; 
77. Welcomes the practical encouragement being given by the Lome Conventions to regional 
and sub-regional organisations such as SADCC, ECOWAS, CARICOM and SPEC (1); demands 
that all such avenues be fully exploited especially with .:1 view to removing tariff and other barriers 
in the way of regional integration; 
78. Expresses its grave concern that the protectionist agricultural policies of the EEC, the USA 
and other industrialised countries have led to the distortion of world markets for food products, 
depressing world prices and, according to the World Bank, costing developing countries an 
estimated $7,4 billion per annum in earnings on sugar alone ; 
79. Therefore asks the European Community to propose an international reconsideration of 
these policies, including the Common Agricultural Policy, with the aim of eliminating those exports 
directly or indirectly resulting from subsidized production which have severe effects on developing 
countries; 
80. Recognises the particular importance of sugar production to a number of ACP countries, 
and asks that the Community in the context of the revision of the CAP takes fully into account the 
need to resolve surplus production of sugar and sugar substitutes in the EEC; 
81. Notes with satisfaction the results of the Punta del Este Conference which should make it 
possible for the ACP countries, with help from the EEC, to improve their general trading 
environment, especially in respect of the escalation of tariff rates on tropical products and of unfair 
competition in agricultural produce; 
82. In reference to the aims set out above highlights the special problems faced by landlocked 
and island countries, where high transport charges increase costs and adversely affect 
competitivity; notes that the Lomc Conventions have recognised the disadvantages of landlocked 
and island countries by granting certain concessions and increased funding; calls for effective and 
maximum use to be made of these provisions in Lomc III; 
(1) SADCC - Southern African Development Coordination Conference. 
ECOWAS - Economic Community of West African States. 
CARICOM - Caribbean Community 
SPEC - South Pacific Economic Cooperation. 
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83. Demands that the provisions of Protocol No 1 of Lome III be diligently and effectively 
applied and that problems affecting least developed, landlocked and island countries be examined 
with flexibility with a view to maintaining and to improving the ability of their existing industries 
and attracting required investment; 
84. Advocates increased cooperation over transport, in particular in regard to 
- the extension of road and rail transport in different regions, 
- air transport, 
- sea transport and 
- transfer of technology in the transport field; 
85. Recalls that when Mauritius commenced exporting textiles to the European Community, 
the threat of the application of safeguard and other administrative measures seriously affected its 
socio-economic situation, thereby hindering the necessary diversification of the Mauritian 
economy, and believes that this is but one example of a general tendency which is extremely 
damaging to ACP efforts to diversify; 
86. Recognises that within the European Community there will always be conflict between 
sectoral or regional interests and the overall intention to help developing countries, and believes 
that this conflict will have to be tackled more directly, in the spirit of ACP-EEC cooperation; 
87. Therefore calls on the Commission to discuss, with both the ACP and EEC Councils of 
Ministers, ways of eliminating those protectionist tendencies in the Community which reduce ACP 
export opportunities when a particular product threatens any aspect of Community agricultural or 
industrial production; and suggests that consideration should be given to ways in which the EEC 
structural funds could be used to assist in the necessary adjustments within the Community; 
88. Acknowledges the value of Stabex which partially acts as a balance of payments support 
mechanism, but in view of the risk of its increasing dependence on raw materials exports, urges that 
encouragement be given to the use of transfers for diversification and local transformation 
purposes; 
89. Notes, however, that the compensatory mechanism on which Stabex is based is now totally 
inadequate in view of the decline in commodity prices and calls on the Community to take steps to 
ensure that price-stabilizing mechanisms are put into effect, taking into account the possibility of 
index-linking the prices of raw materials to those of industrial products; 
90. Urges the Community to exert its influence in international fora in order that international 
agreements for stabilisation of prices be negotiated and concluded in order to halt the continuous 
decline in prices of basic products or ra~aterials originating from ACP and other developing 
countries; 
91. Stresses the importance of rapidly establishing the Common Fund for Commodities and 
invites the Member States who have not yet ratified its establishment to do so without delay by 
concluding international agreements, product by product, as it should be possible to regulate 
effectively at world level both the markets for and the prices of the main commodities; 
92. Points out the need for trade diversification to compensate for technologital advances which 
have reduced demand for many raw materials traditionally exported from developing countries; 
asks the Community to assist the efforts of the ACP States to study these trends in order to avoid 
overdependence on the commodities affected, and at the same time to provide assistance for the 
develqpment of policies aimed at trade diversification; 
93. Requests the Community to support the ACP States in their endeavour to adjust to changes 
rendered necessary by technological evolution with a view to maintaining their competitiveness; 
J. DEBT 
94. Notes the work currently being undertaken by the ACP-EEC Working Group on the 
problem of indebtedness in ACP countries and awaits with interest the proposals which are 
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contained in their Working Document and which will be further elaborated upon and submitted to 
the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in February 1987; 
95. Notes that many ACP economies, mainly in Africa, labour under an intolerable debt burden 
which is allied to foreign exchange shortages and affected by currency fluctuations, and by 
dramatic falls in commodity prices, which are major factors inhibiting their long-term 
development; 
96. Asks the EEC and its Member States to promote - within the framework of more dfective 
collaboration and consultation with the ACP countries - technical, financial and economic 
adjustment measures which multinational institutions should take to help the ACP countries 
resolve the problems generated by their excessive indehtedness; 
97. Believes that beyond short-term essential technical solutions of a financial nature, the 
problem of indebtedness of ACP countries can only be resolved within the framework of the 
development process; 
98. In view of the importance to trade of more stable exchange rates, and the example of the 
CFA franc, asks the ACP and the Commission to initiate a study to investigate the possible role, if 
ar.y, of the ECU and corresponding financial institutions which may be required in this context; 
99. Notes with approval that under Lome Ill assistance can be provided for the rehabilitation 
and servicing of existing projects and plans which frequently fall into disrepair due to lack of spare 
parts and maintenance occasioned by foreign exchange shortages ; 
100. Calls on both the Commission and the ACP States to make full and effective use of the 
possibilities offered by Article 188 of the Lome Convention which enables financial and technical 
assistance to be provided for sectoral import programmes; asks that the Commission examine, 
with the cooperation of the Court of Auditors' departments, how procedures could be speeded up, 
especially where rehabilitation is concerned; 
101. Requests the Commission to establish without delay implementing procedures to enable 
Article 188 funds to be utilised; 
K. DISARMAMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 
102. Believes that the armaments race represents an incalculable danger for humanity and an 
unacceptable waste of financial resources and for this reason welcomes measures and proposals 
aimed at disarmament and allowing the funds so saved to be directed to development; 
L. EFFECTIVENESS OF ACP-EEC COOPERATION.AND MATTERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
REPORT OF THE ACP-EEC COUNCIL OF MINISTERS FOR 1985 
103. Given that increased trade is a factor that can contribute to relieving the debt burden, calls 
on the Community and Member States to abstain from taking measures which may hinder ACP 
trade with the Community; 
104. In view of its detrimenta,I effect to ACP exports, calls on the Commission and the European 
Parliament to re-examine as a matter of urgency the decision to limit the aflatoxin level in imported 
animal feedingstocks to 0,2 mg. per kilogramme, and calls on the Community to provide technical . 
and financial assistance for groundnut exporting ACP countries establishing aflatoxin 
detoxification programmes; 
105. Requests the EEC and the ACP to implement Lomc III trade and aid provisions in a spirit of 
genuine cooperation, based on the recognition of their interdependence and of the need to establish 
a greater coherence between EEC external commitments and internal policies ; 
106. Accords the greatest importance to the integration of projects and programmes into overall 
development strategies ; 
107. Calls for much more attention to be paid to the involvement of the beneficiaries of aid 
projects in the design and implementation stages, and underlines the benefits which arise from the 
involvement of local communities; 
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I 08. . Regrets that, to date, inadequate attention has been paid to the on-going assessment and 
ex-post evaluation of projects under the EDF; attaches great importance to the establishment of a 
much expanded in-house evaluation unit in the Commission's DG VIII, as voted by the European 
Parliament; 
109. Pays tribute to the valuable work of many local and international NGOs in the field of 
development; points out, furthermore, that voluntary agencies are often particularly cost-effective; 
calls accordingly for a further increase in the volume of EC aid channelled through NGOs of proven 
competence, in particular in the case of projects with a high level of local involvement; notes that it 
would be helpful for the Commission's services to prepare, for distribution in the ACP States, an 
information document listing, for each Member State, the essential details for each of these 
organizations (address, telephone, telex, etc.) in order to facilitate contacts; 
110. Stresses the importance of on the spot supervision and assessment of projects and calls 
therefore for a greater managerial role to be played by delegations; 
111. Is a ware of the difficulties and waste associated with a multiplicity of aid donors working 
and sometimes competing in an uncoordinated fashion, stresses the benefits which can be derived 
from improved coordination at all stages of development project implementation, and asks both 
the EEC and ACP s~ates to seek to improve coordination between ACP and donors; 
112. Emphasises that development cooperation, based on a multilateral Convention, such as 
Lome III, is often insufficient to respond to the dramatic situation which may pertain in many ACP 
countries, when the international economic environment within which development policies are 
formulated and put into effect is unstable; and that therefore the promotion of better terms of 
trade, the search towards alternatives to current dependency on raw material exports, the 
acceleration of new investments, and the search for stable currency exchange rates should be 
pursued actively; 
113. Notes that the issue of apartheid is one of the most important current issues in the 
cooperation between the signatory States of the Lome Convention and for that reason will be the 
subject of a separate resolution; 
114. Notes that issues relating to human dignity, as defined in the Declaration on Article 4, and 
including representations regarding human rights, are accorded great importance and will be dealt 
with in the first instance by the Bureau of the Joint Assembly; 
115. While welcoming the Community's Declaration concerning the resurgence of racism and 
xenophobia, situation to which the ACP alerted the Community continuously over the years; 
demands that Member States align their legislation and administration practice on the obligations 
subscribed by them in the framework of the Joint Declaration on ACP students and migrant 
workers in the Community; 
116. Requests the Bureau to examine ways and means to monitor the follow-up of this 
Resolution and of all other Resolutions adopted by the Joint Assembly and the previous joint 
parliamentary bodies which are pertinent to the ACP-EEC relationship; 
117. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution, and the associated general report, to 
the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Council and Commission of the European Communities, 
and the Governments of the ACP States and the Member States of the European Community. 
THE RESOLUTIONS OF THE ACP-EEC CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY AND JOINT ASSEMBLY 
- on the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers and on an analysis of the results 
obtained under the First Lome Convention in the light of the forthcoming entry into force of the 
Second Lomc Convention (1), 
( 1) Rapporteur: Mrs Focke, OJ No C 306, 24.11.1980, p. 17. 
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- on the proposals designed to ensure respect for and protection of the rights of migrant workers, 
students and trainees who are nationals of one of the Contracting Parties and regularly resident 
in a Member State or an ACP State (1), 
- on the fifth Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers and an analysis of the early 
experience of the Second Lome Convention with recommendations for its optimal 
implementation (2), 
- on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic Community (3), 
- on the Sixth Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for the period from 1 April to 
31 December 1981 and an analysis of the early experience of the Second Lome Convention (4), 
- on ACP-EEC cooperation in the field of energy (5), 
- on the fight against hunger (6), 
- on the implementation of the resolution of the Consultative Assembly on cultural cooperation 
between ACP States and the European Economic Community (7), 
- taking account of the Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for 1982, and 
looking towards the imminent negotiations for a successor Convention to Lome II (8), 
- on ACP-EEC industrial cooperation and the impact of the Lome Convention (9), 
- on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic Community (10), 
- on the situation of ACP students and migrant workers residing in the Member States of the 
European Community (11), 
- on hunger in the world (12), 
- taking into account the Eight Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers of the state 
of implementation of the Lome Convention and the prospects for the subsequent new 
Convention (B), 
- on the environment and development (14), 
- on ACP-EEC cooperation for the development of fisheries in the ACP States (15), 
- on the Third ACP-EEC Convention - Prospects and Constraints (16), 
- on human rights('?), 
- on the role of women in the development process (18), 
- on deforestation and desertification (1':I), 
- on the creation of biogenetic reserves and the rational management of stocks of animal and 
vegetable living matter, both terrestrial and marine (20), 
( 1) Rapporteur: Mr Michel, OJ No C 306, 24.11.1980, p. 24. 
(2) Rapporteur: H.E. Mr lnsanally, OJ No C 15, 20.1.1982, p. 13. 
(3) Rapporteur: H.E. Mr Chasle, OJ No C 15, 20.1.1982, p. 22. 
(4) Rapporteur: Mr Vergeer, OJ No C 39, 10.2.1983, p. 10. 
(5) Rapporteur: H.E. Mr Siddig, OJ No C 39, 10.2.1983, p. 28. 
(6) Rapporteur: Mr Ferrero, OJ No C 39, 19. 2. 1983, p. 34. 
(7) Rapporteur: H.E. Mr Chasle, OJ No C 39, 10.2.1983, p. 41. 
(8) Rapporteur: H.E. Mr Cavalevu, OJ No C 300, 7.11.1983, p. 14. 
(9) Rapporteur : Mr Fuchs, OJ No C 300, 7.11.1983, p. 16. 
( 10) Rapporteur : H.E. Mr Chasle, OJ No C 300, 7. 11. 1983, p. 25. 
( 11)Rapporteur: H.E. Mr Chasle, OJ NoC 300, 7.11.1983, p. 28. 
(12) Rapporteur: Mr Ferrero, OJ No C 300, 7. 11. 1983, p. 22. 
( 13) Rapporteur: Mr Trivclli, 0 J No C 282, 22. 10. 1984, p. 15. 
(14) Rapporteur: Dr. Ossebi Douniam, 0 J No C 282, 22. 10. 1984, p. 26. 
(15) Rapporteurs: H.E. Mr Malingur and H.E. Mr Sidiya, in collaboration with Mrs Ewing and Mr Fich, OJ 
No C 282, 22. 10. 1984, p. 28. 
(16)Rapporteur : H.E. Mr R. Chasle, OJ No C 322, 13.12.1985, p. 46. 
(17)Rapporteur : Mrs C. Flesch, OJ NoC 322, 13.12.1985, p. 44. 
(18)Rapporteur: Mrs R. Waruhiu, OJ No C 322, 13.12.1985, p. 37. 
( 19) Rapporteur: Mr A. Mouele, OJ No C 322, 13. 12. 1985, p. 29. 
(20)Rapporteur: Mr A. Mouele, OJ No C 322, 13.12.1985, p. 33. 
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THE RESOLUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 
- on the European Community's policy towards developing countries (the memorandum of the 
Commission of the European communities on the European Community's development policy 
- COM(82) 64 final) (1), 
- on the context of the future ACP-EEC Convention to follow Lome II (2), 
- on the European Community's contribution to the campaign against hunger in the world (3), 
- on the assessment of Community development policies and the role of the European 
Parliament (4), 
- on the medium and long-term problems of the Community's sugar policy in relation to the ACP-
EEC sugar protocol of 30 September 1981 (5), 
-- on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the EEC {6}, 
- on assistance to refugees in developing countries (7), 
-- on the work of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and Consultative Assembly in 1981 (8), 
- on the outcome of the proceedings of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and Consultative 
Assembly (9), 
- on the outcome of the proceedings of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and Consultative 
Assembly (10), 
- on the achievements of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and Consultative Assembly (11), 
- on the conclusion of the Third Lome Convention (12), 
- on the results of the work of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and joint Assembly (13), 
- on the situation of women in the development process after the Nairobi Conference (14), 
DOCUMENTS AND STUDIES 
United Nations General Assembly UN Document A/ AC.229/2: 
- Africa's Submission to the Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly on Africa's 
Economic and Social Crisis, 
Organization of African Unity: 
Lagos Plan of Action for the economic development of Africa 1980-2000, 
OAU Monrovia Symposium: 
What kind of Africa by the year 2000, 
The World Bank: World Development Report 1985, 
The World Bank: World Development Report 1986, 
The World Bank: Development and Debt Service, Dilemma of the 1980s, 
(I) Rapporteur: Mr C. Jackson, OJ No C 242, 12.9.1983, p. 104. 
(2) Rapporteur: Mr lrmer, OJ No C 277, 17.10.1983, p. 146. 
(·l) Rapporteur: Mr Ferrero, OJ No C 265, 13.10.1980, p. 37. 
(4) Rapporteur: Mr Michel, OJ No C 260, 12.10.1981, p. 72. 
(S) Rapporteur: Mr Sable, OJ No C 242, 12.9.1983, p. 115. 
(6) Rapporteur: Mr Narducci, 0 J No C 242, 12. 9. 1983, p. 118. 
(7) Rapporteur: Mrs Dury, OJ No C 10, 16.1.1984, p. 278. 
(8) Rapporteur: Mr Clement, OJ No C 11, 18.1.1982, p. 44. 
(9) Rapporteur: Mrs Cassanmagnago Ccrretti, OJ No C 68, 14.3.1983, p. 35. 
(IO)Rapporteur: Mr Israel, OJ No C 46, 20.2.1984, p. 97. 
(11)Rapporteur: Mr Wurtz, OJ No C 12, 14.1.1985, p. 53. 
(12)Rapporteur: Mr R. Cohen, OJ No C 94, 15.4.1985, p. 20. 
(B) Rapporteur: Mr K. Wawrzik, 0 J No C 36, 17. 2. 1986, p. 218. 
(14)Rapporteur: Mrs R.C. Rabbethge, OJ No C 176, 14.7.1986, p. 69. 
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The World Bank: Poverty and Hunger: Issues and O ptions fo r Food Security in Developing 
Countries, 
The World Bank: Financing Adjustm,nr wi rh Growth in Sub-Saharan Africa, 1986-1990, 
The Challenges for Sub-Saharan Africa by Robe rt S. McNamara , 
U.N. Economic Commission for Africa: Kili manjaro Programme of Action on Population, 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development: 
Trade and Development Report, 1985, 
A programme for the Industrial Development Decade for Africa, prepared jointly by the Economic 
Commission for Africa, the OAU and the United Nations Industrial Development Organization, 
United Nations Industrial Development O rganization: 
The biennial Industrial Development Survey, 
Main Demographic features of the population of Z imbabwe : 1982 Population Census, 
Government of Barbados: Barbados Developmen t Plan 1983-1988: Change plus Growth, 
Republic of Zimbabwe: First five-year national development plan 1986-1990, 
Republic of Zimbabwe: Main Demographic features of the population of Zimbabwe 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (1) 
on rural development and environmental problems 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vougliameni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to the resolutions adopted by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on hunger in 
the world and the fight against hunger (2), 
B. · having regard to the resolutions adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on environment and 
development, on deforestation and desertification and on the creation of biogenetic reserves 
and the rational management of stocks of animal and vegetable living matter, both terrestrial 
and marine (3), 
C. having regard to the interim report of the ACP-EEC working group on rural development and 
environmental problems (4), 
1. Notes the paramount importance of primary products (from agriculture, forestry, stock-
farming and fisheries) in the economies of the ACP countries; 
2. Notes and deplores the fact that since 1970 the agricultural situation has deteriorated in many 
ACP countries, notably those in Africa, where there has been a steady decline in per capita 
agricultural production, culminating in some cases in a severe food crisis; 
3. Believes that the drop in agricultural productivity is inseparable from the degradation of the 
environment, and most particularly from the advanced desertification being seen in some areas; 
4. Believes that degradation of the environment caused by inappropriate agricultural practices is 
one of the reasons for declining agricultural productivity and the advance of desertification seen in 
some areas. 
5. Stresses that the overriding priority for most of the ACP countries is to achieve a satisfactory 
level of long~term food security and that agricultural and rural development must therefore take 
into account the need to conserve the rural environment; 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
(2) OJ No C 15, 20.1.1982, OJ No C 39 10.2.1983 and OJ No C 300, 7.11.1983. 
(3) OJ No C 322, 13.12.1985. 
(4) AP/ 161/fin. - Doc. ACP-EEC 89/86. 
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6. Emphasizes very strongly the close and direct link between the natural environment and rural 
development as reflected in the events of recl'nt years in the Sahe! and other regions of the ACP 
countries; draws attention in particular to the fact that rural development is based on the 
exploitation of the environment and that any exhaustion of natural resources which it might cause 
would both lead to the failure of the environment and halt rural development; 
7. Stresses that environmental conservation constitutes the basic and indispensable foundation 
for continuity in the rural development that is vital to present and future generations; 
8. Insists, since in the majority of cases the main cause of desertification is ill-considered 
deforestation, still motivated primarily by the search for fuel wood, on the urgent need for the ACP 
States to take energetic action to impose strict limits on deforestation or to halt it altogether in 
environmentally highly sensitive areas and at the same time to promote the use of cheap forms of 
energy that can take the place of wood and charcoal; 
9. , Points out that for centuries rural people and farmers lived in harmony with nature; believes 
that they will be able to do so in future only if they can continue to produce using techniques and 
methods that are not out of tune with the natural environment; · 
10. Notes with satisfaction that the new Lome III Convention makes rural development its 
primary objective while introducing for the first time a significant response to the need to conserve 
natural resources; considers it particularly important that all the provisions relating to these fields 
be implemented effectively and speedily; 
11. Requests that the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly be given regular progress reports on the 
implementation of the Third Lome Convention, particularly in connection with projects relating to 
agriculture and the environment, so that it can give informed opinions on problems that might arise 
and make proposals, notably with a view to preparations for a fourth ACP-EEC convention; 
12. Considers it advisable for national and regional conservation strategies to be drawn up to 
ensure that agricultural development and the conservation of natural resources proceed in a more 
mutually compatible and consistent manner; notes with satisfaction that the first moves have been 
made in certain ACP States, with the help of the EEC, towards the drawing up of such strategies; 
13. Welcomes the setting up of the Agricultural Commodities Committee provided for in the 
Convention and hopes that the work and recommendations of that committee will help to improve 
ACP-EEC cooperation in this field; 
14. Stresses the vital importance for Africa of the recovery plan adopted at the special session of 
the United Nations General Assembly on Africa in May 1986; calls on the European Community, 
the Member States thereof and the ACP states to take specific measures, notably financial 
measures, to allow this plan to be put into effect; 
15. Points out the need for each farmer's food production to increase in order to provide for the 
increasing population and the unprecedented scale of urban migration and calls for measures to 
slow down these demographic changes; 
16. Points out that dietary traditions and patterns are undergoing rapid and major change, 
particularly in urban areas; notes that urbanization leads to large-scale imports, particularly of 
wheat and rice, which are threatening to increase the dependency of the countries concerned on 
imported food; encourages the ACP countries, therefore, to draw up and pursue policies to 
promote loq.1 food crops in order to limit imports of these commodities; 
17. Emphasizes strongly that in most countries it is small farmers, in particular women, who are 
the. main actors in rural development and environmental conservation and it is to them that all help 
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with training and equipment, using both thl· ACP St.ul's· own rl'soun.:cs and resources from outside, 
must be directed; 
18. Considers that it is by paying greater :lttcntion anJ giving more support than hitherto to the 
mas~ of small producers rather than by promoti ng coo l'xciusively the Jevdopment of a number of 
large estates and agricultural undertakings with a very capitalistic type of production that the 
objectives of greater expansion and better distribution of agricultural production art! likely to be 
achieved; 
19. Emphasizes that the first priority for agricultural development must be that rural 
communities achieve their own self-sufficiency in food; therefore calls for greater importance to be 
attached to the implementation of progr Jmmes ro Jrvelop the production of traditional foods; 
20. Notes the great diversity of soils and cl imatic conditions prevailing in the ACP countries, 
whose different boundaries and frontiers are not identical with state frontiers, which makes it 
essential to adopt an extremely flexible and regional approach to rural development; 
21. Notes with concern that while women play a vital role in traditional types of farming, 
modern Western agricultural techniques arc essentially intended to be practised by men; 
22. Calls for special training programmes of both a general and specific nature to be organized 
for women, especially in agriculture; expresses its regret that the Third Lome Convention makes no 
mention of the essential role of women in agriculture and the protection of the envirqnment; 
23. Considers that one of the essential preconditions for any significant growth in production 
and heightened regard for the natural environment is the improvement and, where necessary, 
reform of land-tenure policies, in particular in favour of women, and, where appropiate, the 
adoption, revision or implementation of agrarian reform measures; 
24. Stresses the need, given that multinationals operate on a small or negligible scale in the· ACP 
countries, notably those in Africa, for host countries to ensure that all action to protect the 
environment is taken in as appropriate a manner as possible in order to prevent and avoid the 
mistakes that have been made in other parts of the world with regard to land concessions and 
environmental degradation; 
25. Underlines the overriding need to ensure the preservation of the genetic diversity of the 
different animal and plant species and reiterates its demand that appropriate active conservation 
policies be adopted or speeded up, in particular the creation of natural reserves to act as genetic 
pools, which would he of benefit to the whole human race, in accordance with the resolution 
adopted by the Joint Assembly at its meeting at Inverness; 
26. Considers that the necessary growth in agricultural production which respects the needs of 
the environment muse· be promoted jointly by a series of measures relating to the means and 
techniques of production and by another set of measures concerning the organization of a whole 
range of Jiffercnt activities occurring before, after and during production; 
27. Considers in this connection that the ACP countries, with the EEC's help, can effect 
considerable improvements in the various political, administrative and technical institutions and 
other bodies involved in management, administration and supervision in the agricultural and rural 
sphere, so as to provide a framework which will induce farmers to produce more and better crops; 
28. Notes that in certain ACP countries the structure inherited from the colonial system of 
plantations has not yet been sufficiently changed and that this state of affairs is an obstacle to the 
satisfactory recovery of the agriculture and environment of these countries; 
29. Asks that particular attention be paid to: 
(a) the implementation of policies to co-ordinate rural development and environmental 
protection; 
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{b) the supply and distribution of various inputs and equipment on time and at an appropriate 
price; 
(~) the improvement of the harvesting, storage and marketing of products to avoid waste and 
inefficiency ; 
(d) encouragement of private initiative and promotion of competition; 
(c) the implementation of competitive prices for producers which enable them to make a 
reasonable profit; 
(f) aid for the setting up of local processing facilities; 
(g) consumer policies which promote the production and consumption of local foods. 
30. Encourages the ACP countries, given the paramount importance of fertilizers in increasing 
agricultural production in general and, more specifically, cereal production, and given also the very 
low level of mineral and organic fertilizer use in the A CP countries, to take every appropriate step to . 
encourage and expand substantially the balanced and judicious use of fertilizers by farmers; 
31. Stresses the pressing need to expand irrigated area, as this is the only way to guarantee 
agricultural production; in particular, more wells and dams must be constructed and coupled with 
pumping and irrigation equipment; recommends that preference be given to small-scale water 
management schemes for local people; recommends circumspection with regard to dam.building 
in order to limit any environmentally damaging effects of their use; 
32. Urges care with the implementation of irrigation projects to ensure that the mistakes made 
so often in the past are not repeated and calls for greater care over the siring and design of wells and 
water pumps. 
33. Recommends that special efforts be made in both the EEC and ACP countries to abolish all 
duty on agricultural equipment; 
34. Draws attention to the need to ensure that pesticides banned in the EEC countries for health 
reasons or because they damage the environment are not sold in the ACP countries; recommends in 
this regard that competent and efficient pesticide regulatory agencies are set up in the ACP 
countries; recommends the ACP and EEC countries to adopt the international code of conduct on 
pesticide distribution and use drawn up by FAO in 1986, including the prior consent system, and to 
ensure that the measures it recommends are taken; 
35. Regards it as essential, also, for agricultural development projects 
- to include a preliminary in-depth study of their likely social and cultural impact; 
- to take due account of all the economic advantages of existing methods of farming and their 
effects on the environment, 
- to study the advantages that may be had from other alternative methods of traditional farming; 
36. Emphasizes the priority to be given to the rehabilitation of existing schemes and installations 
and the provision of high-quality maintenance services; 
37. Considers it essential that agricultural development projects should pay particular attention 
to the appropriate management and organization needed to ensure smooth everyday running and 
points out in this connection that it would be advisable to give priority to projects· and 
infrastructures which can be easily and fully run by local communities themselves; 
38. Observes that the food strategies implemented since 1982 in four ACP States with aid from 
the EEC have been favourably evaluated recentlf'by the Commission and the Council of the EEC, 
which consider therefore that it would be worth extending them to other ACP States; requests that 
this evaluation be studied by the EEC authorities together with the ACP partners; 
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39. Notes that this evaluation stresses both the progress achieved in regard to the liberalization 
of food markets and the difficulty of making an impact on the productivity of small farmers; it 
highlights the importance of a number of guiding principles adopted in the implementation of these 
strategies, which tend to confirm the points made above, in particular: 
(a) priority to be given to small producers and traditional crops, 
(h) the valu~ of liberalizing the marketing networks for inputs and products, 
(c) the advisability of reviewing the role and improving the management of public and semi-public 
agencies . 
40. Considers that balanced agricultural development must also be such as to provide the ACP 
States with the financial resources which they need to pursue their development independently of 
all outside assistance; 
41. Considers it important, therefore, that all the necessary attention be paid to the development 
of export crops; stresses, however, the importance of maintaining a certain balance between food 
crops and export crops, depending on the particular circumstances of each ACP State; stresses that 
development of export crops must under no circumstances take place at the expense of food crops 
or constitute an obstacle to the effective implementation of the ACP states' food self-sufficiency 
policies; neither must it disadvantage small rural producers; 
42. Notes that the Working Party on Rural Development and Environmental Problems will put 
forward in the course of its work in the fields of funding, stock-farming, fishing, fishery resources, 
training and research, project assessment as well as agricultural trade relations between the ACP 
countries and the EEC; 
43. Considers that, in view of the complexity of the above subjects and their particular 
importance to the ACP countries, the Working Party should have a further 6 months to complete its 
work ; and consequently invites it to submit its conclusions and its final report in time for the Joint 
Assembly's meeting to be held in the autumn of 1987 .. 
RESOLUTION (l) 
on the situation in South Africa and southern Africa 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
- having regard to and reaffirming its previous resolutions on South and southern Africa and on 
Namibia, notably the ones adopted in Inverness (UK) (27 September 1985) and in Ezulwini 
(Swaziland) (30 January 1986), 
1. Welcomes the adoption by the European Parliament, on 10 July 1986, of its resolution 'on the 
political situation in southern Africa and future prospects' and demands its immediate 
implementation; 
2. Expresses its deep concern at the deteriorating situation in South Africa, the increasing 
number of people killed and detained and the lack of prospect for a peaceful solution as a result of 
the attitude of the South African authorities; 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 4 votes against and 1 abstention by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 
25 September 1986. 
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3. Condemns South Africa's milit.uy aggression against neighbouring States, in particular the 
intervention in Botswana (June 198S), Angola (September 1985) and Lesotho (January 1986} and, 
most recently, its attacks on Botswana, Zimbabwe and Zambia {May 1986) and Angola (June and 
September 1986), and its support for the MNR in Mozambique and UNITA in Angola; 
4. Reaffirms its wish for the end of apartheid and the introduction of a non-racial democrl.\cy to 
be achieved speedily by means of peaceful negotiation but recognises that the ·south Atrican · 
Government has made dear hoth to the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group and to Sir 
Geoffrey Howe, as President of the EEC Council of Ministers, that it is unwilling to take the steps 
necessary for meaningful negotiations; 
5. Notes the measures taken by the European Community in September 1985 and September 
1986 to bring pressure to bear upon the South African Government, but deplores the fact that the 
ban on coal imports from South Africa is still the subject of a 'search for consensus', since the value 
of these imports is twice that of imports of iron, steel and gold coins; and urges the acceptance of 
such a ban; 
6. Notes the adoption of the principle of sanctions as a means of pressure, but regrets the 
inadequacy of the measures both hecause it may lead the Government of South Africa to doubt the 
Community's strength of purpose and because it may lead to a weakening of measures about to be 
taken by other countries; 
7. Welcomes the EEC's positive measures to assist the victims of apartheid and urges that they be 
increased considerably as rapidly as possible; 
8. Calls upon the European Community and the ACP States to impose stronger measures, so 
that more effective pressure can be brought to bear for peaceful change, and stresses the warning of 
the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group that a bloodbath may be imminent if such change does · 
not take place; 
9. Urges the leaders of the Community Member States and the ACP Member States to 
accompany such measures with clear statements of their intention to maintain and increase 
pressure until apartheid is ended and non-racial democracy is introduced; 
10. Stresses the importance of world-wide coordination of the measures being taken, especially 
by the European Community, the Commonwealth, the United States and Japan, but warns that, in 
order to avoid the risk of such coordination being on the basis of the lowest common denominator, 
some countries will need to take the lead, either individually or collectively; 
11. Welcomes, as an example of such leadership, the bill recently passed by the US Congress 
with huge majorities in both the Senate and the House of Representatives, and the conclusions of 
the Commonwealth Mini-Summit of 5 August 1986; · 
12. Considers that, unless UN mandatory sanctions can be agreed by the Security Council, 
including all its permanent members, other ways must be found to coordinate discussions about 
sanctions and urges both the Foreign Ministers of the Twelve and the EEC Commission to play an 
active role in such coordination at political and technical -levels; 
13. Calls upon the Foreign Ministers of the Twelve meeting in political cooperation and the 
Governments of the ACP States to use their influence to secure participation in the policy of 
sanctions by all countries throughout the world; 
14. Commends those EEC Member States who have already taken measures going beyond the 
present common EEC policy and urges them and others to go even further, along the lines of the 
proposals in this resolution, as an impetus for the achievement of strengthened sanctions policy by 
the EEC and other countries; 
15. Stresses also the importance of monitoring the application of sanctions, so that they are as 
effective as possible; 
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16. Requests the EEC Commission to 111;\kc p ro 1,u,:l l'> as to the most practicable means of 
monitoring sanctions imposed hy the EEC, and rnJ LH:~rs the Presidency of the Twelfe to initiate, in 
consultation with the Commission, discussions wit h other countries to establish a world-wide 
system whereby serious or rc~ular breaches of sanctions become known to the international 
community; 
17. Criticizes the Commission for not producing J. report on patterns of trade between the 
Community and 
(a) South Africa, 
(b) Namibia, 
in accordance with the resolution a<loptcd by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Inverness on 26 
September 1985, and calls on it to do so and to make provisions for the collection of the 
information required for a system of statistical monitoring by customs authorities; 
18. Calls upon all ACP and EEC Member States to take appropriate measures to prevent the 
evasion of sanctions and to exchange information through the EEC Commission about known or 
suspected breaches; 
19. Calls upon the EEC and its Member States urgently to increase aid to the States neighbouring 
South Africa, directly and through SADCC, to maintain their vital infrastru~tures and to become 
more independent in the economic, transport and communications fields; 
20. Condepms the continuing illegal military occupation of Namibia by South Africa; urges the 
Foreign Ministers of the Twelve meeting in political cooperation to give fresh impetus to their 
efforts to implement UN Security Council Resolution 435 (1978), in consultation with the UN 
Council for Namibia, the sole legal authority for that territory, and in line with the relevant 
conclusions of the EEC/Frontline States meeting at Lusaka on 3-4 February 1986; 
21. Requests Belgium as the only EEC Member State on the Council for Namibia and as the next 
President of the Twelve, to play a dynamic role on that body; 
22. Calls for the application of sanctions measures, where appropriate, to Namibia as well as to 
South Africa; 
23. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the Governments of all the signatories of the Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on Mandela, candidate for the 1987 Nobel Peace Prize 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. whereas Nelson Mandela, the oldest political prisoner in the world, is starting his 25th year in 
prison in South Africa, 
B. having regard to its many declarations and those of the European Parliament and all the other 
international assemblies in support of his unconditional release, 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 4 votes against and 2 abstentions by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 
September 1986. 
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C. whereas the Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to Albert Luthuli, the great anti~apartheid leader, 
immediately after a banning order had been placed on him by the Pretoria regime, 
D. having regard to the award of the Simon Bolivar Prize to Nelson Mandela, 
I. Observes that all attempts to secure the unconditional release of Nelson Mandela have failed 
because of the Pretoria regime's obstinacy; 
2. Resolves to propose Nelson Mandela as a candidate for the 1987 Nobel Peace Prize, following 
the example of the similar proposal unanimously adopted in The Hague in 1982 by the Conference 
of Western European Members· of Parliament on sanctions against South Africa; 
3. Instructs its Co~Presidents to forward this resolution to the Nobel Prize Committee, to the 
Council, the Commission, the European Parliament and the signatory states of the Lome 
Convention. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on help for refugees and displaced persons 
The ACP~EEC joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni, Greece from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to the rapid increase in the number of refugees due to disasters, social and 
economic need and political tension, 
B. having regard to the new funds provided in Lome III (Articles 204 and 205) specifically for 
structural aid to refugees and displaced persons, 
C. having regard to the Flesch report and the resolution on human rights adopted by the Joint 
Assembly, 
1. Asks the Commission for all available information on projects set up with these funds; 
2. Asks in particular for information about the projects set up in the Front Line states for 
refugees and displaced persons from South Africa and Namibia who have left those countries 
because of apartheid; 
3. Asks in particular also about the projects set up in the Horn of Africa and the Sudan for 
refugees and displaced persons fleeing from hunger and political tension in the region; 
4. Asks to be comprehensively informed about these projects before the next meeting of the 
Joint Assembly; 
5. Asks especially about the progress made and bottlenecks arising during the setting up and 
implementation of these projects; 
6. Requests the Bureau in view of the extent of these problems to consider setting up a working 
party to examine them and to make appropriate recommendations. 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on the implementation of provisions of Lome lll in regard to aid for ACP refugees 
The ACPIEEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to its resolution on ai9 for refugees adopted at Inverness in September 1985, 
B. having regard to the gravity of the refugee problem m Africa, in pa rticular the Horn of Africa, 
l. Asks the competent authorities to report on the implementation of Articles 204 and 205 of 
Lome III on aid for refugees and returnees in the sensitive areas of Africa, in particular the Horn of 
Afnca; 
2. Hopes chat the programmes for the integration and reintegration of the refugees will be 
extended and chat regional cooperation will be encouraged, enabling adequate funds to be 
mobilized w ith a view to finding longer-term solutions; 
3. Requests the EEC and the ACP States to step up their cooperation with the O ffice of the UN 
High Commissioner for Refugees and the NGOs (Non-Governmental Organizations) from both 
the EEC and the ACP, the latter often being closer to the needs of the local people; 
4 . Decides to set up a working party in the next few months to look more closely at the question 
of immediate and longterm aid for refugees and to monitor the action taken on its resolutions on 
this problem ; 
5. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolut ion to the ACP-EEC Council, the Council 
and Commission of the EEC, the UNHCR and the NGOs' liaison committee with the EEC. 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the refugee problem in the Horn of Africa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to the resolution (AP/121) adopted unanimously without amendment on 30 
January 1986 on the refugee problem in Somalia, 
B. considering the magnitude of the refugee problem in the IGADD countries, 
1. Appreciates the efforts which the Commission has made in the intervening months to improve 
the living conditions of the refugees concerned (see Commission document of 19 September 1986-
Directorate-General for Development), in particular: 
(a) release of 500 OOO ECU (March 1986) as emergency aid to combat the cholera epidemic 
(b) release of 1,6 m ECU (April 1986) as emergency aid to be used for means of transport, camp 
equipment, tents, medical supplies and water, 
(L ) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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(c) appropriate distribution of this aid through the Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees, 
(d) the intention to work out long-term solutions for the affected population; 
2. Points out that, following improvements in the harvests, it has been possible for food for the 
refugees to be purchased locally, with consequent benefits for the local agriculture and agricultural 
structures; 
3. Call~ on the Commission and the Member States to maintain this aid or, in view of the 
increasing number of refugees, to expand it. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the setting up of a World Food Conference 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. Determined to ensure that there is no repetition of the recent tragic famine which has 
devastated so much of Africa, 
B. Aware that agriculture is the basic industry of the world's poorest countries, and that a healthy 
farm economy is a prerequisite for long-term development and shorMerm stability, 
C. Concerned that the subsidisation of agriculture by the major industrial countries has a mostly 
negative impact on farmers in developing countries, many of whom have for a long period been 
disadvantaged by the domestic policies of their governments, 
D. Noting that despite substantial investment in rural development, many third world 
governments have pursued economic policies which have discriminated against farmers and 
hampered efforts to reduce rural poverty, 
E. Noting the paradox of policy makers in industrial countries who demand agricultural policy 
changes by governments in developing countries yet continue to do nothing to alleviate the 
damage done to third world agriculture by their own agricultural policies, 
F. Welcoming the publication of the World Bank's 1986 World Development Report which 
contains an important study on 'Trade and Pricing Policies in World Agriculture', 
1. Accepts the World Bank's conclusion that agricultural policies, in both industrial and 
developing countries, have led to a massive misallocation of resources, resulting in over-production 
of food in industrial countries and insufficient production in developing countries; 
2. In view of the urgent need to overcome the food crisis facing Africa and bring about the 
liberalisation of agricultural trade, calls for the convening of a World Food Conference as soon as 
possible during 1987 under the auspices of the World Food Council and the World Bank; 
3. Calls for the World Food Conference to consider ways to promote the economic and political 
climate whereby developing countries, particularly those in Africa where per capita food 
production is in decline, can increase food production and promote multi-country food security; 
(1) Adopted unanimously with l4 abstentions by the ACP-EF.C Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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4. Calls furthermore for the World Food Conference to initiate a process of negotiations 
between the major agricultural producers on the liberalisation of agricultural trade and the 
reduction of agricultural protection; 
5. Considers that the contrasting crises of over- and underproduction warrant the setting up of 
an international agricultural trade organisation charged with bringing about greater balance in 
world food production; 
6. Asks its President to forward this resolution to the Commission, the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers and the governments of all ACP and EEC Member States. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on appropriations for development aid in the 1987 draft budget 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to the draft budget adopted by the EEC Council of Ministers on 9 September 
1986, . . 
B. sharing the concern voiced by FAO, calling for the fight against malnutrition to be stepped up 
as a matter of the utmost urgency, 
1. Protests at the sharp cut in aid for the developing countries in the Community budget 
compared with 1986; 
2. Fears that the marked drop in commitment appropriations entered for the next two years 
could herald a process of disengagement by the EEC and its Member States from the most 
underprivileged peoples, just at a time when the GNP of the majority of developing countries is 
diminishing; 
3. Calls on the European Parliament in accordance with the declared intention of many of its 
Members, and particularly of its Committee on Development and Cooperation, to reinstate in the 
1987 budget aid for the developing countries that is more commensurate with the scale of their 
needs; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission, the 
European Parliament and the signatory states to the Lome Convention. 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 3 votes against by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the Nyos disaster in Cameroon 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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A. having regard to the extreme gravity of the volcanic irruptions of toxic gas on 24 and 25 August 
1986, 
B. having regard to the heavy provisional toll of 1 700 victims and several thousands of people 
affected by the fumes, 
C. having regard to the Cameroonian authorities' appeal for help from the international 
community, 
1. Asks for extra financial emergency aid to be made available by the Community for the 
Cameroon and for technical and scientific assistance, coordinated with that donated by the States 
and the other international institutions, to be despatched to the affected areas; 
2. Asks that a delegation from the Community participate in the investigations and scientific 
research into the causes of the disaster; 
3. Considers that all appropriate preventative measures be implemented to protect the people in 
regions where there is quasi-permanent seismic activity; 
4. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers of the EEC, the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Commission and the governments of the Member States of the 
EEC. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the natural disaster in the Cameroon 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. whereas the disaster at Lake Nios in the Cameroon, which has claimed 1 700 lives and injured 
thousands of other people, has been one of the most serious of recent years, 
B. whereas there is still a risk of further explosions, 
C. whereas, according to volcanologists, the means of preventing this kind of phenomenon have 
never been studied, 
1. Expresses sympathy and support for the families of the victims; 
2. Approves of the Community's first allocation of aid for the people affected and hopes that this 
will be extended ; 
3. Asks the competent authorities of the European institutions to take part in a programme of 
research into means of preventing this kind of disaster, including in particular the establishment of 
a system for monitoring volcanic activity in this region, an exchange of information on such 
occurrences and appropriate training schemes; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission, the 
European Parliament and the States signatory to the Lome Convention. 
(I) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-F.EC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on terrorism 
The ACI'-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. Al.armed by the resurgence of terrorist attacks throughout the world, 
B. Distressed at the appalling suffering inflicted on the innocent victims, 
C. Conscious of the threat to our democratic systems, 
D. Perturbed about the repercussions of these terrorists on the immigrant groups living in the EEC . 
countries; in particular the increase in xenophobia and racism, as well as the temporary 
reintroduction of administrative measures such as visas, 
1. Expresses its solidarity with the victims and their families; 
2. Affirms its resolve to fight with the utmost determination against all terrorist organizations 
and to ensure that the perpetrators of these attacks are deprived of their logistical bases; 
3. Declares its support for the agreement adopted in Stockholm on 22 September 1986 by 35 
states from Europe and North America, including the 12 Community Member States, in which they 
condemn the use of terrorism in international relations and elsewhere; 
4. Will, however, take every care to ensure that human rights and democratic laws are respected 
in the fight against terrorism; 
5. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers. 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 4 abstentions by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on international terrorism 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. Ackn.owledging the joint Assembly's interest in promoting peace and stability throughout the 
World, 
B. Concerned by recent outbreaks of terrorism in Europe and particularly the recent outrages 
which have taken place in France and Spain, 
C. Noting that in such acts of terrorism it is almost always innocent people who are the victims, 
D. Conscious of the need for international solidarity in the fight against terrorism. 
l. Condemns the recent escalation of terrorism in Europe and expresses its concern with the 
victims and their families; 
2. Calls on all signatories of the Lome Convention to demonstrate their solidarity, and 
participate in international efforts to stamp out acts of terrorism; 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 11 abstentions by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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3. Asks the Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, all 
ACP-EEC Governments and the United Nations. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on terrorism 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to a series of recent terrorist attacks in Europe, 
B. whereas no reasonable arguments can justify these deliberate acts of aggression against 
innocent people, 
C. having regard to the efforts of all the Lome partners to ensure respect for human dignity, 
1. Condemns all acts of terrorism such as those which have recently struck some European 
partner states ; 
2. Declares that there can and must be no excuse for the perpetrators; 
3. Calls on all parties to the Lome Convention to do all in their power to enable those concerned 
to be caught and brought to trial ; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the governments of the States signatory to the Lome Convention. 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 6 abstentions by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
RSOLUTION (1) 
on human rights 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to the Third Lome Convention in which all signatories have confirmed their 
international obligation to ensure the protection and promotion of human rights and 
underlined the positive link between the respect for human rights and efforts towards 
development, 
B. having regard to its resolution on human rights, adopted on 26 September 1985 in Inverness, in 
which it expressed the hope that the ACP member states of the OAU ratify the African Charter 
on Human and People's Rights in order that it may be put into effect at the earliest opportunity, 
C. having regard to the content of that Charter which is particularly rich and up-to-date, since in 
addition to the civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, it includes new collective 
rights, such as the right to development, 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 1 abstention by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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D. whereas, in ratifying the universal or regional instruments on human rights, each State not only 
guarantees to each individual under its jurisdiction that all national authorities will respect and 
promote each of hi., /her ;:icknowledgeJ rights, wh:uever their nature, but also undertakes 
before the international community to respect in all circumstances the value and the dignity of 
the human person; 
E. whereas the universal and regional instruments govern ing human rights are complementary 
and it is therefore important for all individuals and nations that the States ratify both tyt,es of 
instrument, 
1. Welcomes the fact that as of 31 July 1986, 30 of the 50 OAU States had become party to the 
African Charter on Human and People's Rights and that the Charter will therefore come into force 
on 21 October 1986; 
2. Calls on the Member States of the OAU which arc not yet parties to the African Charter to 
ratify it and also appeals to all the OAU and EC Member States to sign all the universal treaties on 
fundamental human rights and to recognize the individual's right of recourses enshrined in some of 
these treaties; 
.1. Calls on all the institutions set up by the T hird Lome Convention and those of the EC to 
intensify cooperation in the field of human rights, in particular provided for in the African Charter ; 
4. Decides that this resolution be forwarded to the Council of Ministers ami to the Commission 
of the EC, to the Committee of Ambassadors and to the ACP Council, to the National Assemblies 
and Parliaments of all Member States signatory to the Third Lome Convention to the Secretary 
General of the OAU and to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe and to the Secretary 
General of the UN. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on human rights 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. recalling the main objectives of ACP/EEC collaboration as they are defined in the Third Lome 
Convention, particularly in Art. 4 which lays down the aims of 'social progress', 'satisfaction of 
the population's basic needs' and 'respect for people's dignity', 
B. recalling also the c~mmitment made by the parties to Lome III as expressed in Annex I to that 
Convention where it is proclaimed that 'every individual has the right, in his own country or in 
a host country, to respect for his dignity and protection by the law', 
C. conscious that all the parties to the Convention are intent on positive ACP/EEC collaboration 
and pursue unflinchingly the aim of development of agriculture and of appropriate means to 
ensure the people's self-sufficiency in food, 
D. whereas humanitarian organizations have denounced several cases of illegal arrests without 
any kind of trial as well as the imprisonment of some persons for political motives or by reason 
of their convictions, 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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E. having regard to the efforts made by all those who work for reconciliation and for real 
understanding in a spirit of equity and dialogue, 
1. Appeals to all the authorities concerned to ensure that those imprisoned without charge are 
released and that the possibility of granting an amnesty to those deprived of freedom for their 
convictions be considered; 
2. Is convinced that ACP/EEC collaboration is all the more fruitful to the extent that 
fundamental freedoms can flourish in a climate of reconciliation and dialogue; 
3. CaJJs on the European Community and its Member States to collaborate closely with all the 
ACP States concerned and to do everything possible to help them in their policies of development 
and disenclosement, subject, in both cases, to the guidelines and priorities established by each 
country; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Commission, the Council and the 
governments of the ACP countries. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on humanitarian aid for the population of Western Sahara 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly. 
- meeting at Vouliagmcni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to the Resolution AHG/res. 104 (XIX) on Western Sahara adopted by the Heads 
of State and of Government of the Organization of African Unity at its 19th ordinary session at 
Addis Abbaba from 6 to 12 June 1983, 
B. having regard to Resolution 40/50 of the United Nations General Assembly on the problem of 
Western Sahara of 2 December 1985, 
C. having regard to the resolution of the summit meeting of the non-aligned countries of 
2 September 1986, 
D. convinced that a solution of the conflict in Western Sahara can only be found through direct 
dialogue between the Kingdom of Morocco and the Polisario Front, 
E. having regard to the fact that over 160 OOO refugees from Western Sahara are waiting for 
emergency aid in camps in Southern Algeria, 
1. Is of the opinion that the Western Sahara issue is a decolonization problem which must be 
solved on the basis of the Western Sahara's people's inalienable right to self-determination and 
independence; 
2. Calls on the warring parties, the Polisario Front and the Kingdom of Morocco to begin at an 
early date direct negotiations for a cease-fire aimed at creating the conditions for a peaceful and fair 
referendum to enable the people of Western Sahara to determine their future, to be held under the 
auspices of the OAU and the UN, with no constraints of an administrative or military nature; 
3. Supports Resolution AHG/res. 104 (XIX) of the OAU and Resolution 40/50 of the United 
Nations as well as the Resolution of the Eighth Conference of Non-aligned Nations of September 
1986, and calls on the adversaries - the Polisario Front and the Kingdom of Morocco - to do all 
in their power to bring the conflict to an end; 
4. Believes that, pending a political solution to the conflict in Western Sahara, it is essential that 
health and educational infrastructures as well as adequate food aid be provided in the refugee 
camps; 
(I) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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5. Calls therefore on the European Community and the Member States to increase their 
humanitarian aid to the Saharan people ; 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP/EEC Councils of Ministers, 
the Commission of the European Communities, the ~overnments of the signatory States of the 
Lome Convention and to the Organization of African Unity . 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the situation in Chad 
Tl•e ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. considering the European Parliament's resolution Doc. 1-667/83 adopted on 15 September 
1983 on the situation in Chad, 
B. considering the resolution adopted in Brazzaville by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 23 
February 1984 regarding the situation in Chad, 
C. considering the resolution adopted in Luxembourg by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on 
21 September 1984, 
D. considering the agreement of the simultaneous disengagement of French and Libyan troops 
from Chad concluded on 17 September 1984, 
E. considering the resolution adopted in Swaziland by the Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986 on 
the situation in Chad, 
F. considering the reactivation of the OAU ad hoe Committee on the Chad/Libyan border dispute 
at the Conference of Heads of State and Government held in Addis Ababa from 28 to 30 July 
1986, 
G. concerned with the respect of the territorial integrity of African, Caribbean and Pacific States, 
H. taking account of the OAU's efforts to further the conditions of a lasting peace in Chad, 
1. Hereby requests the unconditional withdrawal of forces of .occupation from Chad, 
2. Expresses support for the efforts being made by President Sassou Nguesso, current Chairman 
of the OAU and other Heads of State, particularly President Omar Bongo of Gabon, towards the 
achievement of a reconciliation between Chadians and restoring lasting peace in Chad; 
3. Denounces the de facto partition of Chad; 
4. Requests the respect, by Libya, of the Agreement of simultaneous disengagement of 17 
September 1984; 
5. Reiterates its support to the government of the Republic of Chad; 
6. Calls upon the Joint Assembly to back the OAU ad hoe Committee's efforts to arrive at a 
peaceful settlement of the border dispute between Chad and Libya; 
7. Calls upon the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to undertake all the necessary procedures with 
the appropriate authorities towards re-establishing lasting peace and unity in Chad; 
8. Charges its Co-Presidents to forward this draft resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers, governments of Member States of the Community, and governments of ACP States party 
to the Lome Convention. 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 4 abstentions by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on cocoa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly. 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. recalling the final declaration adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee in Bra:izaville in 
February 1984, 
B. considering the heavy dependence of a large number of ACP countries on commodities such as 
cocoa, and the decisive importance of income earned from the export of these products for 
these countries' economies, 
C. noting that the Commission has withdrawn its proposal for a directive on cocoa and chocolate 
products after debates in the European Parliament had shown that it c~uld have had a 
disturbing effect on the international cocoa markets, 
D. recognizing the need to improve the conditions of international cooperation in the field of 
commodities, so as to promote the economic and social development of the developing 
countries, 
E. deeply concerned about the serious crisis affecting the economic and social structures of the 
developing countries, 
1. Observes with satisfaction the spirit of cooperation and solidarity which has prevailed at the 
proceedings of the ACP-EEC parliamentary institution and the adoption there of resolutions on 
agricultural commodities ; · 
2. Expresses satisfaction at the conclusion - under the auspices of UNCT AD - of the Fourth 
International Cocoa Agreement, which is a sign of hope for the subsequent organization of 
commodity markets, and the constructive role of the EEC Commission, in particular the 
Commissioner for Development, the Member States and their ACP partners; 
3. In view of the fact that the current agreement cannot be extended beyond 30 September 1986, 
calls upon the different parties to ch·e International Cocoa Agreement to do all they can, especially 
in the legal area, to ensure its immediate implementation and the strict respect of its provisions; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission of the European Communities and the Governments of the States party to the 
Third Lome Convention. 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on. the Negotiation Session of the International Coffee Council 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. recalling and confirming the previous resolutions of the Consultative Assembly, especially the 
one adopted in Rome in January 1985 relating to the crisis in the North/South Dialogue, 
B. considering the extreme dependence of a large number of ACP States' economies on 
agricultural commodities, 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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C. considering the strategic and economic importance of coffee cultivation, which represents 
more than 75 % of the export earnings of several ACP States, 
D. considering that, in terms of value, coffee remains the most important product of world trade 
besides oil, · 
E. recalling that since 1975 the EEC and its Member Sta tes have become the world's largest 
importer of coffee, accounting for more than 45 % of the world consumption of this product1 
1. Commends the distinguished and positive role played by the Commission of the EEC and its 
Member States in international bodies with a view to the organization of market products, 
2. Welcomes the provisions of the Third Lome Convention relating to increased cooperation 
between the EEC, its Member States and ACP States, in regard to agricultural commodities and 
also those of the 1983 International Coffee Agreement; 
3. Calls on the EEC and its Member States to approach the next negotiating session of the 
International Coffee Council in a true spirit of cooperation and solidarity so as to maintain, or even 
increase, in proportion to their production, the share of the market allocated to ACP States within 
the framework of the 1983 International Coffee Agreement, 
4. Charges the Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to ACP/EEC Council, the Commission 
and the States party to the Third Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the establishment of a nuclear-free zone in the South Pacific 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. whereas emphasis is given under Lame III to efforts to maintain a wholesome environment, 
which is considered a major prerequisite for continued development, 
B. whereas the accident at Chernobyl has demonstrated the potential drastic scale of the 
consequences of radioactive contamination, 
C. whereas there have already been many instances of serious radioactive contamination in the 
Pacific as a result of nuclear testing, with all the harmful effects on man and the environment 
that this involves, 
D. whereas France is the only state which is continuing to conduct nuclear tests in the Pacific, 
namely at Mururoa Atoll, 
E. whereas France persists in detonating in the volcanic rock which forms the base of the atoll: 
whereas this rock has been subjected to such high levels of radioactive contamination that it is 
comparable to a final disposal site but without any customary safety requirement: whereas, in 
medium term, radioactive particles will probably leak and each subsequent new detonation 
will further increase radioactivity levels, thus reducing the rock's containment capacity which 
is already questionable, 
F. whereas at its 16th meeting on 5 and 6 August 1985 at Raratonga in the Cook Islands, the South 
Pacific Forum comprising representatives of the governments of 13 states (including Australia, 
New Zealand and the ACP states of Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Kiribati, Tuvalu, Tonga, the 
Soloman Islands, West Samoa and Vanuatu), proposed a South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone 
(1) Adopted with 18 votes against and 1 abstention by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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Treaty, the signatories to which would undertake not to deploy or test nuclear weapons or 
dump radioactive waste in this area, 
G. whereas, moreover, 
- France, the United States and the United Kingdom have been requested to ratify a protocol 
extending application of the Treaty to their territories in the South Pacific, 
- the five nuclear powers would be requested to ratify the various protocols, thus committing 
themselves to respect the Treaty and refrain from deploying, testing and/or using nuclear 
weapons in the nucl,ear-free zone, 
- the South Pacific Forum urges rapid adoption of a 'Convention for the Protection and 
Development of the Natural Resources and Environment in the South Pacific' - as part of 
the UN South Pacific Regional Environment Programme - under which all nations would 
be prohibited from dumping radioactive waste in this area, 
1. Stresses that nuclear-test accidents cannot be fully precluded and that any risk is 
unacceptable, particularly where states which h~ve not consented to testing would be obliged to 
bear the consequences of any such accidents; 
2. Endorses the South Pacific Forum's initiative to adopt a South Pacific Nuclear-free zone 
Treaty and the Protocols ; 
3. Urges the nuclear powers to ratify the Treaty's various protocols; 
4. Exhorts France furthermore to end its nuclear testing in the Pacific immediately, and to take 
effective measures to prevent further radioactive contamination as a result of previous tests; 
5. Urges all countries concerned, but particularly France, the United States and Japan, to help to 
ensure the speedy adoption of a 'Convention for the Protection and Development of the Natural 
Resources and Environment of the South Pacific', under which the dumping of any radioactive 
waste would be banned; 
6. Stresses that efforts must be made in the context of the London Dumping Convention .to 
ensure a worldwide ban on the dumping at sea of all radioactive waste; 
7. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission, the Council and the 
Government of the Member States, the ACP States, the United States, the USSR, the P~oplc;s 
Republic of China and Japan. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the invasion of locusts in Africa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly. 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. alarmed by the extremely critical situation resulting from the invasion of various species of 
locusts and grasshoppers in certain regions of Africa, 
B. concerned by the possible adverse consequences of such invasion on food production and 
availability, particularly following the recent situation of famine, since it is estimated that 
millions of people would be affected, 
1. Draws attention to the serious threat posed for the whole continent by the migratory nature of 
those insects, which may necessitate the implementation of expanded control programmes in 1987 
and beyond, · 
2. Appreciative of the assistance extended by the Community, its Member States, other donor 
countries and international organisations to affected areas, 
3. Exhorts the Community and its Member States to increase and speed up all forms of 
assistance, financial, scientific and technical, with a view to reinforcing the emergency programmes 
which have already been set up by the F AO, 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 1 abstention by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 
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4. Calls upon . the Community and its Member States to pursue their effort in responding 
positively and urgently to the appeal made by the F AO in order to enable the effective 
implementation of a preventive action programme intended to avert any invasion cycle likely to 
result from the forthcoming rainy season; 
5. Commends the actions taken by ACP States faced with these problems and calls on the 
international community to increase support to those action programmes; 
6. Invites attention on the need to exercise the greatest care in the use of pesticides and air-
spraying techniques to combat the plague in order to ensure that no damage is caused to the 
environment and human health; 
7. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
to the governments of the Member States of the Community and the governments of the ACP States 
signatory to the Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the ·action to be taken on the resolution on the implementation of the social aspects of Lomc III 
and the role of the social partners 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Vouliagmeni (Greece) from 22 to 26 September 1986, 
A. having regard to the resolution adopted at ~zulwini on 30 January 1986, 
B. having regard to the need to apply in full the guidelines and directives contained in the 
Convention of Lome Ill, in particular in Title VIII on cultural and social cooperation, 
C. having regard to the lack of response to these directives shown in the preparation of the 
national indicative programmes for the EDF; 
D. having regard to the need to 'give a more concrete character to the annual consultation 
procedure between the ACP-EEC social partners, 
1. Instructs its Bureau to establish all the contacts required, beginning with those with the 
Economic and Social Committee of the EEC and the ACP group, to enable the ad hoe working party 
created by paragraph 15 of its resolution on 30 January 1986 to begin work as soon as possible; 
2. Hopes in this connection that this ad hoe working party will be able, with assistance from the 
ILO, to make appropriate proposals for the implementation of the resolution and, in particular, for 
integrating the social aspect of development into each national indicative programme; 
3. Requests the European Commission and the secretariat of the ACP group actively to assist 
this ad hoe working party, by preparing an analysis of present results of EDF funding from the 
social angle ; 
(1) Adopted with one vote ·against by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986. 1 
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4. Asks the ACP States as of now to consult their social partners on the implementation of the 
national indicative programmes; 
5. Also requests the EEC Commission and Council to consult more closely with the European 
social partners on application of Lome policy; 
6. Lays stress on the need to carry out pilot projects in a number of fields of particular 
importance to the social partners which they themselves could implement, such as training ( 
schemes, socio-professional projects and projects involving the participation of the local people, 
within the framework of the national indicative programmes, of regional co-operation 
programmes and projects, or even of co-financing operations to be funded with the ILO and other 
bodies with the object of achieving better working conditions; 
7. Draws attention to the call for greater involvement of the social partners in the work of the 
Centre for the Development of Industry and the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural 
Cooperation ; 
8. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution not only to the ACP-EEC Council but 
also to the European Commission, the Economic and Social Committee and the International 
Labour Office (ILO). 
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JOINT ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE AFRICAN, CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (ACP/EEC) 
International Conference Centre 
Arusha (Tanzania) 
. 2 - 6 FEBRUARY 1987 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on women and population 
The ACP~EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. recognizing the goals and recommendations contained in the World Population Plan of Action, 
Bucharest 1974, the Kilimanjaro Programme of Action on Population and Self-Reliant 
Development (Arusha, 1984) the report of the World Population Conference, Mexico 1984; 
B. having regard to the World Plan of Action of the Conference of the United Nations Decade for 
Women (Mexico, 1975) the Programme of Action for the Second Half of the UN Decade for 
Women (Copenhagen, 1980) and the Forward-Looking Strategies 1986-2000 of Nairobi end 
of Women's Decade Conference (July 1985); 
(') Adopted with one abstention by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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C. having regard to the 3 reports on 'Cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the EEC' 
drawn up by H.E. Mr R. Chasle (Mauritius) on hehalf of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
and the resolutions thereon which were adopted in Luxembourg (1981 ), Rome ( 1982) and 
Berlin (1983); ·. 
D. having regard to the 1982 Commission Memorandum on the Community's Development 
Policy and to the resolution on 'Population and Development' adopted by the EEC Council of 
Development Ministers on 11 November 1986; · 
E. having regard to the Waruhiu report on 'The Role of Women in the Development Process' and 
its resolution which were adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Inverness, Scotland, in 
September 1985; 
F. referring to Title VIII of the Third Lome Convention on Cultural and Social Cooperation and 
to Article 123, in particular, on enhancing the role and promoting the status of women in the 
production and development process; 
G. referring to the recommendations of the Unitcd Nations Fund for Population Activities 
(UNFPA) Conference on Population (Mexico, 1984) and which call for action programmes 
aimed at improving the role and status of women and the active involvement of men in aJI areas 
of family responsibility; 
H. recognizing further that population growth rates and socio-economic development rates are 
closely interrelated; and in particular the high dependency ratio created hy a large proportion 
of children below the age of 15 years in many countries, a factor which will, in the short term, 
increase the pressure on available resources; 
I. noting that some developing countries realize that the population increase rate is too high in 
relation to their resources and rate of economic development and recognize the need and 
importance of population policies and the potential women have in population programmes; 
J. recognizing the need for close cooperation among _ACP States and EEC countries to solve the 
problems of population growth and its related problems of poverty, food shortage, health, 
uncontrolled increase in the birth rate, nutrition, resource development and to overcome other 
bottlenecks in social and economic development; 
K. noting that population variables and development variables influence each other and vary from 
country to country and that solutions to population growth problems must be found with 
reference to specific needs of each country, be sensitive to the local values, policies and 
programmes and must recognize the rights of peoples, the family and the individual; 
L. considering that it has been proven that when women have a better school training, greater 
opportunities of working and higher income, when the health provisions for mothers and 
children are adequate and there are social security provisions for the elderly, these 
circumstances aid a better relation between resources and population; 
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M. abhorring the fact that new contraceptives which sometimes have serious side effects with long-
term consequences may have been exported to developing countries; 
N. welcomes the establishment of a specialized unit within the Commission of the European 
Community to deal with the role of women in development and the problem of health and 
population and taking into account the Commission's Staff Paper on 'Population and 
Development'; 
O. further welcomes the fact that the World Bank has established the office of advisor on Women 
in Development with the task of ensuring that development projects take women's needs into 
account particularly thQse involving agriculture and rural development, population, health and 
nutrition. · 
I. Vital importance of population to development 
1. Stresses that if present population trends continue, unemployment will greatly increase, 
agricultural production and health care per person will decrease, provisions to ensure literacy, 
education and vocational training will be inadequate and deforestation and substandard urban 
growth will spread ; 
2. Appreciates the EEC Development Council's resolution (dated 11 November.1986) .on 
'Population and Development' but laments that in the resolution there is no reference to financial 
means that should be put at the disposal of projects eventually presented by developing countries on 
the matter ; · · · · · 
3. Notes with appreciation the significant contributions made or committed in financial and 
technical support to integrated population and development programmes by the United Nations, 
the World Bank, the Economic Commission for Europe, bilateral agencies, international non-
governmental organizations and other agencies ; 
4. Draws attention to the experience that birth rates fall in developed countries with increasing 
wealth but that the rapi .. : rate of population growth in developing countries prevent increasing 
development, thus creating a vicious circle which must be broken, making it even more essential to 
educate and train women and men to enable them to decide their own and their families' future; 
5. Calls upon ACP States to evolve and implement policies in economic and social development 
that integrate population issues and the effect of population in the fields of education, employment, 
food and nutrition, agriculture, health and other services to the population; 
II. Financial and technical cooperation, budget 
6. Requests govcrn~ents of ACP States to cndea vour to provide adequate budgetary provisions 
supportive of the rural development and population programmes; 
7. Further urges that ACP·EEC cooperation should actively contribute to supporting 
population policies and programmes of ACP States in accordance with the information available, 
the wishes of the ACP States and cognizance of the long-run implications of population growth 
rates, therefore reconsideration should be given to agreeing to new mechanisms to provide funding 
assistance by the EEC which does not in any way prejudice an ACP State's other funding under its 
indicative programme; 
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8. Regrets that often measures imposed hy ti1l.' JJ\;ll- anJ other credit agencies oblige the more 
indebted developing countries to cut resources, for soci,11 services, schools, training, health care, 
job development; 
9. Requests that the cost of facilities (inl·luding the rnsr of rnntr,Keptio11 ) ,rnd of information 
provision must not be ,1llowcJ to he :1 h.1mn tu rapid expansion of services, and means must be 
sought for financial ,1ssisr;rnce which dtk's not prejudice other specific programmes; 
10. Further urges international fi1uncial institutions, such as the World Bank, which advise ACP 
States' governments on budgetary and dcvdopmcnt policies to minimise the imposition of austere 
budgetary measures which are likely to introduce negative factors on populations and rural 
development pro~ress; 
III. Government and national integrated approaches 
11. Urges ACP States to set up institutional fr.1mcworks to undertake coordination, work on 
priorities, intensity of implementation and monitoring of programmes and evaluation of integrated 
policies and programmes; 
12. Recommends that ACP States set go.1ls and targets to be achieved as soon as possible 
including population growth rates, clinical services, family planning delivery targets and ensure 
that such goals and targets have the support of policy-makers and leaders in the country; · 
13. Stresses that success in reducing birth rates can only be achieved on a voluntary basis 
through the will of the individuals and not hy adopting coercive methods; 
14. Requests that development assistance be also directed to meet the needs of ACP States in 
training of specialists especially demographers, operations researchers, and the orientation of 
health field workers and opinion leaders to rnpe with population change and information; 
15. Requests ACP States to give support to efforts that ensure success of family planning usage, 
accessibility, safety of contraceptives, counselling and follow-up of users. Family planning 
programmes should take account of loc;1I values and should be integrated into existing 
programmes in primary health care, child cue, nutrition, particularly at the grass roots level; 
16. Stresses that to succeed, the extension of the facilities and information must go hand in hand, 
because information without facilities creates frustration, and facilities without information will be 
under-used; 
17. Stresses that despite the urgent need for positive action by governments, success will tmly be 
achieved in reducing hirth rates by grass roots campaigns in the populations as a whole, in 
particular among those in child-bearing yc·ars, though such campaigns may on no account be 
coercive; 
18. Recommends that maximum attention he directed to the views of the young population who 
in the long run are to be relied on if population programmes are to succeed, especially at grass roots 
level; 
IV. Data base, research 
19. Urges that the training of demographers and other population experts incorporate 
operations and applied research relevant to the needs of respective countries; 
20. Further urges all countries to create reliable data bases and improve on analysis methods as 
required for integrating into economic plans, ~rnd continually to review such data in relation to 
development trends, resoun:cs :llld influences; 
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21. Supports the need for ACP States to initiate and support research into population related 
issues including indirect measures negating the success of programmes, socio-cultural practices, 
traditional values, the role of men, the ageing and the young people; 
V. Rural development and food production 
22. Requests governments to formulate policies that reduce rural migration by encouraging 
rural investment and siting of micro-projects which create employment and income opportunities · 
in the rural areas, and developing infrastructure and services in the rural areas; 
23. Requests political and economic planners of ACP-EEC States to contribute to the attainment 
of food self-sufficiency by giving priority to food crops and preventing arable lands from further 
degradation and thus ensuring the guarantee of sufficient production of food compatible with any 
population growth; 
VI. Women, status and family 
24. Stresses that a reduction in birth rates can only be achieved by the individual will of people 
and that this will only come about when women, through increased educational opportunities, 
increased employment, economic status and a change of attitudes in their favour and greater 
improved status and performance are enabled to make their own decisions; 
25; Urges governments and other organizations to implement programmes that enhance equal 
opportunities in education and training for women, including non-formal education, ensure their 
full participation and their accession to improved social and economic status and thereby improve 
their influence on family life and on fertility rates; 
26. Calls for assistance in lowering fertility rates by raising, where necessary, the minimum legal 
age of marriage, encouraging greater spacing between children, encouraging delay of age at first 
birth and discouraging continued child bearing late into life; 
27. Calls for information campaigns which highlight the effects of the number of children on the 
condition of the family, the future prospects which parents desire for their children and their own 
security in old age, and the advantages of smaller families; 
VII. Community based involvement 
28. Calls on governments and non-governmental organizations to encourage and stimulate 
public participation in community group organizations and literaoy campaign through 
comprehensive development programmes at local level; 
29. Urges governments to recognize the contribution of many ex1stmg non-governmental 
organizations promoting population and development programmes and if possible to draw on the 
experience and knowledge accumulated by these organizations in the context ofnational goals and 
needs of the people; · 
30. Calls on governments to encourage extending the geographical area covered by facilities and 
clinics by training and encouraging women in outlying areas to act as go-betweens with th~ nearest 
clinics, through community-based distribution projects; 
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VIII. Information, education 
3 l. Calls for intensive population information and education programmes through outlets such 
as the media, schools and organizations in order to dfo:ti vt:l y alter certain current attitudes and 
behaviour of couples and individuals towards the population problem by giving them the 
opportunity to make a choice; 
32. Points out that the demand for family planning has not been met and fewer than 5 % of 
married women use contraception and that although 80 % of the populations are rural, practically 
all family planning support and health services arc confined to urhan areas and that an immense 
amount of work needs to be done to give populations in general the option of using family planning 
services, clinical services and follow -up of users ; 
33. Stresses that, although a good start has been made in many countries, the achievement has 
only just scratched the surface for the need for information propagation ;rnd facilities for those who 
wish to make use of them, because most action has been taken in urban areas, but most of the 
populations are in rural areas; 
34. Stresses that usc of films and leaflets which arc in the local language and based upon local 
surroundings and circumstances must be encouraged, .rnd that this can be greatly aided by model 
films and leaflets based on existing extensive experience of many workers in the field. Such models 
would enable the preparation of local films and leaflets which took advantage of the best 
knowledge available. For this purpose, means must be found to coordinate experience of worke·rs 
in the field and to produce useful models. Funds should be made available for production of local 
films and leaflets to be prepared from them; 
35. Stresses that information teams must visit community leaders, schools, school-leavers, 
youth clubs, factories, as well as women and men in the communities and to provide information 
and back-up services for them; these information teams should preferably be made up of experts 
who have the trust and are familiar with the cultural and ethnic customs of the population. They 
should be involved in the preparation of the required information material. 
IX. Family planning/health services 
36. Stresses the importance of appropriate counselling and follow-up of contraceptive us~rs 
and, on a broader scale, throughout the field of family health, especially in rural areas to avoid 
serious side-effects which destroy the confidence and success of family planning acceptors within 
the community and thereby thwart programmes; 
37. Calls on industries that produce contraceptive devices to abstain, as stated in the WHO 
code, from selling to developing countries contraceptives that have not been adequately 
experienced or that have been banned or condemned in developed countries because they are a 
health hazard; 
38. Calls on ACP States to ai~ at rc<lucing further the mortality rates of both children and 
mothers through better health care and practices for mothers and children and ensure proper 
mental and physical development of children through nutrition and proper feeding and mother and 
child welfare care hy adopting appropriate measures thar would improve health conditions; 
39. Welcomes the setting up of a working part y on health problems within the ACP-EEC Joint 
Assembly; 
40. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward the report and this resolution to the ACP-EEC 
Council of Ministers, the Council and the. Commission of the European Communities, the 
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v;overnmenrs of tlu: ACP St: tes, the Memher States of the European Community and to relevant 
international or~anizations such as the UNfPA, the World Bank, the IMF, the FAQ and UNESCO: 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the problem of indebtedness in ACP countries 
The ACP~EEC Joint Assembly, 
_;_ meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. whereas the objectives and principles of cooperation between the ACP States on the one hand, 
and the EEC on the other hand are inter alia to promote and expedite the economk, cultural · 
and social development of the ACP States and to consolidate and diversify their relations in a 
spirit of solidarity and mutual interest; ., 
B. whereas the contracting parties to the Third ACP-EEC Convention have resolved inter alia to 
intensify their effort to create, with a view to a more just and balanced international economic 
order, a model for relations between developed and developing states; 
C. whereas the ACP Stares, collectively, have a total external debt which exceeds 87 billion US 
dollars, and whereas the total c~ternal debt of suh-Saharan Africa alone exceeds 78 billion US 
dollars, and whereas in 1985 and 1986 a debt-service ratio of some 33,2 %/12 billion US dollars 
has been estimated by the World Bank for sub-Saharan Africa alone for their long-term debts; 
D. whereas the Third ACP-EEC Convention has an allocated budget of 8,5 billion ECU, which 
contributes effectively to the development potential of the ACP States but which, in spite of its 
manifest advantages does not directly address the pressing needs of many ACP States as far as 
their i;lebt problem is concerned; 
E. whereas there is an urgent need for a re-assessment of the sorts of policy options which must be 
· promoted in order to resolve the debt problem in ACP States, while encouraging economic 
growth and improvements in the standard of living of the peoples most affected; 
F. bearing in mind the multiple causes of the problem of indebtedness of developing countries 
which include inter alia, high commercial interest rates, unpredictable exchange rates 
particularly of the US dollar, the fall in most international com.modity prices, high incidence of 
protectionism in OECD countries, the lack of adequate control of capital lending, the 
inadequacies of financial and resource management in many developing countries, extensive 
capital flight from developing countries, sometimes excessive structural rigidity in the national 
economics of many developing t:ountrics; 
G. whereas the problem of in<lebtcdm:ss is to a great extent an indication of a more profound 
economic disequilibrium in. the intcrn,ttional economic and monetary system insofar as it 
threatens not only the economic future of the developing countries but also the viability of the 
international banking system and highlights, as a result, the interdependence of North-South 
relations; · 
H. bearing in mind that the future levels of the US dollar of real interest rates, oil, ·raw materials 
and commodity prices arc of crucial importance in relation to economic growth prospects of aU 
developing countries; 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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I. whereas, the slowing Jown in the world economic growth rate (3,2 % in 1985) is a trend which 
is unlikely to be reversed in the near future, given, inter alia, the size of the US budget deficit; 
J. whereas many OAU States and many countries of Latin America have resolved to pursue 
alternative economic policies under the constr:iints of their debt burden in spite of the often 
high social cost involved in many cases, and whereas the European Community in particular 
has a real responsibility to ensure its active support for ACP countries pursuing such a policy 
with a view to offsetting the potential negative aspects of these more stringent policies and in 
order to preserve or promote economic growth, social justice and individual and collective 
freedom; 
K. whereas rhc diversity of the economic structures of the ACP States, and their different debt 
structures, necessitates differentiated policy responses on the part of the European Community 
and on the part of other industrialized countries and international, public or commercial 
financial institutions; 
L. whereas the difficulty of finding a solution to the problem should prompt all the interested 
parties into action, bearing in. mind that a delay in resolving it could exacerbate not only the 
problem per se but also the situation in general of the indebted countries if they are unable to 
fulfil the agreements they have contracted and run the risk of reducing their solvency; 
M. bearing in mind that the effects of excessive indebtedness on the ACP countries are, in many 
cases, at least as dramatic as the other crises which many of them have had to face; 
N. whereas in the future, many developing countries will be paying more back to the IMF and 
certain other creditors than they receive in new credits unless an injection of new resources is 
obtained; 
0. whereas there has been a considerable decline in net flows of capital to ACP countries fr~m the 
commercial banking sector and from some official bilateral creditors in the last five years and 
whereas it is necessary to urgently reverse this trend; 
P. whereas the European Community must make every effort to more effectively coordinate its 
activities in the international monetary and financial sectors, particularly vis-a-vis the United 
States and Japan, and whereas such coordination must necessarily involve an improvement in 
the internal cohesion of Community policy proposal and decision-making mechanisms at both 
Commission, Council and European Parliament levels; 
Q. whereas the development of the Community's own capacity in the monetary field, notably by 
the extension of the EMS and an expansion of the role of the ECU, would considerably 
facil itate its position as an interlocutor in the international arena in economic and monetary 
affairs; 
R. welcomes the recent agreement on the 8th replenishment of the IDA for the sum of 12,4 billion 
US dollars and acknowledges the special efforts of many EEC Member States in reaching this 
figure; 
S. whereas a resolution of the problem of indebtedness in ACP countries requires the 
implementation of appropriate economic adjustment strategies which concentrate in particular 
on rural development and which promote self-sustaining economic development; 
1. Considers that the problem of ACP indebtedness cannot be resolved without a strong political 
will to conduct a coherent policy on development; 
2. Calls for the rapid implementation of Articles 187 rn 191, and particularly Article 188 of 
Section Two of thl' ThirJ ACP-EEC Convention as rc~ards fi11ancial and technical cooperation, 
and emphasises in this respect the responsibility of ACP States to come forward with specific and 
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detailed projects which will allow them ro achit·vr the necessary objective of structural 
improvements in the productive sectors of their economies; 
3. Welcomes the establishment of a working group on investment by the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers and progress made for the rapid implementation of Articles 240 to 247 of the Third ACP-
EF.C Convention; 
4. Considers that other means of promoting direct investment into ACP countries, such as. py 
means of the International Finance Corporation and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee 
Agency need to be fully supported by the ACP States, by the Member States of the European 
Community and by the European Community itself; 
5. Acknowledges and supports the proposals made by the OAU and contained in its Priority 
Programme for Economic Recovery 1986 to 1990 concerning the deb~. problem particularly as 
regards the following recommendations, applicable case by case: 
(a) the conversion of the ODA debts and interest obligations into grants particularly for the least-
developed countries, 
(b} the transformation of non-ODA official debt and debt-servicing payments due thereon into 
long~term loans on concessional terms with a moratorium for ten years, 
(c) the negotiation of a reduction in interest rates on commercial· debts; 
6. Calls on the European Community to take concrete steps to implement the recommendations 
of the OAU as soon as possible; 
7. Emphasises the necessity to negotiate rules which would limit indebted countries'' loan 
repayments to a reasonable percentage of their export income along the lines proposed by the OAU 
and by the President of Peru; 
8. Urges the Member States of the European Community to ensure an adequate inflow of new 
resources over the medium term at concessionary rates or in terms of new grants and invites'the 
governments of the ACP States to make the appropriate structural readjustments when the 
situation permits; 
9. Calls upon the European Commission, pursuant to Article 198 of the Lome III Convention, to 
support requests made by ACP States to assist them in the preparation and submission of requests 
for rescheduling of debt service payments made to the Club de Paris or the London Club, for the 
ACP coun.tries, especially for those who do not have the necessary administrative infrastructure for 
such tasks; 
10. Urges, in this context, that greater use be made, where feasible, of multi-year rescheduling 
agreements and demands that negotiations on debt relief be more closely associated with the 
provision of new money and policy reforms, and that following agreements on rescheduling, 
Member States of the EC ensure that export credit cover is properly restored to the countries 
concerned; 
11. Proposes that where multi-year rescheduling is not practicable, that importance is 
nevertheless attached to the medium and long-term economic objectives of the countries involved, 
so as not to base rescheduling operations in a specifically short-term context; 
12. Urges the governments of ACP States to take all measures in relation to interest and 
exchange rate policies, an<l in relation to inflation in order to encourage economic growth, the 
more efficient use of resources and greater commercial activity, particularly at regional level; 
13. Emphasises, in this context, the need to considerably reduce tariff barriers and other 
, obstacles to the expansion of 'South·South' trade; 
14. Notes the advantages pertaining to certain ACP countries which are part ofthe Franc zone in 
terms of monetary stability, and urges the Commission, in consultation with ACP States, to 
undertake studies in order to assess the viability of the establishment of a monetary zone linked to a 
basket of European currencies pending the further development of the EMS; 
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1.5. Calls on EEC Member States to continU<.: to apply the 1978 UNCTAD Resolution 165 
concerning retroactive adjustment measures, going beyond, where appropriate, the LLDCs; 
16. Requests, for those countries which have achieved an appropriate level of economic 
development, that the 1.:onvcrsion of official or commercial loans into equity be duly considered by 
the governments or banks concerned; 
17. Recognises the significant contributions made hy Member States of the EEC to both World 
Bank and IMF capital, hut nevertheless urges the EEC Member States to take the lead in 
negotiations to increase further the capital of the World Bank, and to complement the resources of 
the IMF Structural Readjustment Facility; 
18. Points out the urgent need - as already demanded on many sides - for a revision of the 
rules and economic and financial policy measures which the International Monetary Fund requires 
the ACP and developing countries to apply in order to receive loans. Such revision is urgently 
nl'.eded because the rules applied hitherto have aggravated the economic situation of the debtor 
countries, further worsened the living standards of the people and have contributed towards 
producing serious destabilization; calls for the IMF's policy of constraint to be amended in the 
interests of the developing countries; 
19. Requests the European Commission to draft concrete proposals: for submission to the EEC 
Council of Ministers for the creation of 'European Trust Fund for Development', to be financed, 
inter alia, by the sale of 0.7 per cent of gold reserves heid by EEC Member States over a period of 
time- possibly in the form of gold coins specially minted for this purpose-the proceeds of which 
should provide interest-free loans to the ACP States in need of fresh capital inputs; 
20. Urges the European Community and its Member States to enhance the coordination of their 
policies and proposals with a view to playing a more effective collective role in the World Bank/ 
IMF context and in other multilateral financial and development institutions, even if the EEC is not 
at the moment a member of these institutions; 
21. Considers that priority should be given, in many ACP States, to the prevention of flights of 
capital by the elaboration of appropriate domestic, economic and monetary policies and by closer 
supervision of monetary transactions, and urges in this context that policies are devised and 
implemented to encourage the return of such capital; 
22. Calls for greater cooperation between the rnmmercial banking sector and official lending 
institutions in the provision of new resources at concessional rates for development purposes in 
ACP countries; 
23. Emphasises the need for more resources to be devoted to the formation and training of 
personnel occupied in the banking sector (both public and private) and in the domain of debt 
management in ACP countries, with a view to bringing about rapid improvements in organization 
and efficiency of banking services; 
24. Calls for a special meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to meet to decide on new 
policy proposals based on the recommendations of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly concerning the 
problem of indebtedness in ACP countries; 
25. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the governments of the Member States, the Council and Commission, EIB, OAU, IMF, the World 
Bank, OECD, Club de Paris and the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
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RESOLUTION (I) 
on incident regarding South African seaman 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (T~nzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. considering the regard for human rights laid down in the third Lome Convention; 
B. considering the rights of every individual requiring urgent medical attention, to the facilities 
and assistance available in all countries; 
1. Regrets the tragic incidence of a critically ill South African seaman being refused urgent 
medical treatment by several African countries; 
2. Regrets that opposition to apartheid has given as an excuse for refusing humanitarian 
treatment - (especially as it transpired that the patient was, in terms of South African Laws, a 
'coloured' citizen); 
3. Urges all countries to receive those in need of urgent medical attention, without regard to 
their colour, creed or nationality; 
(1) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tan1.ania) on 5 February 1987. 
RE.SOLUTION (1) 
on the situation of children and the protection of children and adolescents in southern Africa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. whereas some 10 OOO children and adolescents are detained in South African prisons despite 
protests from religous, women's and trade union organizations in South Africa and other 
countries; 
I 
B. having regard to the report published by UNICEF on 29 January 1987 entitled 'The impact of 
apartheid, destabilization and war on the children of southern Africa'; 
C. whereas the UNICEF report affirms that armed conflict and economic destabilization in 
southern Africa caused the death of 140 OOO children under the age of 5 in 1986 and that 
children living in the countries bordering South Africa are in a grave situation; 
D. whereas the same report states that 718 health centres have been destroyed since 1981, that 
entire regions are without vaccination facilities, schools have been destroyed and 30 OOO 
children are without education; 
E. whereas if such a situation had occurred iri one or. more countries in Western Europe, the 
outrage would be so great that public and international opinion would demand and enforce 
immediate measures to put an end to it; · 
1. Condemns, in particular, this aspect of South African poHcy and calls urgently on the 
government of South Africa to release children and adolescents from prison and to guarantee them 
primary health care and adequate education, · 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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2. Calls on the European Community and its Mcmher states jointly to urge the South African 
government to release children and adolescents; 
3. Calls for independent NGOs to be able to develop aid programmes for the children and 
adolescents who are victims of apartheid, in parti-:ular orphans and requests the Commission to 
support those NGO's programmes; 
4. Calls upon the SADCC and the EEC to con~olidate their cooperation for the protection of 
children in the areas destahilized by South Africa, despite the priority given to transport and 
security of food supplies; 
5. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council, the 
Commission of the European Communities, the Ml'mher states, the SADCC Conference of 
Ministers, the Secretariat-General of UNICEf, the NGO Liaison Committee to the EEC and the 
Government of South Africa. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the imprisonment of Pierre-Andre Albertini a French adviser in South Africa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. whereas Pierre-Andre Albertini, a French adviser since March 1985 at the Fort-Hare University 
in the Ciskei, a territory under South African administration, has been imprisoned and kept in 
solitary confinement by the South African polict: for having established contacts with teachers 
and students accused of being ANC and UDF militants; 
B. whereas on 16 January the Attorney-General withdrew all charges and dropped the 
proceedings against him but whereas he is still in prison; 
C. concerned at the conditions of his detention which have lasted 100 days; 
D. whereas he is held in custody under an article of the 'Ciskei security law' which is illegal under 
international law ; · 
E. whereas the South African authorities are holding him in custody with a view to having him 
testify against opponents of the regime or persons considered to be such at the end of next 
March under the threat of a five-year prison sentence if he refuses; 
1. Welcomes the massive campaign of solidarity launched since his impris.onment to obtain his 
release which is steadily gaining momentum in France and in Europe; 
2. Calls for the immediate release of Pierre-Andre Albertini, 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission and the . 
Governments of the Member states. 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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RESOLUTION (I) 
on the Republic of South Africa's policy of destabilization and the need to strengthen Community 
· cooperation with the Front Line States 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. whereas its meeting from 2 to 6 February 1987 is being held in one of the Front Line States 
(Arusha, Tanzania) ; 
B. whereas the Republic of South Africa is pursuing a policy of destabilization both militarily and 
economically against the Front Line States; 
C. whereas, in order to combat this policy, those countries, in particular Angola and 
Mozambique, have to spend a large and growing portion of their budget on defending their 
sovereignty and territorial integrity; 
D. whereas successive natural disasters have exacerbated even further the food crisis in various 
regions of southern Africa and whereas the lives of hundreds of thousands of people are 
endangered at the present time; 
1. Calls on all the Member States of the EEC to strengthen and diversify cooperation with the 
Front Line States and to coordinate their respective aid policies to achieve greater effeqiveness; 
2. Calls on all the Community institutions, in particular on the Council of Ministers and the 
Commission, to devote special attention, in the context of development cooperation policy, to the 
needs of the Front Line States; 
3. Calls on all the Member States of the EEC and all the Community institutions to take into 
account, in particular through the adoption of emergency measures, the special situation of Angola 
and Mozambique which are the countries currently most exposed to the Republic of South Africa's 
destabilization policy; calls, moreover, for consideration to be given as soon as possible to the 
possibility of contributions from the Community and the other international donors to a special 
fund set up through the non-aligned countries; , 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the EEC Council of Ministers, the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Commission and the Governments of the Member States of the 
EEC. 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 2 ahstentions by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 
February .1987. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on Namibia 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. Re-endorsing its resolution of 30 January 1986 adopted at Ezulwini, Swaziland; 
1. Notes that the implementation of Security Council Resolution 435 is still being held up by the 
Government of the Republic of South Africa and offers its support to the Namibia Peace Plan 435, a 
study and contact group set up last November by leading figures living in Namibia, and the 
(1) Adopted with 9 votes against by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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Declaration of Objectives drawn up in April 1986 at Windhoek by an association of sixteen 
churches, parries and organizations anxious to sec Resolution 435 applied at last; 
2. Notes that the illegal occupation of Namihia is causing violence and death bringing the 
country to civil war through the conscription of young Namibians in the auxiliary force of the 
South African expeditionary force; condemns particularly the involvement on Namibian territory. 
of troops provided for the South African command by bantustans ; 
3. Condemns the attack on 5 August 1986 in the offices of the independent weekly The , 
Namibian, causing damage estimated at 10 OOO rands, and welcomes the decision of the Supreme 
Court at Windhoek to refund to that paper the surety of 20 OOO rands imposed pursuant to the law 
on national security; 
4. Deplores the fact that the decision announced in September by the 'interim government' to 
put an end to degregation in schools from January 1987 was rescinded under pressure from the 
Nationalist Party of South Africa; 
5. Welcomes the setting-·up in November of the Namibian Miners Union and the judicial 
decision authorizing the South-West African People's Organization (SWAPO) to hold public 
meetings announced 24 hours in advance; deplores however the violence which has occured at 
meetings of the Union and SW APO; 
·6. Underlines the need to recognize and apply Decree No. 1 of the UN Council for Namibia, 
since over-exploitation of the natural resources of the country was demonstrated in 1986 by the 
Thirion report indicating that the diamond deposits would be deliberately exhausted by 1992; 
7. Expresses its sympathy with the accused in the Trial of Eight which is to be re-opened on 
16 February next; 
8. Demands that the economic measures adopted or under consideration by the Twelve to 
counter apartheid be applied on Namibian territory until Resolution 435 is put into effect; 
9. Emphasizes the particular responsibility of the Belgian Government as President of the 
Council and sole EEC member of the UN Council for Namibia, the only legal authority in that 
territory; 
· 10. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the EEC Council of Ministers meeting in political cooperation and the Secretary General of UNO 
and of OAU. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the visit by J. Savimbi to the European Parliament 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. bearing in mind the special relationship that the European Economic Community enjoys with 
ACP States, and particularly of the third ACP-EEC Convention of Lome which commits the 
ACP and the EEC to work effectively for the eradication of apartheid; 
B. recalling the resolution adopted at the meeting of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Greece in 
September 1986 and that of the European Parliament of 22 October 1986, condemning in no 
( 1) Adopted with 13 votes against by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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uncertain terms South Africa's policies against neighhouring States and the support it provides 
to the UNIT A terrorist groups in Angola; 
1. Regrets as an action not in keeping with the spirit of the Lome Convention, the initiative by 
some members of the European Parliament to invite and welcome Mr Jonas Sa vim bi, the leader of 
the UNIT A armed bandits; 
2. Records that the European Community has made dear through representatives of its 
Parliament, Council and Commission that it will not provide any kind of political, moral at 
military support to UNIT A; 
3. Urges its Member States and individual members of the European Parliament to refrain in the 
future from inviting or receiving visits of any kind from representatives of UNIT A or any similar 
armed group operating in Mozambique .. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the situation in South Africa and southern Africa 
The ACP-.EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting at Arusha {Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
- expressing its profound shock and dismay at the tragic death of the President of the People's 
Republic of Mozambique, Samora Moises Machel, on 19 October 1986, in an as· yet 
unexplained air crash on South African territory, and its sympathy to his family and the people 
of Mozambique.; 
- recalling and reaffirming its previous resoimions on South Africa and southern Africa, in 
particular those adopted at Ezulwini (Swaziland) on 30 January 1986, and at Vouliagmeni 
(Greece) on 25 September 1986; 
- whereas the EEC Council of Ministers have still not reached a consensus to impose a ban on coal 
imports from South Africa ; 
- convinced that apartheid and South African acts of destabilisation and aggression against 
neighbouring states are a growing threat to peace and security in the region; 
1. Observes that the Government of South Africa has increased and made comprehensive its 
actions to suppress non·violent opposition by: 
(a) detaining without trial leaders ofthe UDF and other organization's calling for political change, 
including most of those who provide leadership at local level; 
(b} making it illegal for newspapers to publish any report or article which gives a favoura.ble 
impression of such organisations; and 
(c) preventing any independent reporting of military and police actions· in the townships and 
elsewhere; · 
(d) banning the receipt of funds from al,road by anti-apartheid organisations; 
(e) raiding the offices of the Kagiso Trust, one of the organisations which distribufe EEC aid to the 
victims of apartheid; 
2. Expresses its deep concern that, because all non-violent means or reform or even protest are 
denied, even those who have been committed hitherto to non-violence will be encouraged to regard 
(1) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly with 10 votes against and l abstention in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 
Fehruary 1987. 
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violence as the only way to end apartheid and obtain political rights for the majority of the 
population; 
3. Urges all ACP an<l EEC States, as well as organizations and individuals within them, to bring 
maximum pressure to bear upon the South African Government and the white population, most of 
which support it, in an effort to make them realise the need for an immediate and radical change of 
policy, so as to create the conditions necessary for peaceful negotiations to achieve a non-racial and 
democratic future for South Africa; 
4. Points out that such negotiations cannot take place until Nelson Mandela and all others held 
for political reasons have been released, the state of emergency ended and the freedoms of speech 
. and assembly granted to the whole population; 
5. Welcomes the adoption of four resolutions by the European Parliament on 22 October 1986 
on the situation in South Africa and southern Africa, and calls for the early implementation of these 
resolutions by the institutions concerned, namely the Commission and Council of the European 
Community, the Foreign Ministers of the Twelve meeting in political cooperation, and by the 
Member States; 
6. Calls for the restrictive measures taken against South Africa and any future stronger measures 
to be rigorously monitored and enforced, since otherwise it may give an impression of lack of 
serious intent, which can only encourage intransigence; 
7. Calls upon the governments of all ACP and EEC States to ensure that the measures taken by 
them, whether collectively or individually, are monitored and enforced as effectively as possible; 
8. Welcomes the Commission's proposal for a Directive concerning the suspension of new direct 
investment in South Africa [ COM(86) 522 final] and regrets that by not adopting this proposal the 
Council failed to make progress towards the adoption of Community legal instruments enabling 
the enforcement of restrictive measures decided at Community level; 
9. Proposes that the European Community should consider establishing a secretariat to monitor 
events in South Africa and the coordination, enforcement and effectiveness of restrictive measures 
and to make factual, balanced and dispassionate reports of its findings; 
LO. Repeats its stress on the importance of coordinating and monitoring such measures on a 
world-wide basis; 
11. Requests the respective Presidents-in-Office of the ACP and EEC Councils of Ministers to 
present to the next meeting of this Assembly written reports on the initiatives taken to achieve such 
coordination and monitoring, so that these reports can be debated by the Joint Assembly; 
12. Condemns vigorously continued direct and indirect acts of aggression, including economic 
and other destabilisation, carried out hy South Africa against neighbouring states, the cost of which 
has been estimated by SADCC as 10 billion US dollars over the 5 years 1980 to 1984, a sum far 
exceeding the total foreign aid received by these states during the same period; 
13. Censures South Africa for the violent abduction of civilians from the Swazi capit;il Mbabane 
in December 1986 and the attack on a homestead south of Gaberone, Botswana, on 1 January 1987, 
in which several people were killed or wounded; 
14. Condemns South Africa's support to armed groups in Mozambique and Angola, whose 
activities, in the case of Angola aided by US arms, include attacks on the road and rail.links which 
are vital to reduce the dependence of several neighbouring states on routes through South Africa 
and some of which arc development projects aided by the community and other agencies; 
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15. Considers that the development of the region's transport network, so as to reduce this 
dependence, is a strategic priority of the first order and, therefore, urges that EEC and other world 
aid for such projects be increased rapidly; 
16. Urges the EEC Member States to consider how they could respond most effectively to any 
requests from such countries for assistance in protecting these vital communications links, taking 
into account the plans already drawn up by the Front Line States and the Non-Aligned States; 
proposes that a group of experts, possibly established on a wider international basis, might be 
brought together for this purpose; ' 
17. Welcomes the decision of the European Parliament to increase from 10 to 20 million ECU 
the appropriations to be included in the 1987 budget for positive measures to assist the victims of 
apartheid .:,nd congratulates the Commission on the rapid implementation of this programme in 
1986; 
18. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the Governments of all the signatories of. the Lame Convention. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on freedom of movement and diplomatic immunity for the Members of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. whereas the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly is ·an institution formally set up under the Lome 
Convention; 
B. whereas the Joint Assembly meets alternately in an ACP State and an EEC State; 
C. whereas missions may be carried out either hy Members or Groups and whereas these missions 
often call for visists to various countries which are signatories to the Convention; 
D. whereas· therefore complete freedom should be guaranteed for the Members of the Joint 
Assembly in all the Member States and whereas, in particular, they should not be subject to 
hindrance or delay in crossing borders; 
E. whereas Members have been subject to irksome administrative harassment despite providing 
evidence of their membership of the. Joint Assembly; 
f. whereas this situation is unacceptable and must never re-occur; 
1. Calls on the A CP-EEC Council of Ministers to urge the Governments of the Member States to 
take measures to grant the Members of the Joint Assembly the same status as that enjoyed. by 
delegates to international organizations such as the UN; 
2. Recommends a diplomatic passport to secure Members the necessary immunity to carry out 
their duties in peace; 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council, the President 
of the Commission of the European Communities and the Heads of Government of the Member 
States signatory to the Lame Convention. 
(1) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on the report of the European Court of Auditors on the EDF in 1985 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
- having regard to the report of the European Court of Auditors that 
(a) many indicative programmes were more an amalgam of independent projects than a set of 
coordinated measures to achieve specific objectives, 
(b) some national authorities, because of the delicate situation of public finances, experienced 
difficulties in honouring commitments to jointly financed projects, or in defraying running 
costs, thus creating problems which dog a great many projects, 
(c) systematic investigation is needed into the reliability of financing pLns, problems of 
management of investments, and impact of local administrative regulations and 
procedures, 
(d) had the provisions of Article 118 paragraph 1 of Lome 11 regarding evaluation during 
implementation been used more often, some bottlenecks and difficulties would have been 
avoided, 
(e) too little use was made of Article 118 paragraph 2 and ex-post evaluation of projects was 
inadequate, 
- having regard to delays in implementation due to the internal procedures of the Commission, 
1. Believes Lome III will make possible a significant advance in integrating EDF aid to national 
and regional priorities; 
2. Calls on the Commission and ACP States to ensure that if local financing difficulties are a 
possibility, more use is made of 100 % financing by the EEC; or that certain projects m.i , be 
regarded as secondary, their funding being diverted to projects suffering from financing difficulties, 
if needed; 
3. Repeats its insistence on the importance of evaluation at all stages, wherever possible jointly 
with ACP experts; asks the Commission to provide a written report to it in September 1987 on this 
topic; 
4. Welcomes the Europea n Parliament's support for enhanced evaluation, in particular an 'in 
house' evaluation unit; 
.5. In this regard, asks for the staffing of DG VIII of the Commission to be reviewed by 
comparison with staffing levels of national and international aid agencies carrying out similar 
tasks; 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Council of Ministers of the EEC Member States, to the Council and Commission of the 
European Communities, and to the Court of Auditors. 
(1) AJopteJ by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (T:111za~ia ) on 5 February 1987. 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on the Member States' immigration policies towards third countries 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. having regard to the previous positions it has adopted; 
B. having regard to the resolution against racism and xenophobia and to the resolution on the 
situation of migrant workers adopted by the European Parliament; 
C. having regard to the Joint Declaration by the three Institutions, the European Parliament, the 
Council and the Commission, rejecting all forms of racism and xenophobia towards nationals 
of third countries ; 
D. whereas certain measures contemplated by the Member States would be in flagrant 
contradiction of the principles laid down in the Joint Declaration, in particular: 
- deportation of migrant workers with no legal control 
- restrictions on the right of asylum 
- restriction of access to the education system for the children of nationals of third countries 
- unequal treatment as regards social benefits for workers from third countries and 
indigenous workers, 
1. Considers that the Community must uphold the principles and the provisions contained in the 
Joint Inter-Institutional Declaration particularly those to the benefit of ACP migrant workers, 
given the special ties between those states and the EEC and the difficulties which their workers 
encounter in integrating into the recipient country; 
2. Calls on the Member States to take their own measures to curb incitement to racism and 
xenophobia, in particular by refraining from giving prominence to those who seek to promote 
those ideas, particularly in the media; 
3. Calls on the Commission and the Council to draw up proposals for agreements on social 
benefits between those Member States which do not have such agreements and third countries in 
order to establish, on a reciprocal basis, equal social rights for workers from third countries in 
accordance with ILO provisions; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to foward his resolution to the Council, the Commission, the 
Governments of the Member States and to the ACP States. 
(1) J\,dopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on human rights in ACP-EEC cooperation 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly. 
~ meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. having regard to the resolutions it adopted in Vouliagmeni on 25 September 1986 on human 
rights; 
(I) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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B. having regard also to its resolution adopted in Inverness on 26 September 1985 on the basis of 
the report by the ad hoe Working Party on Human Rights, and in particular paragraph 3(v) of 
that resolution which entrusts its Bureau with the task of monitoring 'human rights 
developments both in Europe and the ACP states and making appropriate recommendations'; 
C. having regard to the action by Amnesty International and other humanitarian organizations in 
favour of prisoners of conscience and to counter arbitrary treatment throughout the world; 
D. convinced that the joint defence of human rights by the ACP and EEC is likely to promote the 
objectives of the development of men and nations as laid down in the third Lome Convention; 
1. Calls on its Bureau to examine the cases of violations of human rights submitted by the 
humanitarian organizations and to take all appropriate measures in the way of information and 
representations, in close relation with the authorities of the countries concerned or their acredited 
representatives in the ACP-EEC institutions; 
2. Calls on its Bureau also to accept all motions for resolutions and individual questions tabled 
by its members in connection with human rights and to take appropriate action on them; 
3. Instructs its Bureau to submit a regular general report on its activities in the above areas and 
to propose, where necessary, the setting-up of an ad hoe working party pursuant to paragraph 3(v) 
of the Inverness Resolution referred to above. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the participation of the economic and social partners and the representatives of the NGOs, in ACP-
EEC cooperation 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. having regard to its previous resolutions on the participation of the social partners and the 
NGOs in the implementation of Lome III, in particular the resolution adopted at Vouliagmeni 
on 25 September 1986; 
B. welcoming the favourable outcome of the annual meeting of the ACP-EEC economic and social 
groups in Brussels on 4 and 5 December 1986; 
C. anxious to ensure that there is a positive follow-up-to these annual meetings; 
D. aware of the important role played by the social partners in the process of social development 
and democratization; 
E. recognizing the important role of certain NGOs in the development process; 
1. Calls again for the economic and social partners, and the representatives of the NGOs, both 
ACP and EEC, each in its appropriate role, to continue to be closely associated at all levels and 
within the various ACP-EEC cooperative bodies and institutions; 
2. Calls on the European Commission and the ACP bodies to improve the flow of information 
and consultations between the economic and social partners in the practical implementation of the 
Third Lome Convention; 
3. Considers it essential in this respect that the economic and social partners continue to be 
involved in implementing the programmes under Lome III in the ACP countries concerned, and that 
their participation in the work of follow-up committees be encouraged; 
(1) Adopted unanimously with 2 abstentions hy the ACP-EF.C Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 
February 1987. 
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4. Hopes that, on the basis of favourable cooperation between the economic and social partners, 
both ACP and EEC, these various sectors may be involved at the appropriate time and in system,atic 
fashion in the preparation and the implementation of Lome IV; 
5. Hopes that it will also be possible to consult the NGOs with experience in the field; 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council, the 
Commission, the EEC Economic and Social Committee and the NGO Liaison Committee to the 
EEC. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on cultural development 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly. 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. having regard to the Chasle report (Doc. ACP"EEC/0015/85) and resolution (OJ C 322 of 
13. 12. 1985); 
B. noting the growing interest throughout the world, and in particular in the EEC countries, in 
African literature, music and fine arts; 
C. welcoming the award of the Nobel Prize for Literature to the playwright, Wole Soyinka, the 
first African prize"winner; 
D. welcoming the revival of musical creativity in Africa, both as regards traditional music and 
contemporary African pop music; 
E. welcoming organizations such as the Foundation for African Arts and the ACP-EEC Cultural 
Foundation; 
F. noting the success of the first African book fair and the participation of more than 40 publishers 
from Africa, Europe and the United States; 
G. stressingthc economic importance of the dissemination of Africa cultural products throughout 
the world; 
1. Calls for the urgent implementation of the Chaste resolution's recommendations (0 JC 322 of 
13. 12. 1985); 
2. Calls for the setting-up in the ACP states of a joint institution for recording and protecting 
copyright and defending the intellectual and cultural property of artists in the ACP countries; 
3. Urges the EEC to cncourap;e hy all means, including financial assistance, the translation and 
dissemination of works by African authors, paying particular attention to South African and 
Namibian writers affected by censorship and bans on publication; 
4. Calls for the organization, in the context of ACP-EEC cooperation, of a cultural festival of 
A CP regions; 
(1) Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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· 5. Instructs its Co-Presidents to torward this resolution to the Commission and the governments 
of the Member States of the European Community and the ACP states. 
RESOLUTION (1 ) 
on sugar 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 february 1987; 
A. recalling the resolution on the guaranteed price for ACP sugar adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint 
Assembly meeting in Ezulwini (Swaziland) on 30 January 1986; 
B. remaining concerned at the Community's pursuance of a restrictive price policy in respect of 
beet sugar production and at its policy of automatically equating the price offered to the ACP 
with that applicable to its own farmers; 
C. noting that this policy has resulted in a freeze of ACP guaranteed price for 1986/1987 at the 
level of the 1985/1986 price; 
D. stressing that this price freeze is having an extremely negative impact on the ACP sugar 
industries and, indeed, on the economies of those ACP States which are heavily dependent on 
the incomes from these industries for their survival; 
E. reiterating that the Community should endeavour to find and to implement alternative policies 
which would harmonize its internal objectives with its commitments under the Protocol on 
Sugar; 
F. emphasizing the need for the Community's price offer for the 1987 /1988 delivery period to 
reflect that due regard has been taken of the ACP's memorandum on economic factors; 
G. drawing attention to the need for the full total of the agreed quantities of ACP preferential 
sugar to be exported to the Community by the ACP States signatories to the Sugar Protocol; 
1. Calls on the Community to make every effort to meet the ACP's legitimate concerns regarding 
the guaranteed price for ACP sugar, by offering a level of increase in the price offered for the 
forthcoming delivery period, which would substantially contribute to the correction of the 
situation of the ACP sugar supplying States; 
2. Exhorts the Commission to execute any future permanent reallocations as required under 
Article 7 paragraph 4 of the Protocol according to the stated principle that ONLY those States 
signatory to the Protocol could and should participate in such reallocations; 
.1. Resolves to pursue these matters if necessary within the highest institutions of the ACP-EEC 
Convention; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission and the Governments of the Member States of the Lomc Convention. 
(1) Adopted unanimously hy the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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RESOLUTION (I) 
on the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD) 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from l to 6 rcbruary 1987, 
A. recalling the resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly (2) since 1980 requesting the 
countries of the sub-regions of Africa to coordinate their efforts in the area of drought and 
desertification control; 
B. recalling also the support which the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly gave to !GADD on its 
establishment through its resolution in January 1986 at Ezulwini, Swaziland; 
C. bearing in mind the resolution of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers in April, 1986, in 
Bridgetown, Barbados supporting the establishment of IGADD; 
D. noting with satisfaction that IGADD had drawn up a plan of action which fully accords with 
the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Development of Africa, the Priority 
Programme for Economic Recovery (1986 to 1990) adopted by African States and the United 
Nations Plan of Action for African Recovery and Development adopted by the UN General 
Assembly in May, 1986; 
E. convinced that the implementation of the IGADD Plan of Action will contribute to the 
promotion of good neighbourliness, peace and stability in the· sub-region; 
1. Calls on the Member States of the European Economic Community, the Commission of the 
European Communities and international donor countries and organizations to send 
representatives of a high political and technical level to the donor conference scheduled to convene 
at Djibouti, from 16 to 18 March 1987, and to contribute positively to the work of the Conference 
by pledging substantial financial and technical assistance to IGADD to ensure the:: successful 
implementation of IGADD's Plan of Action. 
(I) Adopted unanimously by the ACP·EECJoint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
(2) UN Resolutions: 35/90 of 5 December 1980. 
36/221 of 17 December 1981. 
38/216 of 20 December 1983. 
39/29 of 3 December 1983. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on cocoa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. recalling the final declaration adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in February 1984 in 
Brazzaville; 
B. recalling the previous resolutions on cocoa and in particular those adopted by the Joint 
Assembly in Inverness, U.K., in September 1985 and in Vouliagmeni, Greece in September 
1986; 
C. bearing in mind the considerable dependence of the economies of a large number of ACP States 
on agricultural commodities such as cocoa and the major role played in the said economies by 
the export of these products; 
(I) Adopted unanimously by the A(:i>.[F.C Joint Assembly in Arusha {Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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D. deeply concerned by the world economic crisis which seriously affects the fragile economic and 
social structures of developing countries; 
E. is gratified by the provisions of the Third Lome Convention on the follow-up and management 
machinery for agricultural commodities; 
I. Welcomes the entry into force of the International Cocoa Agreement on 20 January 1987; 
following ratification by the EEC and its Member States; 
2. Is seriously worried however that the objective of the International Agreement, i.e. to stabilize 
the prices of cocoa beans, may elude us because of the lack of cooperation of the consumer 
countries, especially Member States in adopting buffer stock rules; 
3. Invites in the best tradition of dialogue, cooperation and solidarity between consumer 
countries, the EEC and its Member States in particular, to abide by the overall provisions of the 
Agreement, particularly its Article 36 paragraph 6 which provides that: 'The buffer stock manager 
shall purchase cocoa at prevailing market prices in accordance with rules established by the 
Council; these rules shall take account of the practice of the trade', so that 
(a) the purchases and sales of the buffer stocks are carried out in accordance with the multiple price 
mechanism depending on the growth of the cocoa, in order to take account of the premium and 
below par rating system, 
(b) the purchases of cocoa he:.ms are mainly carried out on the markets of exporting Member States 
who largely contribute to the financing of the buffer stock, 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission and the Governments of Member States . 
RESOLUTION ( I) 
on coffee 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A. recalling and reasserting the previous resolutions of the Joint Committee and the Joint 
Assembly, in particular the one adopted in January 1985 in Bujumbura, relating to the North-
South dialogue crisis and the one adopted in Vougliagmeni , Greece in September 1986; 
B. · recalling the need to improve the modalities of the International Cooperation in the area of 
commodities; 
C. bearing in mind that many ACP States are essentially geared towards agriculture and that their 
economies are largely dependent on agricultural commodities, such as coffee which accounts 
for more than 75 % of their export earnings; 
D. bearing in mind the memorandum submitted in July 1986 hy the ACP States to the Commission 
and the Kingdom of the Netherlands on the intt:ntions of some EEC Member States to reduce 
the ACP export quotas of coffee on the one hand, and the guarantees given on the other hand; 
1. Welcomes the provisions of the Third Lome Convention concerning much wider cooperation 
between the EEC, its Member States and the ACP States in the area of agricultural commodities; 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
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2. Notes with concern however that the downward movements of the coffee market have the 
disastrous effect of considerably reducing the export earnings of ACP producing States and thereby 
jeopardizing the continuation of their development plans; 
3. Notes in addition that any reduction in export quotas of the ACP producing and exporting 
States would only exacerbate their economic difficulties; 
4. Calls upon the EEC and its Member States, contracting states to the International Caffee 
Agreement of 1983 and special partners of the ACP States, to abide by the spirit and letter ot the 
said Agr~ement, particularly Articles 1 to 50 and strongly recommends: 
- the retention and even the increase of the ACP States' coffee export quotas; 
5. Instructs the Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission of the European Communities and the Governments of the Member States. 
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JOINT ASSEMBLY OF-THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE AFRICAN, CARIBBEAN-AND PACIFIC STATES AND 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (ACP/EEC) _ 
Sao Bento Palace 
Lisbon (Portugal) 
28 SEPTEMBER - 2 OCTOBER 1987 
RE.SOLUTION (1) 
on Regional Cooperation in ACP States 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
- having regard to the 1987 General Report 'Regional Cooperation' (2}~ 
- having regard to the introductory statement and accompanying document presented to the Joint 
Assembly in Arusha (Tanzania) (3), · 
- having regard to the reports of the ACP-EEC ad hoe Working Groups adopted in Arn.sha and in 
Lisban, 
- having regard to the results of the UNCTAD seventh meeting in Geneva (Switzerland} in July 
1987, 
- having regard to the ongoing work of the UN General Assembly on the situation in Africa~ and 
its Special Session devoted to Africa of May 1986, 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon {Portugal). 
(2} Doc. ACP-EEC 189/87/B. 
(3) AP/261. 
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A. bearing in mind that national economic strategies can and should be accelerated in their 
application by a greater degree of cooperation on an intra-regional and inter-regional basis; 
B. considering that the obstacles to regional cooperation are not only physical, but often political 
and socio-cultural; 
C. believing nevertheless that, sm:h obstacles notwithstanding, more efforts can and should be 
made by the ACP States to improve methods of cooperation amongst themselves; regional 
organisations are in themselves nor enough and an increase in 'political will' is a vital 
ingredient; 
D. preoccupied by the fact that in spite of considerable efforts aimed at structural adjustment in 
their economies, and in spite of considerable sacrifices by their peoples, most ACP states are 
still unable to benefit from the gradual upturn in the world economy because of the continued 
fall in commodity prices and increased protectionism, a declining flow of financial resources 
for development and the high cost of servicing outstanding debt; 
E. preoccupied by the relatively low level of trade in both agricultural an<l manufactured products 
both within and between the ACP regions, compared to their trade with industrialised 
countries; 
F. recognising that closer cooperation at a regional level can effectively contribute to a reduction 
in political tensions with a consequent impact on reducing the risks of war, civil strife, refugee 
movements, expenditure on armaments and other related phenomena; 
G. confirming the objectives of regional cooperation outlined in the Third Lome C~nvention 
which are 'to promote collective and self-reliant social, cultural and economic development 
and greater regional self-sufficiency'; 
H. bearing in mind the scope of regional cooperation between the European Community and the 
ACP as outlined in Article 113 of the Third Lome Convention, namely: 
- agriculture and rural development, notably food self-sufficiency and food security, 
- health programmes, including education, training, research and information related to 
primary health care and control of major diseases, including animal diseases, 
- evaluation, development, exploitation and preservation of fishery and marine resources, 
including scientific and technical cooperation with a view to the surveillance of exclusive 
economic zones, 
- preservation and improvement of the environment, especially through programmes to 
combat desertification, erosion, coastal degradation and marine pollution with a view to 
ensuring rational and ecologically balanced development, 
- industrialization, including the setting up of regional undertakings including inter-regional 
production and marketing enterprises, 
- exploitation of natural resources, notably the production and distribution of energy, 
- transport and communications, namely, roads, railways, air and sea transport, inland 
waterways, postal services and telecommunications, 
- development and expansion of trade, 
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- assistance for action programmes undertaken by ACP and ACP-EEC professional attd 
business organizations with the aim of improving production and marketing of products or 
external markets, 
- education and training, research, science and technology, information and communication, 
the establishment and reinforcement of training and research institutions and technical 
bodies responsible for technology exchanges as well as cooperation among universities, 
- tourism, including the establishment and strengthening of tourist promotion centres, 
- cultural and social cooperation activities; 
I. having regard also to the joint declaration on cooperation between ACP States and 
neighbouring overseas countries and territories and French overseas departments contained in 
Annex VII to the Lome Convention; 
J. bearing in mind the fact that there exists already a very large number of regional organizations 
operative in ACP countries covering different sectors of regional activity, both political, 
cultural and technical ; 
K. realising that effective regional cooperation can only be rendered possible by the effective 
involvement of the populations concerned and that cultural and social cooperation is a 
prerequisite to such involvement; 
1. Stresses that areas of cooperation between the ACP and the Community defined i~ the 
Convention should as far as possible be explored and exploited for cooperation primarily among 
the ACP States themselves; 
2. Calls upon all the parties concerned to take the appropriate initiatives and make every effort 
to ensure a prompt commitment of available resources under the Lome Conventions for regional 
cooperation measures ; 
3. Calls upon the representatives of the European Community and its Member States and the 
representatives of the· ACP Group of States to further develop the parameters of regional 
cooperation in the course of their negotiations for the next ACP·EEC Convention bearing in inind 
the specific recommendations of this General Report and Resolution; 
4. Recognising the importance of 'political wilr in achiel{ing progress on regional cooperation, 
calls on the competent authorities to agree, as a matter of urgency, allocation of Lome III funds for 
the preparation of regional reports by eminent economists (along the lines of the European 
Parliament's Albert-Ball report on 'The cos;: of non-Europe') designed to clarify the cost to ACP 
States of lack of effective regional cooperation; 
5. Urges the ACP Group of States to reassess the functioning of their regional organizations with 
a view to reducing the frequent overlapping of responsibilities which undermines efforts aimed to 
achieve greater economic complementarity; 
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6. Considers that the mtrits of regional cooperation are often misunderstood by officials in 
national administrations and believes therefore that greater efforts should be concentrated on 
education and information of officials and government officers in order to facilitate information 
flows as well as regional project identification; 
7. Urges therefore that the European Community and the ACP Group of States organize 
Conferences on Regional Cooperation in the main ACP regional areas, associating With the 
Conferences such major donors as the World Bank and Regional Development Banks; 
8. Believes that such conferences would provide a forum for contact between regional 
organizations themselves and enhance coordination and cooperative efforts between national and 
regional organizations which are currently_ inadequate; 
9. Considers that the Commission Delegations in ACP countries, in spite of the efforts of 
officials, are often ill-equipped or under-equipped for dealing specifically with regional projects 
and therefore calls for a technical reinforcement of Commission Delegations in pre-determined 
regional centres in order to facilitate project coordination, identification and implementation; 
10. Invites the ACP States and the European Community to strengthen their respective 
structures, including the ACP Secretariat, with a view to facilitating elaboration and 
implementation of projects, thereby ensuring a more diligent and dynamic cooperation among 
ACP States; 
11. Considers that project efficiency and implementation could be enhanced if Commission 
Delegates and Regional Authorising Officers were allowed to use the powers set out under the 
Convention, thus reducing the risk of delays which are frequent when relatively minor decisions 
have to be referred to Brussels; 
12. Believes that, also in this context, more technical assistance could and should be provided to 
assist in the design of regional programmes and projects, and asks that existing regional 
organisations established by ACP States be regularly associated with this activity; 
13. Believes that, in view of frequent complaints received from various regional groups, 
procedures for recruitment and appointment of consultants and contractors should be re-assessed, 
and consideration should be given to making appointments open to organizations based in ACP 
States who have the local knowledge of these areas to participate; 
14. Considers that there exists a number of problems concerning the application of the principle 
of 'regionality' in the definition of projects of a regional nature, and therefore calls for the 
guidelines to be reviewed to take more account of regional particularities and traditions, while 
maintaining distinctions between national and regional criteria; 
15. Asks contracting parties to encourage greater regional cooperation in the Caribbean, the 
Pacific and the Indian Ocean, particularly as regards the conservation and exploitation of marine 
resources which would involve the ACP States, the overseas countries and territories and the 
French overseas departments in the area; 
16. Believes that regional development should help to open up ACP-EEC cooperation to certain 
countries with comparable economic and production structures, such as the Republic of Haiti in 
the Caribbean, in accordance with Article 289 of the Third Lome Convention; 
As regards transport and communications 
17. Considers that integrated regional transport systems are essential in the long term, for the 
enhancement of trade potential and regional development; 
18. Welcomes the agreement between the gov~rnments of the SADCC countries with the 
European Community, the African Development Bank, Scandinavian countries, the United States 
and individual Member States of the European Community (Netherlands, Denmark, Italy, 
Portugal, Belgium, Greece, Federal Republic of Germany) and Austria on the financing for the · 
Beira Corridor, the objective of which is to reduce dependence of the states of Southern Africa on 
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South African transport systems and to provide improved access to the sea for Mozambique, 
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi and Botswana; 
19. Encourages the conclusion of other agreements in this domain, notably the proposed 
improvements to the Maputo, Nacala, Dar es Salaam and Lobito Port Transport system.s, in 
conjunction with intra-regional surface transport projects and similar projects in West Africa and 
elsewhere; 
20. Recognises the significance of the development of inland waterways for the African 
continent, and the development of coastal transport systems as envisaged for example by the 
Southern Africa Transport and Communications Commission, by the PTA and by other regional 
organisations ; 
21. Believes that for the island states of the Indian Ocean, the Caribbean and the Pacific, the 
development of coastal feeder services and port facilities are. fundamental to their economic 
development, as is the extension of air transport services and infrastructure; 
22. Underlines the importance, and the economic savings which can be made, resulting from the 
introdw . .:tion of common trnnsit declarations such as those recently introduced by the Northern 
Corridor Transit Agreement and by the PTA, and considers that more ACP States and regional 
organizations should consider the introduction of the Multi-modal Transport Document as 
provided for in the UN Convention on Multi-modal Transport, and the technical assistance 
provided by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in this 
respect; 
23. Points to the considerable advantages gained in regional communication by the provision of 
inter-state motor vehicle insurance schemes- such as the Brown Card scheme introduced by the 
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and the Yellow Card scheme being 
introduced by the PT A; 
24. Draws attention to the need for closer regional route planning and air service scheduling 
within the different ACP regions in order to facilitate travel and freight handling; 
25. Draws attention to the ,ontribution made by the International Telecommunications Union 
to the provision of an integrated telccom network, including (in cooperation with ACP states and 
regional bodies) the provision of satellite earth stations and international telecommunications 
links, and requests that the European Community study the possibility of supporting financially the 
specialised training programmes for staff for telecommunication administration in ACP States; 
As regards trade and financial services 
26. Considers there is an urgent need for 'South-South' trade to be expanded through greater 
efforts on a regional level to acquire economic complementarity and diversification, particularly in 
the agricultural sector but also in the manufacturing and services sector; 
27. Recognises the psychological and practical hinderances to regional trade cooperation, 
including the following · 
- short term balance of payments problems, 
- loss of customs revenue, 
- sacrifice of 'sovereignty'. 
- exposure of weak domestic industries; 
28. Recognises also the longer term advantages to be gained, including 
- a larger 'internal' market offe1·ing economies of scale,. 
- more attraction to external investment, 
- the possibility of local manufacturing of items that would otherwise be imported from 
industrialised countries; 
29. Believes that export credit agencies should be encouraged to increase their cover for 
developing countries who are undertaking adjustment programmes in order to improve investment 
chances and improve terms of trade in the medium term; 
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30. Believes also that regional organisations shoulJ be given technical and financial assistance to 
establish financial institutions which would facilitate the development of regional and intra-
regional t rade through the provision of export credit, insurance and cleari ng house facilit ies; 
31. Believes that cooperation in the product ive sectors of agriculture and manufactu ring will 
enhance the diversification of the economics of ACP States and , to this end, invites ACP 
governments as well as public and private enterprises at the national level to create the supi;ortive 
infrastructure for the development and expansion of ACP multinational enterprises; 
32. Invites ACP regional and sub-regional organisations to collaborate with the governments of 
their Member States for the establishment or strengthening of facilitative arrangements for the 
development of multinational enterprises such as the provision of a legal framework for the 
establishment and operation of such enterprises, the development of transport and communi-
cation, intra-regional financing institutions, payments arrangements and institutions dealing with 
standardisation and quality control of manufactured goods in order to promote the conditions 
favourable to the development of multinational enterprises; 
33. Believes in this context that the objective of an African Common Market by 1992 as outlined 
in the Lagos Plan is a necessary one, and notes with satisfaction the efforts of many regional 
organisations in Africa which have managed to introduce tariff-free trade within their region 
already; 
34. Welcomes the decision of the CARICOM Heads of Governments calling on CARICOM 
member states to remove all obstacles to intra-regional trade by the end of the third quarter of 
1988; 
35. Welcomes the proposal by the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) for a tripling of the resources of the Structural Adjustment Facility in order to meet the 
special financing needs of the poorest developing countries; asks the Commission to monitor the 
developments of such initiatives and to give all possible support and encouragement; 
36. Calls upon the multilateral financial institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank to take 
note of the specific problems of island states mentioned in this report, when granting financial 
assistance ; 
37. Emphasises the need within ACP States for greater domestic resource mobilisation and a 
strengthening, in particular, of public and private sector financing, and recognises that this would 
be made easier by an improved external environment; 
38. Welcomes the imminent application of the UNCTAD Common Fund for Commodities and 
recognises that the release of financial resources from the 'second window' will contribute 
considerably to the diversification of production mechanisms, emphasises however the need to 
apply such resources bearing in mind regional pre-requisites and the demands of regional 
consumers for agricultural and manufactured products; asks the Commission to initiate proposals 
in order to activate the contribution of both the Community and its Member States to the Common 
Fund as soon as possible; 
39. Fully supports the organisation of Trade Fairs, and similar initiatives aimed at the 
dissemination of knowledge and information by regional organisations and chambers of commerce. 
as a means of promoting more South-South commerce; 
40. Believes that the Member States of the European Community, through their Official 
Development Assistance, could and should contribute financial support for the revolving fund for 
the PTA Clearing House operations and for the ECOWAS Clearing House in order to provide a 
financial cushion for trade and commercial transactions; 
41. Fully supports the creation of regional Clearing Houses as a means to encourage intra-
regional trade and cooperation in local currencies which, in time, can provide the mutual 
confidence and understanding which is necessary for the development of common currency 
transactions; 
42. Notes the advantages pertaining to certain ACP states which are part of the franc zone in 
terms of monetary stability and convertibility, and urges the ACP States with the assistance of the 
Commission to undertake studies in order to assess the viability of the establishment of a number of 
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regional monetary zones, ultimately leading to a monetary zone linked to a basket of European 
currencies pending a further development of the European Monetary Systems; 
43. Requests that the ACP States, with the assistance of the Commission, provide more 
technical, financial and administrative assistance to those regional organisations which are seeking 
to develop their financial and monetary cooperation, and improve the enforcement of their 
monetary discipline ; 
44. Considers that the recent outcome of UNCT AD VII made a positive contribution towards 
the current Uruguay round of negotiations which should lead to the creation of an improved 
framework of international trade as well as increasing the contribution of the multilateral trading 
system to the achievement of greater coherence in global economic policy making; 
As regards the environment and the management of natural resources 
45. Considers that environmental concerns are essentially regional in character-as is indicated 
by the reports of the ACP-EEC Working Group on Environment - and are therefore one of the 
priority issues for regional organisations; 
46. ls encouraged by the consistent efforts of the Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in 
the Sahel (CILSS), IGADD, to combat drought and desertification in the Sabel region, yet believes 
that more resources need to be brought to bear in order to accelerate the work being done; 
47. Calls for greater efforts to be made at regional level to coordinate policies to protect 
endangered species of animals and all those threatened by overhunting; 
48. Is encouraged also by the use being made of national resources in Africa, particularly in the 
hydro-energy fields by the various River Basin authorities who are working to fulfil the energy 
requirements of many regions in order to support economic development in the agricultural and 
industrial sectors while bearing in mind ecological concerns; 
49. Considers that ACP States should pool their intellectual and material resources, and 
undertake on the basis of complementarities, projects geared towards food production, the 
establishment and management of regional stocks and trade in food supplies in order to achieve 
food self-sufficiency and security, having regard to the specific characteristics of the ACP countries 
concerned; 
50. Stresses the importance for island and coastal states of regional fisheries' agreements in 
order to safeguard haleutic stocks and provide a secure future for local fishing fleets; 
51. Believes that the regional organisations concerned should consider, in the context of 
regional food strategies, attaching greater priority to effective marketing facilities and to 
processing, packaging and storage of perishable foodstuffs in order to prevent wastage which 
currently is endemic in many ACP regions and to improving the facilities for triangular food aid 
within and between regions; 
As regards other areas of activity 
52. Considers that the application of a regional strategy, with European Community support, in 
the field of health and epidemiology, would be particularly appropriate at this time in order to help 
combat the spread of diseases such as malaria, smallpox, bilharzia and AIDS as well as other 
diseases, and looks forward to the guidelines which the working party on health, recently 
established, will formulate; 
53. Calls for such a strategy to be elaborated as a matter of urgency, which implies greater 
support not only for the renovation and construction of hospitals and health-care facilities, but also 
for more basic medicinal needs and primary health services in the rural areas accompanied by 
appropriate information campaigns; 
54. Believes thar the development of human resources is paramount to sustained economic 
growth and development and to meaningful regional cooperation, and calls upon the European 
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Community to increase its financial and technical assistance in order to further develop and 
promote education and raining programmes and faci lities; 
55. Welcomes the decision by the ACP Council of Ministers concerning the implementation of 
the intra-ACP programme for Cooperation in Education, Research and Training; 
56. Draws attention to the great human and economic distress resulting from blindrtess often 
contracted early in life, and believes that a regional approach would be appropriate for certairt 
forms of blindness (river blindness); requests the Community to step up its activities in this field ; 
57. Believes that cultural cooperation, to be incorporated into the programming of the sixth 
EDF, also has a place in regional cooperation and that, at this level, increased efforts could be made 
in the information sector particularly by the creation and improvement of regional communication 
channels which will help to bring people closer together and contribute towards a broader 
understanding of regional identities ; asks for the establishment of training and tuition centres to be 
located in the main ACP regions; 
58. Encourages and supports cooperation between non-governmental organizations, United 
Nations' agencies (UNEP, UNDP, UNICEF, UNHCR) and regional organisations in the 
implementation of regional policy initiatives; 
59. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and report to the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers, the Council and Commission of the European Community, the governments of ACP 
States and the Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION(') 
on rural development and environmental problems 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 
- meeting in Lisbon, (Portugal),. from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. having regard to the resolution on rural development and environmental problems adopted by 
the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly at its meeting in Vouliagmeni, Greece (2); 
B. having regard to the report of the ACP-EEC working party on rural development and 
environmental problems (l); 
C. having regard to the report on •our Common Future' by the World Commission on 
Environment and Development of UNEP (1987) ; 
(a) Development of stock farming and rational use of grazing land in ACP countries 
1. Notes the economic and social importance of stock farming in many ACP countries; believes 
that more intensive ACP-EEC cooperation should help to develop their considerable potential by 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
(2) OJ No 10, 14.1.1987. 
(l) Docs. ACP-EEC 89/86/B and AP/240/B. 
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improving the productivity of the existing livestock from the food point of view -particularly the 
production of meat and milk - and the use of animal traction in agriculture; 
2. Believes that such a policy should: 
(a) give priority to small-scale farmers; 
(h) exploit the complen11..·ntarity of plant producrion and stock farming; 
(c) bring about an even apportionment of stock farming and cropping areas; 
(d) devote greater attention to the development of small species of direct benefit to the local 
population as food supplies; 
3. Points out that certain diseases such as nagana and cattle plague constitute a major obstacle to 
the development of stock farming; their eradication, which requires a major financial and scientific 
research input, should constitute one of the priorities of ACP-EEC cooperation in this area; 
4. Points Ollt that there is a direct link between preservation of the environment and the 
development of stock farming as regards both the dangers connected with over-grazing and the 
means of combating the tsetse fly some of which have adverse effects on the environment; calls for: 
(a) the drawing up of management plans for land and wells so that herds can be adapted to actual 
grazing capacity and water supplies; 
(b} the development of insecticide treatments against the tset~e fly that are compatible with the 
environment; 
5. Stresses the need for concerted policies to exploit rationally and develop fodder resources and 
rural water supplies; 
6. Notes that if stock farming, and agriculture in general, are to be developed, a number of 
internal measures must be adopted, particularly as regards: 
(a) a higher priority for animal health in national budgets; 
(b) producer price policy ; 
(c) the organization of marketing; 
(d) land management; 
(e) the storage life of products for emergency use; 
(b) Rational use of fishery resources 
7. Stresses the importance of better exploitation of fishery resources - in inland waters as well 
- for the food balance and the economic and rural development of the ACP countries; believes 
there is a need for more intensive ACP-EEC cooperation in this area and intra-ACP cooperation, 
which should be encouraged by the European Community; 
8. Believes that the objective of im:reased ACP-EEC cooperation should be to provide the ACP 
States with the financial and technical means to exercise the sovereign rights they have over their 
ex~lusive economic zone as regards the development, preservation and protection of stocks, 
species, environments and ecosystems; stresses the value of increased cooperation between coastal 
ACP States in order to guarantee better management of fishery resources; 
9. Stresses in particular the need to implement policies that will ensure maintenance or re-
establishment of healthy and balanced ecosystems, particularly marine ecosystemes; 
I 0. Again stresses the binding nature of the Community rules of origin and calls for 
implementation of the Joint Declaration on the Origin of Fishery Products contained in Annex 
XXX to the Lome Convention in order to determine how they should be amended; 
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t 1. Stresses the importance of encouraging the development of processing industries on-the-
spot and reducing the considerable losses incurred in this fishery sector ; 
(c) Agronomic research in ACP countries 
12. Stresses that agronomic research is indispensable if the productivity of food and export 
crops is to be improved; calls for greater ACP-EEC cooperation in this sector, particularly at 
regional level; 
13. Takes the view that all production areas and aspects- including storage and distribution -
should be covered and th~t proper attention should be devoted to the various aspects that relate to 
the environment and the preservation of natural resources; 
14. Welcomes the fact that since 1983 the European Community has included in its budget a 
research and development programme in the field of science and technology for development, 
which is currently being revised; takes the view that if this programme is to be entirely useful, it 
should receive much greater financing and be applied for a much longer period; 
15. Stresses the need for proper distribution and dissemination of research findings: in this 
respect stresses the important role that the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural 
Cooperation is gradually assuming and believes that the creation of regional branches in the ACP 
States would make it more efficient; 
16. Believes that tropical biotechnology can make an important contribution to agricultural 
development in the ACP countries but notes that, because of the size of the stakes involved, 
particularly the financial stakes, this can be achieved only through widespread cooperation, 
particularly between the ACP countries, but also between the European Community and the ACP; 
believes that the ACP countries should place more emphasis on simple techniques for the easier 
distribution of species and varieties; 
17. Draws attention to the challenge the ACP countries will have to confront in the years to 
come given the changes in the agro-industrial structure of the developed countries following the 
development of biotechnology; notes in particular the risk to ACP countries of: 
- a decrease in exports of agricultural products because of substitutes developed through 
biotechnology, 
- increased dependence on the agro-industrial sector of the developed countries, particularly for 
seeds, · 
- being used as a testing ground for new products (biopesticides), 
- having their genetic diversity eroded; 
18. Considers that biotechnology-related developments are one of the major stakes in ACP-EEC 
cooperation in the years to come and believes that they should be given greater attention in a special 
agreement on research; 
(d) Training the rural population 
19. Stresses that priority should be given to training the rural population; believes that their 
ability to absorb new agricul,aral and environmental protection techniques and practices will 
depend on the level of general education; is perturbed by the constant increase in the number of 
illiterates despite the efforts of the ACP States and calls for priority to be given in ACP-EEC 
cooperation to eliminating illiteracy and upgrading the general level of education in the rural 
population; special attention should be given to the use of audio-visual methods; 
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20. Calls for an increase in training activities in each European Development Fund programme 
and project; insists that such activities should include an appropriate section on preservation of the 
environment and be directed at the whole population, particularly the women; 
21. Takes the view that ACP-EEC cooperation should explore every possible new channel of 
technical and professional teaching ad.1ptcd to the daily requirements, lifestyle and different 
components of the rural population; 
(e) Socio-cultural environment and rural population 
22. Insists that a coherent set of strategies and measures be devised with a view to reinforcing the 
rural structures, and creating the necessary socio-cultural environment which can enhance the 
status of farmers, improve the working and living conditions of women, in order to check rural 
exodus and promote conditions conducive to rural development; 
(f) ACP-EEC trade in agricultural products and interaction between their agricultural policies 
23. Notes that although exports of agricultural products are essential for the economies of the 
ACP countries, the trend in the past decade has been unfavourable, ACP exports, to other 
developing countries also, having decreased on average; 
24. Notes that this average unfavourable trend nevertheless covers a wide variety of situations 
and is due to a series of factors that do not all have the same effect but, in most cases, thwart the 
efforts made ; 
25. Considers that maintenance and development of ACP exports demands an improvement in 
distribution networks and greater stability and regularity of flows as well as greater adaptability by 
operators t.o market trends; 
26. Believes it essential that State intervention be better adapted at all stages, from productionto 
distribution, particularly as regards agricultural prices; 
27. Stresses the essential role of ACP-EEC trade promotion in connection with the efforts made 
at national and local level to improve products and markets; 
28. Notes the increase in imports into ACP countries of agricultural products from developed 
countries and considers that, although these are partly due to inadequate ACP production and 
intra-ACP trade, they should not be allowed to compete with local production because of their 
lower, or even zero, prices; 
29. Points in this respect to the great difference in the situation of countries where agriculture 
represents only a small percentage of national revenue and those where it represents one third or 
one half, and proposes that the agricultural products from the developed countries should be sold 
locally at a price comparable to that of equivalent local products in order to avoid any competition 
to the detriment of local agriculture. Asks that this decision should be adopted as part of all the food 
aid programmes from the European Community; 
30. Proposes that the resources obtained from these sales should go to make up a fund managed 
jointly by the European Community and the beneficiary countries, with the proceeds being devoted 
essentially to infrastructure developments: improvement of storage accomodation, means of 
transport and distribution circuits for example; 
(g) lntra-ACP trade in agri-foodstuffs: storage, conservation, processing, distribution and 
transport problems 
31. Believes that intra~ ACP trade in agricultural products has a long way to go to meet present 
and even more so future requirements and possibilities; notes that this situation is mainly 
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attributable to payment difficulties and inadequate means of transport, distribution networks and 
storage capacity; 
32. Reasserts the principle that the European Community must do all it can to ensure that all 
surpluses of agricultural production in Africa are taken up at prices which encourage further 
development of African agriculture and transported to areas of want by all means possiblt 
including triangular food aid; 
33. Calls on the EEC Commission to give priority in spending within food aid operations to 
purchasing African surpluses for use in food aid programmes; 
34. Calls for an increase in regional programme funding to meet the practical difficulties of 
transporting from areas of production in Africa to areas of shortage; 
35. Calls on the ACP countries to conclude payment agreements at regional level and to remedy 
the shortcomings by devising appropriate common policies; 
(h) Financing of agricultural development 
36. Notes that pursuit of effective agricultural and rural development policies based on 
preservation of the environment will require considerably increased financing as pointed out in the 
UN action programme for the economic revival and development of Africa 1986 to 1990 which 
puts the financing requirements of the agricultural sector at 57 ,4 billion US dollars, 17 ,l billion US 
dollars to be provided from external sources; 
37. Considers it essential for all suppliers of aid, both multilateral - particularly the World 
Bank, the International Development Association (IDA) and the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD) - and bilateral, to take steps to meet these needs; in particular 
points out the need for the industrialized countries finally to honour their commitment to devote 
0,7 % of their Gross National Product to development aid; 
38. Urges the European Community and its Member States rapidly to take every step to ~ulfil 
this undertaking to meet these needs themselves and encourage the international community to 
take account of them; stresses the need to provide the ACP countries in general and the African 
ones in particular with IDA-type credits and rural development aid so as not to increase the debt 
burden; 
39. Calls on the ACP States to make evident in their national budgets the absolute priority to be 
accorded to the financing of rural development and on the countries of Africa to fulfil the 
undertaking made by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) Heads of State and Government to 
devote more than 20 % of public investment to this sector; 
40. Takes the view that special attention should be devoted in national policies to the effects on 
agricultural and rural development of the following factors: 
(a) exchange-rate levels; 
(b) taxes and charges; 
(c) banking and credit systems; 
41. Believes that the European Community should actively assist the setting up of funds in the 
various ACP countries to finance small farms set up for the graduates of the various training 
colleges for agricultural technicians and engineers as well as funds to reintegrate into agriculture 
former employees of rural administrations that have been streamlined; 
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(i) Assessment of ACP-EEC cooperation 
42. Considers it essential. for ACP-EEC cooperation programmes and projects to he assessed 
jointly by the ACP and the European Community both while in operation and upon completion; is 
perturbed by the way in which the Court of Auditors of the European Community has criticised the 
EEC Commission in its annual report for the 1985 financial year; 
43. Stresses the need to take proper account, when evaluating agricultural and ,ura1 
development projects, of their impact on the environment and the preservation of natural 
resources; 
44. Considers that assessment could be improved by for instance: 
(a) creating a larger assessment service in the EEC Commission and a branch at ACP level which 
would collaborate with each other and the countries concerned involved in the work of 
assessment in accordance with Lomc III; 
(b) setting up data banks of the main features of programmes, projects and regions; 
45. Calls on the Community and the ACP States to ensure the operational application of a 
standard format for evaluating the viability of each aid programme/project, i. e. the survival of the 
programme-project after the end of external financing, taking into account the following six 
factors: 
(a) socio-cultural, e. g. is its acceptable to the beneficiaries and to other populations which may be 
affected; and does it respect and enhance cultural identities and values and promote social 
integration ; 
(b) technical, e. g. are alle nec~ssary materials and skills available? 
(c) institutional, e. g. do the necessary management and support organizations exist and are they 
working correctly ? · 
(d) economic/financial, e. g. is all establishment and recur~ent funding provided for? 
(e} environmental, e. g. is the environment capable of sustaining its establishment and 
continuation? 
(f) political, e. g. will central and local authorities support it? 
46. Calls on the Community and the ACP States to apply the standard format throughout the 
whole cycle of the programme/project, and in particular at the following stages: 
(a} the prefeasibility study, when identifying it; 
(b) the feasibility study; 
(c) the appraising and preparation of the financing proposal and contractual documents; 
(d) the implementation plan and monitoring system; 
(e) the interphase, end-of-programme/project and ex-post evaluations; 
47. Calls for the guidelines and recommendations presented in this motion for a resolution and 
in the previous motion for a resolution on rural development and environmental problems adopted 
by the Joint Assembly meeting in Vouliagmeni to be given due consideration during negotiations of 
the future ACP-EEC Convention; 
48. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and the corresponding report to the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors and the Council and 
Commission of the European Communities. 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on the situation in South Africa and southern Africa 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. recalling and reaffirming its previous resolutions on South Africa and southern Africa, in 
particular those adopted at Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987; 
B. convinced that it is only by peaceful dialogue and negotiations that apartheid can be abolished 
in such a way as to preserve South Africa's wealth of human and economic resources for future 
generations; 
C. believing that it is not enough to condemn the apartheid regime and express moral indignation, 
but that it is even more necessary than ever to take concrete steps which can contribute to the 
elimination of apartheid; 
D . . recognising that only by putting an end to the apartheid system will it be possible to eliminate 
all forms of outside interference in southern Africa, whatever their origin; 
E. mindful of the fact that economic pressures will be most effective if internationally 
coordinated; 
1. Observes that the Government of South Africa has continued to suppress non-violent 
opposition to its racially-based minority rule, by law and by force, thus reducing the possibility of a 
peaceful transition to a non-racial democracy; 
2. Condemns, in particular, its steadily increasing restrictions of the press, its harassment of 
media representatives and its detention of leading journalists, such as Zwelakhi Sisulu, the editor of 
the New Nation; 
3. Calls again for the opening of negotiations to achieve a non-racial democracy in a single 
united South Africa, which can only take place after: 
(a) the release of Nelson Mandela and all other prisoners held for political reasons; 
(b) the ending of the state of emergency and granting of the freedom of speech and assembly to the 
whole population; 
(c) the removal of restrictions on the press; 
4. Welcomes the Dakar meeting between Afrikaner white liberals and the ANC; 
5. Welcomes also the positive response of the Presidency of the EC Council of Ministers towards 
the proposal of Rev. Alan Boesak to convene a Conference of South African opposition groups in 
Europe to formulate a strategy for negotiations, but insists that such a Conference is no substitute 
for further effectively implemented economic pressures; 
6. Points out, furthermore, that there is no sign that the South African government is prepared to 
enter into meaningful negotiations and also that the majority of the white population, who alone 
have the opportunity to exercise political power through the ballot box, have again supported that 
government; 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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7. Concludes, therefore, that in order to achieve a peaceful transition through negotiations and 
to avoid the bloodhath of which the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group warned, the rest of 
the world has an even greater responsibility to bring effective pressure to bear upon the South 
African government and those who maintain it in power; 
8. Points out that South Africa's main trading partners, many of them being Member States of 
the European Community, are those best able to exert such pressure; 
9. Expresses grave anxiety that the restrictive measures agreed by the certain countries and 
regional bodies, notably the European Community and its Member States, have not been fully 
implemented and enforced; 
10. Asks the Community Foreign Ministers to renew their practice of including the question of 
South Africa on the agenda for all their political cooperation meetings; 
1 ·1. Calls urgently on all the Member States to abide by the agreements which they made in 
European pohtical cooperation and, where they have so far failed to do so, to embody the trade 
restrictions in binding legal provisions, implement them conscientiously, closely monitor 
compliance with them, investigate suspected violations and, where necessary, mete out .stiff 
penalties; 
12. Calls on the EEC Commission, Council and Foreign Ministers meeting in political 
cooperation and the European Parliament, in accordance with their respective competences, to 
proceed with the preparation of further measures, which could be adopted as Community legal 
instruments and which would at least match the provisions of the United States of America; 
13. Calls urgently on the ACP and EEC countries to stop their airlines flying to South Africa and 
to introduce a ban on landings by South African Airways planes; 
14. Repeats its proposal that, in view of the need for world-wide coordination and monitoring, 
the European Community should consider establishing a secretariat to monitor events in South 
Africa and the coordination, enforcement and effectiveness of restrictive measures and to make 
factual, balanced and dispassionate reports of its findings; 
15. Notes the failure of the current Presidents-in-Office of the ACP and EEC Councils of 
Ministers to respond to the Joint Assembly's request for written reports on the initiatives taken to 
achieve such coordination and monitoring and concludes that no such initiatives have yet been 
taken; 
16. Decides to monitor the implementation of all restrictive measures and to discuss this subject 
at its next meeting; 
17. Asks its own Co-Presidents to distribute, in advance of that meeting, a written· report 
summarising the measures agreed throughout the world and their implementation; 
18. Requests the Commission of the European Communities, the ACP Secretariat, the EEC 
Council Secretariat and the services of the European Parliament to give their help and assistance in 
compiling this report; 
19. Invites the Presidents-in-Office of the ACP and EEC Council of Ministers at the time of the 
Assembly's next meeting to participate fully in the proposed debate on these issues; 
20. Points out that· if restrictive measures against South Africa are not also applied against 
Namibia, as long as it is occupied by South Africa, such measures will be seriously prejudiced, calls 
therefore for the full application of such measures to Namibia; 
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21. Draws attention to the detention of prominent leaders of the South West Africa People's 
Organization (SWAPO) and the National Union of Namibian Workers, including the SWAPO 
Vice-President, Hendrick Witboi, and the General Secretary of the Mineworkers' Union of 
Namibia, Ben Uulenga; 
22. Urges the Member States of the European Community to pursue a common policy to achieve 
genuine independence for Namibia on the basis of the United Nations Security Council Resolution 
435; 
23. Welcomes the initiative taken by the People's Republic of Angola in re-establishing contacts 
with the United States of America aimed at finding an early solution to the question of Namibia; 
24. Condemns the execution on 1 September 1987 of Moses Jantjief and Mlamli Mielies, despite 
world-wide interventions on their behalf; deplores the continued detention of 33 political prisoners 
on Death Row and calls for their sentences to be commuted, and expresses its deep concern at 
reports that three of them have already been secretly executed; 
25. Welcomes the recent prisoners exchange of 133 Angolans, Klaas de Jonge and Pierre Andre 
Albertini, for the South African Major Wynand du Toit, hut regrets that Helene Passtoors was not 
included and asks for her immediate release; 
26. Asks that allegations of torture and maltreatment of child detainees be thoroughly 
investigated and those responsible brought to justice; welcomes the release of most of the detainees 
under 16 years of age, and expresses the hope that the children remaining in custody will be swiftly 
brought to trial; expects that normal principles of justice and mercy will be taken into 
consideration by the Court; 
27. Condemns the widespread use of violence by Mine Security Forces during the recent miners' 
strike in South Africa, where dozens of miners who were striking for equal pay have been killed and 
many more made redundant, and deplores the use of the migrant labour system by mining 
corporations, including, recently, to replace sacked miners; 
28. Asks that new urgent measures be adopted in favour of refugees, including those resulting 
from mass dismissals from the South African mines, as well as the victims of military action and 
natural catastrophes; 
29. Welcomes the Community's increased programme of positive measures for the victims of 
apartheid, notes the efforts of the South African government to prevent those opposed to it 
receiving international support, and urges that, if possible, the programme be expanded along the 
already mutually agreed principles and guidelines; 
30. Deplores South Africa's continued economic and military destabilisation of the SADCC 
States, a policy which has led to loss of many lives and cost those states, directly and indirectly, 
much more than all the development aid which they have received during this period; 
31. Calls upon the European Community and its Member States to increase substantially the 
assistance given to the SADCC States, so that these countries can reduce their economic 
dependence on South Africa, particularly in the transport sphere; 
32. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP Council of Ministers, the 
EEC Council of Ministers, the Commission of the European Communities and the governments of 
all the signatories of the Lome Convention. 
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RESOLUTION (I) 
On EEC aid to Mozambique 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly. 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. having regard to the resolutions on Moza.mbique adopted by the institutions provided for by 
· the Lome Conventions ; 
B. whereas the acts of violent destruction and sabotage perpetrated by external forces are holding 
up the economic recovery of the country; 
C. whereas Mozambique is having to devote increasing budgetary funds to guaranteeing the 
security of individuals and property within its frontiers; 
D. having regard to the persistent food crisis which is affecting more than six million people and 
the factors behind it; 
1. Requests the institutions of the Lome Convention and the European Community to: 
(a) increase the level of food aid as long as the situation continues, and establish programmes of 
non-food aid, in particular clothes and tools and aid in the health sector; 
(h) step up measures designed to create self-sufficiency in food, particularly by means of 
programmes to resettle the two million displaced persons; 
(c) draw up as a matter of urgency, and in cooperation with the Government of Mozambique, 
specific programmes for the return to Mozambique of 500 OOO people now in neighbouring 
states; 
(cl) participate actively in the reinforcement of local logistieal facilities in order to improve the 
channelling of all aid, and particularly that transported by sea, to its proper destination; 
2. Instructs its Co~Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the Governments of the signatory States of the Lome Convention. 
(I) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the situation in Mozambique 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. whereas more than 600 people living in the villages of Homoine and Mandlaka:ia in 
Mozambique have heen massacred by the self~stylcd Renamo, a group armed by the apartheid 
regime; 
B. having regard to the testimony of Monsignor Etchegaray, a special envoy of Pope John Paul II, 
who described as 'a vision of horror' the ruins of the city of Luabo, occupied for more than a 
year by the same group of mercenaries; 
{') Adopted unanimously by the ACP~EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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C. having regard to the testimony resulting from nunierous visits hy competent organizations and 
individuals who were able to witness the tragic situation of a large part of the Mozambique 
population which is affected by the shortage of fooJ, has been forced to migrate en masse and is 
deprived of the means and tools of work as a result of the systematic destruction of production 
and transport infrastructures and of centres of production, and of the destabilization measures 
perpetrated by South Africa and by this same group which is armed by South Africa; 
D. whereas this terrorist group has received practical and back-up facilities in a number of EtC 
Member States, where they issue propaganda and claim responsibility for acts of destruction 
and terrorism ; 
E. having regard to the recent official declarations by the Portuguese Government explicitly 
prohibiting the use of its territory for the activities of this terrorist group; 
1. Vehemently condemns the activities perpetrated by groups armed and supported by South 
Africa against the People's Republic of Mozambique; 
2. Expresses its solidarity with the people of Mozambique; 
3. Calls on the international community and the European Community to grant emergency food 
aid to Mozambique and to provide any special means of transport which prove appropriate, as a 
response to the urgent appeal launched by the Government; 
4. Calls on the Governments of the Member States of the European Community to take effective 
measures to prevent their territory being used for activities hostile to the People's Republic of 
Mozambique, such as those engaged in by that group armed by South Africa; 
5. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the Member States. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the situation in Angola 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. having regard to the accumulated loss of human life and destruction of economic resources in 
Angola, caused by armed aggression from within the territory of occupied Namibia, the 
occupation of the territory of Angola itself and the South African Government's support of the 
forces of UNIT A; 
B. whereas the efforts of the Angolan Government to defend the independence of Angola and 
encourage peace in the region have entered an active phase; 
C. whereas the representatives of UNIT A are personae gratae in several capital cities of the 
European Economic Community and their destabilising, armed activity supported; 
l. Considers that the independence of Namibia on the basis of UN Resolution 435/78 is a 
prerequisite, to be effected as soon as possible, for reaching an overall solution in this whole region 
of southern Africa ; 
2. Supports the Angolan Government's efforts to achieve a peaceful situation of this kind; 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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3. Condemns, therefore, all direct or indirect support given by certain Community circles to the 
forces which are opposed in the country to the process of independence for Namibia, and to peace 
at Angola's frontiers and within Angola; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission, the Governments of the Member States of the European Community and the ACP 
~~ ' 
RESOLUTION ( ') 
on the visit by the President of the People's Republic of Angola to Portugal and the current negotiations 
concerning Angola and Namibia 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,. 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
- whereas the meeting of the A CP-EEC Joint Assembly is being held in Lisbon at the same time as 
the official visit to Portugal by the President of the People's Republic of Angola, 
- whereas the situation of destabilization in southern Africa in general and Angola irt particular 
has been a matter of constant concern for the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- aware that important negotiations are under way with a view to establishing a just and 
honourable peace in Angola and Namibia, 
1. Welcomes the constructive attitude evidenced by the opening of these negotiations; 
2. Urges the negotiators to continue their efforts to achieve peace so that the peoples in the 
region and throughout the world may benefit from it; 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the governments of the signatory states of the Lome Convention. 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the results of the mission to Suriname 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October· 1987, 
- having regard to the visit to Suriname in April/May 1987 by a delegation from the ACP-EEC 
Joint Assembly, 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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1. Welcomes the report prepared by the delegation and particularly the fact that it represents the 
unanimous view of the members of the delegation; 
2. Approves the conclusions contained in the report; 
3. Notes particularly that the Suriname government has stated its intention to organise free and 
democratic elections during the second half of 1987, for which international observers are to be 
invited; believes that political developments in Suriname are a step forward and that all parties 
concerned should be encouraged to continue their efforts; 
4. Believes that the process of referendum and elections are a step forward towards the 
conditions believed by the Netherlands to be implied in the 1975 Treaty, and trusts that this, 
together with the evident need for Suriname to have stability and a sense of nationhood, will cause a 
rapid resumption of Dutch aid, albeit following mutually agreed improved procedures than in the 
past; 
5. States its willingness to assist constructively in furthering stability, democracy and freedom in 
Suriname including the reactiyation of the 1975 Dutch-Suriname Treaty; urges the immediate re-
establishment of full diplomatic relations at ambassador level between Suriname and the 
Netherlands, following normal diplomatic practice and in a spirit of mutual goodwill; 
6. Requests the Co-Presidents of the ACP-EEC Council to convene an urgent meeting on the 
border problems between Suriname and French Guyane, in particular to discuss the situation of 
refugees and the flow of arms and men to the rebel groups; 
7. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the governments of the Member 
States of the European Community and to the governments of the ACP States. 
RESOLUTION ( 1) 
on North/South interdependence 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. stressing the need for increased public awareness of North/South interdependence and 
Europe's shared responsibility to play a more constructive role in helping to solve the economic 
and social problems which confront humanity; 
B. noting the conclusions of the Council of Development Ministers following their 1164th 
meeting of 21 May 1987 on 'Increasing Public Awareness in the Community on Development 
Issues'; 
1. Calls on the Commission, all Members of the European Parliament, all Members of the 
Assembly and Member States to fully and actively support the European public campaign on 
North/South interdependence and solidarity which is being organised by the Council of Europe in 
co-operation with European Community institutions in rhe Spring of 1988; 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal) .' 
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2. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission, the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers and all Members of the European Parliament. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on coffee 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly. 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October ·1987, 
A. recalling the Resolution on Coffee adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in 
Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987; 
B. recalling the need to improve the methods of international cooperation in commodities 
considering the failure of the seventh UNCT AD; 
C. whereas several ACP States mainly depend on agriculture and their economies utterly depend. 
on agricultural products such as coffee which represents more than 90 % of their income 
earnings in certain cases and more than 60 % in most cases ; 
D. having regard to the failure of the meeting held in February 1987 within the International 
Coffee Organization between producers and consumers to discuss the reintroduction of 
quotas; 
E. considering that the Community market is the main outlet for ACP States' coffee exports; 
1. Welcomes the provisions of the third Lome Convention on increased cooperation in 
agricultural commodities between the European Community, its Member-States and the ACP 
States; 
2. However notes with concern that the downward trend of the price of coffee has had the 
disastrous effect of reducing considerably the export earnings of ACP producing States, thus 
entailing a loss of almost one billion ECUs in 1987; compromising the progress of their 
development plans, and worsening the debt crisis besetting them; 
3. Further notes that the Stabex resources are not sufficient enough to· compensate the losses 
suffered by ACP States; 
4. Draws attention to the ever-increasing economic difficulties which the ACP States wilJ 
encounter if the quotas are not reintroduced by September 1987; 
5. Calls upon the European Community and its Member-States party to the 1983 International 
Agreement and priviledged partners of the ACP States, to comply with the letter and spirit of the 
said Agreement, in particular Articles 1 to 50 thereof, and strongly recommends: 
- that the meeting of producer and consumer countries within the ICO to be held this month in 
London should lead to a final agreement on fresh quotas for coffee, without any reduction in the 
quota of the A CP States, 
- that the necessary pressure be brought to bear on the other consumer countries so that positive 
proposals could be found for stabilizing the price of coffee, 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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- meanwhile, it would be advisable to adopt the proposal which the producers put up at the ICO 
meeting in February 1987; 
6. Instructs the Co-Presidents to forward this Resolution to the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission of the European Communities and to Member-States' governments. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on cocoa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. recalling the Resolution on cocoa adopted unanimously by the Joint Assembly in Arusha 
(Tanzania) on 5 February 1987); 
B. having regard to the high dependence of a large number of ACP States on agricultural 
commodities such as cocoa ; 
C. having regard to the failure of recent discussions on the management of a buffer stock for 
cocoa; 
D. considering the importance of the Community's market for the export of cocoa from ACP 
States, and the preponderant role the EEC plays, in international bodies; 
E. deeply concerned by the worsening difficulties which developing countries encounter in 
servicing their debt, in a situation of a generalized fall in the prices of commodities; 
F. acknowledging the pressing need for concrete and positive action to be adopted in that regard; 
1. Welcomes the provisions of the Third Lome Convention on the mechanism for following up 
and managing agricultural commodities; 
2. Calls upon the Community and its Member-States to do all they can to ensure: 
- that discussions are resumed on the management of the buffer stock for cocoa, 
- that the ceiling of the stock is able to guarantee and defend cocoa prices fixed at 16 OOO SOR/ 
tonne on world markets; 
3. Instructs the Co·Presidents to forward this Resolution to the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission and Member-States' governments. 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the Portuguese market for ACP sugar 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. recalling that during the negotiations for Portugal's accession to the Treaty of Rome it was 
established that an annual supply of 300 OOO tonnes of raw cane sugar was necessary to satisfy 
the require~ents of the Portuguese sugar refining industry; 
(I) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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B. recalling also that the negotiations for Portugal's accession to the Third ACP-EEC Convention 
resulted in access for ACP sugar being limited to 75 OOO tonnes outside of the Sugar Protocol 
arrangements; · 
C. observing that this quantity reduces the export quotas for traditional ACP suppliers tQ the 
Portuguese market ; 
D. drawing attention to the decision of ACP-EEC Council of 14-15 May 1987 to aohtittt.te 
discussions under Article 130 paragraph 2 section (c) of the Convention in the light of the . 
ACP's dissatisfaction with this outcome; 
E. being convinced that there is still an unsatisfied demand for sugar in the Portuguese market, 
and that this demand can be met by sugar from ACP sources; 
1. Exhorts the Community to adopt a positive approach to the ACP request for a quota for ACP 
sugar in the Portuguese market which would satisfy the needs of the Portuguese refiners and the 
interests of ACP sugar supplying states; 
2. Insists that negotiations in respect of sugar provided for under the Protocol of Accession of 
Portugal to the Lome IIJ Convention should be engaged into without further delay and completed 
within the prescribed time limit; 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers, ,the 
Commission of the European Communities and to Member States' governments. · 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on ACP sugar 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal} from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. recalling the resolution on ACP sugar adopted unanimously in Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 
February 1987; 
B. noting that the Community has again imposed a freeze on 1978/1988 prices for EEC sugar; 
C. being alarmed at the implications for ACP sugar producers if this freeze is applied once more to 
the ACP guaranteed price in disregard of the economic factors, relevant to ACP sugar 
supplying states, as outlined in their memorandum submitted to the Commission on 23 
October 1986; 
D. pointing out that such a freeze would mean that the ACP guaranteed price would not have 
increased for the last three years despite the fact that the importation of ACP sugar in no way 
contributes to the surplus in the EEC sugar sector; 
E. drawing atention to the Community's stated intention to reformulate the rules and regulations 
governing its Common Agricultural Policy {CAP); 
F. recalling that the Common Organisation of the sugar market within which the Protocol is 
implemented shall in no way predudice the Community's commitment to purchase and import 
specific quantities of cane sugar at guaranteed prkes negotiated annually taking into account 
all relevant econo·mic factors (Article 1 and 5 of the Sugar Protocol); 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Porrugal). 
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l. Calls on the Community to consider the special problems of the ACP sugar supplying states 
- in particular, the unique freight costs which they have to bear, their small landlocked and island 
characteristics and their heavy dependence on sugar export incomes - in its offer of a guaranteed 
price for the 1987 /1988 delivery period which would ensure a reasonable level of increase; 
2. Draws the special attention of the Community to the adverse consequences upon the sugar 
industries and the economies of the ACP States of the combined effect of a restrictive pricing poli<:y 
in respect of Community sugar prices and an automatic alignment of ACP guaranteed prices with 
such internal prices; 
3. Demands that the new sugar regime of the Community should in no way prejudice the 
implementation of the provisions of the Convention with particular regard to the joint 
determination of the ACP guaranteed price; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to foward this resolution to the Council, the Commission and to 
the Governments of Member States of the Third ACP-EEC Convention. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
against the imposition of a levy on molasses 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. bearing in mind the objectives of the Lome Convention which are inter alia to promote trade 
between the ACP States and the Community; 
B. noting that in that spirit some twenty ACP States have been traditionally supplying cane 
molasses to the Community; 
C. noting further that the supply of over 500 OOO tonnes per annum of this product by the ACP 
States represents an income of over 50 million ECU essential in the economic development of 
these · states; 
1. Recommends that the Community grant the ACP States new concessions in this sector, 
pursuant to Article 130 of the Third Lome Convention; 
2. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the authorities of the Commission 
and the Member States. 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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RESOLUTION(') 
on restrictions affecting the operation to Europe•of subsonic jct aircraft of African airlines which do not 
conform to noise standards 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September 1987 to 2 October 1987, 
A. recalling the objectives, principles and areas of ACP-EEC cooperation as defined.in the Third 
Convention signed in Lome on 8 December 1984, in particular Article 84 section 3 (a) relating 
to the creation of conditions fostering the movement of goods at national, regional and 
international level; 
B. acknowledging that air transport contributes to promoting and speeding up the economic, 
cultural and social development of ACP States; 
C. recognizing the need to ensure the establishment and maintenance of air services, between EEC 
Member States and the ACP countries, that would accord to each contracting party and its air 
carriers equal and fair opportunities of sharing in the advantages derived from the air transport 
system; 
D. noting with concern the coming into force, on 1 January 1988, of the regulation on the noise 
standards of subsonic aircraft which do not conform to the provisions of Chapter 2, Volume 1 
of Annex 16 to the Chicago Convention; 
E. noting further with concern that the provisions have been proposed by the Commission of the 
European Communities with the aim of implementing, in advance and as soon as possible, the 
provision of Chapter 3, Volume 1 of Annex 16 Volume 1 to the Chicago Convention; 
F. considering that these restrictions will affect the operation to Europe of the air services of 
African airlines nearly all of whose fleets are made up of aircraft which do not meet the noise 
standards set under Chapters 2 and 3 of Volume 1 of Annex 16 of the Chicago Convention; 
G. considering further that these noise restrictions will have a major adverse effect on the 
operation of airlines and on the overall development of air services with Europe; 
H. considering the financial difficulties African airlines face in their attempt to finance the cost of 
conversion of their aitcraft which do not comply with the recommended standards, or to 
purchase in the near future aircraft conforming to the said standards; 
I. considering that the economic situation of ACP States is generally difficult and that the 
application, as from 1 January 1988, of the noise standards set under Chapter 2 of Annex 16 to 
the Chicago Convention would impose additional economic hardships and entail financial and 
technical difficulties for their national airlines; 
J. noting that the International Civil Aviation Organization, in pursuance of its Resolution A26-
l 1 passed at the Twenty-sixth session of its Assembly (September/October 1986), is in favour 
of its contracting States granting to developing countries, through mutually acceptable 
temporary agreements, exemptions for aircraft not in compliance with the standards set under 
Chapter 2, and abstaining from adopting unilateral measures against aircraft which do not 
meet the standards laid down in Chapter 3 of Annex 16 to the Chicago Convention; 
K. taking note of Resolution CM/Res. 1118 (XLVI) adopted in July 1987 by the Organization of 
African Unity on restrictions affecting the operation to Europe of subsonic jet aircraft of 
African airlines which do not conform to the noise standards; 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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L. having regard to the importance for citizens of the European Community of reducing noise 
pollution in the vicinity of airports; 
1. Requests the Commission of the European Communities and its Member States 
(a) to discuss with ACP States the problem of noise standards to be applied to ACP airlines using 
EEC airspace, and possible ways of helping ACP airlines in respect of this; 
(b} on a case by case basis, to consider granting derogations beyond 31 December 1989 to ACP 
States in respect of their use of aircraft and to allow the immediate granting of regional 
exemptions to African airlines for the continued use, after 1 January 1988, of their aircraft 
which do not meet the noise standards set under Chapter 2 of Annex 16 to the Chicago 
Convention, with a view to ensuring that air services arc maintained between the Lame 
Convention contracting states and ACP States concerned, and their airlines are guaranteed fair 
and equal opportunities of sharing in the advantages derived from the air transport system; 
2. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission and the Governments of the Member States of the Lomc Convention. 
RESOLUTION(' ) 
on the situation in Chad 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. having regard to the European Parliament resolution (Doc. 1-667/83} of 15 September 1983 on 
the situation in Chad; 
B. having regard to the resolution adopted by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly in 
Luxembourg on 24 September 1984; 
C. having regard to the resolution adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986 in 
Swaziland on the situation in Chad; 
D. having regard to the resolution adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986 
in Vouliagmeni (Greece} on the situation in Chad; 
E. having regard to resolution AHG/DFT/Res. 10 (XXIII), adopted by the Conference of Heads 
of State or Government of the OAU at its 23rd ordinary session in Addis Ababa from 27 to 29 
July 1987, on the border dispute between Chad :1nJ Libya; 
F. having regard to the OAU's efforts to encourage the establishment of conditions conducive to a 
just and lasting peace in Chad; 
G. whereas the territorial dispute between Chad and Libya may endanger international peace and 
security, particularly in the region concerned; 
H. noting the laudable efforts by the OAU to reach a negotiated and peaceful settlement to the 
border dispute between Chad and Libya; 
I. concerned to ensure respect for the territorial integrity of the African, Caribbean and Pacific 
members of the Lome Convention; 
( 1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal) . 
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1. Reiterates its support to the government and the people of the Republic of Chad who are 
experiencing a painful situation of war and aggression which have resulted in heavy losses of 
human life, the destruction of fauna and flora as well as of essential infrastructures; 
2. Deplores the fact that this situation impedes the realization of programmes of development 
undertaken by the government and the people of Chad; · 
3. Reiterates its support for the Government of the Republic of Chad; 
4. Undertakes to support the efforts by the OAU and its ad hoe committee to encourage the· 
establishment of conditions conducive to a permanent settlement of the border dispute between 
Chad and Libya; 
5. Calls on the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to take every possible step within the appropriate 
bodies with a view to promoting the restoration of a just and lasting peace between the parties 
concerned; 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to monitor the implementation of this resolution, to forward it to 
the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the governments of the Community Member States and of the 
ACP members of the Lome Convention, and to report to the next session of the ACP-EEC Joint 
Assembly. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the reconstruction of Chad 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. having regard to Resolution 40/219 of the General Assembly of the United Nations of 29 
December 1985 and previous resolutions on assistance for reconstruction, recovery, 
development, urgent humanitarian aid and special aid for Chad; 
B. whereas war and drought are jeopardising aU the reconstruction and development efforts 
undertaken by the Chad Government; 
C. considering that the situation of war being experienced by the people of Chad is likely to 
obstruct directly the realization of the Lome Convention objectives; 
D. noting the need for special reconstruction and development aid for Chad; 
1. Notes with satisfaction the round table conference on aid for Chad organized by the United 
Nations Development Programme on 4 and 5 December 1985, in accordance with the 
arrangements agreed at the international Conference on emergency aid for Chad; held in 
November 1982; 
2. Expresses its gratitude to various States, particularly those of the European Community, and 
to governmental and non-governmental organisations which h.ive responded and are continuing to 
respond generously to the appeals of the Chad Government and of the Secretary General of the 
United Nations by providing aid to Chad; 
3. Appeals to the international community and particularly to the Member States of the· 
European Community and ACP to make their contribution to the economic and social 
development and reconstruction of a Chad afflicted by war, drought and invasions from locusts 
and predators ; 
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4. Asks for urgent humanitarian aid for the people suffering from the effects of war, drought and 
invasions of locusts and predators and for the resettlement of displaced persons; 
5. Asks the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to take every possible measure within the 
appropriate bodies to mobilize the necessary resources for an effective programme of technical and 
material financial aid for Chad; 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to monitor the implementation of this resolution and tO forward it 
to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, to the governments of the Member States of the Community 
and the ACP members of the Lome Convention and to report to the next meeting of the ACP-EEC 
Joint Assembly. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on shelter for the homeless especially in the ACP States and in the European Community 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. whereas the United Nations General Assembly has proclaimed 1987 'International Year of 
Shelter for the Homeless'; 
B. whereas the aims of the International Year of Shelter for the Homeless are: 
(a) to focus attention on the plight of the most disadvantaged sections of the world's 
population who are inadequately sheltered and live in conditions of squalor, unhealthiness 
and insecurity; 
(b) to generate the commitment of governments, international organisations and aid agencies, 
non-governmental organisations in favour of the homeless especially those of developing 
countries already affected by problems of refugees, displacement of persons, hunger, debt, 
natural disasters; 
C. whereas the right to shelter and to decent and adequate housing is an internationally 
acknowledged basic human right and necessity; 
D. whereas the situation of homelessness is likely to be further aggravated by the negative 
phenomenon of unparalleled urban explosion, widening the gaps between urban and rural 
economies thus impeding the process of development of ACP and other developing countries; 
E. having regard to the report drawn up by Mr A.A. Lacenda de Queiroz on behalf of the 
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment of the European Parliament which drew 
attention to the growing alarming phenomenon of the existence of more than a . million 
homeless people in the Member States; 
1. Calls upon the Community and its Member States and the ACP as well as their respective non-
governmental organisations and local communities at large to intensify their support for the 
International Year of the Homeless; 
2. Invites the Community and the ACP to engage in dialogue with a view to undertaking a 
concerted effort and adopting appropriate measures at all levels in order to encourage and reinforce 
self-organisation of the local communities, enhance the local artistic capabilities and material 
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resources, strengthen the cultural identities of the populations, having regard at the same time to 
the special needs of women and children; 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Commission and Council of the 
European Communities and to the signatory states of the Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on solidarity between the Lomc Convention partners 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. whereas the Lome Convention links 66 ACP countries to the Community and its Member 
States; 
B. whereas the Lome Convention represents a unique instrument of cooperation in international 
relations because of its inherent qualities and development potential; 
C. reaffirming the Community's duty to offer the best possible conditions f~r cooperation to the 
ACP countries; 
D. recalling in this connection the resolution on increasing the refund for soft wheat adopted in 
Swaziland on 29 January 1986; 
E. having regard to the EC Commission's recent proposals concerning a special programme for 
100 million ECU for poor and heavily indebted countries in Africa south of the Sahara; 
F. having regard to a number of recent upsets in trade flows particularly regarding cereals; 
1. Stresses the need to develop and pursue special relations between the Community and the 
ACP States and the Community's duty to concentrate its cooperation efforts on the Convention's 
signatory states ; 
2. Recalls the indispensability of solidarity between the ACP countries and the Community 
which must be interpreted as a two-way rather than one-way solidarity; · · 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission of the 
European Communities and the governments of the Member States and the ACP countries. 
J 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on the situation in Chad 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. having regard to the European Parliament resolution of 15 September 1983 on the situation in 
Chad (Doc. 1-667 /83); 
B. having regard to the resolutions on the situation in Chad adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint 
Committee on 23 February 1984 in Brazzaville, by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on 21 
September 1984 in Luxembourg and by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 25 September 1986 in 
Athens; 
C. having regard to the restoration of national unity as a result of the policy of reconciliation 
adopted by the Chad authorities; 
D. whereas the situation in Chad has developed in such a way that the theory of an internal 
conflict within Chad is no longer tenable; 
E. whereas the OAU Charter reaffirms the inviolability of frontiers inherited from 
colonialization; 
F. concerned to ensure respect for the territorial integrity of the African, Caribbean and Pacific 
States; 
1. Points out that peace and security are absolutely essential for the success of any development 
effort; 
2. Welcomes the ceasefire established between the opposing parties on Friday, 11 September on 
the initiative of the OAU; 
3. Welcomes the efforts by the President of the OAU, whose conciliation mission to the Chad 
and Libyan authorities has brought about an improvement in the conflict, and wishes the OAU ad 
hoe committee every success ; 
4. Encourages the Heads of State of Chad and Libya to make resolute overtures for peace; 
5. Recommends that, in the event of persistent disagreement over the integrity ~f the territory of 
Chad, the matter be the subject of international arbitration; 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission, the governments of the Community Member States, the governments of the ACP 
members of the Lome Convention, the President-in-Office of the OAU and the Libyan 
Government. 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987. in Lisbon (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the situation as regards cooperation between the ACP States of the Pacific and the European 
Community 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. having received the minutes of the meeting of the Bureau at Apia (Western Samoa) from 15 to 
17 July 1987; · 
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1. Welcomes the fact that for the first time a parliamentary body of the Lome Convention has 
held a meeting in the Pacific region; 
2. Notes that this visit revealed·. a very serious economic situation in the ACP States of the 
Pacific; 
3. Stresses the need to consolidate cooperation between the Community and the ACP States t>f 
the Pacific region;. 
4. Notes that the specific geographical, economic and socio-cultural features of the Pacific area 
make it a special and unique region; 
S. Asks that these specific features be fully taken into account in the implementation of the 
provisions of the Third Lome Convention; 
6. Welcomes the priority accorded by the ACP States of the Pacific in their indicative 
programmes to agricultural development and regional cooperation ; 
7. Emphasizes the cardinal importance for these states, because of their special characteristics, 
of regional cooperation, an instrument ideally suited to their economic and social development; 
8. Expresses its deep concern at the difficulties encountered between the ACP States of the 
Pacific and the Community authorities concerning the implementation of their regional 
cooperation programmes; 
9. Considers that the various provisions of the Third Lome Convention concerning regional 
cooperation should be interpreted and applied with the greatest possible flexibility and adaptability 
in order to enable the ACP States of the Pacific to gain the greatest benefit from them; 
10. Recalls in this connection the provisions of Article 262 of the Third Lome Convention to the 
effect that specific provisions and measures shall be established to support island ACP States in 
their efforts to overcome the specific natural and geographical difficulties and obstacles hampering 
their development ; 
11. Recalls also that by virtue of Article 232, exceptions may be made on a case-by-case basis to 
the rule regarding the use of funds for purchases of goods or payments for services in the Member 
States of the Community and the ACP States; 
12. Believes that these various provisions and above all the spirit of the Convention should make 
it possible to implement regional cooperation in the Pacific region which takes particular account 
of the needs of the ACP States and their specific characteristics; 
13. Asks the Commission to step up cooperation with the South Pacific Bureau for Economic 
Cooperation (SPEC) as part of the identification and preparation of projects; 
14. Asks the Commission to make provision for increased technical assistance, both as regards 
the quality and numbers involved, for the implementation and initial operating phase of national 
and regional projects in the Pacific region; 
15. Believes that regional cooperation must be operated in the Pacific with maximum flexibility 
to take account of the specific characteristics of the region and avoid any damaging unwieldiness 
and delays; 
16. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
and to the Commission of the European Communities, 
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RESOLUTION (1) 
on the illegal and illegitimate occupation of East Timor by Indonesia 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting- in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. whereas the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly is meeting in Portugal (Lisbon), a Member State of the 
EEC and the Lome Convention, whose historical responsibilities to East Timor are sanctioned 
by its own constitution; 
B. having regard to the existence of cooperation agreements between the EEC and the Member 
States of ASEAN, of which Indonesia is a member; 
C. whereas the various Lome Conventions take their inspiration from the universal principle of 
the self-determination and independence of peoples; 
D. having regard to the convergent views of the Portuguese authorities and the authorities of the 
five African countries whose official language is Portuguese on the question of East Timor; 
1. Condemns the illegal and illegitimate occupation of East Timor by Indonesia; 
2. Reaffirms the inalienable right of the people of East Timor to self-determination and 
independence ; 
3. Calls on the ·parties concerned to resolve the question of East Timor in the context and in 
accordance with the principles of the United Nations Charter; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the governments of the signatory states of the Lome Convention. 
(I) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the promotion of international labour standards and on ACP-EEC-ILO cooperation 
The ACP-EEC Joint Committee, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. recalling its previous resolutions on the social aspect of Lome III and the role of the social 
partners, in particular those adopted on 30 January 1986 in Ezulwini and on 25 September 
1986 in Vouliagmeni; 
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B. noting the resolution adopted by the European Parliament on 9 March 1987 concerning 
,ompliance with international labour. standards; 
C. welcoming the progress made each year with the consultation of the ACP-EEC economic and 
social sectors ; 
D. welcoming likewise the fact that in 1987, for the first time, the Commission has consulted the 
social partners on the preparation of the next Community scheme of generalized preferences; 
I. Stresses once again that one of the fundamental objectives of Lome Ill is to promote in a· 
practical way the full enjoyment of social rights by individuals and peoples in the signatory States of 
the ACP-EEC cooperation Convention; 
2. Considers that the international labour conventions drawn up under the auspices of the 
International Labour Organization (ILO), to which virtually all the signatory States of Lome III 
bdong, co_nstitute precious instruments for the achievement of social progress; 
.l. Invites the Contracting Parties of the Lome Convention which have not already done so to 
adhere to and ratify these ILO instruments without further delay especially in so far as they can 
contribute to ACP-EEC cooperation; 
4. In view of this~ insists that cooperation between the ILO, the ACP and the · EEC be 
consolidated and extended to ensure better implementation of all the social provisions contained in 
Lome III and to benefit from the rich experience of tripartite {government - employees - employers) 
procedures in the development field; 
5. Considers that closer cooperation with the ILO will enable greater importance to be attached 
to the crucial problems of social and vocational training and the development of social, health and 
labour inspectorate services; 
6. Reaffirms the importance of active involvement by the social partners at the various levels of 
ACP-EEC cooperation and in particular in implementing the objectives as regards social progress 
and promoting international labour standards in the countries concerned; 
7. Calls on the ACP-EEC Council, the Commission and the economic and social sectors, both in 
the ACP States and in Europe, acting within their respective terms of reference, to channel the 
various instruments of ACP-EEC cooperation towards effective promotion of international labour 
standards; 
8. Instructs its Bureau to ensure that this resolution is followed up and, if appropriate, to set up 
the ad hoe working party envisaged in the above resolution of 30 January 1986, in dose 
cooperation with the International Labour Office, the ACP social and economic sectors and the 
Community's Economic and Social Committee. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on protecting farmers' incomes in the ACP countries 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A. whereas because of pr, gress in research and the rapidity with which such progress is 
disseminated, there is likely to be an increase in productivity, particularly in the agricultural 
sectors of the developed and the recently industrialized countries, 
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B. whereas this increase and the inevitable expansion in the supply of agricultural products on 
world markets will speed up the existing trend towards a fall in the world prices of agricultural 
products, notably cereals; 
C. whereas, moreover, the expected increases in food production in many developing countties 
are unlikely to take place at the same rate as in countries with the most developed agricultural 
sectors; 
D. whereas, therefore, this will inevitably widen the disparity between the production costs of 
ACP producers and world prices, that is, the offer price for imports of similar or competing 
products; 
E. whereas this development will seriously threaten the viability of food production in these 
developing countries; 
1. Considers that it will be impossible to maintain and, a fortiori, develop this food production 
at price levels equivalent to world import prices; 
2. · Believes, therefore, that producers in the developing countries must be guaranteed a price 
level which is not subject to world prices but is, on the contrary, substantially higher than the 
existing level ; 
3. ls aware, however, that it would be impracticable and unjust to try, in all cases, to pass on to 
consumers in the developing countries the full cost of applying a price which, on the other hand, it is 
felt must be guaranteed to producers to ensure an adequate level of earnings; 
4. Notes that the budgetary cost resulting from any difference between the price guaranteed to 
producers and the consumer price could place an unbearable strain on the public finance of the 
countries concerned ; 
5. Advocates, therefore, that the instruments established by the Lome Convention be extended, 
in particular through: 
(a) the creation by the European Community of a fund designed to cover part of the budgetary cost 
resulting from the price guarantee given to food producers in the developing countries; 
(b) the mobilization of budgetary resources by the states concerned by introducing a mobile levy 
on imports of food products, which would be used to maintain some degree of price realism 
and would thereby help to stabilize the disparity between consumer prices and the prices paid 
to producers in the developing countries; 
6. Considers, finally, that without questioning the vital need to improve their self-sufficiency in 
food, the developing countries must avoid any exaggeration in this respect and must seek to 
establish a balance between food production and the export crops which are essential for 
investment budgets and for servicing the debt; 
7. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the President of the ACP-EEC 
Council of Ministers, the chairman of the Committee of Ambassadors, the President of the 
European Parliament, the President of the Commission of the European Communities, the 
President of the OAU and the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
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RESOLUTION (I) 
on the problem of indebtedness in ACP States 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
- having regard to the resolutions related to ACP debt, and in particular the 1986 General Report 
'Towards 2000' adopted by the Joint Assembly, 
A. whereas the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly adopted a r~solution on indebtedness on 5 February 
1987; 
B. whereas that resolution, inter alia, requested the European Commission to draft concrete 
proposals for the creation of a European Trust Fund for Development to be financed by the sale 
of 0,7 % of gold reserves held by Community Member States over a period of time, the 
p,roceeds of which should provide interest-free loans to ACP States; 
C. whereas the increasing indebtedness of many ACP States, particularly those in sub-Saharan 
Africa, is causing severe development problems and has resulted in net financial outflows from 
some developing countries whose foreign exchange earnings including aid are exceeded by debt 
and interest payments; 
D. whereas the ACP States have a total external debt exceeding 87 billion US dollars and whereas 
that of sub-Saharan Africa alone exceeds 78 billion US dollars with a debt servicing 
commitment of between 12 billion US dollars and 14 billion US dollars; 
E. whereas their repayment problems have been exacerbated, inter alia, by a dedine'in commodity 
prices unparalleled since the 1930s, by sluggish world economic growth, and by protectk•nist 
trade policies in developed countries; 
F. whereas the World Bank warned last year that Africa's attempts to help itself will fail without 
additional resources in the form of new aid and debt relief; 
G. whereas the International Monetary Fund has recently proposed tripling its structural 
adjustment facility which provides soft loans to the poorest developing countries; 
H. whereas the Paris Club has agreed in principle to a plan for rescheduling the poorest countries' 
governmtnt-to-government debt over a period of between 15 and 20 years with a grace period 
for repayment and substantially reduced interest; 
1. whereas one of the conclusions of the June Economic Summit in Venice recommends that an 
agreement be reached before the end of 1987 on the problem of the poorest countries, and.in 
particular the countries of sub-Saharan Africa, in the light of proposals made by some countries 
attending the Venice Summit and by the International Monetary Fund; 
1. Urges the European Community and its Member States to take positive action, in the form of 
intensified consultation with other creditor governmentst financial institutions, and .ACP 
governments, to ensure the implementation of the Venice Summit recommendation on 
indebtedness by the end-of-year deadline; 
(1) Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in Lisbon (Portugal). 
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2. Urges the European Community and its Member States in addition to give rapid but careful 
consideration to the imaginative scheme for a European Trust Fund for Development which could 
provide much needed assistance to developing countries at little cost to Community tax-payers; 
3. Recognizes the importance of ACP debt to the international banking system; welcomes the 
action of lenders in writing-off portions of this debt in certain circumstances; and urges 
Community Member States to facilitate such write-offs by providing tax or other incentives; 
4. Asks that the Bureau of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly be explicitly instructed to mortitor the 
problems of indebtedness considered in the report of the Working Group on the Problem of 
Indebtedness and in this resolution; 
5. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward th is resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the governments of the Member States, the Council and Commission. 
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JOINT ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE AFRICAN, CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC STATES AND 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (ACP/EEC) 
LOME (Togo), 21 to 25 MARCH 1988 
RESCLUTI(J\1 
on the fact-finding mission to Suriname. 
The ACP-EEC Joint ~?.sef!lbly, 
meeting in Lome ( Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. having regard to the reJX)rt of the delegatia, of the PCP-EEC Joint 
Assembly to Suriname (Dex.:. AP/454/8...R) 
B. fully endorses the caiclusion of the above rep:>rt, 
1. Urges the Dutch authorities, in restoring their aid carmitments under 
the 1975 treaty, to take full account of the new situation in the 
Republic of Suriname, and to adapt their financial supi:x,rt accordingly 
in order that new resources may effectively contribJte to the 
development of the full economic potential of the country, while 
bearing in mind its sovereignty and independence in order that Suriname 
and its people become the main beneficiaries of the aid; 
2. Urges the European Comnission to take a rapid decision on o.Jtstanding 
projects submitted, according to Lorne II and LCW'fle III including the 
demand for- aid under Sysmin in order that new resources may be 
camnitted rapidly; 
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3. Urges the European Comnissia, to assist the Suriname authorities with 
financial and tec:hiical support with a view to repatriating in an 
orderly and responsible manner 10,()(X) Surinamese refugees n°" living in 
refugee camps in French Guiana and who with to be resettled in their 
native regia,s; 
4. Requests a re~rt to be made to the next meeting of the Joint Assembly 
by the Canmission and the Council on the re-establishnent of aid to 
Suriname; 
5. Requests its Co-Presidents to forward this resolutia, to the Ministers 
of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic ,1of Suriname, to the PCP-EEC 
Ca.Jncil of Ministers and to the Canmissia,. ' 
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RESCLUTICJ\I 
on strengthening cooperation with Suriname. 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lc:rna (Togo) fron 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. having regard to the VERC:EER-PENDERS motia, for a resolutia, tabled in 
the European Parliament on 17 January 1986 a, strengthening cooperatia, 
with Suriname in the interests of political stability and 
derroc:ratization (Dex:. B 2-1389/85), 
B. having regard to the resolution of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly of 30 
January 1986 en financial and tecmical cooperation with Suriname, in 
which the B.Jreau of the Assembly was instructed to do everything in its 
po,-.er to pr0110te economic and political stability and the related 
democratizatia, of Suriname, 
C. recalling the visit made by a delegation frcm the Joint Assembly to 
Suriname in April 1987, the conclusians of which li'Jer-e unanimously 
endorsed by the Assembly in its r-esolution of 1 October 1987, in 
particular- that Sur-iname had embarked upon the path towards free and 
democratic elections which should in turn make possible the resumption 
of cCXJperatia, between the Netherlands and Suriname, 
D. adopting the conclusia,s of the delegatiai's report, 
E. noting that in the meantime a new constituticn has been adopted by way 
of referendum and that parliamentary electia,s have been held, 
F. referring to the pr-esence of many observers from, among other-s, the 
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U.S.A., the Netherlands, Venezuela, the Organization of African Lhity 
and also the ~-EEC Joint Assembly and whereas the latter expressed 
the view that the parliamentary elections had consolidated the process 
of democratization, 
G. having regard to the special links which exist bet\fEB"l Suriname and the 
Eumpean Cc:xmunity and its Member States on the basis of the Ccnvention 
of Lame and other bilateral agreements, 
1. Expresses its satisfaction at the demc:x::ratization taking place in 
Suriname and welcomes, in particular, the new, democratically elected 
Suriname Parliament; 
2. Is concerned at the extremely difficult fJp~cial and eca,omic 
situation of Suriname, where the scarcity bf foreign exchange is 
directly hampering economic activity while at the same time p.iblic 
finances have become totally disrupted, partly because important 
sources of revenue have been blocked by ac.ts of violence; 
3. Recognizes the special respa,sibility of the European Comunity and its 
Member States for cooperatia, with Suriname on the basis of the 
Convention of Lane and other bilateral agreements; 
4. Considers that there is no longer any obstacle to full implementation, 
in a suitable form, of cooperation prograrmies adopted previo.Jsly; 
5. Takes the view therefore: 
(a) that the EEC must release, in the very short term, an extra amount 
of 1 million ECU in order to fund an emergency aid programne, with 
the assistance of "60s, covering: 
- the provision of medical supplies (rnsdicines and equipment) 
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- improvements to education (teaching aids, lxxlks) 
- boosting ftxXI producticn (fertilizers, seeds) 
(b) that the European CO"M'I.Jf"'lity should give priority ccnsideration to 
ways in which the funds intended for cooperatia, with Suriname 
under the Lone Cawentia, can be used directly to help put the 
Suriname eco,omy back a, its feet, 
(c) that there sto.Jld be a declared readiness to make possible the 
repatriation of Suriname nationals who fled to French Guiana as 
soa, as this is possible; 
and requests the Conmissic:n to take the necessary steps in this 
direction; 
6. Is also of the opinion that the development treaty concluded en 25 
f\bvember 1975 between Suriname and the Netherlands, which was suspended 
in 1982 by the Netherlands, should now be reactivated; 
7. Proposes, for the longer term, that consideration should be given as to 
whether cooperation with Suriname WOJld be served if the rrost important 
partners were to engage in regu 1 ar joint cc:nsul tations with Suriname 
ccnceming the content and scope of cCXJperation and requests the 
Commission to take the initiative for the preparation of such a study; 
8. Instructs its Co-Pr--esidents to forward this resolution to the 
Carmission, the governments of the Member States and the Republic of 
SUrinane. 
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RESCLUT IO\l 
en the right of peoples to informaticn concerning 
their history and to the return of their national archives. 
Jhe ACF-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
having regard to Title VIII of the Third Caiventian of Lane, 
having regard to the Chasle report (Dex:. ACP-EEC 27/81) and resolution, 
I : 1 ' having regard to Resolutions 3026 XXVII, 1148 XXVIII, 3187 XIX and 3391 
XXX of tt-e U.ited Nations General Assembly, 
having regard to the Caivention of the Hadue ( 1954) , the Ccnvention of 
I 
Brussels (1950) and the Paris Accords (19~) listing the archives to be 
returned to their countries of origin, 
whereas many European treaties, such as t~ Treaty of Versailles 
(1919), the Treaty of St. Germain (1919) and the Franco-Italian peace 
! 
treaty (1947) contain clauses relating to ~rchives, b.Jt whereas such 
I 
· clauses are almost never enshrined in devqlution or decolonization 
agreements, 
F. whereas archives, together with the curre11cy, Treasury and State 
funds, form the basis for the national idehtity of a state, 
I 
G. whereas, in addition, these archives form 1an essential part of the 
I heritage of all national comunities as records of their historical, 
cultural and economic development (l.J\ESCO, Dex:. CC/76/VS, 9 April 1976), 
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1. Deplores the fact that certain European cc:untries are st:U1 ir'i 
possession of not only geological, hydrological and geophysical data 
tut also historical and cultural information from the colonial'and 
precolonial periods concerning PCP states but not made available to 
them;. 
2. Condenns the attitude of certain EEC states in refusing to grant 
governments, researchers and ACP citizens access to their c:c:u,tries' 
national archives which are stored in Europe; 
3. Calls on the Member States of the European Cc;wmunity to c::aa:wnenc:e 
negotiations invnadiately with the PCP states with a view to organizing 
the retum of the archives in question; 
J ' ·, ~. • 
4. Urges the authorities of the .Member States of the Europe~: ~itv, 
over a transitional period, to grant free access to archives stored in 
Europe to the citizens of PIJ' states wishing to consult them. 
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RESCLUTICJ'II 
on the efficient dispatching of food aid and emergency aid to Africa and the 
privileged role of N30s. 
· The ACF-€EC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. recalling its previous r-esolutions on the fight against hJnger and 
malnutrition in the ACF countr-ies, 
8. reaffirming the need to ensure that food aid and emergency aid is 
r-apidly dispatched to those in want r-egardless of any political or 
other considerations, 
C. acknowledging the privileged role played by certain "60s in the 
mobilization, dispatching and distrib.Jtion pf aid to the local 
inhabitants in need, 
D. recalling, finally, the political neutrality of the N30s and their 
strictly humanitarian objective, 
1. Calls on the authorities responsible for PCP-EEC cooperation and the 
authorities of the recipient countries to qo everything in ~he,ir power 
to make the task of the humanitarian l\l30s :easier, whilst respecting the · 
political sovereignty of th:Jse countries; 
2. Makes an urgent appeal to the authorities of countries faced with 
tensio, and local and regional conflicts tp enable the people Who are 
. the victims of t~ tensions and conflicts to be supplied ·with the 
necessities of life with the help of humanitarian N30s; 
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3. Reiterates its cc:nfidence in the spirit of negotiation which is 
characteristic of ~-EEC cooperatic:n, whilst r-especting the prior-ities 
and choices of each signatory state of the Cawentian; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forwar-d this resolution the the ~-EEC 
Council, the Council and Ccmnissic:n of the EEC and the N30s Liaisa, 
Convnittee with the EEC and the PCP Gro.Jp. 
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RESCl..UTICJ\I 
on the development of Equator-ial Guinea and the 
return of exiles. 
Jhe ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. welcaning the overthrow in 1979 of the cruel dictatorship of Francisco 
Macias Nguana by the President of Equatorial Guinea, Teodore Obiang 
N'guema Mbasago, and the return to peace and fundamental rights and 
freedoms, 
B. 1Nelcaning the country's acceptance of the plan of action proposed by 
the lJ\t for restoring normal democratic conditions and the desire 
expressed by President OBIAl\6 to achieve national unity and to do so 
"without discrimination, interference or political pr-essure", 
C. recalling the determined efforts made since 1979 to canplete the social 
and economic reconstructi on of a country which is, to a large extent, 
an enclave, 
D. aware of the fact that aln"OSt half the pop..ilation of Equator-ial Guinea 
lives in exile, but also of the amnesty promised by President OBI~ to 
enable all of them to return, 
1. Calls on the European Comrrunity and tt--e CoOYnission to step up 
cooperation for the development of Equator-ial Guinea and establish a 
full delegation in Malabo; 
2. Calls on the PCP States in the r-egion, acting within the frc3fTlavOrk of 
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regional cooperation, to push ahead with schemes to prandte t_rade and 
open up the cCXJntry fran the point of view of b.Jsiness, finance and 
camunications; 
3. Calls on the Commission, a, the basis of Articles 204 and 205 of Lame 
III, to take whatever steps may be necessary to further schemes to 
reintegrate refugees and voluntary repatriates and ensure that 
tumanitarian 1\13.Js are involved in this process; 
4. Stresses the importance of basic and advanced training programmes, 
particularly for administration, the judiciary and management, and the 
positive role that trained exiles ca.Jld play in this respect in their 
return; 
5. Cal ls on the EEC and the Member States present in the region to 
coordinate and organize their aid to Equatorial 0..Jinea rrore effectively 
and to cooperate more closely to achieve the stated aims of· 
development, reintegration and training; 
6. Resolves to send an ACP-EEC parliamentary delegation next year to meet 
the country's authorities and assess with them the progress made in the 
context of the above cooperation; 
7. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resdlutia, to the Co.Jncil, 
the Conmission, the PCP gra.Jp and the authorities of Equatorial 0..Jinea. 
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RESCLUTICJ\I 
on str-engthening scx.:io-cultural cCXJper-ation in anticipation of Lame IV. 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assemb!Y_, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 Mar-eh 1988, 
A. r-ecalling its previ0-1s resolutions on scx:io--cultur-al development, 
B. anxio.Js to make constructive pr-epar-atians for- the negotiations that 
will begin in September 1988 on revision of the pr-esent PCP-EEC 
cCXJperation agr-eement, 
C. concerned by the limited extent to which Htle VIII of Lc:me III on 
socio-cultur-al cCXJperation, one of the main n~ featur-es of PCP-£EC 
cooper-ation, has been implemented, 
1. Welcomes the Carmission's decision to use a simplified, speedier-
procedure to commit 10 million EDJ to small cultur-al projects not 
exceeding 300,(X)() ECU from either- national indicative progranmes under-
the 6th EDF or regional progranmes; 
2. Insists, in anticipation of the r-evision of Lc:me III, that provision be 
made for- extr-a-budgetar-y cultur-al funding for which or-ganizations such 
as the Fo.Jndation for ~-EEC Cultur-al CCXJper-ation can act as the 
authorizing agency; 
3. Acknowledges the need to set up, alongside the joint industrial and 
customs cCXJperation c011YT1ittees, a socio-cultural committee r-esponsible 
for promoting and supervising the development of this deficit sector; 
4. Stresses the importance of carefully pr-epared tecmical assistance in 
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this sec tor; 
5. Calls on the Member States of the EEC to coordinate their intematicnal 
cultural relations policies more efficie,tly, particularly with a view 
to strengthening cooperatic:n with the PCP and co-financing more 
projects with the EIF'; 
6. Considers nevertheless that, in additic:n to initiatives taken to 
promote Title VIII of Lane III, the socio-cultural aspect nust be made 
an integral part of all ~EC cooperation at the planning stage, 
thereby ensuring greater participation by the people in specific 
development policies; 
7. Stresses the special role that the ACP-EEC social partners and na,-
govemmental or-ganizatia,s can play ala,gside the Cawenticn 
institutia,s in implementing scx:io-cultural ccoperatic:n; 
8. Consider-s that, with a view to strengthening the cultural sector, 
informatic:n and comnunicatia, policies nust assume an important role in 
development; 
9. Instructs its Eureau, in close collabor-ation with the PCP grOJp and the 
Ccmnissic:n, to set up by the end of 1988 at tre latest, a working party 
to define an operaticnal framework for scx:io-cultural develo,:wnent in 
Lame IV; 
10. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolutic:n to the ACF-EEC 
Council, the Council and Convnissicn of the European Comuriities and f:C.P 
and European economic and social circles. 
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RESO...UTICJ\J 
on PCP-EEC intercomrunal and intercity cooperation. 
The ACF-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. bearing in mind the major role to be played by the social and economic 
partners in the implementation of the third Lame Conventic:n, 
B. considering the fundamental role of "cormunes" in developnent 
activities at grass roots level, 
C. recognizing the cunulative effect of "camunal" action and its role as 
a catalyst in various undertakings, 
D. considering that assistance by "comrunes" in development projects is 
complementary to that of the State, 
E. having regard to the major role played by intercamunal cooperation in 
bringing people together, 
1. Recomnends that development project cooperation between "cormunes" in 
ACF countr-ies and trose in EEC countries be encouraged in the next ACF-
EEC Convention; 
2. Invites the relevant ACP-EEC authorities to provide funds ained at 
financing "comune" projects in ACP countries in the next ACF-EEC 
Convention; 
3. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC 
Council of Ministers, the ACP-EEC Committee of ~bassadors and the 
Council and Commission of the European Camunities. 
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I 
The ~-EEC Joint Assembly, 
RESCLUT I CJ\I 
on lo:> sugar. 
meeting in Lame (Togo) fran 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. Recalling the resolution on sugar adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 
during its meeting ih Lisbai (Portugal) from 25 September to 2 October 
1987, 
B. Reaffirming the resolution in this regard adopted by the 43rd Session 
of the Council of PCP Ministers held in Brussels from 23 to 25 November 
1987, 
C. Recalling the recognition, expressed in a resolutia, on sugar adopted 
by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly during its meeting of 26 September 
1980 in Luxembourg, of the necessity to improve the position of PCP 
sugar supplying states, 
D. Recognising the efforts being made by the Conmission to curb beet sugar 
production in the Conm..lni ty, 
E. Reiterating that in this caitext the Conmission's restrictive pricing 
policy does considerable injury to the economies of the supplying 
states because of the equating of the~ guaranteed price to the EEC 
intervention price, 
F. Remaining concerned therefore at the negative effects which the 
continuing freeze in the guaranteed price has on the economies of the 
PCP sugar supplying states, 
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G. Stressing that such a static price means, in real terms, a decreased 
income to the ACP as underlined in the memorandum on economic factors 
submitted to the Corrmission each year, 
H. Reiterating that the vulnerability of PCP cane sugar industries 
prevents them from adjusting easily to such income losses in comparison 
to the protected and thJs more resilient beet sugar industries, 
I. Emphasising that the world price for sugar is no basis for a reference 
in the determinat ion of the PCP guaranteed price, 
J. Remaining convinced of the necessity to identify and to adopt special 
measures to redress the imbalance in (:cF' sugar incomes, 
K. Drawing attention to the recent conclusion of the negotiations for a 
guaranteed price for the 1987/88 delivery period, 
L. Restating the fact that in accepting the same level of price for- the 
third consecutive year the ACP is making a considerable sacrifice, 
M. Expressing sincere appreciation for the Comlission's understanding of 
the ACP's most pressing concerns in this regard, 
N. Bearing in mind the corrmitment taken by the Cc:mnission at those 
negotiations to undertake a joint examination with the ACP of such 
special measures which 1NOL1ld be effective from the 1987/88 delivery 
period, 
1. Urges the contracting parties to establish urgently the mcx:talities for 
this examination bearing in mind that any measure so adopted lNOUld be 
outside of the Protcx:ol's provisions; 
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2. Calls en the Commission and the COMUnity to ensure a levE!l of income 
for PCP supplying States which would contrib.Jte to re-establishing 
stability in their sugar export earnings bearing in mind the economic 
factors relevant to those States; 
3. Invites the Comrunity and its Member States to participate fully in the 
conclusion of an Intemational Sugar Agreement with appropriate 
eccnomic clauses to re-establish stability in world sugar prices; 
4. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolutiai to the Council 
of Ministers an its relevant institutions. 
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RESC1-UTIO\I 
on ACP-EEC cooper-ation in the field of health. 
The PCP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) fr-om 21 to 25 Mar-eh 1988, 
A. having r-egar-d to the inter-im r-eport pr-esented by the co-r.-appor-teur-s on 
health in r-esponse to the mandate given to them by the Joint Assembly, 
8. having r-egar-d to the findings of the fact-finding mission by the co-
r-apµ::>r-teur-s on health to the Afr-ican r-egional headquar-ter-s of the W-0 
in Brazzaville and to Benin, 
C. bearing in mind the inminent opening of negotiations on the fCXJr-th ACP-
EEC Convention and pending the final r-eport by the co-r-apporteur-s on 
health, 
D. recalling the . goal of health for all in the year- 20CX) adopted by the 
Wor-ld Health Organization and concerned at the setbacks noted r-ecentl y 
in relation to the implementation of policies of structural adjustment, 
1. Is in favour of stepping up ACP-EEC cooper-ation in the field of health 
in the four-th ACP-EEC Convention; 
2. Takes the view that health has in fact so far been considered as an 
unimpor-tant dimension of ACP-EEC cCXJper-ation compared with other- ar-eas 
even tl"ough funds have been invested in it; 
3. Draws attention to the fact that health is an integr-al par-t of self-
r-eliant development and that it must be fully consider-ed as a crucial 
investment in the economic:, social and cultural futur-e of the PCP 
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countries; 
4. Takes the view that the results obtained so far in the field of health 
through ACP-EEC cCXJperaticn have not been comnensurate with the effort 
undertaken and that, for there to be an improvement, the objectives and 
procedures of the ErF' will have to be redefined; 
5. - Believes that strengthening the health sector in this way may n!nder 
~sible a substantial improvement in the health of the peoples in the 
~ countries; 
6. Reserves the right to make specific prolX)Sals at the next meeting of 
the Joint Assembly and asks the two parties responsible for negotiating 
the fOJrth ACP-EEC caivention to carry out a careful review of this 
sector; 
7. Believes that in the wide-ranging and difficult debate on the financing 
of the health sector in the PCP countries original proposals can and 
rrust be ?Jt for-ward in the PCP-EEC ca,text; 
8. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resoluticn to the 
Commission and the ACP-EEC Co..ancil of Ministers. 
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RESCLUT I CJ\J 
on the accessia, of the Republic of Haiti and 
the Dominican Republic to the IVth Cawention of Lame. 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. noting that among the Caribbean ca..1ntries which do not maintain special 
relations with other economic cooperation groups, namely the two 
countries into which the island of Hispaniola is divided, the Republic 
of Haiti and the Dominican Republic are now the only States which 
remain outside the asscx:iation system established by the Ccnventions of 
Lame, 
B. Whereas both countries and their peoples could greatly benefit from 
being included in the Lame system, not least in overcoming the scx:ial, 
~litical and economic difficulties with which they are faced at the 
prese, t time, 
I 
I C. whereas the purpose of the regional groupings of African, Caribbean and 
Pacific States must be to endeavor to include all of the States of 
these regions, 
D. whereas the accession of Haiti and the Dominican Republic to the group 
of ACP-£EC countries could contribute to strengthening regional 
cooperation in the Caribbean, 
E. aware that the Haitian Government has formally applied to the ACP and 
EEC for observer status in the negotiations for the IVth ACP-EEC 
Convention with a view to adhering to that Convention, 
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1. cal 1 s a, the EEC and the PCP to admit both countries as observen; in 
the caitext of Lame 111, and to open negotiations with a view to their 
possible accession to the successor Cawentiai; 
2. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolutia, to the PCP-EEC 
Co..lrlcil of Ministers, the Conmissiai and the governments of the 
Republic of Haiti and the Dominican Republic. 
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RESCLUTICJ\I 
o, the pledge to grant a mininum percentage of Grf 
in official development aid. 
The ACF-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in L~ (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. drawing attention to oft repeated pledges by the European Camunity and 
the Member States to endeavor to make available a minirrum of 0.71. of 
GI\P in official aid, 
I I ,. 
B. noting that, taken together, the Cormunity and the Member States have 
not fulfilled this pledge altho..Jgh, taken separately, some Member 
States do meet this target, 
C. having regard to the serious decline in the non-official fl°""" of funds 
towar-ds the third !fJDr-ld (bank credits, investrrent), 
D. having regard to the guidelines for the future financing of the 
UJflYTIUnity and the de tailed figures for the var-ious policy sector-s as 
proposed by the Camlissia, and adopted in principle by the European 
Co.Jncil, 
E. concerned at the f act that in some Member States which almost 
traditionally meet the set criteria a debate has begun which could 
r-esult in a reduced contrib.Jtion, 
1. Confirms its undertaking to do everything in its po.,,.,er to attain the 
target figure of 0.7% of Gr\P in official aid within a reasonable time 
limit; 
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2. Appeals to the other Cormunity institutions to subscribe to a similar 
undertaking; 
3. Urges all Member States not to interfere with levels of official aid 
that have already been attained; 
4. Instructs its Co-Pr-esidents to forward this resolutic::n to the Ca.Jncil, 
the ConYnission, the Conm.Jnity Member States and the PCP Member States. 
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RESCLUT I CJ\J 
on the renewed upsurge of racism in Europe. 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. having regard to the upsurge of racism and xenoptnbia in certain 
cc::untries of the EEC, accompanied by manifestations of fascism, as 
established by a cam1ittee of inquiry of the European Parliament 
(Evrigenis report), 
B. whereas the Joint Declaration against raci~ and xenopt--obia signed by 
the European institutions, the Council, the Camlission, and by the 
MEimber States has not been translated into practical effect, 
C. whereas racism and xenoptnbia are contrary to hJman dignity and h.Jman 
rights, 
1. Condenns the rene\Ned upsurge of ratism, xenopt--obia and even fascism in 
certain Member States of the European Cormunity; 
2. Calls upon the European institutions and the Member States of the EEC 
to take effective measures putting the Joint Declaration i~to effect in 
order to prevent these racist manifestations which are contrary to the 
spirit of the Convention of Lame; 
3. Emphasizes that the economic situation, characterized by the prevalence 
of unemployment in the Member States, constitutes a favo..Jrable climate 
for such manifestations of racism and xenophobia, of which ACP 
nationals are often the principal victims; 
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4. Requests the Member States of the European Carmunity to pUr$Ue an 
immigration policy based on the equal treatrrent of inmigrant workers 
and, therefore, on the elimination of all measures which discriminate 
against invnigrant workers; 
5. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council, 
the Camnission and the States signatory to the Convention of Lc::me. 
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RESCLUTICJ\I 
on the Manifesto of PCP Heads of State against extermination 
by h..lnger, for the right of life and liberty 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in L~ (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. having regard to the Manifesto of ACP Heads of State against 
extermination by t-unger, for the right of life and liberty signed today 
by 18 ACP Heads of State, 
1. lNelcomes the letter and spirit of this cultural and political document 
I I 
and the projected legal and social systems contained in this text, 
which lends to contemporary institutions and society the practical and 
moral conviction to guar-antee the existence of a new pal i tical, 
economic and moral order througt-x::ut the wor-ld; 
2. Reconmends that this manifesto be included among the principal texts 
serving as a reference for the new ACP-EEC Asscx::iation agreement; 
3. Stresses the pride of place given to the ACP-£EC resolutions in the 
manifesto; 
4. Adopts and supports this manifesto and instructs the Convrunity 
Institutions and the ~ber- States to ensure that it is implemented -and 
disseminated and its principles and objectives upheld. 
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___________ .,_ -· ----· ---·-· -··· -·· ... -·--------
MANIFESTO OF HEADS OF STATE 
AGAINST EXTERMINATION 
BY HUNGER, FOR THE RIGHT 
TO LIFE AND LIBERTY 
WE . who have been invested with the highest public authority in our countries- and despite the diversi-
ty in otir history - all equally and together bear witness to the 
arrmlling consequences of the rrevaitin~ international dis-
order, a disorder which is at the same time legal, political, 
institutional, economic and moral; 
WE . who must stand by and watr:h the wholcsak . . . extermination of human life thrnugh poverty and 
hunger brought about by the same extraordinary powers of 
science and human intelligence which arc capable today or 
unimagim:.d feats in the universe and of revolutionary !,ocial 
and technological achievements. through the mastery in a 
ma.Iler of decades of more concc,,cs of ~realer significance 
than those amassed throughout the entire history of man-
kind; 
WE -more than four years after the appeal manifesto · signed by 95 Nobel Laureates, which is still htlr,ing 
to spur on and must continue to make ever more tangible the 
aims. hopes, struggles and policies of life. peace and human 
solidarity and interdependence in the world; 
- more than four years after the solemn resolution of the 
European Parliament endorsed hy the vast majorit)' of repre-
~entatives of hundreds of millions of European citizens, 
which showed the world - not just Europe • the objectives, 
methods and means by which to lay, now, the foundations for 
the development of their land and their states through the 
sun·ivaJ of tens of millions of men and women otherwise 
faced with imminent death through poverty and starvation: 
- mme than two years ~fter the historic resolution jointly 
adopted by the European members of Parliament and the 
representatives of the 65 countries of Africa, the Caribbean 
and the Pacific meeting in the joint ACP-EEC Assembly, 
which demanded that the LOME Ill Convention should have 
as it~ primary task that of ensuring the right to life, in addition 
to ensuring equally and within the same context human, 
economic, social and cultural right~; 
WE. , believing it necessary without delay to formulate and demand consistent and appropriate ways of 
securing these ends, even by giving binding force to the moral 
law and the law of positive rights, now rccogni1ed and re· 
quircd by the highest international, P.olitical and religious 
institutions and by all free and resrons1blt: people: the law!i of 
the right to life, of human and civil rights, ofpolitical ri[thts, 
of rhe right to health and the riJht to development, all af-
firmed by charters. treaties, declarations and pacts, all of which 
arc not ohserved~ 
WE , observing that the threat of a nuclear holocaust . . cannot be averted if we ignore the atrocious reality 
of the holocaust through poverty, the millions condemned lo 
starvation, and the record level of exploitation; or if we ignore 
the fact that war ha~ been for decades an C\'cryday, tragic fact 
in thC' southern rc~ions of the world and not just a threat. as ·· · 
too many people m the North appear to believe when they 
arm them~elvcs "against the threat" and do not arm thcm-
sel\'CS against the terrible reality of war and h<llocaust 
throuph po\'crty, which is currently hcing enacted; 
W. · E , fully consciou~ of our rcsronsibilities and seeking guidance f rum God under his different names. who 
lives in our cnnscicm:es, guiding them and inspiring our 
diverse faiths and hclicf! .. and those of all 00,r peoples; 
BY REASON WHEREOF 
WE affirm our con\'iction and determination to do our utmost. and to demand that others do their ut-
most, from this moment on, to persuade the greatest possible 
number of countries, Nonh and South, rich and poor. opu-
lent and destitute, and the greatest possible number of or{'ani· 
sations and individuals, to join together in a formal and 
binding manner : 
- to link within the same context the right to life and the right 
to liberty. the rig.hi to peace and the righUo ju5ticc, the right 
to equalit)' in interdependence. and to r_cjcct. once and f~r a_ll 
the false choice. for oneself or anyone else. between the 
nations' right to defence and security and th,e human and civil 
riphts of individuals, between the need ·10 de\'clop and the 
demands of law and freedom; 
- to adopt immediately laws and decisions giving absolute 
priority everywhere to the survi\·al of those on the verge of 
death from starvation and destitution, by winning back life, 
work and production from their land. by making bloom what 
today resemble~ an ever-expanding desert. by halting and 
reversing the desperate and tragic movement!- of refu,ees 
which transfer and extend further death. not life, misery, not 
well heing. disorder. not order, all this means of a· major 
project • of special integrated aid, adopted to this end; 
• in order to confer binding power on the United Nations 
Organisation to introduce laws and re5olutions on interna-
tional r,cacc and security in conjunction with the right to life 
and dcvclormcnt for the pop. ulations suffering death through 
hunger and poverty, this right to life and development being a 
substantive right or the individual which must he consid~rcd 
a" having a~olute priority; 
- in order that, hctwccn now and 1986, all the 1ovtrnmcnt~ 
accede to Resolution No 2626 of 24 October 1970 by allocat-
ing 0.7%, of their GNP to aid for life and de\'clopmcnt and 
earmark additional srccial funds for the first major special 
integrated intervention projects to ensure the sur\'ival and 
dcvelormenl of tens of millions of people on the verr,e of 
extinction through hunger and poverty; 
- in order that the United Nations should be ~iven powers and 
force~ to rromotc the signin1? of world and inter-rc:1?,innal 
al!recmcnts gum:.mtccing &(?ricultural and_ r_.ood security. and 
dcvctormcnt. which l'illl off!,et and control P,'f'\'crsc rrotct·-
tioni!.l ml'chanisms and the monstrQU!i world debt, which 
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nnw often threatens the economics of the creditor countries 
the mselves and is tending. to mortgage their general policic~ to 
the advantage of pri, ate interest net v. orl,;s, hoth domestic and 
inte rnational. often hascd on ini4uitow·, profits and "mcmnp-
olistic" and "oligopolistic" concentrations of production and 
marketing. 
WE . THE UNDERSIGNED, within the framrwork which constitutes and authorises our specific re-
sponsibi lities, undertake to do our utmost to ensure that in 
LIST OF SIG NATORIES 
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our states. at the seat nf the United Nations General Asscm-
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RESCl..UTICl\l 
a, the reconstruction of Chad. 
The ACP--EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lane (Togo) fran 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. having regard to Resolution 40/219 of the General Assembly of the 
Uiited Nations of 27 December 1985 and previous n?Seluticns on 
assistance for reconstruction, recovery, development, urgent 
tumanitarian aid and special aid for Chad, 
B. whereas war and drought are jeopardizing all the recaistructia, and 
development efforts undertaken by the Chad Government, 
C. ccnsidering that the situaticn being experienced by the people of Chad 
is likely to obstruct directly the realizaticn of the objectives 
pursued by the Chad government, 
D. noting with satisfaction the Ro.Jnd Table Ca,ference en Aid for Chad 
organized by the Uiited Nations Development Progr-anme an 4 and 5 
December 1985, in accordance with the arrangements agreed at the 
Intematicnal Conference an Emergency Aid for Chad held in ~ber 
1982, 
E. expressing its gratitude to the States, particularly those of the 
European Conm..Jnity, and to the governmental and ncn-govemmental 
organizations which have responded and are continuing to respond 
generously to the appeals of the Chad Government and of the Secr-etary-
General of the Ulited Nations by providing aid to Chad, 
1. Asks for further urgent aid to take account of the many problems caused 
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by drought, war and the r-esettlement of displaced popul a tions; 
2. Asks the ACP- EEC Cc:uncil of Minister-s to pursue its effort s wi thin all 
the appr-opr-iate bodies to mobilize the necessar-y reso..irces for an 
e 'ffec tive programme of tecmical, financial and material aid for- Chad; 
3. Instructs i ts Co- Presidents equally to ma,itor the implementation of 
the resol ution, to forward it to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the 
govemments of the Member States of the Comnunity and the PCP members 
of t he Lame Convention, and to r-e por-t to the next meeting of the ACP-
EEC Joi nt Assembly. 
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R£SO...UT1(J\) 
on the situation in Chad. 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. having regard to the resolutions on the situation in Chad adopted in 
Brazzaville by thE? ~-EEC Joint Assembly on 23 February 1984, in 
Luxembourg by the PCP-EEC Consultative Assembly on 24 September 1984, 
in Swaziland by the PCP-EEC Joint Assembly session on 30 January 1986, 
in Vouliagmeni (Greece) on 25 September 1986, and in Lisbai (Portugal) 
en 1 October 1987, 
8. having regard to resolution ~/DFT/Res.10 (XXIII) adopted by the 
Ccnference of Heads of State and Government of the DAU at its 23rd 
ordinary session in Addis Ababa from 27 to '29 July 1987 on the border 
dispute between Chad and Libya, 
c. having regard to the OALJ's efforts to encourage the establishnent of 
conditions conducive to a just and lasting peace in Chad, 
D. whereas the terr-itorial dispute bet~ Chad and Libya may endanger 
international peace and security, particularly in the region concerned, 
E. noting the laudable efforts by the DAU to reach a negotiated and 
peaceful settlement to the border dispute between Chad and Libya, 
F. coocemed to ensure respect for the territorial integrity of the 
African, Caribbean and Pacific members of the Lame Conventioo, 
1. Reiterates its support to the Government and the people of the Republic 
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of Chad who are experiencing a painful si t uation of war and aggression 
which have r-esul ted in heavy losses of h.Jman life, t he destruction of 
fauna and flora as well as of essential infrastructur~s; 
2. Deplores tt"E fact that this situation impedes the realisat ion of 
prograrrmes of development undertaken by the Government and the people 
of Chad; 
3. Denounces the incursions by the Libyan army and air force in violation 
of the OAU ' s ceasefire; 
4. Lhdertakes to support the efforts by the OAU and its ad-hoe: comnittee 
to encourage the establishnent of conditions conducive to permanent 
settlement of the border dispute beti,.,een Chad and Libya; 
5. Calls on the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to take every possible step 
within the appropriate bodies with a view to prorroting the restoration 
of a just and lasting peace bet~ the parties concerned; 
6. Instructs its Co-Presidents to mcnitor the implementation of this 
resolution, to forward it to the ACP-EEC Co.Jncil of Ministers, the 
Governments of the Cormu.nity Member States and of the ACP Members of 
the Lame Convention, and to report to the next session of the ~-EEC 
Joint Assembly. 
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RESCLUT I CJ\J 
on death sentences in South Africa. 
The AOJ-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. whereas six young Africans including, for the first time, one woman, 
have been sentenced to hang in So.Jth Africa, without any proof of their 
guilt, on the basis of collective responsibility, contrary to all legal 
principles, 
B. whereas their execution may take place on 18 April 1988, 
1. Calls on all the signatory States of the Lame Convention, the Council 
and the Comnission to take further steps to prevent this crime; 
2. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council, 
the Conmission and all the signatory States of the Lane Conventic::n. 
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RESCl...UTICl\l 
on the situation in South and southern Africa. 
The PCP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in Lame (Togo) from 21 to 25 March 1988, 
A. recalling and reaffirming its previous resolutions on South and 
southern Africa, in particular those adopted at Ezulwini (Swaziland) on 
30 January 1986, at Vouliagmeni (Greece) on 25 September 1986, at 
Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987 and at Lisbon on 1 October 1987, 
B. deeply concerned with the continued deterioration of the situation 
inside South Africa and the hJman suffering that the system of 
apartheid is causing in the southern Africa region, 
C. convinced that the present policy of the South African Government is 
leading inevitably towards an armed conflagration, 
D. welcoming the resolution of the European Parliament on Friday, 30 
October 1987 on the implementation by the Member States of the 
Comnunity of economic sanctions against the Republic of South Africa 
(Sil"ll\S report), 
E. ~leaning the Kingston Declaration on 1-Uman Dignity and the PCP 
Progranme of Action against Apartheid at the Special PCP Council in 
Kingston on 30 October 1987, 
F. realising that the EEC Troika/12 PCP Foreign Ministers meeting 
envisaged for 26 April 1988 in Luxembourg is inadequate for a 
comprehensive debate on the situation in South and so.Jthem Africa, 
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G. shocked by the intnxJucticn on 24 Febr-uary o f comprehensiv@ 
restrictions on 17 leading non-violen t opposition organisations by the 
So.Jth Afr-ican· Government and the impositioo of r-estriLtion or-ders cn 18 
individuals, 
H. realising that these curbs effectively ccnstitute a ban on these 
organisations, since they are prohibited from any activity other than 
existence in name only, and sever-ely cur-tail the operations of the 
largest trade unicn confederation, COSATU, 
I. giving its full support to tt,e continuing pr-otests especially by the 
ct-urches against these measures within South Africa, which led to the 
arrest of church leaders on 29 February 1988 during a peaceful 
demcnstration, 
J. whereas the South African Government is ccnsidering banning financial 
contributions from foreign supporters destined for anti-apartheid 
organizations, which would endanger future positive measures by the 
EEC, 
1. Utterly condemns these vicious and provocative measures by the South 
African Gover-nment, which will, by criminalising every peaceful act 
which opponents of the apar-theid system can take, diminish the 
possibility of peaceful fundamental change in South Afr-ica; 
2. Calls cn the EEC Council of Ministers to make the strongest 
representat.ions to the Scuth African Government to lift these 
restrictions immediately; 
.. 
3. Caldenns the continued detention and maltreatment of children and young 
people and the consequent har-assment of their families by the South 
African Government and calls for the cessation these acts forthwith; 
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4. Considers that in the light of these serious developrrents the EEC 
Co.Jncil of Ministers nust now without fail establish : coherent and 
effective policy designed to lead to the eradication of apartheid in 
South Africa; 
5. Conderrns the policy and practice of state terrorism being perpetrated 
by the South African regime against the neighbouring States in the 
Region through acts of sat:x>tage and training and financing of armed 
grn . .1ps and mercenaries the the territories of these States in a bid to 
destabilize them; 
6. Demands the unconditional withdrawal of South African military farces 
from Angola in conformity with the Ulited Nations Security Council 
Resolution l\b. 602/87 of 25 l\bvember 1987, and that South Africa cease 
its acts of aggression and destabilisation; 
7. Strongly conderms the illegal entry into Angola of the Head of the 
South African Government and some of his members and demands that the 
regime scrupulously respect the sovereignty of air space, territorial 
integrity and the independence of Aigola; 
8. SupJX)rts all measures currently under way to achieve peace in the 
region and calls on all the parties concerned to continue their efforts 
ta enable the economic reconstruction of this r-eqion; 
9. Conderrns the continued actions of South African-backed armed bands in 
Mozambique with the disastrous effect on the economy of Mozambique and 
notably on its rural population, and with the resulting massive 
displacement at people, both in f't:Jzambique itself and in other SADCC 
neighbouring states; 
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10. Welcomes the recent extension of non-lethal military aid by t.he 
Comlission and r1ember States to Mozambique and calls for an extension 
of such assistance to meet tt,e worsening situation; 
11. Convinced that the only peaceful solution to South Africa's problems is 
through negotiations involving all major political leaders, and calls 
upon the South African Government to create the conditions for such 
negotiations; 
12. Recognizes the fact that a peaceful transition through negotiations 
cannot be achieved without greater and effective pressure being brought 
to bear upon the South African Government and trose who maintain it in 
~r; 
13. l\btes that the measures adopted by the EEC Council of Ministers in 
September 1985 and September 1986 have not been fully adhered to by the 
EEC Member States resulting in the aggravation of the situation in 
So.Jth Africa and tt-warting in turn the legitimate demands of the black 
population and organisations representing them; calls on the Council to 
investigate alleged breaches of the arms embargo by EEC Member States, 
and to take appropriate measures; 
14. Calls yet again for additional restrictive measures, notably a ban on 
the import of coal from South Africa to the European Camrrunity, and a 
termination of all cooperation which could further the development of 
South Africa's nuclear industry and all cooperation involving advanced 
techlo 1 ogy; 
15. Conderrns in this connection the practice by which companies in EEC 
1'1ember States, with the approval of Euratom officials, give false 
declarations of origin for uranium originating from South Africa and 
. 
Namibia by "swap arrangements"~ and in this way circumvent existing 
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anti-apartheid measures of the EEC and other western countries; and 
calls on the Commission to end at cnce t his illegal practice in which 
the Euratom authorities connive; 
16. Lhderlines that all restrictive measures are undermined by the fact 
that they are at present not applied against Namibia; and therefore 
calls for all measures to be applied to Namibia also until the full 
indei:endence of Namibia is achieved on the basis of lJ\I Security Council 
Resoluticn 435; 
17. Calls on the European Parliament, in the face of ccntinued Scuth 
African destabilisation, to establish a new budgetary line to extend 
additional support to the SAOCC States, and calls on the Member States 
unccnditionally to increase their bilateral aid disbursements to the 
SADCC region; 
1.8. Calls for a special full session of the ACF-EEC Council of Ministers of 
Foreign Affairs on the deteriorating situation in South and southern 
Africa and to discuss the Kingston ACP Programne of Action against 
Apartheid; 
19. Reiterates its call for the establishnent of a maiitoring committee on 
the situation on South and SCXJthem Africa and on the implementation of 
decisions of the Joint Assembly; and calls for a report from Commission 
and Council at its next Joint Assembly meeting; 
20. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC 
Council of Ministers, the EEC Council of Ministers, the Conmission and 
the governments of all the signatories of the Lc:>me Convention. 
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